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Abstract 

The main goal of this Ph.D. Thesis concerns the design and synthesis of 

multifunctional materials which is one of the most challenging topics for chemists and 

physicists working together in the multidisciplinary field of Materials Chemistry. In order 

to do so, we have taken advantage of the new developments of the 

metallosupramolecular chemistry, in particular the molecular-programmed self-

assembly methods that exploit the coordination preferences of the metal ions and the 

versatility of the tailored ligands. In this sense, we have chosen functionalised oxamato 

and oxamidato derivatives to build extended architectures which can exhibit interesting 

features, the control of the porosity being one of them. Our efforts have been devoted 

to prepare porous coordination polymers (PCPs) and investigate the introduction of new 

physical properties such as chirality, gas sorption and separation or magnetic properties, 

among others. In this respect, two separated research lines have been explored whose 

results are shown in Parts 1 and 2. 

Part 1 deals with the development of a synthetic strategy to obtain chiral porous 

materials in an easy and effective manner. It consists of the functionalisation of 

enantiopure amino acids (alanine, valine, leucine and phenylglycine) whose encoded 

chiral information is efficiently transmitted to their derivatives and their different 

aliphatic residues play a non-negligible role in the self-assembling processes of the 

extended structures.  In turn, Part 1 has been divided into Parts 1.A and 1.B, focusing on 

oxamate- and oxamidate-based compounds, respectively. Interestingly, both families of 

ligands gave rise to very different metalloligands and consequently, to a wide variety of 

fascinating chiral 3D frameworks which display interesting properties. In Part 1.A, we 

demonstrate that our metalloligand strategy represents an effective synthetic route to 

rationally prepare chiral PCPs, one of the unprecedented and striking result being the 

synthesis of a rod-like MOF from a preformed chiral 1D SBU. Among the oxamidato-

derived PCPs shown in Part 1.B, we report a family of calcium(II)-derived PCPs which 



serves as an excellent platform to study how the gas sorption and selectivity can be 

tailored by tuning the electron density of the channels of the PCPs, thus achieving an 

easy manner to separate, for instance, methane from longer hydrocarbons in natural 

gas.  

Part 2 concerns the use of several post-synthetic methods (PSMs) to introduce new 

physical properties into preformed materials and thus to obtain multifunctional PCPs. In 

this chapter, we have explored three PSMs which are discussed in Parts 2.A, 2.B and 2.C. 

Taking advantage of the porous and anionic nature of the preformed PCPs and the 

resulting presence of counter-balancing cations within their 3D frameworks, we have 

performed the substitution of such cations and investigated the physical properties that 

the new materials show. In Part 2.A, we show how the exchange of the sodium(I) ions 

by lithium(I) and potassium(I) cations affords the derived PCPs which exhibit improved 

structural stability, gas sorption and magnetic properties. In Part 2.B, we are able to 

encapsulate a preformed iron(III) cationic complex within the pores of a PCP through 

cation exchange. This encapsulation results into interesting properties for both, the 

encapsulated complex and the original PCP.  We go a step forward in Part 2.C and 

explore the substitution of not only the counter-balancing cations but also the metal 

ions constituting the coordination framework. Hence, we satisfactory exchange the 

diamagnetic magnesium(II) ions by paramagnetic cations from the first-transition row 

through transmetallation processes, affording two new magnetic materials which could 

not be prepared by direct synthesis.



“La actividad más noble de un ser humano es el conocer por conocer, 

buscar respuestas a las leyes de la naturaleza” 

José Bernabéu.
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0.1. Porous Coordination Polymers (PCPs) 

Porous solids, possessing well-defined channels have been proven to be excellent 

candidates to overcome technological challenges. These materials exhibit fascinating 

properties and porosity lies at the origin of most of them. The presence of nanometre-

sized pores provides with two main advantages. Firstly, the surface area of these 

materials is much higher than that of non-porous materials. Thus, interactions of the 

framework with the molecules, ions or atoms occur not only at the external surface but 

also throughout the whole bulk of the solid.  Secondly, controlled porosity with a 

conscious design in terms of size, shape and functionality, provides with a very rich host-

guest chemistry 

allowing an accurate 

manipulation of those 

molecules hosted in 

these pores. These two 

advantages clearly 

contribute to the 

development of 

Nanoscience and 

Nanotechnology, 

where functional low-

density porous 

materials are 

increasingly being 

required to overcome current and future social needs. 

Such technological and scientific interests have motivated the vast efforts devoted 

during the last few decades to the design and preparation of new porous materials. 

Among these new materials, porous coordination polymers (PCPs), also termed metal-

 

Figure 1.  Some of the most relevant disciplines in which 
MOFs can be placed at the crossing point. 
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organic frameworks (MOFs), are now at the avant-garde of current research as a 

consequence of their fine-tuneable features and properties. Although much work 

remains to be done in order to introduce MOFs in the industry, they are particularly 

promising materials in gas storage and separation1,2, catalysis,3 drug delivery,4 sensor 

technology,5 molecular recognition,6 transport7 and encapsulation,8 among many others 

(see Figure 1). 

 0.1.1. Description 

Amongst the different ways of defining a coordination polymer (CP) that can be 

found in the literature, two of them particularly sound, are highlighted here: 

“A coordination polymer is an extended connection of metal and ligand monomers 

(where the nature of ligand is not defined) through coordination bonds with no regard 

toward the final structure or morphology”.9  

“A coordination polymer is a compound consisting of multiple units of a basic 

building block called coordination entity. A coordination entity is an ion or neutral 

molecule that is composed of a central atom, usually that of a metal, to which is attached 

a surrounding array of atoms or groups of atoms, each which is called a ligand”.10  

Both definitions share as common point that CPs contain two central components: 

single metal or metal-complex nodes and organic linkers. Although the main framework 

is constructed from these two starting reagents, other components such as blocking 

ligands, counterions and guest molecules, can also play a key role.  The presence of both 

organic and inorganic parts leads to a huge number of advantages. One of the most 

significant deals with the design and control of the architecture and properties that the 

final framework will display. For this purpose, not only the right choice of the molecular 

units (metals and ligands with desirable features and functionalities) is required. Since 

the network connectivity of the building units will largely determine the properties of 

the CP, a good foresight as to how the assembling takes place also becomes crucial.  In 

this sense, CPs appear as an excellent playground to study and understand the trends in 
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connectivity and the principles that govern the assembly of the frameworks. There are 

many factors influencing the formation of the network that occasionally prevent an 

accurate prediction of the final structure. 

As mentioned above, the combination of both metal nodes and organic linkers, 

represent a fantastic tool for the design of the desired material. Therefore, after a 

careful selection of the organic ligand, the physical properties of the CP can, somehow, 

be modulated. Moreover, organic components provide the chemist with a wide variety 

of linking sites with tuned binding strength and directionality. The function of the metal 

node is equally relevant. A great variety of metal cations can participate in the 

framework. Depending on the metal and its oxidation state, different coordination 

numbers and geometries can be observed. In addition, when using a metal-complex as 

a node instead of a naked metal ion, a control of the bond angles and a restriction of 

coordination sites can be achieved.  Besides, the use of blocking ligands (chelating or 

macrocyclic groups) can be also used to limit the available coordination sites. Overall, 

the diversity of organic components and metal ions or metal clusters and the many 

possible combinations between them, give rise to a myriad of CPs showing diverse and 

fascinating topologies and exhibiting significant properties.   

Aiming at establishing a classification for the coordination compounds, one should 

consider that CPs extend into an infinite array. This definition automatically excludes 

discrete molecular complexes such as macrocycles ranging from molecular compounds 

such as rhomboids,11 helicates,12 triangles,13,14 squares15–17 and rectangles18 and higher 

polygons;19 as well as cages20,21 and capsules12,22,23 including cubic,24,25 tetrahedral26 and 

polyhedral structures,27 among others. Some examples are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Examples of different metallamacrocycles: (a) trinuclear Rh(III) metallacycle using an 
hypoxanthine derivative as a linker;28 (b) Rh2 cubanedicarboxylate square;29 (c) tetrameric Zn(II) 
square from a pyridyl derivative;30 (d) Ga(III) tetrahedral cluster from a bis(catecholamide) 
ligand;31 (e) Fe4L6 tetrahedral assembly with encapsulated Et4N+ shown in yellow;32 (f) molecular 
square showing four Mo2 units linked by four oxalate anions.33 

Some of these assemblies display a rich host-guest chemistry, being capable of 

hosting ions or molecules in their cavities and thus, finding applications as receptors and 

molecular vessels for trapping reactive intermediates,34 as well as for stoichiometric35 

and catalytic reactions.36  

The self-assembly of well-defined and complex molecular clusters, as well as more 

simple coordination units like monomers, dimers, etc.,  through the formation of 

coordination bonds gives raise to infinite extended structures termed CPs that can be 

classified in one-, two- or three-dimensional entities (nD, n = 1-3). Some examples of the 

different type of CPs are illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Classification of the CPs after their dimensionality.  

CPs must be defined by coordinative bonds. So, multi-dimensional supramolecular 

architectures of metal complexes, which are linked by hydrogen bonds cannot be 

considered CPs (see the example of Figure 4). Within the family of CPs, those showing 

accessible porosity, are often called Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs).37  

 

Figure 4. Metal-porphyrins assembling through carboxylic acid pairing, leading to a 
supramolecular 2D network.38 

 The design and chemistry for the preparation of both 0D coordination compounds 

and CPs are very similar, the only difference being that the use of the convergent ligands 

allows for to the former whereas the divergent ones lead to the latter. This approach is 

illustrated by Figure 5. Nevertheless, it has been observed that the same bridging ligand 

can generate either a coordination cluster or a CP.   
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In some cases, the formation 

of polymers is precluded by the 

use of capping chelating co-

ligands on the metals, to restrict 

the coordination sites and 

prevent an infinite array 

extension. For example, the 

square supramolecule shown in 

Figure 6 is constructed from 

4,4’-bipyridine (4,4’-bipy) and 

[PdII(en)(NO2)2]39 (en = 

ethylenediamine) where en acts 

as blocking ligand. The same 

square motif is found in the 2D coordination network obtained from the same ligand 

with [ZnSiF6]n
40 (which lacks of capping ligand).  

In some other cases, discrete polyhedral motifs can be isolated or incorporated into 

the networks depending on the 

synthetic conditions. For 

example, Eddaoudi and co-

workers showed that the 

combination of Ni2+ ions and 

4,5-imidazoledicarboxylic acid 

generates a [M8L12] cube in an 

edge-directed assembly when 

a base such as dipiperidine is 

used to partially deprotonate 

the carboxylic acid41 (Figure 7).  

Xu and co-workers later carried 

out the self-assembly of the 

 

Figure 5. Formation of metallosupramolecules 
vs CPs through the use of convergent or 
divergent ligands. 

 

Figure 6.  Use of end-cap ligands as an approach for the 
synthesis of metallosupramolecules (left) instead of 
polymers (right). 

 

Figure 5. Formation of metallosupramolecules vs CPs 
through the use of convergent or divergent ligands. 
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same ligand with Ni2+ in the presence of NaOH instead of dipiperidine. Due to the 

stronger basicity of NaOH, the ligand is totally deprotonated, giving rise to the formation 

of an extended framework which is also assisted by the coordination of the Na+ ions.42 

 

Figure 7. Representation of the discrete  [M8L12] cube synthetized by Eddaoudi and co-workers 

(left) and the extended cubic network through Na+ cations obtained by Xu and coworkers (right). 

There is still a third possibility to go from discrete units to polymers. If suitable 

conditions can be found, capping ligands from the macromolecules could be replaced 

with bridging ligands to form networks (see Figure 8).  Zhou and co-workers reported 

the synthesis of [Cu2(CDC)2(DMA)(EtOH)]6 (CDC = 9H-carbazole-3,6-dicarboxylate and 

DMA = N,N-dimethylacetamide) which adopts a supramolecular octahedral topology.43 

 

Figure 8.  Paddlewheel complex of the type [Cu2(CDC)2(DMA)2(EtOH)]6 may be converted into a 
pyridine-capped analogue (left) or a 4,4’-bipy-bridged network (right). 
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When solutions of this paddlewheel precursor were treated with 4,4’-bipy; a two-

fold interpenetrated framework was obtained. In addition, the framework could be 

deconstructed back to discrete polyhedra when dissolved in a DEF/pyridine (DEF = N,N-

diethylformamide) solvent mixture. This last interconversion illustrates a good example 

of the reversibility of the coordinative bonds, which is a consequence of the lability of 

these interactions. This feature permits that errors in the assembly of a CP can be readily 

corrected during the growth. So, a periodic structure with crystallographic order can be 

obtained, allowing thus the structural determination through X-ray diffraction 

techniques and a correlation between its structure and properties.  

0.1.2. Overview of History 

Metal-cyanide compounds are among the earliest reports of CPs. The Prussian Blue 

pigment can be considered the very first CP of polymeric nature.  It has been known and 

barely used since its first 

synthesis in the early 1700s,44 

and many investigations 

concerning its structure, 

bonding, and the origin of the 

blue colour were 

undertaken. It was in 1977 

that a correct structure for 

the Prussian Blue was 

established by X-ray 

diffraction techniques45 (see 

Figure 9). It is a mixed-

valence iron(III) hexacyanoferrate(II) complex. The cubic 3D network is generated by 

alternating octahedral sites of iron(II) and iron(III) ions linked through cyanide ligands. 

Due to its intense blue colour, it was firstly used for dye-related46 and analytical 

applications, but soon, researchers realised about the potential properties that Prussian 

 

Figure 9. Framework structure of Prussian Blue of formula 
Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 · xH2O. Water molecules are omitted for 
clarity.45  
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Blue may show. The presence of both iron oxidation states leads to interesting 

applications as semiconductor and in electrochemistry.47 Moreover, its porous structure 

affords a rich host-guest chemistry, showing an ability to catalyse reactions like the 

reduction of molecular oxygen48 and to trap small molecules, e.g., radioactive thallium(I) 

and cesium(I) cations.49 Finally, great attention has been paid since the starting 

hexacyanometalate complex can be prepared from a wide range of transition metal ions 

giving rise to an extensive family of metal-organic compounds of general formula 

Mx[My(CN)6]n · mH2O. These analogues possess interesting high-temperature magnetic 

properties, being possible to tune the magnetic ordering (Curie temperature) by a 

judicious choice of the metal ions.50 

In 1897, Hoffman and co-workers prepared a coordination network resulting from 

the addition of benzene to a solution of Ni(CN)2 in the presence of ammonia. However, 

the seminal work on these polymers could not progress faster due to the lack of 

structural characterisation techniques. The structure was fully understood fifty years 

later.51  It consists of metal nodes linked by cyanide ligands extending into two 

dimensions and giving rise to benzene-containing channels between the parallel neutral 

layers. Thanks to this inspiring work and to the improvement of the characterisation 

techniques, many analogue materials  were synthesised throughout the 1950s51 and 

1960s52,53 by exploring alternative bridging ligands, metal centres and guests.  

Compounds of Hofmann clathrate type were thoroughly investigated by Iwamoto and 

co-workers (one of those is shown in Figure 10).54–56 Moreover the term “coordination 

polymer” started to be mentioned in the literature during these two decades.57 

During the next decades, several examples of CPs were reported. A turning point 

took place when the cyanide ligands started to be replaced by organic ligands leading to 

a huge variety of compounds. 
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Figure 10. The structure of the Hoffman-type complex trans-{[Ni(-CN)4Ni(NH3)2] · 2C12H10}n.56 

The research concerning this field attracted a great attention from the scientific 

community thanks to the work of Robson and co-workers in 1989.58 They described the 

first example of a 3D framework (shown in Figure 11) consisting of tetrahedral copper(I) 

centres bridged by polyatomic rod-like segments. The extended network shows a 

diamond-like topology embracing relatively large adamantane-like cavities.  

 

Figure 11. Different views of the 3D network consisting of tetrahedral centres linked together by 
rod-like units (top) and the repeating adamantanoid units (bottom). 

Robson proposed a deliberate design and synthesis of a new class of solid materials 

showing infinite framework structures resembling scaffolding, which offer remarkable 

features that are listed here: (i) the relatively large size of the cavities found in the 
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framework even when using rods of modest length, along with the thermal and chemical 

stability, may afford unusual low-density materials; (ii) since diffusion of species is 

allowed throughout the structure, molecular sieve and ion exchange properties may be 

exhibited; and (iii) the possibility of the chemical functionalisation of the rods should be 

considered in order to introduce catalytic centres. The open structure should guarantee 

both an easy access of substrates to the catalytic sites and a ready release of the formed 

products. Thereby, potential materials for heterogeneous catalysis may be obtained.   

Based on the visionary work of Robson on the design of frameworks showing 

scaffold-type structures and the striking properties that they may display, the 

exploration of the use of new types of ligands shot up. The choice of the ligand evolved 

to pyridyl-based donors, being 4,4’-bpy one of the most recurring ligands since it was a 

rigid linear ditopic donor suitable for a big variety of metals. 

 In 1995, Robson and co-workers reported a family of CPs prepared from building 

blocks containing 4-pyridyl ligands as donors.59 Other teams like Fujita and collaborators 

also explored the pyridyl-based 

ligands. The same year, they 

reported a square grid material 

using 4,4-bpy (see Figure 12).60 

Moreover, unlike Robson, they 

studied the discrimination of 

isomers of aromatic compounds 

by clathrate formation, 

achieving the separation of the 

orto-isomers from the meta- 

and para-isomers. The catalysis 

for the cyanosilycation of 

aldehydes was also tested. 

 

Figure 12. The structure of [Cd(4,4’-bpy)2(NO3)2]n, a 
square grid displaying channels able to accommodate 
some aromatic guests with high shape specificity. 
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Motivated by the successful results so far, great efforts were paid to the search and 

test for ligands expanded toward polytopic donors, which could afford diverse 

geometries. Along this line, carboxylate–based materials became especially appealing. 

Different works by Kitagawa61 and Yaghi62 already included gas sorption isotherms and 

measurements proving the permanent porosity of the pyridyl-based and carboxylate-

based CPs, respectively.  The research done by these authors paved the way to the 

design and synthesis of a new class of materials which are “PCPs” and contributed to the 

understanding of the physical and chemical properties of the cavities and their use for 

molecular transformations and confinement. As mentioned above, this new type of CPs 

showing permanent porosity adopts the name “metal-organic framework” or MOF. 

Kitagawa established a classification for PCPs based on the stability and dynamic 

nature of the frameworks (see Figure 13). He distinguished three categories, which he 

called “generations”. 

 The first generation of 

compounds, which show a variety of 

porous structures, are sustained only 

with guest molecules and show 

irreversible framework collapse upon 

their removal. The second 

generation corresponds to stable 

and robust porous frameworks, 

which reversibly lose and readsorb 

guest molecules without undergoing 

any change of phase or morphology. 

Finally, the third generation refers to 

flexible and dynamic frameworks, 

which respond to external stimuli 

such as light, temperature, electric or magnetic field, pressure, guest molecules, etc., 

changing their pores reversibly.  

 

Figure 13.  Classification of PCPs in three 
categories, proposed by Kitagawa.137 
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The combination of the different dimensionality of the inorganic subnetwork with 

the concept of “breathing” introduced by Kitagawa (referred to the ability of PCPs to 

change their shape when responding to external stimuli), led him to distinguish six 

classes of dynamic frameworks.63 The voids between the packed chains in the 1D class 

(Figure 14.I) are occupied by small sized molecules and can they exhibit ion exchange. 

The way the layers are stacked in the first type of 2D class (Figure 14. II) is strongly 

dependent on the nature of the guest and on the interaction they have with the layer. 

The interdigitated layers in the second case of 2D class (Figure 14.III) are superimposed 

and they form 1D channels which can open in presence of determined guests. 

 

Figure 14. Scheme for dynamic PCPs categorized with structural dimensionalities. 

Three situations can be observed in the 3D class: (i) in the first case (Figure 14.IV), 

pillared layers show channels that are flexible due to the non-rigid nature of the pillars 

and they may re-form in presence of guests even after their collapse; (ii) in the second 

type (Figure 14.V), expanding and contracting grids behave as dynamic sponges, 

reducing dramatically the volume responding to guest evacuation, and increasing it 

upon guest inclusion; (iii) finally, the third case of 3D concerns the interpenetrated grids, 

which are densely packed in the absence of guests and the adsorption of molecules 

causes a sliding of one network (Figure 14.VI) 
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0.1.3. Synthesis 

In order to prepare a PCP, in principle, the only requirement is to react a potentially 

bridging ligand or a preformed building block with a metal ion. In other words, the PCP 

will precipitate from a solution of the precursors. Nevertheless, this procedure is more 

complicated as it could be thought. Many parameters such as the molar ratio and nature 

of the starting materials, concentration, pH, nature of the solvent, reaction time, 

temperature and pressure play a fundamental role in the formation of a determined 

structure. Both, a deep knowledge and a certain control of the reaction conditions are 

needed in order to induce the desired assembly of the building units precluding also the 

formation of poor quality crystals, reduced yields or even the formation of entirely new 

phases.  

0.1.3.1. Conventional synthesis 

Typically, the term conventional synthesis is applied to reactions which are carried 

out by conventional heating. The temperature of the reaction is one of the main 

parameters influencing the synthesis of PCPs, and two techniques are defined according 

to the temperature range: direct precipitation or non-solvothermal reactions and 

solvothermal ones. Direct precipitation or non-solvothermal reactions take place below 

or at the boiling point of the solvent under ambient pressure, feature which simplifies 

the synthetic requirements. Some very well-known MOFs such as MOF-5,64 HKUST-165 

or ZIF-866 have been obtained simply by mixing the starting materials at room 

temperature (see Figure 15). Aiming at obtaining highly crystalline phases, the 

corresponding building blocks can be slowly introduced to reduce the rate of crystallite 

nucleation by following different methods such as slow evaporation, layering or slow 

diffusion on one component solution into another one through a membrane, a gel or a 

H-shaped tube.  
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The direct precipitation method displays two advantages. Firstly, the reaction 

conditions are mild enough to 

ensure the maintenance of the 

integrity (functionality and 

conformation) of the building 

blocks. Some of them are very 

susceptible to the hard 

conditions employed in the 

solvothermal methods. In this 

respect, direct precipitation is a 

more versatile and low-cost 

technique. This feature directly 

leads to the second advantage, which is a better control of the final structure. Since the 

conditions are mild and it is possible to ensure the integrity of the entities, which have 

been deliberately designed in order to favour a given coordination mode and thus, a 

determined structure; a certain degree of control is then achieved.  

The temperature of the reaction has a strong influence on the product formation 

and often, higher density structures are observed at greater temperatures. Moreover, 

some systems need an increase of the temperature of reaction in order to attain suitable 

crystallinity or to increase the reaction rates, especially if kinetically inert ions are used. 

When the working temperature is above the boiling point of the solvent, one is dealing 

with solvothermal methods. The precursors are usually combined in diluted conditions 

in polar solvents such as water, alcohols, acetone or acetonitrile, and heated in sealed 

vessels such as Teflon-lined stainless steel bombs or glass tubes generating autogenous 

pressure.  

Solvothermal techniques display two main advantages. The need for more robust 

frameworks requires stronger metal-organic bonds. However, this requirement 

contrasts with the bond formation reversibility, which in turn, is needed to obtain 

thermodynamically crystalline stable products. One can overcome this problem when 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of the synthesis of 
MOF-5, which can be obtained by direct mixing the 
starting materials in presence of tetraethylammonium 
hydroxide and DMF.  
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working at higher temperatures, obtaining so highly stable ordered materials. 

Moreover, due to the harder conditions, new phases can be obtained. The second 

advantage implies that solubility of the precursors is not mandatory for the reaction to 

take place.  

0.1.3.2. Alternative synthesis 

As described above, the preparation of PCPs usually occur in presence of a solvent 

and at temperatures ranging from room temperature to ca. 200 °C. Commonly, 

conventional heating is the energy source. Alternatively, energy can also be introduced 

through other means such as electric potential,67 ultrasound waves,68  or microwave 

radiation.69 The use of different energy sources can lead to new compounds that could 

not be obtained otherwise (see Figure 16). In addition, these alternative synthetic routes 

can afford compounds with different particle size and morphology, which can influence 

on the material properties. There are also some techniques involving the use of additives 

like ionic liquids70 or surfactants.71  

 

Figure 16. Schematic view of the electrochemical method consisting of applying voltage onto zinc 
electrodes in a 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (H3BTC) electrolyte affording fluorescent MOF 
films [Zn3(BTC)2].72 

0.1.3.3. Post-synthetic methods 

In some cases, the different routes mentioned above display important limitations 

for the preparation of highly functionalised PCPs. Issues like limited solubility, thermal 
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and/or chemical stability of the precursors, functional group incompatibility, undesired 

reactions between ligand functional groups and metal ions, directly preclude the 

synthesis or yield unwanted products.  

Similarly, adapting an established synthetic pathway to other metal ions is not 

always successful, since the size, the geometric restrictions at the coordination sphere 

and the electronic properties considerably differ from one metal ion to another one.  

Fortunately, there are alternative approaches for introducing functional groups (and 

even molecules) into PCPs giving rise to novel functional materials. Post-synthetic 

methods (PSMs) have been used to achieve the heterogeneous chemical modification 

of a preassembled PCP affording new materials which could not be produced by direct 

synthesis. PCPs are excellent candidates to experience such modification since they 

contain organic ligands which can be easily tuned using the vast range of organic 

transformations, and metal nodes which offer an excellent platform to investigate the 

metal substitution and their influence on the final material.  

PCPs can be post-synthetically modified in many diverse ways. Considering the many 

components susceptible of modification (the organic linker, the metal node, a whole 

building block, the counter ions in the case of charged PCPs and solvent molecules or 

guests), different classification of the PSMs are described in the literature.73–75 At the 

most fundamental level, the desolvation of a PCP can be consider a PSM since the 

resultant structure differs from the parent one and displays different properties like 

usually a higher surface area. The exchange of guest molecules inside de pores, including 

extra-framework cations and anions is also a PSM. It has been demonstrated that these 

substitutions influence the pore dimensions and metrics, which can be translated into 

new or improved sorption and separation properties. Moreover, the exchanged 

molecules can introduce new functions depending on their nature (luminescence, 

ferroelectricity, catalysis, magnetic properties, etc).76–79 

The most extensively studied PSM includes the modification of the linkers (via 

covalent modification, deprotection of linker functionality and electron addition or 
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reduction); and modification of the metal-containing nodes (via incorporation of 

pendant ligands to coordinatively unsaturated metal sites, grafting to oxygen atoms in 

metal-oxide nodes and attachment of metal ions or complexes at node oxygen sites). 

Nevertheless, beyond these well-known strategies, an approach consisting of the 

replacement of key structural components of the PCP is emerging. It is a conceptually 

different PSM known as building block replacement (BBR) involving (i) the solvent-

assisted linker exchange (SALE),80–82 (ii) the non-bridging ligand replacement or 

incorporation,83 and (iii) the transmetalation75,84–86 at the nodes or within the linkers. 

Examples of these three approaches are illustrated in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Examples of (a) transmetalation in the PCP porph@MOM-1087, (b) ligand incorporation 
in the Zr-based MOF NU-100088 and (c) solvent-assisted linker exchange (SALE) of ZIF-8.82 

Special attention will be paid to the transmetalation process since this technique has 

been used to synthesise part of the compounds shown in this Thesis. For this reason, 

this synthetic route will be further described in more detail.  
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0.1.4. Applications  

The wide variety of synthetic methodologies has been crucial not only for the 

description of new structural motifs and architectures but also for the continuous 

discovery of new properties. PCPs are potential chemical objects to serve as 

multifunctional materials since they can combine the classical properties associated to 

their inherent porosity with the development of novel chemical and physical properties 

(magnetic, conductivity, catalytic and/or optical properties for instance). For this reason, 

PCPs are a promise for applications ranging from sensor technology and molecular 

recognition, proton conductors, magnetic semiconductors, gas storage and separation, 

drug transport and delivery, catalysis, etc. Among the myriad of applications, some of 

them have been highlighted and further described. 

0.1.4.1. Catalysis 

The high surface areas, tuneable pore size and shape, and high density of active sites 

within the very open structures of the PCPs make them excellent candidates as catalysts. 

Three very different strategies have been followed to synthesise catalytically active 

PCPs. In the first approach, the metal-connecting points with unsaturated coordination 

environments are used as active sites.89 These metal sites often have coordinated water 

or other solvent molecules that can be readily removed without distorting the 

framework structures. Alternatively, solvent displacement by incoming reactants may 

be enough to initiate the catalytic reaction at the metal site. In the second approach, 

catalytic sites are incorporated directly into the bridging ligands since the mild 

conditions typically used for the synthesis allow the direct incorporation of delicate 

functionalities.90 Last but not least, the cavities of the PCP can also serve as the physical 

space in which catalytic species are encapsulated.91  
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Figure 18. Illustrative examples of some of the strategies used to create MOFs with catalytically 
active moieties: (a) catalysis occurring at metal nodes; (b) catalysis driven by encapsulated species; 
(c) catalysis accomplished solely by metal-free organic linkers or facilitated by non-structural 
metal ions that are coordinated. The spheres, rectangles and triangles are the inorganic nodes, 
organic linkers and catalytic centres, respectively.  

The possibility to introduce more than one active site in the structure (see Figure 18) 

allows the preparation of multifunctional PCPs. In this way, a material which contains 

simultaneously various types of functionalities (acid–base, metal–acid, metal–base or 

metal–metal) can be readily prepared where the catalytic sites are used cooperatively 

to perform multi-step transformations in one-pot. 

0.1.4.2. Gas storage and separation 

Among porous materials, PCPs appeal as exceptional candidates when searching for 

clean energy (hydrogen/methane) carriers92,93 and greenhouse gas capturers.1 

Moreover, they are also suitable for water adsorption,94 crucial for the development of 

industrial processes and for the uptake of hazardous compounds such as NOx, SOx, CO, 

H2S, NH3, organothiols, benzene and many others,95 as well as industry wastes. 

The reason because these materials have attracted increasing attention deals with 

the extraordinary chemical tuneability of the pore geometry and surface functionality, 

which can facilitate the control over adsorption selectivity, while their high surface areas 

generally give rise to a large separation working capacity. Due to the pore size and shape 

or to the presence of open metal or certain functionalisation on the pore surface, 

selectivity towards certain compounds occurs, and interesting separations apart from 
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gas separation,2,96 can be performed. Remarkable examples are hydrocarbon97,98 or 

chiral separation,99 among others.  

0.1.4.3. Drug Delivery 

PCPs possess several potential advantages over conventional nanomedicines such as 

their structural and chemical diversity, their high loading capacity, and their intrinsic 

biodegradability, which have already shown them as a great promise for 

nanomedicine.4,100 PCPs can be built up by carefully choosing the metal ions and 

connectivities chasing two main goals: the first one deals with the use of non-toxic 

metals and endogenous organic linkers to prepare biodegradable and toxicologically 

acceptable materials and the second one concerns the incorporation of adequate 

functions within the framework to carry out the medical application.  

 Some preliminary biomedical applications of PCPs have focused on their use as 

delivery vehicles for imaging contrast and therapeutic agents.101–104 For these purposes, 

two strategies can be developed. The first approach consists of the direct incorporation 

of the imaging agent or the drug during the synthesis as a constitutive part of the PCP. 

Thus, when degradation occurs, the desired molecule could be released into the system. 

The second strategy is the encapsulation of biological molecules (including anticancer 

drugs or biogases) inside the pores and their controlled delivery taking advantage of the 

extremely high drug capacity of some PCP and the possibility to control the release 

time.105,106 Moreover, the combination of both approaches could potentially lead to PCP-

based theranostics, following drug delivery within the body through the imaging 

properties. 
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0.1.4.4. Sensing 

Chemical sensors have been long used in many applications including quality 

controlling, emission and 

environment monitoring, 

detecting chemical threats and 

clinical diagnostics, among 

others. Ideal chemical sensors 

should be highly sensitive to 

analytes of interest and yet 

remain unperturbed by other 

molecules that may be present. 

Besides selectivity, they must 

exhibit sensitivity, response 

time, stability and reusability.  

The excellent properties that 

PCPs display (e.g., stability, biodegradability, non-toxicity, high loading capacities, 

luminescence, versatility and facile introduction of specific functional groups via post-

synthetic methods) make of these materials very promising tools for sensing diverse 

compounds including small molecules, solvents, pesticides, explosives and biological 

markers.107–110 PCPs possess pores and channels which can transport and accommodate 

the analyte molecules to induce specific recognition due to the channel size and shape 

exclusion, specific coordination or hydrogen bonding of analytes to the framework, 

host-guest chemistry in the cavity or the chirality of the framework. The interaction of 

the analyte with the framework induces changes that can be detected and quantified 

(see figure 19).  Therefore, the greater the interaction of the guest with the framework 

is, the lower limits of detection can be achieved. 

 

Figure 19. (a) Conventional molecular sensing protocol 
consisting of a recognition part and a transduction 
one. (b) Molecular decoding can also differentiate 
between the analytes by displaying a signal that 
corresponds to each one. 
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In particular, there are few PCPs 

properties which have been exploited 

for sensing applications such as, 

electrical-conduction, luminescence or 

magnetic properties. Thus, interesting 

examples of electrochemical,111,112 

luminescent 113–116 and magnetic 

sensors117,118 are found in the 

literature. Among all the transduction 

techniques, luminescence has 

attracted a great attention because 

being a well-developed technique, it is 

highly visible to the naked eye and it exhibits extremely low detection limits. 

The luminescence of PCPs can be very sensitive to physical and chemical stimulus 

such as ions, solvents, small molecules, vapours, pH, etc. The guest analytes interact 

with the framework altering its luminescence emission intensity and/or colour. Besides, 

generally the adsorbed species can be easily desorbed, which enables luminescent PCPs 

for non-destructive and recyclable sensing. The main advantage that PCPs offers among 

other luminescent materials lays in the possibility of rationally design the PCP with 

specific functional groups, appropriate pore sizes and tuneable electronic structures, 

giving rise to the desired luminescence and host-guest properties for the sensing 

application.  

The work presented by Hupp and co-workers illustrates a fascinating example of 

luminescent PCP sensing.119 They observe an intense turn-on emission by incorporating 

a class of aromatic compounds in the framework and the resulting luminescent colour 

is dependent on the chemical substituent of the aromatic guest (see Figure 20). 

  

 

Figure 20. Height-normalized luminescent 
spectra of guest containing PCP upon 
excitation at 370 nm. 
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0.2. Oxamato-based CPs: previous results 

During the last two decades, the field of molecular magnetism has attracted the 

attention of a large number of research teams worldwide due to its multidisciplinary 

character.120 Our group has a large tradition in the design and synthesis of diverse 

molecule-based magnetic materials. Recently, the addition of another physical property 

to the magnetic ones has become an outstanding area of research in the field of 

molecular magnetism and it is at the origin of a new family of compounds, which are 

referred as  multifunctional magnetic materials.121 

The design and synthesis of this new class of hybrid compounds have largely 

benefited from the fast development of a well-known branch of coordination chemistry 

devoted to the study of extended metal-ligand networks, which are CPs. The 

combination of coordination and organic chemistry provides with the tools to build CPs 

of variable dimensionality with interesting and predictable structural topologies and 

properties.  

Among the different strategies that can be followed envisioning the preparation of 

multifunctional magnetic coordination polymers (MMCPs), we used the so-called 

“complex-as-ligand” strategy, where a complex acts as a ligand (metalloligand) toward 

fully solvated paramagnetic metal ions or preformed complex whose coordination 

sphere is unsaturated. This is one of the most promising ways to combine different 

physical properties in a given material. This is a molecular-programmed method which 

consists of using a stable preformed metal complex with outer donor groups that can 

coordinate free metal ions or another preformed complex under “soft” conditions, 

aiming at controlling the net dimensionality and topology of the resulting CPs. 
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Scheme 1. Molecular libraries of oligonuclear aromatic oxamato complexes used as 
metalloligands (S stands for labile solvent molecules). The red arrows represent the free 
coordination sites to build the CPs. 

The proper choice of the organic bridging ligand plays a key role for the design of the 

CPs and the incorporation of the desired properties. In so doing, our group has focused 

on a family of metalloligands formed by oligonuclear complexes with N-substituted 

aromatic oligo(oxamato) ligands (see Scheme 1). Their potential unique opportunities 

and advantages are highlighted here under: 
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(a) Firstly, the N,O-oxamato and N,N-oxamidato donor groups show a great 

coordination affinity toward divalent first-row transition metal ions (such as CuII, NiII and 

CoII) forming very stable complexes in solution (mono-, di- and trinuclear species), the 

substitution by other divalent metal ions being thus precluded. This allows the formation 

in solution (and further isolation) of very robust building blocks that have additional 

binding ability towards other metal ions through the free carbonyl-oxygen atoms 

directing the synthesis in a programmed manner to afford heterobimetallic CPs with a 

wide diversity of architectures.  

(b) The bis(bidentate) oxamato and oxamidato bridges mediate strong magnetic 

interactions between the neighbouring metal ions in its homo- and heterobimetallic 

compounds affording thus, interesting magnetic properties such as long-range 3D 

magnetic ordering and Single-Molecule Magnet (SMM) or Single-Chain Magnet (SCM) 

behaviours. 

(c) In some cases, the oxamato-based magnets present anionic framework 

structures. This anionic nature together with the presence of large channels make them 

suitable candidates to obtain multifunctional materials, since different countercations 

bearing additional physical properties could be rationally introduced into the pores. 

(d) Last but not least, is the fact that the oxamato ligands can be easily functionalised 

just by choosing the appropriate amine precursor allowing thus, an alternative route to 

induce new functionalities in the material such as chirality, luminescence, photo-, redox-

activity and catalytic activity among others.122–126 

Therefore, since the pioneering work by Kahn and co-workers in the late 1980s,127–

129 a wide variety of oxamato-based bimetallic compounds, both discrete complexes 

(0D) as well as extended nD (n = 1-3) CPs with interesting properties have been reported.  

In order to illustrate the potential of the oxamato-based heterobimetallic CPs in the 

field of MMCPs, some examples highlighting not only the interesting magnetic 

properties that these bridging ligands can afford, but also the additional properties that 

have been introduced in these systems will be described right after.  
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0.2.1. Single-chain magnetic behaviour in linear 1D CPs 

An oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic cobalt(II)-copper(II) linear chain of formula 

{[CoIICuII(2,4,6-Me3pa)2(H2O)2] · 4H2O}n, (2,4,6-Me3pa = N-2,4,6-

trimethylphenyloxamato) was prepared and magnetostructurally characterised (Figure 

21).130–132 The combination in this 1D CP of highly anisotropic trans-diaquabis(chelated) 

octahedral high-spin CoII ions with the presence of the bulky trimethyl-substituted 

phenyl groups from the [CuII(2,4,6-Me3pa)2]2– precursor, affords an Ising-type chain 

magnetic anisotropy and large interchain separations. The minimisation of the though-

space between this Ising chain is most likely responsible for the observation of the SCM 

behaviour at a low blocking temperature (TB ≈ 2.0 K) for the first time in a bimetallic 

ferrimagnetic chain. 

 

Figure 21. View of a fragment of the chain {[CoIICuII(2,4,6-Me3pa)2(H2O)2] · 4H2O}n showing the 
trans arrangement of the bulky trimethyl-substituted phenyl groups. The CuII and CoII atoms are 
depicted as green and purple spheres, respectively 

 

0.2.2. Long-range magnetic ordering in 2D hexagonal and 
3D decagonal CPs 

By using the related pair of dianionic mononuclear copper(II) complexes 

[CuII(Me2pa)2]2– and [CuII(Et2pa)2]2- (2,6-Me2pa = N-2,6-dimethylphenyloxamate and 2,6-

Et2pa = N-2,6-diethylphenyloxamate), as bis(bidentate) metalloligands towards MnII ions 

in dimethylsulphoxide (dmso) solution, two novel oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic 2D 

and 3D CPs of formulas (n-Bu4N)4[MnII
4CuII

6(2,6-Me2pa)12] · 2dmso (2D) and (n-
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Bu4N)4[MnII
4CuII

6(2,6-Et2pa)12] (3D) [n-Bu4N+ = tetra-n-butylammonium cation] were 

obtained (Figure 22).133 Upon coordination, the corresponding [CuIIL2]2– precursor (L = 

2,6-Me2pa and 2,6-Et2pa) transfers the steric information of its bulky dialkyl-substituted 

phenyl groups in trans arrangement into the stereochemistry of the tris(chelated) MnII 

metal centres yielding two coordination polymers of different dimensionality [2D (L = 

Me2pa) and 3D (L = Et2pa)] as a result of the different steric effects introduced by the 

methyl and ethyl substituents in the phenyl ring.  

 

Figure 22. Perspective view of a fragment of (n-Bu4N)4[MnII
4CuII

6(Me2pma)12]· 2dmso (a) and (n-
Bu4N)4[MnII

4CuII
6(Et2pma)12] (b). Metal and ligand atoms are represented by balls and sticks, 

respectively [Cu, green; (Δ)-Mn, purple; (Λ)-Mn, pink]. 

As expected from the different dimensionality in these compounds, their magnetic 

properties drastically differ. Thus, although both 2D and 3D CPs exhibit magnetic 

ordering, the values of the Curie temperature (TC) are quite different. So, a long-range 

ferromagnetic ordering occurs in the compound (n-Bu4N)4[MnII
4CuII

6(Me2pma)12] · 
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2dmso which results from the weak (most likely dipolar) ferromagnetic interactions 

between the ferrimagnetic MnII
2CuII

3 layers at TC = 10 K. In contrast, the intrinsically 

three-dimensional character of the (n-Bu4N)4[MnII
4CuII

6(Et2pma)12] complex allows the 

observation of a long-range ferrimagnetic order of the MnII
2CuII

3 decagonal net at a 

higher  value of the critical temperature (TC = 25 K). 

0.2.3. Enantiopure SCM 

In 2011,134 our group proposed a rational enantioselective synthetic strategy to 

obtain chiral heterobimetallic 

chains based on the use of 

sterically-hindered, chiral  dianionic 

mononuclear copper(II) complexes 

with the enantiomerically pure 

(M)-1,1’-binaphtalene-2,2’-

bis(oxamato) [(M)-binaba] and (P)-

1,1’-binaphtalene-2,2’-

bis(oxamato) [(P)-binaba] ligands. 

This pair of M and P helical-type 

mononuclear copper(II) 

enantiomers, [Cu[(M/P)-binaba)]2–, 

acting as bis(bidentate) 

metalloligands towards doubly cis-

solvated (S = dmso and dmf), 

divalent transition metal cations 

like manganese(II) and cobalt(II) 

(M), transfer their chiral 

information to the stereochemistry of the octahedral MII metal centres (Δ and Λ 

propeller-type enantiomers) in a controlled manner and consequently, a 

 

Figure 23. Views of the crystal packing of the chains 

of [(M)-CuII-()-MnII]n (a) and [(P)-CuII-()-MnII]n (b) 
in the crystallographic bc plane. Hydrogen atoms 
and water molecules have been omitted for clarity. 

The ()-MnII and ()-MnII atoms are depicted as 
pale and dark purple polyhedra respectively, 
whereas the (M)-CuII and (P)-CuII atoms are drawn 
as pale and dark green polyhedra. 
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predetermination of the absolute configuration of the final CuIIMII chain could be 

achieved. 

Indeed, enantiopure chiral chains of general formula MCuL(S)m(H2O)n · aS · bH2O 

made up by the repetition of the corresponding neutral chiral (M)-CuII-()-MII and (P)-

CuII-()-MII units (Fig. 23a,b) were obtained when using the mononuclear (M)- and (P)-

copper(II)-binaba complexes, respectively. 

The enantiopure CoIICuII chains showed slow magnetic relaxation effects that are 

typical of SCMs, as revealed by the presence of a frequency-dependent peak around TB 

= 2.0 K in the out-of-phase alternating current (ac) magnetic susceptibility 

measurements at very low temperatures. The bulky 1,1’-binaphtalene organic spacer of 

the (M/P/rac)-binaba ligand allows a good separation between neighbouring chains 

while the oxamato bridge transmit efficiently the antiferromagnetic interaction 

between the copper(II) and cobalt(II) ions. 

0.2.4. Multifunctional switching in a 3D CP with sponge-like 
dynamic behaviour 

We obtained a novel oxamato-based manganese(II)-copper(II) 3D CP of formula 

[Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3} · 56.5H2O by the reaction of Na4[Cu2(mpba)2] · 

10H2O and Mn(NO3)2 · 4H2O in water.135 This new example of MMCP exhibits a reversible 

solvent-induced optical, mechanical, and magnetic switching between a high- and a low-

temperature ferromagnetic ordered phase upon loss of all the water molecules to give 

the amorphous dehydrated derivative Na4[Mn4Cu6(mpba)6]. 

A crystalline-to-amorphous-like transition from 

[Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3} · 56.5H2O to Na4[Mn4Cu6(mpba)6] occurs  upon 

removal of all crystallisation and weakly coordinated water molecules from by heating 

at 150 °C. This process is accompanied by a colour change of the crystals from bright to 

dark green and by a significant crystal contraction with an estimated change of volume 

of ca. 45%. These solvent-induced breathing-type dynamic effects suggest a reversible 
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collapse/reconstruction of the open-framework structure after water removal and 

retrieval from the pores, in agreement with the gas sorption studies. In this sense, the 

CO2 and N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms show almost no porosity, suggesting the 

collapse of the pore system upon dehydration. 

In addition to these solvent-triggered mechanical and optical changes, a drastic 

variation of the temperature of the long-range ferromagnetic ordering was also 

observed as a function of the water contents. The alternating current (ac) magnetic 

susceptibility measurements confirm the occurrence of a long-range 3D ferromagnetic 

ordering at a critical temperature (Tc) of 22.5 K for the hydrated phase, this temperature 

being shifted to 2.3 K for the dehydrated derivative. 

0.2.5. Selective gas and vapour sorption and magnetic 
sensing by a 3D CP  

Porous magnets are very interesting materials which represent an excellent scenario 

to study the modulation of the magnetic properties of the host open-framework by the 

inclusion of selected guests such as solvents or gases through physi- or chemisorption 

processes, opening thus the way for future applications of porous magnets as magnetic 

sensors for host-guest molecular sensing.  

By following the same strategy mentioned in the example above, but using the 

trimethyl derivative Me3mpba2- [Me3mpba = N,N’-2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3-

phenylenebis(oxamate)] instead, we prepared an isoreticular analogue of formula 

[Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3} · 37H2O by the reaction of 

Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] · 4H2O and Mn(NO3)2 · 4H2O in water (see Figure 24).117 

The anhydrous phase Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} exhibits a selective gas and vapour 

sorption behaviour together with a drastic variation of the long-range magnetic 

properties as a function of the adsorbed guest, constituting thus the first example of a 

genuine 3D porous magnet in the family of the oxamato-based CPs.  
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The accessible porosity of the anhydrous compound Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} was 

also estimated by means of gas adsorption measurements, indicating a moderate 

CO2/CH4 gas selectivity. Vapour adsorption/desorption isotherms showed a 

considerable adsorption of some solvents like water and methanol, whereas under 

similar conditions, no vapour adsorption was observed for other solvents such as 

ethanol or acetonitrile. This fact indicated a large selectivity for the sorption of small 

molecules by this compound and suggested that both the kinetic diameter and the 

interaction with the network play a key role in the sorption process. 

 

Figure 24.  Projection views of the crystal packing of [Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3} 
· 37H2O (a and c) and [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3} · 56.5H2O (b and d) along the 
crystallographic c and b axes emphasising the different pore size distribution of the octagonal 
pores of the open-framework structure. Metal and ligand atoms are shown as balls and sticks, 
respectively. The void spaces, copper(II) and manganese(II) are represented by  pale yellow, green 
and purple spheres, respectively. 
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0.2.6. Luminescence and magnetic sensing in a 2D double-
hexagonal CP 

A novel manganese(II)-copper(II) 2D compound of formula 

MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3(H2O)3] ∙ 20H2O, (MV2+ is the methylviologen dicationic dye 

illustrated in Scheme 2) was prepared and characterised by our group.136 This compound 

exhibits highly selective gas sorption ability, luminescence capacity, and long-range 

magnetic ordering, constituting thus a unique example of luminescent porous magnet 

with potential applications in host-guest chemical sensing of small molecules. In fact, a 

unique optical and magnetic switching behaviour is observed accompanying reversible 

solvation/desolvation and gas sorption/desorption processes. 

The crystal structure reveals an 

anionic 2D bimetallic network built from 

tetrakis(bidentate) square pyramidal 

dicopper(II) anions,  [Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]4-, 

and tris(chelated) octahedral 

manganese(II) ions with alternating 

opposite chirality ( and ), together with 

the methylviologen dye MV2+ as 

templating countercation and water 

molecules of crystallisation (see Scheme 

2). The 2D network consists of double 

oxamato-bridged MnII
2-CuII

3 hexagonal 

layers interconnected through two m-phenylene spacers between CuII ions (see Figure 

25). The double layers grow in the ac plane and they are stacked along the 

crystallographic b axis. Overall, this situation leads to small hexagonal nanopores which 

are occupied by water molecules. 

 

Scheme 2. (a) Tetrakis(bidentate) 
dicopper(II) anionic unit and (b) templating 
methylviologen countercation. 
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Figure 25. (a) and (b) Perspective views of the crystal packing of the adjacent double layers along 
the crystallographic c and b axes, respectively. The MV2+ countercations are represented as grey 
spheres. The water molecules have been omitted for clarity. (c) View of the asymmetric unit of 1 
with the atom labelling scheme [symmetry codes: (a) = x, y, z – 1; (b) = x – 1, y, z – 1; (c) = x, y, z + 
1; (d) = x + 1, y, z + 2; (e) = x + 1, y, z + 1]. The dashed lines represent the van der Waals and/or 
electrostatic interactions between the carboxylate-oxygen atoms of the anionic network and the 
pyridinium-nitrogen atoms of the organic countercations. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 

The study of the influence of the sorption of small molecules like solvent vapours 

and gases by this porous material revealed a unique magnetic and luminescent 

switching behaviour, which can be summarised as follows: 

 (i) The active anhydrous MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] phase shows a long-range 

ferromagnetic ordering at a rather low critical temperature (TC) of 2.0 K. Upon solvent 

vapour adsorption, the magnetic ordering temperature progressively shifts towards 

higher values depending on the adsorbed guest molecule: MeOH (TC ≈ 5.0 K) and H2O 

(TC ≈ 19.0 K). 

(ii) The active anhydrous phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] shows bright UV and visible 

light emissions at 330 and 586 nm, which make it the first example of an oxamato-based 

luminescent magnet reported in the literature. The presence of highly ordered MV2+ 

cations filling the nanopores of this material afforded the observed luminescent 

properties.  The most interesting feature, however, lies in the fact that a clear blue-shift 
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of the lower energy visible emission from 586 to 544 nm occurs upon rehydration at 

33% water loading. In addition, a good linear relationship is found between the shift of 

the emission wavelength and the degree of the framework hydration. The observed 

solvent-induced variation of the luminescence properties strongly supports the 

occurrence of small changes in the CuII-MV2+ distance during the adsorption-desorption 

processes.  

(iii) The active anhydrous MV[MnII
2CuII

3(mpba)3] phase shows a relatively large and 

selective gas adsorption for CO2 against CH4. Moreover, a considerable red-shift is 

observed when CO2 is adsorbed. For a CO2/CH4 mixture, the results are similar to those 

obtained with pure CO2 demonstrating that CO2 can be detected in the presence of non-

adsorbing gases (like methane or others). These results highlight the high selectivity of 

this material as a CO2 sensor, even in the presence of other analytes. Another relevant 

feature of this 2D material is that the adsorption of CO2 results in a clear red-shift 

emission, whereas the presence of H2O and CH3OH in the framework produces a blue-

shift emission. This is likely due to the differences in the specific adsorption sites for CO2, 

CH3OH and H2O and to the different adsorption capacity for these adsorbates. 

Therefore, this system is not only adsorption loading sensitive but also specific, allowing 

the identification of adsorbates. 
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1.1. Introduction 

The great number of remarkable features that PCPs may display makes of them 

suitable candidates for the development of new issues dealing with the term “bio” such 

as medical applications. Firstly, a large number of PCPs are available and they can be 

built up from nontoxic metals and low toxicity ligands.  Secondly, many PCPs are 

biodegradable, at least to some degree, upon exposure to aqueous medium. Besides, 

their hydrophilic–hydrophobic internal microenvironment is adaptable to host a large 

variety of active molecules with different chemistry. Finally, PCPs are versatile: it should 

be possible to modulate drug delivery by tuning the host–guest interactions through the 

introduction of various polar or apolar functional groups within the organic part of the 

PCPs, and/or by changing the structure of the solid (interconnectivity, pore size, 

flexibility) to control the diffusion through the porous framework. Moreover, due to the 

huge library of ligands which can be used to prepare them, they can exhibit some other 

fascinating features such as chirality, property to which we will pay a special attention.   

In order to design novel functional materials compatible with life, researchers have 

been increasingly looking to nature for inspiration. The idea is to take advantage of the 

structural and functional diversity of biological molecules, and incorporate such units 

into PCPs to explore new architectures and applications that normally cannot be 

achieved using the simple organic linkers traditionally used in the PCPs construction. In 

such a way, a new generation of materials known as bioPCPs has emerged. 

1.1.1. Synthesis 

As a first approach, one can synthesise biologically compatible PCPs by carefully 

choosing non-toxic metal centres such as Fe(II), Zn(II), Ca(II), Mg(II), etc. in combination 

with organic low-toxicity ligands like carboxylate,1 phosponate2 and sulfonate3 

derivatives. Nevertheless, a second strategy dealing with the direct incorporation of 

natural molecules appears as an increasingly attractive alternative to assure biological 

and environment compatibility. Many biomolecules, such as amino acids, oligopeptides, 
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proteins, nucleobases, and saccharides, are naturally good ligands and they have already 

been successfully incorporated into CPs. Some of the advantages they show are: (i) they 

are readily available in nature in big amounts and relatively low prices; (ii) they lead to 

biocompatible materials; (iii) they can be either structurally rigid or flexible. Besides, 

they show many different metal-binding sites, exhibiting multiple possible coordination 

modes and giving rise to a wide structural diversity; (iv) finally, a good number of 

biomolecules are chiral and can be used to construct chiral bioPCPs, which may have 

interesting recognition, separation and catalytic properties. 

However, some restrictions generally prevent these biomolecules from being good 

candidates as constituents of PCPs. The symmetry deficiency in many biological building 

blocks makes the synthesis of ordered materials (PCPs for instance) much more difficult. 

Additionally, aside from some aromatic and a few cyclic non-aromatic molecules, most 

biomolecules are too flexible to generate a framework with potential permanent 

porosity. Some strategies to overcome this problem deal with the synthesis of higher 

symmetric building units from asymmetric biological ligands or with the use of highly 

symmetric co-ligands.  

Being the use of natural molecules or their functionalized derivatives the most 

appealing approach to prepare bioPCPs, some remarkable examples from the literature 

have been collected and classified depending on the starting natural molecule. 

1.1.1.1. Amino acids 

Amino acids (AAs) are promising biomolecules which serve as excellent ligands and 

may coordinate metal ions through both their carboxylate and amino groups to directly 

form bioPCPs. All natural AAs consist of an α-carbon atom onto which both an amino 

and a carboxylic groups are attached. Through these metal binding groups, AAs tend to 

form discrete complexes via formation of the typical five-membered glycinate chelate 

ring.  Besides, there are some AAs bearing R side chains with metal binding groups such 

as β-carboxylate of aspartic (Asp) and glutamic (Glu) acids, the imidazole group of 
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histidine (His), the thiol group of cysteine (Cys), the thioether group of methionine (Met) 

or the phenol ring of tyrosine (Tyr) among others (see Scheme 1). These binding sites 

can be used to increase the dimensionality of the coordination networks.  

 

Scheme 1. (a) Illustration of the common skeleton of a natural AA. (b) Some of the potential 
coordination modes that the skeleton can display through the amino and carboxylate groups and 
their Harris notation4,5 (c) Examples of the side arm (R) of some AAs. Note that the potential 
coordination sites have been highlighted with different colours.  

In spite of the fact that examples of 3D CPs built up from pure AAs are scarce, some 

interesting cases have been reported almost wholly confined to aspartic,6–8 glutamic,9–

12  methionine13 and histidine14 acids (see Figure 1). Nevertheless, aiming at obtaining 

new topologies of highly porous polymers, chemists usually introduce auxiliary ligands 

or clusters that can act as linkers within the metal-AA units. 

To date, some examples of these bioPCPs have been described. One remarkable 

example is the work carried out by Rosseinsky and co-workers.16,17 The solvothermal 

reaction of Ni(L-Asp)·3H2O with 4,4’-bipyrdine (4,4’-bipy) affords an homochiral PCP of 

formula [Ni2(L-Asp)2(4,4’-bipy)]·guest. In this framework, neutral chiral Ni(L-Asp) layers 
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are connected by 4,4’-bipy ligands forming a pillared structure with 1D channels (3.8 x 

4.7 Å) defined by the length of the 4,4’-bipy spacer. 

 

Figure 1. Projection of the metal-AA frameworks along with their AA components of (a) 
[Ni2.5(OH)(L-Asp)2] · 6.55H2O,6 (b) [Co(L-Glu)(H2O)] · H2O∞,10 (c) [Ag3Cu3(L-Met)6(NO3)3(H2O)3] · 
7H2O,13 (d) [Zn(HPO3)(His)(H2O)0.5],14 and (e) [Cu(L-Cys)(H2O)]n.15 

Interestingly, this PCP is stable after removal of the guest molecules and the pore 

characteristics can be controlled by substituting the pillaring ligand with extended bipy-

type ligands such as 4,4’-azopyridine (azpy) or 3,5-bis-(4-pyridyl)pyridine (3,5-bpp) 

among others.17 The structures of both Ni-Asp derived PCPs with 4,4-bipy and 3,5-bpp 

as bridging ligands are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Views of a fragment of the structures of (a) [Ni2(L-Asp)2(4,4’-bipy)] and (b) [Ni2(L-
Asp)2(3,5-bpp)]. 

The modification of natural AAs, incorporating thus the desired functional groups, 

represents another strategy for the preparation of extended frameworks and new 

architectures. 
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  For example, Banerjee and co-

workers synthesised a family of Zn(II) 

based homochiral PCPs using pyridyl 

functionalised threonine, valine and 

alanine and Zn(OAc)2 as the metal 

precursor18 (see Figure 3). The pyridyl 

groups, along with the amino and 

carboxylate groups of the ligand, 

connect the ZnII ions forming a 3D 

network, whereas the remaining side 

arm can act as a functional group for 

the desired application such as 

sorption, sensing or catalysis. They 

carried out solvent sorption 

measurements on the three PCPs in 

order to study the role of the amino 

acid residue and the hydrophilic 

interactions inside de cavities. 

1.1.1.2. Peptides 

Peptides are short polymeric biomolecules composed of AAs linked by peptide 

bonds. Each peptide has a distinctive sequence of AAs, which leads to specific 

recognition properties and intrinsic chirality that may be useful for a wide range of 

applications. Peptides have also the ability to act as effective bridging ligands as they 

have at least one amino and one carboxylic terminal group that can coordinate metal 

ions in different coordination modes (Scheme 2). Moreover, they provide with an 

limitless number of flexible polydentate ligands just by tuning the AAs sequence of the 

peptide. For instance, the incorporation of more carboxylate groups could be achieved 

by synthesising peptides made from aspartate or glutamine as shown in Scheme 2. 

 

Figure 3. Scheme of the ValOAc, AlaOAc and 
ThrOAc linkers that react with Zn(OAc)2 to 
afford the corresponding PCPs architectures. 
These PCPs possess isostructural integrity along 
with linker variety (from hydrophobic to 
hydrophilic). The side arms have been 
highlighted. 
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Recently, different works considering peptides as connecting ligands have been 

published.19–24 Rosseinsky and co-authors reported two topologically distinct 2D-layered 

frameworks where the dipeptides Gly-Ala and Gly-Thr connect the Zn2+ ions affording 

the respective compounds [Zn(Gly-Ala)2] and [Zn(Gly-Thr)2].23,24 The former is a flexible 

porous material that displays an adaptable pore conformation while the latter is 

structurally rigid and it exhibits permanent porosity. These examples clearly illustrate 

how small changes in the 

peptide unit are translated 

into different structures 

and thus, into a strong 

control of the adsorption 

properties. The authors 

further presented a new 

peptide-based PCP 

[Zn(Car)]n·xDMF (Figure 4) 

which is assembled from 

Zn2+ and carnosine (Car), a 

natural dipeptide with the 

molecular structure -

alanyl-L-histidine.19 The histidine residue incorporates the imidazole group that serves 

as an additional binding site. The PCP consists of a flexible 3D framework with 1D 

permanent porosity upon removal of DMF (N,N’-dimethylformamide) its specific surface 

area being 448 m2 g-1 and exhibiting strong binding affinity for small molecules, such as 

CO2 and CH4. 

 

Scheme 2. (a) Illustration of the common skeleton of a 
peptide. (b) Examples of peptides resulting from different AA 
combinations.  
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Figure 4. (a) Scheme of the reaction between Zn(NO3)2 · xH2O and carnosine to form the PCP. (b) 
3D structure of [Zn(Car)]n· xDMF. 

1.1.1.3. Proteins 

Proteins are especially attractive building blocks for the synthesis of bioPCPs as they 

provide high chemical and structural diversity 

and possess inherent functions such as drug 

delivery, electron transfer, and molecular 

recognition. Moreover, 3D protein lattices have 

been proposed as stable porous scaffolds to 

carry out catalytic reactions. Although a 

considerable progress toward the understanding 

of the self-assembly of proteins has been 

achieved, the ability to predict protein-protein 

interactions or to engineer new architectures 

remains a great challenge. Tezcan and co-

workers have been thoroughly working on this 

purpose and they envisioned that the self-

assembly of proteins could be controlled by 

metal coordination. The interesting strategy 

entailed two complications: (a) proteins display extensive functionalised surfaces that 

can interact with metal ions in unpredictable ways and (b) the interactions between 

proteins may not be negligible. Aiming at circumventing this challenge, they developed 

 

Figure 5. (a) Engineered protein 

based on the four helix bundle 
hemeprotein cytochrome cb562. (b) A 
view of the porous structure 
resulting from its metal-directed 

assembly. 
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the “metal-directed protein self-assembly” strategy,25,26 taking advantage of the 

directionality and symmetry inherent to the metal coordination in order to govern the 

geometry. In early works, they reported how the same protein building block 

oligomerises in different symmetries depending on the coordination preference of the 

metal ion.27,28 After several attempts, Tezcan and co-workers achieved the first porous 

protein-derived framework (see Figure 5), which consists of an engineered protein that 

forms porous crystalline frameworks upon metal coordination displaying unsaturated 

metal centres and hexagonal cavities with dimension of 6 nm.29  

Recently, they have obtained a 3D, porous, crystalline framework formed by 

spherical protein nodes.30 In this work, the 3D lattice is formed via coordination of a 

protein on whose surface, the Zn2+ ions have been anchored with asymmetric polytopic 

organic ligand acting as a linker (see Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6. (a) Scheme for the self-assembly of Zn-ferritin through the ditopic organic linker into a 

bcc type lattice. (b) 3D structure of the of the porous bdh-Zn-T122H ferritin lattice. 

1.1.1.4. Nucleobases 

Nucleobases represent appealing linkers for the synthesis of bioPCPs due to their 

rigidity and the great number of heteroatoms available to coordinate different metal 

centres. Furthermore, they show a special ability to establish complementary hydrogen 

bonding interactions, thus increasing the possibilities to obtain porous 3D structures. 

Nucleobases are classified into double-ringed purines (adenine and guanine) and 

pyrimidines (cytosine, thymine and uracil). 
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Scheme 3. Coordination modes of adenine. Note that I corresponds to a supramolecular dimer 
where two adenine molecules are linked via double hydrogen bond between N1 from an adenine 
and one H from the amine group of the adjacent adenine.  

Thanks to the versatility that nucleobases possess as linkers, they can afford PCPs 

exclusively based on coordination bonds or emerging supramolecular PCPs,31 where the 

hydrogen bonds play an important role in the self-assembly of the porous structure. 

Here, only a few examples of the former group will be mentioned. The group of Rosi has 

investigated nucleobases acting as ligands together with different coordination modes 

(see Scheme 3). Specially, adenine is an ideal linker with multiple Lewis-basic sites that 

can interact with CO2, looking into storage and separation properties. In 2009, Rosi and 

co-authors reported a porous framework named Bio-MOF-1 of formula 

(Me2NH2)2[Zn8(μ4-adeninato)4(μ-BPDC)6(μ4-O)] · 8DMF · 11H2O (BPDC: 

biphenyldicarboxylate).32 The anionic network consists of zinc(II)-adeninate columns 

(formed via coordination mode III) interconnected through multiple BPDC linkers. This 

compound exhibits permanent porosity with a BET surface of 1700 m2 g-1 and it is able 

to store and release cationic drug molecules.  
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A few years later (in 2012) the 

authors reported the Bio-MOF-100 of 

formula (Me2NH2)4[Zn8(μ4-

adeninato)4(μ-BPDC)6(μ-O)] · 49DMF · 

31H2O,33 constructed from the same 

building blocks than bio-MOF-1 but 

changing the reaction conditions. The 

resulting material is a mesoporous 

coordination polymer showing a BET 

surface area of 4300 m2 g-1. The group 

also reported an isoreticular series of 

cobalt-adeninate bioPCPs (from bio-

MOFs-11 to 14)34. The porosity and 

hydrophobicity of these PCPs were 

modulated by decorating the pores 

with diverse functions (acetate, 

propionate, butyrate and valerate). 

They show that small modifications of 

the pore space can lead to dramatic 

changes in the N2 and CO2 sorption 

properties and in the stability in water. 

1.1.2. Properties and Applications  

BioPCPs display the same properties than PCPs with some additionally advantages. 

Since the potential applications for PCPs have already been explained in the 

Introduction, only properties and applications especially concerning bioPCPs will be 

described in this section.  The wide chemical versatility together with the presence of 

tuneable size and shape pores are the main features responsible for the potential 

applications that have been explored so far.   

 

Figure 7. Building blocks and the resulting crystal 
structures of the compounds (a) 
(Me2NH2)2[Zn8(μ4-adeninato)4(μ-BPDC)6(μ4-O)] ·  
8DMF · 11H2O 
and (b) (Me2NH2)4[Zn8(μ4-adeninato)4(μ-
BPDC)6(μ-O)] · 49DMF · 31H2O. 
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1.1.2.1. Biocompatibility and biomedical applications  

The cavities of PCPs represent a fundamental tool to encapsulate, transport and 

deliver active molecules through host-guest interactions. However, the use of porous 

solids for biomedical applications requires additional features such as non-toxic 

composition and moderate solubility in water.  In order to overcome the toxicity issue, 

bioPCPs have been synthesised using the appropriate low-toxic metal ions and 

preferably endogenous ligands, which could be reused once administrated within the 

body. One less recommended option can be the use of exogenous linkers. In this case, 

these molecules should be low toxic and easily degradable to be excreted from the 

organism as soon as possible. Imaz and co-authors have set out some materials made 

from endogenous linkers,35  and more examples of biocompatible porous materials have 

been covered Section 1.1. Horcajada and co-workers synthesised two Fe-based bioPCPs 

from low toxicity fumarate and trimesate ligands,36 which acted as nanocarriers for an 

efficient controlled delivery of challenging antitumoural and retroviral drugs, displaying 

also imaging properties. Moreover, the non-toxicity of the iron-based bioPCPs was 

proved. 

Another remarkable example is the aforementioned bioPCP of formula 

(Me2NH2)2[Zn8(μ4-adeninato)4(μ-BPDC)6(μ4-O)] · 8DMF · 11H2O prepared by Rosi and co-

workers.32 They show that cationic drugs can be loaded into the pores of the anionic 

framework via cation exchange with the dimethylammonium cations to further release 

the drug molecules from the pores by exchange with exogenous cations from biological 

fluids. 

Sometimes, the encapsulation process cannot be successfully achieved in terms of 

loading, due to the size and affinity of the biomolecule toward the porous matrix. In 

these terms, Serre and coauthors developed an excellent strategy for drug delivery 

(illustrated by Figure 11) where the active molecule is not encapsulated within the 

pores, but it is a constituent of the framework. They  reported a bioPCP built up from 

non-toxic iron and the therapeutically active linker nicotinic acid.37 The release of the 
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therapeutic agent, which is a constituent of the framework, is achieved through the 

degradation of the hybrid phase, under simulated physiological conditions.  

 

Figure 11. Scheme of the bioPCP formation through the direct coupling of the therapeutic 
biomolecule nicotinic acid as the bridging ligand with a non-toxic metal cluster. The biomolecule 
is released when the bioPCP degrades. 

BioPCPs are also excellent candidates to serve as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

contrast agents because they can carry large amounts of highly paramagnetic metal ions 

(e.g. Gd3+, Mn2+, etc.). Furthermore, through the incorporation of luminescent or heavy 

element building blocks, bioPCPs also serve as contrast agents for optical imaging or X-

ray computed tomography (CT) imaging.36,38–41 

Interestingly, by conjugating or loading multiple components such as imaging agents, 

drugs and targeted ligands, bioPCPs can display both functions simultaneously, thus 

releasing and monitoring the active biomolecules within the body. This 

multifunctionality represents a promising perspective for the so-called “theranostics” or 

personalised therapy.36 

1.1.2.2. Storage and delivery of biological gases: NO and H2S 

Gasotransmitter is a term coined to distinguish those biological signaling molecules 

which are freely permeable to cell membranes. Two of the most important gases 

encompassed by this term are nitric oxide (NO) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S). These gases 

are vital for life and their controlled delivery with a biological/medical target is a growing 

a research field. NO shows antithrombosis, vasodilatory and antibacterial activity while 

H2S has been involved in vasodilatation, neurotransmission and neuroprotection.  
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The versatility and high porosity of bioPCPs have been exploited to adsorb and store 

bioactive gases. BioPCPs appear as promising materials because most of them show 

coordinatively unsaturated metal sites on the walls of the pores that are available to 

bind the gas molecules. For this reason, a previous activation step is required to remove 

guest molecules inside the pores suggesting that the stability of the framework is an 

important requirement. Solids with large amount of accessible metal sites lead to 

strongly NO bonding, which is crucial for stable, long-term storage. However, the cycle 

illustrated in Figure 12 must be completed and the interactions between the guests and 

the framework should not be too strong in order to easily recover the gas when 

required.  

 

Figure 12. Cycle of activation, loading, storage and delivery illustrated with the Co- and Ni-MOF. 

In fact, the control of the rate and dosage of the delivery to achieve beneficial actions 

from the gas remains the main challenge. Among all the options to desorb the gas 

(increase of temperature, reduction in pressure, use of a chemical trigger, etc.), the 

exposure to moisture appeals as the mostly used since this is the simplest method and 

it works extremely well.  Therefore, the porous structures need to be able to interact 

with water.  
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Two excellent examples to illustrate this relevant application of bioPCPs are 

represented by the PCPs of formula [M2(C8H2O6)(H2O)2] · 8H2O with M = Co and Ni, 

named Co-MOF and Ni-MOF respectively, and synthesised by Morris and coauthors.42 

The solids perform exceptionally well the adsorption, storage and water-triggered 

delivery of NO. Surprisingly, the entire reservoir of stored gas is available for delivery 

even after the material has been stored for several months.  

BioPCPs show two very attractive properties: i) they deliver only pure gas and ii) the 

dose and rate of delivery can be controlled by changing the composition and structure 

of the framework. Anyway, the development of biocompatible PCPs with high loading 

and controlled release for NO and H2S still remains challenging. 

1.1.2.3. Biosensors 

BioPCPs show some advantages that render them promising materials as biosensors. 

Firstly, they display permanent porous structures and can exhibit high surface areas. 

Secondly, the interactions between the guest molecules and the pores can induce 

changes in their physical properties. Thirdly, some biomolecules such as peptides and 

antibodies which may constitute the framework, have the ability to recognize specific 

analytes. Despite the appealing potential application, examples of sensors based on 

bioPCPs are still limited. 

Rosi and coauthors showed that the porous anionic (Me2NH2)2[Zn8(μ4-adeninato)4(μ-

BPDC)6(μ4-O)] · 8DMF · 11H2O framework loaded with lanthanide cations could be 

potentially used as photostable high surface area sensor for small molecules including 

O2.43 Jiang and coworkers studied  two water-stable Fe(III)-based PCPs, MIL-68 

[Fe(OH)(BDC)] (BDC = 1,4-bwnzenedicarboxylic acid) and MIL-100 

[Fe3(μ3O)(H2O)2(BTC)2F] (H2BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid),44 which possess 

intrinsic peroxidase-like activity. 
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In the presence of H2O2 and the 

peroxidase substrate TMB (3,3’,5,5’-

tetramethylbenzidine), both PCPs can 

catalyse the oxidation which can be 

visually detected due to the 

appearance of blue color. Hence, 

providing a colorimetric assay for 

H2O2. Moreover, the influence of 

ascorbic acid on the oxidation of OPD 

(o-phenylendiamine) catalysed by the 

PCPs in the presence of H2O2 was 

investigated. A trace amount of 

ascorbic acid induces an inhibitory 

effect on this oxidation leading to a 

different colour reaction. Thus, a 

simple colorimetric biosensing system 

for AA detection is developed. 

1.1.2.4. Biodegradability and stability  

Stability represents one of the major issues concerning biological applications. The 

materials should be stable long enough to deliver the therapeutic agent. Nevertheless, 

a certain degree of solubility is also needed since the body has to clean the system in a 

reasonable timescale after the achievement of the delivery. Some PCPs are highly 

unstable in water and thus, in body fluids. In these cases, an external covering with silica 

can be applied in order to prevent a fast degradation. However, some PCPs like the 

already mentioned Co-MOF and Ni-MOF42 (also known as M-CPO-27) can be left in 

bovine serum for days showing a very small percentage of dissolution.45 These 

frameworks degrade slow enough to perform the delivery but still allowing their 

 

Figure 13. (a) View of the structure of MIL-68 
involving two types (hexagonal and trigonal) of 
channels running through the cristallographic c 
axis. (b) UV-Vis adsorption spectra for TMB, 
TMB-H2O2, TMB-H2O2-MIL-68 and MIL-68 
solutions. Inset: typical photographs of the three 
samples corresponding to the lines. 
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removal from the system. One important issue apart from water, which also will 

determine the delivery performance, is the influence of the pH and composition of the 

body fluid over the PCP. Overall, a trade-off between stability and solubility is required 

for a controlled and successful transport and release. 

1.1.2.5. Chirality: enantioselective catalysis and separation 

Chirality is an important property for current applications. Many substances and 

drugs, such as pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals are chiral and show two possible 

enantiomeric forms. Enantiomers of a racemic drug often exhibit different biological and 

pharmacological responses, as well as different pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamics effects.  Living organisms will interact with each enantiomer in a 

different manner. Thus, one isomer may produce the desired therapeutic activity while 

the other one can even produce harmful effects. For this reason, the production and 

availability of enantiomerically pure drugs are subject of an increasing demand from fine 

chemical and pharmaceutical industries. On one hand, the separation of enantiomers 

remains a challenge owing to their identical physical and chemical properties in an 

achiral environment.  On the other hand, the synthesis of enantiomerically pure 

substances is also a difficult task.  

Since many biomolecules are chiral, their use as ligands for the synthesis of CPs 

represents an excellent tool to obtain homochiral bioPCPs.  These versatile porous solids 

showing chiral functions within their cavities possess the ability to enantioselectively 

interact with molecules and appear as potential materials to separate enantiomers. Due 

to this chiral recognition feature, one could also think of them as proper heterogeneous 

catalysts for the asymmetric synthesis.   

In order to obtain homochiral PCPs, five different approaches are distinguished. First, 

chiral open frameworks can be built from achiral components via self-resolution. 

Theoretically, PCPs can crystallise in a chiral space group as a result of a particular spatial 

disposition of all the building units. However, the bulk samples of the PCPs built from 
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achiral or racemic components via self-resolution tend to contain both enantiomeric 

crystalline forms and can be racemic even though each single crystal is a single 

enantiomer. For this reason, examples of chiral porous solids synthesised following this 

approach are scarce.46–49  

A second approach is based on the use of an enantiopure auxiliary coligand or 

template for directing the formation of homochiral porous networks. The strategy is to 

arrange achiral building blocks in the presence of chiral molecules, charge-balanced ions 

or even solvents that do not act as constituent ligands but organise the building units 

into a particular topology around themselves during the crystallisation process by 

enantiospecific supramolecular interactions.50–56 

In an unusual discovery, Morris et al. demonstrated the homochiral crystallisation of 

an interesting compound in which the absolute configuration is controllable through the 

chirality of the chiral ionic liquid solvent 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium (BMIm) 

containing L-aspartate. Using this chiral ionic liquid as the reaction medium, the organic 

linker H3BTC and Ni2+ ions, the homochiral (BMIm)2[Ni(HBTC)2(H2O)2] was obtained.57 

Although containing neither chiral ligands nor chiral anions, the compound crystallises 

in a chiral space group. Chiral induction was further supported by the fact that 

substitution of L-aspartate with D-aspartate yielded crystals with the opposite chirality 

and that removal of chiral anions in the ionic liquid resulted in the achiral 

(BMIm)2[Ni3(HBTC)4(H2O)2] MOF. 

 

Figure 14. Synthetic strategy which leads to the formation of the homochiral 
(BMIm)2[Ni(HBTC)2(H2O)2] PCP. 
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The third and one of the most reliable approaches to create homochiral PCPs is based 

on the use of enantiomerically pure polytopic ligands.22,58–66 These chiral linkers connect 

the metal nodes into 2D or 3D networks through their primary functional groups. The 

secondary chiral functionalities that cannot link metal nodes periodically decorate the 

porous structures and can be used to generate asymmetric active sites that are 

accessible to the substrates via the open channels or cavities. These chiral linkers include 

ligands derived from natural molecules such as amino acids, nucleotides and carboxylic 

acids among others. However, sometimes these molecules are not properly equipped 

with functional groups required for the desired application or they cannot afford the 

desired 3D structure. For this reason, important research efforts concerning the design 

and synthesis of chiral multifunctional organic linkers have to be undertaken.  

The fourth strategy deals with the synthesis of a homochiral PCP from a parent PCP 

by synthetic modification of the organic linkers or the metal nodes and/or by guest 

exchange. An elegant example is illustrated by the work of Kim and co-workers. Starting 

from the preassembled achiral PCP MIL-101 [(Cr3(μ3-O)(bdc)3(H2O)2(F,OH)], which was 

chosen due to its chemically and thermally robustness and to the presence of open 

metal coordination sites, they incorporate pyridine substituted L-proline derivatives to 

the Lewis acidic chromium centres of MIL-101.67 The postmodification of MIL-101 with 

two different chiral ligands yielded two new chiral PCPs capable of catalysing 

asymmetric aldol reactions with a high enantioselectivity.  

The last strategy, which provides the most reliable means towards chiral PCPs 

synthesis, is the use of chiral metalloligands or pre-constructed building blocks to build 

porous PCPs through the interplay of both metalloligands and organic ligands or metal 

cations.68–75  

At first sight, this synthetic approach seems challenging compared with the use of 

traditional organic ligands, since metalloligands are usually longer and more flexible, 

thus being much more difficult to stabilise the resulting frameworks. Nevertheless, the 

metalloligand approach is very appealing to target functional PCPs because of its direct 
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immobilization of functional sites (both metal and organic functional sites) into the 

frameworks to introduce their specific functions. Despite this advantage, such promising 

route has not been extensively explored.  

One interesting example is the work done by Cui and co-workers. They have 

constructed two chiral and robust PCPs of formula [Cd4(NiL)4(DMF)4] · 4H2O and 

[Cd4(CoL)4(DMF)4(OAc)4] · 4H2O just by heating a mixture of Cd(NO3) · 6H2O and the 

dicarboxylate-functionalised salen (L) complexes with CoII and NiII ions (metalloligands) 

in H2O and DMF respectively.73 The [Co(salen)] units accessible via the open PCP 

channels were used to generate an efficient heterogeneous asymmetric catalyst for HKR 

(hydrolytic kinetic resolution) of racemic epoxides to afford the product yielding 99.5% 

of enantiomeric excess (ee). The MOF catalyst features a high local density of 

cooperative bis[Co(salen)] motifs, exhibiting improved catalytic performance compared 

to the monomeric catalyst. 
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1.2. Previous work 

Although an example of homochiral oxamato-based chain was already obtained in 

our group,76 the 

efforts devoted to the 

synthesis of chiral 

oxamato-based 3D 

CPs had been 

unsuccessful so far.  

Hence, in order to 

achieve the first 

oxamato-based chiral 

3D magnet, we 

explored a new 

rational synthetic 

strategy based on the use of the templating chiral (S)-trimethyl(1-

phenylethyl)ammonium cation, [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N+], together with the oxalate dianion 

during the self-assembly process of [CuII(mpba)2]4– with Mn2+ ions (see Scheme 4). This 

reaction led to a novel chiral manganese(II)-copper(II) 3D compound of formula [(S)-(1-

PhEt)Me3N]2[MnII
2(C2O4)CuII

2(mpba)2(H2O)2]} · 3H2O.  
Its structure consists of a mixed oxalato/oxamato-based heterobimetallic chiral 3D 

open-framework with a square/octagonal architecture, which is built up from 

dicopper(II) complex anions, [CuII
2(mpba)2(H2O)2]4–, and dimanganese(II) complex 

cations, [MnII
2(ox)]2+, together with (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N+ countercations and crystallisation 

water molecules (Figure 15). Interestingly, the presence of the oxalate dianion ox2- in the 

reaction mixture results crucial to obtain this chiral CP. Indeed, all our previous attempts 

to construct chiral CPs by using only the templating chiral (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N+ cation as a 

source of chirality in the absence of ox2- failed.  

 

Scheme 4. (a) Dicopper(II) metallacyclophane precursor used as 
tetrakis(bidentate) metalloligand toward manganese(II) ions. (b) 
Oxalate dianion. (c) Templating (S)-trimethyl-(1-
phenylethyl)ammonium cation. 
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Figure 15. Schematic representation of (a) the double helical chain motif and (b) the oxalate ligand 
acting as a bridge between two manganese(II) ions of the neighbouring double helical chains. (c) 
View of the chiral squared pores. (d) A perspective view of the anionic 3D network. 

Regardless of our success, we considered that this approach held some degree of 

serendipity. Indeed, the presence of the chiral (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N+ templating cation 

became mandatory when introducing the negative charged ox2- in the framework, but 

when using more than one building block (ox2- and [CuII
2(mpba)2(H2O)2]4–), the control 

over the assembly turns into challenging.  

1.3. Objectives 

Based on the deep experience of our research group in the oxamato and oxamidato 

chemistry, we decided to search an alternative synthetic approach which could afford 

chiral PCPs in easy, controlled and successful ways. For that purpose and having in mind 

to work with environmentally sustainable materials with possible bio-applications, we 

chose to functionalise natural amino acids. The advantages of these organic molecules 

are summarised as follows: 

a) they are readily and naturally available in big amounts and relatively inexpensive 

prices,  

b) they can lead to biologically-compatible PCPs, 

c) they show an amine group which can be easily functionalised into an oxamato group 

under mild conditions, 
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d) they show different binding sites, and thus multiple coordination modes giving rise to 

a rich structural diversity, 

e) and they are chiral molecules and consequently, this chirality is expected to be 

transferred to the final structure.  

Taking in account all these issues, the specific objectives for this chapter are listed 

hereunder: 

(i) The design and development of a rational and easy synthetic strategy to prepare 

chiral MMs which consists of the use of chiral oxamato- and oxamidato-based proligands 

derived from enantiopure amino acids, aiming at transferring their chiral information to 

their derivatives.  

(ii) The design, synthesis and characterisation of chiral building blocks from the chiral 

proligands with unoccupied positions, which could coordinate metal ions or metal 

complexes thus yielding chiral extended frameworks.   

(iii) The design, synthesis and characterisation of chiral PCPs making use of the 

metalloligand approach described in the Introduction. 

(iv) The exploration of the properties and applications that those multifunctional 

materials may display, such as magnetic properties, proton conduction, luminescence, 

porosity, gas sorption and selectivity, asymmetric catalysis and/or enantiomeric 

separation.  
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1.A.1. Synthetic Route 
Oxamato-based proligands derived from amino acids were prepared by following the 

same synthetic procedure (shown in Scheme 5): ethyl oxalyl chloride was reacted with 

the methyl ester derivatives of each enantiopure amino acid in the presence of 

triethylamine as base and dichloromethane as solvent, at room temperature (for further 

details on their syntheses see Annex I). The products were finally isolated as methyl ethyl 

oxamato-derivatives with very good yields (ranging from 80 to 90 %).  The whole library 

of oxamato-based proligands derived from the amino acids alanine, valine, leucine and 

phenylglycine, which can be obtained by following this synthetic procedure, is illustrated 

in Scheme 6.  

 

Scheme 5. Synthetic route for the preparation of the methyl ethyl derivatives of the chiral (S)-N-
oxalamino acids. The different amino acids with their corresponding R substituent and the 
nomenclature for the oxamato-based resulting proligands are shown in the Table. HEtMe-alama 
= N-(ethyl oxoacetate)alanine; HEtMe-valma = N-(ethyl oxoacetate)valine]; HEtMe-leuma = N-
(ethyl oxoacetate)leucine] and HEtMe-pegma = N-(ethyl oxoacetate)phenylglicine. The 
asymmetric carbon has been highlighted and the pink arrows indicate the multiple coordinating 
sites that these ligands have. 
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These proligands display interesting features. Firstly, they possess multiple 

coordinating sites (pink arrows in Scheme 5), anticipating a very versatile chemistry and 

an enormous variety of topological possibilities. Secondly, they are chiral molecules and 

their chirality can be transferred to their derivate structures. Finally, oxamato ligands 

are well known to transmit efficiently the magnetic coupling between the neighbouring 

paramagnetic centres.  

 

Scheme 6. Library of oxamato-derived proligands synthetised from the starting amino acids 
derivatives. 
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The next step consists of the synthesis of the metal complexes from the chiral 

oxamato-based metalloligands by following the synthetic route illustrated in Scheme 7. 

The oxamato-containing copper(II) complexes were obtained from the reaction of 

stoichiometric amounts of CuCl2 · 6H2O and the corresponding enantiopure ligands (1:1 

metal to ligand molar ratio) in a Me4NOH methanolic solution. The compounds were 

isolated as tetramethylammonium salts with general formula (Me4N)x[CuL]x·nH2O [L = 

(S)-alama3-, (S)-valma3-, (R)-valma3-, (S)-leuma3-, (S)-pegma3- and (R)-pegma3-)] (for 

further details on their syntheses see Annex I).  

 

Scheme 7. General synthetic route for the preparation of the copper(II) complexes, which will 
further act as ligands through the free coordinating sites towards a second metal. The chiral 
centres have been indicated with *. 

Different structures were found for the copper(II) complexes depending on the 

amino acid precursor. In particular, four hexacopper(II) wheels of formulas 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-alama]6} · 10H2O (1aS), (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aS), 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(R)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aR) and (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-leuma]6} · 10H2O (3aS) were 

obtained from (S)-alama3-, (S)-valma3-, (R)-valma3- and (S)-leuma3- ligands  (see Scheme 

8). Alternatively, the synthesis with both enantiomers (S and R) of the pegma3- ligand 

does not afford hexacopper(II) rings but copper(II) chains instead. The 1D compounds 

derived from the (S)-pegma3- and (R)-pegma3- ligands are {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n 

(4aS) and {Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n, respectively (see Scheme 9). 
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Scheme 8. Synthetic approach illustrating the assembly of the hexacopper(II) wheels. The Table 
shows the different chiral hexacopper(II) rings which have obtained from the (S)-alama3, (S)-
valma3-, (R)-valma3- and (S)-leuma3- ligands.  

 

Scheme 9.  Synthetic approach illustrating the assembly of the copper(II) chains derived from the 
(S)- and (R)-pegma3- ligands.  The Table shows the two copper(II) 1D compounds that have been 
synthesised. 
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Scheme 10. Hypothetic “metalloligand” approach illustrating the assembly of the different chiral 
3D porous structures. (a-b) View of the hexacopper(II) wheel and suggestion of its fragmentation-
reconstruction process to yield a chain. (c) Suggested self-assembling process consisting of the 
coordination of the free carbonyl groups from the copper(II) chains towards the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ 

species. (d) Perspective view of the resulting 3D homochiral PCP. The Table shows the different 
PCPs which have been obtained from the (S)-alama3-, (S)-valma3- and (R)-pegma3- ligands. The 
whole a-d sequence corresponds to the synthesis of 1bS and 2bS, being the starting complexes the 
corresponding hexacopper(II) wheels whilst the b-d sequence illustrates the synthesis of 4bR, 
whose precursor is a chain.  

Finally, aiming at building the 3D porous structures, we followed the already 

mentioned metalloligand strategy and used the copper(II) precursors as ligands towards 

the preformed square-planar cationic complex [Ni(cyclam)]2+ (cyclam = 1,4,8,11-

tetraazacyclotetradecane), a complex where the metal ion has only two free axial 

positions which can be filled by two oxygen atoms from the free carbonyl groups of the 

copper(II) precursors [see Scheme 10c]. Thus, the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ molecules act as linkers 

between the chains of the copper(II) precursor giving rise to the formation of complex 

porous structures. From the final structures of the PCPs, we can elucidate that in case 

of the hexacopper(II) wheels, these may open and change their conformation to 
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coordinate to the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes. This hypothetical mechanism is illustrated 

in Scheme 10 and will be explained in more detail in the following sections. 

1.A.2. Physico-chemical Characterisation 

The chemical nature of the proligands, the copper(II) precursors and the oxamato-

based copper(II)/nickel(II) PCPs was established through 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

elemental analysis (C, H, N), FTIR spectroscopy and Scanning Electronic Microscopy 

(SEM). The obtained data are represented in Tables 1-9 in Annex I. 

1.A.2.1. Thermo-gravimetric study 

The water contents of 1bS, 2bR and 4bR has been determined by thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) under a dry N2 atmosphere. A slight mass loss from room temperature to 

around 150 °C can be observed for all three compounds. It is followed by a plateau in 

the range 150-200 °C, and a further decomposition (Figure 16). The values of the mass 

loss at 125 °C of ca. 7.8 (1bS), 9.0 (2bR) and 9.2 % (4bR), correspond to 9, 15 and 6 water 

molecules per formula unit, respectively. The reason why the isopropanol molecules in 

4bR cannot be found in the TGA may be their loss upon the open air during the sample 

filtration and its further preparation procedure. 

 

Figure 16. TGA of 1bS, 2bS and 4bR under dry N2 atmosphere. 
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1.A.2.2. Powder X-ray diffraction 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of polycrystalline samples of 1bS and 2bS at 

room temperature, prepared from suspensions in water:isopropanol (1:9 v/v) to avoid 

any loss of water molecules, were measured (see Figure 17). Within each sample, the 

experimental PXRD pattern profile is consistent with the calculated one, confirming thus 

that the bulk samples are isostructural to the crystals selected for single-crystal X-ray 

diffraction. However, the PXRD patterns of the dehydrated samples of 1bS and 2bS 

showed a total loss of the crystallinity at room temperature (Figures 17c and f). This 

situation reveals that the frameworks of 1bS and 2bS become amorphous upon removal 

of solvent molecules when they are exposed to the open air.  

 

Figure 17. Calculated and experimental PXRD pattern profiles of water:isopropanol (1:9 v/v) 
suspension and polycrystalline dehydrated samples of 1bS (a, b and c) and 2bS (d, e and f) 
measured at r.t. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of polycrystalline samples of 4bR were also 

carried out. The experimental PXRD pattern profile measured as a suspension of 4bR in 

water:isopropanol (1:9 v/v) (Figure 18b) is consistent with the calculated one (Figure 

18a). Moreover, unlike 1bS and 2bS, the spectra of the polycrystalline dehydrated sample 

of 4bR reveals a retention of the crystallinity even when exposed to the open air (see 

Figure 18c). The PXRD pattern of a polycrystalline sample of 4bR after gas sorption 

experiments has also been studied (Figure 18d). The results reveal that the framework 

remains unaltered despite the activation and sorption processes. The overall situation 
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suggests that 4bR exhibits a higher structural stability than 1bS and 2bS, as the gas 

sorption measurements will further demonstrate.  

 

Figure 18. (a) Calculated and experimental PXRD pattern profiles of (b) water:isopropanol (1:9 v/v) 
suspension and (c) polycrystalline dehydrated samples of 4bR at r.t. (d) PXRD pattern of 4bR after 
sorption experiments. 

1.A.3. Crystal Structures 

Among the family of the obtained copper(II) compounds, some of them could be 

crystallised following slow evaporation techniques (see synthetic section, in Annex I, for 

further information). Their crystal structures could be obtained by using single crystal X-

ray diffraction.  

Powder samples and X-ray quality crystals of the hexacopper(II) wheels of formula 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-alama]6} · 10H2O (1aS), (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aS), 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(R)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aR) and (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-leuma]6} · 10H2O (3aS), as 

well as the copper(II) chains of formula {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aS) and 

{Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR) were obtained (their synthetic procedures being 

described in Annex I).  The well-formed blue hexagonal prisms of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 

blue elongated rectangular prisms of 4aS and 4aR allowed us to carry out single crystal 
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X-ray diffraction measurements. In addition to a thorough structural description (see 

below) extra data and crystallographic information can be found in Annex I.  

These preformed chiral metalloligands of zero- (0D) or one-dimensional (1D) nature 

exhibiting free coordination sites through the carbonyl groups of the amino acid group 

are promising SBUs. However, due to the steric hindrance of these copper(II) precursors, 

we chose the well-known square-planar cationic complex [Ni(cyclam)]2+, possessing two 

available axial positions to be occupied by the carbonyl groups of the SBUs instead of 

solvated metal ions which cannot accommodate the metalloligands into their 

environment. In such a way, different 3D porous structures (1bS, 2bS and 4bR) were 

obtained. 

Noteworthy, all the available copper(II) metalloligands could not yield single crystals 

of their oxamato-containing copper(II)/nickel(II) PCP derivatives. The complexity of 

these 3D porous structures lies at the origin of their very laborious and sometimes 

unsuccessful crystallisation. 

1.A.3.1. Metalloligands 

1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS crystallise in the same chiral space group P63 of the hexagonal 

system and their absolute configuration has been reliably assigned.  

The structures of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS consist of cyclic oxamate-bridged 

hexacopper(II) complex anions, [CuII
6L6]6- [L = (S)-alama3- (1aS), (S)-valma3-  (2aS), (R)-

valma3-  (2aR) and (S)-leuma3-  (3aS)] (Figures 19 and 20), together with charge-balancing 

Me4N+  (tetramethylammonium) countercations and free water molecules. These rings 

show an open calix-type molecular shape which is reminiscent of that found for the well-

known -cyclodextrin.1 However, the alternating up and down, outward and inward 

disposition of the six alkyl groups from the amino acid residues results in an approximate 

S6 molecular symmetry that differs from that of the C6-symmetric -cyclodextrin 

molecule. That being so, the anionic hexacopper(II) wheels of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS  are 

not exactly planar but they exhibit an overall chair conformation (Figure 19 and 20, 
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bottom). This conformation leads to a basket-like supramolecular cavity where the 

Me4N+ guest cations are located. 

 

Figure 19. Top and side views of the anionic cyclic hexacopper(II) units of 2aS (left) and 2aR (right) 
with the numbering of the metal atom (symmetry code: I = -y, x-y, z; II = -x+y, -x, z)  and the 
templating tetramethylammonium cations. The carbon, copper, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms are depicted as grey, green, pale pink, blue and red spheres, respectively. 

Interestingly, the degree of distortion of the three different hexacopper(II) wheels 

1aS, 2aS, and 3aS  is not the same (Figure 21). Compound 1aS, where the alkyl substituent 

is a methyl group, is the one whose structure is closer to a planar conformation whilst 

the wheel of 2aS, where the alkyl substituent is an isopropyl group, displays the higher 

degree of distortion. Surprisingly, the wheel of 3aS exhibits less degree of distortion than 

that of 2aS, despite the bigger size of its isobutyl group. This degree of distortion has 

been illustrated by Figure 21 and quantified in terms of the distances between two 

adjacent wheels of 1aS, 2aS, and 3aS, the Cu(1)···Cu(2)III and Cu(2)···Cu(1)III distances 

being 10.147/10.463 (1aS), 11.476/9.653 (2aS) and 11.371/9.946 Å (3aS). Thus, the ring 

of 2aS is the less planar one. 
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Figure 20.  Top and side views of the anionic cyclic hexacopper(II) units of 1aS (a) and 3aS (b) with 
the numbering of the metal atoms symmetry code: I = - y, x - y, z; II = - x + y, - x, z)  and the 
templating tetramethylammonium cations. The carbon, copper, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms are depicted as grey, green, pale pink, blue and red spheres, respectively. 

 

Figure 21. View of two parallel hexacopper(II) wheels from 1aS (a), 2aS (b) and 3aS (c) along the 
crystallographic a axis. The values of the shortest O···O, C···C, O···C and Cu···Cu inter-ring are 
indicated and shown as dashed lines. The terminal carbon and oxygen atoms and the copper(II) 
ions are highlighted as grey, red and green spheres, respectively. The countercations and water 
molecules have been omitted for clarity. (Symmetry code: III = x - y, -1 + x, 0.5 + z). 

The two crystallography independent Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS 

show a slightly distorted five-coordinate CuNO4 square pyramidal environment, that 

results from the alternating tridentate/bidentate (3N,O,O’:2O’’,O’’’) bridging mode of 
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the (S)-alama3-, (S)- and (R)-

valma3- and (S)-leuma3- ligands 

(see Scheme 10). The bond 

lengths and interbond bite 

angles for 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS 

are collected in Tables 27 and 28 

(Annex I).  

The intramolecular 

Cu(1)···Cu(2) / Cu(1)···Cu(2I) 

distances are 5.409/5.373 (1aS), 

5.391/5.275 (2aS), 5.228/5.343 

(2aR) and 5.423/5.301 Å (3aS). 

Interestingly, both metal ions in 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS are present as one single 

enantiomer, A (1aS, 2aS and 3aS) or C (2aR),2 confirming thus the effective transmission 

of the encoded chiral information of the enantiopure ligands (R or S) to the coordinated 

metal centres, as expected. Moreover, it is possible to compare the structure of the two 

hexacopper(II) wheels obtained from the valma3- ligands (2aS and 2aR) concluding that 

each homochiral [AAAAAA-CuII
6 (2aS) and CCCCCC-CuII

6 (2aR)] hexanuclear ring has the 

opposite metal chirality. 

There is a staggered parallel alignment of the anionic hexacopper(II) wheels along 

the crystallographic c axis in the crystal lattice of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS (Figure 22). This 

leads to a pseudo-helical supramolecular motif made up by columnar arrays of CuII
6 rings 

defining a small circular channel with a diameter of ca. 0.8 nm which is occupied by some 

of the Me4N+ cations acting as guests (Figures 19, 20 and 22). There are weak host-guest 

hydrophobic interactions among the methyl groups from the alkyl residues and the 

Me4N+ cations located in the centre of the channel [C···C distances of  5.430 (1aS), 4.006 

(2aS and 2aR) and 4.867 Å (3aS)] (Figure 23). 

 

Scheme 10. Drawing of the common asymmetric unit 

of the four hexacopper(II) wheels in 1aS, 2aS, 1aS and 

3aS, showing the distorted five-coordinate square 

pyramidal environment of the Cu(II) atom. The atoms 

have been labelled according to the data from the 

tables in Annex I. 
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Figure 22. Perspective drawings of the crystal packing along the crystallographic c and a axis of 
1aS (a, d), 2aS (b, e) and 3aS (c, f). The ligand backbones are shown as grey sticks whereas the 
copper(II) ions, and the carbon and nitrogen atoms of the tetramethylammonium countercations 
are depicted as green, grey and blue spheres (with an arbitrary radii), respectively. The 
crystallisation water molecules are omitted for clarity. 

The remaining Me4N+ cations follow different distributions for each compound. 

Some of the Me4N+ cations in 2aS, 

2aR and 3aS are located between 

two adjacent CuII
6 rings along the 

crystallographic ab plane the 

intermolecular Cu···Cu distances 

being 7.079 (2aS and 2aR) and 7.584 

Å (3aS).  However, the 

intermolecular Cu···Cu separations 

in 1aS are much more shorter 

(5.244 Å) due to the minor steric 

hindrance of the methyl group 

compared to the isopropyl (2aS and 

2aR) and isobutyl substituents (3aS), 

preventing the  Me4N+ cations from 

 

Figure 23. Side views of the CuII
6 units of 1aS (a), 2aS 

(b) and 3aS (c). The ligand backbones are shown as 
coloured sticks whereas the copper, and the carbon 
and nitrogen atoms of the tetramethylammonium 
countercations are depicted as green, grey and blue 
spheres with an arbitrary radii, respectively. 
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occupying the space between adjacent CuII
6 wheels on the crystallographic ab plane. The 

Me4N+ are also hosted on the crystallographic bc plane in 1aS and 3aS. Interestingly, 

compounds 2aS and 2aR do not show cations in such location, since the “interlayer” 

distance is much shorter (see Figure 21) due to the presence of the isopropyl residue, 

which is longer than the methyl group from 1aS and more rigid than the isobutyl group 

from 3aS. The analysis of the crystal packing of 1aS, 2aS, 2aR and 3aS suggests then that 

the Me4N+ cations play a key role in the self-assembling process that leads to formation 

of the hexacopper(II) rings. 

Some of the water molecules of crystallisation are linked to the inner walls of the 

1aS, 2aS and 2aR wheels through hydrogen bonds involving the carboxylate-oxygen 

atoms from the oxamato bridge [O6···O3W = 2.870 (1S) and O3···O1W = 2.950 Å (2aS and 

2aR)] (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 24. Top views of the CuII
6 units of (a) 1aS, (b) 2aS and (c) 3aS  illustrating the hydrogen bonds 

(dashed lines) between the crystallisation water molecules and the inner walls of the 
hexacopper(II) wheels. Views of the crystal packing along the crystallographic c axis of (d) 1aS, (e) 
2aS and (f) 3aS. The ligand backbones are shown as sticks whereas the copper(II) ions, the carbon 
and nitrogen atoms of the tetramethylammonium countercations are depicted as green, grey and 
blue spheres (with an arbitrary radii), respectively. The red spheres stand for the water molecules 
of crystallisation. 
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Following the same synthetic route but using the (S)-pegma3- (4S) and (R)-pegma3- 

(4R) ligands instead, powder samples as well as well-formed elongated rectangular blue 

prisms of 4aS and 4aR were obtained (see Annex I for further details). 

Their structures could then be determined and their absolute configuration reliably 

assigned revealing two enantiopure chains of formula {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n and 

{Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n, respectively.  

 

Figure 25. Perspective views along the crystallographic a and c axis of the left- 4aS (a and c) and 
right-handed CuII helical chain 4aR (b and d). The carbon atoms are depicted as grey sticks while 
the copper(II) ions are shown as green spheres. Nitrogen and oxygen atoms are shown as blue 
and red spheres (a and b) or sticks (c and d). The Me4N+ counterbalancing cations and the water 
molecules of crystallisation have been omitted for clarity.  

Both, 4aS and 4aR, crystallise in the chiral P31 space group and they contain 

enantiomerically pure oxamato-bridged copper(II) helical chains, Me4N+ cations and H-

bonded lattice water molecules. The single-stranded helices of 4aS and 4aR are arranged 

in a left- (M) and right-handed (P) fashion respectively, with helical pitches of 14.76 (4aS) 

and 14.43 Å (4aR) (Figure 25). 
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The (S)-pegma3- and (R)-

pegma3- ligands alternate 

tridentate/bidentate bridging 

modes (3N,O,O’:2O’’,O’’’) 

connecting two copper(II) atoms 

and constructing chains [shortest 

intrachain Cu···Cu distances of 

5.370 (4aS) and 5.322 Å (4aR)].  

Each copper(II) ion adopts a 

distorted square pyramidal 

coordination geometry CuNO4 (see Figures 25 and 26), bonded to one nitrogen and four 

oxygen atoms from the ligands. The bond distances and the interbond bite angles for 4S 

and 4aR are shown in Tables 29 and 30 in Annex I. 

 

Figure 27. Views of the crystal packing of 4aR along the crystallographic a (a) and c axes (b). The 
ligand backbones are shown as grey sticks whereas the copper(II) ions from the wheels, and the 
carbon and nitrogen atoms of the tetramethylammonium countercations are depicted as green, 
grey and blue spheres (with arbitrary radii), respectively. The water molecules of crystallisation 
are shown as red spheres.  

In the crystal lattice of 4aS and 4aR, there is a staggered alignment of the anionic 

copper(II) chains along the crystallographic c axis the Me4N+ countercations together 

with the water molecules of crystallisation being confined within the pseudo-channels 

that are formed (see Figure 27b). The water molecules of crystallisation are hydrogen 

bonded to the oxygen atoms from the oxamato bridges from one chain [O(1W)···O5 = 

 

Figure 26. Perspective view of the common 
asymmetric unit of 4aS and 4aR showing the distorted 
five-coordinate square pyramidal environment of the 
copper(II) ion. The atoms have been labelled 
according to the data from the Tables in Annex I. 
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2.826 and O(2W)···O(4) = 2.932 Å) and to the carbonyl-oxygen atom from the amino acid 

of a neighbouring chain [2.802 and 2.891 Å  for O(1W)···O(2) and O(2W)···O(2), 

respectively] (Figure 28), leading thus to a two-dimensional supramolecular 

arrangement.  

 

Figure 28. Perspective view of two neighbouring chains of 4aR showing the hydrogen bond 
interactions between the crystallisation water molecules and the oxygen atoms from the ligand 
(dashed lines). The backbone chain is depicted with sticks for clarity. The nitrogen atoms from the 
Me4N+ cations are shown has blue tetrahedral, whilst the carbon atoms from the Me4N+ cations 
and the hydrogen and oxygen atoms from the water molecules are represented by grey, pale pink 
and red spheres with arbitrary radii. 
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1.A.3.2. Porous Coordination Polymers (PCPs)  

{[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 · 9H2O}n (1bS) 

Following the related metalloligand strategy, the reaction of the hexacopper(II) 

wheel 1aS with [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions led to the formation of the neutral 3D compound of 

formula {[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 · 9H2O}n (1bS) (for further details on their 

syntheses see Annex I). 

 

Figure 29. (a) View of the hexacopper(II) (1aS) precursor and its suggested fragmentation-
reconstruction process to yield a chain. (b) Proposed self-assembling process consisting of the 
coordination of the free carbonyl groups of the chain towards the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex cations. 
(c) Perspective view of the three-fold helical chains of copper(II) ions along the crystallographic c 
axis and their coordination to the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ cations. (d) Perspective view of the resulting 3D 
homochiral PCP. The copper(II) and nickel(II) ions are depicted as green/purple 
spheres/polyhedra, respectively. The oxygen atoms of the free carbonyl groups are represented 
by red spheres. Thin and thick black dashed lines simulate the approach of the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ 

cations to the carbonyl groups and the self-assembly of the copper(II) chains, respectively. 

Compound 1bS crystallises in the trigonal chiral space group R3. The fundamental 

building blocks of 1bS consist of helical copper(II) anionic chains (see Figures 29 and 30) 

interconnected through unsaturated square-planar  [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions. These ions are 

coordinated to the free carbonyl groups from the alanine amino acid residues, which 
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point outwards, thus holding the chiral chains and generating a neutral 3D non-

interpenetrating chiral porous network (see Figure 29). 

Based on the crystal structures of the final 1bS PCP and starting 1aS wheel we 

propose a plausible self-assembling approach. Since the building blocks found in the 

chiral framework are helical chains (see Figures 29 and 30), we suggest that the starting 

preformed hexanuclear copper(II) wheels in 1aS may undergo an initial process of 

disassembly promoted by both the loss of the templating tetramethylammonium  

cations and the presence of the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes (Figure 29a). Subsequently, 

they may reassembly to yield anionic 1D copper(II) motifs, this feature favouring their 

coordination to the nickel(II) complexes through their free carbonyl groups and leading 

to their 3D assembly (see Figure 29b-d). 

 

Figure 30. View of the building 1D motifs found in 1bS connected through [Ni(cyclam)]2+ entities. 
The carbon, copper(II), nickel(II), nitrogen and oxygen atoms are depicted by grey, green, purple, 
blue and red spheres, respectively. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. The atoms are labelled 
according to the Tables included in the Annex I. 

The two crystallographically independent Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms of the helical 

copper(II) chains constituting 1bS have a somewhat distorted five-coordinate CuNO4 

square pyramidal environment. Within each chain the copper(II) ions are bridged by (S)-

alama3- ligands adopting the (3N,O,O’:2O’’,O’’’) coordination mode. 
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The chains of 1bS are isostructural with those found in the pegma-derived copper(II) 

precursors 4aS and 4aR. Each Ni(II) ion is coordinated to two oxygen atoms from the 

carbonyl groups of the 

alanine amino acid residues 

from two neighbouring 

chains and to four nitrogen 

atoms from the cyclam 

macrocycle in a distorted 

octahedral geometry (see 

Figure 30). Noteworthy, the 

two crystallographic 

independent Cu(1) and 

Cu(2) atoms belong to 

independent chains 

exhibiting M and P 

handedness respectively, 

the helical pitch being of 

14.82 Å (Figure 31). For further details on the bond distances and the interbond bite 

angles see Tables 31 and 32 (Annex I). 

Since the metal-containing building units of the MOF 1bS are infinite in one 

dimension (generally referred to as rods) we can classify it as a rod-MOF.3,4 The main 

advantage of these MOFs is that they do not interpenetrate due to the intrinsic packing 

arrangement of the rods in the crystal structure, usually leading to porosity.4,5 Hence, 

1bS shows the property of forbidden catenation since the periodicity of the rods together 

with the directionality imposed by the Ni-Ocarboxylic linkage, build an impenetrable wall, 

thus any interpenetration being prevented. The resulting chiral architecture displays 

hexagonal nanotube-like channels with opening size of 15 x 15 Å (Figure 32). 

 

Figure 31. View of the network of alternating left- (M) and 
right-handed (P) helical chains along the crystallographic ab 
plane. Copper(II) and nickel (II) atoms have been highlighted 
as green and purple spheres, respectively. 
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Figure 32.  Perspective views of the PCP 1bS along the crystallographic c (a) and b axes (b). The 
copper and nickel atoms are represented by green and purple polyhedra, respectively. The ligand 
backbone is depicted by grey sticks. 

These pores are filled with nine water molecules per formula unit. The effective free 

volume of 1bS, calculated without the guest molecules, is 9773 Å3. This value represents 

ca. 66 % of the unit cell volume (14656 Å3).   

By reducing the multidimensional structure of 1bS, thus transforming the chains into 

finite objects, an underlying rod-

containing net (whose nodes 

correspond to the chain nodes) results. 

The 1D [CuII(S)-alama]- units in 1bS are 

connected constructing a 31 helix. As it 

is known, there are only two ways for 

linking 31 helices with one kind of 

vertex: one constituted by helices of 

one hand and the other by helices of 

both hands. They are named eta and 

etb.6–8  In 1bS, the alternating three-fold 

helices exhibiting M and P handedness 

 

Figure 33. A detail of the resulting underlying 
net of 1bS MOF showing etb topology, formed 
by rod-like, right- and left-handed helical SBUs. 
Cu(II) and Ni(II) nodes are shown as cyan and 
yellow sticks. 
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held together by the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions generate an etb net (Figure 33). 

Considering the sequential copper(II) ions of the rods as three-fold connected nodes 

of extension and the nickel(II) centres as ditopic metallolinkers, the resulting structure 

of 1bS is a three-fold connected 3D chiral 

network, whose point symbol is 83. Each 

copper atom (node) is 3-c, with two 

coordination within the three-fold helix 

and one to the metallolinker (Figure 34). 

Thus, the helical rod axes intersect a 

perpendicular plane in an hcb honeycomb 

pattern. Moreover, the connections of the 

[Ni(cyclam)O2] octahedra through the 

[CuII(S)-alama]n
- chains define a Kagomé 

pattern kgm,9 (point symbol 3.6.3.6), 

made up by hexagonal rings delimited by 

triangular rings. Overall, 1bS can be 

described as a honeycomb net (hcb) built 

by chiral copper(II) chains interconnected 

by [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions, exhibiting 1D 

pseudo-hexagonal channels with a pore’s 

window diameter of ca. 1.0 nm taken 

from the Van der Waals radii, viewed along the crystallographic c axis (see Figures 32 

and 34).  

{[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(S)-valma]2 · 15H2O}n (2bS) 

The reaction of the metalloligand 2aS with the square-planar [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex 

leads to the formation of the chiral 3D compound of formula {[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(S)-

valma]2 · 15H2O}n (2bS) (Figure 35).  

 

Figure 34. (a) View along the 
crystallographic a axis of the [CuII(S)-
alama]n

- helical rod SBU. (b) Schematic 
representation of the three-fold copper(II) 
nodes. (c) Schematic view of the net of 1bS 

showing a hcb pattern. 
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Figure 35. (a) View of the hexacopper(II) precursor (2aS) and its suggested fragmentation-
reconstruction process to yield a chain. (b) Proposed self-assembling process consisting of the 
coordination of the free carbonyl groups of the chain towards the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex cations. 
(c) Perspective view of the resulting 3D homochiral PCP 2bS. The copper(II)/nickel(II) ions are 
depicted as green/purple spheres/polyhedra, respectively. The oxygen atoms from the free 
carbonyl groups are represented by red spheres. Black dashed lines simulate the approach of the 
[Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex cations to the carbonyl groups. 

Compound 2bS crystallises in the hexagonal chiral space group P65. The  fundamental 

building blocks of 2bS consist of anionic left-handed helical copper(II) chains (see Figure 

35) interconnected through unsaturated planar-squared [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions  which 

coordinate to the free carbonyl groups from the valine residues pointing at the outer of 

the chains to afford nanosized tubules (see Figure 35). The neighbouring nanotubules 

are further connected each other through distinct copper(II) helical chains leading to a 

very intricate chiral porous 3D framework. The self-assembling process itself plays a 

crucial role in the topology of the final net (see Figure 35).  

Based on the fact that the fundamental building units found in the structure of 2bS 

are helical chains, we propose again (as done for the PCP 1bS) that the starting 

preformed hexanuclear copper(II) wheels in 2aS may undergo an initial process of 

disassembly in the presence of the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes (Figure 35a). Subsequently, 

they may reassembly to yield anionic 1D copper(II) motifs which will be further 

interconnected by the nickel(II) complexes through their free carbonyl groups (see 
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Figure 35b) to afford a 3D framework (see Figure 35c). Although both PCPs, 1bS and 2bS, 

show 1D motifs as fundamental building units in their final structure, these 1D entities 

exhibit very different structure and conformation. 

 

Figure 36. Scheme showing the different environments for the copper(II) ions  in 1bS and 4bR (left) 
and 2bS (right). While in both 1bS and 4bR the Cu(II) atoms show the same environment than their 
precursors 1aS and 4aR, in 2bS the disassembly-reassembly process gives rise to two different 
hexacoordinate modes for the Cu(II) atoms with the (S)-valma3- ligands. Despite the copper(II) ions 

show different environments in 1bS, 2bS and 4bR, their ligands adopt the same (3N,O,O’:2O’’,O’’’) 
coordination mode. 

Although there are two (S)-valma3- ligands, one nickel(II) ion and two crystallographic 

independent copper(II) atoms in the asymmetric unit of 1bS with full occupancies, a large 

number of metal centres and (S)-valma3- ligands [eight copper(II) ions, eight (S)-valma3− 

ligands, and four [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex cations] are present in the asymmetric unit of 

2bS. The copper(II) ions in 2bS are six-coordinate and can be classified into two groups 

depending on their local environment. Four of them [Cu(2), Cu(3), Cu(6) and Cu(8)] 

exhibit a highly distorted CuN2O4 octahedral environment being built by two tridentate 

(S)-valma3- ligands (see Figure 36).  

The Cu-N and Cu-O distances vary in the ranges 1.772(9)-1.99(2) and 1.902(14)-

2.426(11) Å, respectively. In contrast, Cu(1), Cu(4), Cu(5) and Cu(7) are surrounded by 
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six oxygen atoms. Two carboxylate- and two amide-oxygen atoms from two (S)-valma3- 

ligands form the basal plane around them (Cu-O bond lengths covering the range 

1.734(9)-2.110(7) Å], whereas two trans-coordinated water molecules [Cu-OW bond 

lengths in the range 2.26(2)-2.350(12) Å] occupy the axial positions (Figures 36 and 37). 

Noteworthy, the six-coordinate environment for the copper(II) ions occurring in 2bS 

could not be observed in the precursors and the copper(II) ions adopt such an 

environment only in this MOF.  

The nickel(II) ions are six-coordinated: two oxygen atoms from two free carbonyl 

groups from consecutive valine amino acid residues with Ni-O bond distances ranging 

from 2.045(12) to 2.233(9) Å and four nitrogen atoms from the cyclam ligand with Ni-N 

distances in the range 1.873(17) to 2.364(9) describing a distorted octahedral geometry. 

For further details on the bond distances and the interbond bite angles see Tables 33 

and 34 (Annex I). 

 

 

Figure 37. View of one of the nanotubules (highlighted in orange) constituting 2bS which grow 
along the crystallographic c axis from the assembly of six left-handed copper(II) chains (highlighted 
in blue) with the cationic [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes through the free carbonyl groups from the 
amino acid residues. The nanotubular channels are further connected with neighbouring ones 
through Cu(II) chains (highlighted in red) and [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes. 

Overall both groups of non-equivalent copper(II) ions alternate in two independent 

helical chains, of M handedness, their formula being {Cu2[(S)-valma]2}n and growing 
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along the crystallographic c axis (Figure 37). The copper(II) atoms in them are bridged 

by (S)-valma3- ligands adopting the (3N,O’’,O’’’:2O,O’) coordination mode (Figure 36). 

The alternation of CuN2O4 and CuO6 entities is the feature that makes 2bS a different 

and extraordinarily intricate net (Figure 38). 

 

Figure 38. (a) Self-assembly process where the nickel(II) ions from the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes 
coordinate the oxygen atoms from the free carbonyl groups from the valine residues holding 
together the [Cu2(S-valma)2]n chains. (b) Deconstruction of the copper(II) chains assembly leading 
to the simplest motif or SBU. (c) Self-assembly of infinite SBUs to construct the chiral PCP 2bS. 

 

Figure 39. Perspective views of the PCP 2bS along the crystallographic c (a) and b axes (b). The 
copper(II)  and nickel(II) ions are represented as green polyhedra and purple spheres, respectively. 
The ligand backbones are depicted as grey sticks. 
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Three types of channels occur in 2bS (see Figures 39 and 40). The assembly of six 

helices generates the inner walls of hexagonal tubules of dimensions of 16.2 x 16.2 Å 

and a pore window diameter of 0.64 nm (estimated through Van der Waals radii). In 

turn, each hexagonal tubule is 

sharing its helices with six 

elliptical channels with a pore 

window diameter of ca. 0.56 nm 

(calculated from Van der Waals 

radii) and dimensions of 18.0 x 

14.0 Å. Moreover, small 

rectangular channels are present 

in the intricate structure of 2bS. 

The effective free volume of 2bS, 

calculated without the guest 

molecules, is 30064 Å3, which 

represents about 66 % of the unit 

cell volume (44954 Å3). 

 

{[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n (4bR) 

The preformed copper(II) helical chains of 4aR serve as a rod-like building blocks 

towards the square-planar [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes leading to the formation of the 

chiral 3D compound of formula {[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n (4bR). 

Unlike in 1bS and 2bS, the structure of the preformed 4aR metalloligand matches up with 

the building units found in the final structure, ruling out a possible disassembly-

reassembly process during the PCP construction (see Figure 41).  

 

Figure 40. Perspective view of the resulting 
underlying net of 2bS formed by rod, simple right-
handed helical SBUs. The copper(II) and nickel(II) 
atoms are shown as blue and yellow spheres, 
respectively. 
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Figure 41. (a) View of the helical 1D precursor 4aR. (b) Proposed self-assembling process consisting 
of the coordination of the free carbonyl groups towards the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex cations. (c) 
Perspective view of a three-fold helical chain of copper(II) ions along the crystallographic c axis 
and the coordination to the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complex. (d) Perspective view of the resulting 3D 
homochiral PCP 4bR. The copper(II) ions and the oxygen atoms from the free carbonyl groups are 
represented by green and red spheres, respectively. The nickel(II) ions are depicted as purple 
polyhedra. The dashed lines simulate the approach of the [Ni(cyclam)]2+ species to the carbonyl 
groups. 

The homochiral 3D compound 4bR crystallises in the trigonal chiral space group 

P3221. The fundamental building units of 4bR consist of right-handed helical chains of 4aR 

interconnected through unsaturated square-planar [Ni(cyclam)]2+ entities. These 

nickel(II) complexes hold the chiral chains by coordinating to the free carbonyl groups 

from the phenyl-glycine amino acid residues pointing outwards (Figure 41), yielding a 

3D non-interpenetrating chiral porous network with 1D pseudo-channels of 13 x 10 Å 

viewed along the crystallographic c axis (see Figures 41 and 42).  

The structural parameters of the [CuII(R)-pegma]n
- chains in 4bR do not display 

remarkable changes respect to its precursor chain 4aR. In both 1D compounds, the five-

coordinate copper(II) ions have similar Cu-O and Cu-N bond lengths [1.944(7) - 2.263(7) 

and 1.899(8) Å in 4aR and 1.928(6) - 2.396(7) and 1.900(7) Å, in 4bR]. As in 4aR, both Cu(1) 
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and Cu(2) atoms are linked by (R)-pegma3- ligands adopting the (3N,O’’,O’’’:2O,O’) 

coordination mode to yield 1D motifs (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 42 Perspective views of the PCP 4bR along the crystallographic c (a) and b axes (b). The 
copper(II) and nickel(II) atoms are represented by green polyhedra and purple spheres, 
respectively. The ligand backbone is depicted as grey sticks. 

Moreover, the assembly of the helical chains constituting 4bR connected through 

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes was already observed in the PCP 1bS (see Figure 30). Thus, the 

nickel(II) ions are coordinated to two oxygen atoms from two free carbonyl groups from 

consecutive phenyl-glycine amino acid residues [Ni-O = 2.129(7) and 2.144(7) Å] and 

four nitrogen atoms from the cyclam ligand [Ni-N = 1.96(2)-2.15(2) Å] in a distorted 

octahedral geometry. Nevertheless, unlike 1bS, in 4bR the three-fold helical chains which 

are connected through [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes show all the same P handedness. For 

further details on the bond distances and the interbond bite angles see Tables 35 and 

36 (Annex I). 

Since the metal-containing building units of the MOF 4bR are chains as in 1bS, we can 

classify it as a rod-MOF.3,4 The resulting chiral architecture displays hexagonal nanotube-

like channels, their diameter being ca. 0.78 nm (estimated through van der Waals radii) 

(Figures 42a and 43b). 
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 These pores are filled with six 

water and two isopropanol guest 

molecules per formula unit. The 

effective free volume of 4bR, 

calculated without the guest 

molecules, is 5692.4 Å3. This value 

represents the 57.8 % of the unit cell 

volume (9846.3 Å3). 

By reducing the multidimensional 

structure of 4bR, thus transforming 

the chains into finite objects, an 

underlying rod-containing net 

(whose nodes correspond to the 

chain nodes) results. The 1D [CuII(R)-

pegma]n
- units in 4bR , as  in its 4aR 

precursor, are connected 

constructing a 31 helix. These three-

fold helices, all of them being right-handed, are then linearly linked by [Ni(cyclam)]2+ 

complexes to generate a rare eta net (Figure 44c),6–8,10,11 which in fact, is the predicted 

one by following our rational approach to build enantiopure MOFs. 

Considering the sequential copper(II) atoms of the rods as three-fold connected 

nodes and the nickel(II) ions as ditopic metallolinkers, the resulting structure of 4bR is a 

three-fold connected 3D chiral network with 83 point symbol.6–8 Each copper(II) atom is 

a three-coordinated node, being coordinated to two other ones on the same helix and 

to one metallolinker (see Figure 43a and 44c). Thus, the helical rod axes intersect a 

perpendicular plane in a hcb honeycomb pattern.4 On the other hand, the nature of the 

metallolinker employed to construct 4bR allows us to consider the {Ni(cyclam)O2} 

octahedra as nodes. 

 

Figure 43. View of a pseudo-hexagonal nanotube-
like cannel of 4bR of dimensions 13 x 10 Å along 
the crystallographic a (a) and c (b) 
crystallographic axes. 
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Figure 44. (a) View along the crystallographic a axis of a [CuII(R)-pegma]- helical rod SBU. (b) 

Schematic representation of the three-fold copper nodes. (c) View of the resulting underlying net 
of 4bR showing the eta topology, formed by rods, simple right-handed helical SBUs. (d) 
{Ni(cyclam)O2} octahedra as nodes (gold spheres) in 4bR, defining a Kagomé pattern, made up  of 
hexagonal rings delimited by six triangular wheels where the [CuII(R)-pegma]- helical rods (green 
sticks) reside. 

In this case, their connections through the [CuII(R)-pegma]n
- chains intersect a 

perpendicular plane to define a Kangomé pattern kgm9 (point symbol 3.6.3.6), 

composed of hexagonal rings delimited by six triangular motifs where the [CuII(R)-

pegma]n
- helical rods reside (Figure 44d). 

In summary, the obtained chiral PCPs 1bS, 2bS and 4bR can be classified as rod-MOFs 

since the fundamental building units in all of them are helices, but they display different 

types of network. 1bS and 4bR exhibit a very similar honeycomb type network but 

displaying both-handed and only right-handed helices as fundamental building units, 

respectively. Nevertheless, 2bS exhibits a very rare and intricate structure. The origin of 

this very different architectures probably lies in the singular alternation of copper(II) 

ions with different environments CuN2O4 and CuO6 (see Figure 36) along the chains 

constituting 2bS, where the isopropyl residues from the (S)-valma3- ligands arrange in a 

syn conformation (Figure 45b).  
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Figure 45. A simplified view of a fragment of the copper(II) helices constituting 1bS (a), 2bS (b) and 

4bR (c). The residues of the corresponding amino acids have been highlighted. Noteworthy, the 
methyl groups from the (S)-alama3- as well as the phenyl groups from the (R)- pegma3- residues 
adopt an anti conformation in 1bS and 4bR, respectively, whilst the isopropyl groups from (S)-
valma3- adopt a syn conformation due to the alkyl-alkyl interactions that take place in 2bS 
(CH3···CH3 distances of 3.212 and 4.024 Å). Some [Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes have been omitted for 
clarity. The chain framework is depicted as sticks. The copper(II) and nickel(II) ions are shown as 
green and purple spheres. The hydrogen and carbon atoms from the residues of the amino acids 
are shown as pale pink and grey spheres. 

This feature is likely due to the alkyl-alkyl interactions occurring between the 

isopropyl groups. Such interactions do not take place in 1bS since the less bulky methyl 

residues from the (S)-alama3- ligand are located far from each other, these methyl 

groups showing thus an anti conformation (Figure 45a). The phenyl rings from the (R)-

pegma3- ligands in compound 4bR, also adopt an anti conformation (Figure 45c), again 

due to the lack of alkyl-alkyl interactions playing a stabilising role.  
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Apparently, these hydrophobic interactions may play an important role in 

determining the conformational folding of the chains and therefore the self-assembly of 

the resulting 3D structure. Anyway, there are most likely other subtle factors affecting 

the self-assembly of the MOFs. 
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1.A.4. Physical Properties and Applications 

1.A.4.1. Optical properties 

Circular dichroism (CD) 

measurements were performed in 

order to confirm the enantiopurity of 

the different compounds. The CD 

spectra measured for methanol 

solutions of the HMeEt-(S)-alama (1S) 

and HMeEt-(R)-alama (1R) proligands 

are practically mirror images since 

negative and positive Cotton effects 

appear at the same wavelength with 

similar intensity (Figure 46). The 

intense UV bands at 210 nm can be 

assigned to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions, 

respectively. 

Aiming at confirming the 

transmission of the chirality from the 

proligand to the metalloligand, the 

solution CD spectrum was also 

performed for the (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-

alama])6} · 10H2O complex (1aS). Its CD 

spectrum in aqueous solution exhibits 

maximum positive and negative Cotton 

effects centred at 225 and 280 nm, 

which are commonly assigned to 

intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) 

charge-transfer transitions, respectively 

 

Figure 46. CD spectra of 1S (red) and 1R (blue) 

in MeOH (10-4 mol L-1). 
 

 

 

Figure 47. CD spectrum of 1aS in H2O (10-3 mol 

L-1) in the 200-600 nm region. The inset shows 
the CD spectrum in the visible region. 
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(Figure 47). The weak visible band at 700 nm (which does not appear in the CD spectrum 

of the proligand), corresponds to the typical d-d transition of the copper(II) ions (see 

inset of Figure 47). This negative Cotton effect in the visible region obeys to the 

induction of chirality on the metal centres of the hexacopper(II) wheels in 1aS by the 

enantiopure coordinated ligand coming from the 1S proligand. 

CD measurements in solution 

were also performed in order to 

confirm the enantiopurity of the 

HMeEt-(S)-valma (2S) and HMeEt-(R)-

valma (2R) proligands. The CD 

solution spectra are practically 

mirror images since negative and 

positive Cotton effects appear at the 

same wavelength with almost equal 

intensity (Figure 48). As in the 

previous examples, the intense UV 

bands at 210 and 235 nm can be 

assigned to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions, 

respectively. 

The CD spectra of (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-valma])6} · 7H2O  (2aS) and (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(R)-

valma])6} · 7H2O (2aR) in water solution are again almost mirror images (Figure 49). In 

fact, they exhibit maximum positive and negative Cotton effects at the same location 

and with almost identical intensities. The intense UV bands centred at 225 and 300 nm 

for both 2aS and 2aR are commonly assigned to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) 

charge-transfer transitions, respectively. The weak visible band at 700 nm for both 2aS 

and 2aR, which does not appear in the CD spectra of the ligands, corresponds to the 

typical d-d transition of the copper(II) ions (inset of Figure 49). The positive and negative 

Cotton effects of this visible band obey to the induction of chirality on the metal centres 

Figure 48. CD spectra of 2S (red) and 2R (blue) in 

MeOH (10-4 mol L-1). 
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by the enantiopure coordinated ligands within the anionic hexacopper(II) wheels of 2aS 

and 2aR. 

 

Figure 49. CD spectra of 2aS (red) and 2aR (blue) in H2O (10-3 mol L-1) in the 200-450 nm region. 
The inset shows the CD spectra in the visible region 

 The CD spectrum of the HMeEt-(R)-pegma (4R) proligand in methanolic solution 

shows negative and very slightly positive Cotton effects at 220 and 285 nm that can be 

assigned to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions, 

respectively (see Figure 51a). 

 

Figure 51. (a) CD spectra of 4R in MeOH (10-4 mol L-1). (b) CD spectra of 4bR in H2O (10-3 mol L-1). 
The inset shows the CD spectra in the visible region. (c) CD spectrum of 4bR as KBr pellets (1 mg 
MOF in 100 mg of KBr).  
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Aiming at verifying the transmission of the chirality from the 4R proligand to the 

metalloligand {Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR) and consequently, to the derived 

{[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n PCP (4bR), solution and solid CD spectra 

were also collected, respectively (Figure 51b,c). The CD solution spectrum of 4aR exhibits 

maximum positive and negative Cotton effects centred at 225 and 280 nm which are 

due to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions, respectively. 

The band at 700 nm (which does not appear in the CD spectrum of the ligand), 

corresponds to the typical d-d transition of the copper(II) ions (see inset of Figure 51b). 

This negative Cotton effect in the visible region obeys to the induction of chirality on the 

metal centres of the hexacopper(II) wheels in 4aR  by the enantiopure coordinated ligand 

derived from the proligand 4R. 

Finally, the CD spectrum of 4bR exhibits a maximum negative Cotton effect centred 

at 380 nm which is due to intraligand (IL) and/or metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer 

transitions (Figure 51c). The positive Cotton effect observed in the visible region, which 

is very similar with the one exhibited by 4aR, is attributed to d-d transitions of the 

copper(II) ions and it is due to the induction of chirality on the metal centres by the 

enantiopure ligands.  

1.A.4.2. Magnetic properties  

The magnetic properties of the different hexacopper(II) wheels 2aS, 2aR and 3aS and 

the copper(II) chain 4aR were investigated through direct current (dc) magnetic 

susceptibility measurements in the 1.9-300 K temperature range. The magnetic 

properties of the hexacopper(II) wheel 1aS could not be properly measured since we 

could not collect sufficient amount of crystalline sample and the as-synthesised powder 

sample showed non-negligible unidentified paramagnetic impurities as well as 

diamagnetic tetramethylammonium salts that precluded an accurate analysis of its 

magnetic behaviour.  
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The M and MT versus T plots for 2aS, 2aR and 3aS [M being the dc molar magnetic 

susceptibility per six copper(II) ions] are very close (Figures 52 and 53). The values of MT 

at room temperature are 2.12 (2aS), 2.09 (2aR) and 2.05 cm3mol-1 K (3aS). They are below 

the expected value for six magnetically non-interacting copper(II) ions (MT = 6 x 

[(N2gCu
2/3kB)SCu(SCu + 1)] = 2.40 cm3 mol-1 K with SCu = 1/2 and gCu = 2.1). Upon cooling, 

MT continuously decreases for all of them and it vanishes at 5.0 K. This magnetic 

behaviour is characteristic of a moderate antiferromagnetic coupling within the 

hexacopper(II) rings. In fact, M exhibits maxima at 60 (2aS and 2aR) and 90 K (3aS) 

(Figures 52 and 53), which unambiguously supports the occurrence of a ground singlet 

spin state (S = 0) resulting from the intramolecular antiferromagnetic coupling between 

the six copper(II) ions through the oxamato bridges. 

 

Figure 52. Temperature dependence of M (○) and MT (●) for 2aS (red curves) and 2aR (blue 
curves) under applied dc magnetic fields of 100 G (T < 30 K) and 10 kG (T ≥ 30 K). The solid lines 
represent the best-fit curves (see text). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53. Temperature dependence of M 

(○) and MT (●) for 3aS under applied dc 
fields of 100 G (T < 30 K) and 5 kG (T ≥ 30 K). 
The solid lines represent the best-fit curves. 
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The analysis of the magnetic susceptibility data of 2aS, 2aR and 3aS was carried out 

through the appropriate isotropic spin Hamiltonian for a hexanuclear copper(II) ring: 

𝐇 =  −𝐽 ∑ (𝐒𝑖 ·𝑖=1−5 𝐒𝑖+1 + 𝐒6 · 𝐒1) + 𝑔𝑖𝛽𝐻(∑ 𝐒𝑖𝑖=1−6 ) 

with Si = SCu = 1/2 and gi = gCu for i = 1-6, where J is the magnetic coupling parameter and 

g is the average Landé factor. Least-squares best-fit parameters through the VPMAG 

program12 are: J = −64.2 (2aS),  −67.6  (2aR) and −92.6  cm−1 (3aS) with gCu = 2.11 (2aS), 

2.11 (2aR) and 2.16 (3aS). The values of the agreement factors R (defined as 

∑[(𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑒𝑥𝑝 − (𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑑]2/ ∑[(𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑒𝑥𝑝]2 ) are  4.0 x 10-6 (2aS), 1.8 x 10-5 (2aR) and 

2.0 x 10-6 (3aS). The calculated curves match well the magnetic data in the whole 

temperature range investigated. 

Moreover, aiming at verifying the stability and robustness of the hexacopper(II) 

wheel in solution, the dc 

magnetic properties of a 

frozen methanolic solution of 

2aS were measured in the low 

temperature range. M and 

MT vs. T plots (Figure 54) 

show the same qualitative 

behaviour observed for the 

polycrystalline solid sample 

of 2aS, with a maximum of M 

at ca. 80 K. The shift in the 

maximum which is observed 

for the methanolic solution 

respect to the measured on the solid sample is mostly due to slight changes of the 

conformation of the rings in solution. Moreover, there is no evidence of paramagnetic 

monomeric copper(II) impurities at low temperatures resulting from a putative 

 

Figure 54. Temperature dependence of M (○) and MT (●) 
for a methanolic solution of 2aS under applied dc 
magnetic fields of 100 G (T < 30 K) and 1000 G (T ≥ 30 K). 
The solid lines represent the best-fit curves (see text). 
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dissociation process, confirming thus the high stability of 2aS in solution. This is further 

confirmed by Q-band EPR spectra. 

 

Figure 55. Q-band EPR spectra of polycrystalline samples (top) and frozen methanolic solutions 
(bottom) of 2aS (a and c) and 2aR (b and d) at 60 K. 

The Q-band EPR spectra of 2aS and 2aR measured in frozen methanolic solutions are 

identical to those of their polycrystalline powdered samples (Figure 55). All of them 

show an isotropic signal centred at g = 2.15 (H = 11400 G for   = 34.277 GHz) at 60 K, 

which would correspond to the spin-allowed MS = ±1 transitions from the low-lying 

triplet spin states (S = 1) located above the ground singlet spin state (S = 0). 
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The magnetic properties of the copper(II) chain 4aR under the form of M and MT 

versus T plots [M being the dc molar magnetic susceptibility per one copper(II) ion] are 

shown in Figure 56. The value of MT at room temperature is 0.30 cm3 mol-1 K. This value 

is lower than the expected for a magnetically isolated copper(II) ion [MT = 

(N2gCu
2/3kB)SCu(SCu + 1) = 0.40 

cm3 mol-1 K with SCu = 1/2 and gCu 

= 2.1]. Upon cooling, MT 

continuously decreases and it 

vanishes at 5.0 K. This magnetic 

behaviour is characteristic of a 

moderate antiferromagnetic 

coupling between the copper(II) 

ions within the chain. In fact, M 

exhibits a maximum at 82.5 K 

(Figure 56), which 

unambiguously supports the 

occurrence of a ground singlet spin state (S = 0) resulting from the intramolecular 

antiferromagnetic coupling between the copper(II) ions through the oxamato bridges. 

The M values decrease after reaching the aforementioned maximum at 82.5 K to further 

increase due to the presence of an almost negligible paramagnetic impurity.  

Taking into account the presence of a proportion ρ of noncoupled CuII (including 

impurities and ends of chain) the experimental magnetic susceptibility (χM) is expressed 

according to eqn. (1) 

𝜒𝑀 =  𝜒𝐶(1 − 𝜌) + 𝜒𝜌                   (1) 

For the analysis of the magnetic susceptibility of the chain (χC) we have used the 

theoretical expression (the Hamiltonian being 𝐇 =  −𝐽 ∑ 𝐒𝑖 ·𝑖 𝐒𝑖+1) proposed by Estes 

et al.13 for a uniform chain of local spins S = 1/2, eqn. (2)  

 
Figure 56. Temperature dependence of M (○) and MT 

(●) for 4aR under applied dc fields of 100 G (T < 30 K) 

and 5 kG (T ≥ 30 K). The solid lines represent the best-

fit curves (see text). 
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𝜒𝐶 = (
𝑁𝛽2𝑔2

𝑘𝑇
) [0.25 + 0.074975𝑥 + 0.075235𝑥2)/(1.0 + 0.9931𝑥 + 0.172135𝑥2 +

                                      0.757825𝑥3)        (2) 

N, β and g have their usual meanings in eqn. (2), 𝑥 = |𝐽|/𝑘𝑇 and J is the exchange 

coupling constant. This expression, which derives from the numerical results from 

Bonner and Fisher,14 has been widely used for the treatment of the magnetic data of 

uniform copper(II) chains. We also assume that the monomeric Cu(II) impurity has the 

same molecular weight as the building unit of the chain and its magnetic susceptibility 

follows a Curie law (𝜒𝜌 = 𝑁𝛽2𝑔2𝜌/4𝑘𝑇). The least-squares best-fit of the magnetic data 

of 4aR through eqn. (1) led to the following set of parameters: J = -81.3 cm-1, g = 2.09, ρ 

= 0.005 and R = 5.2 x 10-5 (solid lines in Figure 56). The calculated curves match well the 

magnetic data in the whole temperature range investigated. 

Due to the Jahn-Teller plasticity of the coordination sphere around Cu(II), this ion can 

show a [4], [4+1] or [4+2] coordination. In these cases, four ligand bonds can be found 

in a roughly common plane giving square-planar, square pyramidal or pseudooctahedral 

coordination environments, respectively.  The coordination geometry of the copper(II) 

ions (d9 electronic configuration) will determine the orientation and symmetry of the 

molecular orbital describing the unpaired electrons (the so-called magnetic orbital) 

being dependent of the environment at the metal centre.  

Figure 57 shows different possibilities for the relative orientation of the magnetic 

orbitals when two copper(II) ions are combined in pairs. The first situation (1a), where 

the magnetic orbitals are located in the plane of the oxamato-bridge, is the most 

common one. Magnetic measurements of different oxalato-type dicopper(II) 

compounds exhibiting such orbital topology show that despite the long distance that 

separates the copper(II) centres (more than 5 Å), an important antiferromagnetic 

exchange exists as evidenced by the coupling constants which cover the range -300 to -

400 cm-1. 
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The magnetic coupling decreases for the other three possibilities (1b-1d), (see the 

corresponding values of J in 

Table 1). It is worth noting that 

the values listed in Table 1 have 

been measured for oxalato-

bridged dicopper(II) compounds. 

However, the correlation 

between the orbital topology 

and the exchange coupling 

constants can be extended to 

their analogue oxamato-type 

compounds, just assuming 

slightly higher values for the 

later family because the less 

electronegativity of the amide-

nitrogen donor atom provides a 

better electron density 

delocalisation, causing thus an 

increasing of the magnetic 

coupling. 

In the three measured hexacopper(II) wheels (2aS, 2aR and 3aS) the two 

crystallographic independent atoms [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] are five-coordinate CuNO3, with 

four short equatorial copper to ligand distances and one longer axial interaction (Cu-O) 

see [Figure 57 (top)] resulting in a somewhat distorted square pyramidal geometry. The 

unpaired electron at each copper(II) ion is defined by a magnetic orbital which is 

delocalised in the basal plane, that of the Cu(2) being coplanar with the oxamato mean 

plane whereas the one at Cu(1) is practically perpendicular to the oxamato (orbital 

reversal phenomenon). The net overlay between both magnetic orbitals occurs through 

 

Figure 57. Scheme of the coordination environment of 
the two copper(II) ions in 2aS, 2aR and 3aS  (the long 
bond distances have been highlighted by dashed lines) 
(top).  Scheme showing four possible orientations of 
the magnetic orbitals of two coupled copper(II) ions 
through the oxamato-bridge. 
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the [Cu(1)-O(4)-C(6)-N(1)-Cu(2)] pathway, given the lack of spin density on the axial O5 

atom (see Figure 57 top). 

Table 1. Values of the exchange coupling constants J (cm-1) for different oxalato-bridged 

dicopper(II) complexes with different topologies of the two magnetic orbitals  

 Orbital topology J 

1a coplanar -300 to -400[15] 

1b perpendicular -75[16] 

1c parallel +1.2 to -37[16–21] 

1d trigonal-bipyramidal -75[17] 

aThe superscript in square brackets indicates the reference. 

The magnetic orbitals of the alternating copper(II) ions (which are also five-

coordinate) in the case of the chain 4aR exhibit the orientation found in 2aS, 2aR and 3aS 

(Figure 57). Therefore, the value of their coupling constant is expected to be close. 

The values of –J found in the literature for the antiferromagnetically coupling 

between the copper(II) centres 

through the oxamato bridge 

illustrated in Figure 57a vary in 

the range 296-420 cm-1.22–25 In 

the specific situation of 2aS, 

2aR, 3aS and 4aR, only one 

magnetic orbital is coplanar 

with the oxamato-bridge 

whilst the other shows a 

perpendicular disposition (see 

Figure 58). As the exchange 

involves only the [Cu(1)-O(4)-

C(6)-N(1)-Cu(2)] set of atoms, 

 

Figure 58. Simplified view of the dimeric moieties of the 

hexacopper(II) wheels 1aS- 3aS and the copper(II) chain 

4aR with the atom numbering scheme. The copper(II) 

ions show a [4+1] coordination  in a distorted square 

pyramidal geometry with four short equatorial bond 

distances [Cu(1)-0(6), Cu(1)-O(11), Cu(1)-O(4)and Cu(1)-

N(2)] and [Cu(2)-O(3), Cu(2)-0(8), Cu(2)-0(1) and Cu(2)-

N(1)];. and one long apical interaction (Cu(1)-0(5) and 

Cu(2)-0(7)]. The relative orientation of the magnetic 

orbitals centred on each copper(II) ion is also shown. 
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the magnetic coupling is supposed to decrease by a factor of 1/4 respect to the coplanar 

situation (value of –J in the range -74 and -105 cm-1). 

The variation of the values of J observed in the family 2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 4aR (Table 2) 

can be attributed to subtle structural 

changes in the square pyramidal 

environment of the copper(II) ions. Relevant 

factors to be taken into account are: (i) the 

out-of-plane displacement of the metal 

centre from the mean basal plane, (ii) the 

deviation from coplanarity of the base of the 

pyramid from the oxamato mean plane, (iii) 

the fact that the four donor atoms on the 

basal plane are not perfectly planar, showing 

a tetrahedral distortion and, (iv) the possible trigonal distortion of the square pyramidal 

geometry. 

The magnetic properties of the MOF 2bS under the form of and its MT versus T (M  

being the dc molar magnetic 

susceptibility per CuII
2-NiII motif) are 

shown in Figure 59. The value of MT at 

room temperature is  1.66 cm3 mol-1 K, 

a value which is below the one 

expected for a set of two magnetically 

isolated copper(II) ions and one 

nickel(II) ion [MT = 

2·(N2gCu
2/3kB)SCu(SCu + 1) + 

(N2gNi
2/3kB)SNi(SNi + 1)  = 0.8112 + 

1.1025 = 1.91 cm3 mol-1 K (with SCu = ½, 

gCu = 2.08, SNi = ½ and gNi = 2.1)]. Upon 

 

Figure 59. Temperature dependence and MT 

2bS under applied dc fields of 100 G (T < 30 K) 

and 5 kG (T ≥ 30 K). The solid line represents 

the best-fit curve. 

Table 2. Best-fit values of the exchange 
coupling constants for 2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 
4aR 

Compound Ja  

2aS -64.2 

2aR -67.6 

3aS -92.6 

4aR -81.3 

aThe values of J are given in cm-1. 
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cooling, MT continuously decreases to reach an incipient pseudo-plateau below 40 K 

with MT = 1.05 cm3 mol-1 K, which is consistent with the occurrence of a spin state (S = 

1) from the nickel(II) ion.  The pseudo-plateau tend to vanish, the values of MT 

decreasing until reaching 0.63 cm3 mol-1 K at 2.0 K. This drop is due to the zero-field 

splitting effects of the nickel(II) ion and/or to the weak intermolecular interactions 

between the nickel(II) ions.  In summary, this overall magnetic behaviour is characteristic 

of a moderate antiferromagnetic coupling between the copper(II) ions through the 

oxamato bridges within the copper(II) chains of 2bS plus the presence of the 

magnetically quasi isolated nickel(II) ions.  

Having this in mind, the magnetic data of 2bS have been fitted considering that they 

obey to antiferromagnetically coupled alternating copper(II) chains (see Figure 60) 

interlinked by quasi magnetically isolated Ni(II) ions. Therefore, two exchange coupling 

parameters, J1 and J2, will be considered with J2 = α·J1 being α the alternation parameter 

whose values range from 0 to 1 (α = 0 means magnetically isolated dicopper(II) units 

whereas α = 1 corresponds to a uniform chain).  

 

Figure 60. View of a fragment of the chains constituting 2bS. Since the magnetic copper(II) centres 
are not equally spaced along the chain, two different interaction parameters J1 and J2 have been 
considered. The Cu(1)···Cu(2) and Cu(1)···Cu(2)I distances are 5.290 and 5.381 Å, respectively. 
[Symmetry code 1-y, x-y+1, z-1/3]. 

The magnetic susceptibility (χM) per CuII
2NiII unit of 2bS is given by eqn. (3) 

𝜒𝑀 =  2𝜒𝐶 + 𝜒𝑁𝑖                                                              (3) 
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The first term in this equation (χC) corresponds to the magnetic susceptibility of an 

alternating chain with local spins 1/2 proposed by Hatfield,26,27 eqn. (4) 

𝜒𝐶 =  
𝑁𝑔2𝛽2

𝑘𝑇
 

𝐴+𝐵𝑥+𝐶𝑥2

1+𝐷𝑥+𝐸𝑥2+𝐹𝑥3
                                       (4) 

with  𝑥 =  
| 𝐽 |

𝑘𝑇
 

and the  A-F coefficients being 

𝐴 = 0.25 

𝐵 =  −0.068475 + 0.13194𝛼 

𝐶 = 0.0042563 − 0.031670𝛼 + 0.12278𝛼2 − 0.29943𝛼3 + 0.21814𝛼4 

𝐷 = 0.035255 + 0.6521𝛼 

𝐸 =  −0.00089418 − 0.10290𝛼 + 0.87155𝛼2 − 0.18472𝛼3 

𝐹 = 0.045230 − 0.0081910𝛼 + 0.83234𝛼2 − 2.6181𝛼3 + 1.92813𝛼4 

The second term in eqn. (3) accounts for the magnetic susceptibility of the nickel(II) ions 

(χNi) that can be expressed by eqn. (5)  

𝜒𝑁𝑖 =
𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝑁𝑖

2

3𝐾(𝑇−𝜃)
𝑆𝑁𝑖(𝑆𝑁𝑖 + 1)                                             (5) 

considering a Curie-law behaviour for the nickel(II)  ions with the inclusion of 

intermolecular interactions () between them. In this expression, N, β and g have their 

usual meaning and  is the Weiss factor introduced to take into account the possible 

weak intermolecular magnetic interactions (j) within the mean-field approximation and 

which is defined as  =  
−𝑧𝑗𝑆𝑁𝑖(𝑆𝑁𝑖+1)

3𝑘
. 

Alternatively, the magnetic susceptibility of the nickel(II) ions (χNi) can also be 

calculated according to eqn. (6).  

𝜒𝑁𝑖 =  
𝜒‖+2𝜒⊥

3
                                                   (6) 
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with   𝜒‖ =  
2𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝑁𝑖

2

𝑘𝑇
 

𝑒
(−

𝐷
𝑘𝑇

)

1+2𝑒
(−

𝐷
𝑘𝑇

)
   

and   𝜒⊥ =  
2𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝑁𝑖

2

𝐷
 

1−𝑒
(−

𝐷
𝑘𝑇

)

1+2𝑒
(−

𝐷
𝑘𝑇

)
 

In this case, we discarded the possible intermolecular interactions between nickel(II) 

ions but we consider the zero-field splitting of their ground state (S = 1) described by the 

parameter D. 

Two fits can be done depending on the theoretical expression employed to define 

χNi, either the one that considers weak intermolecular NiII···NiII interactions [eqn. (5)] or 

the other one with zero-field splitting effects [eqn. (6)].  Thus, both fits were performed 

and they reproduced well the experimental data in the whole temperature range 

investigated. The least squares best-fit parameters are: J1 = -94.2 cm-1, α = 0.92, J2 = -

89.5 cm-1, gCu = 2.08, gNi = 2.10,  = -1.45 K [eqn. (3) with eqn. (5)], D = ± 4.2 cm-1 [eqn. 

(3) with eqn. (6)], the values of R being 1.1 x 10-5 and 3.5 x 10-5, respectively. 

The slightly higher values of J1 and J2 (-94.2 and -89.5 cm-1, respectively) found for 

compound 2bS compared to those obtained for the 2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 4aR copper(II) 

metalloligands (see Table 2) could be understood considering the different coordination 

geometry that the copper(II) ions exhibit within the chains of 2bS. As previously 

described, the Cu(1) atom shows a [4+2] coordination in a Jahn-Teller distorted 

octahedral geometry with four short equatorial bond distances [Cu(1)-O(1), Cu(1)-O(2), 

Cu(1)-O(4) and Cu(1)-O(5)] defining the basal plane and two longer bond distances for 

the axial interactions. Its unpaired electron is delocalised the basal plane which is 

coplanar with the oxamate mean plane. However, despite the Cu(2) centre also exhibits 

a [4+2] coordination, in this case there is a compression of the [Cu(2)-N(1) and Cu(2)-

N(2)] bonds, the remaining Cu-O bonds being elongated. Consequently, the magnetic 

orbital of the Cu(2) atom corresponds to a mixture of 𝑑𝑧2  and 𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2  orbitals. Figure 61 

illustrates the interacting magnetic orbitals for Cu(1) and Cu(2) in 2bS considering a pure 
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𝑑𝑧2  type magnetic orbital for Cu(2). This picture allows the understanding of the 

somewhat stronger antiferromagnetic coupling between the Cu(1) and Cu(2) ions in 2bS 

respect to 2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 4aR since the electronic density in a 𝑑𝑧2  type magnetic orbital 

along the Cu(2)-N(1) axis is greater than that for the  𝑑𝑥2−𝑦2 situation. 

The magnetic orbitals topology associated to 2bS [based on the geometry of the 

copper(II) ions] and the consequent magnetic coupling match with its slightly higher 

value of J  compared to those of  2aS, 2aR, 3aS and 4aR. This might not be the only possible 

explanation since there are also other subtle factors (mentioned above) which would 

influence the magnitude of the magnetic coupling.  

 

Figure 61. Simplified view of the dimeric moieties of the alternating copper(II) chains in 2bS with 
the atom numbering scheme. Cu(1) shows a [4+2] coordination in a Jahn-Teller distorted 
octahedral geometry with four short bond distances [Cu(1)-O(1), Cu(1)-O(2), Cu(1)-O(4) and Cu(1)-
O(5)] defining the basal plane and two long bond distances (not shown). Cu(2) exhibits a [4+2] 
coordination in a compressed octahedral geometry with two short bond distances [(Cu2-N1, Cu2-
N2), and four long distances [Cu(2)-O(3), Cu(2)-O(6), Cu(2)-O(7) and Cu(2)-O(8)]. The relative 
orientation of the magnetic orbitals centred on each atom is also represented. It is worth noting 
that the magnetic orbital of Cu(2) is idealised (read the text). 
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1.A.4.3. Gas sorption properties 

Aiming at investigating the porous nature and gas sorption capacities of 2bS and 4bR, 

dinitrogen and carbon dioxide adsorption isotherms were measured.  

The compound 2bS is essentially nonporous to nitrogen as revealed by the measured 

isotherm and has a very low estimated BET28 (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller) surface area 

of 2.60 m² g-1 (Figure 62a). On the other hand, the CO2 isotherm does not show much 

better results, reaching a maximum uptake of 1 mmol g-1 (Figure 62b). The explanation 

for such low uptakes may be the collapse of the framework of 2bS when the solvent 

molecules are removed during the activation step. This hypothesis is in agreement with 

the loss of peaks in the PXRD pattern when 2bS was measured exposed to the open air 

(Figure 17f). Despite the collapse of the structure a low uptake of CO2 has been 

observed, likely because the smaller and more polarizable CO2 molecules can accede 

within the pockets of the framework and interact with the many accessible copper(II) 

ions. 

 

Figure 62. (a) N2 and (b) CO2 adsorption isotherms measured at 77 and 273 K respectively for the 
activated compounds 2bS (rhombuses) and 4bR (circles). Filled and empty symbols indicate the 
adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively. 

The N2 isotherm of 4bR shows a very poor uptake of ca. 1 mmol g-1 (Figure 62a), which 

can be related to concomitant effects of the irregular shape of the pores. In contrast, 
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the CO2 isotherm shows a large uptake of 100 cm3 g-1 at 1 atm (Figure 62b) suggesting 

that the smaller and more polarizable CO2 molecules can go into the pockets situated 

between the aromatic rings and interact with the many accessible copper(II) ions. The 

integrity of the framework was proved by PXRD measurements, thus precluding its 

collapse after the solvent removal and confirming its stability (see above and Figure 

18d).  

1.A.4.4. Enantiomeric separation 

The incorporation of enantiomerically pure building blocks into our frameworks, 

giving rise to chiral porous structures, moved us to investigate their capacity for 

separating mixtures of chiral molecules. 

We focused on the homochiral PCP 4bR (which showed porosity after solvent 

removal) as stationary phase for the separation of the chiral guest species methyl lactate 

and phenyethanol. The choice of acids and amines was discarded since their great 

reactivity would disassemble the MOF structure. For this purpose, we firstly confirmed 

that the framework remained stable in the presence of the chiral species. Afterwards 

we proved that the desired molecules could be effectively adsorbed to finally explore 

the possible enantioselectivity. 

The racemic mixtures of methyl lactate and phenyethanol were artificially prepared 

(50:50 v/v mixture) from the two resolved enantiomers, and their enantiomeric excess 

(ee) was previously determined through gas chromatography (GC). In order to prepare 

a stationary phase, a steel stainless column of 10 cm length with an inner diameter of 

ca. 4.6 mm was filled with 228 mg of pellets prepared from the 4bR MOF. A 0.1 M 

racemic mixture of R-phenyethanol/S-phenylethanol [prepared in water:methanol (1:15 

v/v)] was then injected by a syringe pump with a flow rate of 250 L/min. Several 

aliquots were collected at the output of the column and further analysed through GC. 

The results showed that the molecules of the racemic mixture were absorbed by the 

material until saturation was reached after 7 minutes flowing. Unfortunately, the results 
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also revealed no ee in the samples, reflecting that there was no selective recognition. In 

a second step, the racemic mixture was desorbed from the MOF by flowing 

water:methanol. These samples were also analysed and no ee was found.  The racemic 

D-methyl lactate/L-ethyl lactate mixture was also tested in the same conditions with no 

positive results.  

Despite compound 2bS seemed to become amorphous when exposed to air, we also 

investigated it since it may transform into crystalline upon suspension in 

water:methanol solution or even upon reaction with small guest molecules. 

Unfortunately, nor has this MOF shown any ability to act as separation medium for the 

tested racemic mixtures. 

Since the adsorption of the molecules was confirmed by the GC results, the 

explanation for the unsuccessful enantiomeric separation is most likely due to the 

insufficient interactions between the walls of the pores and the chiral molecules. In turn, 

this could happen because the chiral centres are not readily accessible. It would be a 

good idea to synthesise a MOF decorated with bigger R groups of the amino acid in order 

to increase the possible chiral interactions. Another possible strategy relies on the 

separation of larger chiral molecules capable to interact with the pores of the network 

and establish host-guest interactions through a chiral recognition process. Moreover, 

we consider DFT calculations as a very interesting tool for future works in order to get 

some insights beforehand about the energies of the configurations resulting from the 

interactions between the two guest enantiomers and the chiral host framework. 
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1.A.5. Discussion 

In this chapter, we have successfully developed an original strategy to rationally 

design chiral MOFs. This strategy consisted on the use of uncommon enantiopure (such 

as 1D chains or hexacopper(II) wheels) capable to further coordinate, through their free 

carbonyl groups, to square-planar complexes yielding high-dimensional enantiopoure 

MOFs. Overall, the functionalization of natural amino acids derivatives afforded a library 

of chiral proligands which further reacted with the copper(II) salt to afford a variety of 

chiral precursors of polymeric nature (surprisingly, monomers could not be obtained but 

more complex wheels and a chain instead). Interestingly, apart from their use as 

metalloligands to build chiral 3D structures, they served as an excellent platform to carry 

out magneto-structural studies  

Hence, intriguing and fascinating porous 3D structures were synthesised and 

characterised, and their crystal structures could be successfully determined from X-ray 

diffraction despite the complex unit cell that these compounds possess. This hard and 

detailed work allowed us to carry out a structural and topological study of the chiral 

frameworks, one of the most impressive results being the preparation for the first time 

of a Rod-like MOF (4bR) where the fundamental building unit from the framework 

exactly matches with the chain used as precursor to build the MOF. The transmission of 

the chirality from the starting amino acids to the final 3D frameworks, which was the 

main goal of our approach, was achieved and demonstrated through both 

crystallographic data and chiral dichroism measurements.  

The main disadvantage of this family of chiral MOFs is the lack of stability that they 

show in water. This fact may be due to the weak bond that the [Ni(cylam)]2+ complex 

form with the carbonyl oxygen from the amino acid residues. This lack of stability in 

water precluded many asymmetric catalysis experiments. On the other hand, their lack 

of structural stability when exposed to the solvent removal made difficult, or even 

precluded in some cases, the possibility of displaying gas sorption properties. Although 

the experiments involving separation of chiral molecules (methyl lactate and 
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phenylglycine) were carried out without positive results, the fundamental knowledge 

has been established to come back to these experiments through subtle structural 

modifications. Moreover, separation of larger chiral molecules is still planned and we 

think that these chiral MOFs, showing large chiral pores, could be useful for these types 

of separations through chiral recognition processes. In any case, the results collected in 

this chapter showed novel and very original methodologies for the design of chiral MOFs 

which is still a synthetic challenge. 
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1.B.1. Synthetic Route 
Oxamidato-based proligands derived from amino acids were prepared by following 

the same synthetic procedure (see Scheme 11): oxalyl chloride was condensated with 

the methyl ester derivative of the corresponding enantiopure amino acid in the 

presence of trimethylamine and dichloromethane as base and solvent respectively, at 

room temperature (for further details on their syntheses see Annex I). The products 

were finally isolated as methyloxamidato-derivatives with very good yields (ranging 

from 80 to 90 %).  The whole library of proligands obtained by following this preparative 

route is illustrated in Scheme 12. 

 

Scheme 11. Synthetic route for the preparation of the methyl derivatives of the chiral N-oxalamide 
acids. The different amino acids with their corresponding R substituent and the nomenclature for 
the resulting oxamidato-based proligands are shown in the Table. H4alamox = N,N’-
bis(alanine)oxalyl diamide; H4valmox = N,N’-bis(valine)oxalyl diamide and  H4leumox = N,N’-
bis(leucine)oxalyl diamide. The asymmetric carbon has been marked with an asterisc and the pink 
arrows indicate the multiple coordinating sites that these proligands (and the corresponding 
ligands) have. 
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Scheme 12. Library of oxamidato-based proligands synthetised from the starting amino acids 
derivatives. 

The next step consists of the synthesis of the metal complexes from the chiral 

oxamidato-based proligands by following the synthetic route illustrated in Scheme 13 

(detailed in Annex I). The oxamidato-containing copper(II) complexes were obtained 

from the reaction of stoichiometric amounts of CuCl2 · 6H2O and the corresponding 

enantiopure proligands (2:1 metal to ligand molar ratio) with Me4NOH in a methanolic 

solution. The resulting compounds were isolated as tetramethylammonium salts of 

general formula (Me4N)2[CuII
2L(OH)2] · nH2O. 

Following the corresponding syntheses described in detail in Annex I, copper(II) 

oxalamido-containing complexes  of formulas (Me4N)2{CuII
2[(S,S)-alamox](OH)2} · 6H2O 

(5aS), (Me4N)2{CuII
2[(R,R)-alamox](OH)2}  · 6H2O (5aR), (Me4N)2{CuII

2[(S,S)-valmox](OH)2} 

· 2H2O (6aS), (Me4N)2{CuII
2[(R,R)-valmox](OH)2} · 2H2O (6aR) and (Me4N)2{CuII

2[(S,S)-

leumox](OH)2} · 2H2O (7aS) were obtained. Unfortunately, the high hygroscopic 
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character of these compounds prevented the obtaining of crystals suitable for X-ray 

diffraction.  

 

Scheme 13. Synthetic route for the preparation of the copper(II) complexes, which will be further 
used as ligands through the free coordination sites towards a second metal ion. The chiral centres 
have been marked with *. 

Finally, aiming at building the 3D porous structures, we followed the already 

mentioned metalloligand strategy consisting of using the copper(II) precursors as 

metalloligands towards alkaline-earth [calcium(II) and barium(II)] and lanthanide 

[dysprosium(III) and terbium(III)] ions through their available coordination sites (see 

Scheme 14). This preparative route provided with a family of chiral PCPs which is listed 

in Table 3. Detailed synthetic procedures are given for all of them in Annex I.  

 

Scheme 14. Hypothetic “metalloligand” approach illustrating the assembling process of the 
dicopper(II) precursors acting as metalloligands through their hydroxo and carboxylate potential 
coordination sites (indicated with pink arrows) towards MII  (M = Ca, Ba and Sr) and MIII ions (M = 
Dy and Tb) affording the 3D porous structures.  
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Table 3. List of the obtained PCPs  

Compound Formula 

5bS {BaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 30H2O}n 

5cS {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n 

5cR {CaIICuII
6[(R,R)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n 

5dS {DyIIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n 

5eS {TbIIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n 

6bS {BaIICuII
6[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n 

6cS {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 13H2O}n 

7bS {BaIICuII
4[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 14H2O}n 

7cS {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 11H2O}n 

 

1.B.2. Physical Characterisation 

The chemical nature of the proligands, the trans-oxamidato dicopper(II) precursors 

and the oxamidato-based PCPs was established through 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

elemental analysis (C, H, N), FTIR spectroscopy and Scanning Electronic Microscopy 

(SEM). All these data are gathered in Tables 10-19 in Annex I. 

1.B.2.1. Thermo-gravimetric study 

The water contents of the oxamidato-based PCPs has been determined by 

thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) under a dry N2 atmosphere. The mass loss vs. 

temperature plots of 5bS, 6bS and 7bS are shown in Figure 63a.  Values of mass loss of 

ca. 27.1 (5bS), 12.8 (6bS) and 15.0 % (7bS) at 150 °C correspond to 30 (5bS) and 12 (7bS) 

water molecules per formula unit, and 6 water and 4 methanol molecules (6bS). 
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Figure 63. (a) TGA of 5bS (red), 6bS (blue) and 7bS (green) under a dry N2 atmosphere. (b) TGA of 
5cS (red), 6cS (blue) and 7cS (green) under a dry N2 atmosphere. 

Values of mass loss about 31.5 

(5cS), 15.0 (6cS) and 12.0 % (7cS) at ca. 

150 °C (Figure 63b) are consistent with 

32, 13 and 11 water molecules per 

formula unit, respectively. Even if the 

larger pores of 5cS undoubtedly 

influence the very large number of 

water molecules that can be 

accommodated in its channels, these 

results allow to envisage the very 

different hydrophobicity of the 

compounds of this copper(II)-

calcium(II) family. So, the number of water molecules of crystallisation filling the pores 

of 6cS and 7cS is drastically reduced compared to 5cS as a consequence of their much 

bulkier alkyl chains and the resulting stronger hydrophobic environment. Percentages 

of mass loss about 24.3 (5dS) and 23.1 % (5eS) at ca. 150 °C (Figure 64) are consistent 

with 21 water molecules per formula unit for both compounds.  

  

 

Figure 64.  (b) TGA of 5dS (purple) and 5eS 
(orange) under dry N2 atmosphere. 
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1.B.2.2. Powder X-ray diffraction 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of polycrystalline samples of the barium(II)-

based subfamily 5bS, 6bS, and 7bS at room temperature are shown in Figure 65.  

 

Figure 65. Calculated (a, d and g) and experimental PXRD pattern profiles of samples of 5bS (red), 
6bS (blue) and 7bS  (green) at r.t. as (b, e and h) aqueous-suspensions and (c, f and i) dehydrated.  

These patterns reveal a total loss of crystallinity for 6bS and 7bS indicating that they 

become amorphous when exposed to the open air (Figures 65f,i). These results were 

not surprising since both the structures of 6bS and 7bS contain solvent molecules acting 
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as bridging nodes supporting the whole system and their removal leads to the collapse 

of the framework (especially for 6bS, whose bridging methanol molecules are much 

more volatile). On the contrary, the more stable structure of 5bS whose bridging nodes 

are mainly hydroxo molecules, remains crystalline (Figure 65c).  

Therefore, in order to prevent the partial loss of solvent molecules at room 

temperature and the corresponding collapse of some of the frameworks, the PXRD 

patterns of 5bS, 6bS and 7bS were then measured in water suspensions (Figures 65b,d,h).  

Within each sample, the experimental PXRD pattern profile is consistent with the 

calculated one, confirming thus that the bulk samples are isostructural with the crystals 

selected for single-crystal X-ray diffraction. 

 

Figure 66. Calculated PXRD pattern profiles of (a) 5cS, (d) 6cS and (f) 7cS. Experimental PXRD 
pattern profiles of dehydrated polycrystalline samples of (b) 5cS, (c) 5cR, (e) 6cS and (g) 7cS at r.t. 
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PXRD patterns of polycrystalline samples of the calcium(II)-based subfamily 5cS, 5cR, 

6cS, and 7cS at room temperature were measured (see Figure 66).  

For all the samples, the experimental PXRD pattern profiles match well the simulated 

ones, confirming thus that the bulk samples are isostructural with the crystals selected 

for single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Moreover, the presence of peaks under solvent loss 

shows the structural stability that this calcium(II)-derived subfamily of PCPs exhibits, a 

feature that makes them good candidates for further gas sorption experiments. 

Finally, PXRD measurements were carried out for polycrystalline samples of the 

dysprosium(III)-  (5dS) and terbium(III)-based (5eS) compounds at room temperature and 

then compared to the theoretical pattern of 5eS (since only this last structure could be 

determined through single-crystal X-ray diffraction). The presence of well-defined peaks 

in the PXRD patterns of 5dS and 5eS reveals that both compounds show structural 

stability upon solvent removal (Figure 67). Moreover, a good match is observed between 

the experimental and simulated patterns of 5eS (Figure 67a,b). In turn, the PXRD pattern 

of 5dS (Figure 67c) seems quite consistent with the one of 5eS indicating that they are 

most likely isostructural compounds. 

 

Figure 67. (a) Calculated PXRD pattern profile of 5eS and (b and c) experimental PXRD pattern 
profiles of polycrystalline samples of 5eS (orange), and 5dS (purple) at r.t. 
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1.B.3. Crystal Structures 

Previous work from Lloret et al.1–3 on oxamidato-containing copper(II) complexes 

revealed that the oxamidato-type bridging ligands usually exhibit a trans configuration 

the cis one being less stable due to steric hindrance between their substituents. This 

leads to dinuclear copper(II) species and the consequent formation of five- or six-

membered chelate rings (see Scheme 13). 

Therefore, based on their studies and supported by the physical characterisation, we 

assume that the precursors synthesised from (S,S)-alamox4-, (R,R)-alamox4-, (S,S)-

valmox4- and (S,S)-leumox4 proligands (5aS, 5aR, 6aS and 7aS) are dicopper(II) complexes 

where the equatorial positions at each copper(II) ion are occupied by one nitrogen and 

two oxygen atoms from the bis(tridentate) bridging ligand and a water molecule or a 

hydroxo group depending on the value of the pH of the medium (see Scheme 13).   

Hence, we decided to use the properly characterised polycrystalline samples of the 

copper(II) complexes 5aS, 5aR, 6aS and 7aS as metalloligands towards metal cations in 

order to build 3D chiral structures. The first attempts to build extended structures upon 

coordination of such dinuclear copper(II) precursors towards fully solvated first-row 

metal ions were unsuccessful. Thus, we tried with larger alkaline-earth and lanthanide 

metal ions achieving interesting compounds. The reason is likely to be the relative bigger 

sizes of the alkaline-earth and lanthanide metal-ions compared to those of the first-row 

metal ions (they can easily accommodate more SBUs into their coordination 

environment), together with their intrinsic coordinating nature. 

1.B.3.1. Barium(II)-derived PCPs  

Following the synthetic route described in the Annex I, polycrystalline powder 

samples as well as single crystals of {BaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 30H2O}n (5bS), 

{BaIICuII
6[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n (6bS) and {BaIICuII

4[(S,S)-

leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 14H2O}n (7bS) were obtained (Scheme 14). This novel family of 
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chiral PCPs arises as the perfect playground to study both how the encoded chiral 

information of the enantiopure proligands is ultimately translated into the 3D structure 

and the influence of the nature (size, shape and hydrophobicity) of the aliphatic residue 

of the amino acid on the final architecture of the resulting PCP. For further 

crystallographic details of 5bS, 6bS and 7bS see Table 23 in the Annex I. 

Compound 5bS crystallises in the P63 space group of the hexagonal system. Its 

structure consists of a chiral 3D barium(II)-copper(II) network, which is built up from 

trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII
2[(S,S)-alamox]}, acting as linkers 

between the barium(II) ions through the carboxylate group. Additionally, aqua/hydroxo 

groups (1:2 statistical distribution) acting as additional bridges between two 

neighbouring dicopper(II) units and coordinated in a μ3 fashion, support the whole 

system, unfolding an uninodal six-connected net (Figure 68).  

 

Figure 68. Perspective view of the structure of 5bS along the crystallographic c (a) and b (b) axes. 
The ligands are shown as sticks. The copper(II) and barium(II) ions are depicted as green spheres 
and blue polyhedra, respectively. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are omitted for clarity. 

The crystallographically independent copper(II) ions [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] are located at 

the edges of each hexagon (Figure 68). They are five-coordinate in an elongated square 

pyramidal geometry (CuNO3OOH): one nitrogen and two oxygen atoms from the 
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bis(tridentate) bridging oxamide ligand and one oxygen atom from one aqua/hydroxo  

group define the equatorial plane whereas the axial position is occupied by a 

carboxylate-oxygen atom from a neighbouring dicopper(II) entity [average values Cu-N 

= 1.915(10) Å, Cu-OOH = 1.917(9) Å and Cu-O = 2.003(8) Å] (Figure 69). For further details 

on the interbond bite angles see Table 37, Annex I. 

 

Figure 69. View of a fragment of the structure of 5bS showing the oxamidate-bridged dicopper(II) 
unit and its coordination towards the neighbouring copper(II) and barium(II) ions with the 
numbering of the metal atoms (arbitrary radii). 

The barium(II) ions, Ba(1), regularly occupy the corners of each hexagon (Figure 68) 

being the Ba···Ba distance 12.365(3) Å. They are nine-coordinate and exhibit a distorted 

monocapped square antriprismatic geometry (BaO9) which is built by six carboxylate-

oxygen atoms from six oxamidate groups and three aqua/hydroxo molecules (Figure 70) 

[Ba-O = 2.662(9) Å and Ba-OOH = 2.835(4) Å]. 
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Figure 70. (a) View of the nine-coordinate environment of the barium(II) ion in 5bS along the 
crystallographic c axis. b) View illustrating the monocapped square antriprismatic geometry of the 
barium(II) ion. The ligand backbones are shown as grey sticks for clarity. Barium(II) and copper(II) 
ions, oxygen and hydroxylic oxygen atoms are depicted by blue, green, red and purple spheres 
(with arbitrary radii), respectively.  

Overall, 5bS can be described as a mixed oxamidate- and carboxylate(aqua/hydroxo)-

bridged, honeycomb-like hexagonal 3D BaIICuII
6 open-framework showing relatively 

large hexagonal channels along the 

crystallographic c axis (Figure 68), 

which are occupied by 

crystallisation water molecules 

(Figure 71). These channels have a 

virtual diameter of ca. 1.0 nm 

resulting from the alternating 

orientation of the methyl residues 

from the trans-(S,S)-alamox4- 

bridging ligands within adjacent 

channels (Figures 68 and 71). The 

estimated empty volume without 

the crystallisation water molecules 

is 2209.2 Å3, a value that 

represents up to ca. the 58.5 % of 

the potential void per unit cell volume (V = 3777.1 Å3). 

 

Figure 71. View of a pore of 5bS along the 
crystallographic c axis showing the net of hydrogen 
bonded water molecules (red spheres connected 
through dashed lines). Barium(II) and copper(II) are 
depicted as blue and green polyhedra, respectively. 
Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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Compound 6bS crystallises in the chiral R3 space group of the trigonal system. Its 

structure consists of a chiral 3D barium(II)-copper(II) network (Figure 72), which is built 

up from trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII
2[(S,S)-valmox]}, acting as 

linkers between the barium(II) ions through the carboxylate groups. The dicopper(II) 

units are further interconnected through methanol and hydroxo groups coordinating in 

μ and μ3 modes, respectively, affording a fascinating triangular node (Figures 72 and 73).  

 

Figure 72. Perspective view of the structure of 6bS along the crystallographic c (a) and b (b) axes. 
The ligands are shown as sticks. The copper(II) and barium(II) atoms are depicted as green spheres 
and blue polyhedra, respectively. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are omitted for clarity. 

The two crystallographic independent copper(II) ions [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] are six-

coordinate (CuNO2OOHO2,MeOH) exhibiting an elongated distorted octahedral geometry. 

The basal plane is formed by  one amidate-nitrogen, one carbonyl-oxygen atom, one 

carboxylate-oxygen and one hydroxo group, whilst two molecules of methanol occupy 

the axial positions (Figure 73) [average values Cu-N = 1.939(7), Cu-O =  2.007(8), Cu-OOH 

= 1.982(3) and Cu-OMeOH = 2.55(3) Å]. For further details on the interbond bite angles 

see Table 37, Annex I. 
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Figure 73. View of one dicopper(II) unit constituting 6bS (atoms drawn with arbitrary radii) along 
the crystallographic b (a) and c (b) axes and details of the coordination mode and environment of 
the copper(II) ions. The carbon atoms are shown as grey sticks, the copper(II) and barium(II) ions 
and the nitrogen and oxygen atoms are depicted by green, pale blue, blue and red spheres, 
respectively. The oxygen atoms from hydroxo groups and those from methanol are shown as 
purple and orange spheres, respectively. (c) A view of the hydroxo groups coordinating in a μ3 
mode connecting three dicopper(II) units. 

 

Figure 74. (a) View of the twelve-coordinate environment of the barium(II) ion in 6bS with the 
numbering of the donor atoms and metal ions (arbitrary radii). (b) View illustrating the bicapped 
pentagonal antiprismatic geometry of the barium(II) ion. The ligand backbones are shown as grey 
sticks for clarity. Barium(II) and copper(II) ions and oxygen atoms are depicted as pale blue, green 
and red spheres, respectively. The oxygen atoms from the hydroxo groups and methanol 
molecules are shown as purple and orange spheres, respectively.  
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Each barium(II) ion [Ba(1)] is twelve-coordinated (BaO12) and exhibit a distorted 

bicapped pentagonal antiprismatic geometry, being bonded to twelve oxygen atoms 

from the six chelating carboxylate groups of the (S,S)-valmox4- ligands from six 

dicopper(II) units (Figures 73a and 74). 

 

Figure 75. (a) View of a fragment of the extended array of anionic oxamidato-bridged CuII
3O layers 

of 6bS with a hexagonal net topology growing in the crystalographic ab plane and detail of the 
triangular nodes made up by the dicopper(II) units interconnected through oxygen atoms from 
methanol molecules (orange spheres) and hydroxo groups (purple spheres) which adopt μ and μ3 

bridging modes, respectively [the barium(II) ions have been omitted for clarity)]. (b) View of the 
adjacent layers displaced along the [110] direction leading to an ABAB pattern along the 
crystallographic c axis, which are further interconnected through the barium(II) ions acting as 
pillars in an up and down disposition. (c) View of the resulting uninodal six-connected net in the 
crystallographic ab plane. The ligand backbones are depicted as sticks. Barium(II) and copper(II) 
ions as well as oxygen atoms are shown as blue, green and red spheres. The water molecules of 
crystallisation have been omitted for clarity. 

As shown in Figures 72a and 75c, this BaIICuII
6 open-framework show two types of 

small corrugated hexagonal channels: the hydrophilic ones along the crystallographic c 
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axis which are occupied by crystallisation water molecules (Figure 76) and the 

hydrophobic ones along the crystallographic b axis where the aliphatic chains (isopropyl 

valine residue) of the ligands are confined. In comparison with 5bS, the empty volume 

of these channels have been reduced as a consequence of the spatial orientation of the 

larger isopropyl residues and the carbonyl groups of the acidic part from the trans-(S,S)-

valmox4- bridging ligands (Figure 76). In this respect, the estimated empty volume 

without the crystallisation solvent molecules is 2822.7 Å3, a value which represents up 

to ca. 47.2 % of the potential void per unit cell volume [V = 5974.2 Å3]. 

 

Figure 76. Perspective view of the porous structure of 7bS, using ball and sticks (left) and space 
filling (right) models, along the crystallographic c axis showing the pore window filled by hydrogen 
bonded water molecules (red spheres) and the hydrophobic channels where the isopropyl groups 
from the amino acid residues of (S,S)-valmox4- ligands are confined (isopropyl groups are shown 
in yellow). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

Compound 7bS crystallises in the chiral P213 space group of the cubic system. Its 

structure consist of a chiral 3D barium(II)-copper(II) network (Figure 77) built up from 

trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII
2[(S,S)-leumox]}, acting as linkers 

between two of the three crystallographically independent barium(II) ions [Ba(1) and 

Ba(2)] through the carboxylate group. The other barium(II) ions [Ba(3)] are further 

grasped through a triple water bridge in fascinating terminal -BaII
2(μ-H2O)3- clusters. 

Additionally, hydroxo groups acting as supplementary bridges between two 
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neighbouring dicopper(II) units and coordinated in a μ3 fashion keep the framework 

(Figure 78).  

 

Figure 77. Perspective view of the structure of 7bS along the crystallographic [111] direction. The 
ligand backbones are depicted as grey sticks. The copper(II) and barium(II) ions are shown as green 
spheres and blue polyhedra, respectively.  

The four crystallographically independent copper(II) ions [Cu(1), Cu(2), Cu(3) and 

Cu(4)] are five-coordinate (CuNO4) in square pyramidal geometries. One amidate- 

 

Figure 78. Details of the coordination mode and environment of the four non-equivalent 
copper(II) ions [Cu(1), Cu(2), Cu(3) and Cu(4)] in 7bS with the numbering of the non-carbon atoms. 
Noteworthy, the hydroxo groups act as supplementary bridges between two neighbouring 
dicopper(II) units and a barium(II) ion in a μ3 fashion. Barium(II) and copper(II) ions and nitrogen 
and oxygen atoms are depicted as pale blue, green, blue and red spheres, respectively. The oxygen 
atoms from the hydroxo group and methanol molecule are shown as purple and orange spheres, 
respectively. 
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nitrogen atom, a carbonyl-oxygen atom, one carboxylate-oxygen atom and a hydroxo 

group build the basal plane, and one carboxylate-oxygen atom from the neighbouring 

dicopper(II) unit for Cu(1) and Cu(2), or one water molecule for Cu(3) and Cu(4), occupy 

the apical positions (Figure 79) [average values: Cu-N = 1.915(9), Cu-OOH = 1.929(9), Cu-

Oeq = 2.017(8), Cu-Oax = 2.220(8) and Cu-Owater = 2.392(7) and 2.550(8) Å]. For further 

details on the interbond bite angles see Table 37, Annex I. 

 

Figure 79. Views of the environment of Ba(1), Ba(2) and Ba(3) atoms in 7bS (arbitrary radii for the 
labelled atoms). (a) The Ba(1) atom is coordinate by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms [O(3) and O(6)], 
three hydroxo groups [O(1H)] and three water molecules [O(1W)], in a distorted bicapped 
pentagonal antiprismatic geometry. (b) The Ba(2) atom is coordinate by three carboxylate-oxygen 
atoms [O(13)], three hydroxo groups [O(2H)] and four water molecules [O(4W) and O(2W)] in a 
bicapped square prismatic geometry. (c) The Ba(3) atom is surrounded by three terminal [O(6W)] 
and three bridging O(1W) water molecules. Set of colours [green (copper), pale blue (barium), 
blue (nitrogen), red (oxygen), orange (oxygen from water), purple (oxygen from hydroxo group) 
and grey (carbon)].  

The asymmetric coordination mode of the (S,S)-leumox4- ligand employing only one 

of the two available carbonyl-oxygen atoms as donor generates an intricate framework, 

where each crystallographically independent barium(II) ion adopts a different 

coordination geometry with Ba-O bond distances varying in the range 2.740(8)-
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3.030(14) Å. Their connectivities in the overall network have been represented in Figure 

79. The Ba(1) atom is twelve-coordinate (BaO12) in a distorted bicapped pentagonal 

antiprismatic geometry, made by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms, three hydroxo groups 

and three water molecules (Figure 79a). The Ba(2) atom is ten-coordinate (BaO10) in a 

bicapped square prismatic geometry built by three carboxylate-oxygen atoms, three 

hydroxo groups and four water molecules (Figure 79b). The Ba(3) atom is only six-

coordinate (BaO6) being surrounded by six water molecules [three of them shared with 

Ba(2) atoms] in a highly distorted trigonal prismatic geometry (Figure 79c). 

The structure of 7bS can be described as a 3D copper(II) network, which is built up 

by tetracopper(II) rings, {CuII
4[(S,S)-leumox]2}, in which two neighbouring dicopper(II) 

units are linked through a hydroxo group acting as bridge together with a carbonyl-

oxygen atom from the oxamidate ligand coordinated in a μ3 fashion (Figure 80). Partially 

solvated barium(II) ions are grasped by the net to ensure electroneutrality. 

 

Figure 80. Perspective view of the 3D net structure of 7bS along the crystallographic b axis showing 
the distribution of the barium(II) ions. The inset shows a detail of the tetracopper(II) units regularly 
alternating in the structure. 

In comparison to 5bS and 6bS, the empty volume of the channels of 7bS has been 

reduced because of the spatial orientation of the larger isobutyl residues and the 

carbonyl groups of the acidic part from the trans-(S,S)-leumox4- bridging ligands  even if 

not as much as expected (Figure 81). In fact, the estimated empty volume without the 
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crystallisation solvent molecules is 7997.9 Å3, a value which represents up to ca. 44.9 % 

of the potential void per unit cell volume [V = 17825 Å3]. 

 

Figure 81. Perspective views of the structure of 7bS along the crystallographic b axis as (a) 
polyhedra  and (b) space filling  models exhibiting isobutyl chains buried inside the hydrophobic 
channels. 

We have simplified the underlying nets4–9 of 5bS, 6bS and 7bS to make easier the 

analysis of their different topologies through the computer program TOPOSPRO.10 

Moreover, their structures have been checked against the Reticular Chemistry Structural 

Resource (RCSR)11 and EPINET databases.12,13 

Thus, the network analysis of 5bS reveals a uninodal six-connected hexagonal acs 

net14 made up by aligned, corner-sharing trigonal prisms (Figure 82a) with a point 

symbol of (49·66). Despite this net is among the twenty most frequent 3D underlying 

nets, a search using the TOPOS database shows that there are only a few examples of 

acs nets involving alkaline-earth metal ions.15–18 In particular, they all report structures 

of Mg2+ ions and formate as ligand exhibiting chiral space groups. Interestingly, no 

examples with amino acid derivative ligands are known. 

The topological analysis of 6bS reveals the most common pcu network,9,11 with a 

point symbol of (412·63). Figure 82b illustrates the underlying uninodal six-connected 

net, obtained by applying simplification procedures. Only one example of pcu net 

containing alanine as ligand [with Pb(II) ions] has been reported,19 whereas no examples 

with valine or leucine amino acids are known. Finally, the underlying net of 7bS is a 
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uninodal 3-connected one (Figure 82c) with a 103 point symbol featuring a srs (SrSi2) 

topology according to the RCSR classification.20 Despite it is a quite common net, only 

very few examples of 3D nets built up by Cu(II),21 Ni(II)22 and Cd(II) ions23 and amino acid 

derivate ligands can be found in the literature. 

 

Figure 82. Schematic representation of the underlying acs (a) pcu (b) and srs (c) nets for 5bS, 6bS 
and 7bS, respectively. The barium(II) ions depicted in orange, not being nodes of the nets, have 
been represented to underline the fascinating grasping of simply solvated ions, as reported in the 
main text. 

The unifying theme of the ligands used to build 5bS, 6bS and 7bS is that they contain 

non-reactive and flexible side chains that are ideally suited for the packing in the large 

structure. Furthermore, strictly speaking, the amino acids employed to prepare our 

ligands possessing aliphatic side chains (alanine, valine, and leucine) can be all classified 

as hydrophobic amino acids. Anyway, the alanine side chain being very short (a methyl 

group), is not particularly hydrophobic. In our opinion, this must be at the origin of the 

porous structure of compound 5bS where either many water molecules or methyl group 

share the same channels. In contrast, the more hydrophobic valine side chain rules the 

self-assembly in 6bS in order to confine solvent and isopropyl groups in diverse pores. 

Leucine residues being hydrophobic, longer and so more hindered than others, prefers 

(as the valine ones) to be buried in the hydrophobic cores of the network implying thus 

larger space to reach the more stable folding. In this situation, even expected metal ions 

bound by a bis(amino acid)oxalamide ligand may be affected and driven toward the 

more kinetically stable compound. In fact, side-chain packing may also be important to 

the kinetics of folding. 
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1.B.3.2. Calcium(II)-derived PCPs 

Following the synthetic route described in detail in the Annex I, polycrystalline 

powder samples as well as single crystals of {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n 

(5cS), {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 13H2O}n (6cS) and {CaIICuII

6[(S,S)-

leumox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 11H2O}n (7cS) were obtained (Scheme 14). In addition, in order to 

further confirm the validity of this chiral strategy, the corresponding MOF prepared from 

the other enantiomer of the alamox ligand [(R,R)-alamox]4- was also prepared and 

named {CaIICuII
6[(R,R)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 33H2O}n (5cR). This novel family of chiral 

PCPs arises as the perfect playground to study how the charge density of the channels 

can be tuned by increasing the length of the alkyl residue of the amino acid the, affording 

thus with different adsorption properties for all the four compounds. For further 

crystallographic details of 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS see Tables 24 and 25 in the Annex I. 

The structures of 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS could be determined by X-ray diffraction on 

single crystals. The four compounds were found to be isostructural with the previously 

described BaIICuII
6 PCP (5bS). They crystallise in the same chiral P63 space group of the 

hexagonal system. Their structures consist of chiral 3D calcium(II)-copper(II) networks 

which are built up by the corresponding trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units 

[{CuII
2L(OH)2} with L = (S,S)-alamox4-, (R,R)-alamox4- , (S,S)-valmox4- and (S,S)-leumox4-], 

acting as linkers between the calcium(II) ions through their carboxylate groups. Three 

bridging aqua/hydroxo molecules (1:2 statistical distribution) acting as additional 

bridges between two neighbouring dicopper(II) units and a calcium(II) ion in a μ3 fashion, 

support the entire system, unfolding an uninodal six-connected net topology with (49·66) 

Schläfli symbol (see Figure 83). 
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Figure 83. (a) Common dicopper(II) building blocks in 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS. Views of the fragments 
of the structures of 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS in the crystallographic ab (b) and bc (c) planes, respectively. 
Copper(II) and calcium(II) ions are represented by green and dark blue spheres respectively, 
whereas the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms from the ligand are shown as  grey, red and pale 
blue sticks. The purple spheres represent the methyl (5cS and 5cR), isopropyl (6cS) and isobutyl 
(7cS) amino acid residues. 

The two crystallographic independent copper(II) ions [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] are five-

coordinate (CuNO3OOH) exhibiting a somewhat distorted square pyramidal geometry 

(Figure 84a). The basal plane is formed by one amidate-nitrogen, one carbonyl-oxygen 

atom, one carboxylate-oxygen and one hydroxo group, whilst one carboxylate-oxygen 

from a neighbouring dicopper(II) unit occupy the apical positions (Figure 84). [Average 

values of Cu-N = 1.920(6), Cu-Oeq =  2.025(4), Cu-Oax =  2.297(5), Cu-OOH = 1.911(5) Å 

(5cS), Cu-N = 1.929(4), Cu-Oeq =  2.036(3), Cu-Oax =  2.300(3), Cu-OOH = 1.922(4) Å (5cR), 

Cu-N = 1.915(4), Cu-Oeq =  2.005(3), Cu-Oax =  2.285(3), Cu-OOH = 1.930(3) Å (6cS) and  Cu-

N = 1.880(16), Cu-Oeq =  1.998(12), Cu-Oax =  2.280(14), Cu-OOH = 1.922(13) Å (7cS)]; 

(further information about interbond bite angles is gathered in Table 40, annex I). Each 
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calcium(II) ion [Ca(1)] is nine-coordinate in a distorted monocapped square 

antriprismatic geometry (CaO9) built by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms from six 

oxamidato groups and three hydroxo groups (Figure 84b) [average distances Ca-O = 

2.497(5) and Ca-OOH = 2.633(3) Å (5cS), Ca-O = 2.501(4) and Ca-OOH = 2.649(2) Å (5cR), 

Ca-O = 2.495(3) and Ca-OOH = 2.600(12) Å (6cS), and Ca-O = 2.470(13) and Ca-OOH = 

2.631(6) Å (7cS)]. 

 

Figure 84. (a) Detail of the coordination mode and environment of the Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms in 
5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS with the numbering of the non-carbon atoms. Noteworthy, the hydroxo groups 
[O(1H)] act as supplementary bridges between two neighbouring dicopper(II) units and a 
calcium(II) ion coordinating in a μ3 fashion. (b) View of the environment and details of the 
coordination of the calcium(II) ion in 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS. (a) The Ca(1) atom is coordinate to six 
carboxylate-oxygen atoms [O(5) and O(6)] and three hydroxo groups [O(1H)] in a monocapped 
square antriprismatic geometry. Calcium(II) and copper(II) ions are depicted as dark blue and 
green spheres with arbitrary radii, respectively. The carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms from the 
ligands are depicted as grey, pale blue and red sticks. The oxygen atoms from the hydroxo group 
have been highlighted as purple spheres. 

Overall, the 3D CaIICuII
6 networks of 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS exhibit a honeycomb-like 

hexagonal architecture, giving rise to relatively large hexagonal channels along the 

crystallographic c axis (Figure 85). The calcium(II) ions occupy the vertices of each 

hexagonal channel, the adjacent Ca···Ca distance constituting the edge of each 

hexagonal ring being 12.187(1), 12.251(1), 12.122(4) and 12.076(4) Å for 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 

7cS, respectively. In turn, the dicopper(II) oxamidato units are located along the edges 

of the channels. 
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Figure 85. Perspective views along the crystallographic c axis of the porous structures of 5cS (a) 
6cS (b) and 7cS (c) emphasising the different alkyl groups in the boxed structures. Copper(II) and 
calcium(II) ions are represented by cyan and dark blue spheres, respectively. The alkyl residues of 
the amino acids are shown as balls and sticks whereas the remaining carbon, nitrogen and oxygen 
atoms from the ligand are represented as sticks. The water molecules of crystallisation are 
omitted for clarity. 

The most striking structural feature of this series of isoreticular compounds arises 

from the orientation of the amino acid residues pointing inwards the hexagonal 

channels and the interstitial voids (Figures 85 and 87). As observed for the two methyl 

groups in 5cS and 5cR, the two isopropyl chains from the ligands in 6cS show a medium 

to regular distended conformation, pointing inwards the pores. In contrast, only one of 

the two isobutyl residues exhibits a distended conformation inwards the pores in 7cS. 

The isobutyl residues of leucine, being more hydrophobic and longer and so more 

hindered than the ones from the other amino acids, most likely prefer to be buried in 

large space to reach the more stable folding, forcing one of the flexible isobutyl chains 

to adopt a highly bent conformation with their methyl groups pointing outward the 

pores (Figure 86c). The great framework flexibility specially shown by 6cS and 7cS, due 

to the presence of the longer isopropyl and isobutyl amino acid side chains respectively, 

will further influence the diffusion of gases through the pores. Therefore, this must be 

one of the factors to take into account when aiming at achieving a fine control on the 

selectivity and separation of gases.  
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In particular, the high thermal motion of the carbon atoms belonging to the leucine 

amino acid residues in 7cS, revealed by its X-ray structure, let us to suppose a further 

optimization of the more stable side chains conformation, thus enhancing efficient host-

guest interactions or allowing also opportunistic hopping of these gases along the pores. 

 

Figure 86. Asymmetric units without solvent molecules of (a) 5cS and 5cR, (b) 6cS and (c) 7cS 
featuring highly flexible side chains of the amino acids, which show different conformations of the 
hydrophobic methyl (5cS and 5cR), isopropyl (6cS) and isobutyl (7cS) groups depending on the steric 
hindrance. [Colour code: calcium(II), dark blue; copper(II), green; oxygen, red; nitrogen, pale blue; 
hydrogen, white; carbon atoms, grey sticks]. 

Because of the different size of the hydrophobic methyl (5cS and 5cR), isopropyl (6cS) 

and isobutyl (7cS) groups, the resulting channels possess varying virtual diameters of ca. 

1.0 (5cS and 5cR), 0.8 (6cS) and 0.6 (7cS) nm, respectively (Figure 87). The increasing 

degree of hydrophobicity together with the decreasing size of the pores account for the 

contents of free water molecules [32 (5cS), 33 (5cR), 13 (6cS) and 11 (7cS)] (see Figure 88). 

This increasing charge density at the channels from 5cS to 7cS also suggest a different 

functionality of the channels and will be further reflected in their gas adsorption 

properties. Finally, the estimated empty volumes for 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS without the 

water molecules of crystallisation are 2089.1 (5cS), 2140.8 (5cR), 1532.6 (6cS) and 1312.0 

(7cS) Å3. These values represent ca. 58.0, 58.4, 43.4 and 37.5 % respectively, of the 

potential void per unit cell volume [V = 3604.1(5) (5cS), 3665.5(5) (5cR), 3529.7(11) (6cS) 

and 3501(3) (7cS) Å3] (Figure 87). 
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Figure 87. View along the crystallographic c axis of the hexagonal pores of (a) 5cS, (b) 6cS and (c) 
7cS using a space filling mode (Van der Waals radii). The calcium(II) and copper(II) ions are shown 
as dark blue and green spheres whilst the  oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and carbon atoms are 
depicted as red, pale blue, white and grey spheres. The aliphatic groups of the amino acid residues 
are highlighted in yellow. 

Figure 88. View of the porous structures of (a) 5cS, (b) 6cS and (c) 7cS along the crystallographic c 
axis showing the different contents of water molecules of crystallisation inside the pores (red 
spheres). Calcium(II) and copper(II) ions are depicted as blue and green polyhedra, respectively.  

1.B.3.3. Lanthanide(III)-derived PCPs

Aiming at introducing also interesting magnetic properties to these families of PCPs, 

we reacted the precursor complex (Me4N)2{CuII
2[(S,S)-alamox](OH)2} · 6H2O (5aS) 

towards the highly anisotropic Dy(III) and Tb(III) ions. Thus, by following the synthetic 

route detailed in the Annex I, two novel PCPs named {DyIIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 

21H2O}n (5dS) and {TbIIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n (5eS) were obtained in the 

form of polycrystalline powder samples. The use of paramagnetic lanthanide(III) ions as 

nodes instead of diamagnetic alkaline-earth cations provides a new family of 

multifunctional PCPs which arises as the perfect playground to study how the magnetic 
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behaviour of the lanthanide(III) ions can be influenced by their confinement inside the 

framework. 

Although highly pure polycrystalline samples of 5dS and 5eS could be synthesised, 

only single crystals of 5eS were obtained, allowing its structural determination by X-ray 

diffraction. 5eS was found to be isostructural with the previously described BaIICuII
6 PCP 

(5bS), and the calcium(II)-derived PCPs family (5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS). Moreover, 5dS is also 

isostructural with all the 

aforementioned PCPs as revealed 

by the PXRD measurements. For 

further crystallographic details of 

5eS see Table 26 in the Annex I. 

 5eS crystallises in the chiral P63 

space group of the hexagonal 

system. Its structure consists of a 

chiral terbium(III)-copper(II) 3D 

network built up from the trans-

oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) 

units [{CuII
2L(OH)2}, with L = (S,S)-

alamox4-, acting as linkers 

between the 

terbium(III) ions through their 

carboxylate groups. Three bridging hydroxo molecules acting as additional bridges 

between two neighbouring dicopper(II) units and a lanthanide(III) ion in a μ3 fashion, 

support the entire system, unfolding an uninodal six-connected net topology with (49·66) 

Schläfli symbol (see Figures 89 and 90). 

The environments of the two crystallographic independent copper(II) ions in 5eS 

[Cu(1) and Cu(2)] is the same than the one exhibited by 5bS and 5cS. They are five-

coordinate (CuNO3OOH) in a somewhat distorted square pyramidal geometry (Figure 

Figure 89. Perspective view along the 
crystallographic c axis of the porous structure of 5eS. 
Copper(II) and terbium(III) ions are represented by 
green and dark blue polyhedra, respectively. The 
ligand backbones are shown as sticks. The water 
molecules of crystallisation are omitted for clarity. 
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90a). Again, the basal plane is formed by one amidate-nitrogen, a carbonyl-oxygen 

atom, one carboxylate-oxygen and a hydroxo group which acts as a μ3 bridge linking one 

terbium(II) and two copper(II) ions. The apical position at each copper(II) ion is occupied 

by one carboxylate-oxygen from a neighbouring dicopper(II) unit (Figure 90a) [average 

bond lengths are: Cu-N = 1.905(19), Cu-Oeq = 2.027(17), Cu-Oax = 2.303(18) and Cu-OOH 

= 1.937(19) Å]; (the interbond bite angles are gathered in Table 41, Annex I). The 

terbium(III) ions are nine-coordinate in a distorted monocapped square antriprismatic 

geometry (TbO9) which is defined by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms from six oxamidate 

groups and three hydroxo groups (Figure 90b,c) [average Tb-O and Tb-OH bond 

distances are 2.442(17) and 2.523(6) Å, respectively]. 

Figure 90. Detail of the environment of (a) the two copper(II) ions [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] and (b) the 
barium(II) ions in 5eS. (c) View of a fragment of the structure of 5eS for a better understanding of 
the connectivities. Terbium(III) and copper(II) ions are depicted as dark blue and green spheres of 
arbitrary radi, respectively. The carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms of the ligands are depicted as 
grey, pale blue and red sticks. The oxygen atoms from the hydroxo group are highlighted as purple 
spheres. 

Overall, the 3D TbIICuII
6 network of 5eS exhibits a honeycomb-like hexagonal 

architecture, giving rise to relatively large hexagonal channels along the crystallographic 
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c axis of ca. 1 nm of virtual diameter (Figure 89) which are occupied by water molecules 

of crystallisation. The terbium(II) ions occupy the vertices of each hexagonal channel, 

the edge of each hexagonal ring corresponding to the adjacent Tb···Tb distance and 

being of 12.15 Å. In turn, the dicopper(II) oxamidate units are arranged along the edges 

of the channels. The estimated empty volume for 5eS without the water molecules of 

crystallisation is 2140.8 Å3, a value which represents ca. 58.4 % of the potential void per 

unit cell volume [V = 3563.5(7) Å]. 

1.B.4. Physical Properties and Applications

1.B.4.1. Optical properties

Circular dichroism (CD) 

spectra were collected to 

check the enantiopurity of 

the copper(II) complexes 

derived from (S,S)- and (R,R)-

alamox4- ligands, 

(Me4N)2{CuII
2[(S,S)-

alamox](OH)2} · 6H2O (5aS) 

and (Me4N)2{CuII
2[(R,R)-

alamox](OH)2}  · 6H2O (5aR) 

(see Figure 91). The CD 

solution spectra of 5aS and 

5aR in aqueous solution are 

almost mirror images. In fact, 

they exhibit maximum 

positive and negative Cotton effects at the same location and with almost identical 

intensities. The intense UV bands centred at 225 and 275 nm for 5aS and 5aR can be 

assigned to intraligand (IL) and metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions, 

Figure 91. CD spectra of aqueous solutions of 5aS (red) and 
5aR (blue) (10-3 mol L-1) in the 200-500 nm region. The 
inset shows the CD spectra in the visible region (10-4 mol 
L-1).
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respectively. The visible band at 750 nm for 5aS and 5aR, corresponds to the typical d-d 

transition of the copper(II) ions (see inset of Figure 91). The positive and negative Cotton 

effects of this visible band obey to the induction of chirality at the metal centres by the 

enantiopure coordinated amino acid derived ligands and, ultimately, confirms the 

validity of the synthetic strategy. 

 

Finally, solid CD spectra were also 

collected for the PCPs 5cS and 5cR to confirm 

that this enantiopure character is 

maintained in the final high-dimensional 

compounds.  Even if the quality of the solid 

CD measurements is not as good as those in 

solution, Figure 92 clearly shows that the 

spectra of 5cS and 5cR are almost mirror 

images. They exhibit maximum positive and 

negative Cotton effects at practically the 

same location. The bands centred at 380 nm 

are due to intraligand (IL) and/or metal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions. Again, 

the positive and negative Cotton effects observed in the visible region are attributed to 

d-d transitions of the copper(II) ions and they are due to the induction of chirality on the 

metal centres by the enantiopure ligands. 

  

 

Figure 92. CD spectrum of 5cS and 5cR as 
KBr pellets (1 mg MOF in 100 mg of KBr). 
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1.B.4.2. Gas sorption properties 

Among all the oxamidato-derived PCPs that have been obtained, the isoreticular 

calcium-based subfamily (5cS, 6cS and 7cS) represents an outstanding platform for the 

study of their gas sorption and separation properties. The reasons are two-fold: (i) they 

are isostructural frameworks exhibiting different size and functionality of their pores 

depending on the amino acid residue and (ii) they show high stability upon solvent 

removal. As mentioned before, the difference between these isostructural PCPs relies 

on the length of the alkyl substituents from the metalloligand, which are pointing 

inwards the hexagonal channels. Hence, by increasing the length of the aliphatic residue 

and consequently reducing the pore size, the functionality and the charge density of the 

channels can be tuned leading to different sorption and separation capacities.   

The strategy based on the enhancement of the sorption performance of the PCPs 

(uptake and selectivity) by subtle modifications of both the pore size and shape has 

given interesting results so far.24–28 Moreover, the purification of methane has attracted 

an intense research activity due to its fundamental importance from industrial and 

ecological viewpoints.29 Therefore, we decided to use our series of copper(II)-calcium(II) 

PCPs to achieve a fine control on the selectivity and separation of methane towards 

other light hydrocarbons present in natural gas.   

In principle, the pore-limiting diameters from the crystal structures of 5cS, 6cS and 

7cS of ca. 10, 8 and 6 Å respectively, are large enough to allow the diffusion of different 

light hydrocarbons such as methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), propane 

(C3H8), propylene (C3H6) and butane (n-C4H10), which have related estimated kinetic 

diameters increasing from 3.8 Å for CH4 up to 4.3 Å for n-C4H10.30  

Firstly, aiming at proving the permanent porosity of 5cS, 6cS and 7cS, we measured 

nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K. Noteworthy, prior to the sorption 

measurements, all samples were activated by immersion in methanol and then 

desolvated at 80 °C under reduced pressure for 24 h. The N2 adsorption plots for 5cS, 6cS 

and 7cS (bearing methyl, isopropyl and isobutyl amino acid residues, respectively) show 
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fully reversible type I isotherms, characteristic of microporous materials with permanent 

porosity, with estimated31 BET surface areas [1015 (5cS), 561 (6cS) and 312 m2 g-1 (7cS)] 

following the trend 5cS ˃ 6cS ˃ 7cS, as expected from their decreasing pore size (Figure 

93a).  

 

Figure 93. (a) N2 and (b) CO2 adsorption isotherms measured at 77 and 273 K respectively for the 
activated compounds 5cS (red), 6cS (blue) and 7cS (green).  Filled and empty circles indicate the 
adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively. 

The CO2 adsorption isotherms measured at 1 bar and 273 K followed the same 

behaviour (Figure 93b), showing a decrease of the gas uptake [106.0 (5cS), 44.1 (6cS) and 

22.3 cm3 g-1 (7cS)] with the increase of the length of the amino acid residue.  

Once demonstrated the permanent microporosity of 5cS, 6cS and 7cS as well as their 

different pore windows depending on the amino acid residue filling the cavities, we 

investigated the performance of this family in the adsorption of different light 

hydrocarbons such as methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), propane (C3H8), 

propylene (C3H6) and butane (n-C4H10). In so doing, single-component adsorption 

measurements of the different gases as well as breakthrough experiments of binary 

CH4/C2H6 and CH4/C3H8 mixtures were carried out.  
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Figure 94. CH4 (pink), C2H6 (grey), C3H8 (purple) and n-C4H10 (orange) adsorption isotherms for 5cS 
(a), 6cS (b), and 7cS (c) at 273 K. Filled and empty circles indicate the adsorption and desorption 
isotherms, respectively. 

Adsorption isotherms of light paraffins, CH4, C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10 were firstly 

measured for 5cS, 6cS and 7cS at 1 bar and 273 K (Figure 94). The adsorption capacities 

follow the same overall trend for all the three compounds. Hence, the uptake increases 

with the length of the carbon chain of the paraffin, following the sequence CH4 << C2H6 

< C3H8 < n-C4H10, as a result of the enhancement of the interactions with the side chain 

of the MOF. However, the slightly higher C3H8 uptake compared to the n-C4H10 one 

observed for compound 5cS remains an exception. This could be likely due to the bigger 

kinetic diameter of the n-C4H10 molecules respect to the C3H8 ones together with less 

efficient interactions between the methyl groups of the walls of 5cS and the alkyl chains 

of the gas.  
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In addition, the slope in the C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10 adsorption isotherms (in 

particular the two last ones) becomes much steeper (Figure 94), clearly indicating a 

stronger affinity between the larger hydrocarbons and the pore surface of 5cS, 6cS and 

7cS. Interestingly, the C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 adsorption ratios (Figure 94), follow the 

sequence 5cS (3.69 and 4.29) < 6cS (4.45 and 5.57) < 7cS (4.51 and 5.64), suggesting that 

the larger the alkyl group decorating the MOF (5cS < 6cS < 7cS), the larger is the 

separation equilibrium between methane and the other hydrocarbon in the binary 

mixture.  

 

Figure 95. C2H6 (grey), C2H4 (blue), C3H8 (purple) and C3H6 (yellow) adsorption isotherms for 5cS 
(a), 6cS (b), and 7cS (c) at 273 K. Filled and empty circles indicate the adsorption and desorption 
isotherms, respectively. 
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The adsorption capabilities of 5cS, 6cS and 7cS for the olefins C2H4 and C3H6 

were also evaluated and are shown in Figure 95 together with the ones of the 

paraffins. The C2H4 adsorption isotherms for all three compounds are identical to 

the C2H6 ones. In turn, the amounts of C3H6 adsorbed by 5cS, 6cS and 7cS are 

significantly higher than those observed in the case of C3H8, which may be due to 

the stronger interaction of the π-bonding orbital of C3H6 with the open metal sites 

and to its smaller kinetic diameter.32 

In view of the results shown in Figure 94 and aiming at further confirming the 

effect of the increasing size of the alkyl chains for this new family of isoreticular 

MOFs on the adsorptive properties, kinetics adsorption of CH4, C2H6, C3H8 and n-

C4H10 were performed (Figure 96), which assess how fast hydrocarbons are 

adsorbed. A non-negligible impact on the kinetics adsorption was observed for 

the different adsorbates as one moves from 5cS to 7cS.  

The adsorbed amount of n-C4H10 with respect to C3H8 changes from being 

almost equal for 5cS, to be significantly higher in 6cS, as a consequence of the 

higher number of aliphatic carbons which are able to interact with n-C4H10. 

However, these amounts tend to be similar in the case of 7cS, due to the bigger 

size of n-C4H10 respect to C3H8 and to the smaller pore size of the MOF, factors 

which hinder the gas uptake. Noteworthy, the adsorbed amount of C2H6 with 

respect to CH4 shows a considerable increase as one moves in the series 5cS - 7cS. 

Thus, the larger the alkyl side chain in the surface of the pores (5cS  6cS  7cS), 

the lower is the amount of CH4 adsorbed by the MOF. This is especially relevant 

for 7cS, where the CH4 is hardly adsorbed. These results further confirm the trend 

observed in the single-component isotherms (Figure 94) and even suggest higher 

mixture selectivities. 
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Figure 96. Adsorption kinetic profiles of CH4 (pink), C2H6 (grey), C3H8 (purple) and C4H10 
(orange) for 5cS (a), 6cS (b) and 7cS (c) at 273 K. 

Finally, since the adsorption isotherm measurements collected in Figure 95 

also showed a certain selectivity for C3H6 vs. C3H8, the kinetic adsorption of C3H6 

was also evaluated and compared with that of C3H8 (Figure 97). However, even if 

Figure 95 shows a higher adsorption of C3H6 respect to C3H8 (especially for 

compound 6cS), this small selectivity is not reflected in the kinetic experiments 

and does not allow to predict a successful separation. This is why breakthrough 

experiments have not been carried out for these gases. 
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Figure 97. Adsorption kinetic profiles of C3H8 (purple) and C3H6 (yellow) for 5cS (a), 6cS (b) 
and 7cS (c) at 273 K. 

In the light of the results shown above and aiming at investigating the practical 

separation performance of this subfamily of PCPs, breakthrough experiments 

were carried out at 298 K and 1 bar for binary mixtures of CH4/C2H6 (75:25, v/v) 

and CH4/C3H8 (75:25 v/v).  For this purpose, packed columns (ca. 1 g) of 5cS and 

7cS as stationary phases and a total gas flow of 1 cm3 min-1 were used (Figure 98). 

H2, being the reference gas which is not adsorbed under these conditions,33 

breaks at the same time as CH4 for the sample 7cS (Figure 98a, bottom), indicating 

an almost negligible CH4 uptake on this material. On the other side, C2H6 (Figure 

98a, bottom) and C3H8 (Figure 98b, bottom) break much later, suggesting an 

almost infinite selectivity for the C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 separations. In contrast, 
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CH4 breaks later than H2 for 5cS, (Figure 98a, top), suggesting some CH4 adsorption 

and thus, pointing towards a reduction of the selectivity for separating C2H6/CH4 

and C3H8/CH4 mixtures when using this material.  

Therefore, as expected from the kinetic measurements, better separations of 

CH4 from C3H8 and C2H6 were observed for 7cS. Overall, when using 5cS as 

stationary phase, the CH4 was absorbed for a short time in the packed column bed 

(ca. 5 min) whereas C2H6 and C3H8 were retained for ca. 54 and 198 min, 

respectively. In turn, when working with 7cS, no adsorption of CH4 was detected 

and C2H6 and C3H8 were retained for ca. 71 and 246 min, respectively. 

 

Figure 98. Experimental column breakthrough curves for (a) CH4/C2H6 (75:25, v/v) and 
CH4/C3H8 (75:25 v/v) gas mixtures measured at 298 K and 1 bar in a column using 5cS (top) 
and 7cS (bottom) as stationary phases. 
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In summary, the results indicate that even if the pore window plays a key role to 

explain the trend 5cS > 6cS > 7cS in the adsorption capacities of this family, side-chain 

interactions between alkyl groups from both, gases and MOF’s walls, lie at the origin of 

their different selectivities. The very different uptake results for 5cS, 6cS and 7cS clearly 

evidence that playing with the ‘pore-limiting diameter’ concept, through the increase of 

the length of aliphatic side chains residing in the pores, does not only modify the 

sorption capacity of a given material but, more importantly, it may also affect the 

kinetics of the adsorption. A fine-tuning of these two related factors may enable a 

control of the selectivity and separation of methane from other hydrocarbons present 

in natural gas. 
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1.B.4.3. Proton conductivity 

Among the different subfamilies of amino acid-derivative PCPs that have been 

synthesised, compound 5cS shows a considerably larger number of hydrogen-bonded 

water molecules 

embedded into its pores, 

being the water contents 

of 31.5 % (30 molecules 

per formula unit) as 

revealed by the TGA 

measurements (Figure 63). 

This value is very close to 

the one determined by the 

single-crystal X-ray 

diffraction (32 molecules). 

Interestingly, the array of 

water molecules hosted in 

the pores are hydrogen-

bonded, forming 1D 

ribbons along the 

hexagonal channels that 

also involve the aqua/hydroxo bridges of the network. Remarkably, this array of 

hydrogen-bonded water molecules in 5cS has been precisely determined due to the 

high-quality refinement of its crystal structure (showing the positions of the water 

molecules including their hydrogen atoms), (Figures 99 and 100). Details on the 

hydrogen bonds and on the O···O distances of the hydrogen-bonded water/hydroxo 

molecules involved in the proton conduction mechanism are gathered in Tables 38 and 

39, Annex I. 

 

Figure 99. Projection view of the crystal packing of 5cS along 
the crystallographic c axis showing the filling of the hexagonal 
pores by the water molecules of crystallisation (red spheres). 
The dotted lines represent the hydrogen bonds which also 
involve the hydroxide anions (orange spheres). Copper and 
calcium atoms are represented by green and purple 
polyhedra respectively, whereas the ligands are depicted as 
sticks. The hydrogen atoms of the water molecules and the 
hydroxo groups are represented by blue sticks. 
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Figure 100. Views along the crystallographic c (a) and b axes (b) of the array of hydrogen-bonded 
guest water molecules and hydroxide anions located in each hexagonal channel. The hydrogen 
atoms are represented as blue sticks whereas the oxygen atoms and hydroxide anions are 
depicted as red and orange spheres, respectively. The hydrogen bonds are represented by dotted 
lines. 

In order to have some insights 

about the dehydration and 

rehydration process in 5cS, we 

carried out water adsorption 

measurements (Figure 101). The 

vapour water isotherm at 25 °C 

shows that the complete 

rehydration process, with the 

recovery of 32 mmol of water per 

mmol of PCP, can be achieved only 

under maximum relative humidity. 

This is an interesting information to 

further perform proton conductivity 

experiments. 

Figure 101. Water vapour adsorption isotherm 
at 298 K for the activated compound 5cS. Filled 
and open circles indicate the adsorption and 
desorption isotherms, respectively. 
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Aiming at confirming the robustness of the material upon the water loss, we took 

additional temperature-variable 

PXRD patterns for 5cS. As shown 

in Figure 102, the retention of 

crystallinity occurs over the 

entire range of temperatures 

studied. In addition, the 

structural stability of 5cS was 

further verified both after 

proton conductivity 

experiments (Figure 102f) and in 

basic aqueous media by 

immersion in a pH = 14 aqueous 

solution for one month (Figure 

102g). 

Once its proper characterisation was done, and considering the strong interest 

observed recently in proton conductors together with the presence of an extended net 

of hydrogen-bonded water molecules and hydroxide anions in 5cS, we decided to 

perform ionic conductivity measurements on this water-stable material aiming at 

shedding some light concerning the transport mechanism involved in the proton-

hopping dynamics.  

Impedance data in the form of a complex plane plot for 5cS at 353 K and different 

relative humidity values (RH) are shown in Figure 103. The data show an 

overlapped/deformed broad arc at high frequencies/low RH with an associated 

capacitance of ~ 2-3·10-11 F cm-1. With increasing RH, lower frequency effects are seen, 

in the form of an inclined spike with an associated capacitance of ~ 8-10 μF cm-1, what 

indicates a partial-blocking electrode response consistent with proton migration. The 

structural stability of 5cS after post-impedance measurements was confirmed by X-ray 

diffraction (Figure 102f). 

 

Figure 102. Calculated (a) and variable-temperature 
PXRD patterns of the activated phase of 5cS at (b) 298, 
(c) 343, (d) 353, and (e) 370 K. PXRD pattern profiles of 
5cS (f) after proton conduction measurements and (g) 
after 1 month immersed in a pH = 14 aqueous solution 
at RT. 
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The conductivity of 5cS 

increases with the relative 

humidity (Figure 103), a feature 

which is characteristic of many 

water-mediated proton 

conductors. For instance, the 

conductivity at 353 K increases 

from 1.1 × 10−6 S cm−1 at 60 % RH 

up  to 8.6 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 95 % 

RH. The proton conductivity for 

5cS measured at 297 K and 95 % 

RH, 1.0 × 10−5 S cm−1, is 

comparable with other 

carboxylate-based MOFs.34  

Figure 104 shows the overall pellet conductivities in the shape of traditional 

Arrhenius plots as a function of RH. These plots show a linear behaviour with activation 

energies (Ea) of 0.42, 0.43, 0.42, and 0.34 eV for RH values of 60, 70, 80, and 95 %, 

respectively. Such relatively small numbers are within the range typically attributed to a 

Grotthuss transfer mechanism via water molecules, 0.1−0.5 eV.35–39 

These results suggest that, even in the absence of free acid or basic groups in the 

framework, the presence of a hydrogen-bonded intricate chain involving both the free 

water and the hydroxo/water ligands is enough to develop moderate ionic conductivity. 

Although a vehicle mechanism40 contribution cannot be discarded, this conductivity 

most-likely arises from the proton hopping through the hydrogen-bonded array of water 

molecules, as expected for a structure diffusion mechanism41,42 in agreement with 

previous theoretical-experimental studies in pure water43–45 or acid aqueous solutions.46 

Figure 103. Nyquist plots for 5cS at 353 K under four 
different relative humidity values. Solid lines indicate 
the fitting to the equivalent circuit 
(RbQb)(RgbQgb)(Qe).  
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Figure 104. Protonic conductivity data of 5cS vs. reciprocal temperature (Arrhenius plot) at four 
selected relative humidity values. The corresponding activation energies (Ea) are indicated. 

Proton transport mechanisms in solids has attracted great interest because of its 

relation to many natural processes47 and its potential application in a wide variety of 

electrochemical and energy-conversion devices.48 However, the vast majority of the 

theoretical studies, with regard to the mechanism of proton conduction (most of them 

of theoretical nature), could only be carried out so far in non-porous solids.49–53 In 

contrast, despite the fact that MOFs show excellent results as proton conducting 

materials  (since they exhibit large pores which allow the movement of ions as well as 

the presence of guest carrier molecules),54,55 the first joint experimental/theoretical 

study dealing with the proton-conduction mechanism in a MOF was published only very 

recently.56 This outstanding feature is undoubtedly related to the high disorder that the 

solvent molecules display. 

Therefore, in spite of the large pores that 5cS exhibits, the water molecules hosted 

in its channels are particularly ordered and their positions (including those of their 

hydrogen atoms and thus, the directionality of the H-bond) could be accurately 

allocated. With this information in mind, we are able to propose a clear conduction 
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mechanism for the proton conductive 5cS MOF in agreement with the recent findings 

shown by Damasceno et al.56 

Figure 100 shows the hydrogen-bonded pathways developing inside one hexagonal 

channel in 5cS. At first sight, it is reasonable to suppose that a number of concerted 

tautomeric equilibria should be followed in the channels (and in other proton 

conducting MOFs). Aiming at suggesting a model consistent with the experimentally 

located hydrogen atoms, we have focused just on a few of them. The observed pattern 

of atomic positions in the water branched chain is reliable with a hopping of protons 

between neighbouring and H-bonded water molecules being consistent with a 

Grotthuss-like mechanism.41 The distances crossed by the H atoms in the hopping 

process range from 0.73(4) to 1.14(1) with corresponding O···O separations varying in 

the range 2.686(10)-2.957(9) Å (see the detailed values in Tables 38 and 39, Annex I).  

The proposed mechanism is as follows: the starting situation found in the crystal 

structure would correspond to Figure 105a whereas Figures 105b and c show the 

proposed intermediate stages with the proton hopping between neighbouring 

molecules and their consecutive reorientation to finally recover the original situation 

(Figure 105d). Their orientations represent always a valid structure for the water net. 

We choose O2W as the proton transfer starting point which can initiate two different 

pathways toward O9W (path 1) or O1W (path 2). Afterwards, the two pathways must 

follow the labelled way of path 1/path 2 or exhibit a possible deviation (path 1’ or path 

2’), which is logical, given that an efficient concerted pathway requires multiple ways. 

Another important point is the occurrence of a hydrogen bond between hydroxo/water 

(O1H) and the water molecule O2W. The O2W···OH distance of 2.908(5) Å and the quite 

perfect directionality of the H-bond [(O-H···O2W angle of 171(14)°] seem to suggest that 

a proton transfer from O1H to the "initiator" O2W happens, indicating that a hydrogen 

of the hydroxo/water bridged molecule in 5cS plays a role, as proton injector, in the 

proposed mechanism. 
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Figure 105. Complete cycle of the proton conduction showing the proton hopping between the 
hydrogen-bonded water/hydroxo groups and the sequential reorientation: (a) starting real 
situation (data shown from crystal structure); (b and c) intermediate proposed stages where the 
proton hopping and the water molecules reorientation occur; and (d) recovery of the starting 
situation. The water molecules are represented by red filled spheres. The black, grey and blue 
solid lines represent the initial (observed), broken and formed O-H bonds, respectively. The dotted 
and the continuous circles represent initial and final hydrogen positions, respectively. The dotted 

lines represent the hydrogen bonds (for details on the O···O distances see Table 39 in Annex I). 

As shown in Figure 106, the proton transfer extents to the O10W and O11 disordered 

water molecules located in the centre of the channels, suggesting that the whole 

network of water molecules participates in the conduction. We suggest that the 

translation movement of the O10w and O11 water molecules along the crystallographic 

c axis around the centre of the hexagonal voids, (see structure refinement and Figure 

106) is consistent with proton transfer along the 1D channels and could be the key point 

for the proton conductivity. It is obvious to suggest that the insertion of acidic molecules, 

acting as proton injectors, would increase the value of the proton conductivity 

dramatically. 
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Figure 106. Perspective view of the three possible dispositions of the disordered water molecules 
(O10 and O11) along the water chain located closer and in the centre of the channels averaged 
over the whole crystal and captured at the data collection temperature: separate pattern formed 
by (a) O10W, O11A and O11C along the crystallographic a axis, (b) O10A and O11B along the 
crystallographic c axis and (c) O10W, O11B and O11C along the crystallographic a axis. (O10W and 
O11B water molecules of crystallisation are depicted as red spheres, while O10A, O11A and O11C 
are drawn as purple, violet and yellow spheres, respectively). The dotted lines represent the 

plausible pathways of the hydrogen bonds. 

A detailed study of this type of material is not an easy task. Although some 

computational schemes, such as ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) methods, 

could offer a more realistic picture of this process, they have not been considered 

because of the complexity and high CPU time consumption that it would take.  

We have found that quantum molecular dynamics simulations are an excellent 

compromise alternative. This methodology has been used to contrast the proposed 

structure diffusion mechanism on the basis of the experimental data. This simplified 
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model provide us with a visual and dynamic picture of the proton hopping between 

neighbouring water molecules within the hydrogen-bonded 1D arrays of water 

molecules hosted in the channels. Two different simulations were done on a fragment 

of the water channel, where O2W is considered as the starting point and therefore, an 

additional hydrogen (coming from the 1/3 water-bridged molecule O1H) was added.  

In the first simulation, the O11A water molecule was replaced by a hydroxo group in 

order to include, in a way, the attractive effect of the anode on the extra proton (see 

computational details and Videos 1-4 in Annex I). In the second one, no replacement 

was done to verify that the proton hopping occurs in a spontaneous manner (Videos 5 

and 6). Overall, the optimised structures shown in the videos are in agreement with the 

proposed structure diffusion (Grotthuss-type) mechanism41 involving the cleavage and 

formation of O–H bonds, together with the hopping of the protons followed by the 

reorientation of the water molecules.  

 Even the limitations of the simplified model used, the dynamics simulation shown 

in Videos 1-6 shed light on the same direction and contrast the possibility of the 

proposed pathways on the basis of the experimental data. In this sense, several 

remarkable features are clearly observed:  

(i) the hopping of the protons occurs through a process of cleavage and formation of 

covalent O_H bonds involving the formation of relatively small charged water clusters 

(H5O2
+, H7O3

+ and H9O4
+) followed by a solvent reorganisation process;43 

 (ii) the transfer of a hydrogen atom from the O2W initiator to the O10W terminal, 

after successive proton transfers and water molecules reorientation, follows the 

sequence: “O2W-O9W-O8W-O7W-O10W”, as predicted in the proposed mechanism 

(path 1 in Figure 105);  

(iii) and the proton, upon arriving to the terminal O10W, continues on his way 

towards O11A along the crystallographic c axis, suggesting that the proton hopping 
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continues along the disordered water molecules through the centre of the channels 

(Figure 106). The process takes 200 and 300 femtoseconds (fs) to finish in the two 

theoretical simulations. 
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1.B.4.4. Magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of two dicopper(II) oxamidato-containing precursors, 

(Me4N)2{CuII
2[(S,S)-alamox](OH)2} · 6H2O (5aS) and (Me4N)2{CuII

2[(S,S)-valmox](OH)2} · 

6H2O (6aS), were investigated through direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility 

measurements as a function of the temperature. 

The MT versus T plots for 5aS and 6aS [M being the dc molar magnetic susceptibility 

per two copper(II) ions] are shown in Figure 107. The values of MT at room temperature 

are 0.33 (5aS) and 0.40 cm3 mol-1 K (6aS). They are below the expected value for two 

magnetically non-interacting copper(II) ions (MT = 2 x [(N2gCu
2/3kB)SCu(SCu + 1)] ≈ 0.80 

cm3 mol-1 K with SCu = 1/2 and gCu = 2.1). Upon cooling, the values of MT continuously 

decrease for both compounds and they vanish at ca. 90 K. This magnetic behaviour is 

characteristic of a moderately strong antiferromagnetic coupling within the two 

copper(II) centres through the oxamidato bridge.57 

Figure 107. Temperature dependence of MT for (a) 5aS and (b) 6aS under applied dc magnetic 
fields of 10 kG. The solid black lines represent the best-fit curves (see text).  

The analysis of the magnetic susceptibility data of 5aS and 6aS was carried out 

according to the Bleaney-Bowers expression for a pair of magnetically interacting spin 

doublets [eqn. (1)]58 
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𝜒𝑀𝑇𝐶𝑢 =
2𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝐶𝑢

2

𝑘𝐵𝑇
 [3 + exp (

−𝐽

𝑘𝑇
)]

−1

  (1) 

where N, β and k have their usual meanings, J is the magnetic coupling parameter and g 

is the average Landé factor. The best-fit values are: J = -359 (1) (5aS) and −412 cm−1 (6aS) 

with gCu = 2.15 (5aS) and 2.10 (6aS). The values of the agreement factors R are 2.0 x 10-5 

(5aS) and 3.0 x 10-5 (6aS), which are defined as ∑[(𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑒𝑥𝑝 − (𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑑]2/

∑[(𝜒𝑀𝑇)𝑒𝑥𝑝]2. The calculated curves match well the magnetic data in the temperature

range investigated (Figure 107). The calculated  J are in agreement with those found in 

the literature for oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) complexes which vary in the range -

305 to -591 cm-1.57 

Among the families of PCPs that have been obtained, the lanthanide(III)-based one 

deserves a special attention from the magnetic point of view since the lanthanide(III) 

nodes distributed within the framework have a square-antiprismatic geometry which is 

suitable for exhibiting single-ion magnet (SIM) behaviour.59–61 Therefore, the magnetic 

properties of the two Dy(III)- and Tb(III)-containing PCPs (5dS and 5eS, respectively) were 

firstly investigated through direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements in 

the temperature range 2.0 - 300 K. MT versus T plots [M being the dc molar magnetic 

susceptibility per one lanthanide(III) and six copper(II) ions] are shown in Figure 108. The 

values of MT at room temperature are 16.3 (5dS) and 13.6 cm3 mol-1 K (5eS). They are 

lower than those expected for a set of six magnetically isolated copper(II) ions and one 

lanthanide(III) ion, the MT value for one copper(II) ion and that for a trivalent lanthanide 

cation being given by eqns (2) and (3), respectively: 

𝜒𝑀𝑇𝐶𝑢 =
𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝐶𝑢

2

3𝑘𝐵
𝑆𝐶𝑢(𝑆𝐶𝑢 + 1)   (2)  

𝜒𝑀𝑇𝐿𝑛 =
𝑁𝛽2𝑔𝐿𝑛

2  𝐽𝐿𝑛(𝐽𝐿𝑛+1)

3𝑘𝐵
+

2𝑁𝛽2(𝑔𝐿𝑛−1) (𝑔𝐿𝑛−2)

3
 (3)
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In eqn. (3) we consider that the free-ion ground state is well separated in energy from 

the first excited state, the ground state being the only one thermally populated at room 

temperature. gLn is the Zeeman factor which obeys the expression [eqn(4)]: 

𝑔 =
3

2
+ [𝑆(𝑆 + 1) − 𝐿(𝐿 + 1)]/2𝐽(𝐽 + 1)   (4) 

Finally, L is the orbital quantum number and  is the spin-orbit coupling parameter. 

Therefore, the expected MT value for a set of six magnetically isolated copper(II) ions 

and one lanthanide(III) ion is 16.58 cm3 mol-1 K for dysprosium(III) [with SCu = 1/2, gCu = 

2.08, SDy = 5/2, gDy = 4/3, JDy = 15/2 and LDy = 5] and 14.24 cm3 mol-1 K for terbium(III) 

[with SCu = 1/2, gCu = 2.08, STb = 3, gTb = 3/2, JTb = 6 and LTb = 3]. 

Figure 108. Temperature dependence of MT for (a) 5dS and (b) 5eS under applied dc magnetic 
fields of 250 G (T < 30 K) and 5 kG (T ≥ 30 K). The insets show the field dependence of the 
magnetization (M) of 5dS (a) and 5eS (b) at T = 2.0 K. The solid lines are only eye-guides.

Upon cooling, MT continuously decreases most likely due to the antiferromagnetic 

coupling between the copper(II) centres through the trans-oxamidato and hydroxide 

bridges to further reach an incipient pseudo-plateau [at ca. 100 K (more evidenced for 

5eS) with MT values of 14.2 (5dS) and 11.8 cm3 mol-1 K (5eS)] which is consistent with 

the free-ion ground state from the dysprosium(III) and terbium(III) ions in 5dS and 5eS. 

A strong decrease MT occurs in the low temperature range due to the thermal 
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depopulation of the Stark levels of the lanthanide(III) ions until reaching 10.1 (5eS) at 7.6 

cm3 mol-1 K (5fS) at 2.0 K. 

The presence of non-interacting lanthanide(III) ions within the PCPs is supported by 

the M vs. H plots at 2.0 K (insets of Figure 108), where M is de magnetization per CuII
6LnIII

 

unit and H is the applied dc magnetic field. The magnetization curves show maximum 

values of M at 5 T of 4.88 (5dS) and 3.75 μB (5eS) that are far from reaching the saturation. 

They are both below the calculated values for the dysprosium(III) (10.0 μB) and 

terbium(III) (9.0 μB) free ions (without the influence of any ligand field). 

Figure 109. Frequency and temperature dependence of the (a) in-phase (χM’) and (b) the out-of-
phase (χM’’) component of the ac susceptibility for 5dS under an applied dc magnetic field of 2500 
G and a ±4.0 G oscillating field at various frequencies. 

Alternating current (ac) measurements were then carried out in order to investigate 

the possible slow relaxation of the magnetization of the dysprosium(III)-based PCP (5dS). 

The χM’ and χM’’ vs. T plots (Figure 109) [χM’ and χM’’ being the in-phase and the out-of-

phase magnetic susceptibilities measured per CuII
6DyIII unit] show an incipient frequency 

dependence under an applied field of 2500 G below 8.0 K down to the lowest 

temperature 2.0 K. This feature indicates the occurrence of slow relaxation of the 

magnetization, reminiscent of a SIM behaviour.62–66  
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However, the expected maxima in the curves due to the blocking could not be 

observed in the temperature range investigated (2.0 - 8.0 K), even by applying a dc 

magnetic field in order to suppress the quantum tunnelling of the magnetization (Figure 

109b). Hence, assuming a relaxation process driven by one activation energy (Ea) and 

exhibiting a single relaxation time (τ), this can be expressed in terms of the Arrhenius 

law [eqn. (5)]. 

𝜏 = 𝜏0exp (
𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇
)                                                            (5) 

where Ea is the activation energy and τ0 is the relaxation time. Taking into account that 

χM’’/χM’ = ln(2πντ0) where ν is the experimental ac field exciting frequency, one obtains 

eqn. (6), 

ln (
𝜒𝑀

′′

𝜒𝑀
′ ) = ln(2𝜋𝜈𝜏0) +  

𝐸𝑎

𝑘𝐵𝑇
                                          (6) 

which has been successfully applied in other examples of SIM and single-molecule 

magnets (SMM) systems to roughly evaluate the values of Ea and τ0.67,68 By applying this 

methodology (Figure 110), the calculated values for Ea and τ0 are 4.3 (3) cm-1 and 2.8 (2) 

x 10-7 s, respectively. These values are within the range expected for a SIM behaviour. 

 

Figure 110. Natural logarithm of the χM’’/ χM’ ratio vs. 1/T under a dc magnetic field of 2500 G and 
a 4 G oscillating field at diverse frequencies. 
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Alternating current (ac) measurements were also carried out for the terbium(III)-

based PCP (5eS). The χM’ and χM’’ vs. T plots (Figure 111) [χM’ and χM’’ being the in-phase 

and the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibilities measured per CuII
6TbIII unit] show an very 

incipient frequency dependence under an applied dc  field of 2500 G which is better 

appreciated at very low temperatures in the χM’’ vs. T plot (Figure 111b). This frequency 

dependence indicates a possible slow relaxation of the magnetization for the 

terbium(III) ions in 5eS; however, the blocking temperatures, as maxima, would be found 

well below 2.0 K and the very few available data (far from such maxima) prevent any 

treatment to calculate the relaxation time and the activation energy.  

 

Figure 111. Frequency and temperature dependence of the (a) in-phase (χM’) and the (b) out-of-
phase (χM’’) component of the ac susceptibility for 5eS under an applied dc magnetic field of 2500 
G and a ±4.0 G oscillating field at various frequencies. 
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1.B.5. Discussion

Encouraged by the results obtained in the section 1.A, where a family of PCPs was

synthesised from a series of amino acid derivative oxamato-based ligands, we decided 

to functionalise the library of amino acids derivatives with the oxamidato group instead, 

aiming at synthesising a new family of chiral materials which could exhibit interesting 

physicochemical properties. 

Hence, the effectiveness of the metalloligand design strategy has been 

demonstrated by the synthesis of a series of chiral subfamilies of PCPs exhibiting 

different architectures and properties, being their encoded chiral information efficiently 

transferred from the starting amino acids by means of a metallosupramolecular design 

strategy. Three subfamilies of PCPs have been obtained depending on the metal ion 

used as node to link the trans-oxamidato dicopper(II) precursors: barium(II)-, calcium(II)- 

and lanthanide(III)-derived ones. 

The subfamily of barium(II)-derived PCPs (5bS, 6bS and 7bS) exhibit very different 

structures depending on the ligand used. Although the three [(S,S)-alamox4, (S,S)-

valmox4- and (S,S)-leumox4-] ligands are in principle very similar, the different length of 

their hydrophobic aliphatic chains determine the metal ion organisation. The thorough 

study of their crystal structures has revealed a close relationship between the length 

and shape of the aliphatic residue and the complexity of the resulting 3D open-

framework. This phenomenon resembles the process of molecular recognition that 

takes place in polypeptides chains, where each amino acid residue is identified by 

different ligand connections acting as fingerprints. 

The isoreticular subfamily of calcium(II)-derived chiral PCPs (5cS, 6cS and 7cS) offered 

a unique possibility regarding the evaluation of the impact of the length of the alkyl side-

chains from the ligand decorating the walls of the pores on the adsorption of different 

light hydrocarbons. As far as we know, this is the first experimental study in which a 

family of isoreticular PCPs exhibiting different alkyl-functionalised pores is used to 

rationalise the adsorptive properties. The systematic variation of the length of the 
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aliphatic residue has allowed to investigate at the same time the influence of other 

parameters such as the pore window, the hydrophobicity, the kinetics and alkyl 

interactions on the adsorption and consequently, the selectivity.  

The overall trend observed in their adsorption capacities (5cS ˃  6cS ˃  7cS) is consistent 

with their decreasing pore size. Moreover, the three compounds exhibit higher 

adsorption abilities for those hydrocarbons with longer chain (CH4 << C2H6 < C3H8 < n-

C4H10) as result of the enhancement of interactions with the side chain of the MOF. In 

addition, the slope of the isotherms for C3H8 and n-C4H10 are much steeper, reflecting a 

stronger affinity for these gases.  

The study of the adsorption capabilities of 5cS, 6cS and 7cS for olefins showed no 

distinction between the C2H6 and the C2H4 uptake, but a significantly higher uptake of 

C3H6 respect to C3H8, most likely due to the stronger interaction of the π-bonding orbital 

of C3H6 with the open metal sites and its smaller kinetic diameter. The kinetics study 

further confirmed the trend observed above, even revealing an enhancement of the 

selectivities of 5cS, 6cS and 7cS towards the higher hydrocarbons, the adsorbed amount 

of CH4 being almost negligible especially for 7cS. Breakthrough experiments were also 

carried out showing very interesting results for 7cS, where the methane is not adsorbed 

at all and the values of retention time for ethane/methane and propane/methane are 

71 and 246 min, respectively. 

In summary, the use of amino acids with smaller residues leads to PCPs with bigger 

pore windows which is translated into higher gas uptakes but less selectivity since the 

carbon-carbon hydrophobic interactions are less effective. Thus, by the rational choice 

of the amino acid derivative ligand, we are capable to control the kinetic adsorption 

selectivity of methane towards other light hydrocarbons present in the natural gas, 

offering a new way for its purification. 

Furthermore, compound 5cS hosting a large number of water molecules into its 

pores, exhibited proton conductivity properties (its humidity-dependent conductivity at 

353 K ranging from 1.1 x 106 at 60 % RH to 8.6 x 104 S cm-1 at 95 % RH). The good quality 
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single crystal X-ray diffraction data showed an ordered net of water molecules, their 

positions (including the hydrogen atoms) being accurately determined in such a way 

that, the directionality of the hydrogen bonds could be then established. This allowed 

us to propose the involved pathways in the hopping of protons between neighbouring 

water molecules, which are in agreement with a Grotthuss-like mechanism and that 

have been further supported by quantum molecular dynamics simulations.  

Finally, two isoreticular PCPs were obtained when we explored the use of lanthanide 

instead of alkaline-earth ions for acting as nodes between the trans-oxamidato 

copper(II) complexes. Thus, using the (S,S)-alamox4- ligand, we obtained both 

dysprosium(III)- and terbium(III)-based PCPs 5dS and 5eS, respectively. Their magnetic 

properties were investigated through both direct (dc) and alternating current (ac) 

magnetic susceptibility measurements. The plots of the out-of-phase magnetic 

susceptibility vs. temperature of 5dS and 5eS showed incipient maxima which are 

indicative of a SIM behaviour of the lanthanide(III) ions embedded within their open-

frameworks, more evidenced in the case of the dysprosium(III)-derivative (5dS), where 

we could calculate the relaxation time and activation energy of the magnetization. The 

relatively fast relaxation time and thus the lack of maxima exhibited by 5dS and 5eS could 

be explained because both the dysprosium(III) and terbium(III) ions are not effectively 

isolated from a magnetic viewpoint and dipolar interactions may occur. Further works 

will include the use of a magnetic diluted sample with variable 

dysprosium(III)/yttrium(III) and terbium(III)/yttrium(III) molar ratio to minimise the 

possible  quenching in the magnet-like properties of the dysprosium(III) nodes. In any 

case, these compounds expand the still very limited family of lanthanide-based SIM-

MOFs60 published so far. 
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2.1. Introduction

The use of post-synthetic methods (PSM) leads to the heterogeneous chemical 

modification of a preassembled PCP, affording a new material that could not be 

synthesised de novo. Among all the possible post-modification routes which have been 

described previously in the main introduction, the so-called cation exchange and 

transmetalation techniques have been particularly useful in this Thesis and thus, they 

are described in detail. 

2.1.1. Cation Exchange 

In general, the term “cation exchange” refers to the replacement of the extra-

framework cations that can be attached to the framework structure or located within 

its pores. They include metal ions, 

cationic metal complexes and organic 

cations; so, a distinction from the metal-

ion exchange described in the next 

section (where the metal ions 

susceptible to be exchanged are 

contained in the building blocks and 

constitute the framework) has been 

done (see Figure 1). Note that the term 

“cation exchange” can be found in the 

literature referring to the 

transmetalation as well.1–4 

The vast family of anionic PCPs that 

has been described to date represents an outstanding platform for the study of the 

exchange of their charge-balancing cations by metal cations, cationic metal complexes 

or organic cations and for the investigation of their influence on the final properties of 

Figure 1. PSM by exchange of (a) metal ions 

of the secondary building units of the 
framework (transmetalation) and (b) charge-
balancing cations within the pores (cation 
exchange). 
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the material. Cation exchange methods have been proven to be successful in order to 

tune the PCP features enhancing and/or introducing new functionalities such as 

magnetic properties, luminescence, gas sorption, catalysis, etc.  

The ion substitution phenomena have been long observed in zeolites,5 molecular 

cages6 and more recently in PCPs.7 One of the first reports concerning cation exchange 

in PCPs is the work done by Liu and Eddaoudi.8 They synthesised a series of anionic 

zeolite-like MOFs (ZMOFs) which exhibit and easy ionic exchange capacity retaining their 

morphology and crystallinity and affording thus, a novel strategy to encapsulate cationic 

chromophores which could serve as sensor units.  

Dincă and collaborators performed the substitution of the extra-framework Mn2+ 

ions in Mn3[(Mn4Cl)3(btt)8(CH3OH)10]2 [btt = 1,3,5-benzenetris(tetrazolate)] with Li+, Cu+, 

Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ and Zn2+ yielding a series of isostructural compounds and they 

studied their influence on the H2 adsorption enthalpy.9 The results revealed a large 

cation-dependent variation of this adsorption enthalpy. Many other illustrative 

examples of the enhancement of the H2 sorption properties via cation exchange, usually 

with Li+ cations, can be found in the literature.10–13  

Besides the improvement of the sorption properties of the PCPs, cation exchange 

also represents a useful strategy in order to introduce catalytic functionalities into a 

preformed material as demonstrated by the work carried out by Sanford and co-

workers.14 They incorporated a variety of cationic complexes of Pd(II), Fe(II), Ir(I), Rh(I) 

and Ru(II) into the ZJU-28 MOF affording a new family of materials (see Figure 2). 

Interestingly, the Rh(I)-based ZJU-28 MOF catalyses the hydrogenation of 1-octene to n-

octane. 

Intensive studies on lanthanide(III)-loaded luminescent PCPs revealed that the post-

synthetic encapsulation of lanthanide(III) ions via cation exchange provides a promising 

method to achieve tuneable luminescence of application in sensing.15,16 
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Figure 2. Strategy for supporting molecular transition metal catalysts in the ZJU-28 MOF. 

The Zhang team carried out the post-synthetic cation exchange of the 

dimethylammonium cations in the MOF {[Me2NH2]0.125[In0.125(H2L)0.25] · xDMF}n  with 

lanthanide(III) cations such as Eu3+, Tb3+, Dy3+ and Sm3+.17 Moreover, this MOF could also 

be loaded with different dyes such as rhodamine B affording a material which is sensitive 

to organic solvent molecules and shows a potential application in the fabrication of 

luminescent sensors. The success of this technique resides on three basic factors: (i) 

usually mild conditions are required for the post-modification step, (ii) the sensitisation 

that luminescent ions may undergo within de framework and (iii) PCPs provide a rigid 

scaffold that can serve to protect lanthanide cations from solvent quenching. 

Drug delivery is another very interesting application of the cation exchange 

approach. Special attention deserves the smart work reported by Rosi et al.18 where they 

illustrate that cationic drugs can be loaded into the pores of a PCP through cation 

exchange. The authors exchanged the dimethylammonium cations residing in the pores 

of their bioMOF-1 with procainamide·HCl.18 Aiming at proving that exogenous cations in 

biological fluids could then affect the release of the drugs via alternative cation 

replacement, they soaked the drug loaded material in a phosphate-buffered saline 

solution and monitored the drug release in competition with buffer cations. 
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2.1.2. Transmetalation 

Early studies in cation exchange demonstrated that the metal substitution in PCPs 

was not only achieved for charge-balancing metals but also for intra-framework, 

strongly bound nodes. Long and Dincă wanted to exchange the Mn2+ counter-balancing 

cations in their Mn3[(Mn4Cl)3(BTT)8(CH3OH)10]2 material by Li+, Cu+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+ 

and Zn2+ aiming at improving the H2 sorption.9 The metal cation exchange resulted into 

the formation of isostructural compounds with different exchange ratio depending on 

the size and charge of the exchanged metal ion. Surprisingly, they observed that not only 

the expected substitution of extra-framework Mn2+ cations took place for the Cu2+ and 

Zn2+ ions, but also a significant degree of intra-framework cation substitution occurred. 

In such a way, they demonstrated that even the metal ions from the framework could 

be exchanged.  

The transmetalation process, also referred as “metal metathesis”, entails the partial 

or complete replacement of the SBU or metal nodes of a PCP with a metal precursor 

(usually a solution of a metal salt), without compromising the structure, preferably in a 

single crystal-to-single crystal (SC to SC) transformation. 

Sometimes, the conventional synthetic path for a PCP turns to be unsuccessful when 

working with different metal ions. This is not surprising since the variation in size, 

geometric restriction on the coordination sphere and electronic properties of the 

different metal ions may interfere with the PCP structure assembly. Moreover, certain 

metal ions (Ti3+, V2+, Cr2+, Co2+, etc.) can be oxidised under standard solvothermal 

conditions (high temperature and dioxygen atmosphere). Some small metals ions such 

as Ti4+ show difficulties to be incorporated into structures which demand high 

coordination numbers. Conversely, it is not a trivial task to introduce metals that favour 

high coordination numbers such as lanthanides into an octahedral geometry. Therefore, 

transmetalation methods may help to overcome some of these problems until a certain 

extent, expanding the synthetic possibilities in the PCPs chemistry.  
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Nevertheless, attaining a complete and controlled exchange can sometimes be a 

challenging task. Metal nodes substitution requires overcoming large kinetic barriers, 

diffusion problems due to the limited pore sizes, steric hindrances imposed by the ligand 

and framework and confinement into unusual geometries.  If one wants to make of 

transmetalation a rational tool to prepare new materials with prefixed properties, a 

proper understanding of the factors which govern the metal exchange and its 

mechanism becomes pivotal.  

Firstly, one must be able to predict, to some extent, which metal ions will replace 

the others from the framework. In so doing, one must take into account the features of 

the leaving and inserting metal ions such as the size, geometric restriction on the 

coordination sphere and electronic properties, as well as the role of the ligand field 

strength. As a very general approach, metal sites having high coordination numbers will 

undergo less degree of exchange than those containing open metal sites unless their 

weak field ligands dissociate readily.  Those ions with greater charge or smaller radius 

are incorporated easier because they form stronger bonds. The majority of studies 

about transmetalation reported so far, claim that Cu2+ typically inserts to the greatest 

extent and is the least reversible since it forms more covalent and thermodynamically 

stable bonds.19–24 However, less electronegative cations like Pb2+, Cd2+ or Mn2+ form 

more labile bonds, allowing them to undergo a faster metal substitution.25,26 Therefore, 

information about the kinetics and thermodynamics of the process is required, 

especially for the preparation of heterometallic species, which can be achieved by 

carefully choosing the initial concentration of the solution of the inserting ion.  

Yao and co-workers reported an example of metal ion exchange process which 

illustrates the metal ion preferences mentioned above. They synthesised a material 

called SUMOF-1-Zn with formula [Zn6(BTB)4(bpy)3] · (sol)x (H3BTB = 4,4’,4’’-benzene-

1,3,5-triyl-benzoic acid), containing the commonly used paddle-wheel entity 

[M2(RCOO)4] as SBU. The study of the exchange of the Zn2+ ions from the SBU with 

different transition metal ions revealed interesting conclusions.23 Scheme 1 summarizes 

the transmetalation reactions that take place. 
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Scheme 1. Total and partial substitution processes of the intra-framework metal ions at the 
paddle-wheel motif in SUMOF-1. 

They show a complete exchange of the Zn2+ by the Cu2+ metal ions in SUMOF-1-Zn. 

Interestingly, the reverse ion exchange only takes place up to 38 % yield. The parent 

material SUMOF-1-Zn can also show a partial exchange of the Zn2+ by Ni2+ and Co2+ ions, 

(38 and 35 % of the Zn2+ ions being substituted, respectively). These two exchange 

reactions are reversible and the Ni2+ and Co2+ atoms can be completely substituted with 

Zn2+ ions. Overall, the relative stabilities of the metal-carboxylate paddle-wheel motifs 

within this SUMOF-1 family follow the trend Co ≈ Ni < Zn < Cu which is consistent with 

the Irving-Willian series.27 

However, the metal exchange processes neither necessary obey the observed trend 

above nor the general metal-ion considerations explained before since the framework 

itself also plays a key role. The metal nodes are embedded in the lattice of the PCP so 

they do not possess the degrees of freedom that molecules in solution do. Considering 

that the lattice limits the geometrical distortions, a certain degree of flexibility is needed. 

Moreover, the process is likely influenced by diffusion and size effects, because the 

exchange mainly occurs within the pores. 
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An illustrative example is the work done by Song and co-workers28  where the 

authors demonstrate that the 

transmetalation process is not only 

influenced by the chemical nature 

of the exchanged ion but also by 

the flexibility of the framework. 

They use the two MOFs, Zn-HKUST-

1 and Zn-PMOF-2 having the same 

Zn2(RCOO)4 paddle-wheel SBUs but 

linked through ligands of different 

size and flexibility (see Figure 3) to 

investigate their transmetalation 

with Cu(II) ions. While the complete transmetalation could be accomplished in a flexible 

Zn-PMOF-2 framework made with large organic linkers, only up to 56 % of the 

framework Zn(II) ions were replaced from the rigid Zn-HKUST-1 system consisting of 

small and rigid organic linkers. 

The proper choice of the solvent also becomes a fundamental factor to take in 

account. Solvents are involved in the metal exchange mechanisms in diverse manners: 

solvating the inserting metal ions, coordinating the leaving metal ions and/or stabilising 

the intermediate species. Therefore, the consideration of the solvent properties 

(dielectric constant, molecular size or ligand field strength) might become a powerful 

handle in order to target the exchange. For instance, Song and co-workers reported in 

their aforementioned work (see above) that the substitution of Zn2+ ions in their MOF 

Zn-HKUST-1 with Cu2+ ions occurs more slowly in DMF than in methanol, a solvent with 

a stronger field ligand.28 

The metal exchange processes look into the improvement of the PCPs properties 

such as thermal stability, robustness, permanent porosity, etc. and/or into de 

incorporation of new properties such as magnetic, catalytic and luminescent, selective 

sorption, etc.3,29–32  

 

Figure 3.  BTC and L ligands interlinking three Zn(II) 
paddle-wheel SBUs within the MOF Zn-HKUST-1 
and six Zn(II) paddle-wheel SBUs within the MOF 
Zn-PMOF-2, respectively. 
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The most usual application for cation exchanged PCPs is gas storage since 

inserting cations with open 

coordination sites and open shell 

electronic structures can enhance 

the adsorption interactions 

between the framework and the 

guest molecules. Besides, some 

metal substitutions led to more 

stable materials. Continuing with 

the work by Song et al.,28 they 

illustrate how by replacing the Zn2+ 

metal nodes from their Zn-HKUST-1 

material by Cu2+ ions, an improvement in the stability and thus, in the adsorption 

properties of the MOF, can be achieved. The Cu-exchanged material exhibits a BET 

(Brunauer–Emmett–Teller) surface area of 3550 m2 g-1 and a N2 uptake of 942 cm3 g-1, 

while the original Zn-HKUST-1 is not stable and loses its crystallinity during the activation 

step and shows no significant N2 sorption (see Figure 4). 

This technique has been also explored for the improvement of the CO2 sorption 

affording successful results such as the work done by Lau et al. where they partially 

replace the Zr(IV) ions by Ti(IV) ions in the MOF UiO-66.33 The smaller Ti(IV) ions may 

decrease the pore sizes within the framework to be closer to the ideal pore sizes for CO2 

adsorption, enhancing thus the CO2 uptake of Ti-exchanged UiO-66. 

Transmetalation also offers an attractive strategy for the incorporation of catalytic 

sites. Eddaoudi and coauthors applied metal-ion exchange to their material 

porph@MOM-10 consisting of a [meso-tetra(N-methyl-4-pyridyl)porphine 

tetratosylate] encapsulated in the [Cd6(bpt)4Cl4(H2O)4] (bpt = biphenyl-3,4′,5-

tricarboxylate) (see Figure 5).26 By replacing the Cd(II) atoms by Mn(II) and Cu(II) via SC 

to SC processes, the resulting derivatives are permanently porous and exhibit catalytic 

activity for the epoxidation of trans-stilbene affording a 75 and 79 % percentages of 

 

Figure 4. The N2 sorption isotherms of Zn-
HKUST-1, Cu-HKUST-1 and two partially 
transmetalated Zn-HKUST-1 materials. 
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conversion, respectively (compared to only a 7% conversion provided by the original 

Cd(II) material). 

 

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the transmetalation process in the porph@MOM-10 
framework. 

Last, but not least, exchanged materials represent an excellent platform for reactivity 

studies, since some of the resulting metal 

assemblies within the frameworks cannot be 

achieved in the traditional molecular chemistry. 

For instance, a ligand field analysis of Ni-MOF-5 

indicates that the tripodal ligand Zn3O(COO)6 is by 

far the strongest ligand to stabilise a Ni2+ ion in a 

pseudo-tetrahedral geometry (see Figure 6). This 

is remarkable because ligand fields of similar 

strength coerce the Ni2+ ion to assume a square 

planar configuration.34  

2.2. Previous work 

Although some preliminary attempts of cation exchange have been performed in our 

group, the corresponding studies were not sufficiently developed and the results have 

not been reported. Herein, in order to investigate the diverse post-modification 

approaches, we have chosen the well-known three-dimensional PCP of formula 

NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8) [Me3mpba4–= N,N’-2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3-

 

Figure 6. Illustration of the 

Zn3O(COO)6  SBU of MOF-5 as a 

tripodal support that reinforces a 

tetrahedral oxygen ligand field. 
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phenylenebis(oxamate)] for several reasons. Firstly, it is a well-known system in our 

group and both its synthesis and its characterisation are well established; secondly, it is 

a robust and water stable material which facilitates the SC to SC transformations; in 

addition, its anionic framework provides an outstanding platform to carry out the cation 

substitution experiments. Finally, the combination of porosity and long-range magnetic 

ordering in the same material makes 8 a promising candidate for the preparation of 

multifunctional magnetic materials.    

The anionic compound 8 is prepared following the metalloligand approach reacting 

the dicopper(II) complex Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] · 4H2O with Mn(NO3)2 · 4H2O (see 

Schemes 2 and 3). 

 

Scheme 2. Synthetic route for the preparation of the dicopper(II) metalloligand 
Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] · 4H2O. 

 

Scheme 3. Metalloligand strategy fot the construction of the PCP NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 

60H2O using the dinuclear metallacyclophane [Cu2(Me3mpba)2]4- toward tris-chelated Mn(II) ions.  
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Compound 8 crystallises in the P4/mmm space group of the tetragonal system. It 

consists of an anionic 3D open-framework structure with hydrated Na+ countercations 

occupying its cavities together with crystallisation water molecules. The 3D network can 

be described as an extended parallel array of anionic oxamato-bridged MnII
4CuII

6 layers 

growing in the ab plane with a mixed square/octagonal (4·82) net topology that are 

further interconnected through the two m-phenylene spacers among the Cu(II) ions in 

an up-and-down disposition to yield a trinodal (3,4,4) net with a (63)(64·82)(64·8·10) 

symbol.  

The resulting open-framework structure presents a trimodal pore size distribution 

along the crystallographic c axis with small square pores and two types of large 

octagonal pores. These two types of wide octagonal channels result from the distinct 

orientation of the trimethyl-substituted phenylene spacers pointing inward or outward 

of the channels (see Figure 7). Thus, the channels where the aliphatic groups point 

inward are hydrophobic while those where the aliphatic groups point outward are 

hydrophilic. This situation is reflected both in their relative diameters of 1.5 and 2.2 nm 

for the hydrophobic and hydrophilic pores, respectively, and in their different 

occupation by the crystallisation water molecules and the hydrated Na+ countercations. 

Figure 7. Perspective view of the 3D anionic network of 8 (a) along the crystallographic c and (b) 
b axes. Cu(II) and Mn(II) atoms from the coordination network are represented as green and 
purple polyhedral, respectively, whereas the Na(I) atoms occupying the channels are depicted as 
yellow spheres. Water molecules are omitted for clarity. 
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Therefore, the free water molecules are unequally hosted within both types of 

octagonal channels, whereas the tetraaquasodium(I) motifs which are weakly bounded 

to the carboxylate and carbonyl oxygen atoms from the oxamato groups ocuppy the 

hydrophilic channels. The estimated empty volume without the crystallisation water 

molecules is 11997 Å3, a value which represents up to ca. 60 % of the potential void 

space per unit cell volume (V = 20075 Å3).  

Figure 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the product of the direct current (dc) molar magnetic 

susceptibility by the temperature (MT) of 8 (the inset shows the minimum of MT in detail). (b) 
Field-Cooled Magnetization of 8. The solid lines are only eye-guides. 

The magnetic properties of 8 have also been previously reported. The presence of a 

minimum in the MT vs. T plot (Figure 8a) is characteristic of an overall ferrimagnetic 

behaviour resulting from the moderately strong antiferromagnetic interaction between 

the MnII and the CuII ions through the oxamato bridge. The long-range magnetic ordering 

that 5 exhibits (Figure 8b), arises from the occurrence of an effective interlayer 

ferromagnetic interaction resulting from the weak ferromagnetic coupling between the 

CuII ions across the double 2,4,6-trimethylphenylenebis(amidate) bridges within the 

dinuclear metallacyclophane pillaring units. 
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2.3. Objectives 

The first objective is to synthesise and characterise a new series of multifunctional 

materials derived from the already well-known anionic PCP 8, which serves as a platform 

to test the cation exchange approach. The Na+ countercations will be exchanged with 

other alkali cations leading to a new family of analogue PCPs aiming at investigating the 

effect of the alkaline countercation replacement on the structure stability and the final 

properties of the material.  

Following this vein, the second objective deals with the substitution of the extra-

framework cations of the porous magnet 8 with a cationic metal complex displaying 

magnetic properties as well. Thus, we will investigate the incorporation of new 

properties through cation exchange and the possible interaction between both 

magnetic behaviours. 

The third objective concerns the design and performance of SC to SC metal-exchange 

experiments in order to substitute the extra- and/or intra-framework metal ions of a 

parent PCP to get a new family of multifunctional PCPs which cannot be obtained via 

direct synthesis. They will be thoroughly characterised in order to prove their 

isostructurality and their physical properties will be deeply studied. We want to 

demonstrate that the post-modification techniques constitute an efficient approach for 

the introduction of new physical properties in a preformed PCP. The possible 

substitution of the different metal sites within the PCP will be investigated, aiming at 

shedding some light on the exchange mechanism. 
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The sodium(I) cations of the compound NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3 · 60H2O}n can 

be exchanged with other alkaline cations affording two new isostructural materials. 

Their physical properties are then studied to determine the possible influence of the 

different cations on the structure and properties. 

2.A.1. Synthesis

Crystals of the ancestor MOF 8 were immersed into saturated aqueous solutions of

LiCl · 6H2O and KCl  · 6H2O and the alkaline cation exchange via SC to SC transformation 

occurred to afford the new MOFs LiI4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3 · 68H2O}n (9) and 

KI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3 · 69H2O}n (10), respectively (Scheme 4).  

Scheme 4. Cation exchange approach for the replacement of the sodium(I) ions in the anionic 
framework of 8 with lithium(I) or potassium(I) cations affording the new MOFs 9 and 10. The pink 
and green spheres represent the Mn(II) and Cu(II) atoms from the covalent framework 
respectively, whilst the yellow, blue and orange spheres stand for the sodium(I), lithium(I) and 
potassium(I) counterions, respectively. 

Although inductively coupled plasma atomic absorption spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements indicate that the most of the cations 

are exchanged in a few minutes (preventing any possible kinetic analysis), the crystals 

were left into the saturated solutions for 24 hours to ensure the complete replacement. 

Moreover, preliminary results pointed out the reversibility of the cation substitution. 
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2.A.2. Crystal Structure and Characterisation

Compounds 8-10 are isostructural and they crystallise in the P4/mmm space group

of the tetragonal system. Their structure consist of an anionic 3D Mn4Cu6 open-

framework exhibiting a pillared square/octagonal layer structural architecture 

containing either small square channels or two types of large octagonal pores along the 

crystallographic c axis. The presence of these two types of narrow and wide octagonal 

pores (relative diameters of ca. 1.5 and 2.0 nm) arises from the different disposition of 

the trimethyl-substituted phenylene spacers directing inward or outward of the voids, 

respectively. The estimated empty volumes without the highly disordered crystallisation 

water molecules are slightly different in the three isostructural compounds [11997 (8), 

13109 (9) and 12204 Å3 (10)], and they correspond to 60.0 (8), 63.1 (9) and 55.8 % (10) 

of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 20075 (8), 20770 (9) and 21868 Å3 (10)]. 

Figure 9. Perspective view of the 3D anionic network of 8 (a), 9 (b) and 10 (c) along the 
crystallographic c axis. Copper and manganese atoms from the covalent network are represented 
by green and purple polyhedra, respectively, whereas the sodium (8), lithium (9) and potassium 
(10) atoms occupying the channels are depicted as yellow, blue and orange spheres, respectively
(free and coordinated water molecules are omitted for clarity).

The hydrated charge-counterbalancing alkaline M+ cations [M = Na (8), Li (9) and 

(10)] exhibit a different distribution within the channels along both the parallel and 

perpendicular directions, most likely due to the variation in the ionic radii of these 

cations [0.68 (Li+), 0.95 (Na+) and 1.33 Å (K+)]. While the small-sized Li+ ions occupy only 

the narrow octagonal channels in 9, the bigger Na+ and K+ are hosted in the square and 
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wide octagonal channels in 8 and 10, respectively. Moreover, Li+ ions are located in the 

intralayer space in 9, whereas Na+ and K+ occupy the interlayer space in 8 and 10, 

respectively (see Figure 9 and 10).  

Figure 10. Perspective views fragments of the coordination network of 8 (a), 9 (b) and 10 (c) 
emphasising the coordinative interactions of the alkaline cations. Copper and manganese atoms 
from the covalent network are represented by green and purple polyhedra, respectively, whereas 
the sodium (8), lithium (9) and potassium (10) atoms occupying the channels are depicted as 
yellow, blue and orange spheres respectively. 

Figure 10 shows that both type of Na+ ions in 8, (Na1 and Na2), which are located in 

the larger octagonal pores also full with water molecules, are simultaneously 

coordinated to the carboxylate-oxygen atoms from the two Me3mpba ligands, forming 

the copper(II) basal plane. In contrast, Li+ and K+ ions in 9 and 10 respectively, are 

coordinated to the carbonyl-oxygen atoms that form the coordination environment of 

the octahedral manganese(II) ions (see Figures 9 and 10). 
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The water contents of 8-10 has been determined by thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) under a dry N2 

atmosphere. A fast mass loss 

from room temperature to 

around 150 °C can be observed 

for all three compounds. It is 

followed by a plateau in the 

range ca. 150-300 °C, and then its 

decomposition starts (Figure 11). 

The values of the mass loss ca. 31 

(8), 34 (9) and 35 % (10) at 125 °C, 

correspond to 60, 68 and 69 

water molecules per formula 

unit, respectively. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of polycrystalline samples of 8-10 have 

been measured in water suspensions to prevent the partial loss of water at room 

temperature. Within each 

sample, the experimental PXRD 

pattern profile is consistent with 

the calculated one (see Figure 

12) confirming the purity of the

bulk samples. Moreover the 

comparison of the PXRD 

patterns of 8-10 further confirms 

that all three compounds are 

isostructural and thus, that the 

exchange process of the alkaline 

cations does not modify the 

Figure 11. TGA of 8 (green), 9 (red) and 10 (blue) 
under a dry N2 atmosphere. 

Figure 12. Experimental (___) and calculated (_o_) PXRD 
pattern profiles of the hydrated phases of 8 (green), 9 
(red) and 10 (blue) measured as water suspensions in 
the 2θ range 5.0–40.0° at r.t. 
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open-framework structures, as revealed by the X-ray diffraction results on single crystals 

of the samples. 

 PXRD studies were then carried out for 8-10 under heating from 298 up to 370 K in 

order to analyse the relative structural stability of each compound upon water loss 

(Figure 13). The variable-temperature PXRD pattern shows a total loss of the crystallinity 

for the starting material 8, even at room temperature (Figure 13). In contrast, the PXRD 

patterns of 9 and 10 reveal a retention of the crystallinity over the whole temperature 

range investigated. The overall situation reveals that 8 seems to become amorphous 

upon removal of water whereas the frameworks of 9 and 10 remain crystalline. The 

different locations of the alkaline cations within the open-frameworks must lie at the 

origin of the enhanced structural stability of 9 and 10 compared to 8. 

Figure 13. Variable temperature PXRD patterns of dehydrated 8 (a), 9 (b) and 10 (c) at 298 (blue), 
343 (red), 353 (green), and 370 K (orange). 
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The analysis of the crystal structure of 8 shows that both Na1 and Na2 atoms are 

located inside the larger octagonal pores simultaneously coordinated to the 

carboxylate-atoms from the two Me3mpba ligands which constitute the copper(II) basal 

plane (see Figure 10). Upon water removal, this feature can originate a reorientation of 

the organic linkers, ultimately leading to the structural collapse. This tetrahedral 

distortion of the copper(II) ions has already been reported for other oxamato-based 

PCPs.1 In contrast, the Li and K atoms in 9 and 10 respectively, are coordinated to the 

carbonyl-oxygen atoms that build the coordination environment of the octahedral 

manganese(II) ions (see Figure 10). The possible distortions in the Mn(II) octahedral 

geometry that are caused by displacements of the coordinated Li or K atoms when losing 

the water molecules would be much softer than those predicted for a square to 

tetrahedral distortion and would not lead to a final structural collapse. Therefore, the 

behaviour predicted through the analysis of the crystal structures of 8-10, matches with 

the observed behaviour illustrated by the PXRD patterns. 

2.A.3. Physical Properties 

The stability of 8-10 was also proven in terms of gas sorption properties. All samples 

were dehydrated at 80 °C under reduced pressure for 16 h prior to the sorption 

measurements to afford the corresponding dehydrated phases 8’-10’.  

The low-pressure N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K for 8’-10’ show remarkable 

differences. While the original 8’ displays hardly any adsorption of N2, its lithium(I) (9’) 

and potassium(I) (10’) derivatives exhibit a much greater uptake (Figure 14a). For 

compounds 9’ and 10’, the calculated BET surface areas [270 (9’) and 200 m2g-1 (10’)] 

follow the trend expected according to the estimated volumes [13109 (9) and 12204  Å3 

(10)]. 

A similar trend to that of N2 adsorption is observed for the high-pressure H2 

isotherms measured at 77 K. In contrast, the adsorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 (both 

measured at 273 K) indicate that 8’ and 9’ have comparable uptakes since especially 
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their CO2 isotherms almost overlap (Figure 14c). The results for 8’ can be attributed to 

its loss of structural stability upon dehydration, which obviously leads to slightly smaller 

and less homogeneous pores and this is translated into less uptakes. Even so, its 

channels are accessible to smaller molecules such as CO2. 

 

Figure 14. (a) Low-pressure N2 at 77 K, high-pressure (b) H2 at 77 K, (c) CO2 at 273 K and (d) CH4 at 
273 K  sorption isotherms for 8’ (green), 6’ (red), and 7’ (blue). Filled and empty symbols indicate 
the adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively.  

When comparing the adsorptive behaviour for 9’ and 10’, it is striking to observe that 

while the Li(I)-containing sample displays a larger BET area, the K(I)-containing sample 

shows a much higher affinity for H2, CO2 and CH4 (see Figure 14). These results 

demonstrate that both the nature and location of the cation within the framework are 

of fundamental importance in the adsorptive properties of the material. Interestingly, 

these different uptake results for different adsorbates evidence that we are not only 
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able to achieve an important increase in the sorption capacity in a given material via 

cation exchange but, more importantly, they reveal that we can also modify the gas 

selectivity. 

Aiming at studying the effect of the alkaline countercation replacement and the 

water loss along this series on the magnetic properties, we measured them in both the 

direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) regimes, for both the hydrated (8-10) and 

dehydrated phases (8’-10’). 

The MT vs. T plots (M being the dc molar magnetic susceptibility per CuII
6MnII

4 unit 

and T the temperature) for both 8-10 and 8’-10, show the same qualitative general 

behaviour (Figure 15). They exhibit a characteristic minimum which is indicative of a 

ferrimagnetic behaviour resulting from the intralayer antiferromagnetic interactions 

between the CuII and high-spin MnII ions through the oxamato bridge, as previously 

found in other oxamate-based manganese(II)-copper(II) layered compounds.2,3 

Figure 15. Temperature dependence of the product of the direct current (dc) molar magnetic 

susceptibility by the temperature (MT) of the (a) hydrated and (b) dehydrated phases of 8 (green), 

9 (red) and 10 (blue). The inset shows the minima of MT for 8-10 in detail. The solid lines are only 
eye-guides. 

This common ferrimagnetic behaviour of 8-10 was also suggested by the M vs. H 

plots at 2.0 K (where M is de magnetization per CuII
6MnII

4 unit and H is the applied dc 
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magnetic field), which reveal, however non-negligible differences between the hydrated 

and the dehydrated phases (see Figure 16). 

Figure 16. Field dependence of the magnetization (M) of the (a) hydrated and (b) dehydrated 
phases of 8 (green), 9 (red) and 10 (blue) at T = 2.0 K. The insets show the hysteresis loops in detail. 
The solid lines are only eye-guides. 

The isothermal magnetization curves for 8-10 rapidly saturate at low field values, 

exhibiting maximum values of M at 5 T, which are close to the calculated value of the 

saturation magnetization for the antiparallel spin alignment of the high-spin MnII (SMn = 

5/2) and CuII (SCu = 1/2) ions [MS = (4gMnSMn – 6gCuSCu)N = 13.90 Nwith gMn = 2.0 and 

gCu = 2.1] (Figure 16a).  

In contrast, the isothermal magnetization curves for the dehydrated phases 8’-10’ 

do not saturate even at high fields, the maximum values of M at 5 T being lower than 

the calculate saturation magnetization and also dependent on the nature of the alkaline 

counteraction (see Figure 16b). In addition, the hydrated phases of 8-10 show magnetic 

hysteresis loops with rather similar but low values of the coercive magnetic field around 

400 G that are typical of soft magnets (inset of Figure 16a), whereas those almost 

negligible of the dehydrated phases increase from 8 to 10 (inset of Figure 16b). 
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These differences in the magnetic behaviour between the hydrated and dehydrated 

phases of 8-10 are also shown in the field-cooled magnetization (FCM) vs. T plots (see 

Figure 17). 

Figure 17. Field-cooled magnetization (FCM) of the (a) dehydrated and (b) hydrated phases of 8 
(green), 9 (red) and 10 (blue). The solid lines are only eye-guides. 

While the FCM curves of the hydrated phases show an abrupt increase indicating a 

long-range magnetic ordering at around 20.0 K for all three compounds (Figure 17b), 

those of the dehydrated phases continuously shift to lower temperatures following the 

trend 10’ > 9’ > 8’ (Figure 17a).  The long-range magnetic ordering is consistent with the 

occurrence of an effective interlayer ferromagnetic interaction resulting from the weak 

ferromagnetic coupling between the CuII ions across the double 2,4,6-

trimethylphenylenbis(amidate) bridges within the dinuclear metallacyclophane pillaring 

units. 

This is further confirmed by the M” vs. T plots (M” being the out-of-phase ac molar 

magnetic susceptibility per formula unit) of 8-10 (Figure 18). Hence, a sharp frequency-

independent peak occurs for the hydrated phases of all three compounds at a common 

value of the critical temperature (TC) of 20.0 K (Figure 18a). Instead, the values of TC for 

the dehydrated phases decrease from 20.0 (10) to 12.0 (9) and then to below 2.0 K (8) 

(Figure 18b). 
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Interestingly, the variation found 

in the long-range 3D magnetic 

ordering between the hydrated and 

dehydrated phases of 8-10 reflects 

the observed differences in the 

robustness of each compound upon 

water loss, as revealed by the PXRD 

studies. So, the value of TC is shifted 

from 20.0  to below 2.0 K for the 

sodium(I) derivative (8), a feature 

which is probably related to the 

aforementioned partial collapse of 

the network structure upon water 

removal. In contrast, the lithium(I) 

derivative (9) exhibits a much softer 

decrease of the value of TC from 20.0 

to 12.0 K while the one for the 

potassium(I) derivative (10) remains 

unaltered, confirming thus the 

robustness of the network structure 

upon water removal. 

Figure 18. Temperature dependence of the out-

of-phase ac signal (M”) of the (a) hydrated and (b) 
dehydrated phases of 8 (green), 9 (red) and 10 
(blue) with a ±4.0 G field oscillating at 1000 (_●_) 
and 100 (_○_) Hz, respectively. 
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2.A.4. Discussion 

We have demonstrated that the cation exchange is a straightforward and successful 

post-modification approach to modulate the physical properties of a given PCP without 

altering its structure. The parent framework undergoes a total exchange of its 

countercations in a fast and easy manner leading to two novel isostructural PCPs as 

revealed by both single-crystal and powder X-ray diffraction data.  

The exchange of the sodium(I) countercations hosted in the channels of the 

framework with lithium(I) and potassium(I) ions results into two more robust materials 

and influences dramatically their physical properties. On the one hand, an increase of 

the long-range 3D magnetic ordering temperature for both novel PCPs has been 

observed. Hence, the K+ and Li+ derivatives possess a relatively high value of TC compared 

to that of the Na+ ancestor (20.0, 12.0 and 2.0 K respectively). The K+ derivative is the 

most robust framework since its TC does not decrease when dehydrating the sample 

unlike the Li+ and Na+ derivatives. These last compounds must undergo some distortions 

affecting the bridging ligands [oxamate and/or the 2,4,6-

trimethylphenylenbis(amidate)] as well as the Cu(II) environment upon water removal. 

In this way, the magnetic exchange decreases and consequently the long-range 

magnetic order is less effectively transmitted.  

On the other hand, the nature and location of the cations within the framework 

influence the gas sorption properties of the PCP. Thus, the different size and position of 

the counter-cations inside the pores determine the different estimated empty volumes 

of the frameworks. These estimated volumes match with the BET areas calculated from 

the N2 isotherms measured at 77 K. Nevertheless, the ancestor PCP generally displays 

lower uptakes than expected for all the gases tested because of the structural collapse 

of its framework during the activation process. This trend is less significant for the CO2 

and CH4 uptakes since the smaller size of these gases allows them to enter into the 

pores. Moreover, the K+ derivative shows higher uptakes for H2, CO2 and CH4 despite 

displaying lower BET than the Li+ derivative. This fact is most likely due to their different 
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affinity for these gases. In summary, apart from the increase in the sorption capacitiy, a 

gas selectivity can be also achieved by cation exchange.  
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Post-synthetic methods have been proven to be effective for the insertion of a type 

of Single-Molecule Magnets (SMMs), the so-called Single-Ion Magnets (SIMs), within the 

channels of a 3D magnetic MOF, affording with a new class of advanced magnetic 

materials and allowing an unprecedented study of the interplay between the SIM 

behaviour and the long-range magnetic ordering.1 In this work, we plan to extend the 

use of post-synthetic methods to other areas of molecular magnetism. For this purpose, 

we incorporate a cationic complex which could undergo a spin-crossover (SCO) 

transition inside the pores of the already reported anionic MOF 

NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8) through cation exchange techniques via SC to 

SC transformation.  

2.B.1. Synthesis 

[FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3
.H2O (H2sal2-trien = N,N’-disalicylidenetriethylenetetramine)2 is 

the cationic complex displaying SCO properties (see Figure 19). It was prepared by 

following the synthetic procedure 

described in the Annex II.  

Crystals of 8 were immersed into a 

saturated aqueous solution of FeIII(sal2-

trien)]NO3 . H2O for seven days to afford 

the new hybrid material [FeIII(sal2-

trien)]Na3{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 

43H2O [Fe(sal2-trien)@8]. The cation-

exchanged crystals had the same size and 

shape as those of the original ones, ruling 

out a possible dissolution-

recrystallization mechanism for this 

system and strongly suggesting a solid-state process.3 Figure 20 illustrates a schematic 

view of the cation substitution process.  

 

Figure 19. (a) Schematic view of the H2sal2-

trien ligand. (b) View of the cationic complex 
[FeIII(sal2-trien)]+. Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen 
and iron(III) atoms are represented by grey, 
red, blue and brown spheres, respectively. 
Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of the SC to SC cation exchange approach leading to the 
hybrid Fe(sal2-trien)@8.  

2.B.2. Characterisation 

The partial exchange of Na+ ions by the cationic [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ complex was 

monitored through SEM and ICP-AES. After 7 days of immersion, only one of the four 

Na(I) atoms per formula unit  is replaced by one [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ unit, shown Table 1. 

Table 1. ICP-AES and SEM analyses of Fe(sal2-trien)@8. 

Atom (M) % atomic ICP-AES % atomic SEM 
Cu/M 

molar ratio 

Cu 1.583 1.57 1 

Mn 1.051 1.04 1.5 

Fe 0.264 0.26 6 

Na 0.789 - 2 

Aiming at verifying the effective encapsulation of the cationic [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ 

complex within the pores of 8, infrared spectroscopy (IR) measurements (see Figure 21) 

were carried out. The IR spectrum of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 matches the spectrum of 8. The 

IR spectrum of both isostructural compounds show the characteristic peak 

corresponding to the (C=O) vibration from the Me3mpba ligands at 1591 cm-1. 
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Moreover, the spectrum of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 shows the (N-H) and  the (C=N) 

vibrations at 3319 and 1622 cm-1, respectively, which are due to the presence of the  

[FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ complex. 

 

Figure 21. IR spectra of [FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3 · H2O (blue), 8 (green) and Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (red) in 
the range of 400-4000 cm-1. 

The retention of crystallinity during the SC to SC process was further confirmed by 

single-crystal X-ray diffraction. According to the unit cell measurements, the crystals of 

Fe(sal2-trien)@8 appear to be stable upon dehydration. Besides, a small increase in the 

size of the unit cell is observed for the single crystals of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 compared with 

the crystal data of 8. Unfortunately, the structure could not be solved due to the 

crystallographic disorder displayed by the encapsulated FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ motifs.  

PXRD patterns were carried out to check the isostructurality of 8 and Fe(sal2-

trien)@8 (see Figure 22). Firstly, suspended samples of 8 in water (Figure 22b) and 

Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (Figure 22c) were measured. Their experimental PXRD patterns are 

very similar and consistent with the calculated one of 8 (Figure 22a). Only small 

differences can be appreciated for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 at higher values of 2 due to the 

bigger size of its unit cell. 
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Figure 22. (a) Calculated PXRD pattern profile of 8. Experimental PXRD pattern profiles of water-
suspended and filtered polycrystalline samples of 8 (b and d, respectively) and Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (c 

and e, respectively) in the 2 range 2.0-30.0° at room temperature. 

Interestingly, both compounds show very different structural stabilities when they 

are exposed to air. Thus, 8 exhibits no sign of crystallinity (Figure 22d), indicating a 

complete collapse of the original hydrated phase upon water loss. On the contrary, the 

PXRD pattern of the filtered sample of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 shows well-resolved peaks 

indicating that the structure does not 

collapse upon solvent removal (Figure 

22e). This fact suggests that the presence 

of the Fe(III) complexes inside the pores 

of 8 confers structural stability to the 

open-framework. 

The water contents of 8 and Fe(sal2-

trien)@8 was determined through TGA 

under a dry N2 atmosphere (Figure 23). 

Both compounds show a fast mass loss 

from room temperature to ca. 125 °C 

which is followed by a plateau until the decomposition starts. Estimated values of weight 

loss of 31 (8) and 22 % (Fe(sal2-trien)@8) at 180 °C correspond to 60 and 43 water 

 

Figure 23. TGA of 8 (green) and Fe(sal2-
trien)@8 (red) under dry N2 atmosphere. 
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molecules, respectively. The lower contents of water molecules for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 

compared to its precursor 8 is in complete agreement with the occupation of the 

channels by the FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ cations.  

2.B.3. Physical properties 

On one hand, the magnetic properties of 8 were subject of a previous report4 and 

they were summarised in section 2.A. On the other hand, we knew that the precursor 

FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3 . H2O employed for the cation exchange is a low-spin (LS)  iron(III) 

species at room temperature 

(SFe = 1/2) and does not transit 

in the temperature range 2-

300 K unlike other salts of the 

same complex, which have 

shown SCO behaviours.2,5 

Hence, in order to study the 

possible SCO transition of the 

FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ cations hosted 

in the channels of the MOF and 

its possible interaction with 

the framework, the magnetic 

properties of 8 and the hybrid 

system Fe(sal2-trien)@8 were 

investigated in both the direct 

(dc) and alternating current (ac) regimes. The MT vs. T plots (M being the dc molar 

magnetic susceptibility per CuII
6MnII

4 unit and T the temperature) for both compounds 

are shown in Figure 24. Fe(sal2-trien)@8 shows a similar qualitative behaviour in the 

low-temperature region  to that of 8, but having slightly higher MT values due to the 

presence of one LS FeIII centre per formula unit. Overall, they exhibit the same 

characteristic minimum indicative of a ferrimagnetic behaviour of the 3D network 

 

Figure 24. MT vs. T plot for 8 (green) and Fe(sal2-
trien)@8 (red). The inset shows the minima and the high 
temperature region in detail, emphasising the thermal 
hysteresis loop. The full and empty circles represent the 
Fe(sal2-trien)@8 data recorded in the heating and 
cooling modes, respectively. 
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resulting from the antiferromagnetic coupling between the four high-spin sextuplets 

[MnII , (SMn = 5/2)] and the six doublets [CuII, (SCu = 1/2)] through the oxamato bridge, as 

previously found in other oxamato-based manganese(II)-copper(II) MOFs. Interestingly, 

the value of the temperature of the minimum (Tmin) for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (see inset of 

Figure 24) increases respect to that of 8. This observation suggests a strengthening of 

the antiferromagnetic coupling, which is likely associated with the enhanced structural 

stability after the inclusion of the Fe(III) complexes inside the pores (feature which is 

supported by the PXRD measurements). The improvement of the magnetic exchange 

due to the enhanced structural stability has been already mentioned in previous 

sections as well as reported in other works.1  

The observed common ferrimagnetic behaviour is further confirmed by the M vs. T 

plots (M being the molar magnetization per formula unit and H is the applied dc 

magnetic field) at 2.0 K (see Figure 25a). The isothermal magnetization curves exhibit a 

fast saturation in both compounds (slightly slower for 8), and reach the maximum values 

of M at 5.0 T of 13.5 N (8) and 14.3 N (Fe(sal2-trien)@8).  

 

Figure 25. (a) Field dependence of the magnetization (M) of 8 (green) and Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (red) 
at T = 2.0 K. The inset shows their hysteresis loops in detail. (b) Temperature dependence of the 

out-of-phase ac molar susceptibility (M’’) under ± 4.0 G field oscillating at 1000 (-●-) and 10 Hz (-
○-) for 8 (green) and Fe(sal2-trien)@8 (red). 
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These values are consistent with the expected ones considering the antiparallel 

alignment of the spins of four HS manganese(II) (SMn = 5/2) and six copper(II) (SCu = 1/2) 

ions for 8 [MS = (4gMnSMn – 6gCuSCu) N = 13.90 N with gMn = 2.0 and gCu = 2.1] plus the 

spin of one LS iron(III) (SFe = 1/2) ion for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 [MS = 13.90 N+ 1.10 N= 

15.0 N]. 

Moreover, magnetic susceptibility measurements for both compounds in the 

alternating current (ac) regime in the form of the M’’ vs. T plots (M’’ being the out-of-

phase ac molar magnetic susceptibility per formula unit) were carried out. Figure 25b 

shows the presence of a frequency-independent sharp M’’ maximum at the critical 

temperatures of 14 (8) and 19 K (Fe(sal2-trien)@8) at the two different frequencies 

used, confirming the occurrence of a long-range 3D magnetic ordering in both 

compounds. In addition, the higher value of TC for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 compared to that 

observed for 8, supports the aforementioned increase of the intra-network magnetic 

coupling through the oxamato bridges induced by the presence of the iron(III) complex 

within the pores of the MOF (see above).  

The inset of Figure 24 shows the high temperature region in detail. In contrast to 

what is seen in the low-temperature region, considerable discrepancies in the 

temperature range 200-400 K are found between both compounds. The value of MT for 

Fe(sal2-trien)@8 at room temperature (17.82 cm3 K mol-1) is well above the one 

expected for the sum of one LS FeIII ion (values ranging from 0.7 to 1.1 cm3 K mol-1 

depending on the orbital contribution) plus the MT value of 8 (15.73 cm3 K mol-1). This 

fact could indicate that a HS ↔ LS transition for the FeIII centres occurs. Moreover, the 

values of MT for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 corresponding to the cooling mode (empty circles in 

the inset of Figure 22) decrease very slowly down to ca. 250 K to further decrease very 

sharply to 200 K, a feature which is characteristic of a S = 5/2 ↔ S = 1/2 SCO transition. 

In contrast, compound 8 does not show any remarkable change in the slope of the MT 

vs. T plot when cooling down from 400 to 200 K.  The different behaviour of the heating 
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and cooling modes of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 could be due to the loss of solvent molecules 

and/or to subtle hysteresis effects.  

Since the evidence so far suggests a 

partial HS ↔ LS SCO, Mössbauer 

spectroscopy measurements at 50 and 300 K 

were performed for Fe(sal2-trien)@8 aiming 

at finding the HS:LS molar ratio at these 

temperatures. The spectrum taken at 300 K 

[Figure 26, (top)] of a sample prepared at 

room temperature shows four absorption 

peaks corresponding to two doublets. The 

estimated parameters (see Table 2) of the 

most intense doublet , values of the isomer 

shift and quadrupole splitting of 0.36 mm 

and 0.71 mm s-1, respectively) are consistent 

with a HS FeIII ion (S = 5/2), whereas the other 

doublet (IS = 0.14 mm s-1 and QS = 2.53 mm 

s-1) is consistent with a LS FeIII ion (S = 1/2).6,7 The estimated relative areas clearly show 

that FeIII in the HS is predominant showing a fraction equal to 80 % at 300 K.  

The spectrum taken at 50 K also shows four absorption peaks corresponding to both 

HS and LS FeIII doublets [Figure 26, (bottom)]. The parameters listed in Table 2 

undoubtedly reveal that the fraction of FeIII in the LS state at 50 K is predominant (71 %) 

whilst the fraction of FeIII in the HS state has decreased down to roughly 29 %, thus 

evidencing the spin transition of the FeIII complex inside the pores of the MOF.  

  

 

Figure 26. Mössbauer spectra of Fe(sal2-
trien)@8 measured at 300 and 50 K. The 
lines over the experimental points are 
the sum of two doublets shown slightly 
shifted for clarity, corresponding to HS 
(red) and LS (blue) FeIII.  
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Table 2. Estimated parameters from the Mössbauer spectra taken at different 
temperatures of a Fe(sal2-trien)@8 sample prepared at 300 K, not pre-heated to 400 K. 

 
aIS (mm/s) isomer shift relative to metallic -Fe at room temperature. bQS (mm/s) quadrupole 

splitting. cI relative area. Estimated errors are  0.02 mm s-1 (IS and QS) and <2% (I). 

2.B.4. Discussion 

We have successfully encapsulated the cationic complex [FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3 . H2O 

within the channels of the anionic 3D PCP NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O  through 

a SC to SC cation exchange process, affording the novel hybrid compound Fe(sal2-

trien)@8. Despite the encapsulated cations are disordered thus preventing the crystal 

structure of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 from being determined, different characterisation 

techniques such as IR, ICP-AES, SEM, elemental, PXRD and TGA analyses unambiguously 

confirm its isostructurality with 8 and the presence of the mononuclear Fe(III) cationic 

complexes inside its pores.  

Interestingly, this post-synthetic process affords a novel material with enhanced 

structural stability, which is supported by the PXRD patterns and it lies at the origin of 

the strengthening of the ferrimagnetic behaviour of the Fe(sal2-trien)-exchanged 

framework, therefore exhibiting a higher value of the temperature of the magnetic 

ordering. Moreover, the magnetic susceptibility and Mössbauer measurements have 

further confirmed that indeed, the [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ complexes are hosted within the 

pores of 8 and  they exhibit a HS ↔ LS transition behaviour unlike the starting precursor 

salt, which does not transit.  

  LS    FeIII   HS   FeIII  

T ISa QSb Ic ISa QSb Ic 

300 K 0.14 2.53 20 % 0.36 0.71 80 % 

50 K 0.21 2.74 71 % 0.45 0.70 29 % 
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Overall, the results demonstrate the encapsulation of a SCO complex within the 

pores of a magnetic 3D PCP for the first time and they evidence that post-synthetic 

methods are a valid tool to obtain multifunctional materials with rationally 

predetermined architectures and to tune their physical properties.  
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In this section, we will try to rationalise the mechanisms operating in the so-called 

transmetalation processes as well as to design novel materials with improved or even 

new properties by applying these methods. So, a novel anionic CuIIMgII-based PCP have 

been firstly synthesised, by following traditional self-assembling methods. Then, 

magnesium(II) metal cations have been exchanged by cobalt(II) and nickel(II) ones, in a 

SC to SC transformation, yielding two materials which could not be synthesised de novo. 

Interestingly, new physical properties have been incorporated (magnetic properties) 

and those already existing have been improved as a consequence of the enhanced 

structural stability (gas sorption properties). Moreover, from the study of the different 

metal-exchange processes, some insights about the mechanism can be drawn in the 

light of the obtained results. 

2.C.1. Synthesis 

The novel PCP of formula MgII
2{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45H2O (11) has been 

obtained by following the already mentioned metalloligand synthetic approach. 

Similarly to the preparation of the PCP NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8),  11 has 

been obtained by the direct reaction of aqueous solutions of the dicopper(II) complex 

Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] · 4H2O and Mg(NO3)2 · 4H2O (1:2 molar ratio) at room temperature 

via slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube.  

Crystals of 11 were immersed into saturated aqueous solutions of MII(NO3)2 · 6H2O 

[M = Co (12) and Ni (13)] for several weeks. After the complete replacement of the MgII 

ions within the coordination network and those hosted in the channels by either CoII and 

NiII ions, two analogue PCPs of formulas Co2
II{CoII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 56H2O (12) and 

Ni2II{NiII4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 54H2O (13) respectively, resulted. The attempts to directly 

synthesise crystals of 12 and 13 were unsuccessful. 
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2.C.2. Crystal structure and characterisation 

The crystal structures of 11-13 could be determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction 

using synchrotron radiation. The 11-13 series crystallises in the same P4/mmm space 

group of the tetragonal system (see Table 4 in the Annex II). All three isostructural 

compounds are made up of anionic 3D MII
4CuII

6 [M = Mg (11), Co (12) and Ni (13)] open-

framework structures with hydrated MII countercations occupying their cavities 

together with a varying amount of crystallisation water molecules. The anionic 3D 

network of 11-13 can be described as an extended parallel array of oxamato-bridged 

MII
4CuII

6 layers growing in the ab plane with a mixed square/octagonal (4·82) net 

topology (Figure 27). The layers are further interconnected through the two trimethyl-

substituted m-phenylene spacers among the CuII ions, as found earlier in the 

aforementioned manganese(II) derivative (8). 

 

Figure 27. Perspective views of the anionic 3D MII
4CuII

6 networks of 11 (a), 12 (b) and 13 (c) along 
the crystallographic c axis, showing the different site occupation of the channels by the MII 
countercations (the coordinated and crystallisation water molecules are omitted for clarity). The 
green, orange, red and purple polyhedra represent the Cu, Mg (11), Co(12) and Ni(13) atoms in 
the coordination network and the orange, red and purple spheres stand for the Mg(11), Co(12) 
and Ni(13) atoms occupying the channels. 

The compounds 11-13 have in common a porous structure with a trimodal pore-size 

distribution along the crystallographic c axis made up of one single type of square pores 

but two types of octagonal pores depending on the distinct orientation of the trimethyl-

substituted phenylene spacers, which point  inwards or outwards the channels and 
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having relative diameters of ca. 1.5 and 

2.0 nm (see Figure 27). However, the 

occupation of the channels by the 

corresponding countercations is very 

different for the starting compound 11 

and the transmetalated species 12 and 

13. The hydrated MgII counterions in 11 

are alternatively located in both the 

narrow and wide octagonal channels: 

half of them (Mg2) are weakly bound to 

the carboxylate oxygen atoms from the 

anionic network (Figure 29). In contrast, 

in 12 and 13, the hydrated MII 

countercations coming from the metal-

ion exchange process [M = Co (12) and Ni 

(13)] can be found in the wide octagonal 

channels (being hydrogen bonded to the 

coordination network) (Figure 29), and in 

the square ones (see Figures 27-29). The 

estimated values of the empty volume 

without the crystallisation water 

molecules are 11,074 (11), 11,073 (12) 

and 11,023 Å3 (13), which represent up to 

ca. 54.7 (11), 54.8 (12) and 55.4 % (13) of 

the potential empty space per unit cell 

volume [V = 20,262 (11), 20,216 (12) and 

19,911 Å3 (13)]. 

 

Figure 28. Perspective views of the 

anionic 3D MII
4CuII

6 networks of 11 (a), 12 
(b) and 13 (c) along the crystallographic b 
axis, showing the different site 
occupation of the channels by the MII 
countercations. The coordinated and 
crystallization water molecules are 
omitted for clarity, (see the caption of 
Figure 27). 
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Figure 29. View of a fragment of 11 (a) and 12/13 (b) to show the connectivities of the Mg(II) 

(orange) and Co(II)/Ni(II) (purple) countercations occupying the channels in the coordination 
network. The dashed lines represent the hydrogen bonds. 

The water contents of 11-13 was determined by TGA analysis under a dry N2 

atmosphere (Figure 30). All three 

compounds present a qualitatively 

similar behaviour with a first fast mass 

loss from room temperature which is 

followed by a plateau until the 

decomposition starts. The estimated 

percentage of the weight loss values of 

26 (11), 29 (12) and 28 % (13) at 130 

°C. They correspond to ca. 45 (11), 56 

(12) and 54 (13) water molecules, 

respectively.  

  

 

Figure 30.  TGA of 11 (orange), 12 (red) and 13 
(purple) under a dry N2 atmosphere. 
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The PXRD patterns of freshly prepared samples of 11-13 (prepared from suspensions 

in water to avoid any loss of water molecules) are almost identical and they are 

consistent with the simulated ones (see Figure 31). The correspondence of the 

experimental and calculated patterns confirms that the bulk samples are isostructural 

to the crystals selected for single-crystal X-ray diffraction, and that the open-framework 

structures remain unchanged after the transmetalation reaction.   

 

Figure 31. Calculated (__) and experimental (····) PXRD pattern profiles of polycrystalline samples of 
11 (a), 12 (b) and 13 (c) measured as water suspensions at r.t. 
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2.C.3. Transmetalation mechanism 

We prepared two different vials with concentrated aqueous solutions of Co(NO3)2 · 

6H2O and Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O to further immerse single-crystals of 11. The complete SC to 

SC exchange processes were visually followed and no crystal dissolution was detected.1 

Moreover, the final crystals had the same shape and size as those of the original ones.  

Searching to elucidate the mechanism of the transmetalation process, we monitored 

the exchange of MgII ions in 11 with MII ions [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)] by analysing the 

single crystals through ICP-AES and SEM.  

We designed two different experiments aiming at clarifying the metal-ion exchange 

thermodynamics and kinetics. In order to study the thermodynamics, we monitored the 

variation in metal stoichiometry within the PCP (MgII:CuII and MII:CuII ) for different 

concentrations of MII [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)] at long exchange times (14 days).  

 

Figure 32. Variation of the MII:CuII ratio within the MOF after 14 days of immersion of 11 in 
aqueous solutions of variable concentrations of Co(NO3)2 · 6H2O (a) and Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O (b).  

Both transmetalation processes in 11 with CoII and NiII show a very similar ion-

exchange thermodynamics. Figure 32 illustrates essentially the same substitution 

patterns consisting of a continuous decrease of the MgII occupancy and a concomitant 

increase of the MII (M = Co, Ni) occupancy up to reaching the saturation, which occurs 
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when all MgII ions have been replaced. However, this saturation takes place at lower MII 

concentration for the CoII exchange than for the NiII one (see Figure 32). The two first 

mmol of MII completely replace two mmol of MgII, which most probably are the extra-

framework ones located inside the pores. In contrast, the substitution of the four 

remaining MgII atoms from the coordination network follows a different thermodynamic 

equilibrium, which is not completely shifted.  

Table 3. Experimental SEM and ICP-AES data of the thermodynamic transmetalation equilibriums. 

[CoII]0 [MgII]aq [CoII]aq [NiII]0 [MgII]aq [NiII]aq 

1 0.70 0.30 1 0.73 0.27 

2 1.60 0.40 2 1.30 0.70 

3 2.40 0.60 3 1.80 1.20 

4 3.14 0.86 4 2.20 1.80 

5 3.80 1.20 5 2.62 2.38 

6 4.00 2.00 6 3.10 2.90 

   7 3.40 3.60 

   
8 3.80 4.20 

[MgII]aq, [CoII]aq and [NiII]aq  are the experimental concentrations measured in the equilibrium 
conditions. [CoII]0 and [NiII]0 are the initial concentrations in solution.  The concentrations are given 
in mmolM(II)/mmolMOF. 

Therefore, searching for a comparison between the cation exchange 

thermodynamics of the MgII intra-framework sites with CoII and NiII formulated in eqn 

(1), we decided to calculate the equilibrium constant k for both CoII and NiII exchange 

processes according to the eqn (2). We have excluded the data corresponding to the 

countercations substitution, which occurs in a first and fast step, since this exchange 

follows a different regime. 

MgII-MOF (sol) + MII (aq) ↔ MII-MOF (sol) + MgII (aq)                     (1) 
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                                                      𝑘 =  
[𝑀𝑔𝐼𝐼]𝑎𝑞

[𝑀𝐼𝐼]𝑎𝑞
                                                 (2)             

Figure 33 shows the plots of [MgII]aq vs. [MII]aq (M = Co, Ni) (data taken from Table 3). 

The value of the thermodynamic constant (k) is equal to the slope, which can be 

extracted from eqn (2) by the least squares fitting of the data. In so doing, the values 

obtained for the thermodynamic constants are 2.71 and 0.70 for the CoII and NiII 

transmetalations, respectively.   

 

Figure 33. Plot of the [MgII]aq vs. [MII]aq, [M = Co (a) and Ni (b)], according to the eqn (2). The 
corresponding equations obtained from the least squares method are (a) y = 0.66351 + 2.7078x 
(R2 = 0.975) and (b) y = 0.91354 + 0.70472x (R2 = 0.991). 

The fact that the values of k are of the same order of magnitude suggests a rather 

similar thermodynamics stability for CoII and NiII transmetalations, the Co-derivative 

being slightly more stable.  

Aiming at studying the metal-ion exchange kinetics, we immersed crystals of 11 in 

saturated aqueous solutions of MII and followed the increase of the MII:CuII molar ratio 

within the MOF by analysing samples at specific time intervals (0-10 days). 
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Figure 34 shows a very fast exchange of around two of the six MgII ions, which takes 

places in less than five minutes of 

exposure. This identical behaviour 

for both CoII and NiII substitutions, 

together with reaching the same 

MII:CuII ratio (ca. 0.33), strongly 

suggest that this first step 

corresponds to the substitution of 

those metal ions hosted in the 

pores being the charge counter-

balancing ions. Afterwards, a 

slower substitution of the 

remaining four MgII ions from the 

coordination network by MII ions 

occurs over the course of five (M = 

Co) and seven days (M = Ni), respectively, leading to the complete transmetalation of 

the network.  

Interestingly, an intermediate saturation step (which is more obvious in the case of 

the CoII derivative) can be observed at a MII:CuII molar ratio of around 0.66 (Figure 34), 

which is likely related to cooperative effects in the occupation of the coordination 

network.  

2.C.4. Physical properties  

In order to study the structural stability of the family of compounds 11-13 upon 

removal of water molecules, variable-temperature PXRD measurements were also 

carried out at 25, 70, 80 and 97 °C (see Figure 35). Compound 11 loses crystallinity very 

fast when it is removed from the mother liquor and further deteriorates when heating. 

 

Figure 34. Kinetic profile of the ion exchange 
process represented as the MII:CuII ratio [M = 
Co(red) and Ni (purple)] vs. time (in logarithmic 
scale). 
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Thus, its dehydrated phase shows a very poor crystallinity, suggesting a great collapse 

of the open-framework structure of 11 upon water removal as illustrated in Figure 35a.  

 

Figure 35. Variable temperature XRD patterns of polycrystalline samples of 11 (a), 12 (b)  and 13 
(c) in the temperature range 25-97 °C compared with that of water suspended samples at 25 °C. 

Compound 12, also loses crystallinity when exposed to air but the intensity of the 

peaks does not appreciably decrease when heated up to 97 °C (see Figure 35b). In 

contrast, the variable-temperature patterns of 13 show well-resolved peaks, which are 

located at the same positions and with similar intensities to those of the original 
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hydrated phase, confirming the robustness of the MOF upon water removal (see Figure 

35c). 

The results obtained from the study of the structural stability of 11-13 through PXRD 

measurements, suggest that very different gas sorption properties are expected for the 

three isostructural compounds. Figure 36a shows the N2 adsorption isotherms at 77K of 

11-13, a type I sorption behaviour being observed for all of them which is characteristic 

of microporous compounds.2 Their N2 uptake follows the trend 11 < 12 < 13, which is in 

correlation with the results deduced from the variable-temperature PXRD studies, 

where 11 was demonstrated to show a lack of structural stability upon activation, i.e. 

upon water removal. The calculated BET surface areas for compounds 11-13 are 444, 

613 and 905 m2 g-1, respectively.3  

In order to further confirm the results shown by the N2 adsorption isotherms, that 

reveal the effect of the metal substitution on the gas sorption capacity of the MOF, some 

other gases were also tested. Thus, high-pressure H2 (77 K), CO2 (273 K) and CH4 (273 K) 

adsorption isotherms for 11-13 were measured (Figures 36b-d). Overall, a significant 

increase of the sorption capacities can be observed for the transmetalated species 12 

and 13 (with a larger increase for the NiII-derivative, 13). The greater sorption capacity 

of 12 and specially 13, not only can be attributed to the aforementioned increase of 

their structural stability (more remarkably in 13), but also to the larger ion-quadrupole 

interactions because of the presence of CoII and NiII ions.  

Although the gas uptakes follow, for all of the gases, the general trend 11 < 12 < 13, 

the adsorption capacity ratio between its CoII- (12) and NiII-derivatives (13) and the 

ancestor MOF are quite different depending on the measured gas. Hence, whilst the 12 

respect to 11 and the 13 respect to 11 adsorption ratios are quite similar for CO2 and 

CH4, the 13 respect to 11 adsorption ratio is much higher for H2. 
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Figure 36. (a) Low pressure N2 (77 K) and high pressure (b) H2 (77 K), (c) CO2 (273 K) and (d) CH4 
(273 K) sorption isotherms for the activated (dehydrated) compounds 11 (orange), 12 (red) and 
13 (purple). Filled and empty symbols indicate the adsorption and desorption isotherms, 
respectively.  

The analysis of these results proposes that this post-synthetic method for the 

preparation of MOFs is not only able to improve the adsorption capacity of a given 

material but also to tune its gas selectivity. 

The magnetic behaviour of 11-13 was investigated through magnetic susceptibility 

measurements in both the direct (dc) and the alternating current (ac) fields. As 

expected, the exchange of the diamagnetic MgII ions in 11 by paramagnetic CoII (12) and 

NiII ions (13) (being SCo = 3/2 and SNi = 1), has a dramatic influence in the magnetic 

properties.  
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The MT vs. T plots [M being the dc molar magnetic susceptibility per CuII
6MII

4 unit 

(M = Mg, Co and Ni) and T the temperature] for 11-13 illustrate their different magnetic 

behaviour (see Figure 37). Compound 11 contains three crystallographically 

independent dicopper units which are magnetically isolated from each other by the 

diamagnetic magnesium(II) cations. These dicopper(II) units exhibit a moderate 

ferromagnetic coupling (J = +14.0 cm-1,  the spin Hamiltonian being defined as H = -JS1·S2 

with S1 = S2 = SCu = ½)  through the trimehtyl-substituted phenylendiamidate bridges 

[copper(II)-copper(II) distances of 7.052, 6.862 and 7.035 Å]. This magnetic coupling 

agrees both in sign and magnitude with the previously reported for the dicopper(II) 

complex Na4[Cu2(mpba)2] · 10H2O  with mpba = N,N'-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamato) [J = 

+16.8 cm-1,  copper(II)-copper(II) distance of 6.822 Å].4   

 

Figure 37. Temperature dependence of the product of the direct current (dc) molar magnetic 

susceptibility (MT) by the temperature (T) of (a) 11 [the inset shows the best-fit curve for a 
dinuclear copper(II) model],4 and (b) 12 (red) and 13 (purple). The inset in (b) shows a 
magnification of the minimum and the solid lines are only eye-guides.   

In contrast, 12 and 13 exhibit a typical ferrimagnetic behaviour resulting from the 

strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the CuII and MII ions through the oxamato 

bridge within each MII
4CuII

6 layer [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)], as previously found for the 
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manganese(II) derivative.5 These 

overall ferro- (11) and ferrimagnetic 

(12 and 13) behaviours are further 

confirmed by the magnetization per 

formula unit (M) vs. applied dc 

magnetic field (H) plots at 2.0 K (see 

Figure 38). 

 Moreover, a magnetic hysteresis 

loop is observed (see inset of Figure 

36) for both 12 and 13 at 2.0 K, with 

values of the coercive field of HC = 

150 (12) and 300 G (13) which are 

typical of soft magnets.  

 

Figure 39. (a) Temperature dependence of the out-of-phase ac molar magnetic susceptibility 

(M’’) of 11 (orange), 12 (red) and 13 (purple) with a ±4.0 G field oscillating at 1000 Hz. (b) 
Temperature dependence of the magnetization (M) of 11 (orange), 12 (red) and 13 (purple).  

The occurrence of a long-range 3D magnetic ordering in 12 and 13 is evidenced by 

the presence of a sharp frequency-independent maximum in the M’’ vs. T plots (M’’ 

being the out-of-phase ac molar magnetic susceptibility per formula unit) at critical 

temperatures of 21.5 (12) and 25.0 K (13) (see Figure 39a). This is further confirmed by 

Figure 38. Field dependence of the magnetization 
(M) of 8 (orange), 9 (red) and 10 (purple) at 2.0 K. 
The inset shows the hysteresis loops for 9 and 10 
in detail. 
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the M vs. T plots (see Figure 39b) which show an abrupt increase below ca. 21.5 (12) and 

25.0 K (13). These values of TC are somewhat higher than that earlier reported for the 

aforementioned manganese(II)-derivative (21.0 K). 

Overall, the analysis of all the measurements that have been performed supports 

the occurrence of an effective ferromagnetic interaction between the oxamato-bridged 

MII
4CuII

6 ferrimagnetic layers. This interaction results from the weak ferromagnetic 

coupling between the CuII ions across the double 2,4,6-trimethyl-phenylenediamidate 

bridge within the CuII
2 pillaring units, as revealed by the magnetic behaviour of 11. 

Besides these “through-bond” interlayer interactions, the dipolar interactions with the 

paramagnetic high-spin MII ions [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)] hosted in the channels of the 

MOF also may play a non-negligible role on the long-range 3D magnetic ordering. This 

idea is supported by the higher values of TC for 12 and 13 when compared to the related 

manganese(II) derivative with the hosted diamagnetic sodium(I) ions. 

2.C.5. Discussion 

The PCP of formula Mg2
II{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45H2O (11) undergoes a 

complete metal ion exchange, replacing both the extra and intra-framework MgII cations 

by Co(II) and Ni(II) ions, yielding two novel PCPs of formulas 

Co2
II{CoII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 56H2O (12) and Ni2II{NiII4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 54H2O (13) 

respectively,  which could not be obtained by common self-assembly methods. 

The two new materials 12 and 13 show enhanced structural stability as 

demonstrated by the variable-temperature PXRD measurements. Whilst compound 11 

loses crystallinity very fast when it is removed from the mother liquor, 12 and specially 

13 show well-resolved peaks, confirming the robustness of these PCPs upon water 

removal. It is worth noting, that this enhanced robustness is probably due to the 

replacement of the magnesium(II) cations in their anionic coordination networks and 

also in the pores, which undoubtedly contributes to the stabilisation of the 3D network. 
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Some conclusions can be drawn from the kinetic studies. The substitution of the 

Mg(II) cations located inside the pores readily occurs in a first step and no differences 

are shown between the Co(II) and Ni(II) exchanged cations. Contrary, the substitution of 

the four remaining intra-framework Mg(II) ions follows a slower kinetics, being slightly 

faster for the Co(II) exchanged cations. The analysis of the thermodynamic data supports 

that the extra-framework Mg(II) ions undergo a different substitution regime compared 

to the intra-framework ones. Furthermore, the Co-derivative is a bit more 

thermodynamically stable than the Ni-derivative. 

The enhanced structural stability that these derivatives show, leads to an 

improvement of the gas adsorption properties. The calculated BET surface areas for the 

compounds 11-13 (444, 613 and 905 m2 g-1, respectively) are in agreement with the 

trends of the structural stability obtained from the variable-temperature PXRD patterns, 

corroborating that the structure of 11  collapses after activation unlike 12 and 13 which 

exhibit a remarkably higher gas uptake, being more drastic for 13. Moreover, the 

sorption measurements for the different gases suggest some differences in the 

selectivity of the three compounds. Hence, 13 seems to show more affinity for H2.  

The substitution of the diamagnetic MgII ions in 11 with paramagnetic CoII and NiII 

cations is responsible for the occurrence of a long-range magnetic ordering in 12 and 13. 

Compound 11 behaves as a well-isolated ferromagnetically coupled dicopper(II) units, 

while 12 and 13 show a typically ferrimagnetic behaviour resulting from the strong 

antiferromagnetic coupling between the CuII and MII ions through the oxamato bridge 

within each MII
4CuII

6 layer [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)]. The magnetic long range ordering 

of 12 and 13 results from the weak ferromagnetic coupling between the CuII ions across 

the double 2,4,6-trimethyl-phenylenediamidate bridge and the dipolar interactions with 

the paramagnetic high-spin MII ions [M = Co (12) and Ni (13)] hosted in the channels of 

the PCP. These last dipolar interactions could account for the slightly higher value of TC 

in 13. 
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Overall, our work has demonstrated that the metal ion exchange is a valid post-

synthetic method for the insertion of magnetic properties on a preformed PCP. 

Moreover, this approach provides materials with enhanced robustness which exhibit 

improved gas sorption properties and it offers the possibility to tune them. 
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The goals described for this Thesis have been investigated and the most of them 

successfully achieved. Overall, the results collected in Part 1 have shown novel and very 

original methodologies for the design of chiral MOFs which still remains a synthetic 

challenge. Moreover, additional physical properties have been introduced into the chiral 

structures giving rise to the so-called multifunctional materials (MMs) which constitute 

the main aim of the present work.  

We have successfully developed an original strategy to rationally prepare chiral PCPs. 

This synthetic approach consists of using uncommon enantiopure precursors [such as 

copper(II) chains, dicopper(II) species and hexacopper(II) rings] derived from natural 

amino acids, which are capable to further coordinate to metal ions or metal complexes 

through their free carbonyl groups, yielding high-dimensional enantiopoure MOFs. We 

have proven that the encoded chiral information is efficiently transferred from the 

starting amino acids by means of the matallosupramolecular design strategy. 

Hence, intriguing and fascinating porous 3D structures have been synthesised and 

characterised, and their crystal structures could be successfully determined by X-ray 

diffraction on single-crystals despite the complex unit cell that they possess. 

Noteworthy, apart from their chiral information, the amino acids bear aliphatic residues 

which also play a fundamental role due the hydrophobic interactions that they establish.  

We have investigated how the different size and shape of these carbon chains affect 

the metallosupramolecular assembly. The oxamato-based series of precursors afforded, 

by following the metalloligand strategy, rod-like MOFs (described in Part 1.A) being the 

fundamental building units in all of them are helices but exhibiting different types of 

network. The reason of such a diversity is likely the non-negligible role that the 

hydrophobic interactions between the aliphatic residues play in determining the 

conformational folding of the 1D building units and therefore, the self-assembly of the 

resulting 3D structure. One of the most remarkable results concerning the synthesis of 

chiral PCPs is the preparation for the first time of a rod-like MOF (4bR) where the 

fundamental building unit from the framework exactly matches with the chain used as 
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precursor to build the MOF. The main disadvantage of this family of chiral MOFs is the 

lack of stability that they show in water as well as upon solvent removal. These features 

preclude to carry out many asymmetric catalysis experiments and the possibility of 

displaying gas sorption properties. 

We have also studied the impact of the length of the alkyl side-chains from the 

ligands decorating the walls of the pores of a calcium(II)-derived family of PCPs on their 

adsorption of different light hydrocarbons. As far as we know, this is the first 

experimental study in which a family of isoreticular PCPs exhibiting different alkyl-

functionalised pores is used to rationalise the adsorptive properties. We have 

demonstrated that the use of amino acids with smaller residues leads to PCPs with 

bigger pore windows which is translated into higher gas uptakes but smaller selectivity 

since the carbon-carbon hydrophobic interactions are less effective. Thus, by the 

rational choice of the amino acid derivative ligand, we are capable to control the kinetic 

adsorption selectivity of methane towards other light hydrocarbons which occur in the 

natural gas, offering a new way for its purification. 

Furthermore, compound 5cS hosting a large number of water molecules into its 

pores, exhibited proton conductivity properties. The accurately established knowledge 

of the hydrogen-bonded net of water molecules, allowed us to propose the involved 

pathways in the hopping of protons between neighbouring water molecules. These 

processes are in agreement with a Grotthuss-like mechanism and have been further 

supported by quantum molecular dynamics simulations.  

Magnetic properties have been also implemented into our chiral materials by using 

trivalent lanthanide ions to act as nodes between the dicopper(II)-oxamidate 

precursors. In so doing, dysprosium(III)- and terbium(III)-based PCPs were obtained and 

the SIM behaviour of the lanthanide(III) ions embedded within their open-frameworks 

was investigated.  
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The results collected in Part 2 prove that the use of the post-synthetic methods is a 

straightforward and successful alternative tool to prepare MMs. 

We have achieved the replacement of the cations of the MOF without altering its 

structure, by means of an easy methodology which consists of immersing single-crystals 

of the parent MOF into saturated aqueous solutions containing the metal ions or 

complexes that we want to exchange. As a result, improved isostructural materials have 

been prepared. 

Based on the well-known dicopper(II)-bis(oxamato) derived MOF 8 (already studied 

in our group), we have successfully exchanged the sodium(I) countercations hosted in 

its channels by lithium(I) and potassium(I) ions affording two novel and more robust 

materials. Their improved structural stability influences the magnetic properties, the 

derivatives exhibiting higher long-range 3D magnetic ordering temperatures. Moreover, 

the gas sorption studies revealed that the more robust derivatives also show higher gas 

uptakes and that the nature and location of the cations within the framework modify 

the gas selectivity. 

Encouraged by the success of the cationic exchange, we investigated the substitution 

of the sodium(I) countercations by the cationic complex of the compound [FeIII(sal2-

trien)]NO3 . H2O.  This post-synthetic process afforded again a novel material with 

enhanced structural stability which lies at the origin of the strengthening of the 

ferrimagnetic behaviour of the parent MOF, the derivative exhibiting a higher value of 

the temperature of the magnetic ordering. In addition, the magnetic susceptibility 

measurements and the Mössbauer spectroscopy have further confirmed that indeed, 

the [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ entity has been encapsulated within the pores of 8 and it undergoes 

a HS ↔ LS transition unlike the starting precursor salt, where this phenomenon does 

not occur. Hence, the post-synthetic modification not only enhances the magnetic 

properties of the MOF, but also causes the spin crossover behaviour of the iron(III) 

complex. 
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Finally, we went a step further and investigated the substitution of both the 

countercations located in the pores and the metal ions constituting the coordination 

framework of a diamagnetic magnesium(II)-bis(oxamato) based MOF. The 

magnesium(II) ions underwent a total exchange by cobalt(II) and nickel(II) ions yielding 

two novel materials which, interestingly, cannot been synthesised in a conventional 

manner. Some conclusions can be drawn from the kinetic studies. The substitution of 

the magnesium(II) cations located inside the pores readily occurs in a first step and no 

differences are shown between the cobalt(II) and nickel(II) exchanged cations. However, 

the substitution of the four remaining intra-framework magnesium(II) ions follows a 

slower kinetics, being slightly faster for the cobalt(II) exchanged cations. The analysis of 

the thermodynamic data supports that the extra-framework magnesium(II) ions 

undergo a different substitution regime compared to those of the intra-framework.  

These two novel derived frameworks show enhanced structural stability which leads 

to an improvement of the gas adsorption properties. Moreover, the sorption 

measurements for different gases suggest some differences in the selectivity of the 

three compounds.  

The most striking result is the occurrence of a long-range magnetic ordering due to 

the substitution of the diamagnetic magnesium(II) ions in the parent  MOF by the 

paramagnetic cobalt(II) and nickel(II) ions.  

Overall, our work has demonstrated that the cation exchange, complex 

encapsulation and transmetalation are useful post-synthetic approaches to provide 

materials with enhanced physical properties such as robustness, gas sorption or 

magnetic properties. In addition, they also represent a powerful tool for the insertion of 

new physical properties on a preformed PCP, thus giving rise to examples of the so-

called MMs that could not be isolated through conventional synthetic routes. 
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Annex I 

I.1. Experimental Section 

Materials. All chemicals were of reagent grade quality. They were purchased from 

commercial sources and used as received. 

Physical Techniques. Elemental (C, H, N) analyses were performed at the 

Microanalytical Service of the Universitat de València. 1H NMR spectra were recorded at 

room temperature on a Bruker AC 200 (200.1 MHz) spectrometer. FT–IR spectra were 

recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 882 spectrophotometer as KBr pellets. Thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) were carried out on an SDT-Q600 analyser from TA instruments. The 

samples were placed in open platinum crucibles and the measurements were done in 

the temperature range 25-800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 under a flow of N2. 

Magnetic measurements. Variable-temperature (2.0 – 400 K) direct current (dc) 

magnetic susceptibility measurements under an applied field of 100 G (T < 30 K) and 5.0 

kG (T ≥ 30 K), and magnetization measurements at 2.0 K were carried out with a 

Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. Variable-temperature (2.0 – 30 K) alternating 

current (ac) magnetic susceptibility measurements under  5.0 G oscillating field at 

frequencies in the range of 1.0 – 10.0 kHz were performed under different applied static 

fields in the range 0 – 5.0 kG with a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement 

System (PPMS). The magnetic susceptibility data were corrected for the diamagnetism 

of the constituent atoms and the sample holder. Dc and ac magnetic measurements 

were done on powdered microcrystals and, when necessary, restraining the sample with 

n-eicosane in order to avoid any field induced torqueing as well as to prevent any solvent 

loss. 

Gas sorption measurements. N2 physical adsorption measurements were 

performed at 77 K on crystalline samples with a Tristar II 3020 Micrometrics  instrument. 
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The CO2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 273 K were carried out on polycrystalline 

samples with a Micromeritics ASAP2020 instrument. Vapour adsorption isotherms were 

acquired using a Quantachrome Autosorb 1C volumetric adsorption analyser equipped 

with a vapor-dosing system. All samples were evacuated at 348 K during 19 h under 10-

6 Torr prior to their analysis, for both nitrogen and vapour measurements. The Brunauer-

Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas were calculated from the N2 adsorption isotherm 

according to the criteria reported by Rouquerol et al. and de Lange et al.1,2 

Hydrocarbon adsorption isotherms at 273 K were performed through a home-made 

fully automated manometric equipment designed and constructed by the Advanced 

Materials Group (LMA), and now commercialized as N2GSorb-6 (Gas to Materials 

Technologies; www.g2mtech.com). Before the adsorption experiments, the samples 

were outgassed at 348 K for 16 hours under vacuum. 

Kinetics of adsorption. Kinetic evaluation of the sorbents was performed at 273 K in 

a glassmade manometric adsorption equipment using pure gas components. Prior to the 

adsorption experiment, the samples were degassed under vacuum at the activation 

temperature. The initial pressure in the manifold was defined at 750 mbar for all 

adsorbates. Once equilibrated, the manifold was expanded to the sample holder, 

pressure readings being recorded every second and lasting for ten minutes. The dead 

volume of the sample cell was measured by expansion of helium from the manifold to 

the sample cell. 

Breakthrough measurements. Breakthrough curve experiments for different 

mixtures of gases were carried out using a column at 298 K. The sample powder (1.0 g) 

was packed in the middle part of the column. Breakthrough allows in situ activation of 

the sample under a helium flow. Mass flow controllers regulated the flow rates of all 

gases. Before each measurement, the sample was activated at the desired temperature 

for 19 hours. The gas stream from the outlet of the column was analysed online with a 

mass spectrometer. In order to have into account the bed dispersion and its effect on 

the breakthrough curve shape, we used as internal standard H2. In others words, we co-
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feed a H2 flow (H2 is not adsorbed by these materials at this conditions) together with 

the gases we want to separate.  

X-ray crystallographic data collection and structure refinement. Suitable crystals 

were selected and mounted on a MITIGEN holder in Paratone oil and very quickly placed 

on a liquid nitrogen stream cooled at 90 K to avoid any possible degradation upon 

dehydration. Diffraction data were collected on a Bruker-Nonius X8APEXII CCD area 

detector diffractometer using graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα radiation ( = 0.71073 

Å). The data were processed through the SAINT3 reduction and SADABS4  multi-scan 

absorption software. The structures were solved with the ShelXS structure solution 

program, using the Direct Methods solution method. The model were refined with the 

version 2013/4 of ShelXL against F2 on all data by full-matrix least squares.5,6 The final 

geometrical calculations on free voids and the graphical manipulations were carried out 

with PLATON7 implemented in WinGX,8  and CRYSTAL MAKER9  programs, respectively. 

X-ray Powder Diffraction Measurements. The polycrystalline samples were 

introduced into 0.5 mm borosilicate capillaries prior to being mounted and aligned on a 

Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). Five 

repeated measurements were collected for each sample, at room temperature (2 = 2 

– 40°) and merged in a single diffractogram. Variable temperature PXRD studies were 

also carried out following the same procedure. In this specific case, three repeated 

measurements were collected for each sample with 2 = 4 – 40° at different 

temperatures (298, 343, 353 and 370 K) and merged in a single diffractogram. 

Proton conductivity studies. All measurements were controlled by the winDETA 

package of programs.10 The total pellet resistances (RT) were obtained from the 

intercept of the spike and/or the arc (low-frequency end) on the Z’ axis. All impedance 

spectra show three overlapped contributions ascribed to grain interior, grain boundary 

and electrode processes. The resistance and capacitance values corresponding to the 

different processes were obtained by fitting the data with the ZView program11 using 
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the equivalent circuit (RbQb)(RgbQgb)Qe, where the subscripts b, gb and e denote grain 

interior, grain boundary and electrode processes, respectively. 

Computational details. The GGA exchange-correlation functional proposed by 

Perdew, Burke and Erzernhof (PBE)12 with a DZP basis set was employed for the external 

electrons and pseudopotentials generated following the approach proposed by Trouiller 

and Martins for the internal electrons.13  The cut-off radii for O and H atoms were 1.47 

and 1.31 Å, respectively. Values of 50 meV for the energy shift, 400 Ry for mesh cut-off 

and 10.7 Å for the k-grid cut-off were used. Atmospheric pressure and T = 298 K, which 

were controlled by Parrinello-Rahman14  and Nose15  methods, respectively, were 

considered during the simulation employing 1000 steps at a rate of 1 fs per step. The 

first (Videos 1-4) and second simulations (Videos 5 and 6) took 200 and 300 fs to finish, 

respectively. 

I.2. Synthetic Procedures 

I.2.1. Oxamato/oxamidato-based proligands (1S/1R - 7S) 

HMeEt-(S)-alama (1S) and HMeEt-(R)-alama (1R) were prepared by following the 

same synthetic procedure: 8.37 g (60 mmol) of the hydrochloride forms of the methyl 

ester derivatives of the corresponding enantiopure amino acids (L)- (1S) or (D)-Alanine 

(1R) were dissolved in 150.0 mL of dichloromethane and charged with 17.6 mL (126 

mmol) of trimethylamine. The mixtures were cooled down to 0 °C on an ice-bath under 

vigorous stirring.  After 10 minutes, 7.4 mL (66 mmol) of ethyl oxalyl chloride ester were 

added dropwise under vigorous stirring and the resulting solutions were further stirred 

during four hours. The solutions were then washed three times with water (3 x 50.0 mL) 

and the organic solutions were dried with Na2SO4. After 15 minutes stirring, the solids 

were filtered off and the organic solvents were removed in a rotatory evaporator to 

afford yellow oils, which were further purified in a silica column using a mixture of 

hexane:ethyl acetate (2:1, v/v) as eluent. Amounts of 10.2 (1S) and 10.9 g (1R) of 

colourless oils were finally obtained which represent yields of 84.0 (1S) and 89.5 % (1R). 
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HMeEt-(S)-valma (2S) and HMeEt-(R)-valma (2R) were prepared by following the 

same synthetic procedure: 10.1 g (60 mmol) of the hydrochloride forms of the methyl 

ester derivatives of the corresponding enantiopure amino acids (L)- (2S) or (D)-Valine 

(2R) were dissolved in 150.0 mL of dichloromethane and charged with 17.6 mL (126 

mmol) of trimethylamine. The mixtures were cooled down to 0 °C on an ice-bath under 

vigorous stirring.  After 10 minutes, 7.4 mL (66 mmol) of ethyl oxalyl chloride ester were 

added dropwise under vigorous stirring and the resulting solutions were further stirred 

during four hours. The solution were then washed three times with water (3 x 50.0 mL) 

and the organic solutions were dried with Na2SO4. After 15 minutes stirring, the solids 

were filtered off and the organic solvents were removed in a rotatory evaporator to 

afford yellow oils, which were further purified in a silica column using a mixture of 

hexane:ethyl acetate (2:1, v/v) as eluent. Amounts of 11.5 (2S) and 11.2 g (2R) of 

colourless oils were finally obtained which correspond to yields of 83.0 (2S) and 80.7 % 

(2R). 

HMeEt-(S)-leuma (3S) and HMeEt-(R)-leuma (3R) were prepared by following the 

same synthetic procedure:  10.9 g (60 mmol) of the hydrochloride forms of the methyl 

ester derivatives of the corresponding enantiopure amino acids (L)- (3S) or (D)-Leucine 

(3R) were dissolved in 150.0 mL of dichloromethane and charged with 17.6 mL (126 

mmol) of triethylamine. The mixtures were cooled down to 0 °C on an ice-bath under 

vigorous stirring.  After 10 minutes, 7.4 mL (66 mmol) of ethyl oxalyl chloride ester were 

added dropwise under vigorous stirring and the resulting solutions were further stirred 

during four hours. The solutions were then washed three times with water (3 x 50.0 mL) 

and the organic solutions were dried with Na2SO4. After 15 minutes stirring, the solids 

were filtered off and the organic solvents were removed in a rotatory evaporator to 

afford yellow oils, which were further purified in a silica column using a mixture of 

hexane:ethyl acetate (2:1, v/v) as eluent. Amounts of 12.3 (3S) and 12.1 g (2R) of 

colourless oils were finally obtained which represent yields of 83.7 (3S) and 82.3 % (3R). 

HMeEt-(S)-pegma (4S) and HMeEt-(R)-pegma (4R) were prepared by following the 

same synthetic procedure:  12.1 g (60 mmol) of the hydrochloride forms of the methyl 
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ester derivatives of the corresponding enantiopure amino acids (L)- (4S) or (D)-

Phenylglycine (4R) were dissolved in 150.0 mL of dichloromethane and charged with 17.6 

mL (126 mmol) of trimethylamine. The mixtures were cooled down to 0 °C on an ice-

bath under vigorous stirring.  After 10 minutes, 7.4 mL (66 mmol) of ethyl oxalyl chloride 

ester were added dropwise under vigorous stirring and the resulting solutions were 

further stirred during four hours. The solutions were then washed three times with 

water (3 x 50.0 mL) and the organic solutions were dried with Na2SO4. After 15 minutes 

stirring, the solids were filtered off and the organic solvents were removed in a rotatory 

evaporator to afford white powders which were then collected and dried under vacuum. 

Amounts of 13.6 (4S) and 14.2 g (4R) were finally obtained which correspond to yields of 

85.4 (4S) and 89.0 % (4R).  

HMeEt-(S,S)-alamox (5S), HMeEt-(R,R)-alamox (5R), HMeEt-(S,S)-valmox (6S) and 

HMeEt-(S,S)-leumox (7S): 60 mmol of the hydrochloride form of the methyl ester 

derivatives of the corresponding enantiopure amino acids [(L)- (5S), (D)-Alanine (5R), (L)-

Valine (6S) or (L)-Leucine (7S)]  were dissolved in 100.0 mL of dichloromethane and 

charged with triethylamine (17.6 mL, 126 mmol). Solutions containing 2.6 mL (30 mmol) 

of oxalyl chloride in 50.0 mL of dicloromethane were added dropwise to the resulting 

colourless reaction mixtures under vigorous stirring at 0 °C on an ice-bath. After further 

stirring during three hours, the small amount of white solid (Et3NHCl) formed was 

filtered off and the resulting colourless solutions were then concentrated in a rotatory 

evaporator to a final volume of 50.0 mL. The pale yellow solutions were washed three 

times with water (3 x 25 mL) and finally, the solvents were removed in a rotatory 

evaporator to afford white solids which were dried under vacuum. Yields: 13.3 g, 85.0 % 

(5S), 12.9 g, 82.7 % (5R), 15.6 g, 82.3 % (6S) and 16.4 g, 80.0 % (7S). 

I.2.2. Oxamato/oxamidato-based copper(II) complexes (1aS – 7aS) 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-alama])6} · 10H2O (1aS). A methanolic solution (50.0 mL) of the 

corresponding proligand HMeEt-(S)-alama (5.1 g, 25 mmol) was treated with a 25 % 
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methanolic solution of Me4NOH (33.7 mL, 80 mmol). Another methanolic solution (10.0 

mL) of CuCl2 · 6H2O (4.26 g, 25 mmol) was then added dropwise under continuous 

stirring. The resulting deep blue solution was filtered off to remove the small amount of 

solid particles and then concentrated to dryness in a rotary evaporator. The obtained 

blue powder was gently washed with acetone to remove the excess of Me4NOH and 

dried under vacuum. The resulting powder was dissolved in 5.0 mL of ethanol and left 

overnight at 0 °C in order to precipitate the impurity. The colourless impurities were 

then separated by filtration and the deep blue solution was concentrated to dryness in 

a rotatory evaporator. Well-formed hexagonal prisms of 1aS were grown after several 

weeks of slow evaporation of a water:methanol solution (1:1, v/v) containing the deep 

blue solid. Yield: 2.0 g, 24.6 %. 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-valma])6} · 7H2O (2aS) and (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(R)-valma])6} · 7H2O (2aR). 

Methanolic solutions (50.0 mL) of the corresponding proligands HMeEt-(S)-valma or 

HMeEt-(R)-valma (5.8 g, 25 mmol) were treated with 25 % methanolic solutions of 

Me4NOH (33.7 mL, 80 mmol). Then, methanolic solutions (10.0 mL) of CuCl2 · 6H2O (4.26 

g, 25 mmol) were added dropwise under continuous stirring. The resulting deep blue 

solutions were filtered off to remove the small amount of solid particles and then 

concentrated to dryness in a rotary evaporator. The obtained blue powders were gently 

washed with acetone to remove the excess of Me4NOH and dried under vacuum. The 

resulting powders were dissolved in 5.0 mL of ethanol and left overnight at 0 °C in order 

to precipitate the impurity. The colourless crystals were separated by filtration and the 

deep blue solutions were concentrated to dryness in a rotatory evaporator. Well-formed 

hexagonal prisms of 2aS and 2aR were grown after several weeks of slow evaporation of 

water:methanol solutions (1:1, v/v) containing the solids. Yields: 3.1 g, 36.0 % (2aS) and 

2.7 g 31.5 % (2aR). 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-leuma])6} · 10H2O (3aS). A methanolic solution (50.0 mL) of the 

HMeEt-(S)-leuma proligand (6.13 g, 25 mmol) was treated with a 25 % methanolic 

solution of Me4NOH (33.7 mL, 80 mmol). Another methanolic solution (10.0 mL) of CuCl2 

· 6H2O (4.26 g, 25 mmol) was then added dropwise under continuous stirring. The 
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resulting deep blue solution was filtered off to remove the small amount of solid 

particles and then concentrated to dryness in a rotary evaporator. The obtained blue 

powder was gently washed with acetone to remove the excess of Me4NOH and dried 

under vacuum. The resulting powder was dissolved in 5.0 mL of ethanol and left 

overnight at 0 °C in order to precipitate the impurity. The colourless crystals were then 

filtered off and the deep blue solution was concentrated to dryness in a rotatory 

evaporator. Well-formed hexagonal prisms of 3aS were grown after several weeks of 

slow evaporation of a water:methanol solution (1:1, v/v) containing the solid. Yield: 2.5 

g, 27.2 %. 

{Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aS) and {Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR). 

Methanolic solutions (50.0 mL) of the corresponding proligands HMeEt-(S)-pegma or 

HMeEt-(R)-pegma (6.63 g, 25 mmol) were treated with  25 % methanolic solutions of 

Me4NOH (33.7 mL, 80 mmol). Methanolic solutions (10.0 mL) of CuCl2 · 6H2O (4.26 g, 25 

mmol) were then added dropwise under continuous stirring. The resulting deep blue 

solutions were filtered off to remove the small amount of solid particles and then 

concentrated to dryness in a rotary evaporator. The obtained blue powders were gently 

washed with acetone to remove the excess of Me4NOH and dried under vacuum. The 

resulting powders were dissolved in 5.0 mL of ethanol and left overnight at 0 °C in order 

to precipitate the impuritiy. The colourless crystals were removed by filtration and the 

deep blue solutions were concentrated to dryness in a rotatory evaporator. Well-formed 

elongated rectangular prisms of 4aS and 4aR were grown after several weeks of slow 

evaporation of water:methanol solutions (1:1, v/v) containing the solids. Yields: 3.4 g, 

34.5 % (4aS) and 3.8 g, 38.6 % (4aR).  

(Me4N)2{Cu2[(S,S)-alamox](OH)2} . 6H2O (5aS), (Me4N)2{Cu2[(R,R)-alamox](OH)2} . 

6H2O (5aR), (Me4N)2{Cu2[(S,S)-valmox](OH)2} . 2H2O (6aS) and (Me4N)2{Cu2[(S,S)-

leumox](OH)2} . 2H2O (7aS): the corresponding HMeEt-(S,S)-alamox, HMeEt-(R,R)-

alamox, HMeEt-(S,S)-valmox or HMeEt-(S,S)-leumox  proligands (20 mmol) were treated 

with 25% methanolic solutions of Me4NOH (35.4 mL, 84 mmol). Then, methanolic 
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solutions (25.0 mL) of CuCl2 · 6H2O (6.82 g, 40 mmol) were added dropwise under 

continuous stirring. The resulting deep green solutions were filtered to remove any solid 

particles and concentrated in a rotary evaporator. The mixtures were then allowed to 

stand overnight at 0 °C on an ice-bath, and finally they were filtered to remove the 

precipitate. The solvent of the resulting deep green solutions was removed in a rotatory 

evaporator to afford green polycrystalline solids that were gently washed with acetone 

and dried under vacuum. Afterwards, they were recrystallized in 10 mL of ethanol. 

Yields: 7.10 g, 55.0 (5aS), 6.72 g, 52.0 (5aR), 6.9 g, 54.8 (6aS) and 7.45 g, 56.4 % (7aS). 

I.2.3. Oxamato-based copper(II)/nickel(II) PCPs (1bS – 4bR) 

{[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 . 9H2O}n (1bS): A multigram scale synthesis was carried 

out by direct reaction of water:methanol solutions (1:9, v/v) of (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-

alama])6} · 10H2O (1aS) (1.96 g, 1 mmol) and [Ni(cyclam)Cl2] (0.996 g, 3 mmol). 

[Ni(cyclam)Cl2] was synthesised according to the procedure described in the literature.16 

The mixture was stirred at r.t. for 48 h. The resulting pale green polycrystalline powder 

was filtered, gently washed with water or water:methanol (1:9, v/v) and dried under 

vacuum. Yield: 1.27 g, 65 %. Well-formed green cubic prisms of 1bS, suitable for X-ray 

diffraction, were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of water:methanol 

solutions (1:9, v/v) containing stoichiometric amounts of 1aS in one arm and 

[Ni(cyclam)Cl2] in the other one. The crystals were collected by filtration and air-dried.  

{[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-valma]2 . 15H2O}n (2bS): A multigram scale synthesis was carried 

out by direct reaction of water/methanol solutions (1:9, v/v) of (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-

valma])6} · 7H2O (2aS)  (2.07 g, 1 mmol) and [Ni(cyclam)Cl2] (0.996 g, 3 mmol). The 

mixture was stirred at r.t. for 48 h. The resulting pale green polycrystalline powder was 

filtered, gently washed with water or water:methanol (1:9, v/v) and dried under 

vacuum. Yield: 1.45 g, 70 %. X-ray quality cubic prisms of 2bS were obtained by slow 

diffusion in an H-shaped tube of water:methanol solutions (1:9, v/v) containing 

stoichiometric amounts of 2aS in one arm and [Ni(cyclam)Cl2] in the other one. The 

crystals were collected by filtration and air-dried.  
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{[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n (4bR): A multigram scale synthesis 

was carried out by direct reaction of water/isopropanol solutions (1:1, v/v) of 

{Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR) (0.98 g, 2.5 mmol) and [Ni(cyclam)Cl2] (0.415 g, 1.25 

mmol). The mixture was stirred at r.t. for 48 h. The resulting pale green polycrystalline 

powder was filtered, gently washed with water or water:isopropanol (1:1, v/v) and dried 

under vacuum. Yield: 1.9 g, 72 %. Well-formed green cubic prisms of 4bR, suitable for X-

ray diffraction, were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of 

water:isopropanol solutions (1:1, v/v) containing stoichiometric amounts of 4aR in one 

arm and [Ni(cyclam)Cl2] in the other one. The crystals were collected by filtration and 

air-dried.  

I.2.4. Oxamidato-based copper(II)/M(II) PCPs (5bS – 5eS, 6bS – 6cS and 
7bS – 7cS) 

{CuII
6Ba[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 30H2O}n (5bS), {CuII

6Ba[(S,S)-

valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n (6bS) and {CuII
4Ba[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 11H2O}n 

(7bS): Multigram scale syntheses were carried out by direct reaction of water (5bS and 

7bS) and water:methanol (1:1, v/v, 6bS) solutions of the dicopper(II) precursors 5aS, 6aS 

or 7aS (6 mmol) and BaCl2 (0.42 g, 2 mmol). The mixtures were stirred at r.t. for 48 h. 

The resulting blue polycrystalline powders were removed by filtration, gently washed 

with water or water:methanol (1:1, v/v) and dried under vacuum. Yields: 2.94 g, 82 (5bS), 

2.52 g, 74 (6bS) and 2.06 g, 77 % (7bS).  X-ray suitable well-shaped blue hexagonal prisms 

of 5bS, 6bS and 7bS were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of 

water:methanol mixtures (1:1, v/v) containing stoichiometric amounts of 5aS, 6aS or 7aS 

(0.18 mmol) in an arm and BaCl2 (0.013 g, 0.06 mmol) in the other one. After several 

weeks, the crystals were formed and they were collected by filtration on filter paper and 

air-dried. 
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{CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n (5cS), {CuII

6Ca[(R,R)-

alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n (5cR), {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 13H2O}n (6cS) 

and {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 11H2O}n (7cS): Multigram scale syntheses were 

carried out by direct reaction of water (5cS and 5cR) and water:methanol (1:1, v/v, 6cS 

and 7cS) solutions of the dicopper(II) precursors 5aS, 5aR, 6aS or 7aS  (6 mmol) and CaCl2 

(0.22 g, 2 mmol). The mixtures were stirred at r.t. for 48 h. The resulting blue 

polycrystalline powders were filtered, gently washed with water or water:methanol 

(1:1, v/v) and dried under vacuum. Yields: 2.49 g, 72.0 (5cS), 2.36 g, 68.0 (5cR), 1.59 g, 

51.0 (6cS) and 2.09 g, 65.0 % (7cS).  Well-formed blue cubic prisms of 5cS, 5cR, 6cS and 7cS 

suitable for X-ray diffraction, were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of 

water:methanol mixtures (1:1, v/v) containing stoichiometric amounts of 5aS, 5aR, 6aS 

or 7aS (0.18 mmol) in an arm and CaCl2 (0.01 g, 0.06 mmol) in the other one. After several 

weeks, the crystals were separated and collected by filtration on filter paper and air-

dried. 

{CuII
6Dy[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n (5dS) and {CuII

6Tb[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 

21H2O}n (5eS): Multigram scale syntheses were performed by direct reaction of aqueous 

solutions of the dicopper(II) precursor 5aS (3.87 g, 6 mmol) and DyCl3 · 6H2O or TbCl3 · 

6H2O (2 mmol). The mixtures were stirred at r.t. for 48 h. The blue polycrystalline 

powders which were formed, were filtered, gently washed with water and dried under 

vacuum. Yield: 2.52 g, 76 (5dS) and 2.32 g, 70 % (5e).  X-ray quality, well-shaped blue 

hexagonal prisms of 5eS were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of 

water/methanol mixed solvents (1:1, v/v) containing stoichiometric amounts of 5aS 

(0.18 mmol) in an arm and TbCl3 · 6H2O (0.06 mmol) in the other one. The crystals, which 

were grown after several weeks, appeared and were collected by filtration on filter 

paper and air-dried. 
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I.3. Physicochemical Characterisation 

Table 1. 1H RMN data of HMeEt-(S)-alama and HMeEt-(R)-alama in deuterated CH2Cl2a 

1S 

 (ppm) 

1R

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

7.62 (d) 7.60(d) -NH 

4.61 (m) 4.60 (m) -CH 

4.35 (q) 4.33 (q) -OCH2CH3 

3.77 (s) 3.75 (s) -OCH3 

1.48 (d) 1.47 (d) CH3-CH- 

1.38 (dt) 1.35 (dt) -OCH2CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 

Table 2. 1H RMN data of HMeEt-(S)-valma and HMeEt-(R)-valma in deuterated CH2Cl2a 

2S 

 (ppm) 

2R

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

7.48 (d) 7.48 (d) -NH 

4.47 (m) 4.45 (m) -CH 

4.28 (q) 4.28 (q) -OCH2CH3 

3.67 (s) 3.65 (s) -OCH3 

2.17 (m) 2.16 (m) -CH 

1.32 (dt) 1.32 (td) -OCH2CH3 

0.88 (td) 0.88 (td) CH3-CH-CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 
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Table 3. 1H RMN data of HMeEt-(S)-leuma and HMeEt-(R)-leuma in deuterated DMSOa 

3S 

 (ppm) 

3R

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

9.20 (d) 9.22 (d) -NH 

4.36 (m) 4.39 (m) -CH 

4.26 (m) 4.26 (m) -OCH2CH3 

3.64 (s) 3.65 (s) -OCH3 

1.78 (t) 1.79 (t) CH3-CH-CH3 

1.55 (m) 1.56 (m) CH-CH2-CH 

1.27 (m) 1.29 (m) -OCH2CH3 

0.86 (td) 0.86 (td) CH3-CH-CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 

Table 4. 1H RMN data of HMeEt-(S)-pegma and HMeEt-(R)-pegma in deuterated DMSOa 

4S 

 (ppm) 

4R

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

9.61 (d) 9.59 (d) -NH 

7.38 (m) 7.41 (m) -C6H5 

5.57 (d) 5.53 (d) -CH 

4.26 (q) 4.24 (q) -OCH2CH3 

3.66 (s) 3.65 (s) -OCH3 

1.27 (t) 1.24 (t) -OCH2CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 
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Table 5. Elemental analysis of the proligandsa 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) 

1S 47.01 (47.28) 6.32 (6.45) 6.92 (6.89) 

1R 47.10 (47.28) 6.37 (6.45) 6.93 (6.89) 

2S 51.87 (51.94) 7.29 (7.41) 6.06 (6.06) 

2R 51.93 (51.94) 7.33 (7.41) 6.09 (6.06) 

3S 52.98 (53.86) 7.64 (7.81) 5.90 (5.71) 

4S 58.87 (58.86) 5.49 (5.70) 5.33 (5.28) 

4R 58.85 (58.86) 5.47 (5.70) 5.34 (5.28) 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. 

Table 6. Elemental analysis of the oxamato-containing copper(II) precursorsa 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) 

1aS 33.72 (33.80) 5.62 (5.88) 8.70 (8.76) 

2aS 38.42 (38.31) 6.33 (6.53) 8.13 (8.13) 

2aR 38.29 (38.31) 6.40 (6.53) 8.09 (8.13) 

3aS 39.09 (39.17) 6.78 (6.94) 7.51 (7.62) 

4aS 42.62 (42.69) 5.50 (5.63) 7.13 (7.11) 

4aR 42.63 (42.69) 5.51 (5.63) 7.14 (7.11) 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. 
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Table 7. Selected FTIR data of the oxamato-containing copper(II) precursorsa 

Compound C=O (cm-1) C-H (cm-1) 

1aS 1650, 1616 2940, 2917 

2aS 1637, 1615 2963, 2935, 2877 

2aR 1639, 1618 2963, 2933, 2874 

3aS  1653, 1609 2961, 2926, 2868 

4aS 1640, 1608 2961, 2918 

4aR 1643, 1610 2962, 2918 

aKBr disk. 

Table 8. Elemental analysisa and SEM data of the oxamato-based copper(II)/nickel(II) PCPs 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) Cu:Nib 

1bS 34.11 (34.30) 4.24 (4.32) 11.87 (12.00) 2.00  

2bS 36.35 (36.67) 4.01 (4.07) 10.82 (10.70) 2.02  

4bR 41.11 (41.00) 6.03 (6.12) 7.84 (7.97) 1.97 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. bValues determined by SEM. 

Table 9. Selected FTIR data of the oxamato-based copper(II)/nickel(II) PCPsa 

Compound C=O (cm-1) C-H (cm-1) 

1bS 1653, 1602 2930, 2870 

2bS 1638, 1595 2958, 2928, 2870 

4bR 1642, 1593 2929, 2871 

aKBr disk. 
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Table 10. 1H RMN data of HMeEt-(S)-alamox and HMeEt-(R)-alamox in deuterated CH2Cl2a 

5S 

 (ppm) 

5R 

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

9.12 (d) 9.11 (d) -NH 

4.38 (m) 4.38 (m) -CH 

3.64 (s) 3.64 (s) -OCH3 

1.35 (d) 1.36 (d) -CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 

Table 11. 1H RMN data of H2Me2-(S,S)-valmox and H2Me2-(R,R)-valmox in deuterated DMSOa 

6S 

 (ppm) 

6R 

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

8.74 (d) 8.74 (d) -NH 

4.16 (m) 4.15 (m) -CH-NH 

3.66 (s) 3.66 (s) -OCH3 

2.19 (m) 2.20 (m) CH3-CH-CH3 

0.88 (dd) 0.88 (dd) CH3-CH-CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 

Table 12. 1H RMN data of H2Me2-(S,S)-leumox in deuterated DMSOa 

7S 

 (ppm) 
H-typeb 

9.05 (d) -NH 

4.37 (m) -CH-NH 

3.69 (s) -OCH3 

1.80 (q) -CH3-CH-CH3 

1.57 (m) CH-CH2-CH 

0.89 (t) -CH3-CH-CH3 

aChemical shifts are given in δ (ppm) against TMS. bHighlighted in blue. 
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Table 13. Elemental analysis of the proligandsa 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) 

5S 46.01 (46.15) 6.29 (6.20) 10.73 (10.76) 

5R 46.03 (46.15) 6.25 (6.20) 10.69 (10.76) 

6S 53.11 (53.21) 7.53 (7.65) 8.82 (8.91) 

6R 53.14 (53.21) 7.58 (7.65) 8.84 (8.91) 

7S 55.66 (55.80) 8.09 (8.19) 8.08 (8.13) 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. 

Table 14. Selected FTIR data of the oxamidato-derivative proligandsa 

Compound C=O (cm-1)[b] C-H (cm-1)[b] 

5S 1708, 1623  2980, 2933  

5R 1709, 1623 2981, 2933 

6S 1735, 1657  2964 ,2933, 2872  

6R 1733, 1653  2962 ,2933, 2870  

7S 1735, 1656  2957, 2926, 2870  

aKBr disk. 
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The different dicopper(II) precursors were characterised through elemental analysis 

and FTIR spectroscopy. The obtained data are represented in Tables 15 and 16. 

Table 15. Elemental analysis data[a] of the oxamidato-containing dicopper(II) precursorsa 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) 

5aS 30.08 (29.76) 7.37 (7.18) 8.72 (8.68) 

5aR 30.14 (29.76) 7.28 (7.18) 8.75 (8.68) 

6aS 34.11 (34.23) 7.71 (7.76) 7.91 (7.98) 

6aR 34.13 (34.23) 7.69 (7.76) 7.90 (7.98) 

7aS 37.95 (38.09) 7.77 (7.85) 7.99 (8.08) 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. 

Table 16. Selected FTIR data of the oxamidato-containing dicopper(II) precursorsa 

Compound O-H (cm-1) C-H (cm-1) C=O (cm-1) 

5aS 3430 2960, 2940, 2911 1710, 1653, 1618 

5aR 3435 2958 ,2941, 2911 1718, 1658, 1618 

6aS 3448 2961, 2933, 2874 1701, 1634, 1618 

6aR 3440 2964, 2934, 2877 1701, 1640, 1620 

7aS 3639 2957, 2926, 2870 1701, 1653, 1618 

[aKBr disk. 
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The different oxamidato-based bimetallic PCPs were characterised through 

elemental analysis, SEM and FTIR. The obtained data are represented in Tables 17 and 

18.  

Table 17. Elemental analysis and SEM data of the copper(II) oxamidato-derivative PCPs a 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) Cu:Mb 

5bS 16.03 (16.07) 5.00 (4.94) 4.59 (4.69) 6.01 

5cS 16.87 (16.62) 5.15 (5.35) 4.65 (4.85) 5.97 

5cR 16.70 (16.62) 5.21 (5.35) 4.69 (4.85) 5.95 

5dS 17.31 (17.20) 4.92 (5.01) 4.35 (4.27) 5.91 

5eS 17.40 (17.43) 4.11 (5.08) 4.32 (4.20) 5.98 

6bS 29.87 (29.61) 5.01 (5.09) 4.91 (4.93) 6.01 

6cS 27.67 (27.71) 5.01 (5.04) 5.49 (5.39) 6.05 

7bS 25.17 (25.12) 5.61 (5.57) 4.11 (4.18) 5.99 

7cS 31.22 (31.36) 5.11 (5.39) 5.23  (5.22) 5.97 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. bValues determined by SEM. 

Table 18. Selected FTIR data of the copper(II)-oxamidato PCPs a 

Compound O-H (cm-1) C-H (cm-1) C=O (cm-1) 

5bS 3422 2990, 2936 1718, 1663, 1605 

5cS 3420 2986, 2941 1701, 1663, 1605 

5cR 3420 2988, 2940 1702, 1665, 1605 

5dS 3420 2990, 2940 1701, 1656 ,1600 

5eS 3420 2987, 2941 1701, 1660, 1603 

6bS 3448 2963, 2933, 2872 1701, 1647, 1603 

6cS 3440 2960, 2937, 2873 1702, 1650, 1606 

7bS 3448 2957, 2929, 2872 1701, 1647, 1602 

 7cS 3440 2960, 2929, 2870  1703, 1645 ,1604 

aKBr disk. 
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I.4. Summary of the Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions 

Table 19. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for (Me4N)6{Cu6
II[(S)-

alama]6)} · 10H2O (1aS) and {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 . 9H2O}n (1bS)  

Compound 1aS 1bS 

Formula C54Cu6H116N12O54 C20Cu2NiH50N6O19 

M (g mol–1) 1954.82 864.45 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system Hexagonal Trigonal 

Space group P63 R3 

a (Å) 15.8175(15)  33.792(6) 

b (Å) 15.8175(15) 33.792(6) 

c (Å) 20.608(2) 14.820(2) 

V (Å3) 4465.1(10) 14656(5) 

α (°) 90 90 

β (°) 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 

Z 2 9 

calc (g cm–3) 1.454 0.882 

µ (mm–1) 1.491  0.978 

T (K) 296 100 

 range for data collection (°) 1.487 to 26.419  1.205 to 25.242 

Completeness to   = 21.0° 100 % 100 % 

Completeness to   = 25.0 100 % 58.4 % 

Measured reflections 51973 39207 

Unique reflections (Rint) 6030 (0.0809) 6864 (0.16) 

Observed reflections [I > 2 (I)] 3676 2822 
cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.046 1.176 

Absolute structure parameter 

(Flack) 
0.042(14) 0.46(4) 

Ra [I > 2 (I)] (all data) 0.0590 (0.1130) 0.1160 (0.1940) 

wRb [I > 2 (I)] (all data) 0.1463 (0.1793) 0.2628 (0.2899) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 20. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for (Me4N)6{Cu6
II[(S)-

valma]6)} · 7H2O (2aS), (Me4N)6{Cu6
II[(R)-valma]6) · 7H2O (2aR) and {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-valma]2 . 

15H2O}n (2bS) 

Compound 2aS 2aR 2bS 

Formula C66Cu6H134N12O37 C66Cu6H134N12O37 C24Cu2NiH70N6O25 

M (g mol–1) 2069.69 2069.69 1028.65 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system Hexagonal Hexagonal Hexagonal 

Space group P63 P63 P65 

a (Å) 16.8745(7)  16.7208(4)  44.286(3) 

b (Å) 16.8745(7) 16.7208(4) 44.286(3) 

c (Å) 21.0124(14) 20.8549(8) 26.4667(17) 

V (Å3) 5181.6(5) 5049.5(3) 44954(6) 

α (°) 90 90 90 

β (°) 90 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 120 

Z 2 2 24 

calc (g cm–3) 1.326 1.361 0.912 

µ (mm–1) 1.288  1.321  0.864 

T (K) 293 296 100 

 range for data collection 
(°) 

1.39 to 23.06  1.41 to 23.30  0.920 to 26.373 

Completeness to   max 100 % 100 % 99.1 % 

Completeness to  full 100 % 100 % 96.5 % 

Measured reflections 61429 60872 316854 

Unique reflections (Rint) 4858 (0.0365) 4882 (0.0285) 50728 (0.1224) 

Observed reflections [I > 

2(I)] 
4343 4368 17526 

cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.157 1.148 0.912 

Absolute structure 
parameter (Flack) 

-0.02(2) 0.00(2) 0.338(12) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0595 (0.0731) 0.0613 (0.0746) 0.0911 (0.1940) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.1628 (0.1842) 0.1644 (0.1837) 0.2226 (0.2399) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 21. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for (Me4N)6{Cu6
II[(S)-

leuma]6)} · 10H2O (3aS) 

Compound 3aS 

Formula C72Cu6H152N12O40 

M (g mol–1) 2207.29 

 (Å) 0.71073 

Crystal system Hexagonal 

Space group P63 

a (Å) 17.3468(10) 

b (Å) 17.3468(10) 

c (Å) 21.3108(14) 

V (Å3) 90 

α (°) 90 

β (°) 120 

γ (°) 5553.5(7) 

Z 2 

calc (g cm–3) 1.320 

µ (mm–1) 1.208 

T (K) 296 

 range for data collection (°) 1.355 to 25.242 

Completeness to   max 100 % 

Completeness to   full 80 % 

Measured reflections 79848 

Unique reflections (Rint) 5211 (0.0485) 

Observed reflections [I > 2(I)] 4007 
cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.076 

Absolute structure parameter (Flack) 0.025(7) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0578 (0.0888) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.1655 (0.1960) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 22. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for {Me4N[CuII(R)-
pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR), {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aS) and {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 . 
6H2O . 2C3H8O}n (4bR) 

Compound 4aR 4aS 4bR 

Formula C14CuH22N2O7 C14CuH22N2O7 C36Cu2NiH64N6O18 

M (g mol–1) 393.87 393.87 1054.72 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system Trigonal Trigonal Trigonal 

Space group P31 P31 P3221 

a (Å) 10.143(1) 10.2528(6) 19.699(1) 

b (Å) 10.143(1) 10.2528(6) 19.699(1) 

c (Å) 14.428(2) 14.7602 (8) 29.298(2) 

α  (°) 90 90 90 

β  (°) 90 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 120 

V (Å3) 1285.5(4) 1343.72(13) 9846.3(14) 

Z 3 3 6 

calc (g cm–3) 1.526 1.460 1.067 

µ (mm–1) 1.312 1.255 0.980 

T (K) 90 296 90 

 range for data collection 
(°) 

2.319 to 26.321 2.29 to 30.62 1.38 to 25.242 

Completeness to   max° 100 % 100 % 100 % 

Completeness to   full 100 % 100 % 58.3 % 

Measured reflections 14310 56461 74812 

Unique reflections (Rint) 3451 (0.0531) 5022 (0.0418) 6823 (0.0583) 

Observed reflections [I > 

2(I)] 
2947 4621 4985 

cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.236 0.793 0.937 

Absolute structure 
parameter (Flack) 

0.050(10) -0.008(9) 0.050(12) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0653 (0.0796) 
0.0299 

(0.0342) 
0.0480 (0.0679) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.1682 (0.1772) 
0.0888 

(0.0942) 
0.1140 (0.1201) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 23. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for {CuII
6Ba[(S,S)-

alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 30H2O}n (5bS), {CuII
6Ba[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n (6bS) and 

{CuII
4Ba[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 11H2O}n (7bS) 

Compound 5bS 6bS 7bS 

Formula C24H88BaCu6N6O51 C42H86BaCu6N6O32 C84H222Ba3Cu12N12O90 

M (g mol–1) 1794.58 1705.74 4015.22 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system Hexagonal Trigonal Cubic 

Space group P63 R3 P213 

a (Å) 17.7003(7) 14.4099(15) 26.1224(5) 

b (Å) 17.7003(7) 14.4099(15) 26.1224(5) 

c (Å) 13.9208(5) 32.222(4) 26.1224(5) 

α  (°) 90 90 90 

β  (°) 90 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 90 

V (Å3) 3777.1(3) 5974.2(14) 17825.4(10) 

Z 2 3 4 

calc (g cm–3) 1.579 1.422 1.496 

µ (mm–1) 2.268 2.130 2.140 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 90(2) 

 range for data 
collection (°) 

1.328 to 28.945 1.743 to 27.954 1.102 to 26.370 

Completeness to   
= 25.0 

100 % 100 % 100 % 

Measured 
reflections 

49832 38348 87668 

Unique reflections 
(Rint) 

6178 (0.0358) 6170 (0.0382) 12163 (0.0425) 

Observed 

reflections [I > 2 
(I)] 

5375 5646 10077 

cGoodness-of-fit on 
F2 

1.058 1.103 1.090 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all 
data) 

0.0418 (0.0522) 0.0418 (0.0493)  0.0698 (0.0927)  

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all 
data) 

0.1178 (0.1277) 0.1230 (0.1332) 0.2007 (0.2260) 

Flack parameter 0.21(2) 0.011(9) 0.031(6) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 24. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-

alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 32H2O}n (5cS) and {CuII
6Ca[(R,R)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 33H2O}n (5cR)  

Compound 5cS 5cR 

Formula C24H92CaCu6N6O53 C24H98CaCu6N6O54 

M (g mol–1) 1734.35 1756.40 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system Hexagonal Hexagonal 

Space group P63 P63 

a (Å) 17.6943(10) 17.724(3) 

b (Å) 17.6943(10) 17.724(3) 

c (Å) 13.2921(8) 13.474(3) 

α  (°) 90 90 

β  (°) 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 

V (Å3) 3604.0(5) 3665.5(15) 

Z 2 2 

calc (Mg m–3) 1.598 1.591 

µ (mm–1) 1.916 1.887 

T (K) 90(2) 90(2) 

 range for data collection (°) 2.658 to 27.979 1.327 to 28.582 

Completeness to   25.242° 99.9 % 99.9 % 

Measured reflections 34464 85614 

Unique reflections (Rint) 5790 (0.0411) 6226 (0.0373) 

Observed reflections [I > 2(I)] 4983 5796 
cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.062 1.177 

Absolute structure parameter 
(Flack) 

0.025(11) 0.049(7) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0367 (0.0452)  0.0344 (0.0388)  

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0966 (0.1017) 0.1290 (0.1354) 

Largest diff. peak and hole (e Å-

3) 
1.416 and -0.530 1.796 and -0.672 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2.  S = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 25. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-

valmox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 13H2O}n (6cS) and {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 11H2O}n (7cS) 

Compound 6cS 7cS 

Formula C36Cu6CaH78N6O34 C42Cu6CaH86N6O32 

M (g mol–1) 1560.36 1608.48 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

Crystal system hexagonal hexagonal 

Space group P63 P63 

a (Å) 17.783(3) 17.603(6) 

b (Å) 17.783(3) 17.603(6) 

c (Å) 12.889(2) 13.045(4) 

α  (°) 90 90 

β  (°) 90 90 

γ (°) 120 120 

V (Å3) 3530(1) 3501(3) 

Z 2 2 

calc (g cm–3) 1.468 1.526 

µ (mm–1) 1.930 1.946 

T (K) 90(2) 90(2) 

 range for data collection (°) 1.32 to 26.0 1.33 to 26.0 

Completeness to   = 25.0 100 % 100 % 

Measured reflections 20336 47764 

Unique reflections (Rint) 4076 (0.21) 4777 (0.10) 

Observed reflections [I > 2 (I)] 1687 2505 
cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.008 0.959 

Absolute structure parameter 
(Flack) 

0.37(18) 0.36(9) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0960 (0.2383) 0.0710 (0.1175) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.2290 (0.3194) 0.1810 (0.2043) 

Largest diff. peak and hole (e.Å-

3) 
1.101 and -1.018 0.835 and -0.767 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 26. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for {CuII
6Tb[(S,S)-

alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n (5eS) 

Compound 5eS 

Formula C8Cu2Tb0.33H23N2O14 

M (g mol–1) 551.34 

 (Å) 0.71073 

Crystal system hexagonal 

Space group P63 

a (Å) 17.7181(14) 

b (Å) 17.7181(14) 

c (Å) 13.1074(12) 

α  (°) 90 

β  (°) 90 

γ (°) 120 

V (Å3) 3564(7) 

Z 6 

calc (g cm–3) 1.541 

µ (mm–1) 2.822 

T (K) 100(2) 

 range for data collection (°) 1.32 to 26.0 

Completeness to   = 25.0 100 % 

Measured reflections 80943 

Unique reflections (Rint) 4780 (0.0429) 

Observed reflections [I > 2 (I)] 3910 
cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.042 

Absolute structure parameter (Flack) 0.63(6) 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0471 (0.0670) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.1268 (0.1436) 

aR1 = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|.  wR2 = [∑w(Fo
2 – Fc

2)2/∑w(Fo
2)2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Table 27. Bond distances for (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-alama]6} · 10H2O (1aS), (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-valma]6} · 
7H2O (2aS), (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(R)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aR) and (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-leuma]6} · 10H2O (3aS) 

Bond distance  / Å 1S 2S 2R 3S 

Cu(1)-N(1) 1.921(8) 1.905(5) 1.891(5) 1.915(8) 

Cu(1)-O(1)eq 1.977(8) 1.957(5) 1.956(5) 1.973(10) 

Cu(1)-O(3)eq 2.002(8) 2.055(4) 2.011(4) 2.042(8) 

Cu(1)-O(7)eq 1.962(7) 1.992(4) 1.940(4) 1.939(7) 

Cu(1)-O(6)ax 2.405(8) 2.260(5) 2.367(5) 2.440(8) 

Cu(2)-N(2) 1.906(8) 1.912(5) 1.894(5) 1.902(8) 

Cu(2)-O(5)eq 1.964(6) 1.959(4) 1.980(4) 1.977(7) 

Cu(2)-O(8)eq 2.018(7) 2.036(5) 2.034(4) 2.052(7) 

Cu(2)-O(9)eq 1.954(8) 1.965(5) 1.937(5) 1.980(8) 

Cu(2)-O(4)ax 2.338(7) 2.398(5) 2.241(4) 2.298(8) 

The standard deviation values are given in parentheses. 

Table 28. Selected interbond bite angles for (Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-alama]6} · 10H2O (1aS), 

(Me4N)6{CuII
6[(S)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aS), (Me4N)6{CuII

6[(R)-valma]6} · 7H2O (2aR) and 
(Me4N)6{CuII

6[(S)-leuma]6} · 10H2O (3aS)a 

Bite angle / ° 1S 2S 2R 3S 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(1)eq 83.0(4) 82.9(2) 83.4(2) 83.8(4) 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(3)eq 82.8(3) 82.7(2) 83.4 19) 82.9(4) 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(7)eq 176.8(4) 160.5(2) 174.2(2) 176.7(4) 

O(1)eq-Cu(1)-O(6)ax 98.8(4) 101.6(2) 96.7(2) 94.9(4) 

O(3)eq-Cu(1)-O(6)ax 88.7(3) 90.83(19) 86.80(17) 87.0(3) 

O(7)eq-Cu(1)-O(6)ax 78.1(3) 80.64(16) 78.01(16) 77.7(3) 

N(2)-Cu(2)-O(5)eq 171.0(4) 174.2(2) 160.5(2) 166.4(4) 

N(2)-Cu(2)-O(8)eq 82.8(3) 83.5(2) 82.8(2) 81.8(3) 

N(2)-Cu(2)-O(9)eq 83.9(3) 83.8(2) 82.7(2) 82.4(3) 

O(5)eq-Cu(2)-O(4)ax 78.8(3) 78.01(16) 80.60(16) 79.8(3) 

O(8)eq-Cu(2)-O(4)ax 91.8(3) 86.33(18) 91.35(18) 92.2(3) 

O(9)eq-Cu(2)-O(4)ax 98.4(3) 96.5(2) 101.3(2) 103.7(4) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 
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Table 29. Selected bond distances for {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aS) and {Me4N[CuII(R)-
pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aR)a  

Bond distance / Å 4S 4R 

Cu(1)-N(1) 1.9044(16) 1.889(8) 

Cu(1)-O(1)eq 1.9915(17) 1.985(7) 

Cu(1)-O(3)eq 1.9654(14) 1.945(7) 

Cu(1)-O(4)eq 2.0146(16) 2.017(7) 

Cu(1)-O(5)ax 2.3083(16) 2.284(7) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 30. Interbond bite angles for {Me4N[CuII(S)-pegma] · 2H2O}n (4aS) and {Me4N[CuII(R)-pegma] 

· 2H2O}n (4aR)a  

Bite angle / ° 4S 4R 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(1)eq 82.69(7) 82.0(4) 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(4)eq 82.89(6) 83.2(3) 

O(3)eq-Cu(1)-O(5)ax 79.73(6) 80.5(3) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 31. Selected bond distances for {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 . 9H2O}n (1bS)a 

Bond distance / Å 1bS 

Cu(1)-N(1) 2.02(3) 

Cu(1)-O(2)eq 1.947(19) 

Cu(1)-O(3)eq 1.78(2) 

Cu(1)-O(5)eq 2.11(2) 

Cu(1)-O(1)ax 2.27(2) 

Cu(2)-N(2) 1.88(2) 

Cu(2)-O(7)eq 2.17(2) 

Cu(2)-O(8)eq 1.90(2) 

Cu(2)-O(10)eq 1.93(2) 

Cu(2)-O9ax 2.31 (2) 

Ni(1)-N(3) 1.778(9) 

Ni(1)-N(4) 2.241(9) 

Ni(1)-N(5) 2.017(9) 

Ni(1)-N(4) 2.241(9) 

Ni(1)-O(4) 2.22(2) 

Ni(1)-O(6) 2.16(3) 
aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 
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Table 32. Interbond bite angles for {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-alama]2 . 9H2O}n (1bS)a 

Bite angle / ° 1bS 

N(1)-Cu(1)- O(5)eq 82.7(11) 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(3)eq 81.9(12) 

O(1)ax-Cu(1)- O(2)eq 82.1(8) 

N(2)-Cu(2)- O(7)eq 78.9(9) 

N(2)-Cu(2)-O(10)eq 86.7(10) 

O(9)ax-Cu(2)- O(8)eq 77.3(9) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 33. Average bond distances for {[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-valma]2 . 15H2O}n (2bS).a The copper(II) 
ions have been divided into two groups according to their environment. Cu(2), Cu(3), Cu(6) and 
Cu(8) atoms (with a CuN2O4 environment) will be noted as Cu* whereas Cu(1), Cu(4), Cu(5) and 
Cu(7) atoms (with a CuO6 environment) will be noted as Cu#.  

Bond distance / Å 2bS 

Cu*-Neq 1.895(10) 

Cu*-Oeq 2.122(10) 

Cu*-Oax 2.305(12) 

Cu#-Oeq 1.94(12) 

Cu#-Oax 2.267(14) 

Ni-N 2.147(19) 

Ni-O 2.151(12) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 34. Average values of the interbond bite angles for Cu(2), Cu(3), Cu(6) and Cu(8) atoms in 
{[Ni(cyclam)][CuII(S)-valma]2 . 15H2O}n (2bS)a 

Bite angle / ° 2bS 

O’-Cu(2)-N 79.0(6) 

N-Cu(2)-O 73.7(6) 

O’-Cu(3)-N 83.2(4) 

N-Cu(3)-O 77.3(4) 

O’-Cu(6)-N 80.2(5) 

N-Cu(6)-O 76.4(5) 

O’-Cu(8)-N 82.8(5) 

N-Cu(8)-O 73.4(5) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 
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Table 35. Selected bond lengths for {[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n (4bR)a  

Bond distance / Å 4bR 

Cu(1)-N(1) 1.904(7) 

Cu(1)-O(1)eq 1.979(5) 

Cu(1)-O(4)eq 1.998(6) 

Cu(1)-O(7)eq 1.933(6) 

Cu(1)-O(8)ax 2.310(5) 

Cu(2)-N(2) 1.910(7) 

Cu(2)-O(6)eq 2.022(6) 

Cu2-O(9)eq 1.941(7) 

Cu2-O(3)eq 1.969(5) 

Cu(2)-O(2)ax 2.396(6) 

Ni(1)-N(1N) 2.083(11) 

Ni(1)-N(2N) 1.957(15) 

Ni(1)-N(3N) 2.027(13) 

Ni(1)-N(4N) 2.147(15) 

Ni(1)-O(10) 2.145(6) 

Ni(1)-O(5) 2.131(6) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 36. Interbond bite angles for {[NiII(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2 · 6H2O · 2C3H8O}n (4bR)a 

Bite angles / ° 4bR 

N(1)-Cu(1)- O(1)eq 83.3(3) 

N(1)-Cu(1)-O(4)eq 82.6(3) 

O(8)ax-Cu(1)- O(7)eq 80.5(2) 

N(2)-Cu(2)- O(6)eq 84.0(3) 

N(2)-Cu(2)-O(9)eq 82.8(3) 

O(2)ax-Cu(2)- O(3)eq 79.3(2) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 
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Table 37. Values of the average interbond bite angles for {CuII
6Ba[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 

30H2O}n (5bS), {CuII
6Ba[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n (6bS) and {CuII

4Ba[(S,S)-
leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 11H2O}n (7bS)a 

Bite angle / ° 5bS 6bS 7bS 

O-Cu-N 83.6(4) 84.9(3) 83.7(5) 

O’-Cu -N 80.9(4) 82.8(3) 80.7(5) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 38. Hydrogen bonds for 5cS a,b 

D-H···Ac D-H / Å H-A / Å  D···A / Å < D-H···A / ° 

O(1H)-H(1H)···O(2W)#9 0.78(4) 2.13(4) 2.908(5) 171(14) 

O(1W)-H(1W)···O(6W) 0.95(4) 2.02(4) 2.957(9) 173(9) 

O(1W)-H(2W)···O(4W) 0.93(4) 2.06(7) 2.870(8) 145(8) 

O(2W)-H(3W)···O(9W) 0.95(4) 1.86(5) 2.752(9) 156(7) 

O(2W)-H(4W)···O(1W) 0.95(4) 1.92(4) 2.866(6) 175(8) 

O(3W)-H(5W)···O(3)#3 0.91(4) 1.92(5) 2.781(7) 156(8) 

O(3W)-H(6W)···O(9W)#8 0.96(4) 1.92(5) 2.825(10) 156(7) 

O(4W)-H(7W)···O(2)#2 0.98(4) 1.80(5) 2.778(8) 175(8) 

O(4W)-H(8W)···O(5W) 1.00  2.14 2.801 (9) 122.0 

O(5W)-H(9W)···O(3W) 0.95(4) 1.84(4) 2.776(6) 167(8) 

O(5W)-H(10W)···O(4W) 0.92(4) 2.28(8) 2.801(9) 115(7) 

O(6W)-H(11W)···O(5W) 1.02(4) 1.73(4) 2.740(9) 174(8) 

O(7W)-H(13W)···O(6W) 1.03(4) 2.29(9) 2.910(11) 117(6) 

O(8W)-H(15W)···O(7W) 1.03(4) 1.91(5) 2.780(11) 140(6) 

O(8W)-
H(16W)···O(4W)#6 

1.01  1.84 2.775(12) 152.8 

O(9W)-
H(18W)···O(8W)#7 

0.93 1.87 2.754(12) 159.3 

O(10W)-
H(20W)···O(10A)#11 

1.03 1.85 2.77(3) 146.5 

O(10W)···O(11A) / / 2.686(10) / 

O(10A)···O(11B)#12 / / 2.518(10) / 

O(10W)···O(11B) / / 2.909(10) / 

O(10W)···O(11C) / / 2.922(10) / 

O(11C)···O(11A)#13 / / 2.850(10) / 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. bSymmetry transformations used 
to generate equivalent atoms: #1 -x+y,-x+1,z    #2 -y+1,x-y+1,z    #3 -x,-y+1,z+1/2      #4 -x,-y+1,z-
1/2    #5 y,-x+y,z-1/2    #6 x-y,x,z+1/2      #7 -x+y,-x,z    #8 -y,x-y,z    #9 y,-x+y+1,z-1/2      #10 -y+1,x-
y+1,z+1    #11 y,-x+y,z+1/2   #12 x-y,x,z-1/2      #13- x,-y,z-1/2. cD = donnor, A = aceptor.  
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Table 39. Values of the O···O distance for the hydrogen-bonded water/hydroxo groups involved 
in the proton conduction mechanism of 5cS a,b 

O···O Distance / Å 

O1W···O4W 2.870(8) 

O1W···O6W 2.957(9) 

O2W···O9W 2.752(9) 

O2W···O1W 2.866(6) 

O2W···O1H 2.908(5) 

O3W···O5W 2.776(6) 

O3W···O9Wa 2.825(10) 

O4W···O5W 2.801(9) 

O4Wa···O8W 2.775(12) 

O5W···O6W 2.740(9) 

O7W···O8W 2.780(11) 

O7W···O10W 2.885(10) 

O8W···O9Wa 2.754(12) 

O10W···O11A 2.686(10) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. bSymmetry code: (a) = -y, x-y, z. 

Table 40. Average values of the interbond bite angle for {CuII
6Ca[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 

32H2O}n (5cS), {CuII
6Ca[(R,R)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 33H2O}n (5cR), {CuII

6Ca[(S,S)-valmo]3(OH)2(H2O) 
· 13H2O}n (6cS) and {CuII

6Ca[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 11H2O}n (7cS)a 

Bite angle / ° 5cS 5cR 6cS 7cS 

O-Cu-N 83.4(2) 83.4(2) 84.6(6) 84.0(6) 

O’-Cu -N 82.2(2) 82.1(2) 82.2(6) 82.7(6) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 

Table 41. Average values of the interbond bite angles for for {CuII
6Tb[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)3 · 21H2O}n 

(5eS)a 

Bite angle / ° 5eS 

O-Cu-N 84.1(8) 

O’-Cu -N 82.5(8) 

aThe values of the standard deviation are given in parentheses. 
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Annex II 

II.1. Experimental Section 

Mössbauer measurements. The Mössbauer spectra were collected between 300 

and 50 K in transmission mode using a conventional constant-acceleration spectrometer 

and a 25 mCi 57Co source in a Rh matrix. The velocity scale was calibrated using α-Fe foil. 

Isomer shifts (IS) are given relative to this standard at room temperature. The absorbers 

were obtained by packing the powdered samples (approximately 2 mg of natural 

Fe/cm2) into a perspex holder. Absorber thicknesses were calculated on the basis of the 

corresponding electronic mass-absorption coefficients for the 14.4 keV radiation, 

according to Long et al.1 Low-temperature measurements were performed with the 

sample in He exchange gas in a bath cryostat. The spectra were fitted to Lorentzian lines 

using a non-linear least-squares method. 

Crystal Structure Data Collection and Refinement. The X-ray diffraction data 

collection on single crystals were performed on the CRISTAL beamline at SOLEIL 

synchrotron (Saclay, France) with  = 0.66951 Å at 45 K. A special care was taken to 

prevent the degradation upon dehydration, and the crystal was mounted in a grease 

drop and immediately frozen. Due to the poor diffraction of the samples, 2 was limited 

to 23.68 °. The data were indexed, integrated and scaled with the CrysalisPro2 software 

program. The structure was solved by direct methods and refined with full-matrix least-

squares technique on F2 using the SHELXS-97 and SHELXL-97 programs by Sheldrick.3 A 

good model for the solvent molecules cannot be achieved because of the severe 

disorder. Thus, to obtain a good refinement of the structures, the SQUEEZE subroutine 

in the PLATON software package4 was applied to mask the electron density allocated in 

the cavities with the exception of those related with the counter cations and the 

coordinated water molecules, which were kept in the final model. This subroutine was 

applied on an anisotropic model of the framework. 
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II.2. Synthetic Procedures 

2,4,6-trimethyl-N,N’-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate). The H2Et2Me3mpba proligand 

was prepared by following a previously reported method.5 Ethyl oxalyl chloride ester 

(14.0 mL, 120 mmol) was added to a solution of the corresponding diamine (2,4,6-

trimethyl-1,3-phenylenediamine, 60 mmol) in THF (250 mL) under vigorous stirring at 0 

°C. Finally, the reaction mixture was brought up to reflux for 1 h. H2Et2Me3mpba was 

obtained from the removal of the THF with a rotatory evaporator and it was further 

washed with diethyl ether, and dried under vacuum. Analysis calculated for 

H2Et2Me3mpba (C17H22N2O6; 350.4) C, 58.27; H, 6.33; N, 8.00. Found: C, 57.92; H, 5.88; 

N, 8.01. Yield: 20.2 g (96%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6, 25 °C, TMS): δ 1.34 (t, 6 H; 2 

CH3 from the ethyl groups), 1.95 (s, 3 H; 2–CH3 from the phenylene group), 2.10 (s, 6 H; 

4–CH3 and 6–CH3 from the phenylene group), 4.32 (q, 4 H; 2 CH2 from the ethyl groups), 

7.04 (s, 1 H; 5–H from the phenylene group), 10.383 (s, 2 H; 2 NH). IR (KBr in cm-1) 3237 

(NH), 1751, 1733 and 1692 (CO). 

Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] · 4H2O. The dicopper(II) precursor was prepared by following a 

previously reported method.5 An aqueous solution (5 mL) of NaOH (0.16 g, 4.0 mmol) 

was added to a suspension of the H2Et2Me3mpba proligand (1 mmol) in water (15 mL) 

under continuous stirring. After its complete dissolution, an aqueous solution (5 mL) of 

Cu(NO3)2 . 3H2O (0.24 g, 1 mmol) was added dropwise under stirring. The resulting deep 

green solution was filtered on paper to remove any small amount of solid particles. 

Solvent reduction under vacuum of the filtered solution afforded a green polycrystalline 

solid that was collected by filtration, washed with ethanol and diethyl ether, and air-

dried. Yield: 0.76 g (87.4 %). Elemental analysis calculated for C26H28Cu2Na4N4O16 (870): 

C, 35.86; H, 3.21; N, 6.37. Found: C, 35.12; H, 3.30; N, 6.25 %; IR (KBr in cm-1) 1654 (C=O). 

NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8): This compound was prepared by 

following a previously reported method.6 X-ray quality bright green tiny prisms of 8 were 

grown by slow diffusion of aqueous solutions containing stoichiometric amounts of the 

preformed Na4[Cu2(mpba)2] ⋅ 10H2O (0.011 g, 0.015 mmol) species and Mn(NO3)2 ⋅ 4H2O 
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(0.005 g, 0.020 mmol) in an H-shaped tube on standing at room temperature for four 

weeks. Yield: 0.010 g, 54 %. 

M4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} · nH2O (9, M = Li and n = 68; 10, M = K and n = 69): Well-

formed pale green prisms of 9 and 10, which were suitable for X-ray diffraction, were 

obtained by immersing crystals of 8 in saturated aqueous solutions of LiCl · 6H2O and KCl 

· 6H2O respectively, during 24 h. The crystals were collected by filtration and air-dried.   

[FeIII(sal2-trien)]Na3{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 43H2O [Fe(sal2-trien)@8]: Well-

formed dark green prisms of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 were obtained by immersing ca. 50 mg of 

crystals of 8 in a water solution containing 35 mg of [FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3 
. H2O 

(synthesised according to literature methods7) for six days and then, gently washed with 

water to remove any trace of the mononuclear complex. The exchange of the Na+ cation 

by the cationic [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+
 species was monitored through SEM every 24 hours to 

ensure the maximum loading. Unfortunately, crystals of Fe(sal2-trien)@8 were not 

suitable for X-ray diffraction but they were characterized by SEM microscopy, Elemental 

Analysis, IR, ICP-AES and TGA and PXRD studies. Elemental analysis calculated  for 

C98H170Cu6FeMn4N16Na3O81 (3589.2): C 32.76, H 4.77, N 6.24 %. Found: C 32.75, H 4.62, 

N 6.31 %. IR (KBr in cm-1) 3319 [NH from Fe(sal2-trien)], 1622 [CN from Fe(sal2-trien)] and 

1591 cm-1 (CO from 8). 

MgII
2{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45 H2O (11): X-ray quality bright green tiny prisms 

of 11 were grown by slow diffusion of aqueous solutions containing stoichiometric 

amounts of Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2] . 4H2O (0.011 g, 0.015 mmol) and Mg(NO3)2 . 6H2O 

(0.008 g, 0.030 mmol) in an H-shaped tube on standing at 18 °C after several weeks. 

Yield: 0.013 g, 67%. 

MII
2{MII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · nH2O (12, M = Co and n = 56; 13, M = Ni and n = 54): 

Well-formed pale green prisms of 12 and 13, which were suitable for X-ray diffraction, 

were obtained by immersing crystals of 11 for 3 weeks in saturated aqueous solutions 

of Co(NO3)2 
. 6H2O and Ni(NO3)2 

. 6H2O, respectively.  The crystals were collected by 

filtration and air-dried. 
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II.3. Physicochemical Characterisation 

Table 1. Elemental analysisa and  selected FTIR datab of NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8), 

LiI4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 68H2O (9) and KI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 69H2O (10) 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) C=O (cm-1) 

8 26.59(26.65) 5.11(5.16) 4.78(4.78) 1602 

9 26.19(26.06) 5.71(5.49) 4.66(4.67) 1599 

10 25.01(25.04) 5.42(5.33) 4.47(4.49) 1600 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. bKBr disk. 

Table 2. Elemental analysisa and  selected FTIR datab of MgII
2{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45 H2O 

(11), CoII
2{MII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 56H2O (12) and NiII2{NiII4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 54H2O (13) 

Compound C (%) H (%) N (%) C=O (cm-1) 

11 29.91(30.42) 4.89(4.91) 5.42(5.45) 1609 

12 27.01(26.88) 4.91(4.97) 4.83(4.83) 1603 

13 27.19(27.17) 4.82(4.91) 4.91(4.87) 1605 

aCalculated data are given in parentheses. bKBr disk. 
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II.4. Summary of the Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions 

Table 3. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for 
NaI

4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8), LiI4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 68H2O (9) and 
KI

4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 69H2O (10) 

Compound 8 9 10 

formula 
C78H180Cu6Mn4N12Na4

O96 
C78H196Cu6Mn4N12Li4

O104 
C78H198Cu6Mn4N12K4O105 

M (g mol–1) 3515.27 3595.22 3741.87 

crystal system tetragonal tetragonal tetragonal 

space group P4/mmm P4/mmm P4/mmm 

a (Å) 36.332(5) 36.71(2) 37.492(8) 

b (Å) 36.332(5) 36.71(2) 37.492(8) 

c (Å) 15.208(3) 15.414(9) 15.557(3) 

α = β = γ (°) 90 90 90 

V (Å3) 20075(6) 20770(29) 21868(10) 

Z 4 4 4 

calc (g cm–3) 1.123 1.150 1.137 

µ (mm–1) 1.057 0.921 0.952 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

Unique 
reflections 

9434 3677 8826 

Observed 
reflections [I > 

2(I)] 

9389 2625 3628 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all 
data) 

0.1906 0.2077 0.1699 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all 
data) 

0.5535 0.4780 0.3939 

aR = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR = [∑w(Fo – Fc)2/∑wFo2]1/2. 
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Table 4. Summary of Crystallographic Data and Refinement Conditions for 
MgII

2{MgII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45 H2O (11), CoII
2{MII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 56H2O (12) and 

NiII2{NiII4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 54H2O (13) 

Compound 11 12 13 

Formula 
C39H30Cu3Mg3N6

O25 
C39H50Cu3Co3N6

O28 
C78H90Cu6Ni6N12

O53 

M (g mol–1) 1260.24 1418.10 2780.82 

Crystal system Tetragonal Tetragonal Tetragonal 

Space group P4/mmm P4/mmm P4/mmm 

a (Å) 35.9863(3) 36.0882(4) 36.1886(6) 

b (Å) 35.9863(3) 36.0882(4) 36.1886(6) 

c (Å) 15.1020(2) 15.0225(4) 14.8134(2) 

α = β = γ (°) 90 90 90 

V (Å3) 19557.3(4) 19564.7(5) 19399.8(7) 

Z 8 8 4 

calc (g cm–3) 0.847 0.949 0.940 

µ (mm–1) 0.713 1.008 1.073 

T (K) 45.0 45.0 45.0 

Measured reflections 272916 274464 126621 

Unique reflections (Rint) 22121 (0.0853) 22218 (0.0985) 8917 (0.1140) 

Observed reflections [I > 

2(I)] 
10731 9275 5545 

cGoodness-of-fit on F2 1.249 1.264 1.415 

Ra [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.0962 (0.1589) 0.1241 (0.2486) 0.1173 (0.1533) 

wRb [I > 2(I)] (all data) 0.3476 (0.3914) 0.4014 (0.4525) 0.3673 (0.3936) 

aR = ∑(|Fo| – |Fc|)/∑|Fo|. bwR = [∑w(Fo – Fc)2/∑wFo2]1/2. cS = [∑w(|Fo| – |Fc|)2/(No – Np)]1/2. 
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Resumen 

1. Introducción 

De entre las diferentes áreas de investigación que conciernen al campo de la 

Química, el diseño y síntesis de 

MOFs (Metal Organic 

Frameworks)1–5 ha 

experimentado uno de los 

crecimientos más pronunciados 

durante las últimas décadas 

como consecuencia no sólo de la 

gran variedad de topologías que 

pueden adoptar dichos 

sistemas, sino también por las 

interesantes propiedades físico-

químicas que pueden presentar 

y que son de gran importancia 

para campos de investigación 

estratégicos como la Nanociencia y la Nanotecnología. 

Estos materiales híbridos constituidos por iones metálicos (o pequeños clústeres 

metálicos) conectados a través de una gran diversidad de espaciadores de naturaleza 

orgánica, han sido objeto de estudio exhaustivo debido a la gran diversidad de 

propiedades que poseen. Los MOFs pueden ser empleados en la preparación de 

sensores,6 captura y separación selectiva de gases,7 en el transporte y liberación de 

fármacos,8,9 reconocimiento molecular10 y catálisis,11 conducción protónica,12 etc. 

Además, de manera más específica, sus poros pueden ser empleados como plantillas 

 

Figura 1. MOFs como punto de encuentro 
pluridisciplinar. 
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donde llevar a cabo el crecimiento controlado de nanopartículas así como para 

encapsular una gran variedad de moléculas orgánicas y complejos.13 Debido a su 

porosidad y a la presencia de determinados grupos funcionales, presentan una química 

huésped-anfitrión muy variada,14,15 lo que convierte a estos materiales en candidatos 

idóneos para preparar Materiales Multifuncionales (MMs),16–20 o sea aquéllos que 

combinan más de una propiedad física o química, siendo posible la sinergia entre ellas. 

Por todo ello, los MOFs representan el punto de cruce de diversos campos de la ciencia 

como el Magnetismo y la Electrónica Molecular, la Electroquímica y la Fotoquímica 

Molecular así como la Química huésped-anfitrión también a nivel molecular (ver Figura 

1). 

De entre las características que presentan los MOFs, la porosidad se encuentra en el 

origen de la mayoría de las propiedades y las aplicaciones tan fascinantes que estos 

materiales ofrecen. Es por ello, que en esta Tesis nos hemos centrado principalmente 

en el diseño, síntesis y caracterización de polímeros de coordinación porosos (PCPs) 

teniendo como objetivo la incorporación de nuevas propiedades físico-químicas, que 

puedan o no presentar sinergia entre ellas y que den lugar a los mencionados MMs. 

En algunos casos, el diseño y síntesis de PCPs altamente funcionalizados no resulta 

una tarea obvia debido a factores como la limitada solubilidad o la escasa estabilidad 

térmica de los precursores, la incompatibilidad entre los grupos funcionales, las 

reacciones no deseadas de los centros metálicos con otros grupos dadores, etc. Por todo 

ello, en ocasiones, la síntesis directa mediante métodos convencionales de un material 

no se puede llevar a cabo. Afortunadamente, existe una alternativa útil y sencilla para 

modificar los constituyentes (centros metálicos, contraiones, ligandos y/o moléculas de 

disolvente) de materiales que ya están preformados sin alterar la integridad de la 

estructura: los métodos post-sintéticos (MPSs). Además, en un gran número de trabajos 

publicados al respecto, se ha comprobado que mediante la modificación de los 

constituyentes del MOF, se pueden mejorar las propiedades físicas ya existentes y/o 

introducir otras nuevas. 
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Durante el transcurso de esta Tesis, se han diferenciado dos líneas de investigación 

(Partes 1 y 2). En la primera, nuestro interés se ha localizado en la incorporación de 

quiralidad en materiales porosos. Por ello, esta línea se basa en el uso de aminoácidos 

como moléculas de partida, las cuales convenientemente funcionalizadas, puedan dar 

lugar a estructuras de mayor complejidad y cuya quiralidad se pueda transmitir a todas 

ellas. De este modo, se pueden obtener PCPs quirales cuyas características de poro 

(tamaño y funcionalidad) puedan ser moduladas de manera intencionada para ser 

empleados en diferentes aplicaciones como separación de gases y/o de mezclas quirales 

o bien catálisis asimétrica. La segunda línea de investigación se ha centrado en el estudio 

de los métodos MPSs como herramientas factibles para modificar materiales a la carta 

de manera sencilla y obtener así compuestos  derivados nuevos que muestren 

propiedades interesantes que no estaban presentes en el material de partida o incluso 

consigan mejorar las ya existentes. 

2. Metodología 

Para la síntesis de los diferentes materiales hemos utilizado las herramientas que 

nos proporcionan tanto la Química de Coordinación como la Química Orgánica, al hilo 

de la línea que se lleva desarrollando en nuestro grupo de investigación durante los 

últimos años. Los grupos funcionales con los que hemos modificado los ligandos, así 

como la estrategia sintética seguida para su obtención, constituyen el nexo común que 

comparten ambas familias de compuestos (PCPs quirales y PCPs obtenidos mediante 

MPSs). 

La estrategia preparativa empleada para la obtención de PCPs se basa en la síntesis 

inicial del proligando adecuado (basado en las propiedades que se pretenden incorporar 

al material final; ver Figura 2), la síntesis de un metaloligando con carga, obtenido a 

partir de la coordinación del proligando con un ion (generalmente de la segunda serie 

de transición) y por último la coordinación de este metaloligando con un segundo ion 

metálico (alcalino o de la segunda serie de transición) o un complejo metálico, para 
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obtener estructuras de dimensionalidad elevada. Las propiedades finales del material 

dependen, por tanto, de la naturaleza del ligando orgánico, de las propiedades de los 

diferentes iones metálicos utilizados y de la propia topología y estructura de la red 

tridimensional. 

En una primera etapa, se funcionalizan las moléculas de partida (aminoderivados) 

para obtener los proligandos de tipo oxamato (C2O3NR-)2- y oxamidato (C2O2N2R2)4-, ya 

que éstos ofrecen diversas ventajas: (i) los grupos dadores N,O-oxamato y los N,N’-

oxamidato muestran una gran afinidad hacia los iones metálicos de la primera serie de 

transición (M = CuII, NiII and CoII) formando complejos muy estables en disolución 

(especies mono-, di- y/o trinucleares), lo que permite la formación de metaloligandos 

robustos con capacidad de coordinarse a otros iones metálicos a través de los átomos 

de oxígeno de los grupos carbonilo libres, conduciendo a la síntesis de polímeros de 

coordinación heterobimetálicos de manera programada;  (ii) los ligandos puente bis-

bidentados oxamato y oxamidato transmiten de manera efectiva las interacciones 

magnéticas entre centros metálicos paramagnéticos, permitiendo la incorporación de 

propiedades magnéticas de interés; (iii) en algunos casos, los ligandos aniónicos de tipo 

oxamato y oxamidato dan lugar a estructuras tridimensionales aniónicas, cuya carga 

negativa se compensa con la presencia de cationes que suelen ubicarse en los poros del 

material (esta característica les convierte en excelentes candidatos para ser MMs ya que 

dichos cationes pueden aportar propiedades físicas adicionales y además representan 

una plataforma interesante para el estudio del intercambio catiónico como posible 

MPS); (iv) por último, los ligandos oxamato y oxamidato se pueden funcionalizar con 

facilidad seleccionando el precursor amino adecuado, hecho que se traduce en otra 

herramienta para introducir nuevas propiedades en el material. 
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Figura 2. Esquemas sintéticos para la preparación de los proligandos de tipo (a) mono-oxamato y 
(b) bis-oxamidato a partir de los aminoácidos quirales y (c) bis-oxamato a partir de diaminas 
aromáticas sustituidas.  

En una segunda etapa, se obtienen sales precursoras de cobre(II) mediante la 

desprotonación e hidrólisis de los proligandos de tipo oxamato y oxamidato y su 

posterior complejación con cobre(II), en disolución y a temperatura ambiente. Estos 

compuestos de cobre(II) de diversa naturaleza se hacen reaccionar en una tercera etapa, 

a través de sus átomos dadores disponibles, con complejos o iones metálicos dando 

lugar a estructuras de dimensionalidad elevada. 
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2.1. PCPs multifuncionales quirales 

En esta parte de la Tesis, nuestro interés se ha focalizado en la síntesis y 

caracterización de MOFs quirales. Estos materiales se obtienen a partir de proligandos 

derivados de aminoácidos (ver Figuras 2a,b y 3).  

 

Figura 3. Conjunto de proligandos oxamato- (a) y oxamidato-derivados (b) que se han obtenido a 
partir de aminoácidos siguiendo la estrategia sintética definida. HEtMealama = N-(etil 
oxoacetato)alanina; HEtMevalma = N-(etil oxoacetato)valina]; HEtMeleuma = N-(etil 
oxoacetato)leucina] y HEtMepegma = N-(etil oxoacetato)fenilglicina, H4alamox = N,N’-
bis(alanina)oxalildiamida; H4valmox = N,N’-bis(valina)oxalildiamida and  H4leumox = N,N’-
bis(leucina)oxalildiamida. 
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Algunas de las ventajas de estos materiales se enumeran a continuación: (i) son 

materiales mucho más apropiados para aplicaciones biocompatibles; (ii) presentan 

quiralidad gracias a la estrategia sintética mediante la cual las propiedades ópticas de 

los aminoácidos de partida se transmiten a los compuestos resultantes de una manera 

racional y dirigida y (iii) presentan una gran compatibilidad con el agua como disolvente, 

lo que facilita estudios posteriores como por ejemplo la conducción protónica o de iones 

hidróxido, así como la realización de experimentos de intercambio iónico o 

transmetalación. 

 

Figura 4. Rutas de síntesis para la obtención de los metaloligandos quirales: (a) anillos 
hexanucleares de cobre(II) derivados de los proligandos (S)-alama3- (R = metil), (S)- y (R)-valma3- 
(R = isopropil) y (S)-leuma3- (R = isobutil) y de cadenas de cobre(II) a partir de los proligandos (S)- 
y (R)-pegma3- (R = fenil); (b) complejos trans-oxamidato de cobre(II) derivados de los proligandos 
(S,S)-alamox4-, (S,S)-valmox4- y (S,S)-leumox4-. 
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Siguiendo la estrategia sintética previamente definida, hemos funcionalizado 

diferentes aminoácidos con grupos oxamato (C2O3NR-)2- y oxamidato (C2O2N2R2)2- y 

hemos obtenido una amplia librería de proligandos que se muestran en la Figura 3. A 

continuación se han hecho reaccionar estos proligandos con iones cobre(II) en medio 

metánolico y en presencia de una base para la preparación de los diferentes complejos 

aniónicos precursores (metaloligandos), tal como se muestra en la Figura 4 y se han 

obtenido complejos aniónicos de diferente naturaleza (dímeros, anillos hexanucleares 

0D y compuestos 1D). Todos ellos han sido aislados y caracterizados (incluidas medidas 

de dicroísmo circular para comprobar que la quiralidad ha sido transmitida de manera 

efectiva) y posteriormente empleados como metaloligandos para coordinar o iones 

alcalino-térreos y lantánidos (caso de los precursores de tipo oxamidato) o bien 

complejos metálicos (caso de los precursores de tipo oxamato) a través de sus grupos 

carbonilo libres, dando lugar a estructuras porosas quirales tridimensionales (3D) de 

muy diversa naturaleza. 

2.2. PCPs multifuncionales obtenidos a partir de métodos 
post-sintéticos (MPSs) 

De entre todos los MPSs posibles que se conocen, hemos sacado provecho de la 

naturaleza aniónica de algunos de nuestros PCPs para intercambiar los cationes que 

actúan compensando la carga (intercambio catiónico) así como los iones metálicos de la 

red de coordinación (transmetalación) (ver Figura 5), siempre en procesos en fase sólida 

preferiblemente en transformaciones de cristal a cristal. 
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 Los intercambios de iones metálicos de cristal a cristal se producen introduciendo 

cristales del MOF preformado en una disolución saturada de la sal del ion metálico o 

complejo metálico que se desea 

incorporar. La cinética y la termodinámica 

de estos intercambios se pueden estudiar 

analizando los equilibrios de sustitución 

mediante Microscopía Electrónica de 

Barrido o Espectroscopía de Absorción 

Atómica de Plasma. Una vez caracterizados 

los nuevos materiales para comprobar el 

grado de sustitución y su 

isoestructuralidad con el material de 

partida, se procede a medir sus 

propiedades físicas con el fin de obtener 

alguna información acerca de la influencia 

del intercambio de los iones metálicos en las propiedades finales del MOF. 

3. Objetivos 

Para la línea de investigación que tiene que ver con los PCPs multifuncionales de 

naturaleza quiral se marcan los siguientes objetivos: 

(i) Diseñar e implementar una ruta sintética efectiva para incorporar la quiralidad en 

nuestros materiales basada en el uso de aminoácidos enantiopuros. Para ello se 

empezará por funcionalizar dichos aminoácidos con grupos oxamato y oxamidato para 

obtener los correspondientes proligandos enantiopuros. 

(ii) Sintetizar complejos precursores quirales de cobre(II) que presenten posiciones 

vacantes para, posteriormente, llevar a cabo la estrategia sintética del metaloligando 

mediante su coordinación a  un segundo ion metálico o complejo que actúe de nexo 

 

Figura 5. Ejemplos de MPSs por 
intercambio de (a) iones metálicos que 
forman parte de la red de coordinación más 
fuertemente enlazados (transmetalación) y 
(b) contracationes ubicados en los poros 
del MOF (intercambio catiónico). 
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entre ellos; de esa manera se pretende obtener estructuras de alta dimensionalidad 

quirales, que además presenten propiedades físico-químicas adicionales. 

(iii) Explorar las posibles propiedades físico-químicas y las aplicaciones que los MMs 

sintetizados puedan tener, tales como porosidad, quiralidad, propiedades magnéticas, 

conducción protónica, adsorción selectiva de gases, catálisis asimétrica y/o separación 

de enantiómeros. 

Para la línea de investigación centrada en el uso de los MPSs para la obtención de 

PCPs multifuncionales, se establecen los siguientes objetivos: 

(i) Diseñar los procedimientos adecuados para llevar a cabo transformaciones post-

sintéticas con MOFs preformados que pueden haber sido aislados en trabajos anteriores 

o bien que se puedan preparar específicamente para utilizarlos como plataforma en el 

estudio de los MPSs. 

(ii) Explorar los diferentes mecanismos de sustitución, ya sea de aquellos iones metálicos 

presentes en la propia red de coordinación del material cuyos enlaces tienen un carácter 

más fuerte (y en principio resulta un reto su sustitución manteniendo la integridad del 

PCP) o bien de los cationes que están en los poros. 

(iii) Estudiar las propiedades de los materiales nuevos obtenidos para establecer la 

posible influencia de los iones metálicos en las mismas así como en la estabilidad 

estructural. Pretendemos demostrar que las técnicas post-sintéticas constituyen una 

herramienta eficaz para introducir nuevas propiedades físico-químicas en materiales 

preformados, o bien mejorar aquéllas que ya estaban presentes.  

(iv) Investigar la encapsulación de complejos metálicos con propiedades interesantes en 

los poros del material mediante intercambio catiónico y estudiar las propiedades 

introducidas mediante dicho proceso así como su posible sinergia con las propiedades 

del material de partida. 
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4. Resultados 

4.1. PCPs multifuncionales quirales 

Partiendo de los isómeros R y S de los aminoácidos alanina, valina, leucina y 

fenilglicina, se sintetizaron los correspondientes proligandos de tipo oxamato 

mostrados en la Figura 3a. Haciendo uso de estos proligandos se prepararon los 

correspondientes metaloligandos de cobre(II) (Figura 4). Una vez aislados y 

caracterizados estos precursores, se hicieron reaccionar con el complejo cuadrado 

[Ni(cyclam)]2+ (cyclam = 1,4,8,11-tetraazacicloteradecano) obteniéndose diferentes 

estructuras porosas tridimensionales. La estrategia mediante la cual los diferentes 

complejos de cobre(II) son empleados como metaloligandos y cómo se van 

ensamblando mediante su coordinación con el complejo de níquel(II) formando 

estructuras ordenadas se visualiza en la Figura 6. 

Los tres MOFs así obtenidos (ver Figura 6) son quirales y además presentan canales 

cuyo tamaño viene determinado por el del residuo alquílico del aminoácido de partida. 

En principio son un ejemplo de MMs con varias propiedades (porosidad y quiralidad). 

Sin embargo, su escasa estabilidad en agua representó una limitación importante a la 

hora de llevar a cabo experimentos de catálisis enantioselectiva así como experimentos 

de separación quiral. No obstante, la propia complejidad estructural de los mismos, los 

convierte en una plataforma interesante para el estudio del ensamblaje de PCPs 

quirales. De la misma manera se confirma la ruta sintética propuesta como una 

herramienta efectiva para la preparación a la carta de PCPs quirales. 
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Figura 6. Vista en perspectiva de los compuestos precursores derivados de (a) (L)-alanina, (d) (L)-
valina y (g) (D)-fenilglicina. (b, e y h) Procesos de ensamblaje propuestos donde los grupos 
carbonilo libres (esferas rojas) de los precursores coordinan a los cationes [Ni(cyclam)]2+. Vista en 
perspectiva de los PCPs quirales derivados de (c) L-alanina, (f) L-valina e (i) D-fenilglicina. Los iones 
cobre(II) y níquel(II) están representados mediante esferas verdes y fucsias, respectivamente, 
mientras que las varillas representan a los ligandos. Las líneas discontinuas simulan la 
aproximación de los cationes [Ni(cyclam)]2+ a los grupos carbonilo del metaloligando y el 
correspondiente ensamblaje. 
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La misma estrategia sintética también proporcionó resultados interesantes para los 

compuestos de tipo oxamidato derivados de aminoácidos (Figura 3b). Al hacer 

reaccionar los ligandos (S,S)-alamox4-, (S,S)-valmox4- y (S,S)-leumox4- con una sal de 

cobre(II) en medio básico y en metanol como disolvente, se obtuvieron dímeros 

aniónicos de cobre(II) que presentan posiciones libres para extender su coordinación y 

formar así compuestos de dimensionalidad elevada (ver Figura 4b). Estos compuestos 

dinucleares de cobre(II) se hicieron reaccionar en medio acuoso con iones calcio(II), 

bario(II), disprosio(III) y terbio(III) para obtener las correspondientes subfamilias de PCPs 

que presentan un tamaño de poro distinto en función del residuo alquílico del 

aminoácido de partida.  

Haciendo reaccionar los dímeros precursores [(Me4N)2{CuII
2(S,S)-L(OH)2} · nH2O (L = 

alamox4-, valmox4-, leumox4-) con iones bario(II) se obtuvieron tres PCPs de fórmulas  

{BaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) · 30H2O}n (5bS), {BaIICuII

6[(S,S)-

valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6 · 6H2O}n (6bS) and {BaIICuII
4[(S,S)-leumox]3(OH)2(H2O)2 · 14H2O}n 

(7bS) (Figura 7).  

 

Figura 7. Vista en perspectiva de los MOFs de bario(II) derivados de (a) (S,S)-alamox, (b) (S,S)-
valmox  and (c) (S,S)-leumox ilustrando la reducción de porosidad a lo largo de la serie. Los átomos 
metálicos y los ligandos están representados como poliedros y varillas, respectivamente (Cu, 
verde; Ba, azul). Los residuos alquílicos (a) R = -CH3 (alanina), (b) -CH(CH3)2 (valina) and (c) -
CH2CH(CH3)2 (leucina) se han dibujado como varillas amarillas. Las moléculas de agua de 
cristalización se han omitido para mayor claridad. 

Esta nueva familia de PCPs quirales representa un interesante escenario para 

estudiar, en primer lugar, como la información quiral intrínseca de los ligandos 

enantiopuros se puede transmitir a las estructuras 3D resultantes; y en segundo lugar, 
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la influencia de la naturaleza (tamaño, forma e hidrofobicidad) de los residuos alifáticos 

de los aminoácidos en el ensamblaje y la topología final del material 3D. 

Mediante la reacción de los dímeros precursores de cobre(II) con iones calcio(II) se 

obtuvo una subfamilia de estructuras porosas 3D idénticas de fórmula general 

{CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-L]3(OH)2(H2O)}n . xH2O [L = alamox4- (x = 32; 5cS), valmox4- (x = 13; 6cS) y 

leumox4- (x = 11; 7cS), tal como se puede observar en la Figura 8. Estos derivados de 

calcio(II) resultan especialmente interesantes por dos motivos: (i) son materiales 

isoestructurales cuya diferencia radica en el tamaño y funcionalidad de los residuos 

alifáticos de los aminoácidos que decoran las paredes de sus poros y, por tanto, dichos 

canales presentan diferente densidad de carga, y (ii) sus estructuras permanecen 

inalteradas cuando se eliminan las moléculas de disolvente. Ambas características los 

convierten en candidatos idóneos para estudiar sus propiedades de adsorción y de 

separación de gases. 

 

Figura 8. Vistas a lo largo del eje cristalográfico c de las estructuras porosas de (a) 5cS, (b) 6cS and 
(c) 7cS con detalle de los diferentes grupos alquilo en una vista ampliada del poro.  Los iones 
cobre(II) y calcio(II) están representados por esferas cian y azules, respectivamente. Los residuos 
alquílicos de los aminoácidos se muestran como bolas y varillas, mientras que el resto de los 
ligandos se representan con varillas. Las moléculas de agua de cristalización se han omitido para 
mayor claridad.  

Previa comprobación de su porosidad permanente mediante medidas de adsorción 

de N2 a 77 K y las adicionales de CO2 a 1 bar y 273 K (ambas mostraron una tendencia 
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5cS ˃ 6cS ˃  7cS, de acuerdo con su decreciente tamaño de poro), nos propusimos estudiar 

la posible selectividad de estos materiales frente a diferentes hidrocarburos ligeros. Para 

ello, se midieron las isotermas de adsorción de metano (CH4), etano (C2H6), etileno 

(C2H4), propano (C3H8), propileno (C3H6) y butano (n-C4H10).  

 

Figura 9. Isotermas de adsorción de CH4 (rosa), C2H6 (gris), C3H8 (morado) y n-C4H10 (naranja) para 
(a) 5cS, (b) 6cS y (c) 7cS a 273 K. Los círculos rellenos y vacíos indican la adsorción y desorción, 
respectivamente. 

Las capacidades de adsorción de parafinas para los tres PCPs (Figura 9) muestran en 

general la misma tendencia, de manera que aquéllas cuya cadena carbonada es mayor, 

se adsorben en mayor cantidad (CH4 << C2H6 < C3H8 < n-C4H10). Este resultado tiene su 

origen en las interacciones carbono-carbono que se establecen entre los hidrocarburos 

y los residuos alifáticos de los aminoácidos que decoran las paredes de los poros de los 

MOFs y que se ven intensificadas con la longitud de la cadena carbonada de la parafina. 

De hecho, las pendientes de las isotermas de propano y butano son visiblemente más 

abruptas, indicando una mayor selectividad hacia ellos.  

Cuando se midieron las isotermas de adsorción de las olefinas C2H4 and C3H6 se 

encontró que la cantidad adsorbida de propeno era bastante mayor que la de propano, 

probablemente debido a las interacciones del orbital π-enlazante del propeno con los 

centros metálicos de los MOFs y al menor diámetro cinético del propeno respecto al 

propano. Por otro lado, la adsorción de eteno respecto a etano no mostró una diferencia 

significativa. 
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También se estudió la cinética de adsorción de las parafinas en los tres compuestos 

para obtener información acerca de la velocidad a la que eran adsorbidas y por tanto, 

de la selectividad. En general, las cinéticas de adsorción arrojaron los mismos resultados 

que las medidas de las isotermas. De nuevo, al avanzar en la serie de los derivados de 

calcio(II), cuanto mayor es la cadena del residuo aminoácido, mayor es la selectividad 

hacia las parafinas de mayor longitud. Resulta especialmente interesante que la 

cantidad de metano adsorbida es cada vez menor al avanzar en la serie (5cS ˃ 6cS ˃ 7cS), 

de modo que el derivado de (S,S)-leumox4- (cuyo residuo es isobutil), apenas adsorbe 

metano.  

 

Figura 10. Curvas de ruptura de separación de las mezclas de gases (a) CH4/C2H6 (75:25, v/v) y (b) 
CH4/C3H8 (75:25 v/v) medidas a 298 K y 1 bar empleando columnas cuya fase estacionaria es 5cS 
(arriba) y 7cS (abajo). 
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En vista de los resultados, se pudo prever que los materiales podrían funcionar bien 

en la separación de metano del resto de hidrocarburos más pesados y se llevaron a cabo 

experimentos de ruptura de separación para los MOFs 5cS y 7cS (Figura 10). 

El hecho que la curva del metano en el caso de 5cS (Figura 10, arriba) rompa después 

que la del gas de referencia (H2) indica que una pequeña cantidad de metano está siendo 

adsorbida. Sin embargo, para el MOF 7cS (Figura 10, abajo), que el metano y el H2 

rompan a la vez, indican que el metano no está siendo adsorbido en esas condiciones y 

que hay una mayor selectividad hacia la parafina de mayor tamaño. 

Mientras que usando 5cS, el etano y propano se retuvieron durante 54 and 198 

min respectivamente, cuando se utilizó 7cS, no se detectó ninguna adsorción de 

metano y además el etano y propano se retuvieron durante 71 and 246 min, 

respectivamente. Por todo ello, como ya preveían las isotermas de adsorción de 

parafinas medidas por separado, se observan mejores separaciones CH4/C2H6 y 

CH4/C3H8 cuando se emplea 7cS como fase estacionaria en la columna. 

Además, uno de los compuestos que forman parte de la subfamilia de 

derivados de calcio(II), el MOF {CaIICuII
6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O) . 32H2O}n (5cS), 

atrajo especialmente nuestro interés debido a la extensa red de moléculas de 

agua alojada en sus poros (32 moléculas) que además, gracias a la precisa 

resolución de su estructura cristalina, se pudo establecer con exactitud 

incluyendo los átomos de hidrógeno de las moléculas de agua y la direccionalidad 

de los enlaces de hidrógeno (Figura 11). Todo ello, nos indujo a medir las 

propiedades de conducción protónica y a establecer un mecanismo para dicha 

conducción. 
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El material mostró valores de conductividad crecientes con la humedad relativa (HR) 

en función de la temperatura. Este hecho es típico de conductores protónicos cuya 

conducción está mediada 

por la presencia de agua. Por 

ejemplo, los valores a 353 K 

aumentan desde 1.1 × 10−6 S 

cm−1 al 60 % HR hasta 8.6 × 

10−4 S cm−1 al 95 % HR. La 

conductividad protónica de 

5cS medida a 297 K y con 95 

% HR es de 1.0 × 10−5 S cm−1, 

un valor comparable con la 

de otros MOFs sintetizados 

con ligandos derivados de 

carboxilatos. Además, se 

obtuvieron valores para las 

energías de activación a las 

diferentes HR a partir de los 

datos experimentales. Los 

valores obtenidos 

relativamente bajos (0.42, 0.43, 0.42, y 0.34 eV para HR 60, 70, 80, and 95 %, 

respectivamente), se encuentran dentro del intervalo típicamente atribuido a un 

mecanismo de transferencia de tipo Grotthuss (0.1−0.5 eV).  

Por ello, basándonos en dichos resultados experimentales, conociendo las 

posiciones de las moléculas de agua (incluidos los átomos de hidrógeno) y teniendo en 

cuenta distancias y ángulos, hemos establecido un mecanismo plausible por el cual los 

protones se desplazarían de una molécula a otra a lo largo de la red de moléculas de 

aguas conectadas a través de enlaces de hidrógeno. Adicionalmente, hemos realizado 

simulaciones cuánticas de dinámica molecular que corroboran el mecanismo propuesto.  

 

Figura 11. (a) Vista del empaquetamiento cristalino de 5cS 

a lo largo del eje cristalográfico c mostrando la red de 
moléculas de agua contenidas en sus canales hexagonales 
como esferas rojas.  Vistas a lo largo de los ejes 
cristalográficos c (b) and b (c) de la red de moléculas de 
agua conectadas a través de enlaces de hidrógeno dentro 
de cada canal hexagonal. Los enlaces de hidrógeno se 
muestran como líneas con puntos.  
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Al reaccionar el dímero precursor de cobre(II)-(S,S)-alamox4- con los iones 

disprosio(III) y terbio(III) se obtuvo una subfamilia de MOFs (5dS and 5eS, 

respectivamente), siendo materiales isoestructurales con la subfamilia de calcio(II). 

 

Figura 12. Dependencia con la frecuencia y la temperatura de la susceptibilidad molar magnética 

en corriente alterna en fase (χM’, izquierda) y fuera de fase (χM’’, derecha) de (a) 5dS y (b) 5eS bajo 

un campo magnético en corriente directa de 2500 G y un campo oscilante de ±4.0 G aplicado a 
varias frecuencias. 

  Estos compuestos son interesantes desde un punto de vista magnético, ya que los 

iones lantánido(III) anisotrópicos, que actúan de nexo entre los dímeros de cobre(II), 

presentan una geometría antiprisma cuadrada pudiendo exhibir un comportamiento de 

“single-ion magnet” (SIM). Por ello, se estudiaron las propiedades magnéticas de ambos 

compuestos a través de medidas de susceptibilidad magnética tanto en corriente directa 

como alterna, en el intervalo de temperatura 2.0 - 300 K. 
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La dependencia de χM’ y χM’’ (susceptibilidad molar magnética real e imaginaria, 

respectivamente) con la frecuencia, aunque de manera incipiente, indica la existencia 

del fenómeno de lenta relajación de la magnetización de los iones lantánido(III) en  5dS 

and 5eS (Figura 12). Además, en el caso de 5dS, donde el máximo en las curvas de χM’’ 

frente a la temperatura no se prevé a tan bajas temperaturas, se pudo calcular de 

manera aproximada tanto la energía de activación como el tiempo de relajación del 

fenómeno obteniéndose valores de 4.3(3) cm-1 and 2.8(2) x 10-7 s, respectivamente. 

4.2. PCPs multifuncionales obtenidos a partir de métodos 
post-sintéticos (MPSs) 

Se eligió como producto de partida un PCP de carácter aniónico, bien conocido y 

empleado con anterioridad en nuestro grupo de investigación, de fórmula 

NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 60H2O (8) [Me3mpba4–= N,N’-2,4,6-trimetil-1,3-

phenilenbis(oxamato)]. Este PCP presenta un orden magnético de largo alcance y una 

capacidad de adsorción de gases prácticamente nula. Hemos investigado cómo se 

afectan ambas propiedades cuando se produce el intercambio de los cationes metálicos 

que están ubicados en los poros (Na+) por otros iones alcalinos (K+ y Li+) (Figura 13) o 

bien por un complejo metálico catiónico con determinadas propiedades magnéticas 

{[FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ [H2sal2-trien = N,N’-disalicylidenetriethylenetetramine)] (Figura 15). 

 

Figura 13. Vista en perspectiva de las redes 3D del PCP (a) NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3 · 60H2O}n  

y sus análogos sustituidos de (b) Li+ y (c) K+ a lo largo del eje cristalográfico c. Los iones Cu(II) y 
Mn(II) de la red de coordinación se muestran como poliedros verdes y morados respectivamente, 
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mientras que los iones Na+, Li+ y K+ que ocupan los poros se muestran como esferas de color 
amarillo, azul y naranja, respectivamente. 

La estabilidad estructural de los derivados de Li+ y K+ [LiI4{MnII
4[CuII

2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 

68H2O (9) y KI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 

69H2O (10)], mejora respecto a la del 

precursor de Na+ (8). Dicha estabilidad 

estructural repercute directamente en 

las propiedades de adsorción de gases, 

donde el derivado de Li+ presenta la 

mayor superficie, calculada a partir de las 

isotermas de N2 a 77 K. El derivado de K+ 

presenta un área algo menor mientras 

que el compuesto original de Na+ apenas 

adsorbe, ya que su estructura colapsa en 

la fase de activación.  Sin embargo, 

cuando se midieron las isotermas de H2, 

CO2 y CH4, fue el derivado de K+ el que exhibió mayor afinidad por dichos gases a pesar 

de no poseer la mayor superficie. 

La mejorada estabilidad estructural de los derivados de Li+ y K+ también afecta a las 

propiedades magnéticas de los PCPs deshidratados, como refleja la tendencia de valores 

de TC : 20.0 (K+), 12.0 (Li+) y 2.0 K (Na+) (Figura 14), concluyendo que una mayor 

estabilidad estructural se traduce en una mayor eficiencia del canje magnético entre 

centros metálicos. 

Motivados por el éxito del intercambio de los iones Na+ por K+ y Li+ que produce una 

mejora en  las propiedades del MOF, decidimos emplear la misma estrategia para 

encapsular el complejo catiónico [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+, el cual podría presentar transición de 

espín, fenómeno que está ausente en su sal de partida. De esta manera, la encapsulación 

 

Figura 14. Susceptibilidad molar magnética 

fuera de fase (M”) frente a T de las fases 
deshidratadas de 8 (verde), 9 (rojo) and 10 
(azul) con un campo de  ±4.0 G oscilando a 
1000 (_●_) y 100 (_○_) Hz, respectivamente. 
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dentro de los poros del MOF magnético podría por un lado provocar dicha transición y 

por otro lado influir en las propiedades magnéticas propias del MOF (Figura 15). 

 

Figura 15. (a) Esquema ilustrando el proceso de encapsulación del complejo [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ en 
los poros del MOF mediante intercambio con los iones Na+. (b) Gráfico mostrando el producto de 
la susceptibilidad molar y la temperatura frente a T para el precursor de Na+ (verde) y el derivado 
de [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ (rojo). El recuadro muestra el mínimo y la región de alta temperatura con 

detalle. (c) Gráfico mostrando la susceptibilidad molar fuera de fase (M’’) en función de T bajo un 
campo de ±4.0 G oscilando a 1000 (-●-) and 10 Hz (-○-) para el derivado de Na+ (verde) y el de 
[FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ (rojo). 

La inclusión de los complejos catiónicos de Fe(III) en los poros del MOF conlleva una 

mejora en la estabilidad estructural del mismo, que de nuevo se ve traducida en una 

transmisión del canje magnético más efectiva como refleja el aumento de la TC para el 

derivado de [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ (ver Figura 15c). Además, resulta interesante que el 

complejo [Fe(sal2-trien)]+ sí presenta transición de alto a bajo espín cuando se halla 

confinado en los canales del MOF, prueba de ello es la pendiente pronunciada que se 

observa en la gráfica de MT en función de T en el intervalo de temperaturas 200 - 400 
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K ( ver recuadro de la Figura 15b). Esta transición de alto a bajo espín del complejo de 

hierro(III) fue corroborada mediante espectroscopía Mössbauer. 

Por último, hemos hecho uso de los MPSs para implementar propiedades 

magnéticas en un MOF diamagnético y mejorar la estabilidad estructural del mismo, 

viéndose a su vez incrementada su capacidad de adsorción de gases. Para ello partimos 

del MOF aniónico diamagnético de fórmula MgII
2{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 45H2O (11) 

cuya estructura es análoga al previamente descrito NaI
4{MnII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 

60H2O (8). Al cabo de varias semanas de haber adicionado cristales del MOF de 

magnesio(II) a disoluciones acuosas saturadas de MII(NO3)2 · 6H2O [M = Co and Ni], se 

obtuvieron dos análogos de fórmulas Co2
II{CoII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 56H2O (12) y 

Ni2II{NiII4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3} · 54H2O (13), respectivamente. Cabe reseñar que dichos 

compuestos no pudieron ser aislados mediante síntesis directa. 

 

Figura 16. Vistas en perspectiva del MOF aniónico (a) MgII
2{MgII

4[CuII
2(Me3mpba)2]3 · 45H2O y sus 

derivados de (b)  Co(II) y (c) Ni(II) mostrando la diferente ocupación de los contracationes en el 
interior de los poros. Los iones cobre(II), magnesio(II), cobalto(II) y níquel(II) de la red de 
coordinación están representados mediante poliedros verdes, naranjas, rojos y morados, 
respectivamente. Los contracationes magnesio(II), cobalto(II) y níquel(II) que se hallan en los 
poros se muestran como esferas naranjas, rojas y moradas, respectivamente. 

Se han diseñado experimentos para estudiar la cinética y la termodinámica de ambas 

sustituciones [tanto la de los iones magnesio(II) que actúan como contracationes 

situados en los poros como la de los magnesio(II) que forman parte de la red de 

coordinación] con iones cobalto(II) y níquel(II). Los seis iones magnesio(II) por celda 

unidad se sustituyen de manera rápida y efectiva tanto con cobalto (II) como con 
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níquel(II). De los resultados de la cinética y termodinámica se deduce que los dos 

primeros moles de magnesio(II), los situados en los poros, se sustituyen más 

rápidamente y en una primera fase, mientras que los cuatro iones magnesio(II) 

restantes, que forman parte de la red, presentan una cinética más lenta (Figura 17a). 

La sustitución de los iones magnesio(II) por iones cobalto(II) y níquel(II) da lugar a 

dos PCPs que presentan una mayor estabilidad estructural, hecho que se ve reflejado en 

las diferentes capacidades de adsorción de gases, siendo concretamente el derivado de 

níquel(II) el que mayor adsorción presenta para los gases medidos (N2, H2, CO2 y CH4) 

(Figura 17b-d). 

 

Figura 17.  (a) Perfil cinético del proceso de intercambio iónico representado como la relación 
molar MII:CuII  [M = Co (rojo) and Ni (morado)] frente al tiempo en escala logarítmica. Isotermas 
de adsorción a baja presión de (b) N2 (77 K) y de alta presión de (c) H2 (77 K), (d) CO2 (273 K) and 
(e) CH4 (273 K) para el derivado de Mg(II) (naranja), el de Co(II) (rojo) y el de Ni(II) (morado). Los 
círculos rellenos y vacíos de las isotermas corresponden a los procesos de adsorción y desorción, 
respectivamente. 

El intercambio de los iones magnesio(II) diamagnéticos por iones cobalto(II) y 

níquel(II) paramagnéticos ejerce una influencia importante en las propiedades 

magnéticas del MOF. Mientras que en el MOF de Mg(II) los dímeros de cobre (II) se 

acoplan de manera ferromagnética y están aislados magnéticamente unos de otros, los 
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MOFs de Co(II) y Ni(II) exhiben un carácter ferrimagnético debido al acoplamiento de 

carácter antiferromagnético entre los iones cobre(II) y los metales M(II) (M = Co  y Ni) a 

través del puente oxamato. La aparición de un momento magnético de largo alcance 

debe su origen tanto al acoplamiento ferromagnético de los dímeros de cobre(II) como 

a las interacciones dipolares que se  establecen con los átomos paramagnéticos M(II) (M 

= Co  y Ni) situados en los canales. 

5. Conclusiones 

5.1. PCPs multifuncionales quirales 

Hemos desarrollado una estrategia original para el diseño y obtención de MOFs 

quirales de manera racional. La estrategia consiste en el uso de precursores nuevos 

enantiopuros [como cadenas o anillos hexanucleares de cobre(II)] capaces de actuar 

como ligandos a través de sus grupos carbonilo libres frente a complejos cuadrados de 

níquel(II) dando lugar a compuestos enantiopuros de dimensionalidad elevada. Todos 

los compuestos fueron caracterizados y sus propiedades ópticas y magnéticas 

investigadas. 

La funcionalización de aminoácidos (alanina, valina, leucina y fenilglicina) con grupos 

oxamato nos proporcionó una librería de proligandos quirales que transmitieron de 

forma efectiva su información quiral a sus derivados. Los MOFs resultantes presentan 

estructuras porosas complejas y fascinantes, que pudieron ser obtenidas a pesar de la 

complicación que entraña la resolución de estructuras con un gran número de átomos 

en la celda unidad. Uno de los resultados más relevantes consiste en la obtención de un 

MOF (4bR) donde la unidad fundamental que lo compone (una cadena) coincide 

exactamente con la cadena que se empleó como especie precursora.  En general, el 

estudio topológico de esta familia de MOFs quirales aporta información interesante 

acerca del ensamblaje de estructuras quirales de dimensionalidad elevada. Los 

experimentos de separación de enantiómeros o los de catálisis enantioselectiva no 
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ofrecieron los resultados esperados, siendo su inestabilidad en agua uno de los factores 

limitantes.  

La funcionalización de diferentes aminoácidos (alanina, valina, leucina) con grupos 

oxamidato nos proporcionó una librería de proligandos quirales que transfieren de 

forma efectiva su información quiral a sus derivados. Se llevó a cabo la misma estrategia 

sintética obteniéndose especies dinucleares de cobre(II) que se usaron como 

metaloligandos frente a diferentes cationes alcalino-térreos y lantánidos. De esta 

manera se aislaron diferentes subfamilias de PCPs derivadas de iones calcio(II), bario(II) 

o lantánidos(III) dependiendo del catión que actúa de nexo. 

Los PCPs derivados de bario(II) (5bS, 6bS and 7bS) muestran estructuras cristalinas 

muy diferentes a pesar de que, en principio, derivan de ligandos muy similares [(S,S)-

alamox4, (S,S)-valmox4- and (S,S)-leumox4-]. La forma y la longitud de los residuos 

alifáticos hidrofóbicos de los aminoácidos, determinan la organización y ensamblaje de 

los metaloligandos y los iones bario(II) que actúan de nexo.  

Por otro lado, los PCPs derivados de calcio(II) (5cS, 6cS and 7cS) son todos ellos 

isoestructurales. Su única diferencia reside en la forma y longitud del residuo alifático 

del aminoácido que decora las paredes de las redes 3D y por tanto, en el tamaño y 

densidad de carga del poro. Con dichas características, esta familia nos proporcionó la 

oportunidad para comprender su capacidad de adsorción de gases así como su 

selectividad. Se midieron isotermas adsorción de N2, CO2, parafinas (CH4, C2H6, C3H8, n-

C4H10) y olefinas (C2H4 y C3H6), así como cinéticas de adsorción y experimentos de 

ruptura de separación. De todo ello se pudo concluir que existen dos factores 

antagónicos, ya que cuanto menor es el residuo alifático del aminoácido, mayor es el 

tamaño de poro y por tanto mayor es la capacidad de adsorción (5cS ˃ 6cS ˃ 7cS); sin 

embargo, a mayor longitud del residuo alifático (aunque el poro es menor) se establecen 

interacciones más efectivas con aquellos hidrocarburos de mayor cadena y por tanto la 

selectividad aumenta (CH4 << C2H6 < C3H8 < n-C4H10). Concretamente, 7cS mostró 

resultados muy interesantes en los experimentos de ruptura de separación 
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metano/etano y metano/propano, siendo la adsorción de metano nula en ambos casos, 

y reteniendo el etano y el propano 71 y 246 min, respectivamente.  

Además el PCP derivado de calcio(II) 5cS, que alberga una amplia red de moléculas 

de agua conectadas mediante puentes de hidrógeno en sus canales, presenta 

conductividad protónica dependiente de la humedad relativa (valores que van desde 1.1 

x 106 con 60 % HR hasta 8.6 x 104 S cm-1 con 95 % HR, medidos a 353 K). La calidad de 

los datos obtenidos de la difracción de rayos X sobre monocristal permitió determinar 

con exactitud las posiciones de las moléculas de agua (incluidos los átomos de 

hidrógeno) involucradas en el proceso de transmisión de protones. Ello nos llevó a 

proponer los posibles caminos que siguen los protones en su desplazamiento de unas 

moléculas de agua a otras durante la conducción protónica, que a su vez están de 

acuerdo con un mecanismo de tipo Grotthuss y que fue confirmado a través de 

simulaciones cuánticas de dinámica molecular. 

Por último, se estudiaron las propiedades magnéticas de los MOFs derivados del 

ligando (S,S)-alamox4- utilizando iones disprosio(III) y terbio(III) para conectar los 

dímeros de cobre(II). Los datos de susceptibilidad molar fuera de fase (M’’) en función 

de T muestran máximos incipientes indicando un posible fenómeno de lenta relajación 

de los iones disprosio(III) y terbio(III) comportándose así como “Single Ion Magnets” 

(SIMs) insertados en la estructura del MOF, ampliando así la escasa lista de ejemplos de 

SIM-MOFs que existen actualmente en la bibliografía. 

5.2. PCPs multifuncionales obtenidos a partir de métodos 
post-sintéticos (MPSs) 

Hemos desarrollado con éxito el intercambio catiónico como MPs. La total 

sustitución de los contracationes Na+ por iones Li+ y K+ del MOF original 8 ha dado lugar 

a dos nuevas redes 3D sin alterar su estructura. Estos nuevos derivados son más 

robustos que el MOF original, lo que se ve traducido en una mejora de sus propiedades 

físicas. Por un lado, los derivados de Li+ (9) y K+ (10), presentan una temperatura de 
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orden magnético de largo alcance mayor que su precursor de Na+, indicando que el canje 

magnético se transmite de manera más efectiva en aquellos derivados. Por otro lado, se 

ha comprobado que la naturaleza y posición concreta de los cationes dentro de la red 

3D tienen una influencia no despreciable en las propiedades de adsorción de gases 

puesto que 9 y 10 exhiben mayores capacidades de adsorción, y el derivado de K+, 

concretamente, posee una mayor afinidad hacia H2, CO2 and CH4.  

Hemos llevado a cabo de manera satisfactoria la sustitución de los cationes Na+ en 8 

por el complejo catiónico [Fe(sal2-trien)]+. Resulta interesante que, de manera sencilla, 

esta técnica post-sintética permite obtener un nuevo material más robusto que su 

precursor cuyas propiedades magnéticas se han visto mejoradas. Así, Fe(sal2-trien)@8 

presenta una temperatura de orden mayor que la de 8.  Además, tanto las medidas de 

susceptibilidad magnética como las de espectroscopía Mössbauer confirman que los 

complejos de [FeIII(sal2-trien)]+ que se localizan en el interior de los poros del MOF 

experimentan transición de espín por el hecho de estar alojados en la estructura, ya que 

la sal precursora del complejo no transita.  

Por último se estudió la transmetalación como posible MPS para la obtención de 

nuevos materiales. Se partió de un derivado de magnesio(II) análogo a 8 (compuesto 11) 

y se investigó la sustitución con iones cobalto(II) y níquel(II) tanto de los contracationes 

de magnesio(II) situados en los poros como de  los que forman parte de la red de 

coordinación de 11. Las sustituciones se llevaron a cabo satisfactoriamente, estando 

más favorecidas aquéllas que implican los iones magnesio(II) que actúan como 

contracationes. Como resultado se obtuvieron monocristales de dos nuevos materiales 

[el derivado de cobalto(II) (12) y el derivado de níquel(II) (13)] que no pudieron ser 

obtenidos mediante síntesis directa. Ambos mostraron una estabilidad estructural 

reforzada que se vio traducida a su vez, en una mejora de las propiedades de adsorción 

de gases. El intercambio de los iones magnesio(II) diamagnéticos por iones cobalto(II) y 

níquel(II) paramagnéticos dotó de interesantes propiedades magnéticas a los materiales 

intercambiados.  
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Increasing dimensionality [from 2D (1) to 3D (2)] and TC [from

10 (1) to 20 K (2)] in two new oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic

Mn
II
2Cu

II
3 open-frameworks result from the steric hindrance

provided by the different alkyl substituents of theN-phenyloxamate

bridging ligands.

Extended multidimensional coordination polymers, also

known as Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs),1 have become

an outstanding area of research in modern supramolecular

coordination chemistry and crystal engineering.2 Besides their

fascinating structures, MOFs can exhibit a wide range of physical

and chemical properties. For example, when paramagnetic ions3

are incorporated into MOFs, a variety of magnetic materials can

be obtained.4 In this respect, an accurate control of the coordina-

tion network structure is needed to get the desired interesting

magnetic properties. This task is still exceedingly difficult because

of the many subtle factors that may affect the assembly process.5

Among the different synthetic routes to obtain MOFs with a

long-range magnetic ordering that coordination chemistry

offers, the rational self-assembly methods based on the metallo-

ligand approach are the prominent ones.6 The validity of this

strategy was demonstrated by the work of Okawa, Decurtins,

Coronado and others on heterobimetallic 2D and 3D MOFs

built upon oxalato and related dithiooxalato metal building

blocks.7 The rational synthesis of new examples of magnetic

MOFs can serve as valuable candidates for experimental and

theoretical studies in the field of molecule-based magnets.8

In this contribution, we present a rational synthetic strategy

to obtain new 2D and 3D MOFs that is based on the use of

dianionic mononuclear copper(II) complexes [CuIIL2]
2�, where

L=N-2,6-dimethylphenyloxamate (Me2pma) andN-2,6-diethyl-

phenyloxamate (Et2pma) (Scheme 1a), as bisbidentate metallo-

ligands toward solvated manganese(II) cations.9 A key point is the

use of a large excess of the mononuclear copper(II) precursors

(5 : 1 stoichiometry) as it prevents the formation of the

corresponding one-dimensional (1D) compounds reported

earlier (1 : 1 stoichiometry).9a,b This approach would afford

high dimensionality oxamato-based compounds with a variety

of possible structures that are reminiscent of those earlier

observed in oxalato-bridged heterobimetallic MOFs. In fact,

molecular model considerations indicate that the spatial

arrangement of the chiral tris(chelated) octahedral MnII ions

can produce both 2D and 3D structures (Scheme 1b–d).

Hence, achiral 2D extended networks of hexagonal symmetry

containing alternating octahedral (L)-Mn and (D)-Mn units are

the most evident possibility (Scheme 1b). On the contrary, a

chiral 3D framework of decagonal symmetry would be obtained

Scheme 1 Metalloligand strategy for the molecular-programmed self-

assembly of oxamato-bridged heterobimetallicMOFs: (a) copper(II) starting

bis(bidentate) metalloligand. (b–d) Postulated structures of the resulting 2D

and 3D MOFs. The tris(chelated) MnII cations of different propeller

chiralities (D and L) are shown as solid and dotted octahedra, where the

shared edges represent the bridging CuII complex anions.
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when all the Mn centres have the same absolute configuration

(L or D) (Scheme 1c). Finally, a third and more elusive

possibility is the alternating alignment of pairs of manganese

centres with identical configuration (LL and DD) which would

lead to an achiral 3D compound of decagonal symmetry as well

(Scheme 1d). Herein we report the syntheses, crystal structures,

magnetic properties and Quantum Monte Carlo simulations of

two new oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic 2D and 3DMnII2Cu
II
3

networks of formula (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Me2pma)12(DMSO)2]�
8DMSO�2H2O (1) and (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12]�DMSO�
10H2O (2). The relationship between the structure and magnetic

properties in 1 and 2 and the influence of the steric effects on

the dimensionality are analysed and discussed.

The structure of 1 consists of oxamato-bridged MnII2Cu
II
3

bimetallic hexagonal layers of 63-hcb net topology growing in

the ab plane (Fig. 1), which are interleaved by layers formed by

the n-Bu4N
+ cations and free water and DMSO molecules

(Fig. S1, ESIw). Within each MnII2Cu
II
3 hexagonal layer, two

five-coordinated, square pyramidal and four four-coordinated

square bis(oxamato)copper(II) units [the coordination environment

containing two amidate-nitrogen and two carboxylate-oxygen

atoms from the two oxamate ligands in all cases and a DMSO

molecule occupying the apical position only for Cu(1) and Cu(4)]

(Fig. S2, ESIw) act as bisbidentate bridging metalloligands through

the cis carbonyl oxygen atoms toward six-coordinated, trigonally

distorted octahedral manganese(II) ions in such a way that eachMn

atom is surrounded by three Cu atoms and each Cu atom by two

Mn atoms. In the crystal lattice of 1, the adjacent anionic

MnII2Cu
II
3 flat hexagonal layers are not eclipsed but they are

displaced along the [100] direction leading thus to an ABAB

disposition pattern along the c axis (Fig. S3, ESIw).
The structure of 2 consists of an oxamato-bridgedMnII2Cu

II
3

anionic 3D network with a 103-ths net topology (Fig. 2),

together with n-Bu4N
+ cations and free water and DMSO

molecules (Fig. S4, ESIw). The three crystallographically

independent copper(II) ions are all four coordinate in square

planar [Cu(1) and Cu(2)] and flattened tetrahedral [Cu(3)]

geometries, with two amidate-nitrogen and two carboxylate-

oxygen atoms from the oxamato groups (Fig. S5, ESIw). The
manganese(II) ions have a trigonally distorted six-coordinate

octahedral geometry formed by six carbonyl-oxygen atoms

from the oxamato groups. There are two different types of

oxamatocopper(II) units: the Cu(3) atoms connect MnII centers

of the same chirality (D-Mn–D-Mn and L-Mn–L-Mn subunits,

Fig. S5c (ESIw)) while the Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms link MnII

centres of opposite chirality (D-Mn–L-Mn subunits, Fig. S5a and b

(ESIw)). Overall, this leads to a global achiral 3D decagonal net

(Fig. 2), and large nanopores along the c axis which are occupied

by n-Bu4N
+ cations and solvent molecules (Fig. S4b, ESIw).

The 2D network of 1 can be best described as an extended

parallel array of oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–copper(II) chains

running along the [010] direction with a DL sequence for the

chirality of the manganese(II) ions (Fig. 1). The adjacent zigzag

chains are further interconnected through oxamatocopper(II)

complexes acting as bisbidentate bridges between the

manganese(II) ions of opposite D and L chiralities in an alternately

up and down disposition to give an hexagonal layer (Fig. 1). On the

contrary, the 3D network of 2 can be described as an extended

parallel array of oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–copper(II) chains

running along the [10%1] direction with a DDLL sequence for the

chirality of the manganese(II) ions (Fig. 2). The adjacent

mesohelical chains of opposite chirality (P and M) are further

interconnected through oxamatocopper(II) units acting as bisbiden-

tate bridges between the manganese(II) ions of opposite D and L
chiralities in an alternately up and down disposition to give a

decagonal net (Fig. 2). This structural variability for 1 and 2 is

controlled in an almost unpredictable way by the size of the alkyl

substituents that are located in the positions 2 and 6 of the aromatic

phenyl ring of the oxamate ligand. Upon coordination, the

[CuIIL2]
2� precursors transfer the steric information of their

bulky dimethyl- or diethyl-substituted phenyl groups in trans

arrangement into the stereochemistries of the tris(chelated)

octahedral MnII centres (Fig. S2 and S5, ESIw).
The magnetic properties of 1 and 2 are drastically different

as expected from the different dimensionality observed for

both systems. Their wMT versus T plots (wM being the molar

magnetic susceptibility per Cu3Mn2 unit and T the temperature)

are depicted in Fig. S6a (ESIw). They showminima at ca. 132 and

136 K for 1 and 2, respectively, suggesting the occurrence of a

moderate intramolecular antiferromagnetic interaction between

the CuII and MnII ions through the oxamate bridges.

The magnetic susceptibility data of 1 and 2 were analysed

through Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations (see ESIw).
The theoretical curves obtained reproduce quite well the observed

Fig. 1 Perspective view of a fragment of 1 in the ab plane. Metal and

ligand atoms are represented by balls and sticks, respectively [Cu, green;

(D)-Mn, purple; (L)-Mn, pink]. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.

Fig. 2 Perspective view of the anionic 2D network of 2 along the

[111] direction. Metal and ligand atoms are represented by balls and

sticks, respectively (Cu, green; (D)-Mn, purple; (L)-Mn, pink). The

aromatic rings of the oxamate ligand have been omitted for clarity.
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minimum of the wMT vs. T plots (solid lines in the inset of

Fig. S6a (ESIw)). The values of the best-fit parameters are:

J = �35.1(5) (1) and �36.1(4) cm�1 (2), gCu = 2.140(40) (1)

and 2.105(22) (2), and gMn = 2.000(4) (1) and 2.000(2) (2) with

F= 5.5 � 10�5 (1) and 2.2 � 10�5 (2), where J is the intralayer

magnetic coupling, gCu and gMn are the Zeeman factors of the

CuII and MnII ions respectively (F is the agreement factor

defined as F =
P

[(wMT)exp � (wMT)calcd]
2/
P

[(wMT)exp]
2).

Both MOFs undergo abrupt paramagnetic-to-ferri- or ferro-

magnetic phase transitions at TC = 10 (1) and 20 (2) K. These

3D magnetic orderings are revealed by the temperature depen-

dence of the field-cooled magnetization (FCM) (Fig. 3). The

FCM curves increase sharply below 15 (1) and 25 K (2), thereby

suggesting the onset of a long range ferro- or ferrimagnetic

transition. Indeed, the magnetic ordering is confirmed for 1

and 2 by the wM00 versus T plots at different frequencies (n) of the
1 G oscillating field: wM00 becomes nonzero below 15 (1) and 25 K

(2) and non-frequency-dependent maxima are observed at 10 (1)

and 20 (2) K for the different explored frequencies (inset of Fig. 3).

In conclusion, the use of a series of preformed oxamatocopper(II)

complexes, [CuII(L)2]
2� (L = Me2pma and Et2pma) toward

tris(chelated) MnII ions, yielded two very different structures a

2D hexagonal structure (1) when the aromatic ring is dimethyl-

substituted, or an unprecedented 3D decagonal open-framework

structure (2) when that ring was diethylsubstituted. The magnetic

properties of 1 and 2 differ drastically as expected from their very

different architectures (a long-range ferromagnetic ordering at

TC = 10 K in 1 and a 3D ferrimagnetic ordering at TC = 20 K

in 2). Therefore, we can modify the dimensionality of the resulting

open-framework and, more interestingly, the magnetic properties

of each compound by controlling the length of the alkyl-

substituents present in the aromatic ring of the oxamate ligands.

Future work will focus on the preparation of similar 2D and 3D

networks with the substitution of n-Bu4N
+ cations by functiona-

lized ones that could provide new physical properties in addition

to the magnetic ones to obtain the so-called multifunctional

magnetic materials.
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ABSTRACT: Two distinct one-dimensional (1) and two-
dimensional (2) mixed-metal−organic polymers have been
synthesized by using the “complex-as-ligand” strategy. The
structure of 1 consists of isolated ladderlike MnII2Cu

II
2

chains separated from each other by neutral MnII2 dimers,
whereas 2 possesses an overall corrugated layer structure
built from additional coordinative interactions between
adjacent MnII2Cu

II
2 ladders. Interestingly, 1 and 2 show

overall ferri- and antiferromagnetic behavior, respectively,
as a result of their distinct crystalline aggregation in the
solid state.

The design and synthesis of metal−organic polymers
(MOPs)1 with interesting and predictable magnetic

properties has been a subject of great interest for inorganic
chemists interested in molecular magnetism during the last 3
decades.2−4 One- (1D), two- (2D), and three-dimensional
(3D) MOPs are also relevant from a crystal-engineering point
of view5 because of the wide range of structural motifs and
intriguing topologies that can be found. In the search for
rationally designed nD (n = 1−3) MOPs,1c,d the molecular-
programmed self-assembling methods show clear advantages
over the so-called serendipitous self-assembling ones.1a,b

However, total control of the final structure is still a challenge
even when following these rational synthetic strategies. In fact,
there are many subtle factors that may affect the self-assembly
process, both intrinsic (stereochemical and steric requirements
of the metal and ligand, respectively) and extrinsic (metal−
ligand ratio, solvent, and temperature),6 and then influence the
final structure of the MOPs.
Our strategy in this field is based on the use of oxamato-

based homodinuclear copper(II), nickel(II), and cobalt(II)
metallacyclic complexes as ligands (metalloligands) toward fully
solvated divalent first-row transition-metal ions like manganese-
(II) and cobalt(II) to afford mixed-metal−organic polymers,
abbreviated as M′MOPs, of varying dimensionality.7,1c,d So, for
instance, the double-stranded dicopper(II) metallacyclophanes
of the general formula [Cu2L2]

4− [L = N,N′-1,3-phenylenebis-
(oxamate) (mpba), 2-methyl-N,N′-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)

(Mempba), and 2,4,6-trimethyl-N,N′-1,3-phenylenebis-
(oxamate) (Me3mpba)]7 can be advantageously used as a
tetrakis(bidentate) metalloligand toward bis(chelated) MII ions
(M = Mn and Co) to render neutral M′MOPs with different 1D
or 2D architectures (Scheme 1). In follow-up works,7a,b some

of us reported two examples of 2D M′MOPs possessing a
“brick-wall” rectangular layer structure of (6, 3) net topology
that were obtained through the self-assembly of the anionic
d i c o p p e r ( I I ) c omp l e x e s [Cu 2 (mpb a ) 2 ]

4 − a n d
[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]

4− with CoII or MnII ions, respectively
(Scheme 1b).7a,b

In this Communication, we show that 1D (1) and 2D (2)
M′MOPs with a basic “ladderlike” structural motif but different
degrees of aggregation in the solid state (Scheme 1b,c), can be
alternatively obtained under different experimental conditions.
Herein we report the syntheses, crystal structures, and magnetic
properties of these new examples of M′MOPs of formulas
[ M n 4 ( H 2 m p b a ) 4 ( H 2 O ) 1 2 ] { [ M n 8 C u 8 ( m p b a ) 8 -
(H2O)2 4 ]} ·29 .5H2O (1) and [Mn4Cu4(mpba) 4 -
(H2O)9]·14H2O (2).
Compounds 1 and 2 were both obtained as pale-green

rectangular and cubic crystals, respectively, by slow diffusion in
a n H - s h a p e d t u b e o f a q u e o u s s o l u t i o n s o f
Na4[Cu2(mpba)2]·8H2O

7a and Mn(NO3)2·4H2O at 16 °C.

Received: May 9, 2012
Published: June 18, 2012

Scheme 1. Self-Assembly of 1D (b) and 2D (c and d)
M′MOPs Resulting from the Use of a Dicopper(II)
Metallacyclophane Anion (a) as the Tetrakis(bidentate)
Metalloligand toward Bis(chelated) MnII Ions
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Interestingly, control of the temperature is crucial to avoid
formation of the MOP with the “brick-wall” structure.7a,b

Moreover, the dicopper(II) complex/manganese(II) molar
ratio also plays a key role in the self-assembling process.
Thus, a 2D network with a Cu/Mn ratio of 1:1 (2) crystallized
when using the stoichiometric relation (1:2). However, when
this molar ratio was increased to 1:6 in the double H-shaped
tube, a double-chain 1D compound (1) results with a final Cu/
Mn ratio of 2:3. Their crystal structures were solved by single-
crystal X-ray diffraction using synchrotron radiation at the
BM16 beamline in the ESRF. They crystallize in the P21cn (1)
and P21/c (2) space groups.
Complex 1 consists of neutral oxamato-bridged double

copper(II)/manganese(II) chains, [Mn2Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)6]
(Figures 1a and S1a in the Supporting Information, SI),

cocrystallized [Mn(H2mpba)(H2O)3] chains, and free water
molecules (Figure S1b in the SI). Each bis(oxamato)copper(II)
entity acts as a bis(bidentate) ligand through the carbonyl
oxygen atoms toward cis-diaquamanganese(II) units, affording
zigzag double bimetallic chains that run parallel to the c axis
(Figure 1a). These one-dimensional motifs possess a ladderlike
architecture,7c,d where two phenylenediamidate bridges act as
“rungs” between the two oxamate-bridged zigzag CuMn chains,
which then serve as “rods”. The shortest intrachain Cu···Cu and
Cu···Mn distances are in the ranges 6.654(2)−6.656(2) and
5.4532(14)−5.4865(15) Å, respectively.
The four crystallographically independent copper atoms in 1

[Cu(1)−Cu(4)] have five-coordinated square-pyramidal
CuN2O3 surroundings, with two amide nitrogen atoms [Cu−
N = 1.940(5)−2.061(6) Å] and two carboxylate oxygen atoms
[Cu−O = 1.962(5)−2.052(4) Å] from the two oxamate ligands
in a trans arrangement building the basal plane and the apical
position being occupied by a water molecule [Cu−Ow =
2.322(5)−2.369(7) Å]. The four crystallographically independ-
ent manganese atoms of the double chains [Mn(1)−Mn(4)]
are six-coordinate with two water molecules in cis positions
[Mn−Ow = 2.096(6)−2.178(7) Å] and four oxygen atoms
[Mn−O = 2.129(4)−2.258(7) Å] from two oxamate ligands,
forming distorted octahedral surroundings.
In the crystal lattice of 1, the zigzag CuMn double chains run

along the [001] direction (Figure S2b in the SI). Moreover,
they are displaced along the [010] direction, leading thus to an
ABAB disposition pattern in the ab plane. Overall, this situation
leads to large channels along the c axis that are occupied by the
cocrystallized [Mn(H2mpba)(H2O)3] chains that situate
perpendicularly to the CuMn double chains (Figure S2 in the

SI). Interestingly, there is a regular alternation of these highly
disordered enantiopure MnII chains of opposite chiralities (Δ
and Λ) along the b axis. The shortest interchain Cu···Cu,
Cu···Mn, and Mn···Mn distances are 8.327(2), 5.150(2), and
5.761(4) Å, respectively.
The structure of 2 consists of neutral oxamato-bridged

c o p p e r ( I I ) / m a n g a n e s e ( I I ) 2 D n e t w o r k s ,
[Mn4Cu4(mpba)4(H2O)9] (Figure 1b) and crystallization
water molecules. It can be alternatively described as a series
of Cu2Mn2 double chains linked by coordinative interactions,
giving rise to a corrugated 2D network. Each double chain has
the same ladderlike structure of 1; however, two carbonyl
oxygen atoms from the oxamato ligands, which are coordinated
to manganese(II) ions along the zigzag chain [O(1) and
O(16)], also coordinate to manganese(II) ions of a neighboring
double chain, giving rise to the final layered 2D structure
(Figure 1b). The intrachain Cu···Cu and Cu···Mn distances
through the oxamate and m-phenylene bridges are within the
ranges of 6.7954(14)−6.8461(14) and 5.3328(11)−5.5510(11)
Å, respectively. Along the 2D network, the shortest interchain
Mn···Mn distance is 4.0399(12) Å and the Mn−O−Mn angle
varies in the range 122.43(15)−122.51(15)°.
There are four crystallographically independent copper

atoms in 2. Three of them [Cu(1), Cu(2), and Cu(4)] have
five-coordinated square-pyramidal CuN2O3 surroundings (Fig-
ure S3a in the SI), with two amidate nitrogen atoms [Cu−N =
1.960(3)−1.984(3) Å] and two carboxylate oxygen atoms
[Cu−O = 1.969(3)−2.018(3)] Å) from the oxamate groups of
the ligands building the basal plane and the apical positions
being occupied by a water molecule [Cu−Ow = 2.360(3)−
2.600(4) Å]. The fourth copper atom [Cu(3)] has a square-
planar CuN2O3 environment [Cu−N = 1.956(3)−1.965(3) Å
and Cu−O = 1.956(3)−1.978(3) Å]. There are also four
crystallographically independent manganese atoms [Mn(1)−
Mn(4)] that exhibit very distorted octahedral geometries,
MnO6, formed by four carbonyl oxygen atoms from two
oxamato groups in all cases [Mn−O = 2.089(3)−2.397(3) Å]
and two coordinated water molecules in trans and cis
dispositions for Mn(1) and Mn(4), respectively [Mn−Ow =
2.127(3)−2.259(3) Å], and one coordinated water molecule
and one carbonyl oxygen atom from the oxamate group of a
neighboring double chain in trans and cis dispositions for
Mn(2) and Mn(3), respectively [Mn−O = 2.249(3)−2.313(3)
Å and Mn−Ow = 2.126(3)−2.278(4) Å]. This coordination
mode is rare when looking at other similar oxamato-bridged
copper(II)/metal(II) MOPs.1c,d,8

In the crystal lattice of 2, the corrugated layers are slightly
shifted from the neighboring ones, avoiding a perfect stacking
along the c axis (Figure S3b in the SI). The shortest Cu−Cu,
Cu−Mn, and Mn−Mn interlayer separations are 5.9958(11),
4.5757(10), and 5.1642(11) Å, respectively. In addition,
intermolecular hydrogen bonds [Ow···Ow = 2.668(5)−
3.112(8) Å] involving coordinated [either to manganese(II)
and to copper(II) atoms] and crystallization water molecules
build a three-dimensional motif (Figure S3b in the SI).
The magnetic properties of 1 and 2 in the form of χMT

versus T plots [with χM being the molar magnetic susceptibility
per Cu2Mn2 (1) and Cu2Mn2 (2) units] are very different
(Figure 2). At room temperature, χMT values for 1 and 2 (12.46
and 9.03 cm3 K mol−1, respectively) are slightly lower than
those expected for the sum of two square/square-pyramidal
copper(II) ions (1 and 2) and three (1) or two (2) octahedral
manganese(II) ions [χMT = 13.91 (1) and 9.54 (2) cm3 mol−1

Figure 1. Perspective views of the fragments of two double chains of 1
(a) and the 2D neutral network of 2 (b). Metal and ligand atoms are
represented by balls and sticks, respectively [Cu, green; Mn, purple].
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K with gMn = 2.0, gCu = 2.1, SMn =
5/2, and SCu =

1/2]. Upon
cooling, χMT for 1 decreases, attains a minimum around 95 K
(inset of Figure 2), and then rapidly increases to reach a
maximum at about 4.0 K with χMT = 375 cm3 K mol−1 because
of saturation effects. The presence of a minimum of χMT for 1
is characteristic of an overall ferrimagnetic behavior, as was
previously observed in related oxamato-bridged manganese-
(II)/copper(II) chains.8 More likely, the moderate ferromag-
netic interaction between copper(II) ions through the double
m-phenylene bridge that occurs by means of a spin-polarization
mechanism7c,d is masked by the more important antiferromag-
netic interaction between copper(II) and manganese(II) ions
through the oxamate bridge.
On the contrary, χMT for 2 continuously decreases upon

cooling to reach an incipient plateau in the range 75−15 K and
then rapidly decreases and almost vanishes at 2.0 K (χMT =
0.58 cm3 K mol−1; inset of Figure 2). This overall
antiferromagnetic behavior results from the nonnegligible
antiferromagnetic coupling between neighboring double chains
through the monatomic carboxylate−oxo bridge.9 The
observed plateau is thus a consequence of the two different
competitive magnetic interactions mediated by the oxamate−
and carboxylate−oxo bridges, respectively.
In conclusion, a binuclear copper(II) precursor complex has

been used as the metalloligand toward manganese(II) ions to
afford two new M′MOPs with a common ladderlike chain
motif. Yet, their distinct crystalline aggregation in the solid state
leads to dramatically different magnetic properties. Thus, 1
behaves as a ferrimagnetic double chain with moderately strong
antiferromagnetic intrachain coupling between copper(II) and
manganese(II) ions through the oxamato bridge. In contrast,
the antiferromagnetic interchain interactions between neighbor-
ing ferrimagnetic double chains dominate in 2, giving rise to a S
= 0 ground spin state.
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The solid lines are eye guides.
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  1. Introduction 

 Organic photovoltaic cells (OPVs) have attracted a lot of atten-
tion in the last years not least due to signifi cant breakthroughs 
in device effi ciencies. [  1  ]  Most of the best performing cells rely 
on bulk heterojuctions, optimized for maximum light absorp-
tion and effi cient charge generation. Less attention has been 
paid to the much simpler planar heterojunctions in bilayer 
OPVs as fi rst described by Tang. [  2  ]  Although bilayer cells have 
lower effi ciencies as a consequence of the use of thinner active 
layers (determined by the limited exciton diffusion lengths), 
they still possess very interesting features which make them 
an excellent platform for the screening of new materials and 

for fundamental studies. [  3  ]  Thanks to the 
planar structure (one organic layer on top 
of another) the charges generated at the 
interface are spatially separated which 
means that holes are confi ned within 
the donor layer while the electrons are 
confi ned within the acceptor layer. Since 
recombination between free charges is 
practically eliminated it is possible to 
obtain information on physical phenomena 
in such cells. [  3  ]  Cyanine dyes are inter-
esting molecules for use in photovoltaic 
applications, in particular in bilayer solar 
cells. [  4  ]  This is because they have very high 
absorption coeffi cients ( ∼ 10 5  M  − 1  cm  − 1 ) 
and their absorption spectra cover a wide 
range of wavelengths, from the blue to the 
near infrared. [  5  ]  Additionally, it was dem-
onstrated that excitons generated in a thin 
fi lm of cyanine dyes exhibit relatively long 
exciton diffusion lengths (aprox. 30 nm). [  6  ]  
Hence, in principle, all excitons generated 
in a fi lm with a thickness up to 30 nm 

can reach the interface. Furthermore, cyanine dyes are used in 
various applications and are therefore commercially available in 
high purity and quantities at low cost. In previously reported 
cyanine based solar cells, S-shaped current-voltage (I–V) curves 
were frequently reported. [  4  ,  7  ]  The origin of the S-shaped I–V 
curves is not yet understood, but has been shown to be infl u-
enced by the type of counter-ion, partial oxidation, and the type 
of hole transporting material employed. Recently, an interesting 
hole injection/extraction material, MoO 3 , has been successfully 
implemented as hole injection layer (HIL) in many OLEDs and 
recently also in some BHJ OPVs. [  8  ]  Additionally, it was shown 
that the MoO 3  layers can be obtained by solution processing. [  9  ]  

 In this work we present planar heterojunctions using a 
solution processed cyanine dye donor layer and an evaporated 
fullerene layer. Also we demonstrate how the S-shape current 
density vs. voltage (J–V) curves can be avoided. Four cyanine 
dyes are used with different absorption spectra, three with a 
hexafl uorophosphate (PF 6 ) and one with a perchlorate (ClO 4 ) 
counter-ion. The dye with the ClO 4  counter-ion leads to cells 
with low fi ll factors due to S-shaped J–V curves. Whereas the 
cells using the dyes having a PF 6  counter-ion have high fi ll fac-
tors and good device performances. The device performances 
can be increased when a MoO 3  hole transporting layer is used. 
This leads to an increase of the V oc  and the shape of the current 
density vs. voltage (J–V) curve which results in an increased 
fi ll factor. The best devices reach a power conversion effi ciency 
(PCE) of 2.9%.   

 Simple bilayer solar cells, using commercially available cationic cyanine dyes 
as donors and evaporated C 60  layer as an acceptor are prepared. Cyanine dyes 
with absorption maxima of 578, 615 and 697 nm having either perchlorate or 
hexafl uorophosphate counter-ions are evaluated. The perchlorate dye leads to 
cells with S-shape current-voltage curves; only the dyes with the hexafl uoro-
phosphate counter-ions lead to effi cient solar cells. When the wide bandgap 
dyes are employed, S-shape current-voltage curves are obtained when the 
conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS is used as hole transport layer. Substitu-
tion of PEDOT:PSS with MoO 3  leads to cells with more rectangular current–
voltage curves and high fi ll factors. Additionally, the cells using the MoO 3  
layer for hole extraction lead to high open circuit voltages of 0.9 V. In the case 
that a low bandgap hexafl uorophosphate dye is used with the HOMO above 
that of the PEDOT:PSS the cell performance is independent on the type of 
hole transport layer employed. Using this approach, bilayer solar cells are 
obtained with power effi ciencies ranging from 1.8 to 2.9% depending on the 
particular dye employed. These are impressive numbers for bilayer solar cell 
that are partially solution processed in ambient conditions. 
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 2. Results and Discussion 

 Four cyanine dyes were studied as donors: 1-ethyl-2-[3-[1-
ethyl-3,3-dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-indol-2-ylidene]-propenyl]-
3,3-dimethyl-3H-indolium hexafl uorophosphate ( 2108 ), 
3-butyl-1,1-dimethyl-2-[3-(1,1,3-trimethyl-1,3-dihydro-benzo[e]
indol-2-ylidene)-propenyl]-1H-benzo[e]indolium hexafl uoro-
phosphate ( 619 ), 3-butyl-2-[3-(1,3-dihydro-1,3,3-trimethyl-2H-
indol-2-ylidene)-propenyl]-1,1-dimethyl-1H-benzo[e]indolium 
perchlorate ( 363 ) and 1-butyl-2-[5-(1-butyl-1,3-dihydro-3,3-dime-
thyl-2H-indol-2-ylidene)-penta-1,3-dienyl]-3,3-dimethyl-3H-in-
dolium hexafl uorophosphate ( 2046 ) ( Figure    1  ). The dye  2108  
has been used before in this type of solar cells and the dyes  619  
and  2046  have a similarly high extension coeffi cient but with a 
red shifted absorption spectrum. In addition to these hexafl uor-
ophosphate salts the perchlorate dye,  363  with the organic part 
similar to  619  was also evaluated.  

 Bilayer cells were prepared according to the layout shown in 
Figure  1 . The dye layer is deposited on top of a hole transporting 
layer (HTL). This is either poly-(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly-
(styrenesulfonate), PEDOT:PSS (Clevios AI4083, from Hereaus) 
or MoO 3 . The PEDOT:PSS layer was prepared by spincoating in 
ambient conditions. The MoO 3  was prepared by thermal evap-
oration in a high vacuum environment. Independently of this, 
HTL was employed the dye layer was prepared using spincoating 
from a chlorobenzene solution (7 mg/ml) in ambient conditions. 
The acceptor layer consisted of C 60  which was thermally evapo-
rated under a high vacuum. Prior to the deposition of the Ba/
Ag cathode, a thin layer of (bathocuproine) BCP was evaporated. 
This layer of BCP is evaporated in between the C 60  layer and the 
cathode to ensure a proper ohmic contact and hence an effi cient 
charge extraction. [  10  ]  More detailed information regarding device 
preparation can be found in the Experimental Section. 

 The absorption spectra of 30 nm thin fi lms of the dyes and 
C 60  are depicted in  Figure    2  . Dye  2108  shows a maximum 
absorption at 578 nm, dye  619  and  363  both have a maximum 

absorbance at 615 nm and dye  2046  has the maximum at 
697 nm. The absorption of the dyes  619 ,  363  and  2046  is shifted 
towards longer wavelength with respect to that of dye  2108  
which is due to an increase in the effective conjugation length 
of the dye. At similar fi lm thicknesses the absorbance of the 
cyanine dyes in the visible part of the spectrum is approximately 
twice that of C 60  as expected from their high extinction coef-
fi cients. However, due to the narrow width of the absorption 
spectra of the dyes the absorption of C 60  at wavelengths below 
500 nm is stronger than that of the dyes.  

 First we evaluated the 363 and 619 dyes that have a very sim-
ilar organic cation, yet with a perchlorate and a hexafl uorophos-
phate counterion, respectively. The effect of the counterion is 
not very well known but can play a signifi cant role if it diffuses 
into the C 60  layer. In  Figure    3  , the current density (J) to voltage 

     Figure  1 .     Schematic of the device layout and the chemical structures of the materials employed.  

     Figure  2 .     Absorption spectra of thin fi lms of C 60  (solid black line) and 
the cyanine dyes  2108 ,  619 ,  363  and  2046 . The dotted line represents the 
AM1.5 solar spectrum.  
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(V) characteristics are shown for cells using either the dye 363 
or 619 under an illumination of 1000 W/m 2  simulated AM1.5 
solar light. The J–V curve of cells using the ClO 4   −   containing 
dye (363) has a very clear S-shape which leads to a very low 
fi ll factor. This is in sharp contrast with the J–V curve obtained 
from the devices employing the PF 6  dye (619), which has a 
rectangular shape, leading to a fi ll factor of 60%. The open cir-
cuit voltage (V oc ) and the short-circuit current (J sc ) are rather 
similar for both type of cells. Similar results were reported pre-
viously in two reports. [  7  ]  Notice also that the reproducibility of 
the results in these devices is rather good. This large change in 
performance is most likely not a result of a different absorb-
ance or exciton formation process since the absorption spectra 
for both dyes are identical. The hole mobility in the dye layer is 
primarily determined by the organic cation of the dye, which, 
as mentioned, is the same in both cases. The type of counterion 
may infl uence the hole mobility as it may reorient to stabilize/
trap a hole. This effect would be stronger for a more mobile 

counterion, such as the ClO 4   −   ion. However, a more plausible 
explanation can be derived from a previous report by the group 
of Nuesch that mentions that ion migration from the dye layer 
to the acceptor layer can occur. [  11  ]  This leads to a strong inter-
face dipole over the donor acceptor interface, which changes 
the energy off-set between donor LUMO and acceptor LUMO. 
Migration of ions is likely to depend strongly on the ion size, 
hence it is possible that the smaller ClO 4   −   ions migrate more 
rapidly into the C 60  layer, causing the poor photovoltaic per-
formance. To identify the origin of this effect detailed studies 
are required.  

 In view of the results obtained the PF 6   −   dyes ( 619, 2108  and 
 2046 ) were selected to compare the effect of the hole injection 
material and the bandgap of the dye on the device perform-
ances. The incident photon-to-current conversion effi ciencies 
(IPCE) for cells using the  619  dye with either an PEDOT:PSS or 
a MoO 3  HTL is depicted in  Figure    4  a. Figure  4 b shows the typ-
ical J–V curves for both type of devices. The IPCE indicates that 
light absorption in the dye and C 60  layer contribute both to the 
photovoltaic effect (Figure  4 ). This implies that the energy off-
set between the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 
of the dye is suffi ciently above that of the LUMO of C 60  and that 
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the C 60  is 
suffi ciently below that of the HOMO of the dye. The IPCE of the 
cells using PEDOT:PSS is slightly higher than that of the cells 
using MoO 3 . This higher IPCE for the cells with PEDOT;PSS is 
refl ected in a higher J sc  (see Figure  4  and  Table    1  ). The reason 
for this difference may be related to a lower light transmis-
sion due to the absorbance of the MoO 3  layer. This was also 
observed for bulk-heterojunction solar cells using such layers. [  9  ]  
The device absorption spectrum which contains the contribu-
tion from the C 60  and the  619  dye shows a higher absorption 
in the wavelength range from 550 to 650 nm, demonstrating 
that the dye fi lm is absorbing more light than the C 60  fi lm 
nm (Figure S5). Therefore, one might expect the IPCE to be 
higher in the wavelength range from 550 to 650 nm. The IPCEs 
of the PEDOT:PSS containing cells do show higher values in 
that wavelength range, yet those of the MoO 3 -containing cells 

     Figure  3 .     Current density vs voltage for cells using either dye  363  or  619  
under an illumination of 1000 W/m 2  simulated AM1.5 solar light.  
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     Figure  4 .     Left: IPCE of the solar cells based on dye  619  with a PEDOT:PSS (full squares) or a MoO 3  (open squares) anode. Right: Current density vs 
voltage for these two devices.  
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the IPCE does not resemble the absorption spectrum of the 
device (Figure S6). The higher contribution of the dye layer to 
the device absorption is not refl ected in a higher IPCE for the 
cells using the MoO 3  layer. When PEDOT:PSS is used as the 
HTL, a peak in the IPCE is observed in the wavelength range 
where the dye absorbs.     

 There is therefore a trade-off between an increase in the 
V oc  and the reduction of the J sc  when using MoO 3  as the HTL. 
Yet the good fi ll factors (FF) observed for the cells using MoO 3  
leads to superior power conversion effi ciencies (PCE) for these 
cells when compared with those using PEDOT:PSS as the HTL. 
Quite good PCE values are obtained for devices employing dyes 
with a PF 6  counterion and that use the MoO 3  as the HTL. They 
are very similar for both dyes, leading to average PCE values 
of 2.4 and 2.5% for cells using  2108  and  619 , respectively. Best 
devices showed even a sligthly higher value of 2.9%. 

 If the S-shape observed for the above described cells is 
indeed caused by an insuffi cient difference between the V oc  
and the V bi , when PEDOT:PSS is used as the HTL, it should 
be absent for cells using lower bandgap dyes. To verify this 

hypothesis, cells were prepared analogous 
to those mentioned above, yet using dye 
 2046 . Indeed, virtually no difference is 
observed in the J–V curves for cells using 
PEDOT:PSS or those using MoO 3  as the 
HTL ( Figure    7  ). Both devices have very 
similar fi ll factors, 49 and 50%. Therefore, 
it appears plausible that the reason for the 
S-shapes observed for the cells uing the 
wider bandgap dyes is due to an insuf-
fi cient V bi  when PEDOT:PSS is used as 
the HTL. The cells using  2046  also show 
more clearly the two distinct regions in 
the IPCE; one region due to the absorption 
in the fullerene layer (in the 400–500 nm 
range) and another due to the absorption in 
the dye layer (in the 550–750 range). This 
shows clearly that both layers contribute 
the photocurrent generation. The absop-
tion spectrum of these devices (Figure S7) 
shows that the dye layer leads to an absorp-
tion that is almost twice as high as that 

do not. Hence in this case it appears that the lower IPCE is 
caused by an extraction barrier for holes when MoO 3  is used 
as the HTL ( Figure    5  ). More striking is the different shape of 
the J–V curves. The MoO 3 -containing cells show a rectangular 
curve leading to a fi ll factor of 60%. Whereas the cells using 
PEDOT:PSS have an S-shaped J–V curve. The S-shape for the 
PEDOT:PSS-containing devices is related to the lower build-in 
voltage for these devices. As shown by Uhrich et al., S-shape 
J–V curves are expected for bilayer solar cells when the build-in 
voltage is lower than the V oc . [  3  ]  As shown in Figure  5  the energy 
level of the PEDOT:PSS layer is higher (less deep) than for the 
MoO 3  layer and therefore the built-in voltage is reduced when 
PEDOT:PSS is used. These results were also obtained for cells 
using dye  2108  ( Figure    6  ). This implies that both dyes have a 
similar behaviour in the solar cells. The V oc  of the cells con-
taining the MoO 3  layer is signifi cantly higher (reaching 0.92 V) 
than what is obtained with the PEDOT:PSS layer. The higher 
V oc  for the cell based on this dye is in part due to the larger 
bandgap and to the larger built-in voltage when MoO 3  is used 
as the HTL. Also for these cells (like in those using dye  619 ) 

   Table  1.     Overview of the characteristics for the different cells described. Values displayed are average values from more than 10 cells. For an indica-
tion of the reproducibility of the cells see Figures (S1, S2 and S3) in the Supporting Information. 

DYE [nm] HTL [nm] IPCE  max  [%] PCE [%] FF [%] V OC  [V] J SC  [mA/cm 2 ]

2108 30 MoO 3 30 41 2.4 55 0.92 4.6

2108 a) 23 MoO 3 30 45 2.9 62 0.92 5.1

2108 30 PEDOT 70 54 1.9 44 0.77 5.7

0619 30 MoO 3 30 41 2.5 60 0.79 5.3

0619 30 PEDOT 70 44 1.4 30 0.76 6.3

0363 30 MoO 3 30 48 1.1 24 0.79 5.6

2046 30 MoO 3 20 35 1.8 50 0.62 5.8

2046 30 PEDOT 70 28 1.7 49 0.62 5.7

    a) Best device.   

     Figure  5 .     Energy levels of the different materials used in these solar cells.  
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and 697 nm having either perchlorate or hexafl uorophosphate 
counter-ions were evaluated. Only the dyes with the hexafl uoro-
phosphate counter-ions lead to effi cient solar cells. When the 
wide bandgap dyes are employed, S-shape current–voltage 
curves are obtained when the conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS 
is used as hole transport layer. Substitution of PEDOT:PSS 
with MoO 3  leads to cells with more rectangular current–voltage 
curves and high fi ll factors. Additionally, the cells using the 
MoO 3  layer for hole extraction lead to high open circuit volt-
ages of 0.9 V. The performance of the cells employing the lower 
bandgap dye is independent on the type of hole transport layer 
employed. Using this approach, bilayer solar cells are obtained 
with power effi ciencies ranging from 1.8 to 2.9% depending on 
the particular dye employed. These are impressive numbers 
for bilayer solar cells that are partially solution processed in 
ambient conditions.   

caused by the C 60  layer. Yet, like in the previously described 
devices, the IPCE shows an approximately equal contribution 
from both layers. For this dye no difference is observed for 
PEDOT:PSS- or MoO 3 -based devices, hence the extraction 
barrier for holes is the same in both cases. The lower IPCE 
in the wavelength region where the dye absorbs must there-
fore be related to a lower exciton diffusion/seperation in the 
dye layer compared to the C 60  layer, or alternatively is caused 
by poorer charge carrier mobilities in the dye layer.    

 3. Conclusions 

 Simple bilayer solar cells, using commercially available cationic 
cyanine dyes as donors and evaporated C 60  layer as an acceptor 
are prepared. Cyanine dyes with absorption maxima of 578, 615 

     Figure  6 .     Left, IPCE of the solar cells based on dye  2108  with a PEDOT:PSS (full circles) or a MoO 3  (open circles) anode anode. Right, current density 
vs voltage for these two devices.  
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ER  4. Experimental Section 

 Pre-patterned ITO-covered glass substrates (www.naranjosubstrates.
com) where fi rst pre-cleaned using a standard procedure involving a 
5 min ultrasonication in detergent, deionized water and isopropanol 
respectively. UV-ozone treatment was applied for 15 min, after 
which the samples were immediately transferred in to the metal 
evaporator. 30nm layers of MoO 3  (ALDRICH) were there evaporated 
at 0.1 nm/s rate at 2  ×  10  − 6  mbar. The thickness of molybdenum was 
both checked by profi lometer and absorption spectra. In case of the 
samples without MoO 3  layer, 70nm of PEDOT:PSS (Clevios AI4083, 
from Hereaus) was spin-coated instead. The PEDOT:PSS was dried 
by 10 min annealing at 150 ° C in ambient atmosphere. Cyanine dyes, 
purchased from Few Chemicals were used as received and were 
spin coated (1000 rpm) from a chlorobenzene solution (7 mg/ml) 
in ambient atmosphere resulting in a layer thicknesses of around 
30nm. After spin coating of the dye, the substrates were transferred 
to a nitrogen fi lled glove box (1 ppm O 2  and  < 0.1 ppm H 2 O) for 
further processing. 30 nm layer of C 60  (ALDRICH) and 10 nm of BCP 
(LUMTEC) were thermally evaporated in a molecular evaporator (7 
 ×  10  − 7  mbar) followed by thermal evaporation of 5 nm barium and 
70 nm silver in a separate vacuum system (2  ×  10  − 6  mbar). Solar 
cells (with different active areas ranging from 9, 15, 35 to 95 mm 2 ) 
were illuminated by a white light halogen lamp in combination with 
interference fi lters for the EQE and J–V measurements (MiniSun 
simulator by ECN the Netherlands). An estimation of the short-circuit 
current density (J sc ) under standard test conditions was calculated by 
convolving the EQE spectrum with the AM1.5G reference spectrum, 
using the premise of a linear dependence of J sc  on light intensity. 
Current-voltage (J–V) characteristics were measured using a Keithley 
2400 source measure unit. All characterisation was done in a 
nitrogen fi lled glove box ( < 0.1 ppm O 2  and  < 0.1 ppm H 2 O) without 
exposure to ambient atmosphere. The reproducibility of the device 
performance is good as can be observed from Figure  3  and S1, S2 
and S3 (see supporting information).   

 Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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Enantioselective self-assembly of antiferromagnetic
hexacopper(II) wheels with chiral amino acid
oxamates†

Thais Grancha,a Jesús Ferrando-Soria,za Joan Cano,a Francesc Lloret,a Miguel Julve,a

Giovanni De Munno,*b Donatella Armentanob and Emilio Pardo*a

The Cu2+-mediated self-assembly of oxamato-based ligands

derived from either the (S)- or (R)-enantiomers of the amino acid

valine leads to the formation of two antiferromagnetically coupled

homochiral anionic hexacopper(II) wheels in the presence of tem-

plating tetramethylammonium countercations.

Supramolecular coordination chemistry (termed metallosupramole-
cular chemistry) provides tools for the synthesis of a large variety
of polynuclear metallacyclic complexes which are based on metal–
ligand coordinative interactions.1 The rational introduction of
additional physicochemical functionalities into this class of metal-
losupramolecular systems has been studied in recent years.2

In particular, chiroptical and/or magnetic properties are of great
interest due to the supramolecular chiral recognition processes
that take place in enantioselective catalysis and biological trans-
formations but also for the development of new classes of
chiroptical probes and magnetic sensors.3

Among this type of metallacyclic complex, self-assembling
polymetallic wheels are very attractive motifs because they can
exhibit interesting functionalities with application in different fields
such as bioinorganic chemistry and molecular magnetism.4

So, Winpenny et al. have proposed antiferromagnetically

coupled heterobimetallic CrIII7M
II wheels (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni

and Cd) as candidates for high-density magnetic memories or
quantum computing devices.5 Although some examples of
chiral magnetic wheels have been recently reported,6 they
remain a challenge from a synthetic point of view.

As part of our recent work on chiral magnetic materials,7 we
have undertaken exploratory studies on the coordination chem-
istry of paramagnetic 3d metal ions with a new family of
enantiopure, oxamato-based ligands derived from natural
amino acids. Herein we report the synthesis and structural
characterization, spectroscopic and magnetic properties of two
new examples of homochiral hexanuclear copper(II) wheels of
general formula (Me4N)6[Cu

II
6L6]�7H2O [L = (S)-valma (1S) and

(R)-valma (1R)]. As far as we know, 1S and 1R are the first
examples of countercation-templated enantioselective self-
assembly of two antiferromagnetically coupled metal wheels.

The methyl ester derivatives of the (S)- and (R)-N-(ethyl
oxoacetate)valine, HMeEt-(S)-valma and HMeEt-(R)-valma, were
easily obtained in an enantiopure form from the reaction of the
commercially availablemethyl ester derivatives of the corresponding
(S)- and (R)-enantiomers of the valine amino acid with ethyl oxalyl
chloride. The hexacopper(II) wheel complexes 1S and 1R were then
prepared in very good yields from the reaction of stoichiometric
amounts of CuCl2�6H2O and the corresponding enantiopure pro-
ligands (1 : 1 metal to ligand molar ratio) in a Me4NOH methanolic
solution. X-ray quality hexagonal prisms of 1S and 1R were obtained
by slow evaporation of H2O–MeOH (1 :1 v/v) mixtures. They both
crystallize in the same chiral space group P6(3) of the hexagonal
system, their absolute configuration being reliably assigned.

The structures of 1S and 1R consist of cyclic oxamato-bridged
hexacopper(II) complex anions, [CuII6L6]

6� [L = (S)-valma (1S)
and (R)-valma (1R)] (Fig. 1), together with charge-balancing
tetramethylammonium countercations and free water molecules
(Fig. 2 and Fig. S1–S5, ESI†). The intramolecular Cu(1)� � �Cu(2) and
Cu(1)� � �Cu(2)I distances across the oxamato bridge are 5.391(1) (1S)/
5.228(1) (1R) and 5.275(1) (1S)/5.343(1) Å (1R), respectively.

The two crystallography independent Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms of 1S

and 1R have a somewhat distorted five-coordinate square pyramidal
environment (CuNO4) with rather similar average bond lengths and
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interbond bite angles (Fig. S1, ESI†). Interestingly, bothmetal ions in
1S and 1R are present as one single enantiomer, A (1S) or C (1R),8 thus
confirming the transmission of the chiral properties from the
enantiopure ligand counterpart to the coordinated metal center.
Each homochiral hexanuclear ring [AAAAAA-CuII6 (1

S) and CCCCCC-
CuII6 (1

R)] has then opposite metal chirality, which results from the
alternating tridentate–bidentate bridging mode of the disymmetric
(S)- and (R)-valma3� ligands (Fig. 1a and b, top). Overall, they both
have an open calix-type molecular shape which is reminiscent of
that found for the well-known a-cyclodextrin (Fig. 1).9 However, the
alternating up and down, outward and inward disposition of the six
iso-propyl groups from the valine residues results in an approximate
S6 molecular symmetry that differs from that of the C6-symmetric
a-cyclodextrin molecule. That being so, the anionic hexacopper(II)
wheels of 1S and 1R are not exactly planar but they exhibit an overall
chair conformation (Fig. 1a and b, bottom).

In the crystal lattice of 1S and 1R, there is a staggered parallel
alignment of the anionic hexacopper(II) wheels along the

crystallographic c axis (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3, ESI†). This leads to a
pseudo-helical supramolecular motif designed by columnar arrays
of CuII6 rings defining a small circular channel with a diameter of
ca. 1.0 nmwhich is occupied by some of theMe4N

+ cations acting as
guests (Fig. S4, ESI†). There are weak host–guest hydrophobic inter-
actionsamongthemethylgroups fromthe iso-propyl residuesandthe
Me4N

+ cations located in the center of the channel [C� � �C= 4.00(1) Å].
The remaining Me4N

+ cations are differently located between two
adjacent CuII6 rings along each column or in the void space between
three neighbouring columns (Fig. 2 and Fig. S3, ESI†). Crystallisation
watermolecules are linked to the wall of the wheel through hydrogen
bonds involving the carboxylate-oxygen atoms of the oxamato bridge
[O� � �O = 2.95] (Fig. 1a and b, top). This leads to a basket-like
supramolecular cavity where the Me4N

+ guest cations reside (Fig. S3,
ESI†). Theanalysis of thecrystalpacking featuresof1Sand1R suggests
that theMe4N

+cationsplay akey role in the self-assemblyprocess that
leads to the wheel formation in the solid state.4h

The direct current (dc) magnetic properties of 1S and 1R in
the form of the wM and wMT versus T plots (wM being the dc
molar magnetic susceptibility per hexanuclear unit) are almost
identical (Fig. 3 and Fig. S6, ESI†). The wMT values of 2.12 (1S)
and 2.09 cm3 mol�1 K (1R) at room temperature are below that
expected for six non-interacting CuII ions [wMT = 6 � (Nb2gCu

2/
3kB)SCu(SCu + 1) = 2.40 cm

3 mol�1 K with SCu = 1/2 and gCu = 2.1].
Upon cooling, wMT continuously decreases and it vanishes at
5.0 K. This magnetic behaviour is characteristic of moderately
strong antiferromagnetic coupling within the CuII6 rings. In
fact, wM exhibits a maximum at 60 K for both 1S and 1R (inset of
Fig. 3 and Fig. S6, ESI†), which unambiguously supports the
occurrence of a ground singlet spin state (S = 0) resulting from
the intramolecular antiferromagnetic coupling between the six
copper(II) ions through the oxamato bridges.

The analysis of the magnetic susceptibility data of 1S and 1R

was carried out through the appropriate spin hamiltonian for a
hexanuclear copper(II) ring [H ¼ �J

P
i¼1�5 S iS iþ1 þ S6S1ð Þþ

gibH
P

i¼1�6 S i

� �
with Si = SCu = 1/2 and gi = gCu for i = 1–6].

The least-squares fit of the experimental data by using the
VPMAG program10 gave J = �64.2 (1S)/�67.6 cm�1 (1R), gCu =
2.11 (1S)/2.11 (1R), and R = 4 � 10�6 (1S)/1.8 � 10�5 (1R), where J
is the average magnetic coupling parameter, gCu is the Landé
factor of the CuII ions and R is the agreement factor defined as

Fig. 1 Top and side views of the anionic cyclic hexacopper(II) units of 1S (a) and
1R (b) with the metal atom numbering scheme (symmetry code: I = �y, x � y, z;
II = �x + y, �x, z). The metal atoms of A or C chirality are shown in deep and pale
green colours, respectively.

Fig. 2 Crystal packing view of 1S along the crystallographic c axis. The ligand
backbones are shown as grey sticks whereas the copper atoms of C chirality are
depicted as deep green polyhedra. The carbon and nitrogen atoms of the
tetramethylammonium countercations are shown as spheres with an arbitrary
radius. The free water molecules have been omitted for clarity.

Fig. 3 Temperature dependence of wM (J) and wMT (K) for 1S under applied dc
fields of 100 G (T o 30 K) and 10 kG (T Z 30 K). The solid lines correspond to the
best-fit curves (see the text).
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P
wMTð Þexp� wMTð Þcalcd

h i2�P
wMTð Þexp

h i2
(solid lines in Fig. 3

and Fig. S6, ESI†).
In order to verify the stability and robustness of the

hexacopper(II) ring in solution, the dc magnetic properties of
a frozen methanolic solution of 1S were measured in the low
temperature range. wM (the molar magnetic susceptibility) and
wMT vs. T plots (Fig. S7, ESI†) show the same qualitative
behaviour observed for the polycrystalline powdered sample
of 1S, with a maximum of wM at ca. 80 K (inset of Fig. S7, ESI†).
Moreover, there is no evidence of paramagnetic monomeric
CuII impurities at low temperatures resulting from a putative
dissociation process, thus confirming the high stability of 1S in
solution. This is further confirmed by both Q-band EPR spectra
and circular dichroism (CD) measurements in solution.

Hence, the Q-band EPR spectra of 1S and 1R in frozen
methanolic solutions are identical to those of their polycrystal-
line powdered samples (Fig. S8 and S9, ESI†). They both show
an isotropic signal centred at g = 2.15 (H = 11 400 G for n =
34.277 GHz) at 60 K, which would correspond to the spin-
allowed DMS = �1 transitions from the low-lying triplet spin
states (S = 1) located above the ground singlet spin state (S = 0).

On the other hand, the CD solution spectra of 1S and 1R and the
corresponding HMeEt-(S)-valma and HMeEt-(R)-valma proligands
are almost mirror images of each other (Fig. 4). In fact, they exhibit
maximum positive and negative Cotton effects at the same location
with almost identical intensities. The intense UV bands centred at
225 and 300 nm for both 1S and 1R are commonly assigned to
intraligand (IL) andmetal-to-ligand (ML) charge-transfer transitions,
respectively. The weak visible band at 700 nm for both 1S and 1R,
which does not appear in the CD spectra of the proligands, is the
typical d–d transition of the CuII ions (inset of Fig. 4). The positive
and negative Cotton effects of this visible band obey the induction
of chirality at the metal centres by the enantiopure coordinated
ligand within the anionic hexacopper(II) wheels of 1S and 1R.

In conclusion, a unique pair of homochiral, antiferromagnetically
coupled hexacopper(II) wheels has been successfully prepared
through a ligand design strategy allowing the transfer of the chiral

information from each enantiopure amino acid-functionalized
oxamate ligand (chiragen-type ligand) to the stereochemistries of
the CuII metal centres. Current efforts are devoted firstly to
investigating the putative templating role of the organic tetraalkyl-
ammonium countercations in the self-assembly process of this
metalloorganic analogue of a-cyclodextrin to obtain larger polynuc-
lear wheels for potential applications in magnetic sensing of small
guest molecules, and secondly to exploring the coordination ability
of the six free carbonyl groups from the valine residues to yield chiral
Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs) with possible application in gas
storage and separation.

This work was supported by the MICINN (Spain) (Project
CTQ2010-15364), the University of Valencia (Project UV-INV-AE11-
38904), the Generalitat Valenciana (Spain) (Projects PROMETEO/
2009/108, GV/2012/051 and ISIC/2012/002) and the MiUR (Italy)
through the Centro di Eccellenza CEMIF.CAL (Grant CLAB01TYEF).
T. G. thanks the Universitat de Valéncia for a predoctoral contract.
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Self-assembly of a chiral three-dimensional
manganese(II)–copper(II) coordination polymer
with a double helical architecture†

Thais Grancha,a Clarisse Tourbillon,‡a Jesús Ferrando-Soria,*b Miguel Julve,a

Francesc Lloret,a Jorge Pasán,c Catalina Ruiz-Pérez,c Oscar Fabelocd

and Emilio Pardo*a

The use of the anionic dicopper(II) complex, [CuII(mpba)2]
4−

[mpba = N,N′-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)], as tetrakis(bidentate)

metalloligand toward MnII ions in the presence of oxalate and

the chiral (S)-trimethyl-(1-phenylethyl)ammonium cation affords

the first example of a mixed oxalato/oxamato-based chiral 3D

metal–organic polymer.

The design and synthesis of extended metal–organic
polymers (MOPs)1 has been a subject of intense research
during the last decades in supramolecular coordination
chemistry and crystal engineering.2 Due to their large variety
of structural motifs and intriguing topologies, MOPs can
exhibit a wide range of interesting physical and chemical
properties. For instance, a variety of molecule-based magnetic
materials3a can be obtained when incorporating paramag-
netic ions into MOPs with the appropriate organic linker
capable of efficiently transmitting the magnetic coupling.3b

More recently, the incorporation of other physical properties
in addition to magnetic ones (chirality,4a ferroelectricity,4b or
proton and electron conduction,4c,d) has become relevant in
order to obtain the so-called multifunctional magnetic molec-
ular materials (M4).

4

An accurate control of the final structure of the MOP is a
key point in order to obtain the desired physical properties.
However, it is still a challenge from a synthetic point of view
because of the many subtle factors that may affect the assem-
bly process of metal ions and organic ligands. This issue is
especially true when using the widespread hydro(solvo)thermal
reaction conditions. Molecular programmed self-assembling
methods5 show clear advantages over the aforementioned
serendipitous self-assembling ones.1 Yet, ever in that case,
a total control of the final structure is almost impossible to
be ensured. In particular, some of us have shown recently
that the use of preformed oxamato-based dicopper(II) com-
plexes as metalloligands towards first-row transition metals
is a straightforward rational preparative route to produce
a family of MOPs of varying dimensionality with interest-
ing magnetic as well as adsorption and/or luminescence
properties.6 Even though some examples of M4 have been
reported in this way,6d–f all the efforts devoted to the syn-
thesis of chiral oxamato-based 3D MOPs have been unsuc-
cessful so far.

In previous works,6a–c the double-stranded dicopper(II) complex
[Cu2(mpba)2]

4− [mpba = N,N′-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)] was
used as tetrakis(bidentate) metalloligand towards bis(chelated)
M2+ ions (M = Mn and Co) to render neutral achiral oxamato-
based 1D or 2D MOPs with either “ladderlike” or “brickwall”
topologies, respectively. In this communication, we explore
a new rational synthetic strategy towards chiral MOPs that
is based on the use of the bis(bidentate) oxalate dianion (ox2−)
and the templating chiral (S)-trimethyl-(1-phenylethyl)ammonium
cation [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+] during the self-assembly process
of [CuII(mpba)2]

4− with Mn2+ ions (Scheme 1). Herein we
report the synthesis, crystal structure, spectroscopic and
magnetic properties of the novel compound of formula
[(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]}·3H2O (1). Although
a few examples of neutral oxamato-based chiral 1D MOPs have
been recently reported by some of us,7 1 is the very first exam-
ple of an anionic mixed oxalato/oxamato-based chiral 3D MOP.
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Green rectangular prisms of 1 were grown by slow
diffusion in an H-shaped tube of aqueous solutions of
[(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]4[Cu2(mpba)2]·8H2O/[(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2(ox)
(2 : 1 molar ratio) and Mn(NO3)2·4H2O on each side of the
tube at 16 °C (Scheme 1, ESI†). Interestingly, the presence of
ox2− in the reaction mixture is crucial to obtain this chiral
MOP. Indeed, all our previous attempts to construct chiral
MOPs by using only the templating chiral (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+

cation as a source of chirality in the absence of ox2− failed.
So, the reaction of [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]4[Cu2(mpba)2]·8H2O and
Mn(NO3)2·4H2O yielded the previously reported achiral neu-
tral compound of formula [Mn4Cu4(mpba)4(H2O)9]·14H2O.

6c

The crystal structure of 1 was solved by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction using synchrotron radiation at the BM16 beamline
at the ESRF.§ It crystallizes in the chiral P41212 space group of
the tetragonal system and the absolute configuration could be
reliably assigned (Table S1, ESI†). Its structure consists of a
mixed oxalato/oxamato-based heterobimetallic chiral 3D open-
framework with a square/octagonal architecture, which is built
up from dicopper(II) complex anions, [CuII2(mpba)2(H2O)2]

4−,
and dimanganese(II) complex cations, [MnII

2(ox)]
2+, together

with (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N
+ countercations and crystallisation

water molecules (Fig. 1, 2 and S1, ESI†). The topology found is
unprecedented and consists of a binodal 3,4-connected

[(4.6.8)2(4
2.6.82.10)]-net considering the dicopper(II)

[CuII2(mpba)2(H2O)2]
4− units and the manganese(II) ions as

four- and three-fold nodes, respectively.8

The Cu(1) and Cu(2) atoms are located at the middle of
the edges of each square. They adopt a trigonally distorted
square pyramidal geometry, Cu2N2O2Ow, formed by two
amidate nitrogen and two carboxylate oxygen atoms from the
oxamato groups in the equatorial plane and an axially coordi-
nated water molecule [Cu–N = 1.977(5)–1.988(4) Å, Cu–O =
1.971(4)–2.039(4) Å, and Cu–Ow = 2.229(5)–2.302(5) Å] (Fig. 1b
and S2, ESI†). The values of the trigonality parameter (τ) at
Cu(1) and Cu(2) are 0.41 and 0.31 respectively, reflecting thus
a large distortion of the square pyramidal metal environment
towards trigonal bipyramidal, so-called Berry pseudorotation
(τ = 0 and 1 for ideal square pyramid and trigonal bipyramid,
respectively).9a

The tris(chelated) Mn(1) and Mn(2) atoms have the same
absolute configuration (Λ) and they occupy the corners of
each square. They exhibit a trigonally distorted octahedral
geometry, MnO6, built by six carbonyl oxygen atoms from the
two oxamato groups and the oxalate group [Mn–O = 2.128(4)–
2.214(4) Å] (Fig. S2, ESI†). The values of the trigonal twist
angle (ϕ) at Mn(1) and Mn(2) are 58.4(1)° and 45.3(2)° respec-
tively, while the average values of the compression ratio (s/h)
are 1.31(1) and 1.36(1), respectively (ϕ = 60° and s/h = 1.22 for
an ideal octahedron).9b

Scheme 1 (a) Dicopper(II) metallacyclophane precursor used as tetrakis(bidentate)

metalloligand toward manganese(II) ions. (b) Oxalate dianion. (c) Templating

(S)-trimethyl-(1-phenylethyl)ammonium cation.

Fig. 1 (a) Perspective view of a unit cell of 1 with the metal atom labelling

showing the filling of the octagonal pores by the countercations. (b) View of a

fragment of 1 with the metal atom labeling [symmetry code: (a) = x, y, −z + 1/4;

(b) = −x + 1/2, y + 1/2, −z + 1/4; (c) = x + 1/2, −y + 1/2, z + 1/4; (d) = −x + 1, −y + 1,

z + 1/2; (e) = −x + 1, −y + 1, −z + 1/2; (f) = x + 1/2, −y + 1/2, −z + 3/4; (g) = −x + 1/2,

y + 1/2, z + 3/4; (h) = −x + 1, −y, z + 1/2; (i) = −x + 1/2, y − 1/2, −z + 1/4; (j) = x, y, −z;
(k) = −x + 1/2, y + 1/2, z − 1/4].

Fig. 2 (a) Perspective view of the anionic 3D network of 1 along the

crystallographic c axis. (b) View of a fragment of the double helical chain motif of 1
along the crystallographic c axis. Metal and ligand atoms are represented by

polyhedra and sticks, respectively (Cu, green; Mn, purple). Hydrogen atoms,

countercations and crystallization water molecules are omitted for clarity.
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The anionic 3D network of 1 can be alternately described
as an extended array of neutral oxamato-bridged
manganese(II)–copper(II) double helical chains running paral-
lel to the crystallographic c axis (Fig. 2b and S3, ESI†), which
are further interconnected by the oxalate ligands acting as
bridges between two manganese(II) ions of the neighbouring
double helical chains (Fig. 2). Within each double helix, the
pair of MnIICuII chains related by a 41 axis are interconnected
through the two m-phenylenediamidate bridges between the
CuII ions, which would act as “bridge tights” (Fig. 2b). The
shape of these right-handed double-stranded helices is remi-
niscent of that found for the well-known A-DNA double helix,
where the two m-phenylene spacers stack each other in a
similar way to that observed for the nucleobases in the DNA
double helix. The shortest values of the intrachain Cu⋯Cu
and Cu⋯Mn distances are 7.0046(13) and 5.4107(12) Å,
respectively.

Overall, this situation leads to a bimodal pore size distri-
bution along the crystallographic c axis (Fig. 2a), with small
square and large octagonal pores of approximate dimensions
0.70 × 0.70 nm and 1.75 × 1.75 nm respectively, defined
as the distances between directly opposed manganese atoms
of each polygon, which are occupied by counterbalancing
(S)-trimethyl-(1-phenylethyl)ammonium cations and both
coordinated and free water molecules (Fig. S1, ESI†).

The magnetic properties of 1 in the form of the χMT vs. T
plot (χM being the molar magnetic susceptibility per
CuII2MnII

2 unit) are shown in Fig. 3. At room temperature,
the χMT value of 8.97 cm3 K mol−1 for 1 is slightly lower than
that expected for the sum of two square pyramidal CuII ions
and two octahedral MnII ions (χMT = 9.54 cm3 mol−1 K with
gMn = 2.0, gCu = 2.1, SMn = 5/2 and SCu = 1/2). Upon cooling,
χMT decreases and it attains a rounded minimum at around
80 K (inset of Fig. 3). Then, χMT increases to reach a sharp
maximum at about 18.4 K with χMT = 9.05 cm3 K mol−1, and
finally decreases abruptly to a χMT value of 2.08 cm3 K mol−1

at 2.0 K (Fig. 3). The presence of the minimum of χMT is
characteristic of an overall ferrimagnetic behaviour resulting
from the strong antiferromagnetic interactions between the

MnII and CuII ions through the oxamato bridge, as previously
observed in similar oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–copper(II)
chains.7b Finally, the abrupt decrease of χMT below the maxi-
mum is due to the moderately strong antiferromagnetic inter-
action between the MnII ions of neighbouring chains through
the oxalate bridge, which becomes dominant over the weak
ferromagnetic interaction between the CuII ions through the
double m-phenylene bridge at low temperatures.

In conclusion, the use of the anionic dicopper(II) complex,
[CuII(mpba)2]

4−, as metalloligand toward MnII ions in the
presence of the bis(bidentate) oxalate dianion and the chiral
(S)-trimethyl-(1-phenylethyl)ammonium cation yielded the
very first example of an anionic mixed oxalato/oxamato-based
chiral 3D MOP. Indeed, a template effect of the chiral cation
takes place for the construction of this anionic 3D MOP
because attempts to construct other chiral MOPs by using
chiral cations as a source of chirality in the absence of
ox2− were unsuccessful. Future work will focus on the (i) post-
modification of this chiral MOP by replacing the large
(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+ cations by smaller alkaline ones and (ii)
the substitution of the small ox2− bridging ligand by larger
bis(bidentate) mononuclear bis(oxamato)copper(II) anionic
complexes to get the first example of chiral porous magnet of
the bimetallic oxamate family with additional new interesting
features (gas storage, chiral discrimination, long-range ferro-
magnetic ordering, etc.).
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A triple-bridged azido-Cu(II) chain compound
fine-tuned by mixed carboxylate/ethanol linkers
displays slow-relaxation and ferromagnetic order:
synthesis, crystal structure, magnetic properties
and DFT calculations†

Xiangyu Liu,a,b Sanping Chen,*a Thais Grancha,c Emilio Pardo,*c Hongshan Ke,a

Bing Yin,a Qing Wei,a Gang Xiea and Shengli Gaoa

A new azido-Cu(II) compound, [Cu(4-fba)(N3)(C2H5OH)] (4-fba = 4-fluorobenzoic acid) (1), has been syn-

thesized and characterized. The X-ray crystal structure analysis demonstrates that only one crystallogra-

phically independent Cu(II) ion in the asymmetric unit of 1 exhibits a stretched octahedral geometry in

which two azido N atoms and two carboxylic O atoms locate in the equatorial square, while two ethanol

O atoms occupy the apical positions, forming a 1D Cu(II) chain with an alternating triple-bridge of EO-

azido, syn,syn-carboxylate, and μ2-ethanol. The title compound consists of ferromagnetically interacting

ferromagnetic chains, which exhibit ferromagnetic order (Tc = 7.0 K). The strong ferromagnetic coupling

between adjacent Cu(II) ions within each chain is due to the countercomplementarity of the super-

exchange pathways, whereas the ferromagnetic interchain interactions – responsible for the long-range

magnetic ordering – are most likely due to the presence of coordinated ethanol molecules establishing

hydrogen bonds with neighboring chains. DFT calculations have been performed on compound 1 to offer

a qualitative theoretical explanation of the magnetic behavior.

Introduction

The synthesis of novel examples of one-dimensional (1D)
chain compounds attracts interest from both a crystal engi-
neering point of view1 – because of the wide range of structural
motifs and topologies that can be found – and also because of
the intriguing, and sometimes predictable magnetic properties
that they can exhibit. Both factors have equally contributed to
the special attention that scientists working in the field of
molecular magnetism2 have focused on this class of materials

during the last three decades.3 Among the wide plethora of
magnetic properties that a given 1D compound can exhibit,
those related to the slow-relaxation of the magnetization are
especially appealing. In this sense, both the so-called single-
chain-magnets (SCMs)4 and those compounds exhibiting a
spontaneous magnetization below a critical temperature (Tc),

5

are significant from the perspectives of basic and applied
research, and have rich potential applications such as in
quantum computation and information storage.6

A popular approach for constructing these types of
materials is to employ short ligands capable of efficiently
transmitting the magnetic coupling.7 In this sense, the azido
ligand has attracted a lot of attention for its inherent advan-
tages for obtaining magnetic materials.8 The two typical
coordination modes of azido ligands – μ-1,3 (end-to-end, EE)
and μ-1,1 (end-on, EO) modes – usually correspond to anti-
ferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchanges,9 respectively
(Scheme 1).

A large number of azido-bridged metal compounds with
alternating 1D chain structures and diverse magnetic pro-
perties have been demonstrated in the past decades.10 For
example, azido-Cu(II) systems are considered as ideal candi-
dates for understanding the fundamental science of magnetic

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Fig. S1 and Table S1,

crystal structure of compound 1 in CIF format. CCDC number for 1, 980967. For
ESI and crystallographic data in CIF or other electronic format see DOI: 10.1039/
c4dt02195a
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interactions and magneto-structural correlations in molecular
systems,11 and exhibit various structures and interesting mag-
netic properties with the assistance of secondary bridging
ligands. For azido-Cu(II) compounds, it has been suggested
that the strongest ferromagnetic coupling in the EO-azido
linker occurs at a Cu–N–Cu bond angle close to 108°, and so
an antiferromagnetic interaction would probably be found for
larger Cu–N–Cu bond angles.12 Consequently, an effective
strategy for tuning the structures of azido-Cu(II) compounds
with notable magnetic properties is to introduce carboxylates
as coligands into the systems, as the μ-1,1-azido and syn,syn-
carboxylate ligands usually bridge the Cu(II) ions to form a
tetra-coordinated quadrangular geometry in previous
reports.13 In particular, molecular orbital calculations dramati-
cally support the countercomplementary effect enforced by the
carboxylate ligand, which weakens the effect of the antiferro-
magnetic azido ligand to the point where dominant ferro-
magnetic behavior is obtained.14 A series of azido/carboxylate/
Cu(II) compounds with isolated ferromagnetic chains involving
the combinations of μ-1,1-azido ligands and syn,syn-carboxy-
lates15 have been previously prepared. However, to our knowl-
edge only rare examples of them have shown long-range
magnetic ordering.16

The scenario which captures our attention involves numer-
ous solvents such as dimethylsulfoxide and alcoholic solvents,
as well as aqueous solutions, which could coordinate to the
Cu(II) ions as triple bridging ligands in the azido/carboxylate/
Cu(II) systems,16a,17 regulating the intrachain or interchain
structures and thus the magnetic properties, for the following
reasons: (i) the bridging solvent molecules between the Cu(II)
ions do not only change the coordination geometry and orbital
exchange of the Cu(II) ions, but also fine-tune the structural
parameters including the Cu–Cu distances and the Cu–N–Cu
angles; (ii) the solvent molecules would provide a higher possi-
bility of forming weak interchain interactions like hydrogen-
bonding and π–π stacking, which are known to be an effective
pathway for magnetic transmission, contributing to the long-
range magnetic order.18

Herein, we report the synthesis, structure, and magnetic
properties of a new 1D chain-like azido-Cu(II) compound,

[Cu(4-fba)(N3)(C2H5OH)] (4-fba = 4-fluorobenzoic acid) (1), in
which the Cu(II) ions are connected by a triple-bridge of a
μ-1,1-azido ligand, a syn,syn-carboxylate and a μ2-ethanol mole-
cule. The integration of intrachain and interchain magnetic
exchanges from the alternating ferromagnetic chains leads to
slow relaxation and long-range order which are rarely observed
in most of the known azido/carboxylate-Cu(II) systems with
well-isolated 1D chains. Moreover, the strong ferromagnetic
coupling between adjacent Cu(II) ions was also confirmed
using density functional theory (DFT) calculations.

Experimental section
Physical measurements

Elemental analysis (C, H, N) was performed on a Perkin-Elmer
2400 CHN elemental analyzer. The FT-IR spectra were recorded
in the range 400–4000 cm−1 using KBr pellets on an
EQUINOX55 FT/IR spectrophotometer. The phase purity of the
bulk or polycrystalline samples was verified by powder X-ray
diffraction (PXRD) measurements performed on a Rigaku
RU200 diffractometer at 60 kV, 300 mA and CuKα radiation
(λ = 1.5406 Å), with a scan speed of 5° min−1 and a step size of
0.02° in 2θ. Variable-temperature (2.0–300 K) direct current
(dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements under an applied
field of 50 G (T < 20 K) and 5 kG (T ≥ 20 K), and variable-field
(0–5 T) magnetization measurements at 2.0 K were carried out
with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. Variable-temp-
erature (2.0–10 K) alternating current (ac) magnetic suscepti-
bility measurements under a zero applied static field were
carried out with a Quantum Design Physical Property Measure-
ment System (PPMS). The magnetic susceptibility data were
corrected for the diamagnetism of the constituent atoms and
the sample holder. Dc and ac magnetic measurements were
carried out by powdering and restraining the sample in order
to prevent any displacement.

Synthesis

All reagents and solvents employed were commercially avail-
able and used as received without further purification.

CAUTION! Azido compounds of metal ions are potentially
explosive. Only a small amount of the materials should be pre-
pared, and they should be handled with care.

[Cu(4-fba)(N3)(C2H5OH)] (1)

An ethanol solution (10 mL) of NaN3 (0.013 g, 0.2 mmol) and
4-Hfba (0.056 g, 0.4 mmol) in a tube was layered with aqueous
ethanol (50%, 5 mL), and an aqueous solution (10 mL) of Cu-
(NO3)2·3H2O (0.048 g, 0.2 mmol) was carefully added. Slow
diffusion at room temperature yielded green crystals of 1
within three weeks (yield: 80%, based on Cu). Anal. calcd for
CuC9H10FN3O3 (290.74): C, 37.15; H, 3.44; N, 14.45%. Found:
C, 37.12; H, 3.39; N, 14.40%. Main IR (KBr, cm−1): 2987 (w),
2088 (s), 1606 (s), 1544 (s), 1415 (s), 1238 (m), 852 (w), 777 (m),
634 (m).

Scheme 1 Coordination modes of bridging azido ligands.
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Crystallographic data collection and refinement

Single-crystal diffraction data for 1 was collected on a Rigaku
SCX mini CCD diffractometer using graphite-mono-chroma-
tized MoKα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at room temperature. The
data integration and reduction were processed with SAINT
software. Absorption correction based on multi-scan was per-
formed using the SADABS program.19a The structure was
solved by the direct method using SHELXTL and refined by a
full-matrix least-squares method on F2 with the SHELXL-97
program.19b All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropi-
cally. A summary of the crystallographic data and data collec-
tion, and the refinement parameters are listed in Table 1, and
selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table S1.†

Computational methodology

The following computational methodology was used to calcu-
late the coupling constant in the title compound.20 The spin
Hamiltonian suggested originally by Heisenberg can be
written as Ĥ = −∑(i>j )JSiSj (where Si and Sj are the spin oper-
ators of the paramagnetic centers, Si = Sj = 1/2 for Cu(II) ion;
and the J constant is the coupling constant between the para-
magnetic spin carriers), which can be employed to express the
exchange coupling between two transition metal ions, and
the full Hamiltonian matrix for the entire system can be
established.

The DFT calculations were implemented with the ORCA
3.0 package.21 The BP86 functional proposed by Becke22 and
Perdew23 was applied in all calculations. The polarized triple-ζ
quality basis set def2-TZVP proposed by Ahlrichs and co-
workers was used for all atoms.24 The calculation model for
the compound was built from the experimental results.

Results and discussion
Crystal structures

The single crystal X-ray analysis revealed that compound 1 is
composed of isolated 1D azido-copper chains. The Cu(II) ions
located at the inverse centers adopt a hexa-coordinated
environment through an N2O4 chromophore in which two
nitrogen atoms from two azido anions and two oxygen atoms
from two carboxylates [Cu–N1 = 1.988 Å, Cu–O1 = 1.950 Å, Cu–
N1A = 1.988 Å and Cu–O2 = 1.943 Å] lie on the equatorial
region, while two oxygen atoms from two ethanol molecules
occupy apical positions [Cu–O3 = 2.528 Å, Cu–O3B = 2.419 Å]
(Fig. 1a). All of the Cu(II) ions have an elongated octahedral
geometry resulting from the typical Jahn–Teller effect. The
single EO-azido ligand can be considered as a bridge between
neighboring copper atoms in the μ2-1,1 coordination mode, in
which all of the bridging nitrogen atoms are coordinated
in equatorial positions. The azido groups are quasi linear with
N(3)–N(2)–N(1) angles of 179.1(8)°, and exhibit unsymmetric
N–N bond lengths, with the bonds involving the donor atoms
(N(1)–N(2) = 1.208(7) Å) being relatively longer than N(2)–N(3)
= 1.131(7) Å. The syn,syn-carboxylato bridges of the deproto-
nated 4-fluorobenzoic acids are pseudosymmetrically bound to
the copper centers with a slight difference in the Cu–O dis-
tances [Cu–O1 = 1.950 Å, Cu–O2 = 1.943 Å]. Moreover, the
oxygen atoms in the ethanol molecules adopt a μ2 mode to
bridge the adjacent Cu(II) ions. Then, adjacent metal ions are
simultaneously linked by an μ-1,1 (EO)-azido bridge and a syn,
syn-carboxylate bridge, as well as an μ2-ethanol bridge, yield-
ing a formal 1D chain along the a axis (Fig. 1b). The coordi-
nation of ethanol shortens the distance between the
intrachain copper ions [Cu1–Cu1A = 3.160 Å]. As shown in
Table S1,† the bond lengths between one Cu(II) ion and two
ethanol bridging-oxygen atoms are slightly different [Cu–O =
2.528 Å or 2.419 Å], while the Cu–N–Cu angle (105.2°) is in the
normal range of the EO-azido bridging mode. The interchain
hydrogen-bonding between the oxygen atom in the co-
ordinated ethanol molecule and the terminal nitrogen atom in
the azido ligand [O3–H1⋯N3 = 2.918 Å] might induce mag-
netic transmission, which integrates all of the Cu(II) chains,
constructing the supramolecular framework of 1 (Fig. 1c). The
shortest distance between interchain Cu(II) ions is 7.640 Å.

Magnetic properties

Magnetic measurements were carried out on a polycrystalline
sample 1, the phase purity of which was confirmed by PXRD
(see Fig. S1†).

The χMT vs. T plot of 1, (χM being the molar magnetic sus-
ceptibility per Cu(II) atom and T the temperature, under
applied magnetic fields H of 5000 G (T > 30 K) and 100 G (T ≤
30)), is shown in Fig. 2a. At room temperature, the χMT is
equal to 0.51 cm3 mol−1 K, a value which is somewhat larger
than that expected for a magnetically isolated copper(II) ion
[χMT = (Nβ2gCu

2/3k)SCu(SCu + 1) = 0.41 cm3 mol−1 K with gCu =
2.1 and SCu = 1/2]. Upon cooling, χMT continuously increases
to reach a maximum with a χMT value of 6.11 cm3 mol−1 K at

Table 1 Crystal data and structure refinement details for compound 1

1

Empirical formula C9H10CuFN3O3

Formula weight 290.74
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P2(1)/n
a (Å) 7.6404(15)
b (Å) 6.3146(12)
c (Å) 24.268(5)
α (°) 90
β (°) 93.497(4)
γ (°) 90
V (Å3) 1168.7(4)
Z 4
D(calcd) (g cm−3) 1.652
μ (mm−1) 1.882
F(000) 588
Θ range (°) 1.68–26.19
Unique reflections 2331
Observed reflections 6021
Rint 0.0750
Goodness of fit (F2) 1.001
Parameters refined 155
Final R indices [I > 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0567, wR2 = 0.1235
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.1176, wR2 = 0.1542
Residuals (e Å−3) 0.438, −0.692
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7.54 K (Fig. 2a). Below this temperature, χMT decreases rapidly
to reach a χMT value of 2.02 cm3 mol−1 K at 1.90 K. This behav-
ior is consistent with a ferromagnetic coupling between the
Cu(II) ions along the chain. Such parallel alignment of the
neighboring local spins when the bridging ligands are
different is well documented and is due to orbital counter-
complementarity.25 The M vs. H plot at 2.0 K, (M being the
molar magnetization per Cu(II) atom and H the applied field)
is shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum M value at H = 5.0 T is very
close to 1Nβ (0.98Nβ), a value which confirms that all of the
SCu = 1/2 centers are aligned along the same direction. Inter-
estingly, the χM vs. T plot of 1 (inset of Fig. 2a), reveals that
below 15 K, χM shows a sharp increase and also an incipient
saturation below ca. 7.5 K. These features suggest the onset of
a long-range ferromagnetic ordering which must be the result
of interchain ferromagnetic interactions. This saturation also
accounts for the rapid decrease of χMT below 7.54 K (Fig. 2a).

The presence of this ferromagnetic ordering is revealed by
the coalescence of the field-cooled magnetization (FCM) and
the zero-field-cooled magnetization (ZFCM) curves at 7.0 K
(Fig. 3). In order to further confirm the presence of the
magnetic ordering, ac susceptibility measurements were per-
formed. Fig. 4 shows how the out-of-phase magnetic suscepti-
bility becomes nonzero below 12 K and exhibits frequency-
independent maxima in the narrow range 7.0–6.0 K. Ferro-
magnetic ordering is more often observed in high-dimensional
(two- and three-dimensional) compounds, however, examples
of ferromagnetic chains exhibiting interchain ferromagnetic
interactions and long-range magnetic ordering have already
been reported.5,16 The presence of this ferromagnetic ordering
indicates the presence of long-range ferromagnetic interchain
magnetic interactions at low temperature. An intriguing
remaining question concerns the frequency dependence of χ″M
(Fig. 4), which is reminiscent of that observed in so-called
single-chain magnets (SCMs).4 However, this dependence is

very weak and the values for the relaxation time (τ0) and the
activation energy (Ea) are physically meaningless. This very
weak dependence is commonly observed in spin-glasses,26 and
can be due to the occurrence of competitive ferromagnetic (F)
and antiferromagnetic (AF) interactions yielding a spin-
frustrated system with a vitrification process.27

The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
data of 1 was analyzed with the expression proposed by Baker
et al.28 for a ferromagnetic S = 1/2 chain (eqn (1)) which was
obtained from a high-temperature series expansion.

χM ¼ Nβ2g2

4kT
A
B

� �2=3

ð1Þ

A = 1.0 + 5.7980x + 16.9027x2 + 29.3769x3 + 29.8329x4 +
14.0369x5, B = 1.0 + 2.7980x + 7.0087x2 + 8.6538x3 + 4.5743x4,
x = J/2kT.

The fitting of the experimental data in the 300–20 K range
(solid line in Fig. 2a) gave: g = 2.20, J = +36.2 cm−1 and R =
2.4 × 10−7, where J is the intrachain magnetic coupling, gCu is
the Zeeman factor of the Cu(II) ions and R is the agreement
factor defined as R = ∑[(χMT )exp − (χMT )calcd]

2/∑[(χMT )exp]
2).

Further attempts to fit the magnetic data below T = 20 K were
unsuccessful due to the spin-frustrating interactions at low
temperatures but also because of the limitations of a law
derived from a high-temperature series expansion. In addition,
we also tried to include a term that took into account the inter-
chain magnetic interactions (θ). However, interchain magnetic
interactions are only relevant at low temperatures. Thus, the
fitting of the experimental data in the 300–20 K range, gave
always negligible values for θ.

Theoretical study

In order to further demonstrate the ferromagnetic nature of
the exchange interaction in compound 1, we performed a

Fig. 1 (a) The coordination environment of the Cu ions in 1. (Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.) (b) The 1D chain with mixed ethanol oxygen,
carboxylate and azido bridges for 1. (Hydrogen atoms and benzene rings are omitted for clarity.) (c) Hydrogen bonding formed by azido and ethanol
molecules between adjacent chains in 1.
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theoretical study of the isotropic coupling constants J between
the Cu(II) ions based on DFT calculations at the B3LYP level
with the aid of ORCA. Considering the structure of 1 and sup-
posing that the dominant magnetic exchange is mediated
between adjacent Cu(II) ions through azido, carboxylate and
ethanol ligands. The calculation was carried out with the
model (for comparison) applied to the magnetic fitting by
filling-in all the coordination sites of the Cu(II) ions (Fig. 5).

The results of the theoretical calculations and the experi-
mental fitting in terms of the coupling constants are listed in
Table 2. The calculated coupling constant is J = 61.0 cm−1,
which verifies that the strong ferromagnetic coupling is pre-
vailing in compound 1. Although the calculated value shows a
certain deviation from the fitting value, the sign and the rela-
tive magnitude of the coupling constant agrees well with the
experimental value. It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of

the theoretical calculation, but the work is only qualitative.
This may result from the fact that the real compound is not
made up of scattered entities as it has been modeled, but is
very complicated across the whole structure.

Magneto-structural correlation

The magnetic exchanges between the Cu(II) ions depend on
three paths in 1 (Fig. 6): the syn,syn-carboxylate and the μ-1,1-
azido ligands (Cu–N = 1.99 Å, Cu–N–Cu = 105.2°), as well as
the ethanol molecule coordinate to the Cu(II) ions, forming the
hexa-coordinated geometry (Cu–O = 2.42–2.53 Å). Additionally,
the intrachain and interchain Cu–Cu bond lengths are deter-
mined to be 3.160 Å and 7.640 Å, respectively. Undoubtedly,

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the ac out-of-phase magnetic sus-
ceptibility of 1 at frequencies in the range 10–997 Hz.

Fig. 3 Field-cooled magnetization (FCM, ●) and the zero-field-cooled
magnetization (ZFCM, ○) of 1. The solid lines are only eye-guides.

Fig. 2 (a) Temperature dependence of χMT under applied dc fields of
50 G (T < 30 K) and 5 kG (T ≥ 30 K). The solid lines correspond to the
best-fit curves (see text). The inset shows the thermal dependence of χM
for 1. (b) Field dependence of the M of 1 at 2.0 K. The solid line is an
eye-guide.
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the coordination of ethanol oxygen atoms could reduce the
distance of the intrachain Cu(II) ions, by comparison with a
dual-bridging 1D Cu(II) chain reported previously. As observed,
the counter complementarity effect resulting from the three
different ligands may explain the occurrence of the intrachain
ferromagnetic exchange. The interchain hydrogen-bonding
derived form the ethanol oxygen atom and the terminal nitro-
gen atom of the azido group affords an additional pathway to
transmit the interaction between the well-isolated ferro-
magnetic chains. This feature can explain the long-range mag-
netic ordering observed, which is rarely observed in 1D chain-
like Cu(II) compounds containing EO-azido and carboxylate
ligands.

Conclusions

In the present work, an azido-Cu(II) compound with 4-fluoro-
benzoic acid as a coligand was obtained using a slow diffusion

method. Structural analyses show that compound 1 is a 1D Cu(II)
chain with a μ-1,1 (EO)-azido ligand, a syn–syn-carboxylate and
μ2-ethanol connecting the copper(II) ions. Compared with pre-
viously reported 1D Cu(II) chain compounds, which were
bridged only by (EO)-azido and carboxylate ligands, 1 exhibits
different intrachain and interchain structures due to the
coordination of ethanol molecules which also influence
the magnetic properties. Magnetic investigations show that
compound 1 behaves as a ferromagnet composed of ferromag-
netically interacting ferromagnetic chains. The intrachain be-
havior reflects how the countercomplementary effect imposed
by the carboxylate bridge overcomes the antiferromagnetic
effect of the azido bridge resulting in an overall ferromagnetic
interaction. In addition, the long-range ferromagnetic inter-
chain interactions afford the observation of a ferromagnetic
order at 7 K. DFT calculations qualitatively confirm the strong
ferromagnetic coupling between the Cu(II) ions.
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Oxamato-based coordination polymers: recent
advances in multifunctional magnetic materials

Thais Grancha,a Jesús Ferrando-Soria,*a Marı́a Castellano,a Miguel Julve,a

Jorge Pasán,b Donatella Armentanoc and Emilio Pardo*a

The design and synthesis of novel examples of multifunctional magnetic materials based on the

so-called coordination polymers (CPs) have become very attractive for chemists and physicists due to their

potential applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology. However, their preparation is still an experimental

challenge, which requires a deep knowledge of coordination chemistry and large skills in organic chemistry.

The recent advances in this field using a molecular-programmed approach based on rational self-assembly

methods which fully exploit the versatility of the coordination chemistry of the barely explored and evergreen

family of N-substituted aromatic oligo(oxamato) ligands are presented in this feature article. These exploratory

studies have revealed a wide variety of interesting multifunctional magnetic materials such as optically-active

chiral and luminescent magnets or dynamic porous magnets as candidates for chemical sensing. Our feeling,

however, is that we have only scratched the surface of the topic and that there are many more exciting

brand-new molecule-based materials waiting to be discovered.

1. Introduction

During the last two decades, the field of molecular magnetism
has attracted a large number of research teams worldwide due
to its multidisciplinary character.1,2 In fact, it lies at the crossing
point of several disciplines such as chemistry (inorganic and
organic chemistry as well as physical chemistry), physics (solid
state and applied physics as well as theoretical physics), and
materials science. The convergence of research in this field by
scientists with specific backgrounds in such different domains
has resulted in a fast and significant progress due to the
complementarity between the knowledge that they possess and
the techniques they use.

In relation to this multidisciplinary character, the addition
of another physical property to the magnetic ones to build the
so-called multifunctional magnetic materials has recently
become an outstanding area of research in the field of mole-
cular magnetism, opening new possibilities in molecule-based
magnetic materials.3 The main goal of this research is to
synthesize and explore new classes of compounds that exhibit
several properties of fundamental importance in nanoscience
and nanotechnology.3a In so doing, molecular magnetism

meets other fields of molecular sciences, such as molecular
electronics and photonics, molecular electrochemistry and
photochemistry, and molecular host–guest chemistry (including
aspects of both molecular recognition and catalysis).

The design and synthesis of this new class of materials have
largely benefited from the rapid development of a well-known
branch of coordination chemistry devoted to the study of
extended metal–ligand networks, which are named coordination
polymers (CPs) or Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs).4–8 They
consist of hybrid materials where metal ions or small metal
clusters are linked into one-, two-, or three-dimensions (nD with
n = 1 to 3) by a wide diversity of organic bridging ligands, giving
rise to putative open-framework (porous) structures. Since the
seminal work by Hoskins and Robson5 and others6,7 on the
chemistry and magnetic properties of CPs, the interest in this
field has rapidly grown following the O’Keeffe and Yaghi’s
pioneering work on the sorption properties of MOFs.8

The design and synthesis of multifunctional magnetic coor-
dination polymers (MMCPs) showing at least one physical
property in addition to the magnetic ones, are formidable tasks
which require a deep knowledge of both coordination chemistry
and organic chemistry. On the one hand, proper choices of the
organic linkers and metal ions are required in order to build CPs
of variable dimensionality with interesting and predictable
structural topologies and magnetic properties. On the other
hand, the introduction of an additional physical property can
be achieved, either by functionalizing the organic bridging
ligand and/or by inserting a specific organic guest molecule
into the channels of the open-framework, its properties being
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incorporated into the resulting hybrid inorganic–organic mate-
rial (Scheme 1).

When multifunctionality arises from the presence of guest
molecules present in the voids of the CPs, it is more than evident
that porosity is required. However, the combination of porosity
and long-range magnetic ordering in the same material is an
intellectual challenge. In general, porosity requires bridging
ligands with long organic spacers connecting the individual metal
ions or the polymetallic units that lead to an open-framework
structure.8 However, the long organic spacers do not facilitate the
magnetic interactions between the distant metal centres. This
apparent paradox with which synthetic chemists working in the
field of MMCPs are faced, accounts for the small number of
reports on porous magnets based on CPs.9

2. Molecular-programmed approach
to heterobimetallic nD (n = 1 to 3) CPs

Coordination chemistry offers the basic tools to build MMCPs.10,11

Two main different strategies can be chosen in this respect: (i) the

largely spread, serendipitous self-assembly methods (often
employing hydro(solvo)thermal reaction conditions),12 and (ii)
the use of the so-called ‘‘complex-as-ligand’’ strategy, where a
preformed complex acts as a ligand (metalloligand) toward fully
solvated paramagnetic metal ions. The second rational approach
shows clear advantages over the first one. These molecular-
programmed methods consist of using a stable preformed metal
complex with additional coordination sites, which can coordi-
nate free metal ions (or coordinatively-unsaturated metal com-
plexes) under ‘‘soft’’ conditions. They constitute one of the most
efficient ways to gain control over the net dimensionality and
topology of the CPs, allowing thus a step further to get the
desired properties in a given material. However, a total control of
the final architecture and properties is still exceedingly difficult
in spite of these clear advantages because of the subtle factors
that may affect the assembly process of metalloligands and
metal ions/preformed complexes.

Two representative examples of the richness of this metallo-
ligand design strategy are represented by the use of cyanide- and
oxalate-bearing mononuclear precursors such as [MIII(CN)6]

3� and
[MIII(C2O4)3]

3� (M = Cr or Fe) as ligands towards different divalent
metal ions.10,11 So, the host–guest chemistry and sorption properties
of the well-known families of bimetallic cyanide (Prussian blue)10

and oxalato11 magnets have been extensively explored affording
a large variety of examples of MMCPs when incorporating
guest molecules with additional properties of interest (e.g.,
chirality, electrical and protonic conductivity, non-linear optics,
photomagnetism).10,11

Another family of relatedmetalloligands concerns the oligonuclear
complexes with N-substituted aromatic oligo(oxamate) ligands,
as depicted in Scheme 1. They have received a comparatively less
attention in spite of their potentially unique opportunities to
design novel multifunctional magnetic materials that they
offer.13 The main advantages provided by this type of ligand
envisaging the construction of MMCPs are highlighted here:

(a) Firstly, the N,O-oxamato donor group shows a great
coordination affinity toward divalent first-row transition metal
ions (M = CuII, NiII and CoII) with a high stability in solutions of
the resulting oligonuclear complexes, from mono-, to di-, and
trinuclear species (Scheme 1, top), the substitution by other
divalent ions being thus precluded. This allows the formation
in solution (and further isolation) of very stable and robust
building blocks that have additional binding ability towards
other divalent metal ions (M = NiII, CoII and MnII) through the
free carbonyl-oxygen atoms offering the possibility of obtaining
heterobimetallic CPs with a wide diversity of architectures.

(b) The bis(bidentate) oxamate bridge mediates a strong
magnetic coupling between the neighbouring metal ions in
homo- and heterobimetallic compounds affording thus, interesting
magnetic properties such as long-range 3D magnetic ordering14,15

and tentatively Single-Molecule Magnet (SMM)16 or Single-Chain
Magnet (SCM)17 behaviours.

(c) In some cases, oxamato-based magnets present anionic
open-framework structures,14e,f,18 instead of the more common
neutral ones.14b–d The anionic nature of the networks together
with the presence of large channels make these systems suitable

Scheme 1 Molecular libraries of oligonuclear aromatic oxamato com-
plexes used as metalloligands (S stands for labile solvent molecules). The
red arrows represent the free coordination sites to build the CPs.
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candidates to obtainmultifunctional materials. Indeed, different
countercations could be rationally introduced into their pores,
affording the required additional physical property.

(d) Last but not least, is the fact that oxamate ligands can be
easily functionalised just by choosing the appropriate amine
precursor (Scheme 1, bottom), allowing thus, an alternative
route to induce new functionalities in the material such as
chirality, luminescence, photo- or redox-activity, pH-triggered
switches for the reversible formation of emulsions, and catalysts
for environmentally friendly organic reactions.19

Therefore, since the pioneering work of Kahn and coworkers
in the late 1980s,20 a wide variety of oxamato-based bimetallic
compounds, both discrete zero-dimensional (0D) high-nuclearity
complexes21 as well as extended one- (1D),22 two- (2D),14b–g or
three-dimensional (3D)15 coordination polymers with interesting
and predictable magnetic properties have been reported. This is
impressively demonstrated by the family of heterobimetallic CPs
built from mononuclear copper(II) precursors containing
polyalkyl-substituted N-phenyloxamate as ligands. Hereafter,
we briefly develop our results on this topic in order to nicely
illustrate some of the aforementioned advantages of the metal-
loligand strategy towards oxamate-based magnetic coordination
polymers.

2.1 Single-chain magnetic behaviour in linear 1D CPs

The observation of slow magnetic relaxation and hysteresis effects
in a cobalt(II)-nitronyl nitroxide radical chain23a which was not
associated with a 3D ordering but having a purely 1D origin, the
so-called Single-Chain Magnet behaviour (SCM)23 has provided an
experimental confirmation of the Glaubers’ prediction24 and
opened exciting new perspectives for storing information in
low-dimensional magnetic materials (see discussion below).

In order to prepare novel examples of SCMs, we designed an
alternative synthetic strategy based on the use of sterically
hindered dianionic oxamato-containing copper(II) mononuclear
complexes (Scheme 1) as bis(bidentate) metalloligands (instead
of the organic nitronyl nitroxide radicals) towards CoII ions in
aqueous solution. This approach resulted in an oxamato-bridged
heterobimetallic cobalt(II)–copper(II) linear chain of formula
[CoCu(2,4,6-Me3pa)2(H2O)2]n�4nH2O, where 2,4,6-Me3pa = N-2,4,6-
trimethylphenyloxamate (Fig. 1).17 The combination in this 1D CP
of highly anisotropic, trans-diaquabis(chelated) octahedral high-
spin CoII ions in the presence of the bulky trimethyl-substituted
phenyl groups from the [CuII(2,4,6-Me3pa)2]

2� precursor affords an

Ising-type chain magnetic anisotropy and a large separations
between adjacent chains. The minimisation of the interchain
interactions in this Ising chain is most likely responsible for
the observation of the SCM behaviour at a low blocking
temperature (TB E 2 K) for the first time in a bimetallic
ferrimagnetic chain.

2.2 Long-range magnetic ordering in 2D hexagonal and 3D
decagonal CPs

By using the related pair of dianionic mononuclear copper(II)
complexes [CuII(Me2pa)2]

2� and [CuII(Et2pa)2]
2� (2,6-Me2pa =

N-2,6-dimethylphenyloxamate and 2,6-Et2pa = N-2,6-diethyl-
phenyloxamate), as bis(bidentate) metalloligands towards MnII

ions in dimethylsulphoxide (dmso) solution, two novel
oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic 2D and 3D CPs of formulae
(n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(2,6-Me2pa)12]�2dmso (2D) and (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4-
Cu6(2,6-Et2pa)12] (3D) [n-Bu4N

+ = tetra-n-butylammonium cation]
were obtained (Fig. 2).15 Upon coordination, the corresponding
[CuIIL2]

2� precursor (L = 2,6-Me2pa and 2,6-Et2pa) transfers the
steric information of its bulky dialkyl-substituted phenyl groups
in a trans arrangement into the stereochemistries of the
tris(chelated) MnII metal centres yielding two coordination poly-
mers of different dimensionality [2D (L = 2,6-Me2pa) and 3D
(L = 2,6-Et2pa)] as a result of the different steric effects intro-
duced by the methyl and ethyl substituents in the phenyl ring.

The structure of the compound (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(2,6-Me2pa)12]�
2dmso consists of anionic oxamato-bridged MnII2Cu

II
3 hexagonal

layers of 63 net topology growing in the crystallographic ab plane
(Fig. 2a). Within each bimetallic hexagonal ring, the chirality of the
tris(chelated) octahedral MnII ions follows the ‘DL’ sequence.

Fig. 1 View of a fragment of the chain [CoCu(2,4,6-Me3pa)2(H2O)2]n�
4nH2O showing the trans arrangement of the bulky trimethyl-substituted
phenyl groups. The CuII and CoII atoms are depicted as green and purple
spheres, respectively.

Fig. 2 Perspective view of a fragment of (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Me2pma)12]�
2dmso (a) and (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12] (b). Metal and ligand atoms
are represented by balls and sticks, respectively [Cu, green; (D)-Mn, purple;
(L)-Mn, pink].
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EachMnII2Cu
II
3 hexagonal layer can be alternatively described as

an extended parallel array of oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–
copper(II) chains which are further connected by additional
bis(bidentate) copper(II) precursors.

In contrast, the structure of (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12] is
made up of an anionic oxamato-bridged MnII2Cu

II
3 3D decagonal

network with a 103-ths net topology (Fig. 2b). Within eachMnII2Cu
II
3

decagonal ring, the chirality of the tris(chelated) octahedral MnII

ions follows the ‘DDLL’ sequence. This unprecedented situation
leads to an overall achiral MnII2Cu

II
3 decagonal framework which

results from the existence of two different bis(bidentate) copper(II)
precursors connecting the MnII centres of the same (D-Mn-D-Mn
and L-Mn-L-Mn) and opposite (D-Mn-L-Mn) chiralities.

As expected from the different dimensionality in these
compounds, their magnetic properties differ drastically. How-
ever, although both 2D and 3D CPs exhibit magnetic ordering,
the values of the Curie temperature (TC) are quite different. So,
a long-range ferromagnetic ordering occurs in the compound
(n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Me2pma)12]�2dmso which results from the
weak (most likely dipolar) ferromagnetic interactions between
the ferrimagnetic MnII

2Cu
II
3 hexagonal layers at TC = 10 K. In

contrast, the intrinsically three-dimensional character of the
complex (n-Bu4N)4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12] allows the observation of a
long-range ferrimagnetic order of the MnII2Cu

II
3 decagonal net at a

somewhat greater value of the critical temperature (TC = 25 K).
In summary, we have shown some previous results of

oxamato-based CPs that highlight the interesting magnetic
properties that these bridging ligands can afford. It deserves to
be noted that additional physical properties have been rationally
introduced in these systems only very recently providing the first
examples of oxamato-based MMCPs.25–29 Indeed, the variety of
multifunctional magnetic behaviours reported in this review,
ranging from optically-active chiral and luminescent magnets to
porous magnets, illustrates the potential of oxamato-based
heterobimetallic coordination polymers in the field of MMCPs.
Let us briefly develop all these topics in the following sections by
including a proposal of the main objectives and application
domains for each type of oxamato-based MMCPs.

3. Optically-active chiral magnets
3.1 Single-chain magnetic behaviour in enantiopure
zigzag 1D CPs

Among the molecule-based low-dimensional magneticmaterials,
the aforementioned 1D coordination polymers exhibiting slow
magnetic relaxation below a blocking temperature (TB) are
particularly appealing to get MMCPs. These compounds, which
are called Single Chain Magnets (SCMs)17,23 by analogy to the
single molecule magnets (SMMs),16,30 offer the great advantage
of achieving information storage at higher temperatures. In fact,
SMMs have a high-spin (S) ground state with an important Ising-
type magnetic anisotropy (D) that results in a large activation
energy (Ea) for the magnetisation reversal, given by Ea = |D|S

2 (for
an integer S). In the case of SCMs, the activation energy also
depends upon the intrachain magnetic coupling ( J) according to

the expression Ea = (4| J|+|D|)S2. That being so, many groups
have focused their efforts on the search for SCMs instead of
SMMs because of the possibility of increasing the value of TB by
enhancing the intrachain interactions and thus opening the way
to future applications of molecular nanomagnets in nanoscience
and nanotechnology.31

After the publication in 2001 of the first example reported by
Gatteschi et al.,23a which still exhibits the highest blocking
temperature observed so far (TB E 15 K), some additional
examples of SCMs were published during the following years
because of the possibility of storing information in these low-
dimensional magnetic materials. However, regarding the relatively
wide variety of examples of SCMs published until 2010,17,23 none of
them showed another physical property in addition to themagnetic
one. So, for instance, the combination of slow magnetization
relaxation effects (characteristic of SCMs) and optical properties
(typical of chiral organic compounds) opens new exciting perspec-
tives for storing information in the domain of MMCPs.

In a recent work,25 we proposed for the first time a rational
enantioselective synthetic strategy to obtain chiral hetero-
bimetallic chains based on the use of sterically-hindered,
chiral dianionic mononuclear copper(II) complexes with the
enantiomerically pure (M)-1,10-binaphtalene-2,2 0-bis(oxamate)

Fig. 3 Views of the crystal packing of the chains of [(M)-CuII-(L)-MnII]n (a),
[(P)-CuII-(D)-MnII]n (b) and the racemic compound (c) in the crystallo-
graphic bc plane. Hydrogen atoms and crystallization solvent molecules
have been omitted for clarity. The (L)-MnII and (D)-MnII atoms are depicted
as pale and dark purple polyhedra respectively, whereas the (M)-CuII and
(P)-CuII atoms are drawn as pale and dark green polyhedra.
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[(M)-binaba] and (P)-1,10-binaphtalene-2,20-bis(oxamate) [(P)-binaba]
ligands (Scheme 1). This pair of M and P helical-type mononuclear
copper(II) enantiomers, [Cu[(M/P)-binaba]]2� (Scheme 1), acting as
bis(bidentate) metalloligands towards doubly cis-solvated (S = dmso
and dmf), divalent transition metal cations like manganese(II) and
cobalt(II), transfer their chiral information to the stereochemistry
of the octahedral MII metal centres (L and D propeller-type
enantiomers) in a controlled manner and consequently, a pre-
determination of the absolute configuration of the final CuIIMII

chain could be achieved.32 Indeed, enantiopure chiral chains of
general formula MCuL(S)m(H2O)n�aS�bH2O made up by the
repetition of the corresponding neutral chiral (M)-CuII-(L)-MII

and (P)-CuII-(D)-MII units (Fig. 3a and b) were obtained when
using the mononuclear (M)- and (P)-copper(II)–binaba complexes,
respectively. In contrast, when using the racemic mononuclear
copper(II)–binaba complex, an achiral zigzag CuIIMII chain was
obtained, consisting of alternating (M)-CuII-(L)-MII-(P)-CuII-(D)-MII

units (Fig. 3c). Therefore, this molecular-programmed approach
allowed the rational preparation of enantiopure chiral and racemic
achiral, oxamato-bridged heterobimetallic chains. CD spectra of
the heterobimetallic chain compounds confirmed the absolute
configuration of the chiral metal centres in each case, by the
occurrence of large, either negative or positive Cotton effects for
the enantiopure chains of opposite chirality and conversely, by
their absence in the racemic achiral ones (Fig. 4a).

Indeed, the enantiopure CoIICuII chains showed slow magnetic
relaxation effects that are typical of SCMs, as revealed by the
presence of a frequency-dependent peak around TB = 2.0 K in
the out-of-phase alternating current (ac) magnetic susceptibility
measurements at very low temperatures (Fig. 4b). Certain
structural (steric) as well as electronic (magnetic anisotropy)
requirements on both the organic ligand and the divalent metal
ion respectively, must be fulfilled in order to observe this
phenomenon. So, the bulky 1,10-binaphtalene organic spacer
of the (M/P/rac)-binaba ligand allows a good separation
between neighbouring chains while the oxamato bridge trans-
mit efficiently the antiferromagnetic interaction between the
copper(II) and cobalt(II) ions. Moreover, the large local magnetic
anisotropy of the orbitally degenerate octahedral high-spin CoII

ions is ultimately responsible for the occurrence of a large
Ising-type magnetic anisotropy along the chain. In the case of
the racemic CoIICuII analogue, the interchain magnetic inter-
actions preclude the observation of the SCM behaviour.

Hence, slow relaxation of the magnetisation was observed in
the chiral CoIICuII derivatives for the first time in enantiopure
magnetic chain compounds, constituting thus the first examples
of a new class of MMCPs, referred to as chiral single chain
magnets (CSCMs). Interestingly, the presence of an additional
frequency-independent peak below the blocking temperature
suggests the occurrence of a long-range 3D antiferromagnetic
order of the chains, which are not perfectly isolated in the crystal
lattice (Fig. 4b). However, the greater magnitude of the inter-
chain magnetic interactions precludes the observation of slow
magnetic relaxation effects in the case of the racemic CoIICuII

chain. The large magnetic moment due to the CSCM behaviour
of the one-dimensional array of magnetic ions, which are also

the chiral centres, ensures a strong coupling effect between the two
physical properties, thus opening excellent perspectives to study for
the first time the magnetochiral dichroism effect (see discussion
below) in enantiopure 1D compounds with a higher TB.

33

3.2 Chiral cation-templated solid-state aggregation of
enantiopure 1D double-helical CPs

Optically active, chiral magnets have given rise to interesting
magneto-chiral dichroic effects11c,33 because of the coexistence
of asymmetry and magnetic ordering. In addition, the presence
of non-centrosymmetric space groups can lead to interesting
ferroelectric properties11b,34 as well as non-linear optics
(NLO).35 However, it is not always possible to obtain the desired
chiral magnets when using chiral templating cations because of
the problems related to the fact that a chiral induction from the
cation to the stereochemistries of the metal ions from the
covalent framework is not always guaranteed. By the way, all
the efforts devoted to the synthesis of chiral oxamato-based 3D
CPs had been unsuccessful until very recently.

Fig. 4 (a) Solid CD spectra of the [(M)-CuII-(L)-CoII]n (blue) and [(P)-CuII-
(D)-MII]n (red) chains. The inset shows the CD spectra in the visible region.
(b) Temperature dependence of the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility
of the [(M)-CuII-(L)-CoII]n chain under zero applied static field at different
frequencies (0.021–5700 Hz) of the �1 G oscillating field. The inset shows
the Arrhenius plot.
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In that sense, the use of the anionic double-stranded dicopper(II)
complex, [Cu2(mpba)2]

4� [mpba = N,N0-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)]
(Scheme 1), as tetrakis(bidentate) metalloligand towards
bis(chelated) M2+ ions (M = Mn and Co) yields neutral achiral
oxamato-based 1D or 2D CPs with either ‘‘ladderlike’’ or ‘‘brick-
wall’’ topologies,14b–g respectively, even in the presence of chiral
templating cations.

In order to achieve the first oxamato-based chiral 3D magnet,
we explored a new rational synthetic strategy based on the use of the
templating chiral (S)-trimethyl(1-phenyl-ethyl)ammonium cation,
[(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+], together with the oxalate dianion during the
self-assembly process of [CuII(mpba)2]

4� with Mn2+ ions. This
reaction led to a novel chiral manganese(II)–copper(II) 3D compound
of formula [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(C2O4)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O
(Fig. 5).26 Its crystal structure consists of a mixed oxalato/oxamato-
based heterobimetallic chiral 3D open-framework with small square
and large octagonal pores of approximate dimensions 0.70 �
0.70 nm and 1.75 � 1.75 nm respectively, which are occupied
by the (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+ countercations and crystallisation water
molecules (Fig. 5). Interestingly, the anionic 3D network possesses
a unprecedented binodal 3,4-connected [(4�6�8)2(42�6�82�10)]-net
topology when considering the dicopper(II) units and the
manganese(II) ions as four- and three-fold nodes, respectively
(Fig. 6).

The anionic 3D network of the compound [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2-
[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O can be alternatively described
as an extended array of neutral oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–
copper(II) double helical chains running parallel to the crystal-
lographic c axis, which are further interconnected by the oxalate
group acting as a bis-bidentate linker between two manganese(II)
ions of the neighbouring double helical chains (Fig. 6a). Within
each double helix, the pair of MnIICuII chains related by a 41 axis
is interconnected through the two m-phenylenediamidate bridges
between the CuII ions, which would act as ‘‘bridge tights’’
(Fig. 6b). The shape of these right-handed double-stranded helices
is reminiscent of that found for the well-known A-DNA double
helix, where the two m-phenylene spacers stack each other in a
similar way to that observed for the nucleobases in the DNA

double helix. Most likely, the weak intermolecular (van der Waals
and/or electrostatic) interactions between the (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+

guest cations and the anionic 3D host network (Fig. 5a) account
for the right-handness chirality of the constituting double helices,
so that the use of (R)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+ guest cations would lead to an
identical anionic 3D host network but having double helices of
left-handness chirality. These chiral cation templating effects
would be also responsible for the formation of chiral double
helices instead of the aforementioned achiral ladders14b–g as
constituting units of the anionic 3D network.

The direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments of [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O
revealed a typical 1D ferrimagnetic behaviour at high tempera-
tures resulting from the strong antiferromagnetic intrachain
interactions between the MnII and CuII ions through the
oxamato bridge within the double helical chain. At low tem-
peratures, however, the moderately strong antiferromagnetic
interchain interaction between the MnII ions of neighbouring
double helical chains through the oxalate bridge dominates
over the weak ferromagnetic intrachain interactions between
the CuII ions through the doublem-phenylene bridge within the
double helical chains. Nevertheless, no evidence of long-range
3D magnetic ordering above 2.0 K was found from the low-
temperature heat capacity measurements.

Fig. 5 (a) Perspective view of the unit cell of [(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2-
(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O with the metal atom labelling showing the filling
of the octagonal pores by the countercations. (b) View of a fragment of
[(S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O with the numbering
of the metal ions.

Fig. 6 (a) Perspective view of the anionic 3D network of [(S)-(1-
PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O along the crystallographic
c axis. (b) View of a fragment of the double helical chain motif of [(S)-(1-
PhEt)Me3N]2[Mn2(ox)Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)2]�3H2O along the crystallographic
c axis. Metal and ligand atoms are represented by polyhedra and sticks,
respectively (Cu, green; Mn, purple). Hydrogen atoms, countercations and
crystallization water molecules are omitted for clarity.
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4. Dynamic porous magnets
4.1 Multifunctional switching in a 3D square/octagonal
coordination polymer with sponge-like dynamic behaviour

The concept of ‘‘molecular magnetic sponges’’, referring to the
exotic sponge-like behaviour of certain molecule-based materials
that undergo a dramatic change of their magnetic properties upon
reversible dehydration–rehydration processes, was introduced for
the first time in 1999 by Olivier Kahn.36a This was exemplified by
the compound of formula [CoCu(obbz)(H2O)4]�2H2O

36b [obbz =
oxamidato-N,N0-bis(2-benzoate)], which is able to reversibly release
and uptake five water molecules, switching from a non-magnetic
ground state in the hydrated phase to as a hard magnet in the
dehydrated one.

In a recent work, we obtained a novel oxamato-based
manganese(II)–copper(II) 3D CP of formula [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2-
(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O by the reaction of Na4[Cu2(mpba)2]�
10H2O and Mn(NO3)2�4H2O in water.27 This new example of
MMCP exhibits a reversible solvent-induced optical, mechanical,
and magnetic switching between a high- and a low-temperature
ferromagnetic ordered phase upon loss of all the water mole-
cules to give the amorphous dehydrated derivative of formula
Na4[Mn4Cu6(mpba)6]. Under identical conditions, however, the
reaction of Na4[Cu2(mpba)2]�10H2O and Co(NO3)2�4H2O in water
gave the oxamato-based cobalt(II)–copper(II) 2D CP of formula
[Co2Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4], which exhibits a metamagnetic behaviour
with a field-induced transition from an antiferro- to a ferromagnetic
ordered state.14b

The anionic 3D network of [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2-
(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O can be best described as an extended parallel
array of oxamato-bridged manganese(II)–copper(II) layers with a
mixed square/octogonal (4�82) net topology, which are further
interconnected through two m-phenylene spacers between the
copper(II) ions, acting as pillars in an alternately up and down
disposition, to give a trinodal (3,4,4) net with a (63)(64�82)(64�8�10)
topology (Fig. 7a). Overall, this situation leads to a bimodal pore
size distribution, with small square and large octagonal pores of
approximate dimensions 1.2 � 1.2 nm and 2.1 � 3.0 nm
respectively, which are occupied by the coordinated NaI counter-
cations and a large amount of both coordinated and hydrogen-
bonded water molecules (Fig. 7b). The estimated empty volume
without the crystallization water molecules is 13 580 Å3, a value
which represents up to ca. 70% of potential void per unit cell
volume [V = 19746(6) Å3].

A crystalline-to-amorphous-like transition from [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4-
[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O to Na4[Mn4Cu6(mpba)6] occurs
upon removal of all crystallisation and weakly coordinated water
molecules by heating at 150 1C. This process is accompanied by a
colour change of the crystals from bright to dark green and by a
significant crystal contraction with an estimated change of volume
of ca. 45% (Fig. 8a). This transformation is reversible as evidenced
by the recovery of the original volume and bright green colour of the
crystals under rehydration. This dynamic behaviour in flexible
MOFs is a well-established phenomenon since the pioneering work
of Kitagawa and Férey.37,38 So, for instance, the well-known family of
iron(III) or chromium(III) frameworks with aliphatic and aromatic

dicarboxylates as organic bridging ligands (MIL-88A–D) undergoes a
volume change of up to ca. 300% upon desolvation.39

Indeed, the combination of reversible optical and mechanical
switching behaviours in this compound is a rare phenomenon,
which was earlier observed in a 2D honeycomb copper(II) frame-
work with polychlorinated triphenylmethyl tricarboxylate radi-
cals as paramagnetic organic bridging ligands (MOROF-1).40 The
simultaneous and gradual colour change and volume expansion
of the crystal during the rehydration process have been followed
by optical microscopy (Fig. 8b). These solvent-induced breathing-
type dynamic effects suggest a reversible collapse/reconstruction
of the open-framework structure after water removal and retrie-
val from the pores, in agreement with the gas sorption studies.
In this sense, the CO2 and N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms
show almost no porosity, suggesting the collapse of the pore
system upon dehydration.41 On the other hand, the reversible
colour change from bright to dark green is likely attributed to the

Fig. 7 (a) Perspective view of Na4[Mn4Cu6(mpba)6(H2O)12]�72.65H2O
along the crystallographic c axis. Cu and Mn atoms are represented by
green and purple octahedra, respectively. (b) Projection view of the crystal
packing along the crystallographic c axis showing the filling of the small
square and large octogonal pores of the open-framework structure by
solvated sodium countercations (yellow spheres) as well as coordinated
and free water molecules (red spheres).
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variation in the copper(II) surrounding from six- (CuN2O2Ow2) to
four-coordination (CuN2O2) upon removal of the two weakly bound
axial water molecules, while the six-coordinate manganese(II)
environment remains unchanged (MnO6).

In addition to these solvent-triggered mechanical and optical
changes, a drastic variation of the long-range ferromagnetic ordering
temperature was also observed as a function of the water contents,
as expected for a magnetic sponge. The alternating current (ac)
magnetic susceptibility measurements confirm the occurrence of a
long-range 3D ferromagnetic ordering at a critical temperature (Tc) of
22.5 K for the hydrated phase, this temperature being shifted to 2.3 K
for the dehydrated derivative (Fig. 9). Moreover, a complete recover-
ing of the long-range 3D ferromagnetic ordering is observed when
rehydrating, thus confirming the reversible nature of the dehydra-
tion–rehydration processes. The drastic variation of the long-range
ferromagnetic ordering temperature as a function of the water
contents in this novel class of oxamato-based porous magnets with
open metal sites and pore spaces offers fascinating possibilities
in chemical sensing of small guest molecules (such as other
coordinating solvents and gases), as we will show hereafter.

4.2 Selective gas and vapour sorption and magnetic sensing
by a 3D square/octagonal coordination polymer

Among the variety of MMOPs, porousmagnets – where the sorption
properties coexist with a long-range magnetic ordering – have

become one of the most challenging research fields for a great
number of chemists, physicists, and materials scientists. The main
goal with these materials is the modulation of the magnetic
properties of the host open-framework by the inclusion of selected
guests such as solvents or gases through physi- or chemisorption
processes, opening thus the way for future applications of porous
magnets as magnetic sensors for host–guest molecular sensing.42

By following the same preparative route described above to
synthesize the magnetic sponge of formula [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2-
(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O, we recently prepared an isoreticular ana-
logue of formula [Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3}�
37H2O [Me3mpba = N,N0-2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)]
by the reaction of Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]�4H2O and Mn(NO3)2�
4H2O in water.28 Unlike the related compound of formula
Na4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2]3}, the anhydrous phase Na4{Mn4[Cu2-
(Me3mpba)2]3} exhibits selective gas and vapour sorption behaviour
together with a drastic variation of the long-range magnetic
properties as a function of the adsorbed guest, constituting thus
the first example of a genuine 3D porous magnet in the family of
the oxamato-based CPs.14,15

The anionic 3D pillared, square/octagonal networks
of [Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3}�37H2O and
[Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O are topologically
identical but they have different shapes because of the regular
or flattened nature respectively, of the octagonal circuits in
each case, as nicely illustrated by Fig. 10. Moreover, the resulting
open-framework structure in this novel analogue presents a
trimodal pore size distribution with small square pores but
two types of large octagonal pores (Fig. 10a), instead of the
bimodal one found in the parent compound (Fig. 10b). These
medium and wide octagonal channels with approximate diameters
of 1.5 and 2.2 nm respectively, result from the distinct orientation of
the trimethyl-substituted phenylene spacers pointing inwards or
outwards of the channels (steric size effect).

The percentage of potential void space per unit cell volume
in [Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3}�37H2O is
lower than in [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O
(60 vs. 70%), as expected because of the additional presence
of methyl group substituents and further supported by the

Fig. 8 (a) XRPD patterns of the hydrated (1), dehydrated (2), and rehy-
drated species (10) at 25 1C along with the corresponding single-crystal
optical microscopy images. The bold line corresponds to the calculated
XRPD pattern of 1. (b) Optical microscopy images of one single crystal of 2
taken every minute after immersion into water showing the colour and
volume changes that accompany the rehydration process.

Fig. 9 Temperature dependence of the alternating current (ac) out-of-
phase (w00) magnetic susceptibility of the hydrated (J), dehydrated (K) and
rehydrated (&) species.
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smaller amount of crystallisation water molecules. However,
the trimethyl-substituted derivative presents two clear differences
with respect to the non-substituted one that can have a strong
influence on their relative adsorptive properties: (i) larger diameters
for the wide octagonal pores as a consequence of the different
orientations of the phenylene spacers (which would be reflected in
an increase of the accessible surface area of the MOF), and (ii) easier
accessibility for the guest molecules to interact with the copper(II)
ions within the wide octagonal channels since the phenylene spacers
are pointing inwards the medium octagonal channels (Fig. 10a).

The accessible porosity of the anhydrous compound
Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} was also estimated by means of
gas adsorption measurements, indicating a moderate CO2–
CH4 gas selectivity.28 This situation clearly contrasts with that
previously found for Na4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2]3}, where no gas or
vapour sorption loadings were observed.27 This dramatically
different sorption behaviour was attributed to the larger acces-
sible surface area present in Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} and/or
the possible collapse of the structure in Na4Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2]3
under removal of the solvent water molecules. Other gas
molecules like H2 or N2 were not adsorbed by Na4Mn4[Cu2-
(Me3mpba)2]3 at room temperature, suggesting that they do

not interact with the host network and confirming thus the
large selectivity of this system for the separation of small
molecules.

Vapour adsorption-desorption isotherms showed a considerable
adsorption of some solvents like water and methanol, whereas
under similar conditions, no vapour adsorption was observed for
other solvents such as ethanol or acetonitrile. This fact indicated a
large selectivity for the sorption of small molecules by this com-
pound and suggested that both the kinetic diameter and the
interaction with the network play a key role in the sorption process.
This large selectivity for small molecules and the growing interest in
the development of energy efficient methods for the separation of
azeotropicmixtures, led us to perform breakthrough experiments in
a column packed with Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}. The results
obtained in the separation of a liquid azeotropic CH3CN/CH3OH
solvent mixture (79 :21 v/v) revealed that CH3CN eluted very fast
from the column (retention time close to zero), while CH3OH was
strongly retained (retention time of 12.70 min) (Fig. 11).28

Finally, we also studied the influence of the sorption of small
molecules in the overall magnetic behaviour. A paramagnetic to
ferromagnetic phase transition was observed for the anhydrous
phase Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3} at a rather low critical

Fig. 10 Projection views of the crystal packing of [Na(H2O)3.25]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)3.33]3}�37H2O (a and c) and [Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�
56.5H2O (b and d) along the crystallographic c and b axes emphasizing the different pore size distribution of the octagonal pores of the open-framework
structure (the void spaces are represented by pale yellow spheres). Metal and ligand atoms are represented by balls and sticks, respectively (Cu, green; Mn, purple).
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temperature (TC) of ca. 2.0 K, as revealed by both the alter-
nating current (ac) magnetic susceptibility and direct current
(dc) magnetisation measurements (Fig. 12). Interestingly, the
value of the magnetic ordering temperature progressively
shifts to higher values when solvents like methanol (TC =
6.5 K) or water (TC = 21 K) are adsorbed within the host
framework. The observed variation in the magnetic behaviour
for the different adsorbates was repeated for several cycles of
solvent adsorption–desorption with identical results, thus
supporting the reversible nature of the adsorption–
desorption processes and the fast interconversion between
the different adsorbates. The differences observed in the
magnetic properties of the different adsorbates are likely
related to the axial binding and their removal of the solvent
molecules (H2O or CH3OH) from the first coordination sphere
of the CuII ions.

The coexistence of a selective vapour and gas sorption
behaviour and a solvent-dependent enhancement of the long-
range magnetic ordering temperature allows for potential
applications in magnetic sensing of small guest molecules for
this new member of the family of porous magnets.42,43

5. Luminescent porous magnets

Among the wide variety of properties of interest that a given
material can exhibit, luminescence attracts much attention due
to its potential application in optical devices for lighting
equipment and optical storage,44a–c optical switching,44d,e and
sensing.44f–i In this respect, many groups are directing their
effort towards the preparation of luminescent materials with
potential sensing applications. For instance, sensitive and
selective detection of gas and vapour phase analytes can be
particularly interesting because of their variety of applications
in many different fields.

5.1 Luminescence and magnetic sensing in a 2D
double-hexagonal CP

In a recent work,29 we synthesized a novel manganese(II)–copper(II)
2D compound of formula MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3(H2O)3]�20H2O,
where MV2+ is the methylviologen dicationic dye.45 This compound
exhibits highly selective gas sorption ability, luminescence capacity,
and long-range magnetic ordering, constituting thus a unique
example of a luminescent porous magnet with potential applica-
tions in host–guest chemical sensing of small molecules. In fact, a
unique optical and magnetic switching behaviour is observed
accompanying reversible solvation–desolvation and gas sorption-
desorption processes.

Its crystal structure consists of anionic 2D bimetallic networks
made up of two adjacent oxamato-bridgedMnII2Cu

II
3 flat irregular

hexagonal layers of [63] hcb topology that are interconnected
through two m-phenylene spacers between the CuII ions along
the crystallographic b axis (Fig. 13). These adjacent double
hexagonal layers closely stack above each other yielding small
nanopores, which are occupied by hydrogen-bonded arrays of
crystallization water molecules and the methylviologen cations
(Fig. 13). The estimated empty volume without the crystallization
water molecules is 3179 Å3, a value that represents up to ca. 43%
of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 7414.7(18) Å3]. The MV2+

cations are situated very close to the anionic heterobimetallic
double layers, establishing weak intermolecular (van der Waals
and/or electrostatic) interactions between their pyridinium–
nitrogen and the carboxylate–oxygen atoms which are coordinated
to the CuII ions (Fig. 13b). This situation results in an effective
approach between the anionic metal–organic network and the
organic cations which are responsible for the cation templating
effects that lead to the adoption of a lower symmetry (‘non-
default’) double layer 2D hexagonal architecture instead of the
highest symmetry (‘default’) pillared 3D hexagonal one, where the
two m-phenylene spacers between the CuII ions would act as
pillars in an alternately up and down disposition. Moreover, these
weak interactions between the anionic metal–organic network

Fig. 11 Evolution of the CH3OH (K) and CH3CN (J) concentrations after
feeding of a liquid azeotropic CH3CN/CH3OH mixture (79 : 21 v/v) through
a column packed with the compound Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}.

Fig. 12 Temperature dependence of the ac out-of-phase molar magnetic
susceptibility (wM00) of iso1 (green), CH3OH@iso1 (red), and H2O@iso1 (blue)
with a �4.0 G field oscillating at 1000 Hz. The inset shows the temperature
dependence of the magnetization (M) of the three adsorbates.
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and the organic cations would be ultimately responsible for the
intriguing magnetic and luminescent sensing properties.

In fact, the study of the influence of the sorption of small
molecules like solvent vapours and gases by this porous mate-
rial revealed a unique magnetic and luminescent switching
behaviour, which can be summarised as follows:

(i) The active anhydrous phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] shows a
long-range ferromagnetic ordering at a rather low critical
temperature (TC) of 2.0 K, as found earlier for related
oxamato-based heterobimetallic manganese(II)–copper(II) magnets
with a single layer hexagonal structure (see Section 2.2).15 Upon
solvent vapour adsorption, the magnetic ordering temperature
progressively shifts towards higher values depending on the
adsorbed guest molecule: MeOH (TC E 5.0 K) and H2O (TC E
19.0 K). The observed variation in the magnetic behaviour along
this series of adsorbates can be repeated for several cycles of
solvent adsorption–desorption with identical results. This sup-
ports the reversible nature of the adsorption–desorption processes
and the fast interconversion between the dehydrated phase and
the two different adsorbates. The differences observed in their
magnetic properties would be related to the presence of weak
dipolar (‘‘through-space’’) and/or hydrogen-bonded (‘‘through-
bond’’) magnetic interactions between adjacent double layers

through the solvent molecules, as revealed by the crystal structure
of the hydrated phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3(H2O)3]�20H2O, which
are ultimately responsible for the long-range 3D ferromagnetic
order of the weakly-interacting ferrimagnetic heterobimetallic
double layers.27–29

(ii) The active anhydrous phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] shows
a bright UV and visible light emission at 330 and 586 nm (upon
excitation at 225 and 400 nm, respectively), which makes it the
first example of an oxamato-based luminescent magnet
reported in the literature. The presence of highly ordered
MV2+ cations filling the nanopores of this material afforded
the observed luminescent properties. In fact, although MV2+ in
solution does not fluoresce, a bright UV light emission at
around 330 nm had been already reported when encapsulated
in porous solids.45 Herein, the dual UV and visible light
emission is attributed to the MV2+ species interacting with
the CuII ions.45a The most interesting feature, however, lies in
the fact that a clear blue-shift of the lower energy visible
emission from 586 to 544 nm occurs upon rehydration
at 33% water loading (Fig. 14a). In addition, a good linear
relationship is found between the shift in the emission wave-
length and the degree of framework hydration. Similarly, a
smaller but non-negligible blue-shift of the lower energy visible
emission from 586 to 580 nm was observed when loading
the anhydrous compound with methanol (data not shown).
The observed solvent-induced variation of the luminescence
properties strongly supports the occurrence of small changes
in the CuII–MV2+ distance during the adsorption–desorption
processes.

Fig. 13 Perspective views of the crystal packing of adjacent double
layers of MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3(H2O)3]�20H2O along the crystallographic b
(a) and in the ab plane (b). The alternating A and B double layers are in red
and blue colours, respectively. The MV2+ countercations are represented
as space filling spheres. The solvent water molecules have been omitted
for clarity.

Fig. 14 (a) Emission spectra of 1 (lexc = 400 nm) during adsorption at
different water loadings. (b) Emission spectra of the anhydrous derivative
of MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] in CH4, CO2 and an equimolar CO2:CH4 mixture at
1 bar.
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(iii) The active anhydrous phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] shows
a relatively large and selective gas adsorption for CO2 against
CH4, constituting thus a unique example of luminescent por-
ous magnet. Challenged by these surprising results, additional
emission studies were performed under different pure and
mixture gas atmospheres. The corresponding emission spectra
of the anhydrous phase MV[Mn2Cu3(mpba)3] under 1 bar of
pure CH4, 1 bar of pure CO2, and 1.5 bar of a 1 : 1 CO2/CH4

mixture can be seen in Fig. 14b. The emission spectrum after
CH4 treatment still corresponds with that of the dehydrated
framework, further demonstrating that CH4 does not adsorb. In
contrast, a considerable red-shift is observed when CO2 is
adsorbed. For a CO2–CH4 mixture, the results are similar to
those obtained with pure CO2. Since CH4 does not adsorb on
the dehydrated framework, the luminescence response to CO2

is similar as for the single gas experiment, demonstrating that
CO2 can be detected in the presence of non-adsorbing gases
(like methane or others). These results highlight the high
selectivity of this material as a CO2 sensor, even in the presence
of other analytes. Another relevant feature of 1 is that the
adsorption of CO2 results in a clear red-shift emission, whereas
the presence of H2O and CH3OH in the framework produces a
blue-shift emission. This is likely due to the differences in the
specific adsorption sites for CO2, CH3OH and H2O and to the
different adsorption capacity for these adsorbates. This difference
in the response is very important, since it probes that this system
is not only adsorption loading sensitive but also specific, allowing
the identification of adsorbates and fulfilling thus, some of the
key principles which were outlined by Kitagawa for its use in
chemical sensing.43b

In summary, by combining the well-known emitting properties
of the MV2+ cation guest with the magnetic properties of the
oxamato-bridged bimetallic open-framework host with shape
selective sorption behaviour, identification of small molecules
is possible by direct observation of the host–guest interactions.
The combination of these thrilling porous, optical, andmagnetic
properties makes it an ideal molecule-based multifunctional
material for specific chemical sensing applications.42,43

6. Conclusions and outlook

The advantages that the well-known but barely used N-substituted
aromatic oligo(oxamato) ligands can offer for the construction of
MMCPs have been outlined in this feature article. Oxamato-based
oligonuclear metal complexes, from mono- to di- and trinuclear
species (see Scheme 1), can be used as metal–organic ligands
(metalloligands) for the preparation of multidimensional nD (n =
1–3) coordination polymers (CPs) or metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) with interesting magnetic properties.

Additional physical properties can be introduced in these materi-
als by means of either the ligand design or the appropriate choice of
the required countercation, affording the first examples of oxamato-
based multifunctional magnetic coordination polymers (MMCPs)
which include: (i) optically-active chiral magnets (including the
first example of enantiopure 1D chiral single-chain magnets);

(ii) dynamic porous magnets; and (iii) luminescent porous magnets.
Overall, these results show that the oxamate ligands constitute a
rational and suitable alternative route to prepare molecule-based
multifunctional magnetic materials, an avenue that inexplicably was
rarely explored in the widespread field of porous coordination
polymers (PCPs) or metal–organic frameworks (MOFs).4–8

Indeed, we feel that only a small fraction of the potentialities
of oxamato-based MMCPs (those presented in this contribution)
has been explored, most of the iceberg being still hidden
beneath the surface. In an attempt to highlight the vast perspec-
tives for the near future, let us briefly advance some of the very
recent results issued from our two current research avenues in
this area.

6.1 Electro- and photoactive CPs as magnetic sensors

PCPs are well-recognised for their use in gas storage and
separation but, however, their applications for drug delivery,
detoxification of radioactive and heavy metals and pesticides
are much less explored. Moreover, there are relatively fewer
reports on their capacity for tentatively acting as magnetic
sensors through adsorption–desorption of specific guest mole-
cules with reversible and dynamic changes of their open-
framework structures and magnetic properties. In fact, the
preparation of this type of dynamic porous magnets with a
wide range of miscellaneous sensing applications presents
some major challenges.

Our strategy for the design of a new family of dynamic
porous magnets with potential applications as magnetic sen-
sors is based on the use of oxamate-containing dicopper(II)
complexes with p-conjugated aromatic spacers such as oligo-
phenylene (OPs), oligophenyleneethyne (OPEs), oligoacenes
(OAs), oligoacenoquinones (OAQs), oligophenylenevinylenes
(OPVs), and oligoazobenzenes (OABs) (see Scheme 1), which
can act as metalloligands toward first-row transition metal ions
such as manganese(II), cobalt(II) and nickel(II) leading to the
corresponding PCPs.

The strategy for the rational design of this new family of
dynamic porous magnets for magnetic sensing is based on two
advantages that the oxamate-based dicopper(II) metalla-
cyclophane precursors may show, as mentioned in Section
2.1. On the one hand, we have demonstrated the unique ability
of OPs and OPEs to act as ‘‘molecular magnetic wires’’
(MMWs), being efficient in the transmission of magnetic
exchange interactions between the two metal centres separated
by very long intermetallic distances in the corresponding
oxamato-based dicopper(II) oligophenylenophanes and oligo-
phenyleneethynophanes.19b,e On the other hand, the oxamato-
based dicopper(II) oligoacenophanes and oligoacenoquinophanes
act as ‘‘molecular magnetic switches’’ (MMSs), because of the
non-innocent character of the aromatic spacers as regarding their
photo- or electroactive character.19d,g Thus, they would present
two metastable states (‘ON/OFF’) with totally different magnetic
properties which can be reached in a reversible manner through
photochemical or redox processes. The spins of the magnetic
centres are ferromagnetically coupled in one of the states (‘ON’),
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whereas they are antiferromagnetically coupled or magnetically
isolated in the other state (‘OFF’).

Indeed, the design and synthesis of exchange-coupled,
oxamato-based dicopper(II) complexes exhibiting a magnetic
bistable behaviour is a corner stone in the building of dynamic
porous magnets for chemical sensing because the changes in
the magnetic properties of the host framework can be used to
monitor the binding and/or transformation of the organic
guest. Several points should be considered in order to obtain
a new family of magnetic sensors of the host–guest type
depending on the nature of the target chemical sensing
application.

Firstly, we plan the synthesis of neutral oxamato-bridged
heterobimetallic 2D CPs with rod-like OP and OPE spacers as
dynamic porous magnets for gas storage and separation, as
those reported earlier for the permethylated derivative of the
shorter dicopper(II) paracyclophane possessing a brick-wall
architecture (Fig. 15a).14b,c So, the systematic variation of the
length of the aromatic spacers of the oxamate-containing
dicopper(II) precursors can modulate the size of the channels
which in the last term, would afford a selective gas separation
(Fig. 11). Moreover, the longer OP and OPE spacers, like 1,4-
di(4-phenyl)phenylene and 1,4-di(4-phenylethynyl)phenylene,
are suitable candidates to afford quite big channels with large
storage capacity for gases with potential oxidising (O2) or
reducing (H2) power.

So, for instance, our preliminary studies on the sorption
properties of the oxamato-based manganese(II)–copper(II) 2D
CPs with permethylated dicopper(II) paracyclophane cores show
a unique magnetic switching behaviour after bromine gas adsorp-
tion. So a change from non-magnetic to magnetic layer ground
state occurs upon Br2 oxidation of the tetramethyl-substituted

p-phenylene spacers (Fig. 15b), as reported earlier for
the dicopper(II) precursor itself,19f constituting thus a unique
example of electroactive porous magnet which can be used as
magnetic sensor.

Secondly, we also plan the synthesis of neutral oxamato-
bridged heterometallic 2D coordination polymers with photo-
active OPVs and OABs spacers as dynamic porous magnets for
drug delivery, as depicted by Fig. 16. In this sense, the shorter
OPV and OAB spacers such as stilbene and azobenzene are
interesting candidates for small drugs storage and delivery by
taking advantage of their well-known cis–trans photoisomeriza-
tion to modulate the pore size upon irradiation (‘photo-gated
pores’). These include either non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
organic drugs (ibuprofen, naproxen, aspirin, etc.) or metallo-
organic molecules with pharmacological potential (cis-platine).
In both cases, the spins of the metal centers are antiferromag-
netically coupled in the planar trans isomer (‘ON’ state),
whereas they are magnetically isolated in the non-planar cis
one (‘OFF’ state). Indeed, these changes in the magnetic proper-
ties of the host framework can be used to monitor the binding
of the organic guest (magnetic sensing).

Thirdly, we plan to investigate the ability of anionic
oxamate-bridged heterobimetallic 3D CPs, as those earlier
reported for the permethylated derivative of the shorter
dicopper(II) metacyclophane possessing a pillared square/octa-
gonal architecture (Fig. 10a and c) to act as selective ion
exchangers for detoxification of radioactive (Cs, U and Th)
and heavy metal (Pb and Hg) atoms, as depicted by Fig. 17.
In fact, we have recently shown that the weakly coordinated Na+

cations in the oxamate-bridged porous magnet of formula

Fig. 15 (a) Crystal structure of [Mn2Cu2(Me4ppba)2(H2O)4]n�nH2O show-
ing the neutral 2D rectangular layer of brick-wall architecture. Metal and
ligand atoms are represented by balls and sticks, respectively (Cu, green;
Mn, purple). (b) Proposed magnetic electroswitching in neutral oxamato-
bridged 2D CPs built from redox-active, antiferromagnetically coupled
dicopper(II) precursors acting as magnetic sensors of the ‘host–guest’ type
for gas storage and separation.

Fig. 16 Proposed photomagnetic switching in neutral oxamato-bridged
2D CPs built from photo-active, antiferromagnetically coupled dicopper(II)
precursors acting as magnetic sensors of the ‘host–guest’ type for drug
delivery.
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[Na(H2O)4]4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2(H2O)4]3}�56.5H2O (Fig. 12)
can be easily replaced by other alkaline (Li+ or K+) and
alkaline-earth cations (Mg2+ or Ca2+) as well as transition metal
ions (Ni2+ or Co2+) or lanthanide cations, with a concomitant
change in the long-range magnetic ordering temperature.

6.2 Multifunctional chiral bio-coordination polymers

This last point, describing our current work with a novel family
of bio-inspired carboxylate-functionalised oxamato ligands,
deserves especial attention. Among the wide variety of physical
properties that a MMCP can exhibit, those involving spatial
asymmetry are especially appealing because of the intriguing
properties associated to chirality. In this sense, MMCPs exhi-
biting chiro-optical and/or magnetic properties are a potentially
new generation of chiral separation materials but have also
relevant in the development of new classes of chiro-optical
probes and magnetic sensors. Although we have already suc-
cessfully prepared the first example of oxamato-based optically-
active chiral 3D magnetic polymers (see Section 3.1.2), an
accurate control of the final structure of the CP, and thus, of
the chiral and magnetic properties, is still a challenge. This is
particularly true from a synthetic point of view, since we cannot
completely ensure the chiral induction from the cation to the
stereochemistries of the metal ions by following the cation-
assisted chiral-induction.32

In order to overcome these severe limitations, we are follow-
ing the same synthetic strategy used in Section 3.1.1 which is
based on the use of a new family of enantiopure, oxamato-
based ligands derived from natural and non-natural amino
acids (Scheme 2). The resultant anionic coordination networks
could tentatively exhibit chirality and host a wide variety of
functional cations in their channels giving rise to new classes of
hybrid materials and multifunctional molecule-based magnets
presenting new physical properties such as second-order opti-
cal nonlinearities, magnetochiral-dichroism or ferroelectri-
city.33–35

The methyl ethyl derivatives of the (S)- and (R)-N-oxalamino
acids can be easily obtained in an enantiopure form from the
reaction of the methyl ester derivatives of the corresponding
amino acids with ethyl oxalyl chloride as shown in Scheme 2.
The most remarkable point of this new generation of ligands
together with their intrinsic chiral nature, lies in their great
versatility as well as large variety of coordination modes they
can adopt. For example, as a part of our preliminary work, we

reported how the Cu2+-mediated self-assembly of the putative
tridentate HMeEt-(S)- and HMeEt-(R)-valma proligands in basic
aqueous solutions leads to the formation of two homochiral

Fig. 17 Cation exchange approach for the replacement of sodium cations
in the anionic oxamato-bridged 3D CPs built from ferromagnetically
coupled dicopper(II) precursors with pollutant agents such as radioactive
isotopes and heavy metals.

Scheme 2 Synthetic route for the preparation of the methyl ethyl deri-
vatives of the chiral (S)-N-oxalamino acids as a function of the starting
natural or not aminoacid precursors. The red, blue and green arrows
represent the three different coordination modes of these versatile ligands.

Fig. 18 Top views of the anionic hexacopper(II) rings of (Me4N)6[Cu
II
6L6]�

7H2O [L = (S)-valma (a) and (R)-valma (b)]. The metal atoms of A or C
chirality are shown in deep and pale green colours, respectively. (c)
Proposed structure of the 3D CP resulting from the self-assembly of the
hexacopper(II) chiral rings and M2+ ions or square metal–organic cationic
complexes.
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anionic hexacopper(II) wheels of general formula (Me4N)6-
[CuII6L6]�7H2O [Me4N

+ = tetramethylammonium cation; L =
(S)-valma and (R)-valma] that crystallize in the same chiral
space group P6(3) of the hexagonal system (Fig. 18).46

These polymetallic wheels present up to six free carbonyl
groups from the valine residues at the outer rim (red arrows in
Fig. 18) that can coordinate to other metal ions or coordina-
tively unsaturated metal complexes to afford high-dimensional
PCPs. (Fig. 18). In addition, the chiral nature of the ligand itself
which is transferred to the coordination spheres of the metal
ions, allow us to predict that chiral CPs, with large chiral
channels, could be obtained. This original two-step pro-
grammed method affords a better control of both the final
architecture and the enantiopure nature of the resulting
bio-CP.47 Finally, these new chiral materials would provide
fascinating possibilities in enantiomeric separation and could
exhibit NLO and/or ferroelectric properties when a polar guest
molecule is introduced.33–35
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ABSTRACT: The six-coordinate cobalt(II) complex of
formula [Co(tppz)2](tcm)2 exhibits a thermally induced
spin-crossover behavior from a high spin (S = 3/2) at
higher temperatures to a low spin (S = 1/2) at lower
temperatures, with the low-spin phase being achieved at T
≤ 200 K.

Although the preparation of the 2,3,5,6-tetrakis(2-pyridyl)-
pyrazine ligand (hereafter denoted as tppz) was first

reported in 1959 by Goodwin and Lions,1 the first structural
report of a tppz-containing metal complex appeared only 20
years ago.2 The apparent lack of interest in the investigation of
the coordination chemistry of such a prototype of a ligand with
two 2,2′:6′,2″-terpyridine (terpy) domains was based the
assumption that tppz would coordinate to only one metal ion
because the four pendant 2-pyridyl rings could not be coplanar
with the central pyrazine ring. In spite of confirmation of this lack
of coplanarity,3 several studies have revealed the great versatility
of this ligand in complex formation, adopting a variety of terminal
(bidentate α or γ and tridentate) and bridging [bis(bidentate) α
or γ, bis(bidentate) α and γ, and bis(tridentate)] coordination
modes.4 Applications of its metal complexes as sensors,5

molecular wires,6 biochemical and DNA binding properties,7

supramolecular films,8 precursors to synthesize carbon-
supported catalysts (Fe−Nx/C),

9 and builders for the rational
design of extended structures containing [Mo5O15)-
(HOPO3)2]

4−,10a [Mo5O15(O3PR)2]
4−,10b,c and Mo8O26

4−10d−f

clusters have been reported.
Another property of tppz is its ability tomediate relatively large

magnetic interactions between paramagnetic centers separated
by more than 6.4 Å in the tppz-bridged metal complexes.4b,11−14

Interestingly, the [Fe(tppz)2]
2+ entity is a low-spin (LS)

species,4c,12 with the tridentate tppz molecule behaving as a
strong-field ligand versus iron(II) in analogy with the parent
terpy ligand.15 Keeping in mind the greater mean spin-pairing
energy for cobalt(II) relative to that for iron(II) for comparable
six-coordinate complexes,16 the possibility of the [Co(tppz)2]

2+

species to undergo a thermally induced spin transition deserves
to be explored. It is worthe noting that the majority of spin-
crossover (SCO) compounds characterized so far deal with
iron(II) and iron(III) compounds, whereas those with cobalt(II)
have been investigated to a lesser extent.15b

Herein we present a preliminary magnetostructural study on
the cobalt(II) complex of formula [Co(tppz)2](tcm)2 (1; tcm =
tricyanomethanide anion), which exhibits a thermally induced
spin transition with a change of the electron configuration t2g

6eg
1

(2Eg, LS)⇔ t2g
5eg

2 (4T1g, HS), the LS phase being achieved at T
≤ 200 K.
The crystal structure of 1 has been solved at 293 K (Table S1 in

the Supporting Information, SI). It consists of discrete
[Co(tppz)2]

2+ cations and tcm− counteranions (Figure 1).

Each mer-tridentate tppz ligand coordinates to the cobalt(II) ion
equatorially via two pyridyl donors and axially via the pyrazine,
completing the coordination sphere. The value of the N-
(pyrazine)−Co−N(pyrazine) angle [179.56(8)°] is quasi-linear,
whereas those of the remaining trans N−Co−N angles
[156.80(7)° and 163.15(8)° for N(9)−Co(1)−N(11) and
N(3)−Co(1)−N(5), respectively] reflect the steric constraints
imposed by the rigidity of the tridentate tppz ligand. The dihedral
angle between the least-squares planes defined by the
coordinated pyridine and pyrazine rings of the two ligands is
86.35°, and the distortion parameter Σ, defined as the sum of the
deviation from 90° of the 12 cis angles of the CoN6 octahedron,
equals 81.70°. The axial Co−Npyrazine bond lengths [1.865(2) and
1.936(2) Å] are shorter than the Co−Npyridyl ones [1.977(2)−
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Figure 1. Perspective view of 1 (50% probability ellipsoids).
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2.160(2) Å; Table S2 in the SI), forming a compressed
octahedral surrounding, as expected for a LS six-coordinate
cobalt(II) ion significantly distorted by Jahn−Teller arising from
the single eg electron.17 The structural parameters of 1 are
consistent with a thermal-averaged mixture of HS and LS states
for cobalt(II) SCO complexes (see Table S4 in the SI).
The whole ligands are appreciably twisted: the dihedral angles

between the N(1)/N(2) pyrazine ring and each of its pyridyl
substituents are 43.73(9)°, 45.94(10)°, 14.13(10)°, and
17.39(10)° arranged in order of rings containing N(4), N(6),
N(5), and N(3) [to be compared with 23.52(11)°, 24.74(11)°,
31.31(11)°, and 35.00(10)° for the N(11), N(9), N(10), and
N(12) rings in the tppz ligand containing the N(7)/N(8)
pyrazine group]. The pyrazine rings from the two tppz ligands
are significantly puckered, withmaximum atomic deviations from
a best mean plane being 0.0810(16) and 0.1313(17) Å at the
C(3) and C(26) atoms, respectively. Low-energy conformations
of free tppz molecules are predicted to have each pyridyl ring
twisted from coplanarity with the pyrazine group roughly 50°.4d

π−π-type interactions involving the pyridyl rings of the tppz
ligands, which connect the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ cations into a chain
with cobalt(II) ions separated by 8.940 Å, contribute to
stabilization of the structure {values of 3.8971(15) and
3.8366(16) Å for the Cg1[N(5)−C(20)−C(24)]···Cg2i[N-
(3)−C(8)−C(12)] and Cg3[N(12)−C(39)−C(43)]···Cg4i[N-
(10)−C(34)−C(38)] centroids, respectively; i, −1 + x, y, z;
Figure 2}. Additionally, the tcm− anions are linked to the

complex cation via very weak C−H···N-type interactions (Table
S3 in the SI), leading to a three-dimensional supramolecular
network. These intramolecular interactions seem to generate
additional chemical pressure to stabilize the LS state of cobalt(II)
in 1. This is reflected by the low value of the C parameter (see
below). A crucial role of lattice interactions in driving the SCO
behavior has been evidenced previously.15a,18

The χMT versus T plot for 1 [χM is the magnetic susceptibility
per cobalt(II) ion] is shown in Figure 3. χMT is almost constant in
the temperature range 1.9−185 K, taking a value of ca. 0.42 cm3

mol−1 K. This value is consistent with the S = 1/2 ground state
that follows the Curie−Weiss law with g = 2.12. When the sample
is warmed, χMT smoothly increases, attaining a value of 0.85 cm3

mol−1 K at 350 K. This behavior clearly indicates the occurrence
of a very incomplete 1/2 (LS) ⇔

3/2 (HS) conversion at 350 K.
The magnetization (M) versusH plot for 1 at 2.0 K (see the inset
of Figure 3) corresponds to what is expected for a spin doublet,
with the value of M at 5 T (the maximum available field in our
magnetometer) tending to a value somewhat above 1.0 μB
Analysis of the magnetic data of 1 through a theoretical model

that considers one doublet state (2E) and one quartet state (4T1)
separated by an energy gap E, whose degeneracy is removed by a

combination of spin−orbit coupling and first- and second-order
Zeeman effects,19 leads to the following two sets of best-fit
parameters: γ = −1.10(1), μE = 1.91 μB, ζ = 510 cm−1, E =
2015(10) cm−1, andC = 0.075(1) [or γ =−1.49(1), μE = 1.86 μB,
ζ = 450 cm−1, E = 2070(10) cm−1, andC = 0.0105(3)]. γ is a term
that lies between −1.5 (weak-field ligand) and −1 (strong-field
ligand), μE is the effective magnetic moment for the 2E state, ζ is
the one-electron spin−orbit coupling constant, E is the energy
gap between the 4T and 2E states, and C is the ratio of the
vibrational partition functions in the HS and LS states. The
calculated curves through both sets of values match very well the
experimental data in the whole temperature range explored, and
they compare well with those reported for other CoIIN6 SCO
systems.20

X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measure-
ments on a polycrystalline sample of 1 at low temperatures
consists of a quasi-isotropic feature centered at 3220 G (Figure
S2 in the SI; T = 25 K). This signal for a frozen dichloromethane
solution of 1 at 4.0 K shows a hyperfine splitting of A = 70 G in
the form of eight lines due to coupling to the I = 7/2 nucleus of
cobalt, with the g value being 2.12 and a frozen dichloromethane
solution (Figure 4).

In summary, the tppz molecule having two potential tridentate
sites in trans position is a strong-field ligand in its cobalt(II)
complexes, as shown by the present magnetostructural
investigation on the mononuclear compound 1. Variable-
temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements on a
polycrystalline sample and EPR spectroscopy on both solid
and frozen dichloromethane solutions of 1 revealed SCO
behavior, in agreement with the previous results on the parent

Figure 2. View of a fragment of the supramolecular chain in 1 arising
from weak π−π-type interactions.

Figure 3. χMT versus T plot for 1: (○) experimental; () best-fit curve
through a model derived elsewhere.19 The inset shows the M versus H
plot for 1 at 2.0 K.

Figure 4.X-band EPR spectrum of a frozen dichloromethane solution of
1 at 4.0 K.
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[Co(terpy)2]
2+, [Co(4-terpyridone)2]

2+, and [Co(dpzca)2]
[terpy = 2,2′:6′,2″-terpyridine, 4-terpyridone = 2,6-bis[2-
pyr idy l - 4 (1H) -py r idone] , and Hdpzca = b i s (2 -
pyrazinylcarbonyl)amide] mononuclear species.16c,21 The LS
state in 1 is achieved at T = 185 K with S = 1/2, and the HS
configuration is far from being completely populated at 350 K,
with the value of χMT at this temperature being only 0.85 cm3

mol−1 K (to be compared with values of χMT in the range 2.5−3.0
cm3 mol−1 K for full population of the HS state in the parent
terpy- and 4-terpyridone-containing complexes). The influence
of the counterion on the spin transition in 1 as well as the use of
the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ unit as a metalloligand to build SCO
heterometallic species will be the subject of further works.
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ABSTRACT: A unique chiral three-dimensional magnet
with an overall racemic double-interpenetrated (10,3)-a
s t r u c t u r e o f t h e f o rmu l a [ ( S ) - ( 1 - P hE t ) -
Me3N]4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12](DMSO)3]·3DMSO·5H2O
(1; Et2pma = N-2,6-diethylphenyloxamate) has been
synthesized by the self-assembly of a mononuclear
copper(II) complex acting as a metalloligand toward
MnII ions in the presence of a chiral cationic auxiliary,
constituting the first oxamato-based chiral coordination
polymer exhibiting long-range magnetic ordering.

High-dimensional coordination polymers (CPs),1 some-
times exhibiting fascinating and intriguing interpenetrated

architectures,2 attract the interest of chemists working in very
diverse fields because of the broad variety of physical and
chemical properties that they can exhibit.3 The design of CPs
exhibiting a spontaneous magnetization below a critical temper-
ature (TC)achieved when suitably chosen paramagnetic ions
are linked by appropriate organic ligands (or metalloligands)
capable of efficiently transmitting the magnetic coupling between
themis especially appealing in the field of molecular
magnetism.4 In this regard, accurate control of the coordination
network structure is required to get the desired long-range
magnetic ordering, which is not always easy because of the many
subtle factors that may affect the assembly process of the metal
and organic building blocks.5

With the aim of synthesizing novel examples of heterospin
magnets based on CPs, diverse rational self-assembly methods
have been proposed that are based on the use of paramagnetic
organic radicals or metal complexes as ligands toward other metal
ions.6a The “complex-as-ligand” approachwhere a para-
magnetic preformed complex coordinates to free metal ions
has shown excellent results, affording better control of the net
topology and the resulting magnetic properties.6a In particular,
the use of oxamato-based metal complexes as precursors has led
to different CPs with a broad diversity of architectures and
magnetic properties.6b

In a previous work, we showed how the use of tetra-n-
butylammonium salts of the dianionic mononuclear bis-
(oxamato)copper(II) complexes (n-Bu4N)2[Cu

IIL2]
2−, where L

= N-2,6-dimethylphenyloxamate (Me2pma) and N-2,6-dieth-

ylphenyloxamate (Et2pma) (Scheme 1a), as bis(bidentate)
metalloligands toward octahedral manganese(II) cations led to

achiral, either two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D),
MnII2Cu

II
3 extended anionic networks of 6

3-hcb and 103-ths net
topologies, respectively, possessing a regular alternation of
propeller-type Δ- and Λ-MnII enantiomers (Scheme 1b,c,
respectively) and exhibiting long-range magnetic ordering at
TC = 10 K (2D) and 20 K (3D).7

With the aim of synthesizing novel examples of chiral oxamato-
bridged CPs with additional physical properties to the magnetic
ones, which may potentially interact in a synergetic manner, we
explore the possibility of achieving CPs with oxamato ligands
crystallizing in chiral space groups, which has not been an easy
task so far.8a So, in order to expand the range of physical
properties shown by this class of multifunctional magnetic
materials,6b we now focus on the use of enantiopure quaternary
ammonium cations as chiral auxiliaries such as (S)-trimethyl-(1-
phenylethyl)ammonium8b (Scheme 1a), which can tentatively
induce the formation of chiral 3D MnII2Cu

II
3 extended anionic
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Scheme 1. (a) Mononuclear Copper(II) Complex Anion and
Chiral (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N Cation and (b−d) Postulated
Structures of the Possible Resulting Metal−Organic
Frameworks
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networks of srs net topology possessing a segregated distribution
of propeller-type Δ- or Λ-MnII enantiomers (Scheme 1d).
Herein we report the synthesis, crystal structure, and magnetic

properties of a new example of chiral 3D oxamato-bridged
heterobimetallic magnet of the formula [(S)-(1-PhEt)-
Me3N]4[Mn4Cu6(Et2pma)12](DMSO)3]·3DMSO·5H2O (1).
Interestingly, it includes a racemic mixture of double-inter-
penetrated2b 3D (Δ)-MnII2Cu

II
3 and (Λ)-MnII2Cu

II
3 extended

anionic networks, with the source of chirality being provided by
the presence of an enantiomerically pure (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+

countercation.
1 wa s ob t a i n e d b y r e a c t i n g [ (S ) - ( 1 - PhE t ) -

Me3N]2[Cu
II(Et2pma)2]·4H2O and MnCl2 (5:1 molar ratio) in

a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution. 1 crystallizes in the chiral
space group P212121 of the orthorhombic crystal system, and its
absolute configuration was reliably assigned (Table S1 in the
Supporting Information, SI).
The structure of 1 consists of two double-interpenetrated

oxamato-bridged MnII2Cu
II
3 anionic 3D networks with the same

103 srs net topology but opposite chirality, together with (S)-(1-
PhEt)Me3N

+ cations and free H2O and DMSO molecules
(Figures 1 and S1 and S2 in the SI). Both 3D networks are built

from bis(oxamato)copper(II) entities acting as bis(bidentate)
ligands through the cis-carbonyl O atoms toward tris(chelated)
MnII ions (Figures 2 and S2 in the SI).
Each network possesses one crystallographically independent

Mn atom and three crystallographically independent Cu atoms in
the asymmetric unit cell [Mn(1), Cu(1), Cu(2), and Cu(3) in
one network and Mn(2), Cu(4), Cu(5), and Cu(6) in the other
one]. The Cu atoms are four- and five-coordinate in tetrahedrally
distorted square-planar [Cu(1), Cu(3), and Cu(5)] and
trigonally distorted square-pyramidal geometries [Cu(2),
Cu(4), and Cu(6)], respectively. Their basal plane is formed,
in all cases, by two amidate N atoms and two carboxylate O
atoms from the trans-oxamato groups [Cu−N = 1.887(17)−
1.972(17) Å and Cu−O = 1.891(18)−1.976(15) Å]. The apical
position of the square-pyramidal CuII ions is occupied by a
DMSO molecule [Cu−O = 2.32(2)−2.471(18) Å]. The values
of the tetrahedricity parameter (δ) at the four-coordinate CuII

ions are in the range of 13.7−19.0° (δ = 0 and 90° for the ideal
square plane and tetrahedron, respectively), while those of the
trigonality parameter (τ) at the five-coordinate square-pyramidal
CuII ions are in the range of 0.21−0.26 (τ = 0 and 1 for the ideal
square and trigonal bipyramids, respectively). The Mn atoms
possess a trigonally distorted octahedral geometry formed by six
cis-carbonyl O atoms from the oxamato groups [Mn−O =
2.077(18)−2.30(2) Å]. The values of the trigonal twist angle (ϕ)
at the six-coordinate MnII ions are in the range of 48.2−59.4° (ϕ
= 60 and 0° for the ideal octahedron and trigonal prism,
respectively).
Interestingly, each interpenetrated oxamato-bridged 3D

MnII2Cu
II
3 anionic network is present as one single enantiomer

of opposite chirality, leading to an overall achiral racemic net
structure (Figure S2 in the SI). There are previously reported 2-
fold interpenetrating srs nets with opposite chirality.9a In these
cases, the space group is centrosymmetric and the two
interwoven 3D nets are related by an inversion center.9 In 1,
this situation is precluded by the presence of the enantiopure
chiral (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+ cations in the pores of the structure
and, thus, no inversion centers are allowed. So, each of the two
homochiral networks, built by repetition of the nonplanar [(Δ)-
MnII2-(P)-Cu

II
5] (Figure 2a) and [(Λ)-MnII2-(M)-CuII5] (Figure

2b) structural motifs, respectively (with the values of the dihedral
angles between the two MnIICuII3 halves being 74.8 and 75.5°,
respectively) is crystallographically unique.
The powder X-ray diffraction pattern of 1 is consistent with the

calculated one (Figure S3 in the SI), confirming that the bulk
sample is isostructural to the crystal selected for single-crystal X-
ray diffraction.
Encouraged by the well-known efficiency of the oxamato

ligands transmitting the magnetic coupling between neighboring
metal atoms, we studied the magnetic properties of 1. They are
represented in the form of a χMT versus T plot [with χM being the
direct-current (dc) molar magnetic susceptibility per Cu3Mn2
unit and T the temperature], supporting the occurrence of a 3D
ferrimagnetic behavior (Figure 3a). At room temperature, χMT is
equal to 7.97 cm3 mol−1 K. This value is slightly below that
expected for the sum of three square-planar CuII ions (χMT =
0.40 cm3 mol−1 K with SCu = 1/2 and gCu = 2.1) and two
octahedral high-spin MnII ions (χMT = 4.37 cm3 mol−1 K with

Figure 1. Perspective views of the two interpenetrated networks of 1.
The (Δ)-MnII-(P)-CuII (a) and (Λ)-MnII-(M)-CuII (b) atoms are
depicted in dark and light purple and green colors, respectively. The
aromatic rings of the oxamate ligand have been omitted for clarity.

Figure 2. Front (top) and side (bottom) views of a fragment of the two
interpenetrated networks of 1. The (Δ)-MnII-(P)-CuII (a) and (Λ)-
MnII-(M)-CuII (b) atoms are depicted in dark and light purple and green
colors, respectively. The aromatic rings of the oxamate ligand have been
omitted for clarity.
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SMn=
5/2 and gMn = 2.0), suggesting the occurrence of a moderate

intramolecular antiferromagnetic interaction between the CuII

and MnII ions through the oxamate bridges. Upon cooling, χMT
slowly decreases and attains a minimum at ca. 110 K (inset of
Figure 3a), supporting the occurrence of a 3D ferrimagnetic
behavior. Further cooling shows an abrupt increase of χMT below
25 K, to reach a maximum value of 1835 cm3 mol−1 K at ca. 11 K.
In fact, 1 undergoes an abrupt paramagnetic-to-ferrimagnetic

phase transition at TC = 15 K, as revealed by the temperature
dependence of the field-cooled magnetization (FCM; Figure
3b). The FCM curve, measured by cooling the sample within a
small field of 100 G, increases sharply below 20 K, thereby
suggesting the onset of a long-range ferrimagnetic transition.
Indeed, the magnetic ordering is confirmed by the alternating-
current (ac) magnetic properties in the form of the χM″ versus T
plot (with χM″ being the ac out-of-phase susceptibility per
Cu3Mn2 unit) at different frequencies (ν) of the 1 G oscillating
field. So, χM″ becomes nonzero below 20 K, and nonfrequency-
dependent maxima are observed at 15 K (inset of Figure 3b). The
magnetic hysteresis loop at 2.0 K (Figure S4 in the SI) exhibits a
very low value of the coercive field (Hc = 20 G), which is
characteristic of soft magnets.6

In conclusion, a preformed mononuclear copper(II) complex
with a chiral countercation has been used toward MnII ions to
yield the first oxamato-based chiral 3D magnet. Although its
structure consists of two enantiopure double-interpenetrated
oxamato-bridged MnII2Cu

II
3 anionic 3D networks with the same

103 srs net topology and opposite chiralities, 1 is chiral and
crystallizes in a chiral space group as a consequence of the
enantiopurity of the auxiliary (S)-(1-PhEt)Me3N

+ counter-
cations. Moreover, the presence of long-range ferrimagnetic
ordering at 15 K, together with a chiral space group, opens the
gate for the observation of interesting properties such as
magnetically induced second-harmonic-generation10a or magne-
tochiral-dichroism10b effects. Our current efforts are devoted to
the study of these properties in these types of materials.
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Abstract: A single crystal to single crystal transmetallation
process takes place in the three-dimensional (3D) metal–
organic framework (MOF) of formula MgII2{MgII4[Cu

II
2-

(Me3mpba)2]3}·45H2O (1; Me3mpba4�=N,N’-2,4,6-trimethyl-
1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)). After complete replacement of
the MgII ions within the coordination network and those hosted
in the channels by either CoII or NiII ions, 1 is transmetallated to
yield two novel MOFs of formulae Co2

II{CoII
4[Cu

II
2(Me3-

mpba)2]3}·56H2O (2) and Ni2
II{NiII4[Cu

II
2(Me3mpba)2]3}·

54H2O (3). This unique postsynthetic metal substitution
affords materials with higher structural stability leading to
enhanced gas sorption and magnetic properties.

The design and synthesis of metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) have experienced a rapid development during the
past years.[1] Since the pioneering works on the structural
chemistry of MOFs,[2] interest in this field has increased
exponentially. In addition to the wide range of physical and
chemical properties that MOFs can exhibit,[3] this unique class
of molecular multifunctional materials provide an excellent
playground to study complex supramolecular dynamic pro-
cesses.[4]

An accurate control of the MOF structure through ligand
design is crucial to achieve the desired properties. In this
sense, MOFs with predetermined dimensionalities and spe-
cific topologies can be designed, to a certain extent, by
a careful choice of metal ions and organic ligands. However,
a total control of the MOF structure is not always possible

because of the many subtle factors that may affect their
assembly.[5] Alternative synthetic routes for the synthesis of
MOFs with the desired physical properties, consisting of
ligand chemical modification and/or metal substitution (trans-
metallation) of a preformed MOF without altering its
structure, are very promising because of the possibility to
better control the nature of the ligand spacers and the
interacting metal nodes of the MOF structure.[6] Up to now,
only a few examples showing a complete transmetallation
within the coordination network of the MOF have been
reported, with partial transmetallation within the pores being
more frequently observed.[7] This is not surprising considering
that controlling selective bond destruction and formation in
the solid state has proved challenging.

Herein, we report a unique solid-state transmetallation in
a new series of oxamato-based 3D MOFs with two exchange-
able metal sites of general formula MII

2{M
II
4[Cu

II
2-

(Me3mpba)2]3}·nH2O (1: M=Mg, n= 45; 2 : M=Co, n= 56;
3 : M=Ni, n= 54) where Me3mpba4� is the N,N’-2,4,6-
trimethyl-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate) ligand. Interestingly,
the reported postsynthetic ion-exchange process is reflected
in a significant improvement of the structural stability and the
gas sorption and magnetic properties of the original precursor
(1) to afford two novel examples of porous magnets (2 and 3)
of the bimetallic oxamate family.[8]

1 was obtained as brownish green prisms by the direct
reaction of aqueous solutions of the dicopper(II) complex
Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]·4H2O

[8b] and Mg(NO3)2·4H2O (1:2
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molar ratio) at room temperature by slow diffusion in a H-
shaped tube. 2 and 3 were obtained through a double cation-
exchange reaction in the solid state by immersing crystals of
1 in saturated aqueous solutions of M(NO3)2·6H2O (M=Co
(2), Ni (3)) for several weeks. The whole exchange process
was followed visually and no crystal dissolution was observed.
Moreover, the final crystals had the same size and shape as
those of the original ones. These facts rule out a possible
dissolution–recrystallization mechanism for this system, and
strongly suggest a solid-state process.[6d] The crystal structures
of 1–3 could be determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction
using synchrotron radiation at the CRISTAL beamline in the
Synchrotron SOLEIL (see Experimental Section, Supporting
Information).

1–3 crystallize in the same P4/mmm space group of the
tetragonal system (see Table S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). All three isostructural compounds consist of anionic 3D
MII

4Cu
II
6 (M=Mg (1), Co (2), Ni (3)) open-framework

structures with hydrated MII countercations occupying their
cavities together with a varying amount of crystallization
water molecules. The anionic 3D network of 1–3 can be
described as an extended parallel array of oxamato-bridged
MII

4Cu
II
6 layers growing in the ab plane with a mixed square/

octagonal (4·82) net topology (Figure 1 and Figure S1). The
layers are further interconnected through the two trimethyl-
substituted m-phenylene spacers among the CuII ions, as
earlier found in the related manganese(II) derivative of
formula NaI4{MnII

4[Cu
II
2(Me3mpba)2]3}·60H2O.[8b]

These features yield a common porous structure for 1–3
with a trimodal pore-size distribution along the c axis made
up of one single type of square pores but two types of
octagonal pores (Figure 1). These two types of octagonal
pores result from the distinct orientation of the trimethyl-
substituted phenylene spacers pointing into or out from the
channels, which is reflected in their relative diameters of circa
1.5 and 2.0 nm. However, the occupation of the channels by
the corresponding countercations is very different for the
starting compound 1 and the transmetallated species 2 and 3.
In 1, the hydrated MgII counterions are alternatively located
in both the narrow and wide octagonal channels: half of them
(Mg2) are weakly bound to the carboxylate oxygen atoms
from the anionic network, whereas the remaining half (Mg3)
are hydrogen bonded through the coordinated water mole-
cules to the anionic network (Figure 1a and Figure S2a). In
contrast, for 2 and 3, the hydrated MII counterions coming
from the metal-ion-exchange process (M=Co (2), Ni (3)) can
only be found in the largest octagonal channels (being
hydrogen bonded to the coordination network) but also in
the small square ones (Figure 1b and Figure S2b). The
estimated values of the empty volume without the crystal-
lization water molecules are 11074 (1), 11073 (2), and
11023 �3 (3), which represent up to circa 54.7 (1), 54.8 (2),
and 55.4% (3) of potential empty space per unit cell volume
(V= 20262 (1), 20216 (2), and 19911 �3 (3)).

To elucidate the mechanism of the transmetallation
process, we monitored the exchange of MgII ions in 1 by MII

ions (M=Co (2), Ni (3)) through inductively coupled plasma
atomic absorption spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and SEM using
single crystals (Figure S3 and Figure 2). First aiming at

clarifying the thermodynamics of metal-ion exchange, we
studied the variation in metal stoichiometry within the MOF
(MgII:CuII and MII:CuII) at different MII concentrations and
long exchange times (14 days). Figure S3 reveals essentially
the same ion-exchange pathway consisting of a continuous
decrease of the MgII occupancy (and a concomitant increase
of the MII occupancy) with increasing [MII] up to reaching
saturation (at lower MII concentrations for M=Co than for
M=Ni). This overall behavior suggests a rather similar
thermodynamic stability for both metal sites, that is, for
those within the channels and those of the coordination

Figure 1. Perspective views of the anionic 3D MII
4Cu

II
6 networks of a) 1

and b) 2/3 along the crystallographic c axis, showing the different site
occupation of the channels by the MII countercations (the coordinated
and crystallization H2O molecules are omitted for clarity). Polyhedra
represent atoms in the coordination network and spheres represent
atoms occupying the channels. Polyhedra colors: Cu=green; Mg=or-
ange; Co/Ni=purple. Sphere colors: Mg=orange; Co/Ni=purple.
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network. Second, the kinetics of the metal-ion exchange were
monitored through the increase of the MII:CuII ratio within
the MOF, which was measured at specific time intervals (0–
10 days) of immersion of the solid in saturated MII aqueous
solutions (Figure 2). A very fast exchange of around two out
of six MgII ions takes place (in less than 5 min of exposure).
This identical behavior for both CoII and NiII substitutions,
together with reaching the same MII:CuII ratio, strongly
suggest that this first step corresponds to the substitution of
those metal ions hosted in pores. Afterwards, a slower
substitution of the remaining four MgII ions by MII ions
takes place over the course of five (M=Co) and seven days
(M=Ni), respectively, leading to complete transmetallation
of the network. Interestingly, an intermediate saturation step
(more obvious in the case of the CoII derivative) can be
observed at a MII:CuII ratio of around 0.66 (Figure 2), which is
likely related to cooperative effects in the occupation of the
coordination network. These thermodynamic and kinetic
results suggest an associative mechanism involved in the ion-
exchange process.[6c] Additionally, the presence of weakly
coordinated magnesium ions hosted in the channels (see
structural section above) also supports that the MgII ions from
the coordination network are replaced by those MII ions
previously situated in the channels located in close proximity
to them. Preliminary studies suggest that the exchange
process is reversible.

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of freshly
prepared samples of 1–3 (prepared from suspensions in
water) are almost identical and they are consistent with the
calculated ones (Figure S4). The correspondence of exper-
imental and calculated structures confirms that the bulk
samples are isostructural to the crystals selected for single-
crystal X-ray diffraction, and that the open-framework
structures remain unchanged after the transmetallation
reaction. The water contents of 1–3 were independently
determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) under
a dry N2 atmosphere (Figure S5). All three compounds
present a qualitatively similar behavior with a fast mass loss
from room temperature followed by a “plateau” in the mass

loss until decomposition begins. The estimated percentage
weight loss values of 26 (1), 29 (2), and 28% (3) at 130 88C
correspond to circa 45 (1), 56 (2), and 54 (3) water molecules,
respectively.

To check the structural stability of the MOF structure
upon removal of water molecules, variable-temperature
PXRD studies were also carried out at 25, 70, 80, and 97 8C
for 1–3 (Figure S6). 1 loses crystallinity very fast once
removed from the water solution and further deteriorates
when heating. Thus, its activated (dehydrated) phase shows
a very poor crystallinity, suggesting a complete collapse of the
open-framework structure of the original hydrated phase
upon solvent removal (Figure S6a). 2 also loses crystallinity
when exposed to air but the intensity of the peaks do not
appreciably decrease when heated to 97 8C (Figure S6b). In
contrast, the variable-temperature PXRD patterns of 3 show
well-resolved peaks, which are located at the same positions
and with similar intensities to those of the original hydrated
phase, confirming the robustness of the MOF upon solvent
removal (Figure S6c).

These PXRD results suggest that very different gas
sorption properties should be observed for compounds 1–3,
as depicted by Figure 3. The N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K
of 1–3 show a type I sorption behavior characteristic of
microporous compounds (Figure 3a). The sorption capacities
for each compound follow the trend 1< 2< 3, as expected
from the variable-temperature PXRD studies, with estimated
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas of 444 (1), 613
(2), and 905 m2g�1 (3).

To further confirm the effect of the metal-atom substitu-
tion on their gas sorption capacities, we also measured high-

Figure 2. Kinetic profile of the ion exchange represented as the MII:CuII

ratio (MII=CoII (~), NiII (*)) versus time plot (in semilogarithmic
scale).

Figure 3. a) Low-pressure N2 (77 K) and high-pressure b) H2 (77 K),
c) CO2 (273 K), and d) CH4 (273 K) sorption isotherms for the acti-
vated compounds 1 (^), 2 (~), and 3 (*). Filled and empty symbols
indicate the adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively. In (a–
d), 1 is the bottom curve, 2 appears in the middle, and 3 at the top.
Sorption units given in mol of adsorbate per mol of dehydrated MOF.
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pressure H2 (77 K), CO2 (273 K), and CH4 (273 K) adsorption
isotherms of 1–3 (Figure 3b–d). Overall, a significant increase
of the sorption capacities can be observed for the trans-
metallated species 2 and 3 (with a larger increase for NiII

derivative 3). The greater sorption capacity of 2 and especially
3 can be attributed both to the larger ion–quadrupole
interactions because of the presence of CoII and NiII ions
and to the aforementioned increase of the structural stability
in 2 and, more remarkably, in 3. Although the gas uptakes
follow, for all of the gases, the general trend 1< 2< 3, the 2 :1
and 3 :1 adsorption ratios are quite different depending on the
measured gas. These results suggest that this postsynthetic
method for the preparation of MOFs is not only able to
improve the adsorption capacity of a given material but also
to tune its gas selectivity, opening the door for “� la carte”
postsynthetic rational syntheses depending on the gases that
should be separated.

The magnetic behavior of 1–3 was investigated through
magnetic susceptibility measurements in both direct- (dc) and
alternating-current (ac) fields. As expected, the exchange of
the diamagnetic MgII ions (1) by paramagnetic CoII (2) and
NiII ions (3) (with SCo= 3/2 and SNi= 1) has a dramatic
influence in their dc magnetic properties (Figure S7).
1 behaves as well-isolated ferromagnetically coupled dicop-
per(II) units with a moderate ferromagnetic coupling
between the two CuII ions. The CuII ions are coupled through
the trimethyl-substituted phenylenediamidate bridges (with
coupling constant J=+ 14.0 cm�1; this was fit using the
Hamiltonian H=�JS1S2 with S1= S2=SCu= 1/2; solid line
in the inset of Figure S7a).[9] In contrast, 2 and 3 show a typical
ferrimagnetic behavior resulting from the strong antiferro-
magnetic coupling between the CuII and MII ions through the
oxamato bridge within each MII

4Cu
II
6 layer (M=Co (2), Ni

(3)), as previously found in the related manganese(II)
derivative.[8b]

These overall ferro- (1) and ferrimagnetic (2, 3) behaviors
are further confirmed by the magnetization per formula unit
(M) versus applied dc magnetic field (H) plots at 2.0 K
(Figure S8). More importantly, a magnetic hysteresis loop is
measured for both 2 and 3 at 2.0 K, with values of the coercive
field of Hc= 150 (2) and 300 G (3) which are typical of soft
magnets (inset of Figure S8).

The occurrence of a long-range 3D magnetic ordering in 2
and 3 is evidenced by the presence of a sharp frequency-
independent maximum in the cM’’ versus T plots (cM’’ being
the out-of-phase ac molar magnetic susceptibility per formula
unit) at critical temperatures of TC= 22.5 (2) and 25.0 K (3)
(Figure 4). This is further confirmed by the M versus T plots
(inset, Figure 4), which show an abrupt increase below circa
22.5 (2) and 25.0 K (3). These TC values are somewhat higher
than that earlier reported for the manganese(II) derivative
(TC= 21.0 K).[8b] Overall, this indicates that there exists an
effective ferromagnetic interaction between the oxamato-
bridgedMII

4Cu
II
6 ferrimagnetic layers. This interaction results

from the weak ferromagnetic coupling between the CuII ions
across the double 2,4,6-trimethyl-phenylenediamidate bridge
within the CuII

2 pillaring units, as revealed by the magnetic
behavior of 1. Besides these “through-bond” interlayer
interactions, the dipolar interactions with the paramagnetic

high-spin MII ions (M=Co (2), Ni (3)) hosted in the channels
of the MOF may also play a non-negligible role on the long-
range 3D magnetic ordering. This idea is supported by the
higher TC values of 2 and 3 when compared to the related
manganese(II) derivative with diamagnetic sodium(I) ions as
cationic hosts.[8b]

In summary, 1 exhibits a complete exchange of the
MgII ions hosted in the channels and those constituting the
heterobimetallic network after immersion in saturated aque-
ous NiII and CoII solutions to afford 2 and 3. Both the
structural integrity of the framework and the crystallinity are
maintained upon transmetalation of 1 to form 2 or 3.
Although the exchange of the metal counterions hosted in
the channels has been observed previously in several MOFs
acting as ion exchangers,[10] the reported exchange of the
metal centers constituting the coordination framework has
been rarely observed[7] and, in some cases, just in a partial
manner.[11] More importantly, the postsynthetic transmetalla-
tion process of 1 affords materials with enhanced structural
stability (which is especially relevant for 3), as shown by
a drastic improvement of the gas sorption properties. Finally,
the substitution of the diamagnetic MgII ions in 1 by para-
magnetic NiII and CoII ions is responsible for the occurrence
of a long-range magnetic ordering in 2 and 3. Attempts to
synthesize compounds 2 and 3 directly using slow diffusion
methods were unsuccessful. These results demonstrate the
clear advantages of postsynthetic methods to obtain MOFs
with rationally predetermined architectures as well as
improved, or even new, physical properties.

Keywords: gas sorption · magnetic properties · metal–
organic frameworks · transmetalation · X-ray diffraction
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the ac current out-of-phase
molar magnetic susceptibility (cM’’) of 1 (^), 2 (~), and 3 (*) with
a �4.0 G field oscillating at 1000 Hz. Inset: temperature dependence
of the magnetization (M) of 1 (^), 2 (~), and 3 (*).
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ABSTRACT: We report two novel three-dimensional porous coordination polymers
(PCPs) o f fo rmulas L i 4 {Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba) 2] 3} ·68H2O (2) and
K4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·69H2O (3) obtainedvia alkali cation exchange in a
single-crystal to single-crystal processfrom the earlier reported anionic manganese-
(II)−copper(II) PCP of formula Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·60H2O (1)
[Me3mpba

4− = N,N′-2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)]. This postsynthetic
process succeeds where the direct synthesis in solution from the corresponding
building blocks fails and affords significantly more robust PCPs with enhanced
magnetic properties [long-range 3D magnetic ordering temperatures for the
dehydrated phases (1′−3′) of 2.0 (1′), 12.0 (2′), and 20.0 K (3′)]. Changes in the
adsorptive properties upon postsynthetic exchange suggest that the nature, electrostatic
properties, mobility, and location of the cations within the framework are crucial for the
enhanced structural stability. Overall, these results further confirm the potential of
postsynthetic methods (including cation exchange) to obtain PCPs with novel or enhanced physical properties while maintaining
unaltered their open-framework structures.

■ INTRODUCTION

The preparation of new examples of high-dimensional porous
coordination polymers (PCPs), which are often called metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs),1−6 attracts the interest of many
groups because of the great diversity of properties they can
present.7−12 PCPs are especially appealing for the design of the
so-called multifunctional magnetic materials (MMMs),13−15

where they combine magnetic properties with other essential
properties in the field of nanotechnology.16 For example, in the
intercrossing area of MOF chemistry and molecular magnetism,
the modulation of the magnetic properties of the host
coordination framework is a hot topic. A rational route is the
inclusion of particular guests such as neutral solvent molecules
or gases and charged anions or cations through physi- or
chemisorption processes, opening vast perspectives for this
class of PCP-based porous magnets as magnetic sensors.
These rationally designed hybrid materialsconsisting of

metal ions or small coordination complexes linked by diverse
organic or metallo-organic bridging ligands yielding two- (2D)
or three-dimensional (3D) networks of varying topologies
show void channels as a remarkable common structural
characteristic. In fact, the presence of these variable-size

channels in their open-framework structure, which can be
occupied by guest cations and anions or neutral solvent
molecules, is ultimately responsible for their intriguing physical
properties as well as for a fascinating host−guest chemistry.17

Total control of the PCP structure by using either
hydro(solvo)thermal or rationally programmed soft-chemical
methods is not always feasible, as many factors can interfere in
the assembly process.18 Alternatively, postsynthetic (PS)
methods19,20 can be helpful to gain control from a structural
point of view and, thus, pave the way to the functionalization of
a given PCP with the desired architecture, either to improve its
properties or to incorporate new functionalities without altering
its structure. Among the different possibilities that PS methods
can offer (including transmetalation processes,21,22 ligand
exchange,23 etc.), the exchange of guest molecules hosted in
the pores of the PCPs24,25 has emerged as the most
straightforward way to improve properties such as magnet-
ism,26,27 gas adsorption,28−37 catalysis,38,39 drug delivery,40 or
luminescence.41,42 Anionic oxamato-based coordination poly-
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mers43−47 can be of potential interest in some or all of the
aforementioned points.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In an earlier communication, we reported the first porous
magnet of the bimetallic oxamate family of formula
Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·60H2O

45 (1) [Me3mpba4− =
N,N′-2,4,6-trimethyl-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)]. In this
work, we report the crystal structures and magnetic and gas
sorption properties of two novel porous magnets of formulas
L i 4 {M n 4 [ C u 2 (M e 3m p b a ) 2 ] 3 } · 6 8H 2O ( 2 ) a n d
K4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·69H2O (3). 2 and 3 are obtained
via alkali cation exchange28−42 from the previously reported
ancestor 1 in a single-crystal to single-crystal (SC−SC) process
(Scheme 1). Interestingly, this straightforward postsynthetic

replacement of the Na+ cations in 1 by Li+ (2) or K+ (3)
cations enhances the robustness of the novel MOFs, and an
overall improvement in both the gas sorption and the magnetic
properties is observed.

Synthesis and X-ray Crystal Structure. 1 was prepared as
reported earlier45 by slow diffusion in water of the preformed
dicopper(II) complex Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]·4H2O and Mn-
(NO3)2·4H2O (3:4 molar ratio) in an H-shaped tube at room
temperature. 2 and 3 were obtained by immersing crystals of 1
in saturated aqueous solutions of LiCl·6H2O and KCl·6H2O,
respectively. Although ICP-AES measurements and SEM
microscopy indicate that the majority of the cations are
exchanged in a few minutes, preventing any possible kinetic
analysis, the crystals were left in the saturated solutions for 24 h
to ensure the complete replacement (see Experimental
Section). Preliminary experiments point toward the reversibility
of the process. The structures of 2 and 3 could be determined
by X-ray diffraction on single crystals, revealing thus the
occurrence of a unique SC−SC transformation upon alkali
metal substitution in the solid state (see Experimental Section).
1−3 are isostructural (Table S1, Supporting Information),

and they consist of an anionic 3D MnII4Cu
II
6 open-framework

structure exhibiting a pillared square/octagonal layer structural
architecture containing either small square channels or large
octagonal pores along the c axis (Figure 1). The presence of
two different types of narrow and wide octagonal pores
(relative diameters of ca. 1.5 and 2.0 nm) arises from the
different disposition of the trimethyl-substituted phenylene
spacers directing inward or outward of the voids, respectively.
The hydrated charge-counterbalancing alkali MI cations [M =

Na (1), Li (2), and K (3)] exhibit a different distribution within
the channels, along both the parallel and perpendicular

Scheme 1. Cation Exchange Process for the Replacement of
the Sodium(I) Ions (Yellow Spheres) in the Anionic Square/
Octagonal Pillared Network of 1 with Lithium(I) (2) or
Potassium(I) (3) Ions (Blue and Orange Spheres)

Figure 1. Perspective view of the 3D anionic network of 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c) along the crystallographic c (top) and a (bottom) axes. Copper and
manganese atoms from the covalent network are represented by green and purple polyhedra, respectively, whereas the sodium (1), lithium (2), and
potassium (3) atoms occupying the channels are depicted as yellow, blue, and orange spheres, respectively (free and coordinated water molecules are
omitted for clarity).
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directions most likely as a consequence of the variation in the
ionic radii of these cations [0.68 (Li+), 0.95 (Na+), and 1.33 Å
(K+)]. While the small-sized Li+ ions occupy only the narrow
octagonal channels in 2, the bigger Na+ and K+ occupy the
square and wide octagonal channels in 1 and 3, respectively
(Figure 1a−c, top). Moreover, Li+ ions are located in the
intralayer space in 2, whereas Na+ and K+ occupy the interlayer
space in 1 and 3, respectively (Figure 1a−c, bottom). This
different location of the alkali metal ions must lie at the origin
of the enhanced structural stability in 2 and 3 compared to 1.
Thus, although all MI ions are weakly coordinated to the
carboxylate- and/or carbonyl-oxygen atoms from the coordi-
nation network [M−O = 2.410(10)−2.883(12) (1),
1.925(14)−2.186(16) (2), and 2.683(11)−2.844(9) Å (3)],
they coordinate in different positions. This fact, together with
the different nature of the cations, plays a key role in the
structural integrity or collapse upon solvent loss (Figures S1
and S2, Supporting Information).
Figures S1a and S2a show that Na1 and Na2 atoms, which

are located in the larger octagonal pores, also full of water
molecules, are simultaneously coordinated to the carboxylate-
oxygen atoms from the two Me3mpba ligands, forming the
copper(II) basal plane. Upon water removal, this feature can
originate a significant tetrahedral distortion of the square planar
CuII ions, which would originate a reorientation of the organic
linkers, ultimately leading to the structural collapse. This
tetrahedral distortion of the copper(II) ions has already been
reported for other oxamato-based PCPs.44 In contrast, Li and K
atoms in 2 and 3, respectively, are coordinated to the carbonyl-
oxygen atoms that form the coordination environment of the
octahedral manganese(II) ions (Figures S1b,c and S2b,c). The
possible distortions in the MnII octahedral geometry originated
by displacements of the coordinated Li or K atoms when losing
the water molecules would be much softer than those predicted
for a square-planar to tetrahedral distortion and would not lead
to a final structural collapse.
The estimated empty volumes without the highly disordered

crystallization water molecules are slightly different for all three
compounds [11997 (1), 13109 (2), and 12204 Å3 (3)], and
they represent up to 60%, 63.1%, and 55.8% for 1, 2, and 3,
respectively, of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 20075
(1), 20770 (2), and 21868 Å3 (3)].
Thermogravimetric Analysis. The water contents of 1−3

are established by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) under a
dry N2 atmosphere. A fast mass loss from room temperature to
around 150 °C can be observed for all three compounds,
followed by a plateau in the range ca. 150−300 °C, and then
decomposition starts (Figure S3). The mass loss values of ca.
31% (1), 34% (2), and 35% (3) at 125 °C correspond to 60,
68, and 69 H2O molecules per formula unit, respectively.
X-ray Powder Diffraction. The powder X-ray diffraction

(PXRD) patterns of polycrystalline samples of the hydrated
phases of 1−3 were measured in water suspensions to prevent
the partial loss of water at room temperature (Figures 2 and
S4−S6). Within each sample, the experimental PXRD pattern
profiles are well consistent with the calculated ones (Figure 2),
confirming the pureness of the bulk samples. Moreover, the
comparison of the PXRD patterns of 1−3 further confirms that
all three compounds are isostructural (Figure 2) and, thus, that
the exchange process of the alkali metal does not modify the
open-framework structures, as revealed by the single-crystal X-
ray structures.

PXRD studies were then carried out for 1−3 in the
temperature range 298−370 K to analyze the relative structural
stability of each compound upon water loss (Figures 3 and S7−
S10). The observed behavior is consistent with that predicted
from the analysis of the crystal structures. After dehydration,
variable-temperature PXRD patterns show a total loss of
crystallinity for 1, even at room temperature (Figure 3a). In
contrast, the PXRD patterns of the activated phases of 2 and 3
show retention of crystallinity over the whole range of
temperatures studied. Indeed, while 1 seems to amorphize
upon removal of water, covalent networks of 2 and 3 remain
crystalline, suggesting a very important role of the weak
coordinative interactions with the diverse alkali countercations.

Gas Sorption Behavior. All samples of 1−3 were activated
(dehydrated) at 80 °C under reduced pressure for 16 h prior to
the sorption measurements (Figure 4), to give the dehydrated
phases 1′−3′.
The low-pressure N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K for 1′−3′

show remarkable differences. While the original 1′ displays
hardly any adsorption of N2, its lithium(I) (2′) and
potassium(I) (3′) derivatives exhibit a much higher uptake
(Figure 4a). For compounds 2′ and 3′, the calculated
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface areas [270 (2) and
200 m2/g (3)] follow the trend expected according to the
estimated volumes (see structural discussion above).
A similar trend to that of N2 adsorption is observed for high-

pressure H2 isotherms measured at 77 K. In contrast,
adsorption isotherms of CO2 and CH4 (both at 273 K)
indicate that 1′ and 2′ have comparable porosities (see the
almost overlapping CO2 isotherms). We attribute these results
to the amorphization of 1′ upon dehydration, which obviously
leads to a less ordered structure with slightly smaller and less
homogeneous pores that cannot be probed by N2 at 77 K but
are still accessible to smaller molecules such as CO2. When
comparing the adsorptive behavior of 2′ and 3′, it is striking to
observe that while the Li+-containing sample displays a larger
BET area, the K+ sample shows a much higher affinity for H2,
CO2, and CH4. These results demonstrate that both the nature
and location of the cation within the framework are of
fundamental importance in the adsorptive properties of the
material, in clear analogy to zeolites.48

Interestingly, these different uptake results for different
adsorbates evidence that we are capable of achieving an
important increase in the sorption capacity in a given material

Figure 2. Experimental () and calculated (-○-) XRPD pattern
profiles of the hydrated phases of 1 (green), 2 (red), and 3 (blue)
measured as water suspensions in the 2θ range 5.0−40.0° at rt.
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via cation exchange but, more importantly, and they reveal that
we can also modify the gas selectivity.
Magnetic Properties. In order to analyze the effect of the

alkali countercation replacement and the water loss along this
series in the magnetic properties, we measured them in both
the direct current (dc) and alternating current (ac) regimes
(see Experimental Section), for both the hydrated samples 1−3
and their dehydrated phases 1′−3′.
The χMT vs T plots (where χM is the dc molar magnetic

susceptibility per CuII6MnII4 unit and T the temperature) for
both 1−3 and 1′−3′ show the same qualitative general behavior
(Figures S11 and S12). They exhibit a characteristic minimum
indicative of a ferrimagnetic behavior as a consequence of the
intralayer antiferromagnetic interactions between the CuII and
high-spin MnII ions through the oxamato bridge, as previously

found in other oxamato-based manganese(II)−copper(II)-
layered compounds.
This common ferrimagnetic behavior of 1−3 was also

suggested by the M vs H plots at 2.0 K (where M is the
magnetization per CuII6MnII4 unit and H the applied dc
magnetic field), which reveal, however, non-negligible differ-
ences between the hydrated and the dehydrated phases (Figure
5). The isothermal magnetization curves for 1−3 rapidly
saturate at low field values, exhibiting maximum M values at 5
T, close to the calculated value of the saturation magnetization
for the antiparallel spin alignment of the high-spin MnII (SMn =
5/2) and CuII (SCu = 1/2) ions [Ms = (4gMnSMn − 6gCuSCu)Nβ
= 13.90 Nβ with gMn = 2.0 and gCu = 2.1] (Figure 5a). In
contrast, the isothermal magnetization curves for the
dehydrated phases 1′−3′ do not saturate even at high fields,

Figure 3. Variable-temperature XRD patterns of dehydrated 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c) at 298, 343, 353, and 370 K.

Figure 4. Low-pressure N2 (a, 77 K) and high-pressure H2 (b, 77 K), CO2 (c, 273 K), and CH4 (d, 273 K) sorption isotherms for 1′ (green), 2′
(red), and 3′ (blue). Filled and empty symbols indicate the adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively. All samples were activated at 80 °C
under reduced pressure for 16 h prior to carrying out the sorption measurements.
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the maximum M values at 5 T being lower than the calculated
saturation magnetization and dependent on the nature of the
alkali countercation (Figure 5b). In addition, 1−3 show
magnetic hysteresis loops with rather similar but low values
of the coercive magnetic field around 400 G (inset of Figure
5a), whereas those of the dehydrated phases decrease from 3′
to 2′ and almost vanish for 1′ (inset of Figure 5b).
These differences in the magnetic behavior between 1−3 and

1′−3′ can be observed in the field-cooled magnetization
(FCM) vs T plots (Figure S13). While the FCM curves of the
hydrated phases show abrupt increases indicative of a long-
range magnetic ordering at around 20.0 K for all three
compounds (Figure S13a), those of the dehydrated phases shift
continuously to lower temperatures following the trend 3′ > 2′
> 1′ (Figure S13b). This is further confirmed by the χM″ vs T
plots (where χM″ is the out-of-phase ac molar magnetic
susceptibility per formula unit) of 1−3 (Figure 6). Hence, a

sharp frequency-independent peak occurs for 1−3 at a
common critical temperature (TC) value of 20.0 K (Figure
6a). Instead, the TC values for the dehydrated phases decrease
from 20.0 (3′) to 12.0 (2′) and then to below 2.0 K (1′)
(Figure 6b).
Interestingly, the variation found in the long-range 3D

magnetic ordering between 1−3 and 1′−3′ reflects the
observed differences in the robustness of each compound
upon water loss, as revealed by the PXRD studies. So, the TC
value shifts from 20.0 K to below 2.0 K for the sodium(I)
derivative (1′), which is probably related to the aforementioned
partial collapse of the network structure upon water removal. In

contrast, the lithium(I) derivative (2′) exhibits a much softer
decrease of the TC value from 20.0 to 12.0 K, while the TC value
for the potassium(I) derivative (3′) remains unaltered,
confirming thus the robustness of the network structure upon
water removal.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report a unique family of PCPs obtained in an
SC to SC process via cation exchange. This process induces
enhanced structural stability in the final materials, which is
ultimately responsible for the severe improvement of both the
magnetic and gas sorption properties upon solvent removal. In
addition, the whole process has been followed by single-crystal
X-ray diffraction, allowing comprehensive evidence, through
structural insights, about the putative role of alkali metal ions
on the structural stability of the materials and situating this
work as one of the very first deep studies of cation-exchanged
MOFs, reached with the help of single-crystal X-ray
crystallography methods. Overall, the exchange of the sodium-
(I) countercations hosted in the channels by lithium(I) or
potassium(I) results in more robust materials and affects
dramatically their physical properties. On one hand, an
important enhancement of the long-range 3D magnetic
ordering temperatures for 2′ and 3′ has been observed. On
the other hand, the nature and location of the cations within
the framework determine the gas adsorption properties of the
PCP. Our results give additional evidence that postsynthetic
methods can be effectively used to modulate the physical
properties of PCPs without altering their structures. Current
efforts are dedicated to explore the ion exchange ability of these
dynamic porous magnets toward toxic cations (radioactive and
heavy metals) for future use of oxamato-based coordination
polymers as detoxification agents.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]·4H2O was synthesized according

to literature methods.45 All chemicals were of reagent grade quality,
and they were purchased from commercial sources and used as
received.

Preparation of M4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·nH2O [1: M = Na+
(n = 60); 2: M = Li+ (n = 68); 3: M = K+ (n = 69)]. X-ray quality
bright green prisms of 1 were grown by slow diffusion of aqueous
so lu t ions p repa red w i th s to i ch iomet r i c amount s o f
Na4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]·4H2O (0.011 g, 0.015 mmol) and Mn(NO3)2·
4H2O (0.005 g, 0.020 mmol) in an H-shaped tube on standing at
room temperature after 4 weeks. Well-formed pale green prisms of 2
and 3, which were suitable for X-ray diffraction, were then obtained by
immersing crystals of 1 for 24 h in saturated aqueous solutions of LiCl·
6H2O and KCl·6H2O, respectively. Yield: 0.010 g, 58%. Anal. Calcd
(%) for C78H180N12O96Na4Cu6Mn4 (3515.3): C 26.65, H 5.16, N 4.78.
Found: C 26.59, H 5.11, N 4.78. IR (KBr): 1602 cm−1 (CO). 2: Yield:
97%. Anal. Calcd (%) for C78H196N12O104Li4Cu6Mn4 (3595.2): C
26.06, H 5.49, N 4.67. Found: C 26.19, H 5.71, N 4.66. IR (KBr):
1599 cm−1 (CO). 3: Yield: 98%. Anal. Calcd (%) for
C78H198N12O105K4Cu6Mn4 (3741.8): C 25.04, H 5.33, N 4.49.
Found: C 25.01, H 5.42, N 4.47. IR (KBr): 1600 cm−1 (CO).

Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Single crystals of 2 and 3 were
mounted on glass fibers, in a grease drop, and very quickly placed on a
liquid nitrogen stream cooled at 100 K to avoid the degradation upon
dehydration. Diffraction data were collected on a Bruker-Nonius
X8APEXII CCD area detector diffractometer using graphite-
monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.710 73 Å). The data were
processed through the SAINT49 reduction and SADABS50 multiscan
absorption software. As previously reported, crystals of 2 and 3,
suitable for X-ray diffraction, were obtained by immersing crystals of 1
for 24 h in saturated aqueous solutions of LiCl·6H2O and KCl·6H2O,

Figure 5. Field dependence of the magnetization (M) of 1−3 (a) and
1′−3′ (b). 1, 1′ (green), 2, 2′ (red), and 3, 3′ (blue) at T = 2.0 K. The
insets show in detail the hysteresis loops. The solid lines are only
guides to the eye.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the ac out-of-phase molar
magnetic susceptibility (χM″) of 1−3 (a) and 1′−3′ (b). 1, 1′ (green),
2, 2′ (red), and 3, 3′ (blue) with a ±4.0 G field oscillating at 1000
(-●-) and 100 (-○-) Hz, respectively.
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respectively, after a crystal-to-crystal transformation accounting for a
poor quality and a poor diffraction power of the samples with respect
to 1 (Figure S14). In fact, a lower θmax of diffraction was obtained
(detected as Alerts A in the checkcifs of 2 and 3), especially for 2, even
if many efforts were made to extract the best diffraction data from each
sample. However, the solution and refinement parameters are suitable,
compared with analogue MOF structures previously reported; thus we
are convinced that the structures found are consistent.51−54

The structures were solved by the Patterson method and
subsequently completed by Fourier recycling using the SHELXL-
2013 software package.55,56 In 2, to increase the data/parameters ratio,
only the metal atoms were refined anisotropically, while in 3 all non-
hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically except K+ alkali metal, for
which four positions have been refined, with 0.15 (K1a), 0.20 (K1b),
0.15 (K1c), and 0.5 (K2) occupancy factors, and disordered water
molecules. The hydrogen atoms were set in calculated positions and
refined as riding atoms. The high thermal vibration parameters (Alerts
A and B in the checkcifs) displayed for atoms in the organic ligand are
a consequence of contributions from different factors, including (a)
the flexibility of the framework and consequential disorder, (b) the
high residual electron density produced by the methyl groups that are
dynamic components of the walls, (c) the use of some bond length
and angle restraints during the refinements or fixed positions of some
highly disordered atoms, and (d) above all the limitation in the data
quality, coming from crystals obtained upon postsynthetic exchange.
Furthermore, and as expected for such systems, the lattice water
molecules were highly disordered and cannot be satisfactorily modeled
(at the origin of the first-level Alerts A in 2 and 3). The rare structures
found from the ΔF map were refined with constraints, and their
hydrogen atoms were generally neither found nor calculated. As a
consequence, in both compounds 2 and 3 the contribution to the
diffraction pattern from the highly disordered water molecules of
crystallization (272 molecules of H2O in 2 and 276 in 3 located in the
voids of the lattice that amount to 60% percentage void volume of the
unit cell) was subtracted from the observed data through the
SQUEEZE method, implemented in PLATON.57 The final
formulation for each compound is consistent with the residual
electron density and volume. The final full-matrix least-squares
refinements on F2, minimizing the function ∑w(|Fo| − |Fc|)

2, reached
convergence with the values of the discrepancy indices given in Table
S1. High R values (levels Alert A in checkcifs) are, most likely, mainly
affected by the contribution of the highly disordered solvent to the
intensities of the low-angle reflections. The final geometrical
calculations and all the graphical aspects were carried out with
CRYSTAL MAKER, WinGX, and POV-Ray programs.58−60

X-ray Powder Diffraction. Polycrystalline samples of 1−3 were
prepared by introducing the corresponding sample into 0.5 mm
borosilicate capillaries and then mounted and aligned on an Empyrean
PANalytical powder diffractometer, equipped with a Cu Kα radiation
(λ = 1.540 56 Å). For each sample, five measurements were collected
at room temperature (2θ = 2−50°) and merged in a single
diffractogram. The collected data were analyzed with the X’Pert
HighScore Plus software.61

Variable-temperature PXRD studies were also carried out following
the same procedure for solid polycrystalline samples of 1−3. In this
case, three repeated measurements were collected for each sample (2θ
= 4−20°) at different temperatures (298, 343, 353, and 370 K) and
merged in a single diffractogram. Each measurement was carried out
after waiting 10 extra minutes once the corresponding temperature
was stabilized. The chosen narrower angle interval (2θ = 4−20°)
obeys equipment safety reasons when using the cryostat and given the
lack of important peaks beyond that range.
Thermogravimetric Analysis. The TGA measurements were

carried out on crystalline samples of 1−3 under a dry N2 atmosphere
with a Mettler Toledo TGA/STDA 851e thermobalance operating at a
heating rate of 10 °C min−1.
Gas Sorption. Low-pressure N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K were

measured on crystalline samples of 1−3 in a Tristar II 3020
Micrometrics equipment. Prior to the measurements, the adsorbent

was outgassed at 80 °C under N2 flow for 16 h. The BET model was
used to estimate the surface areas.62

High-pressure adsorption isotherms of CO2, CH4, and H2 (purity of
99.995%) were determined using the volumetric technique with an
apparatus from BEL Japan (Belsorp HP). Samples of 1−3 (ca. 0.2 g)
were placed in the sample container, and they were pretreated by
increasing the temperature to 363 K at a rate of 10 K/min under
vacuum and maintaining the temperature for 2 h prior to their analysis.

Magnetic Measurements. Variable-temperature direct current
and alternating current magnetic susceptibility measurements were
carried out with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. Crystals of
1−3 were extracted from the mother liquor, and then they were
immediately introduced at 110 K without vacuum under a continuous
He flow to prevent any partial water loss prior to carrying out the
magnetic measurements of these “fresh-hydrated” phases. Afterward,
the polycrystalline samples of 1−3 were kept at 80 °C for 120 min
under vacuum to yield the dehydrated phases 1′−3′ prior to carrying
out the magnetic measurements. The susceptibility data were
corrected for the diamagnetism of both the constituent atoms and
the sample holder.
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Abstract: Single-ion magnets (SIMs) are the smallest possi-
ble magnetic devices and are a controllable, bottom-up ap-

proach to nanoscale magnetism with potential applications

in quantum computing and high-density information stor-
age. In this work, we take advantage of the promising, but

yet insufficiently explored, solid-state chemistry of metal–or-
ganic frameworks (MOFs) to report the single-crystal to

single-crystal inclusion of such molecular nanomagnets
within the pores of a magnetic MOF. The resulting host–

guest supramolecular aggregate is used as a playground in

the first in-depth study on the interplay between the inter-
nal magnetic field created by the long-range magnetic or-

dering of the structured MOF and the slow magnetic relaxa-
tion of the SIM.

Introduction

Interest in metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)[1–4] has grown ex-
ponentially during the last few decades as a direct conse-

quence of the thrilling properties that these materials may ex-
hibit.[5] Owing to their rich host–guest chemistry,[6–8] MOFs

have shown themselves as excellent playgrounds for the

design of multifunctional materials.[9] However, although they
have proven their efficiency as hosts for gases[6–8] and small

molecules,[10–15] considerable work remains to be done in terms
of molecular recognition[16] and/or encapsulation of more com-

plex molecular systems, in analogy to molecular metal–organic
cages (MOCs) in solution.[17] In this sense, recent developments

in post-synthetic (PS) procedures on preformed MOFs can be

a powerful tool[18] for the design of novel porous materials in-
corporating functional molecules in their porosity.[10–15]

Within the multidisciplinary field of molecular magnetism,[19]

several research groups have engaged their efforts in the

design of MOFs exhibiting a spontaneous magnetization
below a critical temperature (TC).

[20–28] Among the functional

guest molecules to be incorporated into MOFs, the so-called

single-ion magnets (SIMs)[29] constitute very promising candi-
dates. SIMs have gained special relevance, and different exam-

ples based on lanthanides[30–32] and actinides,[33–35] but also
highly anisotropic transition-metal ions,[36–39] acting as molecu-

lar nanomagnets,[40] have been reported. The current challenge
along this avenue of molecular magnetism is the further pro-
cessing and addressing of these individual molecules over a va-

riety of substrates for potential applications as high-density
magnetic memories[40] and quantum-computing devices[41,42] in

the emerging field of molecular spintronics.[43,44] Their advan-
tages in the field of high-density information storage in com-

parison to traditional ferro- or ferrimagnetic materials are quite
obvious as they exhibit molecular dimensions.

Inspired by the seminal work of Fujita[45–47] on the encapsula-
tion of guest molecules in porous coordination networks
through specific host–guest interactions, we present a synthetic

strategy able to incorporate well-ordered SIMs within the
pores of a magnetic MOF by means of a single-crystal to

single-crystal (SC to SC) post-synthetic process.[48–50] By follow-
ing this approach, long-range magnetic ordering from the

magnetic MOF and slow magnetic relaxation of the incorporat-

ed SIM can be merged into a single solid, tentatively resulting
in an interplay of both magnetic phenomena.

Herein, we report the solid-state incorporation by SC to SC
transformation of such a big molecule as the MnIII porphyrin of

formula [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 (TPP=5,10,15,20-tetraphenylpor-
phyrin)[51,52] into a manganese(II)–copper(II) 3D MOF of formula
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Na4{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·60H2O (1) [Me3mpba4�=N,N’-2,4,6-
trimethyl-1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)] earlier reported by some

of us,[27] to yield the novel compound of formula
[MnIII(TPP)]Na3{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·39H2O (MnTPP@1). This

unprecedented hybrid material exhibiting coexistence of
a long-range magnetic order and a slow magnetic relaxation

allows for an in-depth study on the interplay between the
magnetic host matrix and the SIM guest.

Results and Discussion

MnTPP@1 was obtained by straight diffusion and reversible
cation exchange in the solid state by soaking crystals of

1 in a saturated water/methanol (5:1) solution of
[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 (Figure 1a). After 24 h of immersion, the

initially dark-brown solution became colorless (Figure 1b). This

feature provides a clear indication of the successful insertion of
the metalloporphyrin cationic units into the sodium-defective

anionic MOF, which are likely retained within the pores of the
MOF through electrostatic interactions. To ensure for complete
substitution, the solution was replaced every 24 h over two

weeks (see the Experimental Section, Supporting Information).
The reversibility of the process can be evidenced by the recov-

ery of the dark-brown color of the solution after the addition
of an excess of NaCl (Figure 1c), which indicates a release of

cationic metalloporphyrin units only in the presence of a substi-
tuting alkaline cation. The cation exchange process was moni-

tored through ICP-AES and EDX analyses, which independently
show that a partial substitution of only one of the three Na+

cations per formula unit of 1 by the cationic [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]
+

complexes takes place after 10 days under the saturation con-

ditions (Figure 1d). To ensure for stoichiometric (1:1
[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]

+/1 molar ratio) substitution, the solution was
replaced every 24 h over two weeks (see the Experimental Sec-

tion, Supporting Information). The cation-exchanged crystals of
MnTPP@1 had the same size and shape as those of the origi-
nal ones, ruling out a possible dissolution–recrystallization
mechanism for this system and strongly suggesting a solid-
state post-synthetic process.[53]

The PXRD patterns of water suspensions of freshly prepared

samples of 1 and MnTPP@1 are almost identical (Figure 2b, c)

and they are consistent with the theoretical one for 1 (Fig-

ure 2a), thus confirming their isostructurality. However, 1 and
MnTPP@1 show very different structural stabilities when re-

moved from the water solutions. Thus, the PXRD pattern of
1 exhibits no sign of crystallinity (Figure 2d), which suggests

a complete collapse of the original hydrated phase upon sol-
vent removal. In contrast, the PXRD pattern of MnTPP@1 (Fig-
ure 2e) shows well-resolved peaks, which suggests that the

presence of the porphyrine-based MnIII complex induces struc-
tural stability to the open-framework structure of the parent

MOF 1 thus preventing its collapse. The water content of
MnTPP@1 was determined by TGA under a dry N2 atmosphere

(Figure S1, Supporting Information). It shows a fast mass loss
from room temperature followed by a pseudo plateau until

thermal decomposition starts. The estimated weight loss of

18.5% at 150 8C corresponds to approximately 39 water mole-
cules, which is in perfect agreement with the elemental analy-

ses of MnTPP@1. The lower number of water molecules for
MnTPP@1 when compared to its ancestor 1 (39 vs. 60 H2O) is

likely explained by the occupation of the channels with the
metalloporphyrin units.

Figure 1. Photographs of the reversible cation-exchange reaction at the ini-
tial stage (a) and after 24 h (b). c) Photograph showing the reversibility after
NaCl addition to a colorless aqueous MnTPP@1 suspension. d) Kinetic profile
of the cation-exchange process represented as the mmol [Mn(TPP)]+/mmol
MOF (*) and mmol Na+/mmol MOF (&) ratios.

Figure 2. a) Calculated PXRD pattern profile of 1 (the out-of-scale highest
peak at 3.48 was cut-off for the sake of clarity). Experimental PXRD pattern
profiles of water-suspended and filtered polycrystalline samples of 1 (b and
d) and MnTPP@1 (c and e) in the 2q range 2.0–30.08 at room temperature.
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Overall, the combination of the ICP-AES, EDX, elemental (see
the Supporting Information), PXRD, and TGA analyses affords

an unambiguous determination of the chemical composition
and physical nature of MnTPP@1. Moreover, even if using

single-crystal XRD methods to follow the insertion of such
a big molecule within the MOF can be complicated because of

the inherent disorder, our measurements (Figure S2, Support-
ing Information) allow structural insights into the presence of

the guest molecule. Detailed information about the structural

data and refinement can be found in the Supporting Informa-
tion.

The crystal structure of MnTPP@1 evidences that the 3D
network remained crystalline during the inclusion process,

even if the mononuclear MnIII porphyrin guest was persistently
disordered within the MOF host (Figures S3–S5, Supporting In-

formation). However, density maps and structural analyses

gave direct insights about the presence of mononuclear
[Mn(TPP)]+ cations. Moreover, taking into account the large

number of water molecules hosted in the channels of
MnTPP@1, each MnIII cation most likely retains a D4h symmetry

inside the 3D net channels (Figure 3), whereby the MnIII ion
would possess a putative tetragonally elongated octahedral

geometry with two water molecules occupying the axial posi-

tions, as in the crystal structure of the perchlorate salt of the
complex precursor [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4.

[52] The anionic

MnII
4Cu

II
6 open-framework structure, exhibiting a pillared

square/octagonal layer architecture, in which MnII and CuII ions

are located on the vertices and midpoints of the edges, respec-
tively, gave no evidence of remarkable changes in structural

parameters (Table S1, Supporting Information) with respect to
that previously reported for 1,[27] acting as a perfect hosting

matrix.
As in 1, the robust infinite 3D network of MnTPP@1 features

three types of pores, different in size and shape, propagating

along the c axis and enfolding up to 60% of the total lattice
volume. It consists of regularly spaced, almost square-sized

small pores (virtual diameter of ca. 0.4 nm) and two kinds of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic octagonal-sized large pores (vir-

tual diameters of ca. 1.5 and 2.2 nm, respectively; Figure 3a,
left) resulting from the different disposition of the trimethyl-

substituted phenylene spacers, pointing inwards or outwards
of the voids (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Both octago-
nal channels are of an ideal size to hold the large cationic
[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]

+ complexes (Figure 3b, c). The van der Waals
diameters comprising only the 24 atom-membered porphyrin

core and the whole TPP ligand, including the four meso phenyl
substituents, are 1.3 and 2.2 nm, respectively (Figure S6, Sup-

porting Information). That being so, the four meso phenyl sub-

stituents are oriented almost perpendicular to the porphyrin
core of the metalloporphyrin complexes in the smaller hydro-

Figure 3. a) Perspective views along the crystallographic c axis of the bimodal square/octagonal-layered porous architecture of the starting anionic 3D MOF
1 (left) and the final hybrid material MnTPP@1 (right) ; Perspective views along the crystallographic c axis of the hydrophilic (b) and hydrophobic (c) octagonal
pores of the final hybrid material MnTPP@1 filled by cationic [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]

+ complexes; d) Perspective view along the crystallographic b axis of the final
hybrid material MnTPP@1.
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phobic pores of the MOF, most likely due to the reasonable
steric constraints, to fit together in a lock and key fashion. Con-

versely, the poorer size fitting is likely at the origin of the
higher disorder, both thermal and statistic, exhibited by the

metalloporphyrin complexes filling the larger hydrophilic oc-
tagonal pores (Figure 3b and Figure S4a, Supporting Informa-

tion). Hence, the size and shape of the cationic complexes
prompted the two types of octagonal channels to reveal their

distinct molecular recognition capabilities. In fact, the hydro-

phobic octagonal pores present all necessary features to allow
for molecular recognition by means of p–p interactions be-

tween the four meso phenyl substituents of the TPP ligands
and the ones belonging from the m-phenylene spacers of the

MOF (Figure 3c).
Although the synthesis, X-ray crystal structure, and static

magnetic properties of [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 have already

been reported,[51,52] its dynamic magnetic properties have not
been studied. Indeed, this MnIII porphyrin presents a field-in-

duced slow magnetic relaxation similar to that shown by other
SIMs based on highly anisotropic tetragonally elongated

mononuclear MnIII complexes recently reported by some of
us.[54,55] In fact, the measurements of the alternating current

(ac) magnetic susceptibility of [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 showed

slow magnetic relaxation effects under an external applied dc
(direct current) magnetic field (Figures S7 and 4b, Supporting

Information). However, no in- and out-of-phase ac signals indi-
cative of SIM behavior were observed in the absence of an ex-

ternal applied dc magnetic field, (Figures S7a and 4b, top, Sup-
porting Information). This feature is very common for

SIMs[54, 56,57] due to a fast quantum tunneling relaxation of the
magnetization (QTM).[54] Thus, encouraged by the presence of

[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]
+ cations inside the channels of a magnetic

MOF, we examined the magnetic properties of MnTPP@1 in

order to check for the influence of the magnetically ordered
lattice of the MOF on the putative SIM behavior of the hosted

molecule.

As for 1,[27] the magnetic properties of MnTPP@1 in the
direct current (dc) regime show an overall ferrimagnetic behav-
ior, which is evidenced by the presence of a minimum in the
cMT versus T plots (cM being the dc molar magnetic susceptibil-

ity per formula unit) in Figure S8, Supporting Information. In
both cases, the observed ferrimagnetic behavior is further con-

firmed by the M versus H plots (M being the molar magnetiza-

tion per formula unit and H the applied dc magnetic field) at
2.0 K shown in Figures S9 and S10, Supporting Information. In-

terestingly, although both compounds exhibit magnetic hys-
teresis loops (inset of Figure S9, Supporting Information), the

one for MnTPP@1 is wider (coercive field, Hc, equal to 800 G
and remnant magnetization, Mr, of about 5.0 BM) than that of

1 (Hc=100 G and Mr�4.5 BM). This feature anticipates the ap-

pearance of a long-range magnetic ordering for MnTPP@1 at
a higher temperature than for 1 (Figure 4a).[27]

A first evidence of the interplay between the magnetic prop-
erties of the SIM (guest) and the magnetic MOF (host) in

Figure 4. a) Temperature-dependence of the ac out-of-phase molar magnetic susceptibility (cM“) of 1 (top) and MnTPP@1 (bottom) under a zero applied field.
Temperature dependence of cM” of [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 (b), MnTPP@1 (c), and MnTPP@2 (d) in dc applied static fields of 0 (top), 1.0 (centre), and 2.5 kG (bot-
tom) and under �4.0 G oscillating field at frequencies in the range of 0.1–10 kHz.
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MnTPP@1 was also anticipated by the magnetization curve as
a function of the applied external magnetic field. As it is

shown in Figure S9 and S10, Supporting Information, the mag-
netization for 1 increases faster than the corresponding for

MnTPP@1 in spite of the larger magnetization saturation of
the last one. In fact, when increasing the external magnetic

field, the magnetization values for MnTPP@1 increase much
more slowly than the calculated ones for the sum of 1 and

[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4. This feature can be understood taking

into account the occurrence of a very weak antiferromagnetic
interaction (most likely dipolar in nature) between the magnet-
ic moment of the SIM and that of the MnII sublattice of the fer-
rimagnetic network (antiparallel spins). The increase of the ap-

plied external field gradually overcomes this antiferromagnetic
interactions leading to a parallel spin arrangement at higher

fields.

Afterwards, we carried out magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments for MnTPP@1 in the alternating current (ac) regime in

the form of the cM’ and cM“ versus T plots (cM’ and cM” being
the in-phase and out-of-phase ac magnetic susceptibilities per

formula unit) (Figure S11, Supporting Information, and Fig-
ure 4a, bottom). In the absence of any external applied mag-

netic field, the presence of a frequency-independent sharp cM“

maximum (Figure 4a, bottom) at a critical temperature of Tc=
20 K confirms the occurrence of a long-range 3D magnetic or-

dering in MnTPP@1, which is slightly higher than that ob-
served for 1 (Tc=15 K,[27] see Figure 4a, top). More importantly,

frequency-dependent cM” signals appeared below 5 K, which
indicates that the metalloporphyrin guest shows a slow mag-

netic relaxation in absence of any external applied magnetic

field (Hdc=0) (see Figure 4a bottom, c, top and Figure S11a,
Supporting Information). This situation clearly contrasts with

that found for [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4, in which the presence of
a QTM yields a very fast relaxation of the magnetization at

zero applied dc magnetic field (see Figure 4b top and Fig-
ure S7a in the Supporting Information).

This distinct dynamic magnetic behavior of

[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4 and MnTPP@1 strongly suggests that the
internal field created by the remnant magnetization of the fer-
rimagnetic lattice is able to attenuate the QTM of the SIM. Oth-
erwise, the presence of the metalloporphyrin cation guest also

modifies the long-range magnetic ordering of the magnetic
MOF host (Tc increases from 15 to 20 K) most likely due to the

enhanced structural stability provided by the size of the guest
compound. To the best of our knowledge, the occurrence of
such an interplay between both magnetic phenomena within

a single solid has never been reported.
In order to further confirm this unprecedented interplay be-

tween host long-range magnetic ordering and guest slow
magnetic relaxation, we prepared an analogue of MnTPP@1
by inserting the same MnIII porphyrin into the isostructural

magnesium(II) MOF derivative (without long-range magnetic
order) of formula Mg2{Mg4[Cu

II
2(Me3mpba)2]3}·45H2O

[50] (2).
The resulting novel analogue of formula [MnIII(TPP)]Mg-
{Mg4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}·40H2O (MnTPP@2) was characterized

by chemical analyses and PXRD (Supporting Information, Fig-
ure S12), which evidences that it is isostructural to the parent

compound MnTPP@1. Unlike MnTPP@1 (Figure 4 b,c, top), the
ac magnetic susceptibility measurements for MnTPP@2 reveal
the lack of any out-of-phase ac signal in the absence of any ex-
ternal magnetic field (Hdc=0) (see Figure 4d, top). This fact

confirms that the internal magnetic field in MnTPP@1 plays
a key role in the observation of slow magnetic relaxation ef-

fects under zero-dc external magnetic field by partially sup-
pressing the QTM.

Under an external applied magnetic field (Hdc¼6 0), the

MnIII porphyrin presents a similar SIM behavior in
[MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4, MnTPP@1, and MnTPP@2 as one can
see in Figure 4 and Figures S7, S11, and S13. Overall, the values
of the a parameter obtained from the Cole-Cole plots, togeth-

er with those of the pre-exponential factor (t0) and the activa-
tion energy (Ea) from the Arrhenius plots, support single relaxa-

tion processes[58] for the SIM in all three compounds (see

Table S2 and Figures S14–S16). These values are consistent
with those previously reported for the very few and recent

other MnIII SIMs.[54,56,57] In addition, the very similar Ea values
obtained for [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4, MnTPP@1, and MnTPP@2
(Table S2, Supporting Information) clearly suggests that the
MnIII porphyrin cations possess the same tetragonally elongat-

ed octahedral geometry with two water molecules occupying

the axial positions, a feature that was not definitively ascer-
tained by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction study due to disor-

der problems.

Conclusion

In summary, we successfully transferred the solid-state host–
guest chemistry to the magneto-chemistry of porous coordina-

tion polymers by reporting the single-crystal to single-crystal
inclusion of a SIM within the pores of a magnetic MOF. Al-

though a few examples showing the encapsulation of nano-
magnets inside a MOFs[59,60] and also their organization in

MOFs acting as SIM metal nodes, have been reported,[61–63] the

present novel material—a rare example of supramolecular ag-
gregate in which cooperating functional molecular systems are
held together by noncovalent interactions—allows the obser-
vation, for the first time, of an internal field-induced slow mag-

netic relaxation behavior as a consequence of the attenuation
of the QTM effects of the mononuclear complex by the inter-

nal field created by the long-range magnetic ordering of the
3D MOF. The significance of the reported results resides in the
fact that most SIMs present a very fast relaxation of their mag-

netization in absence of an external magnetic field due to the
occurrence of a very effective QTM. Thus, they could only be

used for information storage under an applied magnetic field.
Our results suggest a good strategy to attenuate (or even sup-

press) undesired QTM effects, pointing towards the addressing

of SIMs inside a magnetic matrix as the best choice to observe
slow magnetic relaxation effects without the need for an ap-

plied magnetic field.
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Experimental Section

Preparation of 1, 2, MnTPP@1, and MnTPP@2

Compounds 1 and 2 were prepared as previously reported.[27,50]

Well-formed dark-green prisms of MnTPP@1 and MnTPP@2 were
obtained by immersing ca. 50 mg of crystals of 1 and 2, respective-
ly, for 2 weeks in water/methanol (5:1) solutions containing 5 mg
of [MnIII(TPP)(H2O)2]ClO4.

[51] Both solutions were replaced every 24 h
during the 2 weeks, and then, gently washed with water/methanol
(1:1) solutions to remove any trace of the mononuclear complex.
Crystals of MnTPP@1 were suitable for X-ray diffraction.

MnTPP@1: Elemental analysis calculated (%) for
C122H166Cu6Mn5N16Na3O75 (3781.6): C 38.75, H 4.42, N 5.93; found: C
38.75, H 4.32, N 5.97; IR (KBr): ñ=1603 cm�1 (CO).

MnTPP@2 : Elemental analysis calcd (%) for
C122H168Cu6MnN16Mg5.5O76 (3644.6): C 40.21, H 4.64, N 6.15; found:
C 40.19, H 4.62, N 6.16; IR (KBr): ñ=1602 cm�1 (CO).

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction

Crystal data for MnTPP@1: C122H166Cu6Mn5N16Na3O75, tetragonal,
space group P4/mmm, a=36.609(2), c=15.3988(8), V=
20638(2) �3, T=90(2) K, Z=4, 1calcd=1.217 gcm�3, m=0.984 mm�1,
of the 135649 reflections collected, 11352 are unique and 6710 ob-
served with I>2s(I). Refinement of 412 parameters gave R=
0.1588 and Rw=0.4219 for reflections with I>2s(I) and R=0.2002
and Rw=0.4407 for all reflections, with S=1.479.

CCDC 1414395 contains the supplementary crystallographic data
for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre.

X-ray powder diffraction

Solid polycrystalline samples as well as water-suspended polycrys-
talline samples of 1, 2, MnTPP@1, and MnTPP@2 were introduced
into 0.5 mm borosilicate capillaries prior to being mounted and
aligned on a Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using
CuKa radiation (l=1.54056 �). For each sample, five repeated
measurements were collected at room temperature (2q=2–408)
and merged in a single diffractogram. The spinning option was dis-
abled for the water-suspended samples due to the presence of
water solvent within the capillaries which accounts for the slight
asymmetry observed in some of the peaks.

Magnetic measurements

Variable-temperature (2.0–300 K) direct current (dc) magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements under an applied field of 100 G (T <30 K)
and 5.0 kG (T �30 K), and magnetization measurements at 2.0 K
were carried out with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer.
Variable-temperature (2.0–8 K) alternating current (ac) magnetic
susceptibility measurements under �5.0 G oscillating field at fre-
quencies in the range of 1–10.0 kHz were carried out under differ-
ent applied static fields in the range of 0–5.0 kG with a Quantum
Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The mag-
netic susceptibility data were corrected for the diamagnetism of
the constituent atoms and the sample holder. Dc and ac magnetic
measurements were performed on powdered microcrystals and re-
straining the sample with n-eicosane in order to avoid any field-in-
duced torqueing.
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ABSTRACT: The use of a family of dinuclear copper(II) complexes, prepared from
enantiopure disubstituted oxamidato ligands derived from the natural amino acids L-
alanine, L-valine, and L-leucine, as metalloligands toward barium(II) cations leads to the
formation of three novel three-dimensional (3D) chiral metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs). They exhibit different architectures, which serve as playground to study both
how the chiral information contained in the starting enantiopure ligands is ultimately
transmitted to the 3D structure and the effect of the size of the aliphatic residue of the
amino acid on the final architecture.

■ INTRODUCTION

The fruitful synergy of coordination chemistry and crystal
engineering is elegantly exemplified by the exponential growth
of the research on metal−organic frameworks (MOFs).1−5 A
great diversity of MOFs with both captivating high-dimensional
structures and exciting chemical and physical properties have
been obtained during the last decades.6−19 They have found
striking applications in such diverse fields as gas storage and
separation,20,21 transport and drug delivery,22,23 magnetism,24,25

molecular recognition,26 or catalysis.27 Besides the major
achievements obtained so far, more work still needs to be
done. This becomes particularly true on the quest for rational
design strategies of chiral MOFs,28 where the research is still
scarce compared with nonchiral MOFs.
Apart from spontaneous resolutions,29,30 the most extended

strategy for obtaining chiral MOFs relies thus on the use of
enantiopure ligands31,32 or chiral induction agents,33,34 which
are often costly from both synthetic and economic points of
view. More often than not, the common harsh reaction
conditions, together with the many subtle parameters that can
affect the assembly of MOFs, turn out to be of low efficiency. It
is thus obvious that the controlled synthesis of enantiomerically
pure MOFs is not an easy task, even more, envisaging to
expand these methodologies to obtain novel families of chiral
MOFs. Nevertheless, the unique possibilities and diverse
functionalities of these materials make them attractive enough
to face this challenge.
Metalloligand design strategy has proven to be efficient for

the rational design of multifunctional MOFs of different
dimensionalities.35 Yet, this approach has been overlooked and
poorly investigated for the rational design of chiral MOFs.28 On
this basis and following the footsteps of our previous results
with oxamato derivatives,36,37 we have now focused on a family
of enantiopure disubstituted oxamidato ligands derived from
natural amino acids38−41 (Scheme 1, left). Bis(amino acid)-
oxalamide ligands offer multiple coordination sites, through the

carbonyl and the deprotonated amidate and carboxylate donor
groups, as well as good perspectives as chiral inducer, due to the
presence of the asymmetric α-carbon atom, paving thus the
road for the rational design of water-resistant chiral bioMOFs.
In fact, when acting as bis(tridentate) bridging ligands in their
trans configuration, they form very stable dinuclear copper(II)
complexes with one vacant equatorial position on each metal,
which are likely occupied by water molecules in various
protonation degrees depending on the pH medium (Scheme 1,
right).42,43
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Scheme 1. Chemical Structures of the Three Chiral
Bis(amino acid)oxalamide Ligands (left), Highlighting the
Potential Coordination Sites and Chiral Centers, and the
Corresponding Dianionic Bis(hydroxo) Dicopper(II)
Complexes (right)a

aThe amino acid residues R are −CH3 (alanine), −CH(CH3)2
(valine), and −CH2CH(CH3)2 (leucine).
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and X-ray Crystal Structure. We report herein
a novel family of water-stable three-dimensional (3D) chiral
bioMOFs of formulas {BaIICuII6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·
30H2O (1), {BaIICuII6[(S,S)-valmox]3(OH)2(CH3OH)6}·
6H2O (2), and {BaIICuII4[(S,S)-leumox]2(OH)2(H2O)2}·
14H2O (3), derived from the natural amino acids L-alanine,
L-valine, and L-leucine, respectively [H4-(S,S)-alamox = N,N′-
bis[(S)-alanine]oxalyl diamide, H4-(S,S)-valmox = N,N′-bis-
[(S)-valine]oxalyl diamide, and H4-(S,S)-leumox = N,N′-
bis[(S)-leucine]oxalyl diamide, Scheme 1] exhibiting very
different 3D architectures (Figure 1). This novel family of
chiral bioMOFs arises as the perfect playground to study both
how the encoded chiral information on the enantiopure ligands
is ultimately translated to the 3D structure and the influence of

the nature (size, shape, and hydrophobicity) of the aliphatic
residue of the amino acid on the final architecture of the
resulting bioMOF.
The present compounds were obtained as hexagonal (1, 2)

and cubic (3) prisms by slow diffusion of aqueous solutions of
the corresponding bis(hydroxo)dicopper(II) complex precursor
and BaCl2·4H2O (3:1 molar ratio) in H-shaped tubes at room
temperature, and their crystal structures were determined by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (see Supporting Information).
Compound 1 is isostructural to the previously reported

calcium(II) analogue.40 It crystallizes in the chiral P63 space
group of the hexagonal system. Its structure consists of a chiral
3D barium(II)−copper(II) network, which is built up from
trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII2[(S,S)-ala-
mox]}, acting as linkers between the BaII ions through
carboxylate; further aqua/hydroxo groups (1:2 statistical

Figure 1. Perspective view of the structures of 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c), showing the reduction of porosity, along the crystallographic c (1) and b (2)
and the diagonal of the unit cell axis (3). Metal and ligand atoms are represented as polyhedra and sticks, respectively (Cu, green; Ba, blue). The
amino acid residues R = −CH3 (alanine), −CH(CH3)2 (valine), and −CH2CH(CH3)2 (leucine) for 1−3, respectively, have been depicted as yellow
sticks. Hydrogen atoms and free water molecules are omitted for clarity.

Figure 2. (a) Views of a fragment of 1 in the bc planes. (b) Views of a fragment of 2 in the ab planes underlining the triangular node built through
methanol and hydroxo groups coordinating in a μ2 and μ3 mode, respectively. Views of sheets of 2 in the (c) bc and (d) ab planes (Cu, green; Ba,
blue; methanol molecules, orange; hydroxo oxygen, purple; isopropyl chains, yellow; oxygen from ligands, red sticks; nitrogen, blue sticks).
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distribution), acting as additional bridges between two
neighboring dicopper(II) units and coordinated in a μ3 fashion,
support the whole system, unfolding an uninodal six-connected
net (Figures 1, 2a, and 3a). The copper atoms, Cu(1) and
Cu(2), are located at the edges of each hexagon. They adopt an
elongated square pyramidal geometry, CuNO3OOH, formed by
one amidate-nitrogen, one carbonyl-oxygen atom, one carbox-
ylate-oxygen atom and one aqua/hydroxo group in the
equatorial plane, and one carboxylate-oxygen atom from a
neighboring dicopper(II) entity in the axial position (Figure
3a) [average values Cu−N = 1.915(10) Å; Cu−OOH =
1.917(9) Å; Cu−O = 2.003(8) Å]. The barium atoms, Ba(1),
regularly occupy the corners of each hexagon (Figure 1a). They
exhibit a distorted monocapped square antiprismatic geometry,
BaO9, built by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms from six oxamidate
groups and three aqua/hydroxo molecules (Figures S1a and
S2a) [Ba−O = 2.662(9) Å; Ba−OOH = 2.835(4) Å].
Overall, 1 can be described as a mixed oxamidate- and

carboxylate(aqua/hydroxo)-bridged, honeycomb-like hexagonal
3D BaIICuII6 open-framework showing relatively large hex-

agonal channels along the c axis (Figure 1a), which are
occupied by crystallization water molecules (Figures 4a and 5).
These channels have a virtual diameter of ca. 1.0 nm resulting
from the alternating orientation of the methyl residues from the
trans-(S,S)-alamox bridging ligands within adjacent channels.
The estimated empty volume without the crystallization water
molecules is 2209.2 Å3, a value that represents up to ca. 58.5%
of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 3777.1 Å3].
Compound 2 crystallizes in the chiral R3 space group of the

trigonal system. Its structure consists of a chiral 3D
barium(II)−copper(II) network, which is built up from trans-
oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII2[(S,S)-valmox]},
acting as linkers between the BaII ions through carboxylate
groups (Figures 1b, 2b, and 3b). The dicopper(II) units, above
and below the barium atoms, are further interconnected
through methanol and hydroxo groups coordinating in a μ2
and μ3 mode, respectively, yielding a fascinating triangular node
(Figures 1b and 2b−d).
The two crystallographically independent copper atoms,

Cu(1) and Cu(2), adopt an elongated distorted octahedral

Figure 3. Details of coordination mode and environment of copper metal ions in 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c) (Cu, green; Ba, blue; methanol molecules,
orange; hydroxo oxygen, purple; isopropyl chains, yellow; oxygen from ligands, red sticks; nitrogen, blue sticks).

Figure 4. Portion of crystal structure of (a) 1 and (b) 2 along the c axis showing pore window featuring methyl groups (1) and isopropyl side chains
(2) belonging to the amino acid residues of alanine- and valine-disubstituted oxamidato ligand, confined in the pores of the nets represented as space
filling models (Cu, green; Ba, blue; O, red; hydroxo O, purple; C, gray; N, slate blue; isopropyl chains, yellow). Lattice water molecules and
hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity.
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geometry, CuNO2OOHOMeOH, built by one amidate-nitrogen,
one carbonyl-oxygen atom, one carboxylate-oxygen atom, and
one hydroxo group describing the equatorial plane and two
methanol molecules occupying axial positions (Figure 3b)
[average values Cu−N = 1.939(7) Å; Cu−OOH = 1.982(3) Å;
Cu−OMeOH = 2.553(3) Å]. The barium atoms, Ba(1), present a
distorted bicapped pentagonal antiprismatic geometry BaO12
built by 12 oxygen atoms of the six carboxylate groups from the
valmox ligand (Figures S1b and S2b) [Ba−O = 2.955(7) Å].
The 3D network of 2 can be described as an extended array

of anionic oxamidate-bridged CuII3OH layers with a hexagonal
net topology growing in the ab plane (Figure 2b,d), where the
adjacent layers are displaced along the [110] direction leading
to an ABAB pattern along the c axis, which are further
interconnected through the barium atoms acting as pillars in an
up and down disposition to give a uninodal six-connected net
(Figure 2d).

As shown in Figures 2d and 4b, this 3D BaIICuII6 open-
framework shows two types of small corrugated hexagonal
channels (Figures 1b, 2d, and 4b): hydrophilic ones occupied
by crystallization water molecules (Figures S3) along the c axis
or hydrophobic ones along the b axis in which the aliphatic
chains (isopropylic valine residue) of the ligand are confined. In
comparison with 1, the empty volume of these channels have
been reduced as consequence of the spatial orientation of the
larger isopropyl residues and the carbonyl groups of the acidic
part from trans-(S,S)-valmox bridging ligands (Figure 4b). In
this sense, the estimated empty volume without the
crystallization solvent molecules is 2822.7 Å3, a value that
represents up to ca. 47.2% of potential void per unit cell volume
[V = 5974.2 Å3].
Compound 3 crystallizes in the chiral P213 space group of

the cubic system. Its structure consists of a chiral 3D
barium(II)−copper(II) network, which is built up from trans-
oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units, {CuII2[(S,S)-leumox]},
acting as linkers between two of the three crystallographically
independent Ba atoms [Ba(1) and Ba(2)] through carboxylate
(Figure 3c); other Ba2+ ions [Ba(3)] are further grasped
through a triple water bridge in a fascinating terminal −Ba2(μ-
H2O)3− cluster (Figures S1c, S2c, and 6); additional hydroxo
groups acting as supplementary bridges between two
neighboring dicopper(II) units and coordinated in a μ3 fashion
sustain the framework (Figures 1c, 3c, and 6). The four
crystallographically not equivalent copper atoms, Cu(1), Cu(2),
Cu(3), and Cu(4), are five-coordinated in a square pyramidal
geometry, which is built by one amidate-nitrogen, one
carbonyl-oxygen atom, one carboxylate-oxygen atom, and one
hydroxo group in the equatorial plane and one carboxylate-
oxygen atom from a neighboring dicopper(II) unit for Cu(1)
and Cu(2), or one water molecule for Cu(3) and Cu(4),
occupying the axial position (Figures 3c and 6) [average values
Cu−N = 1.915(9) Å; Cu−OOH = 1.929(9) Å; Cu−Oeq =
2.017(8) Å; Cu−Oax = 2.220(8) Å; Cu−Owater = 2.392(7) and
2.550(8) Å].

Figure 5. Perspective view of pores of 1 along the c axis showing pore
window filled by hydrogen bounded water molecules (red spheres)
sharing channels with methyl groups belonging to the amino acid
residues of alanine disubstituted oxamidato ligand (hydrogen atoms
have been omitted for clarity).

Figure 6. (a−d) Details of crystallographically not equivalent Cu(1), Cu(2), Cu(3), and Cu(4) copper metal ion connectivities in 3. (e) Overall view
of connectivities in a fragment of 3 (Cu, green; Ba, blue; hydroxo oxygen, purple; leucine side chains, yellow; oxygen from ligands, red sticks;
nitrogen, blue sticks).
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The asymmetric coordination mode of the leumox ligand
employing only one of the two “free” carbonyl-oxygen atoms to
coordinate (Figure 3c) generates an intricate framework, where
each crystallographically independent barium atom adopts
different coordination geometry with Ba−O distances varying
in the range 2.740(8)−3.030(14) Å. Their connectivities in the
overall network have been represented in Figure 6 from Cu(1)
to Cu(4), respectively. The Ba(1) atom is 12-coordinated,
BaO12, in a distorted bicapped pentagonal antiprismatic
geometry, made by six carboxylate-oxygen atoms, hydroxo
groups, and three water molecules (Figures S1c and S2c). The
Ba(2) atom is ten-coordinated, BaO10, in a bicapped square
prismatic geometry formed by three carboxylate-oxygen atoms,
three hydroxo groups, and four water molecules (Figures S1c
and S2c). The Ba(3) atom is only hydrated being surrounded
by six water molecules, three of them shared with Ba(2) atoms
in a highly distorted trigonal prismatic geometry (Figures S1c,
S2c, and 6).
The 3D structure of 3 can be described as a three-

dimensional copper(II) network, which is built up from
tetranuclear copper(II) rings, {CuII4[(S,S)-leumox]2}, in
which two neighboring dicopper(II) units are linked through
an hydroxo group acting as bridge together with a carbonyl
oxygen atom from the ligand coordinated in a μ3 fashion (see
blue inset of Figure 7). Diverse solvated barium atoms are
grasped by the net to ensure electroneutrality (Figure 7).
In comparison with 1 and 2, the empty volume of these

channels have been reduced as consequence of the spatial
orientation of the larger isobutyl residues and the carbonyl
groups of the acidic part from trans-(S,S)-leumox bridging
ligands even if not as much as expected (Figure 8). In fact, the
estimated empty volume without the crystallization solvent

molecules is 7997.9 Å3, a value that represents up to ca. 44.9%
of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 17825.4 Å3].
To better understand the frameworks of 1−3, we have

carried out a topological analysis by applying the concept of the
simplified underlying net.44−49 These analyses were performed
using the computer program TOPOSPRO50 and checked
against the Reticular Chemistry Structural Resource (RCSR)51

and EPINET databases.52,53

Network analysis of compound 1 reveals the uninodal six-
connected acs net,54 a hexagonal net of aligned, corner-sharing,
trigonal prisms (Figure S4a) with point symbol of (49·66).
Despite this net is among the 20 most frequent 3D underlying
nets, a search using database of TOPOS shows that only few
examples of acs nets with alkaline-earth metal ions have been
reported.55−58 In particular they all report structures of Mg2+

ions and formate as ligand, crystallized in chiral space groups.
Interestingly no examples are known with amino acid derivative
ligands. In turn, topological analysis of compound 2 reveals the
most common pcu network,49,51 of point symbol (412·63); a
schematic view of the underlying uninodal six-connected net,
obtained applying simplif ication procedures, is represented in
Figure S4b. Only one example of pcu net containing alanine as
ligand, with Pb(II) metal ions, has been reported,59 whereas no
examples are known with valine or leucine amino acids. Finally,
the underlying net of compound 3 is the uninodal 3-connected
net (Figure S4c) with point symbol of (103) and features srs
(SrSi2) topology according to the RCSR classification.60 It is a
common net but remarkably only five examples of 3D nets built
with Cu2+,61,62 Ni2+,63 and Cd2+ ions64 and amino acid derivate
ligands can be found in the literature.
The unifying theme of the ligands used to build 1−3 is that

they contain nonreactive and flexible side chains that are ideally

Figure 7. Perspective view of the 3D net structure of 3 along b axis. The inset shows a detail of tetranuclear copper rings regularly alternating in the
structure.

Figure 8. Perspective view of structure of 3 along b crystallographic axis as polyhedral (a) and space filling (b) models exhibiting isobutyl chains
buried in hydrophobic channels.
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suited for packing in the large structure. Furthermore, strictly
speaking, the amino acids employed in our ligands, with
aliphatic side chains such as alanine, valine, and leucine are all
classified as hydrophobic. Anyway, alanine side chain being very
short is not particularly hydrophobic. In our opinion this must
be at the origin of the porous structure of compound 1 where
either a large amount of water molecules or methyl group share
the same channels. In contrast, the more hydrophobic valine
side chain moves self-assembly in 2 in order to confine solvent
and isopropyl groups in diverse pores. Leucine residues being
hydrophobic, longer, and much more hindered than others
prefers, as valine ones, to be buried in network hydrophobic
cores, but this implies large space to reach the more stable
folding. In this situation even expected metal ions binding from
a bis(amino acid)oxalamide ligand may be affected and driven
toward the more kinetically stable compound; in fact, side-
chain packing may also be important to the kinetics of folding.
X-ray Powder Diffraction. Powder X-ray diffraction

(PXRD) studies for 1−3 show a total loss of crystallinity for
2 and 3 (Figure S5), indicating that they amorphize when
exposed to air. Their structures in which solvent act as active
“ligand” are in total agreement with this behavior, especially for
compound 2 where highly volatile methanol molecules, acting
as bridge between neighboring copper atoms, built an effective
node of the overall structure. In contrast, the covalent network
of 1 remains crystalline. The PXRD patterns of 1−3 were then
measured in water suspensions to prevent the partial loss of
water at room temperature and the corresponding collapse of
the structure in 2 and 3. Figure 9 shows that the experimental
PXRD patterns of 1−3 are consistent with the calculated ones
confirming thus the pureness of the bulk samples.

Gas Sorption Behavior. The porosity of 1−3 was then
evaluated by means of N2 adsorption measurements at 77 K.
Compounds 2 and 3 displayed hardly any adsorption of N2 as
could be expected from the structural collapse of the network
shown by PXRD studies. In turn, high permanent porosity was
observed for 1 (Figure 10) as a consequence of its remarkable
stability and quite large channels. The isotherm shows a type I

behavior with large uptake at low pressures (Figure 10). The
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area calculated was
966 m2/g,65 with a calculated pore size66 of ca. 1.0 nm, which
closely corresponds to that determined from the crystal
structure. In addition, the CO2 and CH4 adsorption isotherms
of 1 were also measured at 0 °C (Figure S5). The CO2 and
CH4 loadings are 89.0 and 18.2 cm3 g−1, respectively, at 900
mmHg, indicating a moderate CO2/CH4 gas selectivity (ideal
selectivity of ca. 5, Figure S6).

■ CONCLUSIONS
The effectiveness of the metalloligand design strategy for the
obtention of a family of chiral MOFs has been illustrated with
the synthesis of three chiral bioMOFs from oxamidatecopper-
(II) complex precursors, which in turn were prepared using
enantiopure amino acid derivatives as ligands, acting as
metalloligands toward barium atoms. The encoded chiral
information on the natural amino acids, L-alanine, L-valine,
and L-leucine, have been efficiently transmitted to the final
network by means of a metallosupramolecular design strategy.
Very different structures for 1−3 have been obtained from, in
principle, similar ligands, where the variation of the length on
the hydrophobic aliphatic chains determine metal ion
organization. Despite the similarity of the ligand, these results
seem to suggest that self-assembly in 1−3 occurs in a
hierarchical manner. Overall, the study of the influence of the
length/size and shape of the aliphatic residue along this series
of trans-oxamidato-bridged dicopper(II) units on the structural
complexity of the 3D open-framework obtained have revealed a
close relationship between them. This phenomena resembles
the process of molecular recognition that takes place in
polypeptides chains, where each amino acid residue is identified
by different ligand connections acting as f ingerprints.
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Figure 9. Experimental (solid lines) and calculated (bold lines) XRPD
pattern profiles of the hydrated phases of 1 (blue), 2 (red), and 3
(green) measured as water suspensions in the 2θ range 5.0−40.0° at
r.t.

Figure 10. N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K for the activated phases of 1
(blue), 2 (red), and 3 (green). Filled and empty symbols indicate the
adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively. All samples were
activated at 80 °C under reduced pressure for 16 h prior to carry out
the sorption measurements.
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The solid-state incorporation of a mononuclear iron(III) complex

within the pores of a magnetic 3D metal–organic framework (MOF)

in a single crystal to single crystal process leads to the formation of

a new hybrid material showing both a guest-dependent long-range

magnetic ordering and a spin-crossover (SCO) behaviour.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)1–3 attract a lot of interest
within the chemist community due to both, a wide diversity of
fascinating porous architectures and the number of chemical
and physical properties they can exhibit.3 Closely related to
their porous character and rich host–guest chemistry,4,5 MOFs
have also emerged as appealing candidates for the design of
compounds combining more than one physical properties, the
so-called multifunctional materials.6–13 Hence, the presence of
large channels, capable of hosting a functional molecule, allows a
straight approach to add given physical properties to the material.

Multifunctional magnetic materials are of special interest
within the multidisciplinary field of molecular magnetism.14 In
this area, the combination of a long-range magnetic ordering,15

provided by a two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) metal–
organic network with other appealing magnetic properties,
such as those shown by the well-known single-molecule magnets
(SMMs)16 or spin-crossover (SCOs) compounds17,18 for example,
can lead to new advanced materials showing the coexistence of
properties,19 or even new magnetic properties,20,21 which can be of
interest in applications such as high-density magnetic memories22

or quantum computing devices.23,24 Several synthetic strategies can
be followed to obtain these multifunctional magnetic materials.
So far, direct self-assembly methods25 have been the most widely

used strategies to achieve this objective.26–28 For example, Sieber
et al. reported in a pioneering work,29 the synthesis of a host–guest
system of the formula [Co(bpy)3][LiCr(ox)3] showing spin-crossover
behaviour. More recently, post-synthetic (PS) procedures,30,31 which
can include transmetallation processes,32 counter-ion33 or ligand
exchange,34 etc., on preformed MOFs, have emerged as powerful
tools for the design of novel porous materials incorporating
functional molecules or complexes.

In particular, PS methods have been proven effective recently
for the insertion of a type of SMM, the so-called Single-Ion
Magnets (SIMs), within the channels of a 3D magnetic MOF,21

allowing an unprecedented study of the interplay between the
SIM behaviour and the long-range magnetic ordering. However,
as far as we know, no example of PS insertion of SCOs has been
reported so far (Fig. 1).

Herein, we plan to extend the use of PS methods to other
areas of molecular magnetism. So, aiming at the synthesis of
hybrid materials showing both long range magnetic ordering
and spin-crossover behaviour, we designed a synthetic strategy
based on the solid-state incorporation via single-crystal to
single-crystal (SC to SC) of a Fe(III) complex of the formula
[FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3�H2O (H2sal2-trien = N,N0-disalicylidene-
triethylenetetramine)35 into the large pores (ca. 2.2 nm) of a
manganese(II)–copper(II) 3D MOF of the formula Na4{Mn4[Cu2-
(Me3mpba)2]3}�60H2O

36 (1) [Me3mpba4� = N,N0-2,4,6-trimethyl-
1,3-phenylenebis(oxamate)].36,37 The strategy involves straight

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the SC to SC cation exchange process
leading to the hybrid Fe(sal2-trien)@1.
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diffusion and cation-exchange to yield a novel compound of
the formula [FeIII(sal2-trien)]Na3{Mn4[Cu2(Me3mpba)2]3}�43H2O
(Fe(sal2-trien)@1).

Fe(sal2-trien)@1 was obtained by soaking crystals of 1 in a
saturated water solution of [FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3�H2O. After
6 days of immersion, the crystals were filtered and washed
with water (see the Experimental section, ESI†). The exchange
of Na+ cations by the cationic [FeIII(sal2-trien)]

+ complexes was
monitored through IR (Fig. S1, ESI†), SEM and ICP-AES.
The cation-exchanged crystals had the same size and shape
as those of the original ones, ruling out a possible dissolution–
recrystallization mechanism for this system and strongly suggesting
a solid-state process.38

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of the water
suspended samples of 1 and Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (Fig. 2b and c) are
consistent with the calculated one for 1 (Fig. 2a), confirming
their isostructurality. Very interestingly, both compounds show
very different structural stabilities when exposed to air. Thus, 1
exhibits no crystallinity (Fig. 2d), which indicates a complete
collapse of the original hydrated phase upon solvent removal,
whereas the PXRD patterns of Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (Fig. 2e) show well-
resolved peaks suggesting that the presence of the Fe(III) complex
confers structural stability on the open-framework structure.

The retention of crystallinity was further confirmed by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction. According to unit cell measure-
ments, crystals of Fe(sal2-trien)@1 appear to be stable upon
dehydration. Besides, a small increase in the size of the unit cell
is observed for a single crystal of Fe(sal2-trien)@139 compared
with the crystal data of 1.36 Unfortunately, the structure could
not be solved as the [Fe(sal2-trien)]

+ cation is crystallographically
disordered.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) under a dry N2 atmo-
sphere for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (Fig. S2, ESI†) shows a fast mass
loss from room temperature to ca. 125 1C followed by a pseudo
plateau until decomposition starts. The estimated weight loss
of 31 (1) and 22% (Fe(sal2-trien)@1) at 180 1C corresponds to
60 and 43 water molecules, respectively. The smaller number of
water molecules for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 compared to its precursor
1 is in complete agreement with the occupation of the channels
with the Fe(III) complexes.

Overall, the combination of the ICP-AES, IR, SEM/EDX,
elemental, PXRD and TGA analyses (ESI†) allows for an
unambiguous determination of the chemical composition of
Fe(sal2-trien)@1.

So, once the presence of mononuclear iron(III) complexes
inside the channels of the magnetic MOF was confirmed,
we examined the magnetic properties of this hybrid system in
order to check for the possible spin-crossover transition of the
hosted molecule. In fact, although the precursor used in this
work, [FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3�H2O, is low-spin (LS) and do not
transit in the range of 2–300 K,35 other salts of the complex
have shown excellent spin crossover behaviours.35,40

The magnetic properties of 1 and Fe(sal2-trien)@1 were thus
measured in both direct current (dc) and alternating current
(ac) regimes (see the Experimental section) and they show
relevant differences.

The wMT vs. T plots (wM is the dc molar magnetic susceptibility
per CuII6MnII4 unit and T is the temperature) for both compounds
are shown in Fig. 3a. In the low temperature region, Fe(sal2-
trien)@1 shows a similar qualitative behaviour to that of 1, the
wMT values being slightly higher for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 due to
the presence of one LS FeIII centre (S = 1/2) per formula unit.
Overall, they exhibit the same characteristic minimum indicative
of a ferrimagnetic behaviour of the 3D network resulting from the
antiferromagnetic coupling between the four high-spin (HS) MnII

(SMn = 5/2) and the six CuII (SCu = 1/2) ions through the oxamato
bridge, as previously found in other oxamato-basedmanganese(II)–
copper(II) MOFs.25 Interestingly, the increased value of the
minimum temperature (Tmin) for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (inset of
Fig. 3a) suggests a strengthening of the antiferromagnetic
coupling, which is likely associated with the induced structural
stability after the inclusion process (see the PXRD section) as
reported previously.21

In both compounds, the observed ferrimagnetic behaviour
is further confirmed by theM versus H plots (M being the molar
magnetization per formula unit and H is the applied dc
magnetic field) at 2.0 K (Fig. S3, ESI†). Thus, the isothermal
magnetization curves exhibit a fast saturation in both compounds,
and slightly slower for 1. The maximum M values of 13.5 (1) and
14.3.0 Nb (Fe(sal2-trien)@1) at 5.0 T are consistent with the
expected ones considering an antiparallel alignment of the spins
of 4 HSMnII (SMn = 5/2) and 6 CuII (SCu = 1/2) ions plus one LS Fe

III

(SFe = 1/2) in the case of Fe(sal2-trien)@1.
In contrast to what is seen in the low temperature region,

important discrepancies in the 200–400 K range between 1 and
Fe(sal2-trien)@1 are observed (Fig. 3a, inset). At room temperature,
the wMT value for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (17.08 cm3 K mol�1) is much

Fig. 2 (a) Calculated PXRD pattern profile of 1. Experimental PXRD
pattern profiles of water-suspended and filtered polycrystalline samples
of 1 (b and d, respectively) and Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (c and e, respectively) in
the 2y range 2.0–30.01 at room temperature.
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higher than that expected for the sum of one low-spin FeIII ion
(0.4 cm3 K mol�1) plus the wMT value of 1 (15.73 cm3 K mol�1).
This could be indicative of a HS 2 LS transition for the FeIII

centers. So, the thermal dependence of wMT Fe(sal2-trien)@1
was studied in the range of 200–400 K [in heating and cooling
modes (full and empty red circles) in the inset of Fig. 3a,
respectively]. Upon cooling from 400 K, wMT decreases very
slowly down to ca. 250 K, below this temperature wMT decreases
very sharply to 200 K (in contrast to 1), which is characteristic of
an S = 5/2 2 1/2 SCO transition. In addition, the different
behaviours of the heating and cooling modes after heating to
400 K could be explained by the loss of solvent molecules (even
if n-eicosane was used to prevent this loss, ESI†) and/or subtle
hysteresis effects. In the desolvated sample, the wMT value at
B300 K corresponds to the expected value for ca. 80% of FeIII in
the HS state indicating a partial SCO in total agreement with
Mössbauer data (see below). Overall, the wMT values at 400 K
indicate that although the salt of the complex used in this post-
synthetic process ([FeIII(sal2-trien)]NO3�H2O) showed no SCO
transition in the range of 2–300 K, its encapsulation within

the pores of this MOF allows a SCO transition to occur,
as observed for other salts of this FeIII complex and for inter-
calation compounds.26,28,40–42

Finally, we carried out magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments for 1 and Fe(sal2-trien)@1 in the alternating current
(ac) regime in the form of the wM0 and wM00 versus T plots (wM0

and wM00 being the in-phase and out-of-phase ac magnetic
susceptibilities per formula unit). Fig. 3b shows the presence
of a frequency-independent sharp wM00 maximum at the critical
temperatures of Tc = 14 K (1) and 19 K (Fe(sal2-trien)@1) at the
two different frequencies employed, confirming the occurrence
of a long-range 3D magnetic ordering in both compounds. In
addition, the higher Tc for Fe(sal2-trien)@1, compared to that
observed for 1 (Fig. 3b), reflects an increase of the intra-network
magnetic coupling through the oxamate bridges induced by the
presence of the iron complex within the pores of the MOF. In
fact, when measuring 1 as an aqueous suspension (data not
shown), Tc increases to 19 K.

In order to further confirm the 5/2 2 1/2 spin transition,
we carried out Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements at
50 and 300 K for Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (Fig. 4 and Table S2, ESI†).
These measurements, showing a predominant LS state at
50 K and a partial transition to the HS at 300 K (Fig. S4, ESI†),
unambiguously indicate that the spin transition occurs.
Furthermore, they confirm the insertion of the [Fe(sal2-trien)]

+

complexes.
In summary, the 3D magnetic MOF 1 exhibits a partial

exchange of the NaI cations hosted in their channels when
being immersed in a saturated aqueous solution of [FeIII(sal2-
trien)]NO3�H2O to yield the novel hybrid compound Fe(sal2-
trien)@1, in a SC to SC process, maintaining the structuralFig. 3 wMT versus T plot for 1 (blue) and Fe(sal2-trien)@1 (red). The inset

shows the minima and the high temperature region in detail, emphasising
the thermal hysteresis loop. The full and empty circles represent the
Fe(sal2-trien)@1 data recorded in the heating and cooling modes
respectively.

Fig. 4 Mössbauer spectra of a Fe(sal2-trien)@1 sample prepared at 300 K
and cooled down to 50 K later. The lines over the experimental points are
the sum of two doublets shown slightly shifted for clarity, corresponding to
HS (red) and LS (blue) FeIII. The estimated parameters for these doublets
are collected in Table S2 (ESI†).
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integrity of the framework. Interestingly, this post-synthetic process
affords a novel material with enhanced structural stability,
which is reflected in the strengthening of the ferrimagnetic
behaviour and thus in the magnetic ordering temperature. More
importantly, Fe(sal2-trien)@1 hosted in the pores shows a 5/2
2 1/2 spin transition behaviour, which is in contrast to what is
seen in the starting precursor salt. Overall, our results, showing
for the first time the PS encapsulation of a SCO complex within
a magnetic 3D MOF, afford further evidence of the validity of
post-synthetic methods to obtain multifunctional materials with
rationally predetermined architectures and physical properties
via the encapsulation of the desired molecule.
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ABSTRACT: A novel chiral 3D bioMOF exhibiting
functional channels with thio-alkyl chains derived from
the natural amino acid L-methionine (1) has been
rationally prepared. The well-known strong affinity of
gold for sulfur derivatives, together with the extremely high
flexibility of the thioether “arms” decorating the channels,
account for a selective capture of gold(III) and gold(I)
salts in the presence of other metal cations typically found
in electronic wastes. The X-ray single-crystal structures of
the different gold adsorbates AuIII@1 and AuI@1 suggest
that the selective metal capture occurs in a metal ion
recognition process somehow mimicking what happens in
biological systems and protein receptors. Both AuIII@1
and AuI@1 display high activity as heterogeneous catalyst
for the hydroalkoxylation of alkynes, further expanding the
application of these novel hybrid materials.

The consumerism that modern societies have developed
toward electronics devices has transformed the electronic

waste into urban mines for noble metals. In particular, the
recovery of gold from electronic scraps is extremely important
from an economic and environmental perspective.1 The high
concentration of gold in electronic wastes has driven the quest of
environmentally friendly methods for the recovery of gold from
aqueous solutions. Although very few alternative methods to the
highly contaminating cyanide leeching2 have been proposed,3,4

further advances focusing on increasing gold-selectivity and
chemicals saving are mandatory.
Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)5−9 are porous materials

showing a wide variety of thrilling chemical and physical
properties and, consequently, find applications in very diverse
fields.10−15 Indeed, both MOF’s porosity and their fascinating
host−guest chemistry14 lie at the origin of most of these
properties. In the same way that other porous materials,16,17

MOFs have proven their efficiency as vessels to capture and host
small molecules18 and, eventually, to separate mixtures of
molecules according to their steric and stereochemical features as
well as reactivity properties (functional substituent groups).19−22

Despite the fact that a few examples of selective metal capture
byMOFs have been reported,23 to the best of our knowledge, the
important recovery of Au has not been studied. Aiming at
expanding the scope of application of MOFs and taking
advantage of the well-known strong affinity of gold for sulfur
derivatives,24,25 we have focused our efforts on the rational design
of bioMOFs showing functional channels decorated with thio-
alkyl chains derived from the natural amino acid26 L-methionine
(Scheme S1). Thus, we have synthesized a robust and water-
stable 3D bioMOF of formula {CaIICuII

6[(S ,S)-me-
thox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·16H2O (1). The presence of thioether
groups within the accessible void space of this porous material
encouraged us to evaluate its selectivity for the recovery of gold.
Indeed, 1 exhibited a great affinity for Au3+ and Au+ salts (such as
AuCl3 and AuCl) in water, even in the presence of a wide variety
of other metal cations regularly present in electronic wastes (“e-
wastes”) like Pd2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+ and Al3+, yielding the novel
c o m p o u n d s ( A u C l 3 ) 3 @ { C a I I C u I I

6 [ ( S , S ) - m e -
t h o x ] 3 ( O H ) 2 ( H 2 O ) } · 9 H 2 O ( A u I I I @ 1 ) a n d
(AuCl)2@{CaIICuII6[(S,S)-methox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·3H2O·
3CH3OH (AuI@1) (see Supporting Information (SI)).
Compound 1 was synthesized as green hexagonal prisms with

a slow diffusion technique (see experimental section in the SI).
Thereafter, in order to find out the maximum gold uptake
capacity, we suspended 5 mg of 1 in 5 mL of a 0.02 M AuCl3
H2O/CH3OH (1:1) solution to obtain AuIII@1. ICP-AES and
SEM analyses indicated amaximum loading of 3mmol of Au(III)
per mmol of MOF after 1 h, which remained invariable after
further time suspension. This indicates a total recovery of 598mg
of AuCl3 per g of MOF in AuIII@1. The same procedure was
repeated by soaking 5 mg of 1 in 5 mL of a 0.02 M AuCl aqueous
solution. A maximum uptake of two mmol of AuCl per mmol of
MOF was achieved after 3 h. The calculated total recovery of 300
mg of AuCl per g of MOF in AuI@1 is almost half-fold to that of
AuIII@1.
The crystal structures of 1, AuIII@1 and AuI@1 could be

determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) (see SI for
structural details). They crystallize in the chiral P63 space group
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and consist of honeycomb-like three-dimensional (3D) calcium-
(II)−copper(II) networks (Figure 1).
The network of 1 shows hexagonal channels of ∼0.3 nm as

virtual diameter featuring highly flexible ethylenethiomethyl
arms, belonging to the amino acid residues of methionine-
disubstituted oxamidato ligand, which remain confined, together
with lattice water molecules, in the pores of the MOF (Figure 1a,
left and Figures S1 and S2a). The structures of AuIII@1 and
AuI@1, determined by single-crystal XRD, confirm the
preservation of the network of 1 even after gold capture.
Delightfully, both of them host in the pores AuI (AuI@1) and
AuIII ions (AuIII@1) clenched by methionine derivative arms
(Figure 1b,c).
The gold(I) atoms inAuI@1 are two-coordinated, clutched by

the sulfur atom from the two thioether arms and additional
bridging chlorine atoms in a quite linear geometry of the S−Au−
Cl type at the distended arm, whereas highly distorted, likely for
steric constrains imposed by the network, at the more bent ones
(Figures S2b and S3a). In contrast, the gold(III) atoms in AuIII@
1 are connected to the sulfur atom from only one of the two
thioether arms and further bounded to three chloride atoms (two
of them were not found from ΔF map, see crystallographic
section in SI) in an expected distorted square planar coordination
geometry (Figures S2b and S3b). The average Au−S bond
distances of 2.75(7) (AuI@1)/2.80(3) Å (AuIII@1) are
somewhat longer than those reported so far for AuIII, whereas
the Au−Cl ones of 2.50(7) (AuI@1)/2.19(2) Å (AuIII@1) fall in
the typical range of related gold(I) and gold(III) compounds
found in the literature.27−29 Aurophilic interactions30 are present
in AuI@1, the shortest Au···Au separations being 3.04(2) Å
(Figures S4 and S5).
As a striking structural uniqueness of this series of bioMOFs,

they showed a permanent highly stable 3D net, featuring highly
flexible arms able to arrange in different conformations of the
thioether chains depending on the different chemical environ-
ments of the metal guests. The amino acid methionine side-

chains remain available in the accessible voids of the bioMOF
getting ready for metal ions recognition processes (Figure S6).
The thioether “arms” are shown to adopt a stable conformation
and target metals with high affinity, which is reminiscent of that
seen in biological systems and protein receptors. They feature a
sulfur available linkage which finally coordinates the desired
metal assuming the favorite conformation. In fact, even if the
honeycomb-like hexagonal 3D CaIICuII6 network of Au

III@1 and
AuI@1 is basically the same of 1, the thioether-containing arms
exhibit a different conformation when holding the Au3+ and Au+

ions compared to the original material (see SI for structural
details and Figures S1, S2, S6, and S7). Besides, only one of the
two arms binds directly Au3+ in AuIII@1, the other being weakly
bounded to Cl [S···Cl = 2.50(1) Å] and thus contributing
through chlorine bridges to capture Au3+ in its second sphere of
coordination (Figure S8) and forcing the folding of the flexible
ethylenethiomethyl chains in a highly bent conformation of
methyl groups and their overall arrangement pointing along c axis
and not inward the pores (Figures S2c, S3b, and S6c). Hence, the
virtual diameter of the channels is slightly increased after metal
loading in AuIII@1 (likely at the origin of disordered chloride
atoms) in comparison to 1 and AuI@1 [∼0.3 (1), 0.2 (AuI@1),
and 0.6 nm (AuIII@1)], even if the estimated empty volumes
without the crystallization solvent molecules decrease as
expected in both AuIII@1 and AuI@1 adsorbates [1101.4 (1),
776.2 (AuI@1) and 609.8 Å3 (AuIII@1) (Figures S1 and S7).
The experimental powder XRD (PXRD) patterns of 1, AuIII@

1, and AuI@1 are shown in Figure S9b,d,f, respectively. They are
in agreement with the theoretical ones (Figure S9a,c,e),
confirming the purity and homogeneity of the bulk samples.
Solvent contents of both materials were estimated by
thermogravimetric analysis under dry N2 atmosphere (see Figure
S10). Finally, Figure S11 shows theN2 adsorption isotherms of 1,
AuIII@1, and AuI@1 at 77 K. They are consistent with the
decrease in accessible void space in AuIII@1 and AuI@1
estimated from the analysis of the crystal structure.

Figure 1. (a) Perspective views along the c axis of the porous structure of 1 (left), AuIII@1 (center), and AuI@1 (right) determined by single-crystal
XRD. Top (left) and lateral (right) views of one channel ofAuIII@1 (b) and AuI@1 (c). Copper and calcium atoms are represented by green and purple
octahedra, respectively, whereas gold and sulfur atoms have been depicted as yellow and blue spheres. Free solvent molecules and Cl− counterions are
omitted for clarity.
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Aiming at evaluating the selectivity of 1 in gold(III) capture as
well as the kinetics of the process, we then monitored the
insertion of AuCl3 within the pores of 1, through ICP-AES and
SEM, by soaking both powder and single-crystals of 1 in an
equimolar aqueous solution of AuCl3, [Pd(NH3)4]Cl2, NiCl2,
CuCl2, ZnCl2, and AlCl3 (see Figure 2 and SI). The kinetics of

insertion was followed through both the increase of the mmol
M/mmol MOF ratio (M = AuIII, PdII, NiII, CuII, ZnII and AlIII)
within the MOF (Figure 2a and Table S2) and the metal ratio
(%) within the aqueous solution (Figure 2b and Table S3) at
specific time intervals (0−60 min) of immersion of 1 in the
aqueous solutions. A very selective and fast insertion of AuCl3
within the MOF was observed, whereas all the other metal salts
remained in solution. After only 5 min, a 67% of the maximum
loading is achieved (Figure 2a). The maximum loading is finally
reached after 30min of soaking (3mmol AuCl3 permmolMOF).
In good agreement with solid data, ICP-AES and SEM indicate a
continuous decrease of [AuCl3] within the aqueous solution,
almost to a halt after 30 min of soaking (Figure 2b). Overall, the
recovery efficiency of this material is close to 100%.
The samemethodology was followed to test the selectivity of 1

in gold(I) capture by using the same equimolar aqueous solution
but replacing AuCl3 by partially dissolved AuCl (Figure S12). As
expected, 1 also showed a great affinity and selectivity for AuCl in
the presence of other metal salts. A maximum loading of 2 mmol
of AuCl per mmol of MOF was achieved after 3 h, with a
concomitant redissolution of the excess of suspended AuCl
(Figure S12a and Table S4). The kinetic profile for the insertion
of AuCl within the MOF indicates a somewhat slower process
when compared to what happens to AuCl3 (Figure S12b and
Table S5). More likely, this fact can be attributed to the poor

solubility of AuCl. Finally, both gold(III) and gold(I) salts were
easily extracted from AuIII@1 and AuI@1 by soaking them in a
sulfur-containing solvent (i.e., dimethylsulfide), so that the
resulting starting material (1) was completely reusable as
confirmed by ICP and elemental analyses as well as the PXRD
pattern of the material (1′) after the extraction process (Figure
S13).
The extremely high loading of gold cations (15−20 wt %)

supported on AuIII@1 and AuI@1 is unprecedented in solids, as
far as we know.31 Thus, these new materials could be high-
throughput heterogeneous catalysts in AuCl- and AuCl3-
catalyzed reactions, such as the hydroalkoxylation of alkynes31,32

or the formation of related spiroketals, which have shown the
highest turnover numbers in the field of homogeneous gold
catalysis.33−35

Figure 3a shows that AuIII@1 and AuI@1 catalyze the
cyclization/ketalization of 4-pentyn-1-ol under standard con-

ditions (wet CH2Cl2 as a solvent, 1 M, room temperature) in
good yield and selectivity, even after five reuses and without any
leaching of gold detected by a filtration test (Figure S14). Kinetic
experiments show that AuIII@1 gives higher initial rates than
AuI@1, in accordance with the higher Lewis acidity and wider
porous size of the former. A first-order reaction with respect to
the gold catalyst with a smooth langmuirian curve only saturated
at yields >70% is also observed (Figure S15a).
Comparatively, the homogeneous reaction with AuCl shows

an abrupt stopping of the conversion at around 60% yield,
regardless the amount of gold salt employed (Figure S15b). This
homogeneous reaction was followed by in situ UV−vis
spectroscopy measurements (Figure 3b). A new band in the
visible region at ∼500 nm denotes the generation of spherical
plasmonic nanoparticles in just 5 min, which suggests that the
reaction stops as consequence of the very fast agglomeration of
AuCl in the form of catalytically inactive nanoparticles. In
contrast, diffuse-reflectance spectroscopy measurements of the
reused AuI@1material show the absence of this plasmonic band
(see also Figure S16), demonstrating the advantage of site
isolation upon anchoring the Au salts to the thioether groups
within the MOF structure. The small peak at ∼620 nm can be
related to the reduction of a negligible amount of AuI cations to
plasmonic gold nanorods.36

Figure 2. Kinetic profile of the selective gold(III) recovery by 1
represented as the mmol M/mmol MOF vs time (a) and the remaining
% of metal cations in the aqueous solution vs time (b). Figure 3. (a) Hydroalkoxylation of 4-pentyn-1-ol in wet CH2Cl2

catalyzed by AuIII@1 and AuI@1. (b) Visible region of the UV−vis
and RD measurements.
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In summary, we report an environmentally friendly, cheap, and
easy-to-prepare in large-scale MOF whose channels are
decorated with thioether groups. This material exhibits a high
selectivity for AuCl3 and AuCl, even in the presence of other
metal cations regularly present in “e-wastes” such as Pd2+, Ni2+,
Cu2+, Zn2+, and Al3+, in a fully reversible process. The nature and
kinetics of these postsynthetic selective processes have been
evaluated. The structural stability of the 3D network of 1,
maintaining the crystallinity over the inclusion processes,
allowed the resolution of the crystal structures of the
corresponding final products AuIII@1 and AuI@1, permitting
structural insights into the nature of the Au−S interaction and
the flexibility and adaptability of the material. In addition, both
compounds show excellent performance as reusable heteroge-
neous catalysts for the intramolecular hydroalkoxylation of
alkynes. These results demonstrate the great versatility of MOFs
in separation and further expand the scope of application of these
unique class of porous materials.
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ABSTRACT: Proton conduction in solids attracts great interest, not only
because of possible applications in fuel cell technologies, but also because of
the main role of this process in many biological mechanisms. Metal−organic
frameworks (MOFs) can exhibit exceptional proton-conduction perform-
ances, because of the large number of hydrogen-bonded water molecules
embedded in their pores. However, further work remains to be done to
elucidate the real conducting mechanism. Among the different MOF
subfamilies, bioMOFs, which have been constructed using biomolecule
derivatives as building blocks and often affording water-stable materials,
emerge as valuable systems to study the transport mechanisms involved in
the proton-hopping dynamics. Herein, we report a versatile chiral three-
dimensional (3D) bioMOF, exhibiting permanent porosity, as well as high
chemical, structural, and water stability. Moreover, the choice of this
suitable bioligand results in proton conductivity, and allows us to propose a
proton-conducting mechanism based on experimental data, which are displayed visually by means of quantum molecular
dynamics simulations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Metal−organic frameworks (MOFs)1−3 are extensively studied
due to the large variety of physical and chemical properties that
they can exhibit,4,5 which are often related to their intrinsic
porous character and rich host−guest chemistry. Besides, the
design of highly robust, thermal- and water-stable (including
also acid and basic media) MOF materials becomes highly
relevant to facilitate good performance for potential applica-
tions.6

In this context, MOFs have recently become very relevant to
achieve water-mediated proton7−29 (H+) or hydroxide (OH−)
ion30-conducting materials, which can find application in fuel
cells.8 This phenomenon is intimately related to the large
amount of disordered water molecules, acting as proton
carriers, hosted in their channels. Despite the relatively large
number of MOFs showing excellent performance in proton
conduction and recent advances into the understanding of the
dynamics of proton transport in MOFs,31 further work remains

to be done to determine the real structure of the hydrogen-
bonded network involved in proton conduction.
A quite recent step forward toward the design of original

examples of MOFs consists of the use of biomolecules as
ligands to construct high-dimensional coordination networks,
called bioMOFs.32,33 This subclass of materials offer, among
other advantages, a more feasible moisture stability. Closely
related to this last point, it has been established that water
typically participates in molecular recognition and association in
the solid state. Several studies further demonstrate that water
thermodynamics is strictly dependent on the specific
physicochemical properties of the confining environment.34

Hence, the choice of a suitable bioligand may well succeed in
the challenging task of affording water-stable bioMOFs with a
large number of water molecules embedded within their pores.
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This would occur in an ordered manner, through a process of
molecular recognition, even more dynamic in the presence of
proton conduction. However, despite these clear advantages
and the growing interest in bioMOFs, no examples of these
systems exhibiting proton conduction have been reported so
far.
Previous results on disubstituted oxamidato ligands derived

from natural amino acids are used as a basis35−37 (see Figure
1a). Herein, we report a novel proton-conducting, chiral
bioMOF, of formula {CaIICuII6[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·
32H2O (1) [H4-(S,S)-alamox = N,N′-bis((S)-2-propanoic
acid)oxamide, Figure 1a (left), with R = Me] exhibiting high
chemical, thermal, and water stability (up to alkaline (pH 14)
aqueous media). For the first time, the high-quality refinement
of the crystal structure of 1showing the positions of the
water molecules and their hydrogen atomsallows to propose
a conduction mechanism in a proton-conductive MOF, which
is fully supported by structural and theoretical data.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and X-ray Crystal Structure. Compound 1
crystallizes in the chiral P63 space group of the hexagonal
system. Its structure consists of a chiral 3D calcium(II)−
copper(II) network, which is built up from trans oxamidato-

bridged dicopper(II) units, {Cu2[(S,S)-alamox]}, acting as
linkers between the CaII ions through carboxylate; further
aqua/hydroxo groups (1:2 statistical distribution), acting as
additional bridges between two neighboring dicopper(II) units
and coordinated in a μ3 fashion, support the entire system,
unfolding an uninodal six-connected net of (49.66) Schlafl̈i
symbol (see Figure 1 and Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).
Overall, 1 can be described as a mixed oxamidate- and

carboxylate(aqua/hydroxo)-bridged, honeycomb-like hexagonal
3D CaIICuII6 open framework showing relatively large
hexagonal channels along the c-axis (Figure 1d), which are
occupied by crystallization water molecules (see Figures 1e, as
well as Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information).
These channels have a virtual diameter of ca. 1.0 nm, resulting
from the alternating orientation of the methyl residues from the
trans-(S,S)-alamox bridging ligands within adjacent channels.
The estimated empty volume without the crystallization water
molecules is 2089.1 Å3, which is a value that represents up to ca.
58.0% of potential void per unit cell volume [V = 3604.1 Å3]
(Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). A striking structural
feature of 1 is that all water molecules hosted in the pores are
hydrogen-bonded, forming one-dimensional (1D) ribbons

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures of the chiral bis(amino acid)oxalamide ligands (left), highlighting the potential coordination sites and chiral
centers and the corresponding dianionic bis(hydroxo) dicopper(II) complexes (right). Views of a fragment of 1 in the (b) ab and (c) bc planes,
respectively, with the atom numbering scheme (symmetry code: (I) = −x, −y + 1, z + 1/2; (II) = −y + 1, x − y + 1, z; (III) = −x + y, −x + 1, z). (d)
Perspective view of the three-dimensional (3D) open framework of 1 along the c-axis (the crystallization water molecules are omitted for clarity). (e)
Views along the crystallographic c-axis (left) and a-axis (right) of the array of hydrogen-bonded guest water molecules and hydroxide anions located
in each hexagonal channel. Cu and Ca atoms are represented by green and purple spheres or polyhedra, respectively, whereas the ligands are
depicted as sticks. The H atoms, when present, are represented as blue sticks, whereas the water molecules and hydroxide anions are depicted as red
and orange spheres. Hydrogen bonds are represented by dotted lines.
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along the c-axis (see Figure 1e) that involve the aqua/hydroxo
bridges of the network.
Thermogravimetric Analysis and Powder X-ray Dif-

fraction. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows a mass
loss at 473 K of 31.5% (Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information) which corresponds to 30 H2O molecules per
formula unit, a value close to the 32 lattice molecules found in
the crystal structure determined by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction (SCXRD) at 90 K. The vapor water adsorption
isotherm of 1 at 25 °C shows that the complete rehydration
process, with the recovery of 32 mmol of water per mmol of
bioMOF, can be only achieved under maximum relative
humidity (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information),
which is in complete agreement with the proton conductivity
measurements (see below).
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) studies were carried out

on a polycrystalline sample of 1 (Figure 2). PXRD patterns

show the retention of crystallinity over the entire range of
temperatures studied, confirming the structural robustness of
the material upon water loss (Figures 2, pattern profiles b−e).
In addition, the structural stability of this bioMOF was further
verified both after proton conductivity experiments (pattern f in
Figure 2) and also in basic aqueous media by immersion in a
pH 14 aqueous solution for one month (pattern g in Figure 2).
The permanent porosity of 1 was demonstrated by means of

N2 adsorption at 77 K. The isotherm shows a type I behavior
with large uptake at low pressures (Figure 3). The Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area calculated was 1015 m2/
g,38,39 with a calculated pore size40 of 1.1 nm, which closely
corresponds to that determined from the crystal structure.
Proton Conductivity Measurements and Conducting

Mechanism. Considering the strong interest observed recently
in proton conductors,7−29,31 together with the presence of an
array of hydrogen-bonded water molecules along the hexagonal
channels in 1 (see Figure 1e, as well as Figures S1 and S2), we
performed ionic conductivity measurements.

Impedance data in the form of a complex plane plot for 1 at
353 K and different relative humidity values (RH), after full
equilibration of the measurements (Figure S6), are shown in
Figure 4a. The data show an overlapped/deformed broad arc at
high frequencies/low RH with an associated capacitances of
∼(2−3) × 10−11 F cm−1. With increasing RH, lower frequency
effects are seen, in the form of an inclined spike with an
associated capacitances of ∼8−10 μF cm−1, which indicates a
partial-blocking electrode response consistent with proton
migration. The structural stability of this MOF after post-
impedance measurements was checked by X-ray diffraction and
thermal analysis. The TG curves do not show changes in the
water content for the different environmental conditions tested
(Figure S4) suggesting the easy loss of two water molecules
when exposed to air−further confirmed by crystal structure
determined by SCXRD at room temperature (see the
Supporting Information)which can be only fully recovered
within the humidity chamber. Furthermore, the PXRD patterns
after the measurements are consistent with the theoretical one
(Figure 2f).
The conductivity of 1 increases with the relative humidity

(Figure 4a), which is characteristic of many water-mediated
proton conductors. For instance, the conductivity at 353 K
increases from 1.1 × 10−6 S cm−1 at 60% RH up to 8.6 × 10−4 S
cm−1 at 95% RH. The proton conductivity for 1 measured at
297 K and 95% RH, 1.0 × 10−5 S cm−1, is comparable with
other carboxylate-based MOFs.41 Figure 4b displays the overall
pellet conductivities in traditional Arrhenius plots as a function
of RH. These plots show a linear behavior with activation
energies (Ea) of 0.42, 0.43, 0.42, and 0.34 eV for RH values of
60%, 70%, 80%, and 95%, respectively. These relatively small
numbers are within the range typically attributed to a Grotthuss
transfer mechanism via water molecules (0.1−0.5 eV).42−46

These results suggest that, even in the absence of free acid or
basic groups in the framework, the presence of a hydrogen-
bonded intricate chain involving both the free water and the
coordinated hydroxo/water molecules is enough to develop
moderate ionic conductivity. Although a vehicle mechanism47

contribution cannot be discarded, this conductivity most-likely
arises from the proton hopping through the hydrogen-bonded
array of water molecules, as expected for a structure diffusion
mechanism,48,49 as reported previously in theoretical−exper-
imental studies in pure water50−52 or acid aqueous solutions.53

Figure 2. (a) Calculated PXRD pattern profile of 1 (pattern profile a).
Variable-temperature XRD patterns of the activated phase of 1 at 298
K (pattern profile b), 343 K (pattern profile c), (d) 353 K (pattern
profile d), and 370 K (pattern profile e). PXRD pattern profiles of 1
after proton conduction measurements (pattern profile f) and (pattern
profile g) after 1 month of immersion in a pH 14 aqueous solution at
room temperature (RT).

Figure 3. N2 (77 K) adsorption isotherm for the activated compound
1. Filled and empty symbols indicate the adsorption and desorption
isotherms, respectively.
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It is clear that proton transport mechanisms in solids attract
great interest, because of their relation to many natural
processes54 and its potential application in a wide variety of
electrochemical and energy-conversion devices.8 However, the
vast majority of theoretical studies, with regard to the
mechanism of proton conduction (most of them of theoretical
nature), could only carried out so far in nonporous solids.55−59

In contrast, despite the fact that MOFs show excellent results as
proton-conducting materialsthey exhibit large pores, which
allows the movement of ions, as well as the presence of guest
carrier molecules24,60the first joint experimental/theoretical
study dealing with the proton-conduction mechanism in a
MOF was published only very recently.31 This outstanding
feature is undoubtedly related to the high disorder of the
solvent molecules.

In a recent work,28 Kitagawa et al. suggested that “only
MOFs having small pores should be employed to construct
visible proton-conducting pathways”. This would be based on
the reasonable assumption that disorder increases with
increasing pore size. However, despite the large pores, water
molecules hosted in the channels of 1 are particularly ordered
and their positionsincluding those of their hydrogen atoms
and, thus, the directionality of the hydrogen bondcould be
undoubtedly allocated. With this information in hand, we are
able to propose a clear conduction mechanism in a proton-
conductive MOF, in clear agreement with the recent findings
shown by Damasceno et al.31

Figure 1e shows the hydrogen-bonded pathways developing
inside one hexagonal channel in 1. At first sight, it is reasonable
to suppose that several concerted tautomeric equilibriums
should be followed in the channels (and in other proton-
conducting MOFs). We focus just on a few of them to suggest a
model consistent with the experimentally located hydrogen
atoms. The observed pattern of atomic positions in the water-
branched chain is reliable with a hopping of protons between
neighboring and hydrogen-bonded water molecules, which is
consistent with a Grotthuss-like mechanism.48 The distances
crossed by the H atoms in the hopping process range from
0.73(4) Å to 1.14(1) Å with corresponding O···O separations
varying in the range of 2.686(10)−2.957(9) Å (detailed values
in Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
The proposed mechanism is detailed as follows: Figure 5a

represents the starting situation found in the crystal structure,
whereas Figures 5b and 5c show the proposed intermediate
stages with the proton hopping between neighboring molecules
and their consecutive reorientation to finally recover the
original situation (Figure 5d). Their orientations represent
always a valid structure for the water net. We choose as the
proton transfer starting point O2W, which can initiate two
different pathways: toward O9W (path 1) or toward O1W
(path 2). Afterward, the two pathways must follow the labeled
way of path 1/path 2 or exhibit a possible deviation (path 1′ or
path 2′), which is logical, given that an efficient concerted
pathway requires multiple ways. Another important point is the
occurrence of a hydrogen bond between hydroxo/water (O1H)
and water molecule (O2W). The O2W···OH distance of
2.908(5) Å and the quite perfect directionality of the hydrogen
bond (O−H···O2W angle of 171(14)°) seem to suggest that a
proton transfer from O1H to the “initiator” O2W happens,
indicating that a hydrogen of the hydroxo/water bridged
molecule in 1 plays a role, as proton injector, in the proposed
mechanism.
As shown in Figure 5, the proton transfer extents to the

O10W and O11 disordered water molecules located in the
center of the channels, suggesting that the entire network of
water molecules participates in the conduction. We suggest that
the translation movement of O10w and O11 waters along the c-
axis around the center of the hexagonal voids (see structure
refinement and Figure S7 in the Supporting Information) is
consistent with proton transfer along the 1D channels and
could be the key point for the proton conductivity. It is obvious
to suggest that the insertion of acidic molecules, acting as
proton injectors, would increase the proton conductivity value
dramatically.

Theoretical Calculations. A detailed study of this type of
material is not an easy task. Although some computational
schemes, such as ab initio and density functional theory (DFT)
methods, could offer a more realistic vision of this process, they

Figure 4. (a) Nyquist plots for compound 1 at 353 K under four
different relative humidity (RH) values. Solid lines indicate the fitting
to the equivalent circuit (RbQb)(RgbQgb)(Qe). (b) Protonic
conductivity data of 1 versus reciprocal temperature (Arrhenius
plot) at four selected RH values. Activation energies were highlighted.
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have not been considered, because of the complexity and high
CPU time consumption that is implied. Thus, using quantum
molecular dynamics simulations, we have found an excellent
compromise alternative. This methodology has been used to
contrast the proposed structure diffusion mechanism on the
basis of the experimental data. This simplified model provides
us with a visual and dynamic picture of the proton hopping
between neighboring water molecules within the hydrogen-
bonded 1D arrays of water molecules hosted in the channels
(see Videos S1−S6). Two different simulations were done on a
fragment of the water channel, where O2W is considered as the
starting point and therefore and additional hydrogencoming
from the 1/3 water-bridged molecule O1Hwas added. In the
first simulation, the O11A water molecule was replaced by a
hydroxo group in order to include, in a way, the attractive effect
of the anode on the extra proton (see computational details, as
well as Videos S1−S4). In the second one, no replacement was
done to verify that the proton hopping occurs in a spontaneous
manner (see Videos S5 and S6). Overall, the optimized

structures shown in the videos are in agreement with the
proposed structure diffusion (Grotthuss-type) mechanism48

involving the cleavage and formation of O−H bonds, together
with the hopping of the protons, followed by reorientation of
the water molecules.
Even the limitations of the simplified model used, the

dynamics simulation shown in Videos S1−S6 shed light on the
same direction and contrast the possibility of the proposed
pathways on the basis of the experimental data. In this sense,
several remarkable features are clearly observed:
(i) The hopping of the protons occurs through a process of

cleavage and formation of covalent O−H bonds involving the
formation of relatively small charged water clusters: H5O2

+,
H7O3

+, and H9O4
+, followed by a solvent reorganization

process;52

(ii) The transfer of a hydrogen atom from the initiator O2W
to the terminal O10W, after successive proton transfers and
water molecules reorientation, follows the sequence: “O2W−

Figure 5. Complete cycle of the proton conduction showing the proton hopping between the hydrogen-bonded water/hydroxo molecules and the
sequential reorientation: (a) starting real situation (data shown by crystal structure), (b, c) intermediate proposed stages where the proton hopping
and the water molecules reorientation occur, and (d) recovery of the starting situation. The water molecules are represented by red filled spheres.
The black, gray, and blue solid lines represent the initial (observed), the broken and the formed O−H bonds, respectively. The dotted circles and the
continuous circles represent initial and final hydrogen positions, respectively. The dotted lines represent the hydrogen bonds. [Details on O···O
distances: O1W···O4W, 2.870(8) Å; O1W···O6W, 2.957(9) Å; O2W···O9W, 2.752(9) Å; O2W···O1W, 2.866(6) Å; O2W···O1H, 2.908(5) Å;
O3W···O5W, 2.776(6) Å; O3W···O9Wa, 2.825(10) Å; O4W···O5W, 2.801(9) Å; O4Wa···O8W, 2.775(12) Å; O5W···O6W, 2.740(9) Å; O7W···
O8W, 2.780(11) Å; O7W···O10W, 2.885(10) Å; O8W···O9Wa, 2.754(12) Å; and O10W···O11A, 2.686(10) Å. Symmetry code: (a) = −y, x − y, z.]
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O9W−O8W−O7W−O10W”, as predicted in the proposed
mechanism (path 1 in Figure 5); and
(iii) The proton, upon arriving to the terminal O10W,

continues on its way, along the c-axis to O11A, suggesting that
the proton hopping continues along the disordered water
molecules through the center of the channels (see Figure S7).
In the two theoretical simulations, the process requires 200 and
300 fs to finish.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have reported the rational design of a unique
chiral 3D bioMOF. This novel material exhibits permanent
porosity, high chemical, structural and water/basic media
stability, and proton conductivity. Compound 1, hosting a
large number of water molecules in their large pores in an
ordered manner, allowed us to overcome the well-known
difficulties28 to achieve detailed experimental information on
the pathways involved in the hopping of protons between
neighboring water molecules in a MOF during proton
conduction. We propose a precise Grotthuss-like mechanism,
showing the different hydrogen-bonded pathways developing
inside the channels of a proton-conductive MOF. Our results
highlight the importance of design-by-synthesis as a very
powerful tool to understand complex physicochemical
phenomena of biological and industrial interest.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of {Cu6Ca[(S,S)-alamox]3(OH)2(H2O)}·32H2O (1).

Well-shaped hexagonal prisms of 1 suitable for X-ray structural analysis
were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of aqueous
solutions containing stoichiometric amounts of (Me4N)2{Cu2[(S,S)-
alamox](OH)2}·6H2O (see the Supporting Information) (0.12 g, 0.18
mmol) in one arm and CaCl2 (0.01 g, 0.06 mmol) in the other. They
were isolated by filtration on paper and air-dried. Yield: 2.28 g, 67%;
Anal.: calcd for C24Cu6CaH92N6O53 (1734.4): C, 16.62%; H, 5.35%;
N, 4.85%. Found: C, 16.87%; H, 5.21%; N, 4.85%; IR (KBr): ν = 1618
cm−1 (CO).
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction. Crystal data for 1:

C24Cu6CaH92N6O53, hexagonal, space group P63, a = 17.6943(10)
Å, c = 13.2921(8) Å, V = 3604.0(5) Å3, T = 90(2) K, Z = 2, ρcalc =
1.598 g cm−3, μ = 1.917 mm−1, Flack parameter = 0.02(1), of the
34464 reflections collected, 5790 are unique and 4983 observed with I
> 2σ(I). Refinement of 332 parameters gave R = 0.0367 and Rw =
0.0966 for reflections with I > 2σ(I) and R = 0.0452 and Rw = 0.1017
for all reflections, with S = 1.062. Further detailed information on the
structural data can be found at the Supporting Information.
Proton Conductivity Studies. Electrical characterization for 1

was carried out on dense (∼96%−98% theoretical density) cylindrical
pellets (diameter ca. 5 mm and thickness ca. 1 mm) obtained by
pressing ca. 40 mg of sample at 250 MPa, for 1 min. The pellets were
pressed between porous C electrodes (Sigracet, No. GDL 10 BB, no
Pt). The sample cell was placed inside a temperature- and humidity-
controlled chamber (Espec, Model SH-222) and connected to an
impedance analyzer (Agilent, Model HP4284A). AC impedance data
were collected over the frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 MHz with an
applied voltage of 1 V. The reproducibility of the experiments was
evaluated by performing duplicate measurements in two different
pellets. This may rule out extrinsic transport through the grain
boundary associated with the pelletizing process,61 although single-
crystal measurements are necessary to discard interparticle conduction.
Proton conductivity measurements were carried out at different

relative humidities (RH = 60%, 70%, 80%, and 95%) after equilibration
by successive heating/cooling cycles from 21 °C to 80 °C at 0.2 °C/
min. This procedure ensures stable conductivity values, being those
fully reproducible after several cycles of measurements.

Impedance spectra were recorded upon cooling (0.2 °C/min) from
80 °C to 21 °C at 5 °C intervals. The stabilization time before each
data acquisition was 5 min, with a maximum temperature variation of
0.1 °C.

Computing Details. Quantum molecular dynamics simulations
were performed using the SIESTA program, version 3.2,62 starting
from an optimized structure. Only a hexagonal pore from the crystal
structure of 1 with 64 H2O molecules was chosen as a theoretical
model to study the pathways involved in the proton conductivity. In
order to simplify the model and to save computer processing unit
(CPU) time, the walls of the channel were removed, i.e., only the
water molecules were retained. In order to avoid a crumbling or large
structural distribution of the system, the positions of the O atoms were
highly constrained, whereas the H atoms remained free, allowing
proton interchange between the neighboring molecules. The water
molecule proposed as the starting proton donor into the experimental
section was protonated (H3O

+). Two different simulations were
carried out (see Videos S1−S4 and Videos S5 and S6). In order to
simulate the effect of the anode when the electric voltage was applied
in the measurement of the proton conductance, a water molecule in a
distant place was deprotonated in one of them (a hydroxo group is
considered instead of a water molecule) (Videos S1−S4). Finally,
preliminary calculations with no constraints of the O atoms also
suggested a structure diffusion mechanism. Further detailed
information on the structural data can be found in the Supporting
Information.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Videos S1−S6 showing the proposed proton conduction
mechanism. The Supporting Information is available free of
charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/
acs.chemmater.6b01286.

Additional preparations and physical characterization
data of 1; additional figures (Figures S1−S7); crystallo-
graphic refinement and hydrogen bonds details for 1
(Tables S1 and S2) (PDF)
Crystallographic data (CIF)
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre information for
CCDC-1432054 (1) (PDF)
Video S1: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms are represented by red and pink spheres,
respectively (the first 200 fs of the simulation are shown)
(AVI)
Video S2: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms are represented by red and pink spheres,
respectively (the first 200 fs of the simulation are shown)
(AVI)
Video S3: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms involved in the conducting mechanism
are represented by magenta and orange spheres,
respectively (the first 200 fs of the simulation are
shown) (AVI)
Video S4: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
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molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms involved in the conducting mechanism
are represented by magenta and orange spheres,
respectively (the first 200 fs of the simulation are
shown) (AVI)
Video S5: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms are represented by red and pink spheres,
respectively, and oxygen and hydrogen atoms involved in
the conducting mechanism are represented by magenta
and orange spheres, respectively (the first 300 fs of the
simulation are shown) (AVI)
Video S6: Proton conduction mechanism from the
quantum molecular dynamics simulations showing the
proton hopping between the hydrogen bonded water
molecules and the sequential reorientation; oxygen and
hydrogen atoms are represented by red and pink spheres,
respectively (the first 300 fs of the simulation are shown)
(AVI)
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a b s t r a c t

This work is devoted to the investigation of the thermally induced spin-crossover behavior from a high-
spin state (HS, S = 3/2) at higher temperatures to a low-spin phase (LS, S = 1/2) at lower temperatures of
the six-coordinate cobalt(II) complex in the compound [Co(terpy)2]3[NbO(C2O4)3]2�3CH3OH�4H2O (2). The
crystal structure of 2 together with that of its counterion as tetraphenylarsonium(V) salt (AsPh4)3[NbO
(C2O4)3]�9H2O (1) are also included. The spin-crossover process was followed by the thermal variation
of the vMT product between 2.0 and 400 K under the warming mode, with the LS configuration being
achieved at T 6 200 K and the LS? HS interconversion being incomplete at 400 K. X-band EPR measure-
ments both in solution and in the solid state were used to characterize the LS state. In order to substan-
tiate the phenomenon in 2, an analytical expression was presented based on the combination of the
spin–orbit coupling and both first- and second-order Zeeman effects for a d7 electronic configuration.
The best-fit parameters were Cvib = 0.0249, k = �163 cm�1, a = 1.06, D = 1532 cm�1, with a fixed value
of gLS = 2.11 determined from the fit of the EPR spectrum at 10 K.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Although the coordination chemistry of niobium was subject of
thorough research in the past based on their moderate cost, limited
toxicity and large availability of oxidation states, the low stability
of many of its salts in the presence of moisture and/or oxygen
[1,2] and the light sensitivity of some of them [3], account for
the living in the shadow of the niobium compounds of metal com-
plexes of the 4d elements. Recently, the discovery of interesting
properties exhibited when niobium is incorporated into alloys
and steel strengtheners [4–6], electronic devices [7,8], porous
metal-organic frameworks with highly gas adsorption [9], materi-
als for catalysis [10–12] and heterometallic multifunctional mag-
netic systems [13–17], has renewed the interest in the

coordination chemistry of this element. Thinking at the develop-
ment of niobium-based molecular compounds, the oxalate-con-
taining niobium(IV/V) complexes could be a suitable choice.
However, although the paramagnetic [NbIV(C2O4)4]4� species (C2-
O4
2� = oxalate) has been isolated with univalent cations as counte-

rions and their structures solved by X-ray diffraction [1], the easy
oxidation and hydrolysis that it undergoes, makes very difficult
its use as building block for metal assembling. The corresponding
diamagnetic seven-coordinate niobium(V) complexes with an
oxo group of general formula [NbVO(C2O4)x(H2O)y](2x�3)�

(x = y = 2 or x = 3 and y = 0) which are relatively stable in common
laboratory conditions, constitute good starting materials to build
solid state architectures [18,19].

Herein we show how the use of the oxotris(oxalate)niobate(V)
metalloligand as counterion allows the precipitation of the well
known [Co(terpy)2]2+ cation (terpy = 2,20:60,200-terpyridine), a well
known spin crossover (SCO) species exhibiting a high-spin (HS,
S = 3/2)M low-spin (LS, S = 1/2) process [20,21]. As far as we know,
this is the first time that an anionic metal complex is used as a pre-
cipitating agent towards the [Co(terpy)2]2+ cation, the charge bal-
ance of this cation being achieved by inorganic anions in
previous reports [22,23]. The synthesis and crystal structure of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.poly.2016.07.014
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the niobium-based salts (AsPh4)3[NbO(C2O4)3]�9H2O (1) and [Co
(terpy)2]3[NbO(C2O4)3]2�3CH3OH�4H2O (2) [AsPh4

+ = tetraphenylar-
sonium(V) cation] together with the variable-temperature mag-
netic investigation and EPR study of 2 are presented in this work.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

[Co(H2O)6](ClO4)2, 2,20:60,200-terpyridine (terpy), AsPh4Cl,
methanol, acetonitrile and dimethylsulfoxide were purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich and used as received. The niobium salt (NH4)3[NbO
(C2O4)3]�6H2O was a gift from the Companhia Brasileira de
Metalurgia e Mineração (CBMM) and it was also used without
any further treatment.

2.2. Preparation of the complexes

2.2.1. (AsPh4)3[NbO(C2O4)3]�9H2O (1)
Solid AsPh4Cl (2.50 g, 0.60 mmol) was added to an aqueous

solution (10 cm3) containing (NH4)3[NbO(C2O4)3]�6H2O (1.00 g,
0.195 mmol). The resulting solution was kept under continuous
stirring for 30 min at room temperature. The white solid that sep-
arated was filtered off, washed with small amounts of cold water
and diethyl ether and dried in the open air. It was dissolved in
100 cm3 of a H2O–CH3CN mixture (15:1 v/v) and left to evaporate
at room temperature for five days. The white crystals were filtered
off, washed with 2.0 cm3 of cold acetonitrile and then with diethyl
ether. Yield: 2.10 g (67%, 0.120 mmol). X-ray absorption micro-
analysis: 3:1 As/Nb molar ratio (5 spots). 1H NMR (CDCl3,
300 MHz): 7.69, 7.67 and 7.63 (m, 72H, H–Ph) ppm. 13C (dmso-
d6, 200 MHz): 121.43, 131.36, 133.58, 134.75 (AsPh4

+)
and 166.71 ppm C2O4

2� of [NbO(C2O4)3]3�. Elemental analysis for
C78H78O22As3Nb (1685.11 g mol�1) – Exp. (Calc.): %C 55.57
(55.59), %H 4.49 (4.67)%. IR (KBr disk/cm�1): 3481 [m(OAH)],
3089, 3052 [m(CAH)], 1710 and 1687 [mas(C@O)], 1483 [m(C@C)],
1380 [ms(C@O)], 905 [m(Nb@O)] and 683 [m(AsAC)].

2.2.2. [Co(terpy)2]3[NbO(C2O4)3]2�3CH3OH�4H2O (2)
Solid [Co(H2O)6](ClO4)2 (10.0 mg, 21.8 lmol) was placed at the

bottom of a 4.0 cm3 test tube with 0.50 cm3 of dmso. Then the tube
was slowly filled with 2.50 cm3 of a dmso–CH3OHmixture (1:4 v/v)
containing terpy (15.0 mg, 64.4 lmol). Finally, 1 (15.0 mg,
9.01 lmol) dissolved in 0.50 cm3 of CH3OH was placed on the top
and the tube covered with parafilm�. X-ray quality deep brown
crystals of 2 were grown in the text tube by slow diffusion at room
temperature during 25 days. Yield: 3.20 mg (1.30 lmol, 29%). X-ray
absorption microanalysis for 2: 3:2 Co/Nb molar ratio. Elemental
analysis for C105H86N18O33Co3Nb2 (2490.52 g mol�1) – Exp. (Calc.):
%C 51.55 (50.94), %H 3.02 (3.18), %N 10.49 (10.32), %Co 7.50 (7.30)%.
IR (KBr disk/cm�1): 3475 [m(O–H)], 3062 and 2930 [m(C–H)], 1715
and 1687 [mas(C@O)], 1641 [m(C@N)], 1470 and 1448 [m(C@C)],
1401 [ms(C@O)], 905 [m(Nb@O] and 421 [m(CoAN)].

2.3. Physical techniques

Elemental analysis (C, H and N) were carried out with a Perkin-
Elmer 2400 analyser. The cobalt content was determined by atomic
absorption with a Hitachi Z-8200 Polarized Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer.

The infrared spectra for 1 and 2 were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer FTIR spectrophotometer using KBr pellets in the range
4000–400 cm�1 with an average of 32 scans and 2 cm�1 of spectral
resolution. The molar ratio of the heavy atoms [As/Nb (1) and
Co/Nb (2)] was determined by means of a scanning electron

microscope Phillips ESEM XL30 (working tension of 20 kV), as the
mean value of five different spots of the bulk. The samples were
mounted in double faced tapes, free of heavy atoms.

The magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out on
crushed single crystals of 2 in the temperature range 2.0–400 K
with a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer and using applied
magnetic fields of 0.5 T. Magnetization versus the magnetic field
measurements for 2 were done at 2.0 K in the magnetic field range
0–5 T. Diamagnetic corrections of the constituent atoms of 2 were
estimated from Pascal’s constants. Experimental susceptibilities
were also corrected for the magnetization of the sample holder
(a plastic bag). In order to avoid any solvent loss in the sample
preparation and vacuum process, the sample was prepared with
single crystals of 2 immediately after collected from the test tubes,
covered with icosane (49.73 mg) and introduced into a SQUID
magnetometer at 200 K under a continuous helium flow. The
sequence of the analysis was first cooling down the sample from
200 to 2.0 K, and then heating up until 400 K, which revealed to
reach a desolvated compound up to 310 K. EPR measurements
were carried out with a custom-built X-band spectrometer operat-
ing at about 9.38 GHz produced by a 500 mW Klystron (Varian). A
commercial cylindrical resonant cavity (Bruker) was used. Mag-
netic fields were produced by an electromagnet (Varian) with a
fully automated current source (Heizinger). Standard lock-in
detection (EG&G) and field modulation of 100 kHz were also
employed. The microwave frequency was stabilized by means of
an automatic frequency control and measured with precision by
a frequency-meter (PTS). Sample temperature of 10(1) K was
achieved by an Oxford helium-flux cryosystem device.

2.4. Crystal data collection and refinement

X-ray diffraction data collection on single crystals of 1 and 2
were performed on an Oxford Gemini Ultra diffractometer at the
LabCri from the Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais (1) and a
Bruker-Saxi diffractometer (2) at the SCSIE from the Universitat
de València by using Mo Ka radiation (k = 0.71073 Å). The crystals
were covered with mineral oil immediately after removed from
crystallization tests for cryoprotection in order to avoid any solvent
loss and mounted under a dinitrogen flux.

The measurements were performed at 120 (1) and 218 K (2).
Data integration and scaling of the reflections were carried out
with the Crysalis Pro software (171.37.34b) [24]. Final unit cell
parameters were based on the fitting of the position of all reflec-
tions. Empirical absorption corrections were performed by using
also the Crysalis Pro software based on the chemical formula
[24]. The space group identification was done with XPREP [25]. The
structures of 1 and 2 were solved via direct methods by using
the SUPERFLIP program [26]. The positions of all atoms could be
unambiguously assigned on consecutive difference Fourier maps.
Refinements were performed by using SHELXL [25] based on F2

through a full-matrix least-squares routine. Disordered phenyl
rings, oxo and oxalate groups together with all solvent molecules
of 1 were treated as isotropic atomic displacements. All non-
hydrogen atoms and non-solvent molecules of 2 were refined with
anisotropic atomic displacement parameters. All hydrogen atoms
except those of the water molecules were located in difference
Fourier maps and included as fixed contributions according to
the riding model [27]. Values of CAH = 0.97 Å and Uiso(H)
= 1.5 Ueq(C) for the methyl groups, CAH = 0.97 Å and Uiso(H)
= 1.2 Ueq(C) for the aromatic carbon atoms and finally,
OAH = 0.90 Å and Uiso(H) = 1.5 Ueq(O) for the OH group of the
methanol molecules were adopted. Double split positions and rigid
geometry were applied in the case of 1 for the disordered oxalate
group from the [NbVO(C2O4)3] moiety and the arsenic atom
together with two phenyl rings of the As3Ph4

+ cation. The squeeze
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technique was also applied in 1 in order to remove the spread elec-
tronic density in 468 Å3 void (per unit cell, suppressing 121 elec-
trons; see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information) which is
occupied with water molecules of crystallization. Three maxima
of the electron density associated to the water molecules remained
through the refinement in this process, since they are too close to
the [NbVO(C2O4)3]3� anion. These molecules were treated as isotro-
pic atoms with freely refined occupancy. Double split positions
were applied on the refinement of the oxygen atoms of the free
water molecules in 2. The crystal data and details of the structure
refinement of 1 and 2 are listed in Table 1 whereas selected bond
lengths and angles are given in Tables S1 (1) and S2 (2) of the Sup-
porting Information.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and general characterization

Single crystals of 1 as white needles were obtained by slow
evaporation of a water-acetonitrile solution of (AsPh4)3[NbO
(C2O4)3]�9H2O. X-ray quality deep brown blocks of 2 were grown
by slow diffusion of 1 and [Co(H2O)6](ClO4)2 in a MeOH–dmso
mixed solvent containing the terpy ligand. The use of the nio-
bium(V) precursor as tetraphenylarsonium salt (1) instead of the
commercially available ammonium derivative is a key point in
the synthesis of 2 because the protonation of the terpy ligand in
the presence of an acid such as NH4

+ competes with the formation
of the [Co(terpy)2]2+ species.

The fact that there are no bands in the infrared spectrum of 1 in
the range of 3300–3100 cm�1, indicates the lack of NAH groups
and consequently, the absence of NH4

+ cations in that compound.
The occurrence of stretching vibrations from aromatic CAH groups
in the wavenumber range 3052–3089 cm�1 together with aromatic
C@C and AsAC vibrations at 1483 at 683 cm�1 respectively, are
associated to the presence in 1 of the AsPh4

+ cation. It can be con-
sidered as the confirmation of the success of the metathesis reac-
tion where the ammonium was fully replaced by the
tetraphenylarsonium in agreement with the structure of 1. Two
different C@O stretching vibrations which occur at 1710 and
1687 cm�1 support the presence in 1 of bidentate oxalate ligands.
A medium intensity peak at 905 cm�1 in the infrared spectra of 1 is
a diagnostic of the presence of the NbV@O group. Finally, the water
molecules of crystallization of 1 are responsible for a strong
absorption peak centered at 3481 cm�1. Dealing with the infrared
spectrum of 2, absorption peaks at 1715, 1687 and 1641 cm�1

are attributed to the C@O (the two first ones) and C@N (the last
one) vibrations of the oxalate and terpy ligands of the [NbVO
(C2O4)3]3� and [Co(terpy)]2+ units. Additional peaks at 905 and
421 cm�1 are tentatively assigned to metal–ligand vibrations of
NbV@O and CoAN, respectively. The lack of the AsAC vibrations
in 2 which are present in 1, corroborates the full metathesis of
the AsPh4

+ cations by the [Co(terpy)2]2+ ions in agreement with
the crystal structure of 2. The OAH vibrations of the two types of
the free solvent molecules (water and methanol) are responsible
for a broad peak at 3475 cm�1 whereas several weak absorption
peaks around 2930 cm�1 are attributed to the CAH stretching
vibrations modes of the terpy ligand and the methanol molecules
of crystallization (see IR spectra for 1 and 2 in Supporting Informa-
tion as Figs. S2 and S3, respectively).

The thermal analysis of 1 under a dynamic dinitrogen atmo-
sphere showed a first weight loss of 9.65% in an endothermic step
between 25 and 120 �C which is associated to the evaporation of all
the solvent molecules of crystallization (the calculated mass loss
for the nine free water molecules is 9.62%). A weight loss of
84.1% which occurs between 220 and 650 �C, is probably due to

the decomposition of organic matter. The residue is terminally
stable heating up until 700 �C (the end of the analysis), and it cor-
responds to 6.91% initial mass, a value which agrees well with nio-
bium(V) oxide (6.95% for 1/2 mol of Nb2O5). The thermal analysis
of 2was inconclusive, since this compound revealed to be unstable
at room temperature by losing mainly free methanol molecules
[see TG/DTA plot for 1 (Fig. S4) and the X-ray pattern comparison
for 1 and 2 (Figs. S5 and S6) in the Supporting Information].

3.2. Crystal structures of 1 and 2

The crystal structure of 1 was solved at 120 K and it reveals the
complete replacement of the ammonium cations by the
tetraphenylarsonium ions. Compound 1 crystallizes in the triclinic
system, P�1 space group, with an asymmetric unit consisting of
three crystallographically independent AsPh4

+ cations (hereafter
noted As1, As2 and As3) and one [NbVO(C2O4)3]3� complex anion
(see Fig. 1). The structure also contains free water molecules, but
they are spread in a void of 260 Å3.

The niobium(V) ion is seven-coordinate, six oxygen atoms from
three bidentate oxalate ligands and one oxo group building a dis-
torted pentagonal bipyramidal geometry around it. One of the axial
positions is occupied by the oxo group (O1) whereas the other one
is filled by an oxalate-oxygen (O13). The NbVAOoxo double bond
makes it shorter [Nb1AO1 = 1.853 Å] than the NbAOoxalate single
bond [Nb1–O13 = 2.029 Å]. The other niobium(V) to oxalate-
oxygen bond lengths in the equatorial positions of the pentagonal
bipyramid are very close to each other, their values varying in
the narrow range 2.080 [Nb1AO10] to 2.145 Å [Nb1AO9]. Locally,
there is a twofold axis over the niobium atom along the Nb1AO10
bond resulting in a disorder involving the oxo group and the out-of-
equatorial plane oxalate group, with main group occupancy fitted
to 55% of all structures. This disorder leads to a maxima of electron
density over the pyramidal apical position slightly deviated from
the related structures containing the [NbVO(C2O4)3]3� unit [range
of the values of the Nb@O and apical NbAOoxalate bond distances
are 1.70–1.72 and 2.10–2.25 Å, respectively] [18,19,28–32].

Table 1
Crystal data details of the structure determination for compounds 1 and 2.

Compound 1 2

Empirical formula C78H60O14.72As3Nb C105H78N18O33Co3Nb2

Formula weight (g mol�1) 1550.51 2482.46
k (Å) 0.71073 0.71073
T (K) 120 218(2)
Crystal size (mm3) 0.35 � 0.11 � 0.06 0.37 � 0.36 � 0.34
Crystal system triclinic triclinic
Space group P�1 P1
a (Å) 13.1324(5) 12.6164(4)
b (Å) 13.8387(6) 14.5974(4)
c (Å) 22.2474(8) 15.7892(5)
a (�) 79.468(3) 97.959(2)
b (�) 73.939(3) 99.271(3)
c (�) 79.462(3) 107.584(3)
V (Å3) 3782.2(3) 2681.10(15)
Z 2 1
l (mm�1) 1.523 0.752
F(000) 1572 1261
q (mg m�3) 1.361 1.538
No. parameters 979 1408
Reflns collected 15461 21589
Reflections with I > 2r(I) 11481 19624
Goodness-of-fit (GOF) on F2 1.084 1.054
Ra, wRb [I > 2r(I)] 0.0506, 0.1277 0.0481, 0.1344
Ra, wRb (all data) 0.0717, 0.1385 0.0548, 0.1396
Largest difference in peak and

hole (e A�3)
1.67, �2.55 1.33, �0.56

a R =
P

||Fo| � |Fc||/
P

|Fo|.
b wR = [

P
(|Fo|2 � |Fc|2)2/

P
|Fo|2]1/2.
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Each crystallographic independent arsenic(V) ion exhibits a
tetrahedral environment being bonded to four phenyl carbon
atoms. The values of the AsAC bond distances are in the range
expected varying from 1.905 to 1.912 Å. The fact that the As3AC
bonds are slightly deviated from those concerning the other
arsenic(V) ions in 1 is due to the disorder observed over this cation.
Even splitting the position of the heavy atom As3 to treat the dis-
order, the decision to maintain a single position for the non-disor-
dered phenyl rings creates this artifact.

The crystal packing of 1 relies mostly on CAH� � �p edge-to-face
type of supramolecular interactions between the AsPh4

+ cations
with C� � �p distance in the range of 3.45(1)–4.18(2) Å [33], forming
a 3D network, in a zigzag embrace with cages where the [NbVO
(C2O4)3]3� complexes and the water molecules can be found (see
Fig. 2). Intriguingly, all but the disordered phenyl rings are
involved in this kind of supramolecular interactions whereas it is
more often to be found interacting by a mixture with p stacking,
such as in the crystal packing of the trianionic transition metal
complexes of formula (PPh4)3[Ru(CN)6]�2CH2Cl2�3CHCl3 [34] and
(AsPh4)3[Mn3O(salox){Zn(N3)3Cl}] [35] [PPh4

+ = tetraphenylphos-
phonium cation and H2salox = salicylaldoxime]. A prevalence of
electrostatic interactions between the ions in 1 is observed due
to the polar outer shell of the anions and the non-polar one for
the cations which interacts by non-conventional CAH� � �O type
interactions. This was observed looking at the part of the nio-
bium(V) complex that is forced to interact with the cations which
resulted to be disordered. In this respect, more than one possibility
of interaction, and consequently at least two positions for these
interacting atoms are allowed (which can be seen in Fig. S7 in
the Supporting Information), probably because their interactions
are weak and non-directional. The same is observed for the closest
phenyl rings to the niobium(V) entities. The free water molecules
are filling the void space, creating hydrophilic holes between the
anions and they are also disordered, since there several possibili-
ties of interaction between them and the disordered [NbVO
(C2O4)3]3� units.

The structure of complex 2was solved at 218 K. It crystallizes in
the non-centrosymmetric P1 space group, its chirality being caused
by the packing of the solvent molecules. Three crystallographically
independent [Co(terpy)2]2+ units (Co1, Co2 and Co3) occur in the
asymmetric unit of 2 together with two [NbVO(C2O4)3]3� entities
(Nb1 and Nb2) plus three methanol and four water molecules.
For the sake of simplicity, only the environments around Co1 and

Nb1 of 2 will be described (see Fig. 3), the other two crystallo-
graphic independent units being very close. A perspective view of
whole asymmetric unit is shown in Fig. S8 whereas selected bond
lengths and angles around Co1, Co2, Co3, Nb1 and Nb2 are grouped
in Table S2 in the Supporting Information).

As shown in Figs. 3 and S8, the three cobalt(II) ions are six-coor-
dinate: six nitrogen atoms from two tridentate terpy ligands
describe a distorted octahedral CoN6 surrounding. The two nio-
bium(V) ions (Nb1 and Nb2) are seven-coordinate with an oxo oxy-
gen and six oxygen atoms from three different bidentate oxalate
ligands describing distorted pentagonal bipyramid NbO7. The val-
ues of the dihedral angle between the mean planes of the two
chelating terpy ligands are 87.96, 89.06 and 88.55� at Co1, Co2
and Co3, respectively. The shortest distances between the crystal-
lographically independent cobalt(II) ions occurs along the [211]
direction and they are 8.728(1) (Co1� � �Co2), 8.597(1) (Co2� � �Co3)
and 8.793(1) Å (Co1� � �Co3).

All cobalt atoms in 2 exhibit a very compressed trans NACoAN
axis involving the inner nitrogen atom of each terpy ligand (for
instance, bond lengths of 1.873(6) [Co1AN2] and 1.930(6) Å
[Co1AN5]). This structural feature obeys to the geometrical con-
straints of the tridentate terpy ligand, which subtends two fused
five-membered chelate rings at the metal atom. Having this in
mind, to compensate the Jahn–Teller compression effect, the axis
formed by the outer nitrogen atoms of the terpy ligands have to
be quite longer. So, the values of the bond distances in these direc-
tions are 2.008(5) (Co1AN1), 2.011(6) (Co1AN3), 2.150(7)
(Co1AN6) and 2.161(6) Å (Co1AN4). The distortion parameter

P
,

defined as the sum of the deviation from 90� of the twelve cis
angles of the CoN6 octahedron, is equal to 87.50�. The resulting
compressed octahedral surrounding is as expected for a low-spin
six-coordinate cobalt(II) ion distorted by the Jahn–Teller effect
arising from the t2g6 eg1 electronic configuration [36–38]. The struc-
tural parameters around Co1, Co2 and Co3 atoms in 2 at 218 K sug-
gests a practically low-spin state for them (see Table 2 for SCO
cobalt(II) complexes with terpy and related ligands).

The structure of the [NbO(C2O4)3]3� anionic complex is very
close to the previously reported for this entity in the complexes
[Ba2(HC2O4)(H2O)3{NbO(C2O4)3}] [28], NH4(Hdmphen)2[NbO
(C2O4)3] [29] [M2(bipy)3][NbO(C2O4)3] [30] and (Cat)3[NbO
(C2O2)3]�xH2O [31,32] (dmphen = 2,9-dimethyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line; bipy = 2,20-bipyridine and M = CoII, CuII or NiII; Cat+/x = Rb
(I)/2 and NH4

+/1). The coordination polyhedron around the nio-
bium(V) ion is pentagonal bipyramidal with the double-bonded
O1 oxygen atom and the O13-oxygen filling the axial positions
and the O2O5O6O9O10 set of oxalate-oxygen atoms building the
equatorial plane. The values of the axial Nb1AO1oxo and
Nb1AO13oxalate bond lengths are 1.719(7) and 2.246(6) Å respec-
tively, whereas the equatorial Nb1AOoxalate bond distances vary
in the narrow range 2.110(6)–2.147(6) Å. The values of the angle
subtended by the oxalate ligands at the Nb1 atom cover the range
70.66–73.37�. The niobium(V) ion of the [NbO(C2O4)3]3� entities in
1 and 2 exhibits the same pentagonal bipyramidal NbO7 coordina-
tion environment, but due to the disorder around the metal atom
in the crystal structure of 1, the apical NbAO distances in this com-
pound are slightly different from those in 2. All other structural
parameters, such as basal NbAO bond distances, angles subtended
at the metal ion by the chelating oxalate ligands and the dihedral
angles between their mean planes are very close.

The crystal packing of 2 is ruled manly by p–p stacking interac-
tions between the outer pyridyl groups of the [Co(terpy)2]2+ units,
as shown in Fig. 4. The p–p contact distances cover the range 3.69
(1)–3.86(2) Å. A gap in the p–p stacking can also be seen in Fig. 4
between the cationic complexes of the Co3 and Co2 atoms along
the [011] direction with the aromatic rings being separated by
5.24(2) Å. This leads to the packing of the 2D supramolecular

Fig. 1. Perspective view of the asymmetric unit of 1 with the atom numbering of
the non-carbon atoms. The hydrogen atoms and the solvent molecules were
omitted for clarity.
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network down the [01�1] direction creating voids that shelter the
[NbO(C2O4)3]3� anions and the solvent molecules (see Fig. S9 in the
Supporting Information). The methanol and water molecules are
located around the anionic oxotris(oxalate)niobate(V) entities
being interlinked by hydrogen bonds.

3.3. Magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of 2 under the form of vMT against T
plot [vM being the magnetic susceptibility per cobalt(II) ion] are
shown in Fig. 5. vMT follows a Curie law in the temperature range
2.0–165 K with a value of ca. 0.41 cm3 mol�1 K. Such a value is as

expected for a spin doublet (S = 1/2 ground state with g = 2.11).
Upon warming above 165 K, vMT continuously increases reaching
a value of 1.46 cm3 mol�1 K at 400 K. This behavior indicates the
occurrence of an incomplete 1/2 (LS)M 3/2 (HS) spin-crossover
at 400 K. The plot of the magnetization versus the applied dc
field of the sample at 2.0 K (see inset in Fig. 5) also supports a LS
cobalt(II) species with the magnetization tending to saturate
slightly above 1.0 Nb under dc fields over 50 kOe.

X-band EPR measurements on a frozen dmso solution of 2 at
10.0 K shows a hyperfine splitting of A = 80 G in the form of eight
lines due to the coupling of the I = 7/2 nucleus of cobalt(II), with
a g value of 2.11(1) (Fig. 6). The same measurements performed
on a polycrystalline sample of 2 at low temperatures consists of
a quasi-isotropic feature centered at 3170 G (see Fig. S10 in the
Supporting Information).

A better understanding of the spin-crossover in 2 can be
achieved by the analysis of the removal of the degeneracy of the
energy levels for the cobalt(II) ion, which consists of on an 2E dou-
blet and one 4T1 quartet states, due to the combination of the spin–
orbit coupling and both first- and second-order Zeeman effects (see
Scheme 1).

The approach that we have used to treat the magnetic suscepti-
bility data of complex 2 is based on the model proposed by Harris
et al. [48] Taking into account the energy levels of the d7 configu-
ration in the crossover region for an idealized octahedral complex
(Scheme 1) and following the Figgis’ methodology [49] to estimate
the effective magnetic moment for the 4T1g term, leff (4T1g), and the
application of the Van Vleck equation over the 2Eg and 4T1g states,
one obtains Eq. (1):

Fig. 2. (a) Crystal packing of the AsPh4
+ cations by CAH� � �p edge-to-face interactions (doted lines) with respective values: 3.73(1) (orange), 3.77(2) (cyan), 3.85(1) (blue), 3.53

(1) (black), 3.90(3) (gray), 3.51(2) (magenta), 3.45(1) (brown) and 3.66(2) Å (green). (b) Cages formed by the packing of AsPh4
+ cations filled with the niobium(V) complexes

and water molecules. Crystallization solvent molecules and hydrogen were omitted for clarity. Color scheme follows that used in Fig. 1. Colour online.

Fig. 3. Perspective view of the [Co(terpy)2]2+ and [NbO(ox)3]3� entities of 2.
Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules were omitted for clarity.
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Table 2
Selected magneto-structural data for cobalt(II) complexes with terpy and related ligands.

Compounda Spin stateb T X-ray (K)c Co–N(central)
(av. value in Å)

Co–N(distal)
(av. value in Å)

P
(in deg.)d h (in deg.)e / (in deg.)f References

[Co(terpy)2]3[NbO(C2O4)3]�3CH3OH�4H2Og HS/LS 218 1.90 2.08 87.27 88.52 176.64 This work
[Co(tppz)2](tcm)2 HS/LS 293 1.90 2.07 81.70 86.35 179.60 [39]
[Co(tppz)2](PF6)2�CH3CN LS 110 1.88 2.05 85.70 79.84 180.00 [40]
[Co(tppz)2][BArF]2�CH2Cl2 LS 110 1.96 2.07 87.00 90.00 180.00 [40]
[Co(terpy)2](ClO4)2�0.5H2O HS/LS 243 2.02 2.14 109.58 90.00 180.00 [22]
[Co(terpy)2](BF4)2 HS 270 2.04 2.15 119.99 89.55 178.22 [23]

LS 30 1.92 2.09 89.02 88.68 178.37
[Co(C16-terpy)2](BF4)2 HS/LS 130 1.99 2.13 111.92 86.04 174.01 [41]
[Co(C14-terpy)2](BF4)2�MeOH HS 190 2.03 2.15 119.31 84.89 173.68 [42]

LS 10 1.88 2.05 91.63 85.83 175.76
[Co(terpyR4)2](PF6)2�3H2O LS 123 1.86 1.94 75.71 89.16 178.99 [43]
[Co(terpyR8)2](BF4)2�3H2O LS 123 1.87 1.95 65.64 88.87 179.52 [43]
[Co(tptpy)2](BF4)2�CH3OH HS/LS(75%) 293 1.87 2.00 93.83 83.18 178.53 [44]
[Co(qptpy)2](BPh4)2�3.5dmf�2H2O HS/LS(75%) 296 1.92 2.14 88.86 86.86 178.12 [44]
[Co(4-terpyridone)2]X2�nS
X = BF4�/S = H2O HS/LS 293 1.90 2.02 83.40 87.14 178.32
X = BF4�/S = CH3OH HS/LS 293 1.92 2.09 94.51 89.37 175.73
X = [SiF6]2�/S = CH3OH LS 105 1.91 2.08 90.11 89.58 176.25 [45]
X = [Co(NCS)4]2�/S = 0.5CH3OH LS 293 1.86 1.95 65.28 88.02 179.54
X = I�/S = 5H2O LS 293 1.86 1.95 68.73 88.95 179.23
X = PF6� HS 293 2.03 2.16 122.93 88.60 173.17
[Co(HO-C6-terpy)2](BF4)2�H2O LS 200 1.91 2.08 91.17 89.75 175.93 [46]
[Co(HO-C12-terpy)2 ](BF4)2 LS 279 1.89 2.07 87.87 85.71 177.45 [46]
[Co(dpzca)2] HS 298 2.05 2.15 110.04 89.63 180.00 [47]

LS 90 1.92 2.20 76.08 88.81 178.11

a Abbreviations used: terpy = 2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; C16-terpy = 40-hexadecyloxy-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; C14-terpy = 40-tetradecyloxy-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; terpyR8 = 400-
octoxy-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; terpyR4 = 400-butoxy-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; tptpy = 40-terphenylterpyridine; qptpy = 40-quaterphenylterpyridine; tcm = tricyanomethanide;
BArF = tetra(3,5-bis(trifluromethyl)phenyl)borate; dmf = N,N0-dimethylformamide; HO–C6-terpy = 40-(6-hydroxyhexyl)-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; HO–C12-terpy = 40-(6-hydrox-
ydodecyl)-2,20:60 ,200-terpyridine; Hdpzca = bis(2-pyrazylcarbonyl)imide.

b HS/LS = mixture of both spin states.
c Value of the temperature for the crystal structure measurement.
d Sum of the deviation from 90� of the 12 cis angles of the CoN6 octahedron.
e Dihedral angle between the least squares planes of the two ligands.
f Value of the Ncentral–Co–Ncentral angle.
g Mean values at the Co1, Co2 and Co3 atoms are given for this compound.

Fig. 4. A view of the 2D supramolecular network formed by p–p stacking interactions (dotted lines) among the [Co(terpy)2]2+ units.
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l2
eff ¼

2l2
ECvibþT1expðyþ2:5axÞþT2expðyþaxÞþT3expðy�1:5axÞ
2Cvibþexpðyþ2:5axÞþ2expðyþaxÞþ3expðy�1:5axÞ

ð1Þ
being

T1 ¼ ð5þ aÞ2
3

þ 20ð2þ aÞ2
9ax

T2 ¼ 2ð11� 2aÞ2
15

� 176ð2þ aÞ2
225ax

T3 ¼ 21ð3� aÞ2
5

� 36ð2þ aÞ2
25ax

ð1aÞ

x ¼ � k
kT

y ¼ � E
kT

and a ¼ jA ð1bÞ

l2
E ¼ 8vET ¼ 3g2

4
ð1cÞ

l2
eff ¼ 8vMT ð1dÞ

where lE is the effective magnetic moment for the 2Eg state,
assumed to be constant with the temperature [Eq. (1c)]. Cvib is the
ratio of the vibrational partition functions in the HS and LS states.
Since the metal–ligand bond distances are different in the HS and
LS states (different vibrational frequencies), vibrational partition

functions have to be introduced in Eq. (1) for the estimation of
the relative population of the two states. In this sense, the Cvib
parameter was introduced, where Cvib = QE/QT, QE and QT being
he vibrational partition functions (for the 2Eg and 4T1g states,
respectively) defined by Golding et al. [50]. The other parameters
are: k is the spin–orbit coupling (about �180 cm�1 for the free
ion); D is the energy gap between the 2Eg (low spin) and 4T1g (high
spin) states; j is an orbital reduction parameter due to the cova-
lency effects and A is another orbital reduction factor caused by
the mixture of the ground triplet, 4T1g(4F) coming from 4F term,
with the excited one, 4T1g(4P) from the 4P term. The value of A lies
between 3/2 and 1 for the cases of weak and strong ligand field,
respectively.

In the context of the proposed model, the best-fit parameters
through Eq. (1) with fixed gLS = 2.11 are: Cvib = 0.0249,
k = �163 cm�1, a = 1.06 and D = 1532 cm�1. The calculated curve
matcheswell the experimental data in thewhole temperature range
investigated and the values of the best-fit parameters are in agree-
ment with those reported for other CoIIN6 SCO systems [39,48,51].

4. Conclusions

In summary, we show here the need to produce a non-Brønsted
acid based niobium salt, in this case (AsPh4)3[NbO(C2O4)3]�9H2O
(1), from the commercial compound (NH4)3[NbO(C2O4)3]�6H2O to
prepare the [Co(terpy)2]2+ based salt [Co(terpy)2]3[NbO(C2O4)3]2-
�3CH3OH�4H2O (2) containing [NbO(C2O4)3]3� as counterion to
avoid the protonation of the terpy ligand by the NH4

+ cation in its
complex formation with cobalt(II). Variable-temperature magnetic
susceptibility measurements on a polycrystalline sample of 2 and
EPR spectroscopy on both solid and dmso solutions of this complex
revealed SCO behavior of the [Co(terpy)]2+ unit of 2. The LS state is
achieved at T 6 200 K and the HS configuration far from being fully
populated at 400 K, with the value of vMT at this temperature
being only 1.46 cm3 mol�1 K (to be compared with values of vMT
in the range 2.5–3.0 cm3 mol�1 K in the parent terpy- and 4-ter-
pyridone-containing complexes). We show here that the [NbVO
(C2O4)3]3� metalloligand appears as a suitable counterion to keep
the SCO of the [Co(terpy)2]2+ unit. It deserves to be noted that only
inorganic cations were used to achieve the charge balance of this
SCO entity in the previous reports. This feature opens new perspec-
tives towards multifunctional systems where for instance, one
could try to combine the SCO behavior of the [Co(terpy)2]2+ cation
with chiral, conducting or luminescent anionic metalloligands or
well to check the systematic use of anionic metalloligands as coun-
terions in other cationic SCO systems.
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ABSTRACT: The old but evergreen family of bimetallic
oxalates still offers innovative and interesting results. When
(Me4N)3[Cr(ox)3]·3H2O is reacted with MnII ions in a
nonaqueous solvent, a novel three-dimensional magnet of
the formula [N(CH3)4]6[Mn3Cr4(ox)12]·6CH3OH is
obtained instead of the one-dimensional compound
obtained in water. This new material exhibits an
unprecedented stoichiometry with a binodal (3,4) net
topology and the highest critical temperature (TC = 7 K)
observed so far in a manganese−chromium oxalate based
magnet.

The synthesis of new two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D)
coordination polymers (CPs)1 draws much attention from

scientists working in different fields such as coordination
chemistry, crystal engineering, and materials chemistry.1 The
interest in CPs of high dimensionality is associated with both
structural and functional versatility.2 The general use of
preformed metal complexes as metalloligands3 is an illustrative
example of the so-called rational self-assembly methods. It allows
for a somehow better control of both the structure and properties
of the final CP, although the sensitivity to numerous parameters
(solvent, temperature, counterions, etc.) leaves an open door
toward structural variability.
Among the wide variety of organic ligands used to build up

high-dimensional CPs, the oxalate ligand (C2O4
2− = ox) merits

special attention because of its large variety of coordination
modes4 and its efficiency in transmitting the exchange magnetic
coupling between neighboring metal centers.5 A careful look at
the literature shows that the combination of tris(oxalate)-
metalate(III) complexes together with a MII ion in the presence
of the appropriate templating countercation can lead to a wide
range of bimetallic 2D and 3D CPs with different architectures
and thrilling functionalities,2b as exemplified by the pioneering
work of Okawa,6a Decurtins,6b,c and Coronado.6d,e Among other
functions, they include chirality,6f slow magnetic relaxation,6g

second harmonic generation,6h spin-crossover behavior,6i

ferroelectricity,6j proton6k,l and electrical6m conductivity, and
magnetic ordering.6a−e,7

In this work, we report the synthesis, crystal structure, and
spectroscopic andmagnetic properties of a new bimetallic 3DCP
of the formula (Me4N)6{Mn3[Cr(ox)3]4·6CH3OH (1). Despite
the existence of a good number of publications reporting
bimetallic oxalate-based 2D and 3D CPs,6,7 we show that it is still
possible to discover novel architectures such as the binodal (3,4)
network found in 1. Moreover, 1 shows a long-range
ferromagnetic ordering with the highest critical temperature
(TC) ever observed in a manganese−chromium oxalate based
CP.6,7a−d

Large purple parallelepipeds of 1, suitable for single-crystal X-
ray diffraction, were grown by slow diffusion of pure methanolic
solutions containing the preformed (Me4N)3[Cr(ox)3]·3H2O
and Mn(NO3)2·4H2O (see the Supporting Information).
Instead, when a mixed H2O/MeOH (1:1 volume ratio) solution
under the same reaction conditions was used, a chain compound
of the formula Me4N[Mn(H2O)3Cr(ox)3]·H2O (2) was
obtained.4b Hence, the solvent plays a key role in the molecular
assembly process that leads to the formation of 1 and 2. This is
tentatively attributed to the change in the solvent polarity that
modifies the hydrogen bonding and coordinating ability of the
reactants. In particular, it is well-known that supramolecular
interactions, such as hydrogen bonds between the water
molecules and free carbonyl groups from oxalate, are enhanced
in aqueous solution and favor a partial occupation of the
coordination sphere of the metal ions by water molecules in 2
(Figure S1).4b

Compound 1 crystallizes in the polar R3c space group of the
trigonal system (Table S1). The structure of 1 consists of an
anionic 3D network, {MnII3[Cr

III(ox)3]4}
6−, and tetramethy-

lammonium countercations, which are hosted in the channels
running along the [001] direction, together with disordered
crystallization methanol solvent molecules (Figures 1, 2, and S2
and S3).
Within the anionic oxalate-bridged framework of 1, each CrIII

ion is surrounded by three MnII ions, while each MnII ion is
surrounded by four CrIII ions, accounting for the final 4:3 Cr/Mn
stoichiometry (Figure 1). Overall, the different connectivities of
the CrIII and MnII ions in 1, acting as tri- and tetraconnectors,
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respectively, yield an unprecedented binodal (3,4) net with
(63)(63·83) topology (Figure S2). The CrIII ions are six-
coordinated by three bis(bidentate) oxalate bridging ligands in
a trigonally distorted CrO6 octahedron [with an average Cr−O
bond distance of 1.978(4) Å]. The MnII ions are eight-
coordinated to four oxalate bridges from different [CrIII(ox)3]

3−

entities in a distortedMnO8 square antiprism (Figure S3). Such a
high coordination number for the MnII environment in 1 is rare
for first-row transition-metal ions.6k,l,7e,8 In fact, in the wide
family of oxalate-bridged manganese−chromium CPs, the eight-
coordination of theMnII ion is a key parameter in the observation
of the original stoichiometries and topologies.6k,l In 1, theMn−O
bond lengths cover a wide range of values with three short
[2.177(5)−2.249(5) Å], two intermediate [2.305(4)−2.374(4)
Å], two long [2.412(5)−2.414(5) Å], and one very long
[2.662(5) Å] distances. This situation contrasts to that observed
in previously reported oxalate-bridged manganese−chromium
CPs,6k,l where the MnO8 geometry is slightly less distorted, with
bond lengths varying in the ranges 2.22−2.53 and 2.25−2.43 Å,
respectively. Finally, the values of the Cr···Mn separations

through the oxalate bridge are in the range 5.550(2)−5.674(2) Å
(Figures 1 and S4).
The anionic heterobimetallic open framework of 1 shows

receptor-type properties toward the Me4N
+ cations through

multiple and weak O(ox)···H−C host−guest interactions
(Figures 2 and S5). Even if it was not possible to find a
reasonable model for the disordered MeOH molecules (see the
Supporting Information), structural analysis revealed an
estimated volume of accessible solvent voids of 3500.2 Å3,
which represents up to 25.0% of the total unit cell volume
(13997.0 Å3). This feature should likely account for the
cocrystallized methanol molecules embedded inside the rings,
in good agreement with elemental analysis for 1.
The solvent content of 1 was confirmed by thermogravimetric

analysis (Figure S6). Moreover, the powder X-ray diffraction
pattern of a polycrystalline sample of 1 is consistent with the
calculated one (Figure S7), confirming the purity of the bulk
material.
Figure 3a shows the thermal dependence of χMT for 1, with χM

being the molar magnetic susceptibility per Mn3Cr4 unit and T

the temperature. At room temperature, the χMT value is 21.13
cm3 mol−1 K, which is slightly above that expected for the sum of
three high-spin MnII ions (SMn =

5/2) and four CrIII ions (SCr =
3/2), χMT = 20.59 cm3 mol−1 K.5 Upon cooling, χMT increases
smoothly until ca. 15 K and then rises abruptly to reach a sharp
maximum at about 7.0 K. Overall, the observed magnetic
behavior is in agreement with a moderate intramolecular
ferromagnetic coupling between the high-spin MnII ions and
the CrIII ions through the oxalate bridge, as was previously
documented.5

Figure 1. View of a fragment of the anionic network of 1. Cr and Mn
atoms are depicted as green and blue spheres, respectively, whereas
ligands are represented by sticks.

Figure 2.View along the c crystallographic axis of the bimetallic network
of 1 showing the channels occupied by the tetramethylammonium
cations (yellow spheres).

Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependence of χMT for 1 under an applied dc
field of 100 G (T < 50 K) and 1 T (T ≥ 50 K). The inset shows the field
dependence ofM at 2.0 K. (b) FCM (●) and ZFCM (○) for 1measured
upon cooling and warming, respectively, within a field of 50 G. The inset
shows the temperature dependence of χM″ at 100 (green), 1000 (red)
and 10000 (blue) Hz.
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The observed ferromagnetic behavior is further confirmed by
theM versus H plot (withM being the molar magnetization per
Mn3Cr4 unit and H the applied direct-current magnetic field) at
2.0 K (inset of Figure 3a). The isothermal magnetization curve of
1 exhibits a very fast saturation, typical of a long-range
ferromagnetic ordering, with the maximum M value of 26.8 Nβ
at 7.0 T being close to that expected (M = 27 Nβ).5 Finally, no
hysteresis can be observed for 1 because it behaves as a soft
magnet.6,7

The divergence of the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled
(ZFC) magnetization curves at 7.0 K (Figure 3b) suggests the
onset of a long-range ferromagnetic transition, which is
ultimately confirmed by the sharp frequency-independent
maxima at 7.0 K in the χ″M versus T plots (inset of Figure 3b).
Interestingly, although this ferromagnetic ordering has already
been observed in other oxalate-based 2D and 3D manganese−
chromium compounds, 1 exhibits a Curie temperature (TC≈ 7.0
K) not only higher than that seen in other 3D manganese−
chromium frameworks presenting large oxalate O−Mn distances
and low-symmetry MnII ions (TC ≈ 3.0−4.0 K)6e,k,7d but also
higher than those presented by the regular oxalato-based 2D
manganese−chromium compounds (TC≈ 6 K).6a,c,d This can be
tentatively related to the fact that 1 exhibits the highest
connectivity among all of the reported manganese−chromium
networks.
In conclusion, we report the novel oxalate-based 3Dmagnet 1,

of the formula [N(CH3)4]6[Mn3Cr4(ox)12]·6CH3OH, con-
structed by following a well-known metalloligand design strategy
that relies on the use of the [CrIII(ox)3]

3− complex as a ligand
toward MnII ions in the presence of tetramethylammonium
organic cations in a nonaqueous solvent. When the polarity of the
solvent is changed, the coordination bonds are favored over
hydrogen bonds during the self-assembly process, leading to the
formation of a 3D coordination network originally in both
stoichiometry and topology. In this network, the oxalate-bridged
chains previously observed in 2 are further linked by newly
formed oxalate bridges. Following its increased connectivity, this
new high-dimensional open-framework magnet possesses the
highest TC reported so far for oxalate-bridged manganese(II)−
chromium(III) magnets.
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ABSTRACT: The lack of rational design methodologies to
obtain chiral rod-based MOFs is a current synthetic limitation
that hampers further expansion of MOF chemistry. Here we
report a metalloligand design strategy consisting of the use, for
the first time, of preformed 1D rodlike SBUs (1) for the
rational preparation of a chiral 3D MOF (2) exhibiting a rare
eta net topology. The encoded chiral information on the
enantiopure ligand is efficiently transmitted first to the
preformed helical 1D building block and, in a second stage,
to the resulting chiral 3D MOF. These results open new routes
for the rational design of chiral rod-based MOFs, expanding
the scope of these unique porous materials.

■ INTRODUCTION

Despite the many remarkable advances performed on metal−
organic framework (MOF) chemistry,1,2 the ability to precisely
target structures on the basis of the size, shape, or chirality of
the building blocks still needs further attention. This becomes
especially relevant in the synthesis of both chiral MOFs and
MOFs based on one-dimensional (1D) rodlike secondary
building units (SBUs), as remarked recently by Yaghi et al.,3

which represent two of the key challenges for the further
development of MOF chemistry. Apart from the attractiveness
of overcoming a synthetic milestone, the interest in developing
synthetic strategies to target such systems stems from the
plethora of properties they can accommodate. MOFs based on
1D rodlike SBUs4 can show valuable properties for gas storage,5

separations,6 and catalysis7 on the basis of their resistance to
interpenetration and potential for isoreticular expansion.8

Chiral MOFs9 can show unique functionalities either based
on chiral recognition processes10 or derived from their
noncentrosymmetric space groups.11

However, there is a methodological lacuna on the rational
design of rod MOFs, targeting MOFs based on specific discrete
SBUs, supermolecular building blocks (SBBs), and super-
molecular building layers (SBLs).12,13 The common prepara-
tion of rod MOFs have been based on trial and error
experiments with symmetric homotopic linkers. Recently, some
insights have been obtained into the controlled synthesis of rod
MOFs with the use of a heterotritopic ligand,3 where its
asymmetric nature generates a preference for helical over

straight rodlike SBUs and allow fine-tuning of the pitch of the
helical SBUs in the resulting centrosymmetric MOF.
There are a reduced number of existing chiral MOFs in

comparison to the huge variety of nonchiral MOFs reported so
far. This is undoubtedly connected to the challenge that
represents the synthesis itself. Apart from spontaneous
resolution processes14which mostly lead to conglomerates
with a certain enantiomeric excessthe three most explored
design strategies consist of (i) the presence of auxiliary
induction agents,15 (ii) the use of enantiopure ligands for
their self-assembly with discrete SBUs,16 and (iii) the use of
chiral metalloligands.17,18

The common point of these three strategies relies on using
discrete chiral subunits aimed at transmitting their encoded
chiral information19 to the final open-framework structure. The
main drawback of the first two approaches, especially for the
first, is that they often result in unsuccessful and poorly
controlled processes. This is due to the fact that common
assembly conditions are quite harsh and are affected by many
subtle factors,20 and they can lead to non-single-enantiomer
chiral MOFs as a consequence of ligand racemization processes,
formation of both enantiomers, or auxiliary chiral agent
exclusion in the final structure. Despite these remarkable
disadvantages, the ligand approach is still the most widely used.
Conversely, the metalloligand approach, in addition to it being
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proven as an appealing route toward chiral assemblies, has been
overlooked and, with some exceptions,18 its study just has been
practically limited to the small family of metallosalen
complexes,17 which, in addition, usually require of another
ligand to build the chiral framework.
The present work aims to address simultaneously both

challenges by using a metalloligand approach to build an
enantiopure MOF made up of preformed helical 1D rodlike
SBUs. Thus, we explore a novel rational synthetic strategy
based on the use of an enantiopure ligand, derived from a
amino acid, capable of building 1D chiral systems. This
preformed chiral compound exhibits free carbonyl groups
which can act as 1D rodlike building blocks toward square-
planar metal complexes, yielding a chiral three-dimensional
(3D) MOF (Figure 1). Although the deconstruction of well-
known MOF structures showed infinite chains as building
blocks,4b we show for the first time, to the best of our
knowledge, the use of a preformed chiral 1D polymeric SBU for
the construction of MOFs, which matches up with the SBUs of
the final architecture.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we report the synthesis of the enantiopure precursor 1D
compound and the resulting chiral 3D MOF. First, the use of
an oxamato-based derivative18 of the amino acid D-phenyl-
glycine (Scheme 1) led to one enantiopure chain of formula
Me4N[Cu

II(R)-pegma]·2H2O (1), where (R)-pegma = (R)-N-
(ethyl oxoacetate)phenylglycine (Figure 1a). Then, the chiral
3D MOF of formula [Ni(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2·6H2O·2i-
PrOH (2) was obtained when the preformed compound 1 was
reacted with the square-planar mononuclear cation [Ni-
(cyclam)]2+ (Figure 1b,c).21 Their chemical identities were

established by the combination of EDX, elemental, PXRD, and
TGA analyses (see the Supporting Information). In addition,
the crystal structures of both 1 and 2 could be determined by
single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

Crystal Structure. X-ray crystallography reveals that 1
crystallizes in the chiral space group P31 and consists of
enantiomerically pure, oxamato-bridged CuII helical chains,
Me4N

+ cations, and H-bonded lattice water molecules (Figure
1a and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The single-
stranded helices are arrayed in a right-handed (P) fashion, with
a helical pitch of 14.43 Å (the c axis value).
Cu2+ metal ions adopt distorted-square-pyramidal coordina-

tion geometries, CuNO4, with four oxygen atoms and one
nitrogen atom from the (R)-pegma3− ligand. Adjacent five-
coordinate CuII metal ions are linked together by carboxylate
and oxamidate groups of a dissymmetric (R)-pegma3− ligand
exhibiting the alternating tridentate/bidentate bridging mode
to construct chains running along the [001] direction.
2 crystallizes in the trigonal chiral space group P3221. The

fundamental building unit of 2 contains right-handed Cu2+

Figure 1. Chemical approach. (a) Perspective views of the precursor 1D compound 1 along the 111 (top) and 001 directions (bottom). Green
arrows are depicted to emphasize the free carbonyl groups of the triconnector unit capable of further coordination. (b) Suggested self-assembling
process consisting of the coordination of the free carbonyl groups of 1 toward [Ni(cyclam)]2+ cations. Green dashed lines simulate the approach of
[Ni(cyclam)]2+ cations to the free carbonyl groups. (c) Perspective view of the 3D homochiral MOF 2. The copper(II) and nickel(II) ions and the
free carbonyl groups are represented by cyan, gold, and red spheres, respectively, whereas the ligands are depicted by gray sticks.

Scheme 1. Structural Formulas of D-Phenylglycine Methyl
Ester (a) and HMeEt-(R)-pegma (b)a

aBlue, red, and green colors represent the different coordination
positions of the ligand.
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chains of 1, as simple helical SBUs, interconnected through
unsaturated square-planar [Ni(cyclam)]2+ ions, which hold
chiral chains by coordinating free carbonyl groups from the
phenyl-glycine amino acid residues pointing at the outside, to
generate a 3D noninterpenetrating chiral porous network with
1D pseudohexagonal channels of 13 × 10 Å viewed along the
[001] direction (Figures 1c and 2).

In 2, the [CuII(R)-pegma]− chain structure displays no
evidence of remarkable changes in the structural parameters
with respect to 1. In both compounds, the five-coordinate Cu
metal centers have similar Cu−O and Cu−N bond lengths
(1.944(7)−2.263(7) and 1.899(8) Å (1) vs 1.928(6)−2.396(7)
and 1.900(7) Å (2)). In fact, as in 1, both Cu1 and Cu2 are
sequentially linked by one bridging/bidentate carboxylate
group and one bridging/tridentate oxalamino group, to form
1D motifs (Figures 1a and 3a). These trifold helical chains, all
with the same handedness P, are brought together by
[Ni(cyclam)]2+ complexes acting as ditopic metallolinkers
(Figure 3b,c). Thus, Ni2+ metal ions are coordinated by two
oxygen atoms of two free carbonyl groups from consecutive
phenyl-glycine amino acid residues (Ni−O bond lengths of
2.129(7) and 2.144(7) Å) and four nitrogen atoms of the
cyclam ligand (Ni−N distances 1.96(2)−2.15(2) Å) in a
distorted-octahedral geometry (Figure S2b in the Supporting
Information).
It is notable that 2, belonging to the rod MOF family, shows

the property of “forbidden catenation”.8 The periodicity of the
helical rods together with the directionality imposed by the

Ni−Ocarboxylic linkage constructs an impenetrable wall; thus, an
interpenetration structure is prohibited, and a chiral architec-
ture with hexagonal nanotube-like channels is formed. When
van der Waals radii are taken into account, the pore’s window
diameter is 0.78 nm, which is filled by two isopropyl and six
H2O guest molecules per formula unit. Without guest
molecules, the effective free volume of 2 is calculated by
PLATON analysis (see the Supporting Information) to be
57.8% of the crystal volume (5692.4 Å3 over the 9846.3 Å3 of
the unit cell volume).
Even if the structural description of a rod MOF is still rather

subjective,4b,22h further insights into the structure of 2 can be
gained by reducing multidimensional structures to simple rod
geometries and associated underlying nets.4b,8a,22 As shown in
Figure 3, the [CuII(R)-pegma]− chains, constituting the rod-
shaped SBUs, are already connected, as in 1, to construct a 31
helix. As is known, the two ways to link 3-fold helices with one
kind of vertex consist of either self-assembling of helices of the
same hand to give eta nets or of a different hand to give etb
nets.4a,22e,g In 2, helices with structure as in 1, all right-handed,
are then linked linearly by [Ni(cyclam)]2+ cationic complexes
to generate a rare eta net (Figure 3 and Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information),23 which is the expected net, depend-
ent on the rational approach we used to build an enantiopure
rod-base MOF.

Figure 2. Representation of a pseudohexagonal nanotube-like channel
of 2 of dimensions of 13 × 10 Å viewed along the [001] (a) and [100]
(b) directions. Color scheme: Cu, cyan spheres; Ni, gold spheres;
ligand, gray sticks.

Figure 3. (a) View along the a crystallographic axes of [CuII(R)-
pegma]− helical rod SBUs. (b) Schematic representation of trifold
copper nodes. (c) View of the resulting underlying net of 2 showing
eta topology, formed by rod, simple right-handed helical SBUs.
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Considering the sequential copper atoms of the rods as 3-
fold connected nodes of extension and NiII metal ions as
ditopic metallolinkers, the resulting structure of 2 is a 3-fold
connected 3D chiral network, and its point symbol is 83.4a,22e,g

Each copper atom (node) is three-coordinate, with two-
coordination within the 3-fold helix and one to the metal-
lolinker (Figure 3). Thus, the helical rod axes intersect a
perpendicular plane in an hcb honeycomb pattern.4b On the
other hand, the nature of the metallolinker employed to
construct 2 allows us to consider the [Ni(cyclam)(O)2]

2+

octahedra as nodes. In this case, their connections through
[CuII(R)-pegma]− chains intersect a perpendicular plane to
define the Kagome ́ pattern kgm24 (point symbol 3.6.3.6),
composed of hexagonal rings delimited by six triangular rings
where the [CuII(R)-pegma]− helical rods reside (Figure 4).

Thermogravimetric Analysis and X-ray Powder Dif-
fraction. The isostructurality of the bulk samples and the
crystals selected for single-crystal X-ray diffraction was
confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) experiments
with a consistent experimental and calculated pattern (Figure
5). The solvent contents of 2 were assigned by thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA) under a dry N2 atmosphere (Figure S4
in the Supporting Information).
Gas Sorption Behavior. In order to further confirm the

permanent porosity of the material, N2 (77 K) and CO2 (273
K) adsorption measurements were carried out (Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information and Figure 6). Curiously, the N2
isotherm shows a very poor uptake of ca. 1 mmol/g (Figure
S5), which can be related to concomitant effects of the irregular
shape of pores. In contrast, the CO2 isotherm shows a large
uptake of ca. 5 mmol/g at 1 atm (Figure 6), suggesting that the
smaller and more polarizable CO2 molecules can get into the
pockets situated between the aromatic rings and interact with
the many accessible copper(II) ions. The integrity of the
framework after sorption measurements was proved by PXRD
experiments, precluding the collapse of the framework after
solvent evacuation and confirming the stability of 2 (Figure 5c).
Circular Dichroism. The enantiopure nature of both 1 and

2 was further confirmed by means of solution and solid circular
dichroism (CD) spectra, respectively (Figure S6 in the

Supporting Information). The similar positive Cotton effects
in the visible region of the CD spectra can be attributed to
copper(II) d−d transitions (the result of a chirality-induced
effect on the copper centers by the enantiopure ligands), while
those in the UV region can be assigned to metal-to-ligand
charge-transfer (MLCT) and/or intraligand (IL) transitions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we report the very first example of a design
strategy to build chiral rod-based 3D MOFs from preformed
helical 1D rodlike SBUs. This affords an efficient step-by-step
transmission of the encoded chiral information from the
enantiopure ligands to the helical 1D rodlike SBUs and then to
the 3D MOF and, therefore, a better control of the nature and
chiral properties of the resulting network. The validity of the
proposed metalloligand approach to address simultaneously the
challenge of synthesize chiral and rod-based MOFs in a

Figure 4. [Ni(cyclam)O2]
2+ octahedra as nodes (gold spheres) in 2,

defining a Kagome ́ pattern, composed of hexagonal rings delimited by
six triangular rings where the [CuII(R)-pegma]− helical rods (green
sticks) reside.

Figure 5. Calculated (a) and experimental (b) PXRD pattern profiles
of 2 in the 2θ range 2.0−40.0° at room temperature. (c) PXRD
pattern after sorption experiments.

Figure 6. CO2 adsorption isotherm for the activated compound 2 at
273 K. Filled and empty symbols indicate the adsorption and
desorption isotherms, respectively.
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controllable manner has been exemplified with the synthesis of
2, which shows a rare eta net topology. These results open a
new window to enlarge the scope of MOFs and allow
foreseeing further synthetic efforts to expand this strategy by
changing the nature of the rod and/or the metallolinker.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. All chemicals were of reagent grade quality. They were

purchased from commercial sources and used as received. [Ni-
(cyclam)]Cl2 was prepared as previously reported.25 The preparation
of the ligand is reported in the Supporting Information.
Preparation of Me4N{Cu

II[(R)-pegma])}·2H2O (1). A methanolic
solution (50 mL) of the proligand HMeEt-(R)-pegma (7.1 g, 26.8
mmol) was treated with a 25% methanolic solution of Me4NOH (39.5
mL, 93.9 mmol). Another methanolic solution (10 mL) of CuCl2
(3.61 g, 26.8 mmol) was then added dropwise while the reaction
mixture was stirred. The resulting deep blue solution was filtered off to
remove the small amount of solid particles and then concentrated to
dryness in a rotary evaporator. The obtained blue powder was gently
washed with acetone to remove the excess of Me4NOH and dried
under vacuum. This is the microcrystalline powder form of 1. Yield:
8.64 g, 75%. Anal. Calcd for C14H22CuN2O7 (393.9): C, 42.69; H,
5.63; N, 7.11. Found: C, 42.63; H, 5.51; N, 7.14. IR (KBr): ν 1666 and
1610 cm−1 (CO).
Well-formed elongated rectangular prisms of 1 were grown after

several days of slow evaporation of a water/methanol solution (1/1
volume ratio) containing the solid. The crystals were collected by
filtration and air-dried.
Preparation of [Ni(cyclam)][CuII(R)-pegma]2·6H2O·2C3H8O

(2). A multigram scale synthesis of 2 was carried out by the direct
reaction of 1/1 water/isopropyl alcohol solutions (v/v) of compound
1 and [Ni(cyclam)]Cl2: A 20 mL portion of the [Ni(cyclam)]Cl2
solution (1.66 g, 5 mmol) was added dropwise over 10 mL of another
solution containing compound 1 (3.94 g, 10 mmol). The resulting
mixture was stirred for 1 h, and then the precipitated green
polycrystalline powder was filtered off and air-dried. Yield: 4.6 g,
87%. Anal. Calcd for C36H64Cu2N6NiO18 (1054.7): C, 41.00; H, 6.12;
N, 7.97. Found: C, 41.11; H, 6.03; N, 7.84. IR (KBr): ν 1612 cm−1

(CO).
Well-formed green cubic prisms of 2, suitable for X-ray diffraction,

were obtained by slow diffusion in an H-shaped tube of stoichiometric
amounts of 1 in one arm and [Ni(cyclam)]Cl2 in the other arm using
the same water/isopropyl alcohol solvent. The crystals were collected
by filtration and air-dried.
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction: X-ray Crystallographic Data

Collection and Structure Refinement. Suitable crystals of 1 and 2
were selected and mounted on a MITIGEN holder in Paratone oil and
very quickly placed in a liquid nitrogen stream at 90 K to avoid
possible degradation upon dehydration. Diffraction data were collected
on a Bruker-Nonius X8APEXII CCD area detector diffractometer
using graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å).
The data were processed through the SAINT26 reduction and
SADABS27 multiscan absorption software. The structure was solved
with the SHELXS structure solution program, using the Patterson
method. The model was refined with version 2013/4 of SHELXL
against F2 on all data by full-matrix least squares.28

In both structures all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropi-
cally except for a carbon atom of the Me4N

+ cation (C(11)) in 1,
which is highly disordered (alert B in the checkcif, see below for
details). In 2, the use of some C−C and C−N bond length restraints
during the refinements of highly disordered atoms belonging to the
cyclam ligand has been reasonably imposed and related to its flexibility,
making it a dynamic component of the framework. As a consequence
of that disorder related to the cyclam moiety, alert A in the checkcifs
was detected (see below for details).
In 1, the hydrogen atoms of the water molecules were located on a

ΔF map and refined with three restraints for each molecule (O−H and
H···H distances) with thermal factors fixed to 0.06 Å2, whereas those
of the pegma ligands and Me4N

+ cations were set in calculated

positions and refined as riding atoms. In compound 2, while the
hydrogen atoms of the pegma, cyclam ligand, and isopropyl lattice
molecules were set in calculated positions and refined as riding atoms.
They were neither found nor located on lattice water molecules.
Despite the fact that solvent molecules in 2 were highly disordered,
they were somehow modeled. However, considering the quite large
channels featured by this MOF, we thought that the better choice to
reach the best model of the MOF net was to subtract the contribution
to the diffraction pattern from the highly disordered water and
isopropyl molecules located in the channels from the observed data
through the SQUEEZE method, implemented in PLATON.5 The
residual agreement factors for reflections with I > 2σ(I) before
SQUEEZE are R1 = 0.0882 and wR2 = 0.2643 and after are R1 =
0.0480 and wR2 = 0.1140 (both CIF files have been supplied for the
sake of clarity).

Testing the two enantiomeric models of the crystals 1 and 2 with a
final refined Flack parameter of 0.05(1) shows that the handedness
was uniquely determined.

A summary of the crystallographic data and structure refinement for
the two compounds is given in Table S1 in the Supporting
Information: CCDC 1520973−1520975 for 1, 2_solvent, and
2_squeezed, respectively.

The final geometrical calculations on free voids and graphical
manipulations were carried out with the PLATON29 implemented in
WinGX30 and CRYSTAL MAKER31 programs, respectively.

Level B alerts are suggested for the X-ray data of 1 by the
PLATON/CIF check program: because of the disorder of Me4N

+

cations, the U(eq) value for the nitrogen atom (N2; in Me4N
+) is

exceptionally large. For a similar reason, “PLAT412 Type_2 Test for
short nonbonding intra H···H contacts (involving XH3)” was also
suggested. Effects such as dynamic disorder are at the origin of
“PLAT234 Type_4 Hirshfeld Rigid-Bond Test” and “PLAT420
Type_2 Test for D-H without acceptor” related to the C8 and C9
terminal carbon atoms of the phenyl ring of the ligand and the oxygen
atom of lattice water molecule O2W, respectively. “PLAT035 Type_1
Check for _chemical_absolute_configuration” is suggested by default
in relation to a value of Flack parameter (of 0.05(1)) that is not exactly
zero but is very close and so is not relevant; as reported within the
paper, the chemical absolute configuration of the overall structure is
uniquely determined.

Two kinds of level A and B alerts are suggested for the X-ray data of
2 by the PLATON/CIF check program: because of the disorder of the
cyclam moiety, U(eq) values for some carbon atoms are large and
sometimes appreciably different in comparison with the average U(eq)
values for non-hydrogen atoms bonded to them. For a similar reason,
“PLAT242 Type_2 Test for Unusually Low U(eq) as compared with
bonded neighbors” and “PLAT213 Type_2 Test ratio adp max/min in
main residue(s)” were also suggested. As previously stated for 1, as a
level B alert, a check for chemical absolute configuration is suggested
by default in relation to a value of Flack parameter (of 0.05(1)) that is
not exactly 0; however, the chemical absolute configuration of the
overall structure in 2 is undoubtedly determined.

X-ray Powder Diffraction. Polycrystalline samples of 2, before
and after the gas sorption experiments, were introduced into 0.5 mm
borosilicate capillaries prior to being mounted and aligned on a
Empyrean PANalytical powder diffractometer, using Cu Kα radiation
(λ = 1.54056 Å). For each sample, five repeated measurements were
collected at room temperature (2θ = 2−40°) and merged in a single
diffractogram.

Thermogravimetric Analysis. The TGA measurements were
carried out on a crystalline sample of 2 under a dry N2 atmosphere
with a Mettler Toledo TGA/STDA 851e thermobalance operating at a
heating rate of 10 °C min−1.

Gas Sorption. Low-pressure N2 and CO2 adsorption isotherms at
77 and 273 K, respectively, were measured on crystalline samples of
1−3 on Tristar II 3020 Micrometrics equipment. Prior to the
measurements, the adsorbent was outgassed at 80 °C under N2 flow
for 16 h.
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Tuning the selectivity of light hydrocarbons in
natural gas in a family of isoreticular MOFs†

Thais Grancha,a Marta Mon, a Jesús Ferrando-Soria,*a Jorge Gascon, b

Beatriz Seoane,b Enrique V. Ramos-Fernandez,c Donatella Armentano *d

and Emilio Pardo *a

Purification of methane from other light hydrocarbons in natural gas is a topic of intense research due to its

fundamental importance in the utilization of natural gas fields. Porous materials have emerged as excellent

alternative platforms to conventional cryogenic methodologies to perform this task in a cost- and energy-

efficient manner. Here we report a new family of isoreticular chiral MOFs, prepared from oxamidato ligands

derived from natural amino acids L-alanine, L-valine and L-leucine, where, by increasing the length of the

alkyl residue of the amino acid, the charge density of the MOF's channels can be tuned (1 > 2 > 3),

decreasing the adsorption preference towards methane over light hydrocarbons thus improving this

purification process. The validity of our rational design strategy has been proved by a combination of

single-component adsorption isotherms, adsorption kinetics of CH4, C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10, and

breakthrough experiments of binary CH4/C2H6 and CH4/C3H8 mixtures.

Introduction

Light hydrocarbons, C1–C4, are a basic feedstock for the
chemical industry, generally obtained through steam cracking,
but also present in natural gas and other less conventional gas
elds.1 The separation of the different light hydrocarbons
present in natural gas is particularly important from industrial
and ecological viewpoints.2 In fact, the upgrading of natural gas
is mandatory in order to fully exploit the highly abundant
methane gas.3 Currently, the purication of methane from the
other light hydrocarbons in natural gas is performed by cryo-
genic liquefaction and fractional distillation, which represents
the most cost- and energy-demanding step in the production of
these important chemicals.4 Hence, the development of new
energy-efficient separation methodologies is highly desirable.
Among the latest advances in implementing separation tech-
nologies,5 adsorption on porous materials has emerged as

a strong alternative to overcome the current energy penalties
associated with the purication process of light hydrocarbons.6

Metal–Organic Frameworks (MOFs)7–12 are a class of porous
materials that provide countless applications inmany elds due
to the myriad of thrilling physical properties13,14 they can offer,
which are mainly associated with their porous character and
rich host–guest chemistry.15 However, in order to have the
desired properties in a MOF, an accurate control of the MOF
structure, and more precisely, of the size, shape and function-
alization of the channels of the porous network is manda-
tory.16–20 In this context, even if a total control of the structure is
a challenge because of the many subtle factors that may affect
the assembling process,21 MOFs with predetermined dimen-
sionalities and specic topologies22,23 can somehow be designed
by a careful choice of metal ions and design of organic ligands.
In addition, due to their crystalline nature, X-ray crystallography
allows shedding light and precisely determining their crystal
structure and accordingly establishing structure-property rela-
tionships, which can be hardly done in other porous systems
and explains the burgeoning growth of MOFs.24,25

Among the tuneable physical properties of MOFs, those
regarding adsorption-based phenomena, such as gas adsorp-
tion26,27 and separation28,29 have attracted a lot of attention due
to the global interest to move towards green economy and
sustainable industrial development.28,29 The former point can
include the removal of non-desired species like toxic30,31 and
green-house32–34 gases or the purication of desired hydrocar-
bons.35–46 In particular, the most appealing strategies towards
MOF-driven gas separation of light hydrocarbons consist either
of a conscious design effort46 or of the application of a post-
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synthetic methodology47 in order to gain control and tune the
size, shape and functionality of MOF's void channels.16 Through
these strategies, which rely on kinetic-based and/or
thermodynamic-based mechanisms as well as on particular
structural features, such as interpenetration or gate-opening
effects, interesting light hydrocarbon separations have been
performed.48

We show here the use of a rationally programmed method to
build a new family of isoreticular MOFs,49 consisting of the use
of metalloligands with increasing length of their alkyl substit-
uents. This method offers the possibility to nely tune the
charge density of the MOF channels, by the concomitant pore
size reduction and increase in the number of aliphatic residues,
tailoring the kinetic adsorption selectivity of methane against
other light hydrocarbons present in natural gas.16–20 Thus, as
a part of our recent research concerning the use of chiral oxa-
midato ligands derived from natural amino acids,23,50–53 we
report here the synthesis, crystal structures and gas sorption
properties of a novel family of water-stable isoreticular chiral
bioMOFs of general formula {CaIICuII6L3(OH)2(H2O)}$nH2O [1
(ref. 51): L¼ (S,S)-alamox ¼ [bis[(L)-alanine]oxalyl diamide] (n¼
32); 2: L ¼ (S,S)-valmox ¼ [bis[(L)-valine]oxalyl diamide] (n ¼ 13)
and 3: L ¼ (S,S)-leumox ¼ [bis[(L)-leucine]oxalyl diamide] (n ¼
11)] (see Scheme 1). These materials show very different gas
sorption properties depending on the size of the aliphatic
residue of the amino acid-based ligand (Scheme 1), which
allows an exquisite control of the hydrophobicity of the chan-
nels and thus of the kinetic adsorption selectivity of methane
from other components of natural gas.

Results and discussion
Preparation and X-ray crystal structures

2 and 3 were prepared as reported earlier for 1.51 Slow diffusion
of aqueous solutions of the corresponding bis(hydroxo)dicop-
per(II) complex precursor, (NMe4)2{Cu2L(OH)2}$nH2O, and
CaCl2$4H2O (3 : 1 molar ratio) in a H-shaped tube at room
temperature yielded blue/green elongated hexagonal prisms in
all cases (see the ESI†).

The structures of 2 and 3 could be also determined by X-ray
diffraction on single crystals. 1–3 are isomorphous and crystal-
lize in the chiral P63 space group of the hexagonal system (Table

S1†). Their structures can be described as chiral 3D calcium(II)-
copper(II) networks with a uni-nodal six-connected acs net,54,55

with the point symbol of (49.66).Within the networks, the dicopper
units, [CuII2L(OH)2], connect the CaII ions through their carbox-
ylate groups. Three aqua/hydroxo molecules (with 1 : 2 statistical
distribution) coordinated in a m3 fashion, are also involved (Fig. 1,
S1 and S2†). As a result, the CaII ions are nona-coordinated in
a distorted monocapped square antiprism geometry.

The 3D CaIICuII6 networks in 1–3 exhibit a honeycomb-like
hexagonal architecture, giving rise to relatively large hexag-
onal channels along the c axis (Fig. 2). The CaII ions occupy the
vertices of each hexagonal channel, with the adjacent Ca/Ca
distance, constituting the edge of each ring, being 12.187(1),
12.122(4) and 12.076(4) Å for 1–3, respectively. In turn, the
square pyramidal or square CuII ions situate along the edges of
the channels (Fig. 2 and S1†).

The most striking structural feature of this series of iso-
reticular compounds arises from the orientation of the amino
acid residues pointing inwards the hexagonal channels and
interstitial voids (Fig. 2, bottom and S1, S3–S8†). Methyl groups
in 1 and isopropyl chains in 2 both show a medium to a regular
distended conformation. In contrast, only one of the two isobutyl
residues exhibits a distended conformation inwards the pores in
3 (Fig. S2†). Leucine residues being more hydrophobic and
longer and so more hindered than other residues, most likely
prefer to be buried in large space to reach the more stable
folding, forcing one of the exible isobutyl chains to adopt
a highly bent conformation with their methyl groups pointing
outward the pores (Fig. S2c†). For a structure-property relation-
ship, it might be of interest to underline that the great framework
exibility, veried in particular in the longer amino acid side
chains isopropyl (2) and isobutyl (3), undoubtedly will inuence
the diffusion of gases in the pores. Thus, it must be one of the
synergic factors to take into account when aiming at achieving

Scheme 1 (a) Chemical structures of the chiral bis(amino acid)oxala-
mide ligands emphasizing the increasing size of the amino acid residue
in the series alanine, valine, and leucine and (b) the corresponding
dianionic bis(hydroxo)dicopper(II) complexes.

Fig. 1 (a) Common dicopper(II) building blocks in 1–3. Views of 1–3 in
the ab (b) and bc (c) planes, respectively. Copper and calcium atoms
are represented by cyan and blue spheres, respectively, whereas the
ligands are depicted as sticks (carbon: grey, oxygen: red and nitrogen:
blue). The purple spheres represent the amino acid residues (see
Scheme 1).
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a ne control on the selectivity and separation of, for example,
methane in natural gas. In particular, the X-ray structure reveals
a high thermal motion of the carbon atoms belonging to the
leucine amino acid residues in 3. This is enough to suppose
a further optimization of the more stable side-chain conforma-
tion, thus enhancing efficient host–guest interactions or allowing
also opportunistic hopping of these gases along the pores.

Because of the different sizes of the hydrophobic methyl (1),
isopropyl (2) and isobutyl (3) groups, the resulting channels
possess varying virtual diameters of ca. 1.0 (1), 0.75 (2) and 0.5
(3) nm (Fig. S3–S8†). Hence, in a static view, the pore-limiting
diameters of the crystal structures are large enough to permit,
in principle, the diffusion of different light hydrocarbons (vide
infra) such as methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4),
propane (C3H8), propylene (C3H6) and butane (n-C4H10) which
have related estimated kinetic diameters increasing from 3.8 Å
for CH4 up to 4.7 Å for n-C4H10.28 The increasing degree of
hydrophobicity together with the decreasing size of the pores
account for the contents of free water molecules [32 (1), 13 (2)
and 11 (3)]. This increasing charge density at the channels from
1 to 3 also suggests different functionalities of the channels and
is reected in the gas adsorption of light hydrocarbons (see
below). Finally, the estimated empty volumes for 1–3 without
the crystallization water molecules are 2089.1 (1), 1532.6 (2) and
1312.0 (3) Å3, values which represent ca. 58.0, 43.4 and 37.5%,
respectively, of potential void per unit cell volume [V ¼ 3604.1
(1), 3529.7 (2) and 3501.0 (3) Å3] (Fig. S3–S8†).

Thermogravimetric analysis and X-ray powder diffraction

The thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) under a dry N2 atmo-
sphere indicated the water contents of 1–3 (Fig. S9†). The mass

loss values of ca. 31.5 (1), 15 (2), and 12% (3) at 150 �C are
consistent with 32, 13, and 11 H2O molecules per formula unit,
respectively. Even if the larger pores in 1 undoubtedly inuence
the very large number of water molecules that its channels can
accommodate, these results already suggest the very different
hydrophobicity of the members of the family. Therefore, the
number of crystallization water molecules lling the pores of 2
and 3 is drastically reduced compared to that of 1 as a conse-
quence of their much larger alkyl chains and the resulting more
hydrophobic environment.

The powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of poly-
crystalline samples of 1–3 at room temperature (Fig. 3) conrm
the pureness of the bulk samples with a consistent match
between the experimental and calculated PXRD patterns.

Gas sorption properties

All samples of 1–3 were activated by immersion in methanol
and then desolvated at 80 �C under reduced pressure for 24 h
prior to the sorption measurements. Nitrogen adsorption
isotherms at 77 K for 1–3 (Fig. 4) show fully reversible type I
isotherms, characteristic of microporous materials with
permanent microporosity, with estimated56 Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) surface areas [1015 (1), 561 (2), and 312 m2 g�1 (3)]
following the trend 1 > 2 > 3, as expected from their decreasing
pore size (estimated from the crystal structures). The analyses of
the N2 isotherm curves using the Horvath–Kawazoe model57

reveal a microporous pore size distribution for 1–3 [1.08 (1), 0.68
(2), and 0.42 nm (3)], which are similar to those determined
from the crystal structure and preclude assigning of the slight
increase near saturation pressure to mesoporosity or N2

condensation in the inter-particle space. In turn, it has been

Fig. 2 (a) Perspective views along the crystallographic c axis of the porous structures of 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c), determined by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction, emphasizing the different alkyl groups in the boxed structures. Copper and calcium atoms are represented by cyan and blue spheres,
respectively. The alkyl residues of the amino acids are shown as balls and sticks, whereas the remaining carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms from
the ligand are shown as sticks. Free water solvent molecules are omitted for clarity.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A
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attributed to capillary condensation. The same behaviour was
observed for the CO2 adsorption isotherms, with a decrease in
the gas uptake at 1 bar and 273 K [106.0 (1), 44.1 (2), and 22.3
cm3 g�1 (3)] with increasing the length of the amino acid
residue (Fig. S10†).

Once demonstrated the permanent microporosity of 1–3 as
well as their different pore windows depending on the amino
acid residue lling the cavities, we studied the performance of
this family in the adsorption of different light hydrocarbons
such as methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4),

propane (C3H8), propylene (C3H6) and butane (n-C4H10). So far,
several adsorption studies have been carried out, for different
MOFs, aiming at evaluating the adsorptive properties towards
different olens and paraffins.35–46 This is commonly done by
measuring single-component adsorption isotherms, as well as
simulating mixed gas adsorption isotherms with the ideal
adsorbed solution theory58 or transient breakthrough59 and/or,
less frequently, by performing breakthrough experi-
ments.43,45,60–66 In particular, relevant to our study are the
different reported MOFs performing separation of CH4 from C2,
C3 or C4 hydrocarbons.43,45,60–66 In these studies, they use bulky
aromatic groups,45 nitrogen donor moieties43,65 and pendant C3

alkoxy groups with various degrees of branching and satura-
tion,67 and/or coordinatively unsaturated metal sites62 to
increase the charge density of the channels, and consequently
increase the interaction of C2+ hydrocarbons with the MOF's
pores. However, 1–3 offer unique possibilities towards evalu-
ating the real impact of the length of the alkyl side chains
occupying the channels in the adsorption of different light
hydrocarbons. Indeed, this is the rst experimental study in
which a family of isoreticular MOFs exhibiting different alkyl-
functionalized pores is used to rationalize these adsorptive
properties. Thus, the systematic variation of the length of the
aliphatic residue will allow us to evaluate at the same time the
inuence of different parameters such as the pore window,
hydrophobicity, kinetics and alkyl interactions in the adsorp-
tion, and consequently the selectivity towards light hydrocar-
bons in 1–3.

Therefore, adsorption isotherms of light paraffins, CH4,
C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10, were rst measured for 1–3 up to 1 bar
at 273 K (Fig. 5). The adsorption capacities at 1 bar follow the
same trend for 1–3. An increase in adsorption capacities with
the carbon chain length was observed, following the sequence
CH4	 C2H6 < C3H8 < n-C4H10, as a result of the enhancement of
interactions with the side chain of the MOF. The only exception
is n-C4H10 in compound 1, which adsorbs a slightly higher C3H8

amount at 1 bar. This could be related to a less efficient packing
of n-C4H10 with respect to C3H8 molecules together with the lack
of stabilizing interactions between the alkyl chains of the gas
and those of the walls of 1 (instead present in 2 and 3), which
starts to have a non-negligible effect on the adsorption process.
In addition, the slope in the C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10 adsorption
isotherms, especially the latter two, becomes much steeper
(Fig. 5), which is a clear marker of a stronger affinity between
larger hydrocarbons and the pore surface in 1–3. Interestingly,
C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 adsorption ratios, in other words,
ideal selectivities, at 1 bar (Fig. 5) also follow the sequence 1
(3.69 and 4.29) < 2 (4.45 and 5.57) < 3 (4.51 and 5.64), suggesting
that the larger is the alkyl group decorating the MOF (1 < 2 < 3),
the larger is the separation equilibrium between methane and
the other hydrocarbons in the binary mixture.

The adsorption capabilities of 1–3 for olens, C2H4 and C3H6

were also evaluated and are gathered, together with paraffins, in
Fig. S11.† The C2H4 adsorption isotherms of all three
compounds are identical to the C2H6 ones. In turn, the amounts
of C3H6 adsorbed by 1–3 are signicantly higher than those
observed in the case of C3H8, which may be due to the stronger

Fig. 3 Calculated (bottom) and experimental (top) XRPD pattern
profiles of polycrystalline samples of 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c) measured in
the 2q range 2.0–40.0� at r.t.

Fig. 4 N2 sorption isotherms of the activated compounds 1 (B), 2 (,)
and 3 (>) at 77 K. Filled and empty symbols indicate the adsorption and
desorption isotherms, respectively.

J. Mater. Chem. A This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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interaction of the p-bonding orbital of C3H6 with open metal
sites and its smaller kinetic diameter.39

In view of the results shown in Fig. 5, and aiming at further
conrming the effect of the increasing size of the alkyl chains in
this new family of isoreticular MOFs on the adsorptive proper-
ties, kinetic adsorption of CH4, C2H6, C3H8 and n-C4H10 was
performed (Fig. 6), which assesses how fast hydrocarbons are
adsorbed. A non-negligible impact on the kinetic adsorption
was observed for the different adsorbates as we move from 1 to
3. The adsorbed amount of n-C4H10 with respect to C3H8

changes from being almost equal for 1, to be signicantly
higher in 2, as a consequence of the higher number of aliphatic
carbons able to interact with n-C4H10. However, these amounts
tend to be similar in the case of 3, probably due to the smaller
window size of the MOF. It is noteworthy that the adsorbed
amount of C2H6 with respect to CH4 shows a considerable
increase as we move in the series 1–3. Thus, the larger the alkyl
side chain in the surface of the pores (1 < 2 < 3), the lower the
amount of CH4 adsorbed by the MOF. This is especially relevant
for 3, which hardly adsorbs CH4. These results (Fig. 6) further
conrm the trend observed in the adsorption isotherms (Fig. 5)
and even suggest higher mixture selectivities for methane with

respect to other light hydrocarbons present in natural gas.
Finally, the adsorption isotherm measurements collected in
Fig. S11† also showed a certain selectivity for C3H6 vs. C3H8.
Therefore, the kinetic adsorption of C3H6 was also evaluated
and compared with that of C3H8. However, even if Fig. S12†
shows a higher adsorption of C3H6 (especially for compound 2),
this small selectivity is not reected on the time required to
adsorb both gases in the kinetic experiments and does not allow
the prediction of a successful separation and thus, break-
through experiments were not carried out for these gases. The
different experimental conditions used in the adsorption
isotherms (long waiting times until reaching equilibrium) and
the kinetic adsorption experiments (these experiment only
measure the very beginning of the adsorption event) are at the
origin of the apparent divergences observed on the adsorbed
amounts between both experiments.

Overall, these results indicate that even if the pore window is
key to explain the trend 1 > 2 > 3 in the adsorption capacities of
this family, side-chain interactions between alkyl groups from
both, gases and MOF walls, lie at the origin of their different
selectivities. The very different uptake results for 1–3 clearly
evidence that playing with the ‘pore-limiting diameter’ concept,

Fig. 5 CH4 (red), C2H6 (blue), C3H8 (green) and C4H10 (purple) adsorption isotherms of 1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c) at 273 K. Filled and empty symbols
indicate the adsorption and desorption isotherms, respectively.

Fig. 6 Adsorption kinetic profiles of CH4 (red), C2H6 (blue), C3H8 (green) and C4H10 (purple) for compounds 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c) at 273 K.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A
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through the increase of the length of aliphatic side chains
residing in the pores, does not only modify the sorption capacity
of a given material but, more importantly, also affect the
kinetics of adsorption, which is of paramount relevance in order
to perform separations under standard-ow conditions in
industries.

In light of the results above, to investigate the practical
separation performance of this family as well as to conrm the
validity of our approach to tune the MOF selectivities, break-
through experiments were carried out at 298 K and 1 bar for
binary mixtures of CH4/C2H6 (75/25) and CH4/C3H8 (75/25)
using packed columns (ca. 1 g) of 1 and 3 (Fig. 7) as
stationary phases and a total gas ow of 2 cm3min�1. H2 is used
as the internal reference gas because it is not adsorbed under
these conditions. In this way we can track the ow dispersion
through the column.68 CH4 for sample 3 breaks at the same time
as H2, following the same prole (Fig. 7, bottom) and indicating
non-uptake of CH4 on this material. In contrast, C2H6 and C3H8

break much later, suggesting an almost innite selectivity for
the C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 separation. In case of 1, CH4

breaks later than H2 (Fig. 7, top), suggesting a quantitative CH4

adsorption and pointing towards a reduction of the selectivity
for separating C2H6/CH4 and C3H8/CH4 mixtures. The lower
slope of the breakthrough prole of 3 with respect to 1 can be
attributed to the different ow regime through the bed. In the
case of compound 1, it is closer to a plug ow than in the case of
compound 3. In order to measure the non-ideality of the ows,
we use H2 as the internal reference since H2 is not adsorbed
under these conditions and the prole of the H2 ow is due to
the dispersion of the bed. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the uid-
dynamics are different in both beds but the retention times are

reliable as H2 is used as the internal reference. Overall, as ex-
pected from the kinetic measurements, better separations of
CH4 from C3H8 and, especially, from C2H6 were observed for
compound 3. Yet, the differences in the C3H8–CH4 and C2H6–

CH4 retention times were increased by ca. 5 and 30 min,
respectively.

Conclusions

In summary, we have reported a unique family of robust, cheap
and easy to prepare on a large scale isoreticular MOFs. These
porous materials, showing overall good results in gas adsorp-
tion and separation, were prepared rationally from oxamidato
ligands derived from natural amino acids L-alanine, L-valine and
L-leucine. Moreover, they offer the perfect playground to study
how tuning of the length of the alkyl residues present in the
channels of the MOFs modies the gas adsorption capacities
and selectivities towards different sized hydrocarbons. Overall,
we observed that the higher was the length of the alkyl residue
decorating the MOF walls, the lower was the affinity towards
methane. As a consequence, we were able to control the kinetic
adsorption selectivity of methane versus other light hydrocar-
bons present in natural gas, offering new rational ways for its
purication.
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ABSTRACT: The preparation and spectroscopic and structural
characterization of three cobalt(II) complexes of formulas
[Co(tppz)2](dca)2 (1), [Co(tppz)2][Co(NCS)4]·MeOH (2),
and [Co(tppz)2][Co(NCO)4]·2H2O (3) [tppz = 2,3,5,6-tetrakis-
(2-pyridyl)pyrazine and dca = dicyanamide] are reported here.
Compounds 1−3 have in common the presence of the cationic
[Co(tppz)2]

2+ entity where each mer-tridentate tppz ligand
coordinates to the cobalt(II) ion equatorially through two pyridyl
donors and axially via the pyrazine, completing the six-
coordination. The electroneutrality is achieved by the organic
dca group (1) and the anionic tetrakis(thiocyanato-κN)cobaltate-
(II) (2) and tetrakis(cyanato-κN)cobaltate(II) (3) complexes. Direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements of 1 in
the temperature range 1.9−400 K show the occurrence of a thermally induced spin crossover behavior of the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ unit
from a high spin (S = 3/2) at higher temperatures to a low-spin (S = 1/2) at lower temperatures, with the low spin phase being
reached at T ≤ 200 K. X-band electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements in solution at low temperatures were used
to characterize the low spin state. An analytical expression based on the combination of the spin−orbit coupling and both first-
and second-order Zeeman effects for a d7 electronic configuration was used to fit the magnetic data of 1, the values of the best-fit
parameters being Cvib = 0.1367(9), λ = −168(2) cm−1, α = 1.12(1), Δ = 1626(15) cm−1, and gLS = 2.12(1). The magnetic
behavior of the four-coordinate cobalt(II) ions [Co(NCS)4]

2− (2) and [Co(NCO)4]
2− (3) with a 4A2 ground state overlaps with

the spin crossover of the [Co(tppz)2]2+ entity, the abrupt decrease of the χMT product below 15.0 K being due to zero-field
splitting effects between the spin components |±1/2> and |±3/2>. The combined analysis of the dc magnetic data and the Q-
band EPR spectra in the solid state of 2 and 3 led to the following sets of best-fit parameters: Cvib = 0.105(5), λ = −170(4) cm−1,
α = 1.10(2), Δ = 1700(25) cm−1, gLS = 2.10(1), gHS = 2.27(1), and |D| = 3.80(2) cm−1 (2) and Cvib = 0.100(1), λ = −169(5)
cm−1, α = 1.10(3), Δ = 1500(30) cm−1, gLS = 2.10(1), gHS = 2.28(1), and |D| = 4.30(2) cm−1 (3). Some evidence of slowing of
the relaxation of the magnetization has been found in the out-of-phase ac signal at very low temperatures under applied dc fields
of 0.1−0.4 T for 3, suggesting the occurrence of single-ion magnet behavior of its [Co(NCO)4]

2− anionic entity.

■ INTRODUCTION

In recent years, enormous efforts have been focused on the
systematic examination of the magnetic behavior of cobalt(II)
coordination compounds. These species may behave as single-
molecule magnets (SMMs), single-ion magnets (SIMs), single-
chain magnets (SCMs) or show spin-crossover (SCO).
Three-,1 four-,2−12 five-,13−20 six-,21−42 seven-,43−47 and eight-
coordinate48,49 zero-dimensional (0D) cobalt(II) complexes are
known behaving as SMMs or SIMs. The choice of the
cobalt(II) ion is based on its strong Ising-like magnetic
anisotropy which is required to create an energy barrier for the
magnetization reversal in SMMs, SIMs, and SCMs. Concerning
the cobalt(II) SCO complexes,50−65 a spin transition between

low-spin (LS, S = 1/2) and high-spin (HS, S = 3/2) states is at
the origin of their bistability, the conversion between these two
states being triggered by various external stimuli such as
temperature, pressure, light or X-ray irradiation, intense
magnetic fields, or the inclusion of guest molecules. Depending
on the nature of the ligands, crystal packing, solvent molecules,
and noncoordinating counterions, the SCO behavior can be
gradual or abrupt in the solid state.61−65

A great attention devoted to research in the field of
molecular magnetism is attributed to possible applications of
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these SCO compounds in high-density magnetic information
storage, chemosensors, or spintronic devices.66−70 Rational
design and synthesis of materials required for particular
applications, however, remain a great challenge, and much
more work is desirable in order to extend our knowledge on
physicochemical relationships.
In the framework of the magnetostructural studies on the

metal complexes with the 2,3,5,6-tetrakis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine
(tppz) ligand (Scheme 1),71−86 we report here the preparation,

structural characterization, and variable-temperature magnetic
and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies of three
cobalt(II) complexes of formula [Co(tppz)2](dca)2 (1),
[Co(tppz)2][Co(NCS)4]·MeOH (2), and [Co(tppz)2][Co-
(NCO)4]·2H2O (3) (dca = dicyanamide anion), where the

diamagnetic organic dca group (1) and the paramagnetic
metalloligands [Co(NCS)4]

2− (2) and [Co(NCO)4]
2− (3) act

as counterions of the spin crossover unit [Co(tppz)2]
2+. The

results obtained are compared to those reported for the
compound [Co(tppz)2](tcm)2 (tcm = tricyanomethanide
anion) from a previous communication83 and other related
N6-coordinated cobalt(II) complexes (Table S1).

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The reagents used in the synthesis of the compounds

were commercially available and were used without further
purification.

Preparation of the Complexes. [Co(tppz)2](dca)2 (1). An aqueous
solution (5 cm3) of NaN(CN)2 (0.180 g, 2 mmol) was added
dropwise to another MeOH/MeCN (1:2 v/v) mixed solvent (15 mL)
containing CoCl2·6H2O (0.24 g, 1 mmol) and tppz (0.38 g, 1 mmol)
under continuous stirring at room temperature for 12 h. The resulting
deep-brown solution was allowed to evaporate in a hood at room
temperature. X-ray quality crystals of 1 were grown from this solution
after a week. They were collected by filtration and air-dried. Yield ca.
80% (based on tppz). Anal. Calc. for C52H32CoN18 (1): C, 64.53; H,
3.33; N, 26.05. Found: C, 64.40; H, 3.28; N, 26.21%. IR (KBr, cm−1):
2225(s) [νas + νs(CNdca)], 2185(m) [νas(CNdca)], 2125(vs)
[νs(CNdca)], 1595(m), 1567(sh), and 1529(w) [ν(CN) and
ν(CC)]. UV−vis-NIR (solid, nm): 1396, 709, 562, 518, 479, 418,
349, and 284.

[Co(tppz)2][Co(NCS)4] (2). A solution of tppz (0.38 g, 1 mmol) in
MeCN/MeOH (15 mL, 2:1, v/v) was added dropwise to a MeOH/
H2O (1:2 v/v) mixture (20 mL) containing CoCl2·6H2O (0.24 g, 1

Scheme 1. Structural Formula of 2,3,5,6-Tetrakis(2-
pyridyl)pyrazine (tppz)

Table 1. Crystal Data and Structure Refinement for 1−3

1·125 K 1·330 K 2 3

empirical formula C52H32CoN18 C52H32CoN18 C53H36N16S4Co2O C52H36Co2N16O6

formula weight 967.89 967.89 1159.08 1098.83
T, K 125.0(2) 330.0(2) 293.0(2) 293.0(2)
wavelength, Å 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
crystal system orthorhombic orthorhombic monoclinic orthorhombic
space group Pbcn Pbcn P21/c Pbca
unit cell dimensions, Å and deg a = 8.9361(7) a = 9.0081(4) a = 14.1066(4) a = 16.6555(5)

b = 28.271(2) b = 28.3969(14) b = 17.7273(6) b = 20.3398(8)
c = 17.8978(14) c = 18.0737(8) c = 22.0434(14) c = 29.6213(10)

β = 106.716(4)
V, Å3 4521.6(6) 4623.3 (4) 5279.5(3) 10034.8(6)
Z 4 4 4 8
Dc, g cm−3 1.422 1.391 1.458 1.455
absorption coefficient, mm−1 0.441 0.431 0.843 0.729
F(000) 1988 1988 2368 4496
crystal size, mm 0.202 × 0.186 × 0.023 0.202 × 0.186 × 0.023 0.193 × 0.142 × 0.067 0.172 × 0.056 × 0.018
θ range for data collection [°] 3.34−25.05 3.32−25.05 3.58− 25.05 3.35−25.05
index ranges −10 ≤ h ≤ 10 −9 ≤ h ≤ 10 −16 ≤ h ≤ 16 −19 ≤ h ≤ 19

−33 ≤ k ≤ 27 −33 ≤ k ≤ 25 −21 ≤ k ≤ 18 −24 ≤ k ≤ 24
−21 ≤ l ≤ 16 −17 ≤ l ≤ 21 −22 ≤ l ≤ 26 −35 ≤ l ≤ 35

reflections collected 13581 14846 13581 41166
independent reflections 3999 (Rint = 0.0652) 4089 (Rint = 0.0398) 9314 (Rint = 0.0451) 8860 (Rint = 0.055)
completeness to 2θ, % 99.7 99.7 99.7 99.7
min and max transm. 0.529 and 1.000 0.825 and 1.000 0.568 and 1.000 0.535 and 1.000
data/restraints/parameters 3999/0/323 4089/0/323 9314/0/687 8860/0/685
goodness-of-fit on F2 1.167 1.057 1.077 1.110
final R indices [I > 2σ(I)] R1 = 0.0764 R1 = 0.0539 R1 = 0.0459 R1 = 0.0599

wR2 = 0.2079 wR2 = 0.1387 wR2 = 0.1127 wR2 = 0.1731
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0913 R1 = 0.0797 R1 = 0.0724 R1 = 0.0959

wR2 = 0.2131 wR2 = 0.1520 wR2 = 0.1262 wR2 = 0.1925
largest diff. peak and hole, e Å−3 0.74 and −0.47 0.50 and −0.49 0.39 and −0.53 1.20 and −0.57
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mmol) and NH4SCN (0.15 g, 2 mmol). The resulting solution was left
under continuous stirring at room temperature for 12 h. The resulting
deep-brown solution was allowed to evaporate in a hood at room
temperature. X-ray quality crystals of 2 were obtained from solution
after a week, collected by filtration and air-dried. Yield ca. 75% (based
on tppz). Anal. Calc. for C53H36N16S4Co2O (2): C, 54.92; H, 3.13; N,
19.33; S, 11.06. Found: C, 54.74; H, 3.10; N, 19.52; S 11.21%. IR
(KBr, cm−1): 2069(vs) [ν(CNNCS

−)], 1588(m), 1567(sh) and
1525(w) [ν(CNtppz) and ν(CCtppz)]. UV−vis-NIR (solid, nm):
1310, 708, 620, 507, 409 and 256.
[Co(tppz)2][Co(NCO)4] (3). A solution of tppz (0.38 g, 1 mmol) in

MeCN/MeOH (15 mL, 2:1, v/v) was added to methanolic solution of

CoCl2·6H2O (0.24 g, 1 mmol), under continuous stirring at room
temperature for 15 min. The resulting deep-brown solution was
filtered off and transferred to a long test tube containing the layers of
an aqueous solution of NaOCN (0.13 g, 2 mmol) and a blank solution
of MeOH/H2O (5 mL, 1:1, v/v). The tube was sealed and allowed to
stand still for 2 weeks, during which time brown crystals of 3 had
formed. They were collected by filtration and air-dried. Yield ca. 65%
(based on tppz). Anal. Calc. for C52H36Co2N16O6 (3): C, 56.84; H,
3.30; N, 20.40. Found: C, 56.66; H, 3.24; N, 20.58%. IR (KBr, cm−1):
2197(vs) [ν(CNNCO

−)], 1590(m), 1568(sh) and 1527(w) [ν(C
Ntppz) and ν(CCtppz)]. UV−vis-NIR (solid, nm): 1439, 727, 626,
507, 421, and 284.

Table 2. Selected Bond Lengths (Å) and Angles (deg) for 1−3a

1·125 K 1·330 K 2, Y = S 3, Y = O

Bond Lengths
Co(1)−N(1) 1.855(5) 1.870(3) 1.869(3) 1.877(3)
Co(1)−N(7) 1.917(5) 1.912(3) 1.927(3) 1.922(3)
Co(1)−N(3) 1.977(4) 2.003(2) 1.984 (3) 2.011(3)
Co(1)−N(5) 2.155(4) 2.128(2) 1.992(3) 1.997(3)
Co(1)−N(9) 2.126(3) 2.124(3)
Co(1)−N(11) 2.124(3) 2.102(3)
Co(2)−N(96) 1.958(3) 1.952(6)
Co(2)−N(97) 1.960(4) 1.946(5)
Co(2)−N(98) 1.956(4) 1.999(6)
Co(2)−N(99) 1.953(4) 1.970(6)

Bond Angles
N(1)−Co(1)−N(3) 82.10(11) 81.51(7) 81.47(9) 81.65(11)
N(1)−Co(1)−N(5) 101.16(10) 100.93(7) 81.55(9) 80.75(11)
N(1)−Co(1)−N(7) 180.0 180.0 176.30(9) 177.13(13)
N(1)−Co(1)−N(9) 104.65(9) 97.92(12)
N(1)−Co(1)−N(11) 96.71(9) 103.15(12)
N(3)−Co(1)−N(3)a 164.2(2) 163.01(14)
N(3)−Co(1)−N(5) 90.41(15) 90.75(9) 162.91(9) 162.25(12)
N(3)a−Co(1)−N(5) 92.64(15) 92.46(9)
N(3)−Co(1)−N(9) 95.98(10) 95.15(13)
N(3)−Co(1)−N(11) 86.99(9) 88.02(13)
N(5)−Co(1)−N(5)a 157.7(2) 158.14(14)
N(5)−Co(1)−N(9) 86.45(9) 89.53(12)
N(5)−Co(1)−N(11) 96.91(9) 93.76(13)
N(7)−Co(1)−N(3) 97.90(11) 98.49(7) 98.54(9) 98.06(11)
N(7)−Co(1)−N(5) 78.84(10) 79.07(7) 98.53(9) 99.63(11)
N(7)−Co(1)−N(9) 79.04(9) 79.25(11)
N(7)−Co(1)−N(11) 79.60(9) 79.68(12)
N(9)−Co(1)−N(11) 158.64(8) 158.93(12)
C(99)−N(98)−C(98) 120.5(6) 123.2(7)
N(97)−C(98)−N(98) 173.4(7) 170.1(7)
N(99)−C(99)−N(98) 173.4(7) 170.6(8)
N(96)−Co(2)−N(98) 108.97(15) 111.2(2)
N(97)−Co(2)−N(96) 106.55(15) 106.5(2)
N(97)−Co(2)−N(98) 113.60(15) 108.6(2)
N(99)−Co(2)−N(96) 110.58(15) 111.1(3)
N(99)−Co(2)−N(97) 105.89(17) 115.4(3)
N(99)−Co(2)−N(98) 111.28(16) 104.0(2)
N(96)−C(96)−Y(96) 178.7(4) 179.2(8)
N(97)−C(97)−Y(97) 178.9(4) 178.0(8)
N(98)−C(98)−Y(98) 178.8(4) 177.1(8)
N(99)−C(99)−Y(99) 178.8(4) 177.1(9)
C(96)−N(96)−Co(2) 174.8(4) 157.4(5)
C(97)−N(97)−Co(2) 171.2(4) 167.1(5)
C(98)−N(98)−Co(2) 168.0(3) 133.5(5)
C(99)−N(99)−Co(2) 173.9(3) 156.1(7)

aSymmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: (a) = −x + 1, y, −z + 1/2.
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Physical Techniques. IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet iS5
spectrophotometer in the spectral range 4000−400 cm−1 with the
samples in form of KBr pellets [Figures S1 (1), S2 (2), and S3 (3)].
The electronic spectra were obtained from solid state samples on
Nicolet Evolution 220 Nicolet iS50 FT-IR spectrophotometers in the
ranges 190−1100 and 700−1500 nm, respectively [Figure S4 (1−3)].
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were performed on a
PANalytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer using Cu−Kα radiation (λ
= 1.5418 Å), in which the X-ray tube was operated at 40 kV and 30
mA ranging from 5 to 80°. The experimental and calculated (with
inclusion of the preferred orientation effects for compounds 2 and 3
and usage of March-Dollase parameter of 1.5) PXRD patterns for all
three complexes [see Figures S5 (1), S6 (2), and S7 (3)] show a great

coincidence of the positions of all peaks expected, each pattern
confirming that the obtained structure from the single crystal is equal
to the one of the bulk. The elemental analysis of sulfur was performed
by the Carius method (sodium chloride being used as the sulfuric acid
binder) and as benzidine sulfate (gravimetrically determined) after
initial removing of excess of nitric acid by evaporation in an inert
atmosphere. The C, H, and N contents were determined by using a
PerkinElmer 240C elemental analyzer.

X-ray diffraction data on single crystals of 1−3 were collected by
means of an Oxford Diffraction four-circle diffractometer Gemini A
Ultra with Atlas CCD detector using graphite monochromated MoKα
radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at room temperature. Diffraction data
collection, cell refinement, and data reduction were performed using

Figure 1. (a) A view of the asymmetric unit of 1·125 K together with the atom numbering. (b) The molecular structure of 1·125 K. Thermal
ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level [symmetry code: (a) = −x + 1, y, −z + 1/2].
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the CrysAlisPro software.87 The structures were solved by the direct
methods using SHELXS97 and refined by full-matrix least-squares on
F2 using SHELXL97.88 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined
anisotropically, and the hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated
positions refined using idealized geometries (riding model) and
assigned fixed isotropic displacement parameters, d(C−H) = 0.93 Å,
Uiso(H) = 1.2 Ueq(C) (aromatic), and d(C−H) = 0.96 Å, Uiso(H) = 1.5
Ueq(C) (methyl and water). The methyl groups were allowed to rotate
about their local 3-fold axis. Details of the crystallographic data
collection, structural determination, and refinement conditions for 1−
3 are given in Table 1, whereas the selected bond lengths and angles
for these compounds are listed in Table 2.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Descripton of the Structures. [Co(tppz)2](dca)2 (1). The

single crystal X-ray structure of 1 was determined at 330 and
125 K in order to investigate the possible temperature-induced
structural changes. The unit cell data and refinement conditions
of 1 together with those of 2 and 3 are listed in Table 1,
whereas the selected bond lengths and angles for 1−3 are given
Table 2. As shown in Table 1, no structural phase transition
occurs for 1 in the whole range of temperature. Only a very
small increase in the cell volume (2.2%) along with very slight
lengthening in all three cell axes was observed for this complex
on going from 125 to 330 K.
The asymmetric unit of 1 contains one dca− counterion and

half [Co(tppz)2]
2+ cation, and the other half is generated by 2-

fold rotation axis as the cobalt center and the N1, N2, N6, and
N7 nitrogen atoms are located on the special position c of the
Pbcn space group with the multiplicity four [Figures 1 (1·125
K) and S8 (1·330 K); see Supporting Information]. The
cobalt(II) ion is octahedrally surrounded by six nitrogen atoms
from two tridentate tppz ligands. Each tppz molecule
coordinates to the cobalt(II) ion in a mer fashion, equatorially
via pyridyl donors, and axially through pyrazine nitrogen atoms
(abbreviated as Npy and Npz, respectively). The same
environment around the metal center was observed in the
parent compound [Co(tppz)2](tcm)2.

83

The major angular distortion of the [Co(tppz)2]
2+ unit in 1

from the idealized octahedral geometry is attributed to
geometrical constraints issued from the occurrence of two
fused five-member chelate rings of the tppz ligand. The values
of the N−Co−N angles for the nitrogen atoms in cis
disposition vary in the ranges 78.84−101.16 (1·125 K) and
79.07−100.93° (1·330 K), whereas for those in trans
configuration cover the ranges 157.7−180 (1·125 K) and
158.14−180° (1·330 K). The values of the dihedral angle
between the least-squares planes defined by the coordinated
pyridyl and pyrazine rings of the two tppz ligands are 88.43 (1·
125 K) and 86.67° (1·330 K). The parameters Σ and Θ were
also calculated in order to evaluate the octahedral distortion
(eqs 1 and 2):

∑ αΣ = | − |
=

90
i

i
1

12

(1)

∑ θΘ = | − |
=

60
i

i
1

24

(2)

The more distorted the octahedron is, the higher the values of
Σ and Θ are. Most importantly, these parameters have been
proven to be spin-state dependent, and therefore they can be
used to determine the spin state of the metal ion.89

The distortion parameter Σ [parameter defined as the sum of
the deviation from 90° of the 12 cis angles of the CoN6
octahedron, eq 1] equals 82.6 and 84.0° in 1·125 and 1·330 K,
respectively. No significant variation of these parameters occurs
when cooling down. Also, the value of Θ [parameter defined as
the sum of the 24 unique θi angles measured on the projection
of two triangular faces of the octahedron along their common
pseudo-3-fold axis, eq 2] only decreases slightly when going
from 125 (Θ = 277°) to 330 K (Θ = 281°) (see Table 3).89−91

Upon increasing the temperature, the average value of the
Co−N bond lengths of 1 is almost constant within
experimental error. The Co−Npz bond distances are signifi-
cantly shorter than those of the Co−Npy bonds, which may be
ascribed to the Jahn−Teller distortion of the 2Eg state of low-
spin cobalt(II) ions. The lower number of antibonding eg
electrons in a LS metal ion 2Eg(t2g

6eg
1) compared to a HS

configuration 4T1g (t2g
5eg

2) should result in stronger metal−
ligand bonding and thus a less deformable coordination sphere.
Because only one electron is transferred between the eg and the
t2g orbitals, the thermal SCO in the cobalt(II) complexes is
accompanied by small changes in the metal-donor atom bond
lengths. A thorough analysis of the structural data, performed
for the related N6-coordinated Co(II) compounds (see Table
S1; Supporting Information) shows that the average Co−N
bond distances are 2.114 and 2.009 Å in HS and LS cobalt(II)
complexes, respectively. With reference to SCO iron(II)
compounds, where the change in the total spin is ΔS = 2,
the Co−N bond lengths are less sensitive to the spin transition.
Alternatively, the distortion parameters Σ and Θ seem to be
distinctive of the cobalt(II) spin state. They are significantly
larger in HS than in LS, and the following ranges of values were
assumed in cobalt(II) coordination compounds: 61.10−99.10
(LS) and 110.80−134.70° (HS) for Σ and 185−319 (LS) and
353−403° (HS) for Θ. Taking into consideration the values of
the Co−N bond lengths and distortion parameters Σ and Θ
(Tables 2 and S1), it can be concluded that the central Co(II)
ion in 1 has a quasi LS configuration in the temperature range
investigated.

Table 3. Comparison of the Values of the Co−N Bond
Lengths (Å) and Some Structural Distortion Parameters for
1·125 and 1·330 K

1·125 K 1·330 K

Co−Npz 1.855(5) 1.870(3)
1.917(5) 1.912(3)

Co−Nav
(pz) 1.886 1.891

Co−Npy 1.977(4) 2.003(2)
2.155(4) 2.128(2)
1.977(4) 2.003(2)
2.155(4) 2.128(2)

Co−Nav
(py) 2.066 2.0655

Co−Nav 2.006(4) 2.007(2)
∑ (deg)a 82.6 84.0
Θ (deg)b 277 281
dihedral angle (deg)c 88.43 88.67

aΣ is the sum of the deviation from 90° of the 12 cis angles of the
CoN6 octahedron.

bΘ is the sum of the 24 unique N−Fe−N angles
measured on the projection of two triangular faces of the octahedron
along their common pseudo-3-fold axis. cValue of the dihedral angle
between the least-squares planes defined by the coordinated pyridyl
and pyrazine rings of the two tppz ligands.
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As shown in Figures 2 (1·125 K) and S9 (1·330 K), the
angular dicyanamide ligands with C(99)−N(98)−C(98) =

120.5(6)° and two nearly linear N−C−N units [mean value of
N−C−N = 173.4(7)°] are involved in very weak C−H···Ndca
and Ndca···π type interactions with the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ complex
cations [C(98)−N(97)···Cg(1)h/i = 3.312(6) Å; symmetry
code: (h) = 1/2 + x, −1/2 + y, 1/2 − z; (i) = 3/2 − x, −1/2 +
y, z]. Very small changes of this last contact are observed at 330
K [C(98)−N(97)···Cg(1)h/i = 3.339(6) Å] (see Tables S2 and
S3; Supporting Information). The values of the shortest
intermolecular cobalt···cobalt separation are 8.9361(7) (1·125
K) and 9.0081(4) Å (1·330 K).

[Co(tppz)2][Co(NCS)4]·MeOH (2) and [Co(tppz)2][Co-
(NCO)4]·2H2O (3). The crystal structures of 2 and 3 consist
of [Co(tppz)2]

2+ cations, [Co(NCY)4]
2− anions [Y = S (2) and

O (3), and solvent molecules [MeOH (2) and H2O (3)],
interlinked by electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonds and π···π
and Y···π type interactions (Tables S2−S4; Supporting
Information). Most interestingly, compounds containing the
tetrahedral [Co(NCS)4]

2− or [Co(NCO)4]
2− anions are

relatively rare. A CSD search (Cambridge Structural Database,
Version 5.37) revealed only 23 and 1 structures incorporating
the [Co(NCS)4]

2− 55,92−113 or [Co(NCO)4]
2− 114 units,

respectively.
Perspective views of the asymmetric units with the atom

numbering of the compounds 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3
and 4, respectively.
The cobalt(II) centers of the [Co(NCS)4]

2− and [Co-
(NCO)4]

2− complex anions have a distorted tetrahedral
coordination environment defined by four nitrogen atoms
from four terminal thiocyanate (2) or cyanate (3) ligands. Both
pseudohalide groups are almost linear with values of the N−C−
Y angles in the ranges 178.7(4)−178.9(4) (2) and 177.1(9)−
179.2(8)° (3). In the case of [Co(NCO)4]

2−, a significant
bending is observed in the Co−N−C linkage [values of
133.5(5), 156.1(7), 157.4(5), and 167.1(5)°], while the Co−
N−C angles of the [Co(NCS)4]

2− entity much less deviate
from linearity [values ranging from 168.0(3) to 174.8(4)°].
Also, the distortion of the [Co(NCS)4]

2− unit from the ideal
tetrahedral geometry in 2, which is evidenced by the Co−N
bond distances [1.953(4)−1.960(4) Å] and N−Co−N bond
angles [105.89(17)−113.60(15)°], is smaller compared to that
in [Co(NCO)4]

2− of 3 [Co−N bond lengths and N−Co−N
angles in the ranges 1.946(5)−1.999(6) Å and 104.0(2)−
115.4(3)°, respectively].
Additional information about the geometric distortion of

[Co(NCX)4]
2− was obtained by performing continuous shape

measurement (CShM) calculations,115 which provide quantita-
tive measures of the deviation of a given coordination sphere
from the ideal geometry for which shape values equal zero. The
calculated shape values with respect to the tetrahedron S(Td)

Figure 2. View of a fragment of the molecular packing of 1·125 K
showing C−H···N (green dotted line) and Ndca···π type (red dotted
line) interactions between the dca− groups and the pyrazine ring of the
tppz ligands.

Figure 3. A perspective view of the asymmetric unit of 2 together with the atom numbering. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability
level.
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are 0.103 and 0.183 for [Co(NCS)4]
2− and [Co(NCO)4]

2−,
respectively, demonstrating that a larger distortion of the metal
coordination sphere occurs in the tetrakis(cyanato-κN)-
cobaltate(II) ion.
As in 1, the tppz ligands in the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ complex
cations of 2 and 3 coordinate to the cobalt(II) ion in a mer
fashion, equatorially via pyridyl donors (Npy) and axially
through pyrazine nitrogen atoms (Npz), to form a tetragonally
compressed [CoN6] octahedral symmetry. An angular dis-
tortion of [Co(tppz)2]

2+ is reflected in the N−Co−N angles:
79.04(9)−104.65(9) (2) and 79.25(11)−103.15(12)° (3) for
the nitrogen atoms in cis disposition, and 158.64(8)−176.30(9)
(2) and 158.93(12)−177.13(13)° (3) for those in trans
arrangement. The values of the dihedral angle between the
least-squares planes defined by the coordinated pyridyl and
pyrazine rings of the two tppz ligands are 73.51 (2) and 79.19°
(3). The values of the distortion parameter Σ are equal to 96.2

(2) and 88.8° (3), while those of Θ are 268 (2) and 285° (3).
As discussed above for the structure 1, the values of Σ and Θ
may be distinctive of the spin state of the cobalt(II) ion. Their
values for the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ complex cations in 2 and 3 fall
into the typical range of LS complexes (61.10−99.10 and 185−
319° for Σ and Θ, respectively). Also, the values of the Co−N
bond distances support that the cobalt(II) ions in [Co-
(tppz)2]

2+ of 2 and 3 are practically low spin. Likewise in 1, the
cobalt−nitrogen bond lengths to the central pyrazine ring
[1.869(2) and 1.927(2) (2) and 1.877(3) and 1.922(3) Å (3)]
are shorter than those involving the outer pyridyl rings
[1.984(2)−2.126(2) (2) and 1.997(3)−2.124(3) Å (3)]. The
values of the average Co−N distance are 2.004 (2) and 2.005 Å
(3).
The solvent molecules in the structures 2 and 3 are involved

in hydrogen bonds. The OH group of the methanol molecule
in 2 is hydrogen bonded to the N(4) atom of one

Figure 4. A perspective view of the asymmetric unit of 3 together with the atom numbering. The thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability
level.

Figure 5. A view of the molecular structure of 2 showing the O(99)−H(99)···N(4) hydrogen bond and the S···π type interaction between the
[Co(tppz)2]

2+ complex cation and the [Co(NCS)4]
2− complex anion (yellow dotted line).
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uncoordinated pyridyl ring of the tppz ligand [O(99)
H(99)···N(4) with D···A = 2.827(5) Å and DH···A =
132.1°] (Figure 5), while the water molecules in 3 also form
hydrogen bonds with the N(6) atom of one uncoordinated
pyridyl ring of the tppz ligand [O(1)H(1B)···N(6) with D···
A = 2.945(7) Å and DH···A angle = 166.2°] and an oxygen
atom of the [Co(NCO)4]

2− anion [O(2)H(2B)···O(97)a

with D···A = 2.964(7) Å and DH···A = 168.6°; symmetry
code: (a) = 1/2 − x, −1/2 + y, z]. Moreover, one hydrogen
bond involving only the water molecules occurs in 3 [O(1)
H(1A)···O(2) with D···A = 2.812(7) Å and DH···A =
166.3°] (Figure 6).
In addition, the crystal structures of 2 and 3 are stabilized by

intra- and intermolecular C−H···N and C−H···O type contacts

Figure 6. A view of a fragment of the supramolecular structure of 3 arising from the O−H···O and O−H···N hydrogen bonds.

Figure 7. A view of the supramolecular double chain in 2 arising from weak π···π type interactions. The solvent molecules were omitted for clarity.
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(Table S2) as well as through intermolecular π−π stacking
interactions between the pyridyl rings of the tppz ligand and
S···π type or O···π type contacts, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
The metric parameters of the intermolecular contacts are
gathered in Tables S2−S4. The shortest Co···Co distances
between [Co(tppz)2]

2+ and [Co(NCY)4]
2− are 7.5141(7) (2)

and 7.4020(9) Å (3) respectively, while the shortest Co···Co
distances between two [Co(tppz)2]

2+ cations are equal to
8.1127(6) (2) and 8.3290(7) Å (3).
Magnetic Properties and EPR Spectra of 1−3. The χMT

versus T plot for 1 [χM is the magnetic susceptibility per
cobalt(II) ion] is shown in Figure 9. χMT follows a Curie law in
the temperature range 1.9−170 K with a value of 0.42 cm3

mol−1 K. This value is as expected for a spin doublet (S = 1/2
ground state with g = 2.12). Upon warming above 170 K, χMT
smoothly increases to reach a value of 0.675 cm3 mol−1 K at
400 K. This behavior is indicative of the occurrence of a very
incomplete 1/2 (LS) ⇔ 3/2 (HS) conversion at 400 K. In this
respect, χMT values in the range 2.5−3.0 cm3 mol−1 K were
observed for the complete population of the HS configuration
of the cobalt(II) ion in the parent terpy- and 4-terpyridone-
containing complexes.50−58 The magnetization (M) versus H
plot for 1 at 2.0 K corresponds to what is expected for a spin
doublet withM at 5 T (the maximum available magnetic field in
our magnetometer) tending to a value somewhat above 1.0 μB
(see Figure S10 in the Supporting Information).
X-band EPR measurements on a frozen dmf solution of 1 at

4.0 K shows a quasi-isotropic spin doublet with an hyperfine
splitting of A = 72 G in the form of eight lines due to the
coupling to the I = 7/2 nucleus of the cobalt(II) with a g value
of 2.13 (see inset of Figure 9).
The approach that we have used to treat the magnetic

susceptibility data of 1 is based on the model proposed by
Harris et al.116 Having in mind the energy levels of the d7

electronic configuration in the crossover region for an idealized

octahedral complex (see Scheme 2) and following the Figgis’
methodology117 to estimate the effective magnetic moment for
the 4T1g term, μeff (

4T1g), and the application of the Van Vleck
equation over the 2Eg and

4T1g sates, one obtains eq 3

χ α

α α

α α

α

= + + +

+ + −

+ + + +

+ −

⎡⎣
⎤⎦

⎡⎣
⎤⎦

T g C T y x T

y x T y x

C y x y x

y x

1.5 exp( 2.5 )

exp( ) exp( 1.5 )

/ 16 8 exp( 2.5 ) 16 exp( )

24 exp( 1.5 )

ST LS
2

vib 1 2

3

vib

(3)

Figure 8. A view of the supramolecular 2D structure of 3 arising from weak π···π and O···π type interactions. The solvent molecules were omitted for
clarity.

Figure 9. χMT against T plot for 1: (○) experimental; (__) best-fit
curve through eq 3 (see text). The inset shows the X-band EPR
spectrum of 1 in a frozen dmf solution at 4.0 K.
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In this equation, gLS is the g-factor for the low-spin cobalt(II)
ion (2Eg state), λ is the spin−orbit coupling parameter (about
−180 cm−1 for the free ion), Δ is the energy gap between the
2Eg (low-spin) and

4T1g (high-spin) state (see Scheme 2), κ is
an orbital reduction factor due to the covalency, and A is
another orbital reduction factor caused by the mixture of the
ground triplet, 4T1g(

4F) coming from the 4F term, with the
excited one, 4T1g(

4P) from the 4P term. The value of A lies
between 3/2 and 1 for the cases of weak and strong ligand field,
respectively.
Given that the metal to ligand bond distances are different in

the high- and low-spin species (different vibrational frequen-
cies), vibrational partition functions have to be introduced in eq
3 for the estimation of the relative population of the two states.
In this sense, the Cvib parameter was introduced therein where
Cvib = QE/QT, QE, and QT being the vibrational partition
functions (for the 2Eg and

4T1g states, respectively) defined by
Golding et al.118 and Harris et al.116

In the context of the proposed model, the least-squares best-
fit parameters through eqn 3 by using the VPMAG program119

are gLS = 2.12(1), Cvib = 0.1367(9), λ = −168 cm−1, Δ = 1626
cm−1, and α = 1.12(1). Assuming a value of A equal to 1.35
(intermediate value between weak and strong ligand field), one
gets κ = 0.83. The calculated curve reproduces well the
experimental data in the whole temperature range investigated,
and the values of the best-fit parameters are in agreement with
those previously reported for other CoIIN6 SCO com-
pounds.59,83,116,120

The magnetic properties of 2 and 3 under the form χMT
against T plots [χM is the magnetic susceptibility per two
cobalt(II) ions] are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively.
The values of χMT at 300 K are 2.88 (2) and 2.97 cm3 mol−1 K
(3). Upon cooling, these values exhibit smooth decreases which
are followed by Curie laws covering the temperature ranges
205−60 (2) and 180−45 K (3), and they further decrease to

reach values of 2.09 (2) and 2.20 cm3 mol−1 K (3) at 1.9 K.
The thermal dependence of the χMT product in 2 and 3 obeys
the coexistence of the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ SCO unit and the
paramagnetic [Co(NCY)4]

2− entity [Y = S (1) and O (3)]
which are magnetically isolated. The decrease of χMT at low
temperatures in both curves is essentially due to the zero-field
splitting effects (D) of the 4A2 ground-term of tetrahedral
[Co(NCY)4]

2− unit, 2D being the energy gap between the |±
1/2> and |± 3/2> levels of the spin quadruplet. The M versus
H plots for 2 and 3 at 4.0 K correspond to what is expected for
the coexistence of a spin doublet and a spin quadruplet
magnetically noninteracting, the value of M at 5 T tending to
values somewhat above (2) and below (3) 4.0 μB [see Figures
S11 (2) and S12 (3) in the Supporting Information].
Q-band EPR spectra of microcrystalline powder samples of 2

and 3 at 4.0 K (insets of Figure 10 and 11 respectively) are
consistent with the presence of a low-spin cobalt(II) species
[gLS = 2.08 (2) and 2.11 (3)] and a tetrahedral high-spin
cobalt(II) complex [gHS values of 5.66, 3.19, and 1.92 (2) and
5.84 and 3.40 (3)].

Scheme 2. Energy Levels for an Octahedral Cobalt(II)
Complex in the Crossover Region

Figure 10. χMT versus T plot of 2: (○) experimental; (__) best-fit
curve through eq 4 (see text). The inset shows the Q-band EPR
spectrum of a powdered sample of 2 recorded at 4.0 K.

Figure 11. χMT versus T plot of 3: (○) experimental; (__) best-fit
curve through eq 4 (see text). The inset shows the Q-band EPR
spectrum of a powdered sample of 3 recorded at 4.0 K.
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Having in mind the coexistence in 2 and 3 of the
[Co(tppz)2]

2+ SCO unit and the four-coordinate [Co-
(NCY)4]

2− entity [Y = N (2) and O (3)], we analyzed the
magnetic data of 2 and 3 through eq 4

χ χ χ= +M ST HS (4)

with

χ
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χ
β

χ
χ χ

= + −
+ −

= + − −
+ −

=
+

⊥
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N g
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kT D D kT

D kT

4
1 9 exp( 2 / )
1 exp( 2 / )

4
4 (3 / )[1 exp( 2 / )

1 exp( 2 / )

2

3

2 2

2 2

HS

where the first term of eq 4 is corresponds to eq 3 and the
second term accounts for the magnetic properties of the four-
coordinate cobalt(II) unit which has been derived through the
Hamiltonian of eq 5121

β= − + + SD S S g HH S[ 1/3 ( 1)]z
2

HS (5)

In this Hamiltonian we have neglected the rhombic
components of the zero-field splitting to reduce the over-
parameterization. Also for the same reason, we considered g∥ =
g⊥= gHS in the fitting process. The best-fit parameters through
eq 4 are gLS = 2.10(1), Cvib = 0.105(5), λ = −170(4) cm−1, Δ =
1700(25) cm−1, α = 1.10(2), gHS = 2.27(1), and |D| = 3.80(2)
for 2 and gLS = 2.10(1), Cvib = 0.10(19), λ = −169(5) cm−1, Δ
= 1500(30) cm−1, α = 1.10(3), gHS = 2.28(1), and |D| = 4.30(3)
cm−1 for 3. Assuming a value of A = 1.35 for the SCO unit of 2
and 3, the calculated value for κ is 0.82. The theoretical curves
reproduce well the magnetic data in the whole temperature
range investigated. The parameters obtained for the SCO unit
in 2 and 3 are very close to those obtained for the same unit in
1. The fact that the value of |D| for the tetrakis(N-
thiocyanato)cobaltate(II) species in 2 is somewhat smaller
than that of the tetrakis(N-cyanato)cobaltate)II) entity in 3 is
due to the higher distortion of the ideal tetrahedral environ-
ment in the latter anionic complex as pointed out in the
discussion of the respective structures.
Interestingly, compound 3 exhibits an incipient frequency-

dependence of the out-of-phase signal (χM″) under external

applied dc fields (Hdc) below 3.5 K down to the lowest
temperature 2.0 K, as shown in Figure 12 (Hdc = 0.2 T) [see
also Figures S13 (Hdc = 0.1 T) and S14 (Hdc = 0.4 T);
Supporting Information)], a feature which is characteristic of
SIMs behavior. Unfortunately, the expected maximum of χM″
due to the blocking could not be observed down to 2.0 K even
to applying a dc magnetic field of 0.4 T [Figure S14 (right)].
However, under the assumption that the SIM has only one

characteristic time, corresponding to a Debye relaxation process
driven by one activation energy (Ea), the relaxation time (τ)
may be written in terms of the Arrhenius law τ = τ0
exp(Ea(kBT). Taking into account that χM″/χM′ = 2πντ where
ν is the experimental ac field exciting frequency, one obtains the
relation ln(χM″/χM′) = ln(2πντ0) + Ea/kBT, which allows to
evaluate roughly the values of Ea and τo. This methodology has
been applied successfully in other examples of SIMs and
SMMs.122−128 In the present case, the values obtained for Ea
and τ0 are 11.7 cm

−1 and 2.2 × 10−9 s (Figure 13, Hdc = 0.2 T)

and 12.0 cm−1 and 1.5 × 10−9 s (Figure S15, Hdc = 0.1 T;
Supporting Information). The value of 2|D| (8.60 cm−1) for 3 is
somewhat below to that of Ea, the discrepancy between both
values being most likely due to the rough approach used to
evaluate the activation energy. The Cole−Cole plots of 3 in the
temperature range 2.0−2.25 K at Hdc of 0.1 and 0.2 T [Figures
S16(a) and S16(b), respectively; Supporting Information)]

Figure 12. Frequency dependence of the (left) in-phase (χM′) and (right) out-of-phase (χM″) components of the ac susceptibility for 3 under an
applied static field of Hdc = 2000 G with a ±5.0 G oscillating field at frequencies in the range 100−10000 Hz.

Figure 13. Natural logarithm of the χM″/χM′ against 1/T for 3 under a
dc field of 2000 G with a ± 5.0 G oscillating field at eight different
frequencies.
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show only half of semicircles, precluding thus to go further in
the analysis of these data. Finally, the fact that 2 does not
exhibit the SIM behavior down to 2.0 K can be understood
having in mind factors of the different ligand field strength and
less distorted tetrahedral surrounding of the [Co(NCS)4]

2−

unit (2) compared to [Co(NCO)4]
2− (3), the degrees of

distortion being evaluated through continuous shape measure-
ment calculations (see structural discussion).115 Theoretical
studies beyond the scope of the present work would be needed
to understand the lack of SIM behavior for the [Co(NCS)4]

2−

unit of 2.

■ CONCLUSIONS

The comprehensive investigation on the structures and
thermally induced SCO behavior of the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ unit
whose charge is counterbalanced by the diamagnetic organic
dca group (1) and the paramagnetic [Co(NCS)4]

2− (2) and
[Co(NCO)4]

2− (3) metalloligands has been carried out. The
analysis of the structural data for the N6-coordinated cobalt(II)
compounds confirmed that the distortion parameters Σ and Θ
can be distinctive of the cobalt(II) spin state. For compound 1,
a very incomplete 1/2 (LS) ⇔ 3/2 (HS) conversion occurs at
400 K. The most remarkable feature of 2 and 3 concerns the
coexistence of the [Co(tppz)2]

2+ SCO unit and the para-
magnetic four-coordinate cobalt(II) ions [Co(NCS)4]

2− (2)
and [Co(NCO)4]

2− (3) with a 4A2 ground state. The
coexistence in 3 of the SCO properties of the cation and the
SIM behavior of the anion which is evidenced by the incipient
frequency-dependent out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility
signals under applied dc magnetic fields is also noteworthy.
The best-fit parameters obtained for the SCO unit in 1−3 have
comparable values, and the smaller value of D for the
tetrakis(thiocyanato-κN)cobaltate(II) species in 2 compared
to that of the tetrakis(cyanato-κN)cobaltate(II) entity in 3 is
attributed to the higher distortion of the ideal tetrahedral
environment in the latter anionic complex.
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